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The Bible in

the World

January, 1905

O OUR READERS

The issue of any new magazine must,

from the nature of the case, be mainly a

venture of faith . Yet there are outstanding

facts which give us some confidence in our

present undertaking. For many years past

—indeed almost from its foundation—the

Bible Society has published monthly records

of its work , which have had a wide circula

tion among its friends and supporters at

home and abroad . During the last twelve

months , however, the Society has gained

fresh rank and recognition in the eyes of

a wider public. Its Centenary Thanksgiving

has been observed with immense and un

precedented enthusiasm by the Churches

of the Reformation, not only throughout

Great Britain and her Colonies, but also

in the United States, and across the con

tinent of Europe. Modern Christendom has

witnessed no festival so widespread and

unanimous. It amounted to a common re

confession of allegiance to the Bible. To

deepen and educate the interest thus

awakened will be one chief object of our

new magazine .

It need hardly be said that month by

month we shall report the operations of the

Bible Society as it seeks to spread God's

Book, without note or comment, among all the nations and in all the languages

of mankind. From one point of view the Society forms a great philological institute,

and some account of the fresh forms of speech which year by year under its auspices

are made vehicles of the Gospel must have scientific as wellas religious importance.

The work of revising earlier versions of the Scriptures, ceaselessly carried on in

every quarter of the world, is exercising no mean influence on the development of

language .

Moreover, while no Christian institution has a simpler object , there is none

which embraces a wider or more diversified field . The Bible Society finds admis

sion into some countries which remain barred against all other missionary agencies,

and in many remote regions it is the only witness for God. In these pages the

Society's foreign agents and native colporteurs will relate their moving experiences

in their own words. They will testify, month by month , to that supernatural power

with which in every land and in every tongue the New Testament delivers its

message of redeeming Love.

th
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To Our Readers

The Bible is the supreme charter of Christian faith , and we shall endeavour

continually to emphasize those spiritual aspects of Bible-work which yield com

manding and convincing testimony to the Word of God . No book on earth has

faced such remorseless criticism ; and we should be obscurantists indeed if we

denied to scholars the fullest liberty of scrutinizing its pages . But we do claim

that while the Bible is tested and tried in the fiercest furnace of the highest

criticism , it shall at the same time be tested and tried in the still more searching

crucible of human experience and life . When we bring it to meet common men's

most common needs, we discover that this, and no other book in the world , is

the Book to live on and to die on . Those who have proved it most thoroughly

confess , “ Thy Word is tried to the uttermost, and Thy servant loveth it."

In this respect our magazine will supply ever fresh materials for a great chapter

in Christian evidences. It will show how, without striving or crying, the Bible

Society has earned a right to the title , “ Fidei Defensor.”

Again , the Bible is pre -eminently a missionary book. Not merely does it contain

the motive and sanction of the Christian propaganda, but it supplies in itself the

mightiest weapon to make that propaganda victorious . Our Lord's parting com

mand to go into all the world and preachthe Gospel to every creature, applies

to the Scriptures as well as to the Church . The Bible Society is the indispensable

partner of each and all of our Foreign Missions. Its magazine will find room to

review the salient features of the Christian invasion of heathen and Moslem peoples.

Too often the friends of missions see only the corner which concerns their own

Church or missionary society. Our readers will have opportunity to refresh and

encourage their faith by glimpses of the triumph of the Cross in fields where they

are scarcely aware that it has been carried .

And so also , the Bible holds the final secret of Christian unity. Only one Book

belongs to the whole congregation of Christ's flock. Believers who are estranged in

other respects can join hands in the service of the Bible Society. There are perhaps

enough magazines which accentuate the divisions between faithful Christians. In

these pageswe shall continually lay stress on those eternal verities which unite all

lovers of God's Book.

T. H. D.

The

Bible

By C. W.

Moule .

Go, mighty Book, through every land ,

Go, mighty Book, through rolling ages ;

Thou Voice , the child may understand,

Thou Deep , unfathom'd by the sages !

Thou Sword divine, thou firm-set Rock,

Thou Guide , with whom the wise man goeth ;

Green Pasture for the hungry flock ,

Wherethro ' the living Water floweth !

Great Prophet of the thoughts of God ,

Severe or gentle Word in season ;

Bright Star, that shew'st the Christward road

To faith sincere and reverent reason !

Thou bidst us hearken , serve , obey ,

As serve the swift -wing'd angel-legions ;

Thou bidst us tell the Father's way

Of life and love to utmost regions.

There are , who into shreds would tear

And flout thee as a legend hoary ;

There are , with graver critic-care .

Who prove thee , and discern thy glory.

Go, mighty Book ! To friends and foes,

To all the world , thy light be given ;

Until at last the Inspirer close

The Writing in the light of heaven.
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The Bible

in the Heart

By the Bishop of Durham

" TH

for ever,

H
o

THE NEW MEMORIAL TO THE

VENERABLE BEDE AT ROKER .

'HY Word have I hid in mine heart , stand in

that I might not sin against Thee." God's

So writes the Scripture -loving saint to Library

whom we owe, under God , that great con

tribution to Scripture, the hundred and as itself a

nineteenth Psalm. More than possibly he " Scrip

was a man of the Captivity ; indeed , some ture writ

have guessed him to be none other ten forour

than Daniel himself. But, however, he learning.”

was one of that spiritual Israel which Let us

learnt, slowly yet surely, that amidst all the spend a

gifts of God to His covenant people , aye, little time

amidst all the glories and solemnities of now over

temple, and altar, and ark , of priesthood this
this sen

andof ritual , though these were things of tence of

divine command, there was nothing so the name

deeply ,so entirely, so perinanently precious less Scrip

as the Word of God. To the author of this ture-read

great Psalm the sacred Writings, the ing saint .

written Oracles, had come to be well-nigh It is time

everything. To know them , to get fam- ly for us

iliar with their every message, was at once in our

his labour and his joy ; he was occupied day. For

with them, literally, morning, noon, and seldom

night . And to do them, to get conformed has there

to them in will and soul , in temper and been a period when temptations of count

action, as to God's will revealed , this was less sorts lay so abundantly in the way,

his inmost desire and prayer. He was a to hinder, to discredit , to put out of

keen student of the Scriptures . But he fashion the “ hiding in the heart ” of the

was a student in order that he might be Word of God . Yet without such “ hid

vastly more. He read that he might do ; ing " we might almost as well have no

he read that he might be. He read that written Word at all . For without it the

he “ mightnot sin against ” the beloved Bible can only lie , like the seed in the

will of God. parable , loose and dry, upon the hard

So he composed this long Psalm. It trodden paths over the field of life . And

was not only long, but elaborated , with the dark “ bird of the air " will soon take

much literary ingenuity , so as to present it from us there .

itself to the Hebrew mind and memory “ In mine heart.” Let me first “ point

in a shape easy to retain and to recite. the moral" of the words by taking their

He employed a careful alphabetic system , phrase in the most literal sense. I plead

and grouped his thoughts upon it ; on ( especially with younger Christian people ,

purpose, surely, that others might be because their generation has , I think,

drawn to read and to remember, and more than past generations, been allowed

to use the holy Writings with a love and to forget that sort of Bible-work) for

reverence like his own. Meanwhile the plenty of " learning by heart.” An old

SPIRIT was secretly using his thoughts friend of mine once told me how his

and his literary devices; and lo ! his brother, dying in his early prime, spoke

Psalm about the Scripture has come to his last appeals from his death -bed to

رو
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The Bible in the Heart

Was

And every

his young men friends. And one
temptation of our day, among even earn

this : “ Don't read your Bible ; learn it.” est people , a temptation due to a great

I echo that invitation . I thank God that variety of causes, is the tendency to read

I was early taught to learn many passages about Scripture rather than to read

and many chapters — in some cases whole Scripture ; perhaps to read " criticism ,"

Epistles, or atleast a series of continuous of a kind not always of the deepest

chapters of a Gospel or Epistle - accu- sighted, because not of the most sym

rately by heart. At this very time, pathetic , while the holy thing " criticized ”

now I am well over sixty years old , I is by no means made really familiar to

try still to add to my store of Scripture the reader's “ heart."

got by heart, particularly from the pre

cious Psalms. And great and sweet is the Let us begin again upon our Bibles,

benefit . The Word, made thus portable with this delightful and most fruitful use

by " hiding in the heart," is ever ready to of them . Let us take them into the

come out and talk with me. It is a walk- " heart ” of reflective and attentive

ing companion, a travelling companion. Thought ; into the “ heart ” of reverent and

It is ready , literally, to get up with me, sympathetic love ; into the heart ” of

and to go to rest with me. a will responsive, by the grace of God , to

new portion got by heart , carefully and His will .His will . And we shall assuredly find, as

exactly, seemsby that very process to de- our days move, that two results are being

velop a new freshness, and to disclose developed The Bible will assert to us,

new treasures .
with a logic more powerful than all formal

reasonings , its divine trustworthiness for

But then , let us take the word “ heart ” the repose and reliance of our souls.

in a larger and deeper sense , and a sense And then our whole tone of thought, of

closely true to the Psalmist's own thought , purpose , of temper ; our worship and

for " heart," in Hebrew parlance, tended our work ; our secret times with God,

to mean not merely memory, nor again our openest hours with men ; will all take

merely emotion , but the whole deep in a new strength and peace, as the

" innerman ” ; thought,love, will . There, engrafted Word ” grows and rules in

in that mysterious , but ah , so real and " the heart." For the Scripture is " God's

handyreceptacle ,let us " hide " the Word . Heart in God's Words,” and so it is

Not in the sense of concealment, but of made on purpose to hallow the heart of

storage, let us “ hide ” it . And let us

" hide " it — the Scripture-its very self ;not
only commentaries upon it, or introduc

tions ” to it ( which do notalways lead to a

very intimate interview when once we are

introduced ), but the very Word . One great

man .

DURHAM CATHEDRAL.
Photo by the Photochrom Co.
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What our

Friends say

INCE our

SN
new magazine

was announced, messages

of encouragement and promises of valuable assistance

have reached us from many influential quarters. This

month we can only print a selection of the friendly

wishes which we most gratefully acknowledge .

The Marquis of Northampton.

“ The name of the new magazine is in itself sufficient to

deepen the interest of friends of the Bible Society in its

work , and at least to rouse the curiosity of those who have

not realized what that work really means. In these days of steam

boats, railways, and even motor- cars, which make a journey round

the world a comparatively short incident in human life, the size

of the habitable globe may seem to have shrunk, and the peoples

of the earth may appear to be nearer to each other. On the other

hand , the object of the Bible Society , the better it is known, will

prove how far apart each nation or tribe is one from the other,

and how hard is the task of reaching all . The difference of languages,

dialects, customs, and religions widens the field of the Society's labours.

The absence of a written language in many lands increases its difficulties ,

and the unhappy divisions in the Christian Church impede its success in

many others. But the words ring in our ears , ' The earth shall be full of

the knowledge of the Lord, as the waters cover the sea ,' and in helping

the fulfilment of that Divine promise the Bible Society has a sure confidence that all

difficulties will be gradually overcome, and that the Book of books will slowly but surely

be given to all men . Much has been done during the last hundred years, but much

more remains to be done. Are you fully aware,Christians, of your duty to your Master?

Can you realize the immensity of the work which remains for you to help to accomplish ?

There are more than four hundred millions of immortal creatures for whom Christ

died , who have as yet no portion of God's Word translated into any of the sixteen

hundred languages spoken amongst them !

“ It is to bring home this appalling truth to the consciences of Bible- lovers that

• THE BIBLE IN THE WORLD ' starts on its Christian mission . In its pages the progress

and the needs of our Society will be reported month by month ; and theprayer of all

connected with it is that this human effort may be blessed by the Almighty, and that

it may act as an incentive to all English -speaking people to share the priceless gift

which they possess with all mankind ."

NORTHAMPTON, President.

The Bishop of London.

" I wish all success to ‘ THE BIBLE IN THE WORLD. ' May it be blessed to help

on the multiplication of copies of the Bible in the hands of the different missionary

societies throughout the world , and especially to its translation into still more

languages."

Principal Fairbairn .

“ Let me wish your new monthly journal all possible success. To be associated

with a Society so distinguished in its aims and so honourable in its methods is com

mendation enough. Any magazine it may issue is , by the mere fact that it is issued

by the Bible Society, stamped as one of peculiar distinction and certain elevation.

There is no Society so generous in its help to the missionary, or whose help is so

necessary to him . No Society has indirectly done more for the knowledge of
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What our Friends Say

the human tongue and for the circulation of human literature than the Bible Society.

And, for my own part, I regard its being as necessary for the higher work , as well as

to the better being and happiness of the world . Let me therefore wish you all

possible success, and breathe upon your venture the best benediction I can give,

though that certainly is by no means equal to your deserts."

L

The Earl of Stamford.

“ I am interested to hear of the new venture of the Bible Society, and I trust that

' THE BIBLE IN THE WORLD ' may be circulated even more widely than the Monthly

Reporter. The latter I have read as it appears from month to month, and I have

always found valuable matter in it . May the forthcoming periodical aid still further

the objects of the Society, especially in its work of supplying the soldiers of the Cross
with the weapons of precision which are indispensable in the foreign mission field .”

The Rev. Dr. James H. Rigg.

" I am very thankful to learn that the Committee of the Bible Society have deter

mined - none too soon , as it seems to me - to publish a new monthly magazine, of

which the distinctive title is to be « THE BIBLE IN THE World. The title is good

and properly suggestive. I wish it abundant and soul-saving success.

The Rev. Dr. J. Monro Gibson.

“ Let me congratulate the Bible Society on its new magazine, the very title of

which marks a marvellous advance. Its motto all along has been the Bible for the

world ,' but now you can speak of ' the Bible in the World. The great and growing

work of Bible production and distribution is surely answer enough to those who

tremble for the ark of God in these times of critical inquiry. In the early days of our

work there were those who said that unless the scientific position taken by geologists

could be disproved the authority of the Bible would be gone, just as there were those

who made the same prophecy when the astronomers began to teach that the earth went

round the sun . The new views were cot disproved , but established ; yet the grand

old Bible was not a whit the worse , and the increase of its circulation did not halt or

hesitatefor a day. Criticism has been at work now for half a century, and without

attempting to indicate how much of it has been valid , and how muchrash and mis

taken, wemay confidently assert that the net result has been to bring out the glories

of the Bible more impressively than ever. The human element has been brought

into new prominence, so that the inspired writers live before us, and we can feel , as it

were, the touch of their hands,and hear the throbbing of their hearts. And when we

realize that theywere men of like passions with ourselves—not impossible saints with

aureoles abouttheir heads-we are the more filled with wonder at their lofty inspira

tion . That the treasure is in earthen vessels makes it all the more obvious that the

excellence of the power is of God, and not of men. May . THE BIBLE IN THE WORLD '

live and prosper in furtherance of the sending forth of the Divine Word to all kindreds

and nations and peoples and tongues, till there shall be no speech nor language where

its voice is not heard . "

Mr. Caleb R. Kemp, Chairman of the Committee.

" THE BIBLE IN THE WORLD ' will , the Committee trust , much more than occupy

the field of the Monthly Reporter. The new publication will not only give information

of the work of the Society, and record the receipt of subscriptions , but will contain

articles from men and women well qualified to interest and instruct on the various
aspects of the world -wide progress of the Scriptures amongst the nations and races

of mankind. This, if carried out as the Committee desire, cannot fail to attract a

large number of readers among the Christian public, and they confidently appeal to

their many friends in England and elsewhere to co-operate with them in giving to

the new serial a very wide circulation, which it is desired to extend in the British

Isles and in Greater Britain beyond the sea."
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A Letter from the

King of Toro

E

THE KING OF TORO.

ARLY last spring the Committee

sent out a presentation copy ofthe

Society's large -type English Bible , in four

volumes, to the King of Toro . The Rev.

T. B. Johnson writes as follows from the

C M.S. station at Toro, enclosing also a

letter of acknowledgment in the King's

autograph , with the appended transla

tion :

“ The King, Daudi Kasagama, received

last week the beautiful Bible yousent him ,

and was very much pleased with it . He

has started putting it to use by bringing it

down daily to my Bible Class for the sake

of the maps, and in his usual bright way

is full of questions about it .

“ Since the days, thirteen years ago,

when Captain (now Sir Frederic) Lugard

found him a refugee, in Uganda, from

his powerful and terrible neighbour in

Bunyoro, King Kabarega , and brought inch a gentleman , a statesman, and a king,

him back to his country, till now , King and the country is fortunate indeed in
Daudi has maintained a steady consistency having such a ruler. He has often

in the religion which he was then only expressed the hope of going to England

just beginning to learn and understand . for a visit some time in the future.

He joined with his kinsman Yafen in “ You may be interested to know that

begging the Uganda Church to send him we had celebrated the Bible Society Cen

teachers, receiving them with the warmest tenary here during his absence in Uganda

of welcomes, and encouraging his chiefs with many of the leading chiefs, but on

to heartheir words ; and since his baptism , his return we suggested to him that per

in March , 1896, he has ever been a main- haps he would not like the Centenary

stay of the Church . He is, besides, every contributions to go up without his par

ticipating, and he very wil

lingly responded, sending

Rs. 30, and some of the

chiefs contributed, bringing

up the total gift from Toro to

over Rs. 100. We certainly

have much to thank the Bible

Society for, here, in printing

the little Gospels and Acts

in Nyoro , and when the

complete Nyoro New Testa

ment arrives—which is now

in the press—our debt will

be very largely increased .

We are very eagerly looking

forward to its coming."

Translation of the King's Letter.

“ To my friends, the Elders,

who managethe Bible Society .

“ How are you, my friends ?

“ Thank you for the pre

KING DAUDI AND HIS SUITE WATCHING

NATIVE WRESTLERS.
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Yellow Labourers for the Transvaai

sent of the Bible. I received it on August “ I have not many words to write to you

12th . I was very pleased.
now , but that many of my people are

And now I learn English , and shall following our Lord Jesus Christ.

learn little by little to read it well . “ Now goodbye, may God keep you in

" It is the Bible that has brought bless

ing to all countries.
" I am , your friend in Christ Jesus,

" And this is a precious gift , and the (Signed )
" DAUDI KASAGAMA,

missionaries here tell me, “ This is the
“ King of Toro.

kind of Bible you gave Queen Victoria . ' “ August 19 , 1904. ”

your work.

DAILY SENIOR BIBLE CLASS OF King Daudi is sitting against the wall in the centre of the class,

facing this way. The Katikiro sits beneath the black-board ,
CHRISTIANS HELD AT TORO,

UP

Yellow Labourers for the Transvaal

By the Rev. G. H. Bondfield

The Bible Society's Agent for China

P to September between five and six the point of embarkation. With kindly

thousand Chinese coolies had left words and a simple explanation of his

Tientsin for South Africa . It is a pleasure mission , Mr. Gould has presented these

to know that the majority of these men books. " The Gospels, ” he writes , " were

carried with them to their new homes well received, although many expressed

across the sea a copy of one of the their inability to read ; these we ex

Gospels in their own language, presented horted to seek help from others on

by the Bible Society . Mr. R. J. Gould, board who could read, and get instruction.

our acting Sub -agent in Tientsin, has Some three or four of them were found to

taken full advantage of the permission be Christians, though they had neglected

readily granted by the shipping agents , to bring their Bibles. These asked for

and has moved freely amongst the coolies two or three different Gospels . Quite 70

both in the receiving Compound and at per cent. are unable to read.”
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Yellow Labourers for the Transvaal

COOLIES BUYING GOODS BEFORE EMBARKING AT TIENTSIN .

In future all

coolies are to

be shipped from

Chingwantao,

where extensive

sheds are being

built for their

accommodation.

At this place

Mr. Gould spent

two days, and

was able during

that time to dis

tribute a thou

sand Gospels to

the coolies on the

third ship that

has sailed .

“ The men were

brought down

from the camp

in railway trucks

to the jetty ,

where they were

put on board

small coasting

steamer and conveyed out to the large Here again they received the books very

ocean - going steamer, which was lying readily , and I met with only three or four
some distance off. This arrangement refusals. Quite a number told me that

enabled me to give out the Gospels as they could not read, but later on , to my
the men passed down the gangway. great satisfaction, I saw several of the

men sittingdown

on their little

bundles of be

longings, reading

the books. Un

fortunately it

turned out very

wet, but the cap

tain offered me

shelter under the

awning in the in

tervals of waiting

for the batches

of men to be

brought along

side. ” The So

ciety has obtain

ed permission at

Johannesburg to

engage a Chinese

Christian colpor

teur, who will

have liberty to

work among his

fellow - country

men in the mines,
COOLIES ON THE LIGHTER EMBARKING FOR SOUTH AFRICA
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Battlefields in Manchuria
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By Mr. R. T. Turley, F.R.G.S.

Assistant Agent at Mukden and Kirin since 1886

of the Saviour. Then the war broke out

of all the between China and Japan , and colportage

world are ceased at Port Arthur for two years,

gazing east- until after the Russian occupation . The

wards , fasci- Danish Mission then entered and built up

nated by an a little Church of earnest Christian men

awful death- and women . This mission was stopped

struggle be- in its propaganda by the laws of Russia,

tween two which, however, grant full permits and

great nations. privileges to our colporteurs on con

Multitudes dition that they only sell copies of the

of English Scriptures published or sanctioned by

people who the Holy Synod : they have thus, practic

a year ago ally, a free hand.

hardly knew At Liao-yang, thirty years ago , the late

where Man- Dr. Hunter, followed soon after by Dr.

churia is Ross, of the United Presbyterian Mission ,

situated, now frequently sold Scriptures for our Society.

talk familiar- During the last twenty years our native

ly over their colporteurs have been at work. They

breakfast- are largely drawn from Christians in the
Reduced facsimile of the envelope ad

dressed to Mr. Turkey by Mr. Cheng,
tables about villages around Liao -yang and Mukden,

our Depot-Manager at New -chwang. Mukden and and especially from those which lie

the Yalu right on the battlefield of Sha -ho, where

river and Liao -yang and the Sha - ho . to-day their little homes are all destroyed.

Those names to-day stand for blood- Through every village and hamlet over

stained scenes of carnage and havoc and the plains around Hai-cheng, Liao -yang,

· heroism . It is worth while to recall that and Mukden our colporteurs have care

these very fields of battle have been well- fully and systematically laboured. They

known ground to the servants of the Bible are working on there to this very moment,

Society for many a year before either the except where battles are actually raging.

Russian or the Japanese Army invaded Even where they cannot sell books they

Manchuria. can help , comfort, and counsel the very

First let us recall Port Arthur as it large number of villagers, who, if not all

appeared in December, 1886. The little actual Christians, have been influenced

fishing village of Liu -sun -kou is rapidly by the Scriptures. Pai-ta -pu — the White

changing into a busy camp of many Pagoda village - between Sha-ho and the

thousands of coolies and mechanics, who Hun river - was until a short time ago the

are beginning to transform the quiet inlet, happy home of our Biblewoman , Mrs. Li .

and make it a world-famed fortress and Here her young widowed daughter kept

harbour. Down from our depôt at Hai- a school for Christian girls , and all around

cheng, two hundred miles to the north , the district Mrs. Li has laboured for

there tramp two Chinese colporteurs, years, especially on each bank of the

carrying their heavy packs. They begin Sha-ho river. Just beyond, near Su -chia
selling Scriptures in Port Arthur. After a

tun railway station, is a little farm now

time they return to Hai- cheng, where one in ruins, the once bright home of an

of them dies, worn out ; but every winter exemplary Christian family, whose mother

from 1886 to 1894 our colporteurs went is our earnest Biblewoman , Mrs. Shih .

regularly to work in Port Arthur. No Pen - si -hu and Mu-chi-shan (or Yen

other Christian workers were there to tai ) have long been worked by our col

encourage the coolies and traders who porteurs , whilst Lien -shan -kuan, under

had learned the Gospel from our books, or the Mo-tien -ling, was frequently a place

had brought with them some knowledge of rest for the travel-worn bookseller.
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THE BATTLE AREA IN MANCHURIA WHERE OUR

COLPORTEURS AND BIBLEWOMEN WORK .

From a Sketch by Perry Home,

Reproduced by kind permission of " The Sphere.

Indeed, nearly all the names mentioned these villages, witnessed bravely for their

day by day in the war telegrams from God and Saviour.

Manchuria have clinging round them Horrible and unspeakable as the suffer

some bits history connected with our ings of these villagers must be , those of

Bible -work. During the Boxer troubles, the heathen are worse, since the desecra

Manchurian Christians , in not a few of tion of their temples and ancestral graves
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Common Prayer

66

will affect them most grievously. To the A letter has just come to hand in Eng

Christian, God is a living God, and while land from Mr. Chen , our old and faithful

he sorrows when the graves of his kins- depôt-manager at the port of New

folk are more or less unintentionally pro- chwang (or Ying-kow ). It is addressed

faned, he knows that there is no soul to Mr. and Mrs. Turley, and begins in the

lingering with the body in the tomb. And usual flowery Eastern style . : . A

further , the Christian has his Book to strange thing is happening. The native

comfort him , while the precepts of the merchants and traders of Dalny and Port

Bible have induced other native Christians Arthur, who, when in prosperity , had no

in less afflicted districts of Manchuria to time for religion of any kind, much less

spread out brotherly hands to those who to buy Christian books, are now flocking

are in such distress. here (to New -chwang) by the thousand as

At Mukden itself , so far as we can poor, afflicted refugees. The Chinese

learn , the Rev. H. W. Pullar, of the U.F. and other merchants here have sub

Church Mission, has remained bravely at scribed money for their relief , which has

this post of danger, taking charge of our been entrusted to the Presbyterian mis

Bible depôt and premises there , and sionaries, Messrs. Webster and Carson

labouring splendidly among the sick and and Dr. Brander, to administer. These

wounded Russians,Chinese,and Japanese refugees are much impressed. As I have
Nearly every missionary in Manchuria is the freedom of the whole place, as well

at his appointed station, and colportage as of the Red Cross hospital, my labours

goes on steadily, especially in the crowded are great, and, by God's mercy, most

hospitals and among the Russian troops. encouraging, for I sell hundreds of the

Four Chinese colporteurs are set apart Gospels to these strangers, who gladly

for this latter duty. It seems that, with read them . They who are sick listen

rare exceptions, all our forty native book- kindly to my words. . . . Humbly present

sellers and twelve depôt-keepers (at as my respectful obedience to the venerable

many different centres), besides several gentlemen who guide the Bible Society.

Biblewomen, are busy in Manchuria. May peace be with them ."

Common Prayer

FO

“ Rely not on a single prayer in matters of great

concernment ; but make it as public as you can , by

obtaining others to pray with you : this being the

great blessing of the Communion of Saints , that a

prayer united is strong like a well-ordered army."

Jeremy Taylor.

OR many years it has been a rule for the whole staff of the Bible House in

London to assemble for prayer every Tuesday morning, and in many other

countries the servants and friends of the Society are accustomed to unite week

by week, for common intercession on its behalf. We entreat all who are like -minded

to join each Tuesday morning in this unison of praise and prayer with the Society's

agents, colporteurs, and Biblewomen throughout the world.

The following special topics for prayer are suggested to our fellow -workers :

For January.— Those who translate the For February.-- Those who teach the Bible

Scriptures, especially into new languages- in schools and colleges - Parents who explain

Those engaged on Revision Committees, espe- the Gospel to their children - All young readers

cially any of their native assistants, who are of God's Book,especially such as are perplexed

not Christians — The Editorial Committee at with difficulties - Those who are growing up

the Bible House - The races and tribes, in ignorance of the Scriptures - Our District

numbering scores of millions, whose languages Secretaries , and all who aid them in organizing

have not yet been reduced to writing – A and addressing meetings—The permanent in

special blessing on our new magazine . crease of the Society's income.

Let us give thanks - For the continuous demand for the Scriptures in China and Japan

For the numerous gifts to the Centenary Fund from Native Churches - For the Gospel

translated for the first time into Kalaña, Balti, Masai, and Mukawa - For the enthusiasm

and unity shown by our Auxiliaries in Canada.
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Immortality of the Divine Word
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E are accustomed to dis- being in the spiritual sphere ; and while

tinguish between two it deals with the things of sense it views

kinds of literature — that which them from the standpoint of the soul . It

serves its purpose of a summer day and is intensely human , but the humanity is

then withers as the season closes, and shot through with divinity, as when you

that which endureth from generation set a light behind a screen . It is like the

to generation. There are books which person of Christ, who is the perfect Word

please us for a reading, but we do not of God ; it is the grace and truth of God

add them to our library ; there are books in the vessel of a human literature . It is

which we desire to have always within no accident that the first words in this

reach , and which we re -read every year. collection of writings are “ In the begin

Some books are immortal, for there is in ning God , ” or that the last words are

them the breath of God ; other books are " The grace of our Lord Jesus Christ be

ephemeral - belonging to a passing age . with you all," for the whole Book between

While human speech lasts one dares to Genesis and Revelation breathes the at

prophesy that Homer and Virgil and mosphere of that lofty tableland where

Dante and Shakespeare - to take only- to take only the soul holds fellowship with God . This

four great classics — will be read, while is not because the Book secludes itself,

round the roots of those eternal trees like some pious monk, from the play of

of the forest the foliage of innumerable human life-for it is based on humanity

autumns will lie forgotten. Yet they pale but because every incident of life , its

into insignificance for far-reaching power tragedies and its comedies, its labour and

and inherent vitality beside the imperial its love, its sin and its sorrow, is regarded

Book of human literature, which by an from " eternity's stillness."

unconscious felicity we call the Book, and This Book places the emphasis not

which beyond all others has merited the upon the body but upon the soul , not

name of the Word of God . Amid the upon a man's earthly possessions but

perpetual flux of things — the passing of upon his spiritual character. It concerns

friends, the change of institutions, the itself with the moral issues of individual

re -arrangement of geography, the re- and national life ; it has its eye ever upon

casting of the face of a country, the rise the long result. It pours contempt upon

and fall of systems of thought, the fading foolish princes , it magnifies obscure piety,

of ancient creeds — the one invulnerable it dashes in pieces the oppressor and lifts

institution on which the storms of time up those of low estate. It encourages

leave no mark, and the one perennial men to watch for the morning ; it

force which grows with the years is the strengthens them to march through the

Holy Scriptures. When we open our desert with the hope of the land of

Bible we pass for the moment from time promise. It reduces this life , with its

into eternity . inevitable hardships, to a brief chapter in

For one thing, incomparably beyond the biography of the soul ; it opens the

other books it lives and moves, and has its far reaches of eternity, where "there shall

13



Immortality of the Divine Word

nor
be no more death , neither sorrow language was such as not to admit of any

crying , neither shall there be any more translation being made into it . There is,

pain , for the former things are passed however, an excellent Chinese Bible to

away." Beyond all other books the Bible day, and no speech has yet been dis

has atmosphere and perspective . When covered into which the Bible could not

you close the next best book, whatever be translated and into which it did not

you may count that to be, and open the carry its undiminished treasure of revela

Bible, you pass from the confinement of a tion . This is no reflection, however, on

house, however spacious, and find your- that great Eastern scholar, for what he

self amid the free air of the mountain- said may no doubt apply to every other

side, with the plain spread out below you book except the Word of God. Rules

dotted with the homes of men, and above that sweep in all other literature cease to

you the blue arch of heaven . apply when you touch the Bible. Litera

One ought not, therefore, to be surprised ture is marked off into provinces : when

that the Word of God is at home in every the inhabitant of one crosses the frontier

language of the human race . This is a into another he is obliged , like travellers

unique property of the Bible , and proves at a custom house, to leave some articles

a Divine inspiration. For a language is behind ; but the Bible is like the sun in

not merely a method of sound, it is also a the heavens, which shineth from above

form of thought ; it is not a question of upon all lands — it is like the air which we

the lips, it is an outflow of the mind. breathe, and which no man can divide

Through a language the national character into compartments. It is too little to say

is revealed ; in a language the national the Bible can be translated into every

ideas are embodied . No language has speech ; it can be naturalized in every

gone down to the grave, not even the speech, which is a very different thing.

chatter of the lowest savages , but has No Hebrew Christian can obtain any

carried with it some special idea ; and no more from the twenty -third Psalm than

tribe a degree higher than the beasts has an English believer ; no Greek can get

been blotted out of existence without more comfort from the fourteenth of St.

obliterating some type of humanity. The John than an Anglo - Saxon . Pedantic

disruption of speech has been the disrup- preachers worry their hearers with refer

tion of the race ; it has raised barriers ences to the original, but for every prac

between nations which they have not tical purpose the English version conveys

been able to overleap . There is a sense the truth as perfectly as the Hebrew or

in which a book in one language can be the Greek . Missionaries translating the

transferred to another, but in the trans- Bible into savage dialects use, I presume,

ference the spirit largely evaporates. If our version as a basis , and they may do

one desires to taste the flavour of the so with security, for all versions are but

great classics of human literature he must as vessels which contain the same water

read each in its original form . Men count of life. The water adapts its shape to the

it worth while to master ancient Italian vessel and fills it to the brim ; it can be

that they may read the Divina Commedia poured from vessel to vessel . Whatever

and some have learnt Spanish that they cup you drink from -- Hebrew , Greek,

might know Don Quixote at first hand . German , or Chinese—it is ever the water of

Moslems forbid the Koran to be translated God , of which if any man drink he shall

from the sacred Arabic into any profane never thirst again . The Bible has saved

speech ; and I learn , from the excellent languages from oblivion ; it has raised

little book published by the Bible Society , half-beastly sounds into ordered speech ;

and called The Conquests of the Bible, that it has given illiterate languages a litera

a German archbishop, about the time ture ; it has sustained the standard of the

of the invention of printing , prohibited nobler tongues ; and beyond all other

religious books in the vernacular, on the books together it has made human speech

ground that “ German was incapable of glorious. Like Christ Himself, it is

expressing the deep truths of Chris- universal.

tianity " , while Sir William Jones, the Or estimate the immortality of Holy

learned author of Asiatic Researches, de- Scripture by its force in human history.

clared that the character of the Chinese It is a heartening reflection that after all
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Immortality of theof the Divine Word

it has not been the sword , nor hand against every man, we

gold , nor any such tangible power, call him Ishmael ; if a man is

which has made nations and traitor to his cause , he is known

shaped the course of our race. for ever as Judas ; if he is of a

It has been speech and litera simple mind, it is enough to

ture , it has been men touched describe him as Nathaniel .

with the spirit of God, and the A cruel and evil woman is

books which they left . The He Jezebel, a wise and learned

brew people was created by Moses person is Solomon, a cunning

and the prophets ; the Christian counsellor is Ahithophel, a

Church by the apostles and the New hypocritical person is a Phari

Testament writings. Behind all great
see, and a cynical unbeliever

movements of the Western is a Sadducee. One who re

world has been the Bible, and gards all religions with in

the Bible has made the con difference is a Gallio,and the

quering racesof modern times. honest sceptic is a Thomas.

It was the printing of the Bible Eden is for ever an estate of

which woke Europe and pro innocence , the Ark a place of

duced the Reformation ; it was refuge from trouble , the Jordan

the reading of the Bible which the passage from this world

put blood into Puritanism , to the next, the land of promise

and made England free . The the type of the other world ,

United States was founded by Sodom and Gomorrah are the

men whose minds were charged bywords for wicked cities,

with the Bible spirit ; and every while difficulties disappear like

thing that is strong in the national the walls of Jericho before the

character of the Anglo -Saxon race blast of the ram's horn . Some

has come from Bible teaching . It stripling wins his victory

may indeed be said that if a againstoverwhelming strength,

nation were only to breathe as David slew Goliath . A

the Bible air for a time , they few choice souls like

would break every bond and Gideon's band, true friends are

stand as God's free men . If as David and Jonathan , a pro

tyrants, political or ecclesi phet of woe is a Jeremiah , and

astical, desire to keep their an example of patience is a

grip , they had better put Job. Uncultured people raging

the Bible under lock and against light are Philistines, and

key . An open Bible means women leading men astray are called

a strong people, for the iron Delilahs. The Song of Solomon still

of its faith passes into their remains the most perfect love lyric in

blood , and the men fed by human literature ; and fierce, passionate

the prophets and the apostles hatred has never found such solemn

with strong meat can never expression as in the imprecatory Psalms.

be enslaved . Rachel weeping for her children will

Within this Book humanity ever be the figure of sorrowful mother

lives in all its experiences, so hood, and the woman who washed

that what we say in measure of writers Christ's feet the type of broken -hearted

like Shakespeare and Scott , we say of the penitence. The rich man of the parable

Bible without reserve : it is the record of stands to - day for the selfish use of posses

the drama of humanity. We realize this sions, and the poorman is Lazarus. Puri

when we remember how the qualities of life tans charging in battle cry, " The sword of

are symbolized to us by characters in the the Lord and ofGideon ” ; theScots' Church

Bible , and the situations of life by its has for its crest the burning bush ; and re

incidents. If a man turn his hand against formers desiring to make England a goodly

his brother, we think of Cain and Abel ; if country declare they will not sheath the

any one plays tricks, it is Jacob again sword till they have " built Jerusalem in

deceiving : if he be an outcast withhis England's green and pleasant land."

are
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Edessa

David's lamentation over Absalom , the light to guide him through the labyrinth of

parting of Ruth and Naomi, the pleading life , and the key to open to him the King

of Joseph's brethren, the death of the dom of Heaven . Of all other books we

Shunamite's child , all illustrate the pathos weary sooner or later, to this Book we

of human life . Within this Book every return with never failing satisfaction .

mood of our complex nature is expressed, And in the last day of our life , when the

and every crisis of our varied life is tides of life are running out and the

anticipated ; here every stage of our faith shadow of the unseen is falling upon us,

is marked, from the bitter complaint of we shall ask, as many both great and

Ecclesiastes to the childlike faith of the simple have done, that a promise from

twenty -third Psalm . The whole wealth this Book shall be read to us. With that

of human experience is gathered into this promise in our heart we hope to pass

Book. He that possesses it has the history from this world to the next, where,

of the race, he that understands it is wiser instead of the written page, shall be the

than the ancients, he that obeys it has the open revelation .

John Watson.

Edessa

By the Rev. John Sharp, M.A.

Editorial Superintendent

C

LINE

THE TWO GREAT COLUMNS ON THE CITADEL OF EDESSA .

THE
'HE first of the series of Centenary thousand years in India, and since then

booklets issued from month to for neara century at Cambridge, and the

month in 1903-4, dealt with the Eastern Syriac Gospels, discovered in 1892 by

Witness to the Bible in History. With Mrs. Lewison Mount Sinai . Its author

characteristic charm it grouped together traces back his interest in Syriac versions

such facts concerning the Syriac Bible as to hearing Canon Cureton discuss , some

its birth in Edessa, its monument, some five -and -forty years ago, the Ignatian

twelve centuries old , at Siganfu in China, Epistles in Syriac.

the MS. of it carefully preserved for a It may be hoped that the story of the

-
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Edessa

Syriac Bible so attractively told by Chan- Edessa and its slow decline.” Musalman

cellor Edmonds has aroused a similar in- tradition has put its own interpretation on

terest in some of his readers . To such, each salient feature of the place. The

the issue of Mr. Burkitt's book on Early columns on the high crag, which formed

Eastern Christianity will be welcome. a natural citadel , attracting settlers to its

These “ St. Margaret's Lectures " of 1904 base , have been assumed to commemorate

are fittingly dedicated to the memory of " the deliverance of Abraham .” The

Canon Cureton . He was Rector of St. beautiful spring, Callirrhoe, hard by, is

Margaret's , Westminster, from 1846 to said to have burst forth out of the fiery

1864. His publication in 1858 of ' frag- furnace which infidels had kindled to
ments of Syriac Gospels, under his care consume him . The sacred fish which

in the British Museum , disturbed the then swarm in the adjoining transparent pool ,

prevalent belief that the Syriac version of Birket Ibrahim , are considered to be

the Scriptures known as the Peshitta had under the Patriarch's special protection.

its origin in Palestine, and that it was the Abraham's reputed birthplace was, says

oldest translation of the Bible into Syriac . Dean Stanley, " the cradle of ecclesiastical

This belief is now known to be mistaken history.” It was also the centre from

in both points . The Syriac of the Peshitta, which Syriac Christianity spread through

says Mr. Burkitt , is akin to the Aramaic Central Asia into China, and took per

of Palestine, but it is not the same. It is manent root in South India. Within it

the Aramaic spoken in the Euphrates ' “ lived and died and is buried the chief

Valley , and not that of the Aramaic saint of the Syrian Church , Ephrem ,

portions of the Old Testament or the Deacon of Edessa.” It had , too, its early

Targums. Christian martyrs. Shamona and Guria

Edessa was the first centre of Christi- were beheaded at the beginning of

anity in the Syriac -speaking world." Diocletian's persecution in A.D. 297

had belonged to the House of Seleucus, Thespot is shown in our second picture.

and Edessa was its Greek name. The After discussing the anachronisms

Aramaic inhabitants called it Urhâi, from which make the story of the correspon

which the Greeks named the district dence between Christ and King Abgar of

Osrhoene or Orrhoene. The modern name Edessa untrustworthy, Mr. Burkitt , in his

of the town is Urfa, stained by the second lecture, deals with “ The Bible in

massacre of from three to four thousand Syriac .” He refers to the critical value

Armenian Christians in December, 1895. of the early Syriac translations as authori

If its claim to be “ Ur of the Chaldees " is ties of the utmost value in corroborating

well founded , Edessa must share with or correcting the traditional text of the

Damascus the distinction of being one Old and New Testaments. Space will

of the oldest cities in the world which is not allow us to trace the arguments which

still the home of living men . It stands he thinks point to these conclusions of : ( 1 )

in Northern Mesopotamia, east of the " that the Old Testament in Syriac was

Euphrates , on the great caravan road originally a vernacular rendering of the

from Aleppo to Mosul . Hebrew Scriptures made by Jews for

Mr. Burkitt kindly allows two of the Jews resident at Edessa and speaking

beautiful photographs of Edessa which the language of the country " ; (2 ) that

adorn his volume to be reproduced in an “old Syriac " version of the Four

this magazine. The first illustrates some Gospels (represented now by the Sinai

of the religious changes which Edessa Palimpsest and Cureton's MS.), fol

has witnessed in its long and chequered lowed about A.D. 200 ; ( 3) that Rabbûla,

history . “ The two great columns were the great Bishop of Edessa from A.D.

set up in the days of paganism , and frag- 411 to 435 , suppressed the Diatessaron

ments of their dedication inscription are or Syriac Harmony of the Gospels made

still legible upon one of them . Below by Tatian about A.D. 170 , which had

this may be seen a few letters containing ousted the full Gospels from popular use ,

the Moslem profession of faith , cut in an and put in its place a revision of the

early Arabic character. Between the “ Old Syriac” version of the Four Gospels,

period covered by these two inscriptions which brought it into closer conformity

must be placed the rise of Christianity in with the Greek text as read in Antioch
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A Prayer for New Year's Day

EDESSA , LOOKING W.S.w. , TOWARDS THE CITADEL OF ABGAR.

about A.D. 400. This recension Mr. purpose over forty MSS. By kind per

Burkitt identifies with the Peshitta text mission of the Delegates of the Press, an

of the Gospels, which is now the only edition of Mr. Gwilliam's text (without

one in ecclesiastical use . In 1892-1900 any critical adjuncts) has been stereo

the Rev. G. H. Gwilliam prepared a typed from the type set up for their

critical edition of these Peshitta Gospels edition , and will be issued immediately

for the Clarendon Press, collating for the by the Bible Society.

A Prayer for New Year's Day.

“ Lord ! pardon all my misspent time ; and make me more diligent and careful

to redeem it for the time to come ; that when I come to the end ofmy days, I may

look back with comfort on the days that are past. Grant that I may begin this new

year with new resolutions of serving Thee more faithfully, and if , through infirmity

or negligence, I forget these good purposes, awaken Thou in me a sense of my

danger. Make me wise unto salvation ; that I may consider in this my day the

things that belong unto my peace ; and that I may pass this, and all the years I

have yet to live , in the comfortable hope of a blessed eternity, for the Lord Jesus'

sake , Amen .” — From Bishop Wilson's “ Sacra Privata .”

THE BIBLE IN THE WORLD for February will contain contributions from the

Hon . Joseph Choate , United States' Ambassador ; Bishop King, of the S.P.G., Mada

gascar ; Sir George Williams ; Mr. J. Bevan Braithwaite ; the Rev. F. B. Meyer ; the

Rev. Dr. P. T. Forsyth ; the Rev. Dr. Richard Glover ; the Rev. A. Taylor ; Dr. G. A.

Grierson ; King Lewanika of Barotseland ; the Rev. J. I. Hasler, B.M.S., of Delhi ;

Mr. J. J. Brown, late publishing superintendent ; Mr. M.A. Morrison,Agent at Berlin ;

Mr. W. Davidson, Agent at Ekaterinburg ; and Mr. Alfred Lea, Sub-agent in South

Malaysia.
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A New Language

By the Rev. G. Cullen H. Reed, L.M.S.

TH

REED BY HIS MASTER .

' HE latest addition to the Bible lies on both

Society's list of versions comes from sides of the

British South Africa, where the Rev. G. railway line
Cullen H. Reed , of the London Missionary south of Bu

Society , has translated St. Matthew's lawayo , be
Gospel into Kalaña. Mr. Reed is a tween the Tati

cousin of the late Rev. C. E. B. Reed, concession

formerly one of the Secretaries of the and Matebele

Bible Society, and he has been good land proper.

enough to furnish some particulars of this Away to the

new version , of which our Society is now distant west

printing an edition of a thousand copies. rises the

The Ma -Kalaña consist of an aggregate purple range

of tribes, speaking the same language of of the Mato

the Bantu family, and having the same pos, guarding

customs. They were part of the old the lonely

inhabitants of Rhodesia before the Ma grave of Cecil

Tebele came up from the south , and, Rhodes . The

according to some traditions , onceruled population im

from the Zambesi to the Orange River. mediately af

The Ma -Kalaña are practically the same fected by this

race as the Ma-Shona, but since they were new transla
MBALA , A SLAVE GIVEN TO MR.

cut in two by the intrusion of the Ma- tion numbers

Tebele, the two sections have developed rather more

so differently as to language that they than twenty thousand, but large bodies of

now find it difficult to understand each the same people are also living in Khama's

other's speech. country, as well as towards the Zambesi.

The Se -Kalaña district , however, where We find the same language, or dialects of

Mr. Reed has been at work since 1895 , it , spreading northward through Central
Africa as far as Nyas

saland , and even Lake

Tanganyika.

When Mr. Reed

began his work

among the Ma-Ka

laña , he expected to

use the Sen - Tebele

language, but found

that the people only

used thisas a foreign

tongue for trading

with the Ma - Tebele.

At home they spoke

their own language,

and the women and

children understood

no other. Mr. Reed

was thus driven to

study Se- Kalaña . He

reduced it to writ

ing, and with the

approval of his col

leagues, began to

MR. CULLEN REED , WITH HIS PUPILS, make a version of

St. Matthew in thisSONS OF NATIVE CHIEFS.
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A New Language

every Church member

and catechumen that it

is his personal duty to

spread the Gospel .

The Ma- Kalaña

good workmen . The men

are smiths, iron and brass

smelters, carpenters with

their native adzes , and

agriculturalists on a large

scale. It should be em

phasized that the young

carry out the

hardest and largest part

of the digging of their

extensive gardens, which

occupies them about five

months each year. In

1903 , the Se -Kalaña dis

trict exported over
16,000,000 pounds of

grain . The people retain

some curious semi-noma

dic customs. Every year

NATIVE TEACHERS, WHO HAVE ASSISTED
they take up a portion

MR. REED IN TRANSLATION.

of fresh ground, allowing

some of their old land

new speech. In his task he had the to lapse , and as their gardens thus stretch

assistance of both heathen and Christian further and further from the centre, they

natives. Some of the latter were able to remove their town to correspond. Indeed,

use Sen-Tebele , Zulu , or Se -Chuana trans- a Se -Kalaña town gets moved about

lations as a guide. Mr. Reed and these every five years . Their old villages were

native helpers have been through the nearly always built among the hills, or at

Gospel five separate times , revising and the foot of some rocky eminence, to which

improving their version . He is himself they could escape in case of attack .

responsible for the spelling and division The change of life among those people

of words, and has endeavoured as far as who accept Christianity is illustrated by

possible to represent each word or phrase the strenuous opposition which the

in the original by the same word or phrase heathen Ma-Kalaña are now offering to

wherever it occurs in the translation. education and attendance at public wor

Cheering progress has been made in ship. Indeed , the opprobrious terms

evangelizing the people themselves. About often hurled against Church members,

two thousand of them are now able to read . testify to the new moral standard which

Every Sunday morning services are carried has been set up . Such epithets, and the

on at thirty different kraals round the head sins to which they refer, would not be
and out-stations , where united services , considered shameful by the heathen

attended by about a thousand people, themselves. Mr. Reed gives a touching

are also held at midday. At eight of illustration of the faith to which these new

these out -stations the native teachers were converts can attain . “ Let me instance

last year supported by the contributions a woman who had lost all her three

of the native Church . All the schools children. Before admitting her to Church

or churches have been erected and fitted membership I asked whether she could

up by the people themselves, without any trust the God who had taken her children

cost to the London Missionary Society . away. And she answered, “ Yes, He took

The aim has been from the first to them because He loved them better than

make the mission self- supporting as far I. He can look after them best, and I

as possible . Moreover, it is impressed on shall see them again ' "
.
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with the Bible

In a Brazilian Forest. One evening he and his guide were

overtaken by nightfall in the forest, and

The Rev. John D. McEwen has been compelled to lie down on the ground

working for our Society in the State of and wait for dawn . They grew a little

Bahia, which is nearly three times as alarmed because of the numerous snakes,

large as England and Wales. Mr. and the neighbourhood of the South

McEwen received his training at North American tiger. However, after kindling

field , Mass . , and was pronounced by the a fire, Mr. McEwen read Psalm xci.

late Mr. D. L. Moody to

be “ the finest fellow he

had ever sent into the

foreign field .” In his

first report he tells of

much difficulty because

of bad roads and a nasty

fall from his mule , but

finishes by saying, “ I am

full of joy. This is the

best work in the world.

We are sowing for eternal

life , and for the over

turning of Satan's king

dom in Brazil." During

this journey of nearly

two months he sold

almost 1,500 copies.

Mr. McEwen has

fine voice, and is a splen

did open-air singer. On

entering a village he in

variably drives into the

public square or green ,

and begins to sing some

attractive Christian hymn.

This rarely fails to collect

a crowd . In the mean

time some one has opened

his bag or box of books .

Then comes his oppor

tunity , and there is no

one better able or more

willing to seize it . In one

letter he says, “ O , the

great work to be done ,

the many doors opening

all around ! God help us

to give the people His

Word from house to

house and hut to hut.

There are thousands of

families which can only
Littleha mplon .

be reached this way.”

а

Photo by N. Edwards,

THROUGH A BRAZILIAN

FOREST.
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Abroad with the Bible

RAJAH OF ACHIN.

of Malacca towards Achin (or Atjeh , as the

Dutch call it ) , which occupies the north

west corner of the great island of Sumatra.

In the seventeenth century this was the

centre of a powerful Sultanate, which

carried on considerable commerce with

European traders, especially in silk and in

gold . To-day the Dutch Colonial Govern

ment of Achin includes about half a

million people , who, during the last

thirty-five years, have been gradually

brought into subjection by the Dutch.

The mountains of the interior, however,

remain practically unsubdued and in

deed unexplored .

" It was not until quite recently that I

obtained my much -desired opportunity

of paying a visit to Achin . However,

everything comes to him who waits,

and I found myself on the deck of a

small Chinese steamer bound for Olehleh ,

its chief port . For fellow -passengers I

had a motley crowd of Chinese coolies,

Malays, Achinese, Tamils, and Bengalis.

I intended to try and dispose of a few

Scriptures on board, but outside Penang

harbour our little craft caught the swell

from the Indian Ocean so freely that my

intentions were defeated by the great

enemy of those who go down to the sea

in ships . For four days I endured the

wretchedness of this steamer as it was

tossed in the Straits of Malacca . The

captain seemed somewhat indignant

when I asked the age of his boat , and

informed me that she was still young . '

Later, however, I noticed a brass plate,

which betrayed the fact that she was well

on the shady side of forty. After belong

ing to various English companies , she had

been sold to the Chinese as unseaworthy ,

but they had managed to sail her with

profit for several years. During that

period she had been twice captured by

pirates , who murdered the officers and

made off with all the valuables on board .

At last, however, we arrived safely at Oleh

leh , from which port I had a safe journey

to Kota Raja, the chief town of Achin and

the seat of the Dutch Government.

" During my visit I was able to sell large

numbers of Malay Scriptures to the

natives, though they are strict Muham

madans. Every morning I took my

stand in the market-place with a big bag

of books, and for about two hours had

a busy time answering questions and

Coming to the words, " Thou shall not be

afraid for the terror by night . . . nor for

the pestilence that walketh in darkness . . . .

For He shall give His angels charge con

cerning thee,” he writes, “ All fear of
cobras departed at once, and we had a

peaceful night's rest." The following

day they entered an unfriendly village,

where some of the leading farmers deter

mined they should not remain . Mr.

McEwen asked leave to say a few words

from the doorstep of a house . He began

by relating how he had got lost the night

before, and then telling them of Psalm xci.,

and of what it had done for them. This

wonderfully opened the hearts of the

people towards the Book, and he had

splendid sales. Months afterwards, in

the market of a distant town , a farmer

rushed up to him , exclaiming, “ Senhor,

Senhor, where is that book that frightens

the cobras ? We want some copies . "

With the Gospel in Achin .

Mr. W. H. Williams, our Sub-agent at

Penang, writes : " For several years I have

looked with longing eyes across the Straits
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Abroad with the Bible

disposing of Gospels . Then after break- Conference for native colporteurs was

fast each day I made a house-to-house held at Canton . The meetings, though

visitation . By this means my stock of primarily organized byour Sub-agent , the

Scriptures rapidly disappeared. I did Rev. H.O. T. Burkwall , for his own men ,

my utmost to pass no one by, and the were thrown open to workers employed

Word of Life was offered to opium by other Societies. Twenty -five colpor

smokers, drunkards, and indeed to all teurs were present, of whom all but six

sorts and conditions of men , and I passed were in the Bible Society's service. De

on leaving the wealthy Chinaman and votional meetings, lectures on important

the poor Tamil coolie perusing that Book Christian doctrines, addresses onon the

which is able to make them wise unto duties of the colporteur, talks on texts

salvation . During my stay in Achin , which and passages of Scripture specially suit

lasted for threeweeks, I sold over two able for use when conversing with ob

thousand volumes of the Scriptures. Notjectors or inquirers, made up an admirable

a few persons purchased several books programme. The Conference lasted for

for their friends in the far interior , and ten days, and was highly appreciated by

thus the Gospel is carried where neither the colporteurs, who went back to their

the colporteur nor the missionary can difficult and often discouraging task

make his way." greatly helped by the instruction they

had received , and cheered by the fellow

A Bible School for Chinese ship they enjoyed. The meetings secured

Colporteurs at Canton.
the hearty co-operation of missionaries

and native pastors. The expenses were

No Christian worker needs encourage- defrayed by the gift of a generous native

ment and sympathy more than the colpor- Christian . The Rev. G. H. Bondfield,

teur, but only too often he gets neither our Agent at Shanghai, is endeavouring

the one nor the other. During the month to arrange for a similar Conference in

of July , however, a " Bible School " or each of the Chinese Sub -agencies.

REV. H. 0. T. BURKWALL AND THE COLPORTEURS ATTENDING

THE BIBLE SCHOOL AT CANTON , JULY, 1904.
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Thy Word

By William Canton

NOT
OT like those mitred Fathers of renown

Hoar patriarchs, maimed confessors--who of old,

When Arius denied

The Godhead of the Saviour Crucified

Convened in council in Nicæa town ,

And raised , in all men's sight, for all men's heed,

The Holy Scriptures on a throne of gold

Not like the meek recluse,

The cloistered saint of later age,

Who wrought in gold and colours , line by line

Inscribing on a jewelled page

The Book divine

Oh , not like these-we thank Thee of Thy grace

Oh, not like these-for so Thy Word,

In codex ivory -bound, or cased

In silver rough with precious stone,

Became too beautiful to be debased

By daily use,

Became too rich for common men to own,

Became too sacred for the poor to read,

Became too hallowed even to be heard

Save from a priest's mouth , in a holy place.

i And language charged, and centuries passed away ;

And darkness fell upon the soul .

Its speech unknown, its words unread,

The Book upon Thine altars lay

An idol in Thy Gospel's stead .

Men kissed the page they could not understand ;

The smoke of incense round it wreathed ;

The dying with its leaves were fanned,

In hope the breath Thy Scripture breathed

Might make them whole.

Oh, not by jewelled cases

Do we Thy Word revere

Not by illumined pages,

Nor characters of gold

But by the tongues of races

Whose hearts beat high to hear,
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Who knew Thee not for ages,

Who have but now been told .

In use and not in splendour,

In spirit not in sense ,

We gladly seek to render

Thy Word true reverence .

Plain leaves and homely covers

Ne'er yet Thy Word defiled ;

But these have made the poor its lovers,

And brought it to the rustic child .

And thus in many a land, in strangest speech ,

Beneath the Northern Lights, the Southern Cross,

In Indian wigwam and in Mongol tent,

Thy Scripture is known. By lamp of glimmering moss

The Samoyed reads, and by the fire -flies' light

The Negro pores upon Thy promises.

On coral isles and shores of centuried ice

Fierce tribes uplift to Thee the hands of prayer.

Yet through the distance crying,

Wild voices cross the wave

The wail of myriads dying,

Whom Thou alone canst save.

With lips and hearts a-quiver,

Our fathers heard that strain ,

“ From many an ancient river,

From many a paliny plain .”

From tent and storied city,

Fair streets and savage lairs,

We hear it-shall our pity,

Our love , be less than theirs ?

We hear, and who shall hear it

Unheeding and unstirred ?

Oh , Lord , send down Thy Spirit ,

And speed Thy holy Word.

So shall Thy Book be wrought

In colours of all human life , and set

With tribes and peoples for its jewel-work,

And lifted high on righteousness and love,

As on a throne of gold, for evermore.
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MR . ROBERT BARCLAY, TREASURER OF THE BIBLE SOCIETY .

The Centenary Fund

On November 1 , 1904 , the payments and promises to the Centenary Fund exceeded £ 197,000 .

The Fund still remains open . Not a few additional gifts will certainly arrive from abroad,

and there remain numerous friends of the Society at home who have been waiting to see

what would be needed to complete the 250,000 guineas. Meanwhile we record some chief

sources of the sums which have been hitherto actually received . England has paid in

£151,723 ; British North America, £ 6,118 ; Cape Colony, 14,213 ; Central Europe (Germany,

Austria, and Switzerland), £3,261 ; Wales, £ 2,974 ; New Zealand, £2,919 ; Australia, £2,110 ;

Ireland, f.1,539; India and Ceylon, £ 1,347 ; China, £921 ; Egypt, £ 734 ; Italy, £ 695; Russian

Empire, 1686 ; West Indies, 6555 ; South Malaysia, £ 521 , South America , 1486 ; France,

$ 471 ; Central South Africa, £ 414; West Africa, £ 387 ; Madagascar ,£ 250.

Many of these figures give rise to profound thankfulness, especially whenwe realize how

large a proportion of the gifts from mission fields have been contributed by native Christians.
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Our Partners in Canada

By the Rev. J. H. Ritson, M.A.

Mr. Ritson returned in November from a Canadian visit, when he represented the Parent Society

at the Conference of Canadian Auxiliaries at Toronto.

N°
O man can traverse the Dominion of tribution admits of no simple solution . We

Canada from ocean to ocean , and see are told that Canada's difficulty is “ not its

for himself its illimitable wealth of lake and millions, but its miles." It will require a com

sea, of mountain and plain, without dreaming bination of the genius of able business men with

dreams and seeing visions of its possible future. the enthusiasm of hardy pioneer missionaries

Its fisheries and its forests , the deep black soil to reach with economy and efficiency those

of its boundless prairies and the unexplored scattered far and wide, on remote farms and

treasure of its mineral deposits, are an asset to lonely ranches, in distant lumber camps and

the empire not yet fully appreciated . But far -off mines. The work will be costly , and we

the people Canada are a greater asset - most may hear the time-worn criticisms of those

of them our own kith and kin , bone of our who sit at home in arm -chairs and calculate the

bone and flesh of our flesh , fervent in their expense of colportage, forgetting the words of

loyalty to the throne, and unfeigned in their One who set a whole world in the balance

love for the mother country. over against one single soul . Canada's first

The nincteenth century has witnessed the and greatest problem is “ How to make her

growth of this people through childhood and own children a Bible -reading and Bible -loving

youth, and though the total population does people ? "

not yet exceed that of London, it is growing But Canada has the missionary spirit, which

with an ever-increasing acceleration, and there looks out upon all nations , and acknowledges

is no reason to doubt the prediction of Sir a world-wide responsibility. During the years

Wilfrid Laurier that Canada will some day be 1895-1903 she has sent home on an average

the home of 100,000,000 souls. A great nation £ 3,292 per annum to the general funds of the

is in process of formation, but its greatness is Bible Society , after all expenses of work within

not assured unconditionally. It is contingent, the Dominion have beenmet. She knows she

and contingent, above all else, on the develop- can do more, and is determined to do more ; and

ment of its religious life. The opening up of her second problem is “ How best to increase

her natural resources and the character ofher her annual contribution to the Parent Society

fiscal policy are matters of vital importance, that the bread of life may be distributed in

but the future of Canada depends chiefly on every land ? "

her attitude to those truths revealed in the The opening of the second century of Bible

written Word of God . This fact is recognized Society work was felt to be a fitting oppor

by the Committee of the Bible Society in tunity for boldly facing these problems by a

London, and their friends in the Dominion, reconstitution of the Society's staff, and a

and for some time they have been facing the reorganization of itsmethods. It was further

problem— " How to place within the reach of felt that any new policy must look beyond the

every immigrant in Canada a Bible in his Dominion to the world , and beyond the present

mother tongue ? " to the greatand not far off future, which, under

It is a perplexing problem . During 1903 over God's providence, seems to be the destiny of

125,000 people settled in the country, and since North America.

March of this year the new arrivals have aver- A Conference of the Canadian Auxiliaries

aged a thousand a day. Chinese, Japanese, was therefore summoned, and met in Toronto

Dukhobors, Mennonites, Galicians, .Poles, on September 14th and 15th. Dr. Hoyles

Germans, Italians , Frenchmen, Englishmen, presided, and to his kindly spirit and able

Scotchmen , are spreading over the North leadership the Bible Society will be for ever

West. The crowds on the Winnipeg station indebted. After traversing amaze of proposals

platform are cosmopolitan. From our depôt, and schemes, the delegates arrived at practical

which is less than a mile away, Scriptures are unanimity on the general lines of reorganiza

sold in thirty tongues. The future of Canada tion. Onthe principle that in unity is strength,

depends on her success in welding together it was recommended that there be a federation

these different elements into one people. The of the fourteen Auxiliaries and their twelve

State is anxious to make the immigrant into a hundred Branches, under the title , “The

Canadian, and the Church is anxious to make Canadian Bible Society Auxiliary to the British

him into a Christian Canadian. At this junc- and Foreign Bible Society.” This title is in

ture the Bible Society steps forth and offers tended to emphasize, first, Canada's own re

the Bible—the one Book which can unite Jew sponsibility in Bible-work, and, secondly, to

and Greek , barbarian and Scythian , bond and proclaim its oneness with the Parent Society.

free, male and female, and make all one in Such a step is in harmony with all the de.

Christ Jesus. But the problem of Bible dis- velopments of Canadian life in recent years,
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Photo by N. Edwards.
A CAMP ON TEMAGAMING LAKE,

ONTARIO ,

politically and ecclesiastically. The affairs of

the Federation will be managed by a general

board representative of all the Auxiliaries,

meeting annually in various centres, and having

a small executive to carry on the work in the

meantime. The Board will have an honorary

lay treasurer and a corresponding secretary,

the latter being appointed by the Parent Com

mittee in London, and forming a living link

between Canada and England. In order that

adequate provision may be made for the

organization of Auxiliaries and Branches, and
that specialists on Bible-work may be available

as deputations,five District Secretaries will be

appointed by the General Board , and around

them the Auxiliaries will be grouped . There

will be no interference, however, with the in

ternal control or management of any Auxiliary.

The General Board will be responsible for

colportage among peoples and in districts not

yet organized, for thedistribution of a Canadian

edition of THE BIBLE IN THE World, and

for the circulation of cheap Scriptures through

the general book trade .

The Conference, which has thus passed the

Bible Society's “ British North America Act,"

will be a memorable one. Throughout its

sessions there was felt the presence of an

overruling Wisdom and a guiding Hand, and
at the close it was with heart and voice that

all joined in praising Him " from whom all

blessings flow ." May God continue to lead

our partners in Canada. It is necessary, to

have up-to-date and perfect machinery, but

something more is needed—driving power ;

and , in this case , that power of the Spirit

which is alone the gift of God in answer to

the prayer of faith .

Surely the most penetrating comment ever made was

St. Augustine's remark on our Lord's words , Lazarus ,

come forth — " He singles out Lazarus by name , lest

all the hosts of the dead should hear His voice and

come forth together."

- - -
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Experiences in Australasia

By the Rev. F. W. Macdonald

of the Wesleyan Methodist Missionary Society

IN
N looking back upon my visit to Australasia for us before we started , and were closely
on behalf of the Bible Society during the followed . We landed in Auckland on the

year 1903 , I recall with much thankfulness and inth of May, 1903 , and spent six weeks in

satisfaction the fact that I was allowed to take New Zealand , holding services and meetings

part in the great preparations that preceded in all the principal, and manv of the less im
its Centenary Celebration. It was felt to be portant, towns of New Zealand. The way had
desirable that our kinsmen in the southern been prepared for us by the local committees

world should be invited to join in commemo- and by the energy and organizing skill of the

rating the foundation, a hundred years ago, of Rev. F. H. Spencer, the Society's Agent in New

the organization which, from modest begin- Zealand. We found there, as elsewhere, great

nings , has reached such vast dimensions, and differences between one district and another

has remained steadfast to its one aim of trans- in respect of local organization ; in some

lating the Holy Scriptures and promoting their places this was all that could be wished , in

circulation throughout the world . The hun- others lax and inefficient. This seems to be

dredth anniversary of such an institution could the crucial question everywhere. Given a
not be lightly passed over . If notable events secretary with his heart in the work and a

are to be commemorated at all , none was moderate amount of organizing ability , and

more worthy to be celebrated than that all goes well ; ministers assist,and Churches

which set in operation the far-reaching contribute. Where the secretary is half

labours which have given to the world hearted or incompetent , nothing goes well ;
some 378 versions of the Holy Scriptures, ministers forget , and Churches are indifferent
and have issued them in the course of a to the work of the Society .

century to the number of nearly 187,000,000 Our experience at Auckland encouraged
copies. us at the start . We found capable and

The Centenary Celebration held last March earnest officials, and both ministers and people
is now a matter of history. It will be re- followed their lead . For most of our time in

membered as unique in its character and New Zealand Mr. Raynes and I were sepa

unexampled in the scale on which it was rated , so as to visit as large a number of places

observed . The completion of the fund of as possible . We were together at Auckland ,
250,000 guineas for the extension of the Christchurch, Dunedin , and Invercargill. I

Society's work is coming within sight; but the went alone to Gisborne , Napier, Wellington,

moraland spiritual effect of such a tribute to Nelson, and many smaller towns. The meet

the authority and power of the Word of God ings were seldom large ones, judged by our

will, we may believe, long remain as an inspi- home standards, but were generally good as

ration and an impulse throughout the Church regards tone and spirit, in some instances

of Christ. strikingly so . On Sundays I preached to

Much preparation was required to ensure its Presbyterian or Methodist congregations, and

success. The objects in view and the means Mr. Raynes officiated in Anglican churches.

to be adopted needed to be explained . Atten- Our meetings were usually held in public halls,

tion had to be called to the great work already but occasionally in churches. The largest con

accomplished , and to the larger work that still gregation to which I preached in New Zealand

waits to be done, and it was necessary to was in Knox Presbyterian Church, Dunedin.

make strong appeal to the motives by which Other large congregations were those of the

alone such work can be sustained . Baptist Church , Auckland, and the Methodist

How effectively this was done in our own churches at Wellington and Dunedin . I think

country is generally known ; but English I may say for my colleague as well as for

Christians are, of course, not so well acquainted myself that we found our Sunday services
with the measures that were taken to awaken very helpful and refreshing after the journeys

interest and secure co -operation in other lands. and meetings of the week, and that in con

Of these measures, so far as they refer to nection with them the work of our mission

Australia, New Zealand , and Tasmania, I am reached its highest spiritual level . Advocacy
able to speak . of the Bible Society would become a dull and

At the request of the Committee of the Bible heavy business if it did not deal largely with

Society , I leit England early in April, 1903, in the Bible itself , the inexhaustible

company with the Rev. H. A. Ravnes, the of light and guidance, of inspiration and up

Society's Home Superintendent, for the lands lifting ; and with this conviction we sought to

just named . The course of travel and the deepen in our hearers the sense of its inex

general plan of deputation work were laid out pressible value to themselves as the rule of

source
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THE DIAMOND LAKE , NEW ZEALAND.

faith and the guide of life . The influence of us at Government House , Melbourne, and

Holy Scripture on life and character is just as wrote a letter , to be read in public, expressing

much required in young communities as in old his conviction that the Bible furnished the only

ones, and we were thankful for the oppor- real basis for moral and religious instruction.

tunity of bearing our witness on this subject to At Brisbane, Sir Herbert Chermside, the

our brethren in this lovely and prosperous Governor of Queensland , presided at themeet

land. ing, and gave a learned and admirable address

After a fortnight in Tasmania, where our on the historic versions of the English Bible.

plans were much interfcred with by a visitation Many members of the legislature and leading

of small -pox , we landed in Melbourne on citizens were present. At Adelaide, the Bishop

Sunday, the 12th of July. Our work in of the Diocese took the chair at the Centenary

Australia was laid out on large lines, corre- Meeting, and made an effective speech . We

sponding with the spaces and distances of this were greatly indebted for our success in this

great country. For four months we travelled delightful city to the Chief Justice, Sir Samuel

far and wide,visiting in succession the principal Way, Bart., my generous and accomplished

towns in New South Wales, Queensland, host, for whose hospitality and personal kind

Victoria, South Australia, and West Australia. ness I shall ever be grateful . Sir George le

There was, on the whole , a very effective co- Hunte , the Governor of the State, who at .

operation on the part of the churches and their tended our meeting, entertained us with

leaders to make our visit successful. Great much courtesy and kindness, and showed

meetings were held in the capital cities of himselfin complete sympathy with the work

Sydney, Brisbane, Melbourne, Adelaide, and of the Bible Society.

Perth . Much attention was shown to us by Amongst the ministers of all denominations

representatives of every rank and class . The were some who held aloof from the Society

Governor -General, Lord Tennyson , entertained and its operations on grounds with which we
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are familiar in similar instances in this country ; introduction to the Premier and many leading

but they were few. The great majority of the members of the Federal Parliament ; and to

clergy, Anglican , Presbyterian , and Methodist, Mr. Percy M'Arthur , also of Sydney, for many

were with us, and gave us the benefit of their of the amenities which that great city has to

brotherly goodwill and assistance. offer. For four months it was myprivilege to

Of the personal kindness I received through- preach and to speak in town and country,

out Australia I cannot speak too highly . The under varied conditions and surroundings , to

grateful recollection of it will remain with me audiences large and small. My theme was

to the close of life. In many a distant town- one and the same from first to last : the Holy

ship in New Zealand and Australia I was the Scriptures, their vitality, authority,andpower ;
guest of the parsonage, and made the acquaint- the service they render by revealing God , by

ance of faithful, hard -working ministers of the interpreting man, and by setting forth Jesus

Gospel , whose labours go to make secure the Christ our Lord and Saviour ; and the means

foundation of these young Commonwealths, by which , through translation and diffusion ,

while strengthening and extending the kingdom they are to be made available for the entire

of Christ . The ministers and people ofmyown human family . I was often physically fatigued ,

Church wherever I went gave mewelcome and and was deeply conscious of my intellectual

showed me kindness toan extent that often and spiritual limitations, but the theme itself

“ left me mourning " that I had done so little never grew stale irksome. On the

to deserve it , and could do still less to requite contrary, it enlarged to my apprehension

it . Amongst these I may be allowed to men- as I dealt with it. The spiritual greatness,

tion Dr. Fitchett and my old and dear friend , sanctity, and beauty of the Bible

Mr. Sugden, of Melbourne ; Dr. George Brown increasingly disclosed, and I reached the end

and Mr. Prescott , of Sydney ; Mr. Rainsford of my period of service with convictions

Bavin , of Newcastle ; Mr. Withington , of deepened to full assurance of the inwrought,

Ballarat ; Mr. Bickford , President of the God-given life and power of the Holy

Victoria Methodist Conference, who has since Scriptures, and their abilit to make men

died ; and Mr. Bird, of Perth . To Sir William wise unto salvation through faith which is

Macmillan, of Sydney, I was indebted for in Christ Jesus.

nor

were

Photo by D. H. Allan .

BULLOCK TEAM HAULING A TARRAH LOG,

WESTERN AUSTRALIA .
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The Rev. F. D. Thompson .

The Committee received in August a letter

from the Rev. F. D. Thompson, M.A., their

senior District Secretary, resigning his position

after a period of service lasting for twenty-eight

years. Mr. Thompson contemplated this step

last year , but deferred taking it until the Cen

tenary celebrations were over . In accepting

his resignation the Committee adopted at their

meeting on October 17th a special resolution,

giving expression to their sense of thankful

ness for his faithful services, and for the

devoted interest he has for so long shown to

the Society's work. Mr. Thompsonwas senior

curate of Swansea Parish Church when , in

1876, he accepted an invitation to join the

Society's staff. At the outset he had charge of

the East and West Ridings of Yorkshire,

together with North Lincolnshire. At a later

stage the remaining part of Lincolnshire was

added to his district, but when the number of

districts was increased in 1897, the North

Riding was substituted for the county of
Lincolnshire. The numerous village meetings

in the fen county , as well as the important

anniversaries of Auxiliaries in the industrial

centres of the county of broad acres , have alike

benefited from his advocacy of work for God ,

as represented by the Bible Society . The
Committee feel sure that his many friends in
Yorkshire and elsewhere will associate them

selves with them in the hope that Mr.

Thompson may enjoy much happiness in his

retirement. A sketch of Mr. Thompson's life

appeared in the Reporter for December, 1901.

REV . FRANCIS D. THOMPSON , M.A.

Photo by Bacon & Sons, Leeds.

circumstances . Mr. Castells was only released

on condition of his leaving the Philippines. He

resumed work as a Sub-agent in Malaysia, and

has done excellent service in Central America

since 1893 , taking full charge of it as an

independent Agency in 1899. He is a con

siderable linguist, and has of late years sụper.

vised translations of Gospels into Quichéand

Cakchiquel for Guatemala Indians. He still

hopes to carry through the press St. John's

Gospel in Bribri for Indians in Costa Rica.

An Annual Sermon .

The Rev. W. T. Davison , D.D. , has been

appointed by the Wesleyan Conference to

preach the annual sermon on behalf of the

Bible Society in Wesley Chapel , City Road ,
next March. Dr. Davison became a Vice

President of the Society in 1902.

The North Metropolitan District .

The District hitherto known as the North

Metropolitan has been divided . The Rev.

James Thomas, whose health, we rejoice to

say, has considerably improved, retains charge

of the eastern part of it , which includes

the city , and which will be known as the

North Metropolitan (East ) . The Rev. W. H.

Norman , M.A. , who has so efficiently super

vized the Society's work in the Eastern

Counties since 1892, has accepted the Com

mittee's invitation to remove to London , and

he takes charge of that part of the District

which will in future be known as the North

Metropolitan (West).

The Rev. F. de P. Castells.

The Rev. F. de P. Castells , who has been in

England on furlough for some months, has

resigned his post on the foreign staff, having

accepted a curacy at St. Stephen's, Norwich.

Mr. Castells, who is a Spaniard by birth ,

entered the Society's service seventeen years

ago, and in company with the Rev. Alonso

Lallave endeavoured to obtain a footing for

Bible-work in Manila . As a result he was

thrown into prison , after Señor Alonso had

died in their hotel under somewhat suspicious

The Primate of Canada.

Archbishop Bond , of Montreal, the newly

appointed Primate of all Canada in succession

to Archbishop Machray, is the President of

our Montreal Auxiliary. This venerable pre

late in his ninetieth year is full of vigour, and

takes the keenest interest in the Society.

11 The
Mr. Hamo Thornycroft, R.A. , has generously supplied a sketch of his famous statue,

Sower , " with suggestions for its reproduction on the cover of " The Bible in the World . " For

the scheme of lettering on the cover , we are indebted to Mr. W. G. Collingwood.
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HE SALUTATION OF TERTIUS

was

The un- the servant of Cenchrea, who conveyed

known scribe, this epistle to Rome, and thus, as Renan

who wrote says, “ carried under her mantle the whole

down the future of Christian theology.” We are

Epistle to the debtors not less to Tertius, who inscribed

Romans at St. the epistle, sentence by sentence, on its

Paul's dicta- original papyrus sheetswith his reed pen .

tion , was more How long a chain of copyists and editors
than a mere and printers connects us with that first ,

phonograph. far-away autograph ! Surely he wrote it
He had learn- with reverence and accuracy and honest

ed himself to pride , exulting in the task ; and surely he
rejoice in the has received his reward. To have your

Gospel of re- namementioned in the pages of Gibbon,

demption . said Thackeray, was like having it in
His name scribed on the dome of St. Peter's : of

counted how much greater honour must Tertius

among those be thought worthy who is immortalized

who were the by having a verse to himself in the New

first-fruits of Testament !

Achaia unto Now there is a real and profound sense

Christ. And so in which the Bible Society may claim to

Tertius be, if not a successor of St. Paul , at least

able to enter a successor of Tertius. Every translator

into the spirit and reviser of the Scriptures, every man

of that high who helps to print and to bind or evento

a rgument pack copies of God's Book, every one who

which he was bears it abroad and carries it into the

the first to hear. While he sat at work corners of the earth and puts it into the

in the chamber at Corinth , his own heart hands of fresh readers, has a place and

must have glowed and kindled as he portion in the same sacred office which

caught the passion of the great apostle Tertius fulfilled . Probably he was quite

whom he served, and who permitted him a commonplace Christian - if, indeed , any

to add his own greeting in one of the Christian may rightly be called common

final verses : place . And we may be certain that

" I, Tertius, who write the epistle, salute though he wrote with all possible care

you in the Lord .” and zeal, he did not pause to illuminate
That salutation , sent first of all by a the pages of the manuscript. St. Paul's

humble amanuensis to readers whom he eager , fervid spirit and impassioned

had never seen , stretches across the cen- periods would brook no needless delay.

turies till it embraces us. The holy Plain and straightforward handwriting

Church universal is a debtor to Phæbe, in clear characters, so as to be legible

was
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even to aged eyes — this only would be Scriptures can feel that this work of ours
what the apostle required in his clerk. likewise is begun, continued , and ended

Like Tertius, the Bible Society is not in the Lord . For it is a work in which

concerned with decorating the message our Lord Himself has a personal interest

which it makes the common property of and concern. And we may believe that

mankind. Like Tertius, it abstains from His grace and benediction rest on those

adding illustrations or comments which whose daily business is bound up with

might obscure or detract from the in- His Book , who seek to do their business

spired text. The Gospel which we circu- in the spirit and power of the Bible . So

late needs no illuminated setting for its each humblest member and helper of the
paragraphs . It shines by its own lustre ; Bible Society can send, like Tertius the

it convinces and conquers by its inherent ancient scribe, a spiritual greeting to
truth .

hosts of unseen readers in lands near and

Tertius had gained a blessing which he far. We salute them all in the Lord.

desired to impart. According to one We pray that the Lord Himself may

rendering, he wrote the epistle in the draw near to them , and salute them as

Lord .” Some special grace recompensed they read ; that He may meet them
and crowned this faithful scribe who was face to face in the pages of His Gospel ,

instructed in the Kingdom of Heaven. and lead them to His living fountains

And we who engage in the duty of multi- of water, and wipe away all tears from

plying or of distributing copies of the
T. H. D.

their eyes.

What our Friends Say
We acknowledge very gratefully the cordial and generous welcome accorded to

the first number of our new magazine. The religious press has generally endorsed

the prediction of the Times, that everything points to a successful career for THE

BIBLE IN THE WORLD . " We print below a further instalment of greetings .

Sir George Williams.

" I am confident that THE BIBLE IN THE World will reveal to the public, in

a still more interesting manner than did the Monthly Reporter, the methods employed

by the Bible Societyamong the various races of mankind ; and it will give cheering

accounts of the conversions and other blessed results, which are constantly reaching

us , in connection with the Society's work . The entrance ofThy Word giveth light,'

says the Psalmist, and The BIBLE IN THE WORLD will be able to tell how absolutely,

and ever increasingly true, are these inspired words, in the experience of the noble

band of workers and agents of the Society throughout the world . ”

The American Ambassador.

“ I am greatly pleased to hear of the projected issue by the British and Foreign

Bible Society of a new monthly magazine, THE BIBLE IN THE WORLD, in support of

the great work which that Society is doing in the dissemination of the Bible in England

and in foreign countries, and in which the American Bible Society so earnestly co

operates . The enthusiasm created in both countries by the success of your recent

Centenary celebration was evoked not only by the marvellous history of the results

already accomplished by your Society, but also by a profound and earnest desire, on

both sides of the Atlantic, tinat the same great work should continue to be prosecuted

with still greater success in the century that has just begun. It was clearly shown

that, with the utmost vigour and enterprise on the part of both Societies, they are not

able to meet the demands for the Bible at home and abroad , which are ever on the

increase. The conviction that this sacred Book is not only the impregnable rock

upon which all the Churches of Christendom of every denomination are established,

but is also the foundation of all Christian civilization , appeals irresistibly to every lover

of his kind to help on the noble work of your Society ; to the end that the prophecy
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indulged in by Lord Northampton at the Centenary, that before the close of the

present century the Bible will be in the hands of men of every country in the world,

in their own language and dialect , may be successfully realized . Believing, as I do,

that the publication of your magazine will be faithfully conducted in support of this

great interest, I give you my best wishes for its success, in which I am sure all lovers

of the Bible in my own country will heartily join . ” JOSEPH H. CHOATE.

The Bishop of St. Albans.

" I wish it all success, and would contribute something myself at once but for

the appalling pressure of my work."

The Rev. Dr. P. T. Forsyth, Chairman of the Congregational Union.

“ I am glad to hear of what youpropose with THE BIBLE IN THE WORLD. I

like your title. The Bible is for the World ; that is the power and principle of your
Society. The Bible is the greatest spiritual product of the world , and it is God's

supreme means of grace forthe world . Its Christ is more than a means of grace

He is grace incarnate. Never in all its history was the Bible so well understood

as it is to -day. It befits well that it should be spread as it never was before.

To this end I wish your new enterprise a success as large as its name.”

The Rev. F. B. Meyer.

“ The way to prove that a seed contains the principle of life is to sow it. Send it

to an analyst , and he will have no test delicate enough to detect it . But if you sow it

in the upturned furrow , it will quickly enough evince its energy and quality. So with

the Scriptures. Whilst critics are debating, the Bible Society sows them in all hearts,

beside all waters, under all skies, and by all sorts of hands ; under all these different

conditions it proves itself to be quick, energetic, and powerful. The life of God is in

the words of Scripture as an incorruptible seed , which yields results that could not be

obtained from the words of Shakespeare orGoethe, of the world's wits, moralists, or

poets. The words of Scripture ' fitly spoken ' are perpetually approving themselves to

be life-germs by which souls are born again and lives transfigured. In scattering

them the Bible Society is furnishing the most cogent of proofs that the bush burns

with fire. God speed it ! Such work was never more needed.”

Photo by Photochrom Co.
ST . ALBANS ABBEY.
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Missionary Principles and Problems

A Survey of the Present Situation

By the Rev. A. Taylor, M.A.

Secretary of the Bible Society

O"
F late the majority of the Societies devoted their

engaged in missionary work at lives , what would

home or abroad have had to deplore be their verdict ?

the insufficiency of their funds to meet First let us

the rapid development of their work . It consider how far

is frankly admitted on all sides that the those missionary

last few years have been a time of great principles which

commercial and financial depression , and they proclaimed

the committees of the great Societies are both in speech

doubtless wise in drawing encouragement and in life

from past experience, and continuing often with so

their work unchecked in the confident little response or

hope that with a revival of better condi- sympathy - have

tions their labours will be relieved of been accepted as part of the

much of the present anxiety. home life of the Churches

It is well , however, to examine care- of our land . They would

fully the nature of the perplexities with deplore, doubtless, the

which they are confronted . It may apathy and indifference

be that the difficulties will prove on of those who still

examination to contain in themselves plead that the

much cause for thankfulness and a large necessities of their

inspiration to a courageous forward move organization

ment. prevent them from

We are ever reminded that the historian enjoying the privilege of

of any period must detach himself from helping others outside their

the times in which he is living , and dwell borders. At the same time

in imagination and spirit amongst the surely it would rejoice their

people and in the period which he is hearts to find how increas

endeavouring to portray. In this sense , ingly the Christian Churches

the writing of history is always a com- of England have accepted

parison , and in estimating its value it is the great principle that,

necessary to bear in mind the position however much any partic

from which the historian is regarding it . ular congregation may be

A similar comparative study of our own regarded as an entity in

day and generation would perhaps be itself, this isolation in no way affects the
better made, if such a thing were pos- responsibility which every Christian must

sible , by some thoughtful and sympathetic bear for the extension of the kingdom of

student of a previous generation than by our Lord Jesus Christ. They would be

one of ourselves ; for he , being conversant the first to appreciate the changed attitude

with the difficulties and aspirations of his towards those native races of India and

own day, would see more clearly than we Africa which are identified with ourselves

can to what extent the cause in which he as loyal members of the same great em

was interested has progressed , and where- pire. They would rejoice over the

in the difficulties have changed their awakening and the development of a

character. If Carey or Morrison , Martyn , national conscience which accepts re

Moffat, or Livingstone could return to us sponsibility for the spiritual welfare of

to-day, sit in our Committee-rooms, visit those who have gone forth from the

the churches and meetings at which the homeland and established themselves in

missionary cause is being advocated , our colonies. Still more would they re
examine for themselves the work now joice over the growing belief that not

being done in the lands to which they only is a true Christian the best of citizens

own

1
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we can

and of patriots, but that he must have an which its teaching is accepted and its

outlook no narrower than the sympathies morality approved, the disappearance of

and yearnings of the Master whom he so much of that official discouragement

follows . They would appreciate the which the earlier missionaries experi

marvellous way in which their own enced . Morrison would be enchanted by

beliefs have been justified, as they took the freedom with which the missionary

note how those Christian communities and the Bible penetrate into the most

which regard most sympathetically the inland provinces of the great Chinese

work of the Church as a whole are pre- Empire. Moffat and Livingstone would

cisely the communities in which the re- read the geography of Africa in the

home work is most vigorously organized light afforded by modern missions. It is

and bears the richest fruit. Like the sap no longer, as it was then, an urgent

which the tree -trunk draws from its roots knocking at closed doors, a patient wait .

and gives again to the outlying leaves and ing for opportunities, or a beating against

branches where the new growth is most the bars which shut out the missionary

vigorous, and which it receives again from the land into which he would enter.

enriched to its own nourishment, so the Rather it is that we have to -day more

missionary zeal and self-sacrifice of a opportunities than embrace.

Church or congregation nourishes rather Doorshave been thrown open which for

than exhausts its own spiritual life . centuries have been closed , and almost

In particular they would rejoice over all at once, within the space of a few

the development of missionary enterprise years , the missionary and the colporteur

in other lands, would hear with a glow of have found the way clear for the fullest

satisfaction of American and German, development of their missionary zeal .

Swedish and French , and other missions, And to some extent the change has found

all labouring together to the one great the Christian world unprepared . The

end. They would see in it an evidence cry for more men , for more books, for

of the coming of that spirit of universal moreorganization is urgent and incessant ,

brotherhood which overrides the barriers and the response from the homeland is a

of speech and nationality, and makes all confession that for the time being the

the world kin through a common Father- resources are unequal to the demand.

hood. It is interesting to trace some of the

But whilst our visitors would see no causes of this marvellous development.

special change in the character of the great First and foremost must be placed the

principle which makes missionary enter- patient labours and the unceasing prayers

prise an integral part of all Church life, but of our fathers. Not in vain were their

only in the extent of its acceptance and struggles, nor fruitless their intercessions.

adoption by the Churches, yet as they If they sowed in tears , we have the

turned their faces to the mission field they opportunity of reaping in joy. And in

would surely note a great and significant speaking of other causes more obvious ,

development. It is true that the problems perhaps, and seemingly independent, we

which the Missionary Societies have to must recognize in the spirit of faith that

face , in so far as they affect individuals we know not how He who answers

and communities, have called for a varia- prayer and fulfils the promise of the

tion in method and treatment in the light sowing brings the harvest to ripeness.

of growing experience. It would be a We must be content that His promises

token of something inherently wrong if never fail.

the years of experiment, so dearly bought, In this spirit surely our prophetic

hadtaught no great and abiding lessons. historian would note the marvellous

But the main change which Carey and growth of the standard of education

Martyn , Morrison, Livingstone, and Moffat in almost every land . The whole world

would notice, would be not so much in over, the schoolmaster has been abroad ;

the nature and methods of the work as in where once only one could read in ten

the opportunities which were denied to thousand , to -day, perchance, it is one in

them and which are ours to-day. Carey a hundred. From mission and govern

would rejoice over the attitude of India ment schools daily there pass out into

towards the Gospel, the readiness with busy life hundreds and thousands of
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we

children who have been taught that there

is a new world which they can enter

through the pages of the printed book.

Commerce, too, has unlocked the gates of

many kingdoms ; has made men ofdifferent

nationalities to know each other through

barter and through trade . They have

exchanged not only the produce of their

lands, but the thoughts which they hold

and the beliefs which they cherish . The

great trade routes of the world have been

remodelled, and men go to and fro with

an ease that our fathers never dreamed

of. And with this interchange has come

the missionary's opportunity ; the doors

which have been thrown open to trade

and commerce cannot be closed against

the missionary and the Bible .

The nationsofthe

world, moreover,

have been making

history in the last

decade, and every

political change ,

and even every in

ternational strife,

has increased the

opportunities for

the extension of

that universal

Kingdom, which

embraces them all.

Even in those

troubled lands of

Central and South

America , convulsed

with ever -recurring

revolutions, there

has been a social

and educational up

heaval which has

caused restrictions

upon missionary

enterprise and

Bible circulation to

be regarded as " out

of date ” and fool

ish . The freedom

for the Gospel may

not as yet be based

upon any welcome

which is extended

by the rulers or the

people ; but if the

doors have been

thrown open from a Gallio-like indiffer

ence to any creed or a scornful intolerance

of intolerance itself , none the less it is

true that the future is ours if we will only

use it , and that the time has gone by for

a hindrance to be placed in our path.

So whilst the Committees at home are

looking anxiously into the treasuries,

turning deaf ears to the demands made

uponthem by their workers abroad, there

is still , after all , a reason for thankfulness

in the very nature of the difficulty and its

change from that earlier hindrance which

Carey, Morrison and their fellows had to

deplore. If we look at the problems in

the field with their eyes , we must mingle

praise and thanksgiving with our sighings.

If we were to bemoan to them the diffi

culties which

have to face, surely

their hopefulness

and their faith

would bid us be of

good courage.

Worse, infinitely

worse, would it be to

go back to the older

time when men sat

chafing before

closed doors,

stood gazing into

the darkness, won

dering when ,when , if

ever, the light of

dawn would break .

Not only the in

sistent voice of the

needs which press

upon us, but the

memory every

good and true man

who has gone forth

to preach the Gospel

in times past , calls

the Church of Christ

to enter into the

new fields which

God has made ready

for the Harvest , and

for which , in answer

to our fathers'

prayersand labours,

He has provided

so abundant an

or

of

A BALTI VILLAGE

IN THE HIMALAYAS.

entry.

The natives live inside

the walled enclosure.

-
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MR. GUSTAFSON

SITTING IN FRONT OF HIS HOUSE.

The natives are watching Dr. Neve, of the C.M.S..

perform an operation inthe open air.

A Gospel for the Baltis

By G. A. Grierson, D.Litt. C.I.E.

Photographs by G. W. Tyndale-Biscoe

ST
T. Matthew's Gospel has been trans- are closely allied to the Tibetans of

lated into Balti by the Rev. F. Ladakh, although they have abandoned

Gustafson, of the Scandinavian Alliance Buddhism , and are now Muhammadans.

Mission - an American Society - who is With this change of religion they have

stationed at Shigar, in Kashmir. He made necessarily given up polyandry , or the

the version by the help of his Munshi, marriage of one wife to several husbands,

and an edition was printed by the Panjab which is a striking feature of Tibetan life,

Auxiliary of the Bible Society in 1902 , and instead they have taken to the Mussal

in the Arabic character, as modified for man custom of polygamy. As a result the

use in Persia. Most of the edition is population has become too great for their

exhausted, and Mr. Gustafson has now country, and colonies of Baltis are now

revised the Gospel for a second edition . found far beyond its boundaries.

He estimates that there are about two They are a good-natured and patient

thousand Baltis who are able to read . people, and are famous porters, being par

Baltistan is a part of the dominions of ticularly good in carrying a heavy load over

His Highness the Maharaja of Jammu difficult ground, where one would think a

and Kashmir. It is a rugged tract lying laden man could not pass.

immediately to the north of the Happy When travelling in Kashmir, everything

Valley of Kashmir, and contains some of has to be carried on coolies ' heads. The

the highest mountains in the world , in- whole country is divided into stages, from

cluding one of more than 28,000 feet . village to village, and it is the duty of the

The people are of Mongolian stock, and headman of each village to provide coolies
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for such travellers as may require them. progress was not available . Volunteers

The coolies are paid at a fixed rate, but were called for from those who had come

the service, although a recognized duty, with us so far, and only one stepped
and absolutely necessary unless all travel- forward-a poor, ragged Balti . He had

ling is to be stopped , is never popular. originally been as unwilling to go as the

In fact, exactly as in our Lord's time, others, but when he saw that we were

the men “ are compelled to go " a stage . in trouble , he offered " to go with " us

They are then paid off, and their loads “ twain . "

taken by new coolies for the next stage , The language spoken by the Baltis is

and so on. a kind of Tibetan , somewhat akin to the

In this connection I may mention that better known Ladakhi . The people have,

a poor Muhammadan Balti was the only however, given up the Tibetan written

man I ever met who literally (without character, and now, as good Muhamma

knowing it) obeyed his Lord'scommand, dans , when they write atall, empoly the
" Whosoever shall compel thee to go a Arabic script , as modified for use in Persia.

mile, go with him twain ." For this reason, the translation of the

Once when travelling in Kashmir we Gospel of St. Matthew into Balti looks

arrived at the end of one stage , and found like a Persian book, though it would

ourselves in a small village where a suffi- thoroughly mystify any Persian scholar

cient supply of coolies for our further who attempted to read it.

A BALTI VILLAGE

AT THE FOOT OF A GLACIER .

The scene is typical of the curious homesand mode

of life amongthese hasdymountaineers .
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The Great Silent Missionary

By the Right Rev. Bishop Welldon

T
'HE Bible is the great silent missionary. with passionate earnestness to the religious

The living missionaries come and beliefs and practices in which they have

go. They cannot be always in the same been bred. But there are many who love

place . They cannot , perhaps, be long the Bible and are not yet Christians. Its

in any place. But the Bible may be direct influence is great. Probably its

always everywhere. And the voiceless indirect influence is still greater. For

appeal of the Bible often penetrates wherever the Bible is known, it gives

where no human witness for Christ is a new sanction to liberty, a new strength

ever heard . More than once I have told to righteousness, a new purpose and

the story which was related to me in dignity to life . I have often talked to

India, how a native , after much hesitation , natives of India about the Bible . I have

confessed to his wife that he had been found that they respected and admired

for some time reading in secret a portion it. Some of them — the cultivated natives

of the Scriptures, which a missionary had especially-were perhaps disposed to in

given him , and had at last made up his sist upon their own religious writings and

mind to become a Christian ; and she teachings as inculcating practically the

replied that she too had been reading same moral and spiritual lessons which

a portion of the Scriptures, but had not the Bible enjoins. But I do not think

dared to let him know what she was they would deny that the Bible, and the

doing, and she too wished to be baptized Bible alone , exalts these lessons to the

and become a Christian . highest point of sublimity.

I do not think Christians at home suffi- I hope I shall not be mistaken if I

ciently realize what the revelation of the advocate the sending of portions of the

Gospel means when it comes as a novelty. Bible, rather than the whole Bible , more

Weare born in a Christian country ; we frequently than at present, to the non

are familiar with the music of church Christian nations. After all it demands a

bells, with the solemn rites and good deal of knowledge, a good deal of

ordinances of the Church. From our experience, to appreciate the Bible as a

childhood we have listened to the story whole. Christians who have lived all

of the Cross ; we have looked upon the their lives in the atmosphere of the Bible

symbols of Incarnation and Redemption. hardly appreciate how strange some parts

But let the thought of One who was rich and passages of the Bible may seem to

and became poor, who descended from others. Uneducated Orientals , who have

Heaven to earth , and of His own will hardly learnt even to read , find much

laboured and suffered and died for man- difficulty in following a literature which

kind, dawn as a sudden revelation upon extends over many countries and many

hearts which have long been darkened ages of human history. I would rely for

and saddened by a hopeless pagan creed ; missionary purposes upon the Gospels,
and in these hearts there springs up a sometimes even upon single Gospels. It

surprise, a wonder, a hope, an ecstasy is the simple story of the Cross which

which seem as though they would trans- still appeals with unspeakable power to

form the dreary waste of life into a human souls.

paradise. It is not the Christian by birth Many minds are troubled to -day, even

but the Christian by conversion who best in Christian lands, about the truth and

knows sometiines “the unsearchable riches value of the Bible . But one who knows

of Christ. " the religions of the world will feel how

Thus to the heathen the Bible is indeed far Christianity is the best religion , and

good news. I do not say it is always one who knows the religious literature of

equally successful. Christians who value the world will feel how far the Bible

their own religion cannot but feel a is the highest book. When I was in the

profound sympathy with the men and East , I used to reflect with singular

women who, in India or elsewhere, cling pleasure upon the testimony of one of the
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or

most profound and devout of all Oriental Church a living witness to the essential

scholars, Sir William Jones : " I have truth of the New Testament . For the

carefully and regularly perused these sacred literature of the Jewish people

Holy Scriptures, and am of opinion that or the Christian Church must not be

the volume, independently of its Divine divorced from their history . Nay, I

origin , contains more sublimity, purer should go further, and when I am told

morality, more important history, and that there are Babylonian , or Assyrian ,

finer strains of eloquence, than can be other national religious traditions

collected from all other books, in what- corresponding more or less to the early

ever language they have been written .” chapters of Genesis, such as the Creation,

But there is more than all this in the or the Fall, or the Flood , I do not infer that

Bible, for it contains the mystery of the Bible is wrong, but rather that prob

salvation . ably the traditions are true, or that truths

One remark I should like to make about lie hidden within them . For comparative

the Bible . Without entering into any mythology , as it is called , does not explain

discussion as to what inspiration means, itself ; it suggests, and even compels the

it is not a merely mechanical process, but question , How did the myths — the re

a Divine energy. To me it seems that ligious traditions-arise , and how come

God has provided in the Jewish people they to be so similar all the world over ?

a living witness to the essential truth of But the end of the Bible is to lead

the Old Testament, and in the Christian men to Christ. It reveals His unique ,

Divine figure.

It records the

language of

Him who alone

has spoken on

earth in the

accents of Hea

ven . It teaches

the lesson of

human sin and

Divine forgive

ness.

The Bible is

always on the

side of God . It

is the confession

of human failure

and human sin

fulness. It is the

assertion of the

Divine , eternal

righteousness. I

do not think man ,

if left to himself,

would SO have

written about

himself . I think

he wrote under

the guidance of

the Holy Spirit ;

and as the Bible

the side

of God , so it is

well for man to

be on

is on

AR

the side

of the Bible.
THE CATHEDRAL, CALCUTTA.

Photo by Johnston & Hoffman ,

Londonand Calcutta .
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In Sunset Land

How the Gospel is carried

to the Moors

HOUGH it bears this poetic

name, Morocco is a country

of bloodshed, rebellion , and cruelty.

Many of its main roads are either

infested with robbers, or barred
against the wayfarer by hostile

tribesmen . Under such conditions

the work of our Bible-sellers

always a difficult calling - becomes

hazardous as well as hard. The

following notes of a colportage
journey recently undertaken in the

district of El Kasar—about seventy

miles south of Gibraltar — will elicit

fresh interest in and prayer for this

needy land . The colporteur is Mr.

H. Dermer, a native of Austria , who

thus describes his own recent ex

periences :

" At the village of Sreea the

people received me kindly . In the

evening they gathered round my

tent, and I spoke to them about the

Gospel . None would buy Scrip

tures, as no one could read . Next

morning, however, the village

sheikh , Si Ahmed , bought a small

Arabic New Testament . At an Arab

In the costume of
encampment near by I sold the

Gospels of St. Luke and St. John

to a poor taleb (reader), the only

man , however, who could read . That also purchased a complete Bible for their

afternoon I went on to the village of fokech ( teacher). It happened in this

Sraima, where the people were violent way. When the fokeeh was examining

and inhospitable, and would not suffer me the volumes I had displayed, he said,

to produce the Scriptures or say a word " It is a good Book, a nice Book, a holy

about them. Book — but I have no money to buy it. '

“ About noon next day, I passed a Thereupon I pointed out to the people

travelling attar (grocer) , and invited him how becoming it would be if they made a

to share my scanty lunch . He told me gift of the Book to their fokeeh , seeing

that he possessed a copy of St. Luke in that he was so poor. Then I made a

Magrebi, which he had bought from a collection , and from seventeen men who

missionary over a year ago, and that he contributed in coppers, I gathered the

read it with delight, for it had taught him price of the Bible — one peseta,twenty- five

to love Jesus Christ. I found he had a centimos (equal to about 9d . ) . The people

good knowledge of our Lord's life and themselves were delighted with what they

teaching, and he desired to know more . had done, and warmly seconded my in

He bought a copy of the Epistle to the junction when I urged the fokeeh to read

Ephesians, and I intend to visit him when the Bible to them regularly.

in El Kasar. Arriving at Sneedlat, I was “ At Dowar-el-Abeed most of the in

most kindly received , and sold seven habitants are black skinned , and no one

copies of the Scriptures. The villagers could read. One old man bought a

A NATIVE OF

TIMBUKTU.
Southern Morocco .
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any taleb

way I will

A NATIVE VILLAGE IN A stork's nest on a hut is here

Magrebi had the

Gospel for power, we

twenty-five
would burn

centi in os
the Chris

and three tians and

eggs.When all their

he took it in books. ' Yet

hishandshe I was able

first kissed to sell in

it and then this village

said , 1
three Gos

will keep pels for

this Book
cash and

in my hut, eggs.

and when " The next

week found

(i.e. reader) me at the

comes this big village

of Oolad

ask him to Gm e el,

read it to which is

me during inhabited

the long
mostly by

winter eve Shereefs

nings. ' regarded as a lucky omen . (i.e., des

In the cendants oj

course of their journey the pack-horse Muhammad ). I had abundant oppor

which Mr. Dermer had hired died , and tunities of telling them about our Lord

the poor muleteer ceased not to be- Jesus Christ, and there exchanged five

wail the loss of his means of livelihood . books for milk, eggs, butter, and small

Rains and thunderstorms also occurred coins. On my way back to El Kasar I

which hindered progress. On resuming intended to stay for a night at Oolad

his journey , Mr. Dermer writes : Hassan , but the people were very fana

“ At Oolad Omran a taleb was anxious tical , and would not even consent to my

to obtain the Book of Proverbs and St. tent being pitched there. * Away with

John's Gospel , bound in one volume . you , dog of a Christian ! ' they shouted

When I named the price he said, ' I do repeatedly ; ' we cannot endure to look at

not possess that amount of money, but in you. I endeavoured to calm and con
order to obtain such an illustrious Book I ciliate them, but judging it unwise to force

will give you all I have . ' Then opening myself uponthem , I followed the road to El

his bag he took out its contents, amount- Kasar, arriving there late in the evening.

ing to forty-three centimos. I accepted " During this journey I sold altogether

that sum, feeling sure that having bought fifty -seven copies of the Scriptures, for

the volume at such a cost he would read which I received eight pesetas and thirty

it with interest and profit. At Dowar centimos (about 4s . 1od.) in cash , besides

Dwee Aissa the people were most un- fifty -six eggs, one chicken , one melon,

friendly . The first company of them a quantity of barley, a pat of butter,

who visited me at night said, " If we and several measures of milk .”

EL KASAR .

• Who are the two or three who are gathered together

in Christ's name , and in whose midst the Lord is ? Is it

not husband and wife and child ? " Clement of Alexandria .
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How I Sell the Scriptures in Delhi

S

wares.

By the Rev. J. I. Hasler, B.A.

Of the Baptist Mission , Delhi

OME years ago, at the outset of my months, an English -speaking student came

missionary life, I had allotted to me up to me and asked in perplexity , “ Sir, I

a department of city evangelistic work con- have notseen you selling books for a long

nected with the Baptist mission in Delhi . while. What are you doing nowadays for

As I was considering how best to set your living ? "

about this task among the 200,000 people On Thursdayevenings, week by week,

who inhabit the ancient Mogul capital of whenever possible, a camp-table is set

India, one of my senior colleagues advised up in an open space in the main city

me to take up colportage as part of my thoroughfare and a bookstall opened

method . The adoptionof his advice I on it . Intending purchasers thus know

have never had cause to regret. This where to find the missionary and his

mode of labour has proved one of the Since the electric lighting of the

most interesting and effective ways for chief streets of Delhi was inaugurated at

bringing the truths of the Gospel to the the time of the Durbar, this temporary

notice of the people. I have carried it on bookshop, which stands just under one of

as far as possible concurrently with other the large arc lamps, is brilliantly lit with

kinds of effort, though frequently colpor- electricity, and consequently can be kept

tage had to be dropped through exigen- open long after dark. Another of these

cies in the general work of our mission lamps is also very conveniently placed for
station . book-selling purposes in the square at the

back of the chief mosque of Delhi, and on
Curiosity and Questions.

Fridays, about the time of Muhammadan

To begin with , colportage by a mis- evening prayer, I sometimes find this an

sionary was novel in Delhi. English advantageous spot whereat to display my

sahibs were not in the habit of selling

things in the public streets, and various
questionings had to be answered as to the Even within the Mosques .

reason for this particular sahib's so doing. Some mornings I am occupied in hawk

" Was I not content with my salary , or ing the Scriptures and other Christian

did I hope to increase it by selling books through the smaller bazaars and

books ? Perhaps, however, the reason back streets of the city and its suburbs.

was that the Government did not allow I note the shops and places where books

me enough to live upon , and I was are purchased, and try to call again in due

obliged to have recourse to such work season on the purchasers. In this way

as a means for eking out my allowance." Scripture portions have also been sold

Once, when through stress of other duties within some of the mosques, and on the

I had ceased this kind of work for several road leading to the ghâts, along which the

wares.

Photo by 3 Wilcox Edge

THE GREAT MOSQUE , DELHI .
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How I Sell the Scriptures in Delhi

Hindus go to their religious bathing. of the terrible punishment that over

The visit of Matriculation candidates to took Ananias and Sapphira for their sin

Delhi early in the year also affords me an of lying ; and copies of the Epistle to

opportunity to exhibit the books outside the Colossians have been sold when I

one of their examination centres. called ' attention to the fact that it teaches

that husbands have duties towards their

To Muhammadans. wives as well as wives towards their hus

The Scriptures sold have been in bands, and parents duties towards their

various languages, principally in Urdu children as well as children towards their

and Hindi, but also in English, Panjabi, parents. The distribution of tracts on

and Arabic. In directing the attention of * David ” recently resulted in the pur

Muhammadans to the Christian Bible we chase by Muhammadans of some twenty

have this advantage — that they profess to copies of the Psalms, and the rehearsal of

accept it . They have heard of the books facts obtained from the Annual Report of

of Moses and David and Solomon , and of the Bible Society led to the purchase of

the Gospel of Jesus Christ. Very few of copies of the New Testament. Never in

them , however, have read these books , my experience has the sale of Scriptures

and often sundry objections are adduced in Delhi been so promising as at present.

as reasons for not making a purchase. During six months of 1904 I was privi

They affirm that modern copies of the leged to sell 8 Bibles, 71 Testaments, and

Scriptures, especially of the New Testa- about 1,000 Bible portions, besides 1,500

ment, have been corrupted from the Christian books, in the ways above de

original documents ; or else they argue scribed .

that these are abrogated , and become
practically obsolete since the advent of Discouragement and Cheer.

the Koran . Prejudice , however, is still existing.

We meet with Hindus who would scorn

To Hindus.

to take a book which speaks of Christ. A

With regard to Hindus, although they young man recently bought a Hindi New

know nought of the ways in which God Testament, but quickly brought it back

spoke in times past by the Hebrew and wanted his money returned because

prophets, yet their own sacred books his brother had spoken to him against the

lead them to expect the coming of a Book . Not long before a Muhammadan

sinless Incarnation , and we can urge boy who bought a Gospel from me in the

them to read the Gospel story and dis- street , tore it up and threw it on the

cover that He has come. In this way I ground. Natives even argue at times

have sold many a separate Gospel to a that by selling the Bible we are acting

Hindu. They have also bought copies of contrary to its own teaching. Did not

St. John's Gospel when they have learned our Lord say to His disciples, " Freely ye

that it contains the account of a righteous have received, freely give ” ? Are not

Guru ( i.e. , religious teacher) who did not men taught in the Gospel to “ ask and it

exact service from His followers, but shall be given” ? And yet when they do

Himself served them — once even condes- ask, the Book is not given them without

cending to wash their feet . Muhamma- payment. To such objectors it would

dans , again , have been induced to purchase scarcely be calculated to do much good

copies of the same Gospel on hearing that even if copies were given away. Still ,

it contains the special teaching of their the prejudice and opposition and un

prophet Jesus and the prediction which pleasantness which I meet with now are

He uttered concerning the Paraclete, much less than was the case some years

whom some of them confound with ago. God's Word shall not return unto
Muhammad.

Him void . It is accomplishing its pur

poses in other lands and other places,
How People are Attracted .

and we wait in hopeful expectation for

People have been attracted to buy the similar results in this great historical city

Acts of the Apostles when they heard from the seed which is thus being sown .
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Up the Yellow River to Kaifeng

WE

MANCHU WOMEN AT KAIFENG. Photo by the C.I.M.

By Alfred Copp, Sub - Agent at Chefoo

E made ready

to start from

Chinanfu, the capital

of Shantung, on the

last stage of our jour

ney to Kaifeng. This

was to be taken over

land by carts, and we

expected it to occupy

nine days. There

were rumours of re

bellion against the

Chinese authorities

over some new tax.

Thecountry certainly

was in a ferment, and

people were fleeing

to the hills for fear

of what might

happen . We were

assured that “ the bamboo had flowered ," river, but vaguely put it at a 1,000 li and

a sure sign that the dynasty is to be upwards. We found in actual travel that

overthrown, or something equally dis- the distance was about 698 li, or 209

astrous is to take place. Our carts miles. At the appointed time we got our

were brought into the inn yard to get things on board.

loaded with our boxes of books, but Weapons were in evidence on the boat ,

owing to a little difficulty about the pay- both fore and aft , and the boatmen were

ment of the money, the carters failed us evidently not a little proud of them . The

at the last minute . We then went to try powder magazine was next to my cabin ,

the Yellow River , or Hwangho. One and I did not feel extra easy on that

missionary said we should never get account. Our own weapons were made

there ” that way, but another said , “ Never of paper, and were packed away in the

is a long time." thirty -two boxes of Gospels which we

Six miles away to the north of the city were carrying Pleasant indeed was the

of Chinanfu this treacherous old river, ' old boatman , though a heathen of the

well called “ China's Sorrow ," speeds its
ordinary type. We had prayers at night

turbid waters eastward to the sea, some- and held a little meeting while resting

times in a mighty volume filling all its bed on Sundays , and the boatmen nearly

to the very top of its banks , and threatening always came to join us. These junks

to burst open its superadded dykes ; at sail in fleets , and anchor together at night

other times quite low, as it now is in the for their own protection . An alarm was

spring of the year. Winter sees the river given once or twice in the dark and a

covered with ice a foot or so thick, which few shots were fired , but the expected

mules and oxen and carts may cross pirates never came.

without danger . We soon hired a boat After twelve days on the Yellow River

to take us up the river to Kaifeng for a we arrived at the landing place for

small sum , some $ 13.00 (about £ i 4s . ) . Kaifeng, some six miles outside the north

Nobody knew the exact distance by the gate of that city. Searching for a convey

ance , we found three carts of ancient

1 “ In 1887 the Yellow River, larger and swifter type, drawn by most miscellaneous teams

than the Ganges, and containing as much wateras of donkeys, horses, mules, and oxen .
five Danubes, burst its banks and overwhelmed the

was past midday and the carter declared
immense province of Honan, when nearly two

million people were drowned .” — MEREDITH TOWNS
that he could not load , get over the six

END, Europe and Asia, p . 278. miles to the city. and get out of the city
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ination of “ Chinsi," i.e. ,

the Third Degree. In

anticipation of their

presence we had taken

several thousands of

Gospels for free distri

bution to the students as

they came from the Ex

amination Hall, where

they are confined during

the whole time the ex

amination lasts. Un

fortunately we arrived

at the hall soine twenty

days too late for this

THE COLPORTEUR'S CART

CROSSING THE YELLOW RIVER .

it to

1

us

ΑΙ INN-YARD IN SHANSHI .

gate that evening before

it was shut, so, like a true

Chinaman, he proposed

to do the thing

morrow .” We had to

submit, and started sell

ing Gospels among the

scattered population

along the banks of the

river. Eight o'clock the

next morning saw

preaching to a group of

villagers that had gathered

round to gaze at the

strangers . Then we

toiled along the heavy ,

sandy road, with our

variety of animals drag

ging the clumsy carts, and passed five general exodus ; but we sold books to

different dykes that had been built at some of the students as we happened

five different times, as I suppose , to keep to light on them . In one house , where

out the waters of the Yellow River. quitea number of them were staying,

As we neared the city the roads became they bought the Scriptures , and asked

worse and worse, until just outside the us to tell them something of their con

north gate the sand was so deep that tents. It was a great novelty to see a

the oxen could barely move theirheavy foreigner in Kaifeng, selling books to any

loads ; just before arriving at the north bodyand everybody at such low prices.

gate they could only pull some twenty We canvassed a large quarter of the city

paces without stopping to take breath . where many Muhammadans live, and in

The walls of this inland city are twelve ten days we had sold about three thousand

miles round, for Kaifeng was the capital volumes,besidesScripture Calendars. Once

of the Empire in the time of the Sung or twice I tried to preach among these

Dynasty, which ended about Muhammadans, but only got a very poor

hundred years ago. I found three hearing. Most of our sales were among

foreigners in the place - a C.I.M. mis- the shopkeepers, and in the “ kungkwans,

sionary, a Roman Catholic priest, and a or residences , of expectant officials, of

Postal Inspector . A great many students whom there are a great host in Kaifeng.

had assembled there from all parts of Owing to the wet weather the streets were

China, to try for the Metropolitan Exam- indescribably bad. Their condition sur

seven
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passed anything I had ever seen in all my It took us no less than five hours to cross

travels. The ruts were very deep, and the Yellow River—the boats are so clumsy,

after the heavy rains the streets were the waters so shifting and shallow, and

covered with a black mud-soup all along the river so broad . We reached the

their course. For instead of the roads railway in due course and travelled along

being rounded up in the middle to keep the iron road one hundred miles to Shun

them dry, they are hollowed out so that teh . Here we stopped for a Sunday,

the water may stand there, rather than when the rain came down in such torrents

run into the shops on either side. that a mile or more of the railroad we had

We came upon the Jewish quarter, and passed over was swept away, and in some

saw the site of the old synagogue, which thirty places ahead of us the railway line

is now a pond. There are two or three was also damaged. So we took to carts

inscriptions on stones near by, and that again , and the roads we passed over for the

was all I could discover. We met a few next eight days grew worse and worse.

Jews , but they appeared to know little To bring things somewhat to a crisis, on

about their religion or their history. The the last day my cart upset, landing me in

Scriptures, the Sabbath, the great names ankle-deepmud . I was thankful to escape

of the past, they seemed quite ignorant without being crushed . To travel in a cart

of. One man said he had heard of over the roads in Honan and South Chihli

Moses. One or two more of them told a man needs bones made of steel , or a

me they worshipped heaven and earth body encased in thick indiarubber. The

twice a month ; and I personally saw the inns we stayed in were little better than

kitchen -god set up in the house of a the roads, for the flat roofs leaked at a

Jewess. They appear not to eat pork, great rate ; and we saw scores of houses

and they also take out the sinew . There that had fallen down as a result of the

are in all some two hundred families of heavy rains. One night we took refuge in

Jews in Kaifeng. The Muhammadans a temple among the idols ; two of us slept

the city number about twelve thousand on coffins, and I myself on a coffin -lid.

families, and I was told that there were Our provisions had been bought to last

seven mosques. us on the railway , and not on this tedious

During three weeks, we - myself and six and toilsome journey by cart, so thatwe

colporteurs — sold altogether 7.700 books , had to make up with such coarse food as,

besides calendars. Having finished cur we could buy along the way. However,

canvass of the city, we decided to return all's well that ends well , and we reached

home, viâ Tientsin , by the new railway. home in Chefoo safely at last.

2

VIEW OF CHEFOC, NORTH CHINA .
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Along the Siberian Railway

By W. Davidson

The Bible Society's Agent at Ekaterinburg

Ourelinquishing theireriormailaney grateful.Salter Sinishing icewas about he

as

on

their way

of selling the Scriptures, have also been shoulder my knapsack again , when some

occupied fifteen sol

since hos diers came

tilities be up to me,

gan in free and wanted

distribution to know

among the how they

Russian
could ex

regiments, press their

these gratitude

were for the

little books .

eastwards Before I

to the seat had time

of war . to answer,

The reports on e m an

from April called out

to the be ' Catchhold

ginning of of him ! '

October whereupon

show that I was hoist

altogether ed at once

23,500 CO on to their

pies have shoulders.

been thus ' Rock him !'

given away. was the

Nearly next order,

13,000 of and then

the books they burst

were the out into

Four Gos cheers,

pels in Russ, · Hurrah !

and about Hurrah ! '

8,500 were they

copies of
carried me,

These men wear a distinguishing dagger

the Russ with highly chased scabbard, and carry
shoulder

Psalter .
their cartridges on the front of the tunic. high , along

The chief the line of

centre for this distribution is the railway troops. The chief officer in charge of

station at Cheljabinsk, on the Siberian rail- this military station , along with the

way, east of the Urals, where the transport Colonel of the regiment whose men were

trains all halt on their journey. Here our doing me this honour, stood close by

Depositary Michailoff, in six months, has and seemed interested spectators of the

given away no fewer than 17,500 copies. soldiers' gratitude. As soon as I could

His journal shows us vivid glimpses of how get my breath back I told the men that

the Society's gifts were received . they had made a mistake ; I was not the

donor, but only the instrument of the
• Rocking " a Colporteur.

British and Foreign Bible Society , whose

" One transport train contained about name was stamped on the copies they

400 men , among whom I gave away 150 had just received ."

as

A GROUP OF

CIRCASSIAN COSSACKS.
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Along the Siberian Railway

Russian Officers' Gratitude .
ments to the Lutheran soldiers , and had

Again and again the official thanks of to promise more copies on the Monday."

the colonels in command were expressed

in the most hearty fashion . The general Among the Cossacks.

of one regiment at Cheljabinsk drew up Colporteur Petrenko also writes : "Last

his men in line along the platform, and week I was engaged for two days dis

ordered the regimental band to play tributing the Scriptures gratis among the
while our colporteur distributed the reservists of the Tobolsk and Akmolinsk

books. governments (the latter of whom are all

Michailoff noted more than once the Cossacks) as they were being entrained

surprise on the Russian officers' faces for the Far East . The commanding

when they caught sight of the inscription officer granted me permission and also

which is stamped on the fly -leaf of each thanked me. To the men in each rail

of the books distributed . One officer asked way truck I gave three copies of the Four

him, “ What is the aim of the British Gospels and three copies of the Psalter.

Society in giving these books away ? " The Cossacks were profuse in their grati

IRKUTSK RAILWAY STATION , SIBERIA.

( 6

Michailoff replied that the aim was not tude . One came up to me afterwards and

political, as the officer surmised , but solely thanked ine most sincerely. “ Thank

to promote a love for God's Word. those who send you,” he said ; we are

living just like beasts of the field , ay,
For Lutheran Soldiers.

and worse ” ; adding, “ such books teach
At Tiumen we distributed nearly 1,200

us to live a higher life.” And with that
copies to troops from the Tobolsk govern the poor fellow broke down and wept.

ment, who were conveyed thence by

water to the railway at Omsk . Here the The Salt of the Earth .

men from Southern Siberia are also At Marinsk a Russian colonel , as he

collected from the steppe, and Colporteur passed through with his regiment, called

Glazarin visits their barracks freely, even upon Colporteur Evzieff, and ordered him

during meal hours, and sometimes meets to bring with him a stock of our smaller

with remarkable success. Writing from editions. The colonel took up a New Testa

Omsk in the autumn, he tells us : " I ment, and addressed hismen, explaining to

had good sales among the soldiers, who them the aim of our Society,with whichhe

greet me cordially ; last Saturday I sold had full and hearty sympathy. He then

out my whole stock of German Testa- announced that he would himself give

-

1
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each of his men a copy free. " Come Amur river, and has visited the hospitals
and take what you want,” he said. He in the various towns on the banks of that

also gave them a short address on the magnificent stream . At the Red Cross

need for reading the Scriptures, and very hospital, belonging to the Zemstvo of
forcibly pointed out to them that as Nijni Novgorod, the Sisters of Mercy

soldiers they must try to be the salt of the know him, as well the wounded

earth . "Take it , my children, take it," he soldiers. While at the hospital he writes :

said ; “ let us be the salt of the earth .” “ I visited each of the wards , offering

The soldiers shouted hurrah , and soon books freely to all. One soldier crossed

exhausted the colporteur's stock. himself before speaking and then said :

Among the Wounded . * Thanks, my good man ; you have brought

From Krasnoyarsk , Colporteur Glade- us reading ; you have brought us good

scheff sends an example of an officer's most reading. Brothers, ' he said, raising his

generous help : " I approached a group
voice,' don't let us be lazy in reading these

who were watching the wounded soldiers
books. When I told them by whom the

returning from the war , and soon I was
books were given , one soldier said : “ This

among these latter, offering my books . is a grand Society . I know it . It gives

One man asked for a large -type Russ
the Gospels to prisoners, and to the poor,

Testament, price i Rouble. He had made and to us poor soldiers . ' Another chimed

up his mind to buy it , after gazing at it
in : What I cannot understand is this,

longingly for some time . He was just why is it they give us such good books,

getting the money out of his pocket when
and yet they (the English) help the

the Colonel came up, andinquired what Japanese, who are idolaters and heathen ?

kind of book he was buying. The wounded
Please explain .' The explanation was a

soldier handed him the copy. “ Dost want ather long one , and at last another

to buy ? ' asked the officer. " Yes, your
wounded man broke in : ‘ Enough , we

honour.' ' Art wounded from the front, have had enough of this discussing such

or only on the sick- list ? ' Then turning matters. Here are the books—take them

to me he said , Colporteur, do you go and read them , and also thank God that

through and give each wounded man a
there is such a good Society, offering up a

copy of the books you have with you,
prayer for the good people who send

and I'll see to the payment of the bill . '
us the books. ' * Ay ! ay ! ' came from

I gave away among them books to the the beds, and also for the founders

value of Roubles 8.90 (i.e. , 18s . worth) . of it ; such an idea was put there by
God .' '

The Colonel had only just time to sign

and for the copies, when the last bell At Khabarovsk , which lies about five
pay

hundred milesrang for the train to start.” north of Vladivostock,

when Korataeff was at the hospital, one
A Veteran Colporteur.

soldier cried out , “ Here comes a colpor
Further eastward still , at Irkutsk, our teur who brings us God's Word. For

gratis distribution has gone on under the
such things we must thank God, and feel

care of Colporteur Ivanoff, who is himself
how wonderful are all thy works, O Lord.

a veteran , and belonged to the “ First
Thou dost not forget us, Thy people,

Nicolai" regiment. His report shows the sinners as we are . Happy, happy is the
pleasure it has given him to take part in

man who has this duty, to carry and

this work. “ They were all so grateful , distribute His Word. I hardly think there

and thanked me so heartily for the little can be anything happier. Korataeff
books. I had to explain to them who

was also able to give Gospels in their
were the givers of these good gifts which

own tongue to Poles, and to German
they held now as their very own . In

speaking soldiers of the Czar. He holds
two days during my stay I distributed

apermit from the General commanding at

among the Sappers no fewer than 379
Blagoveschtschensk , which allows him to

copies ; each man crossed himself and
travel all over that province , and further

kissed the book as he received it."
requests the chiefs of the Amur Cossacks

In the Red Cross Hospital . to render him every assistance possible

Still further east , Colporteur Korataeff on his journeys and in carrying out his

was fully engaged all last summer on the mission.

» 2
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A Spanish Colporteur.

Our illustration shows Col.

porteur 2. Porteros, a Spaniard,

who for the past seven years has

done excellent service for the

Society in his native country

His headquarters are at Sala

manca, the ancient university city

which in many people's minds is

linked inseparably with the ad

ventures of Gil Blas. Porteros is

standing with his satchel of Scrip

tures beside him , in front of one

of those magnificent Gothic

cloisters which are conspicuous

among the architectural monu

mentsof Salamanca .

A SPANISH COLPORTEUR AT SALAMANCA .

Pro -Macassar.

In the early Victorian era the

name of Macassar was associated

in England with a famous kind of

hair-oil, against which the com

mon “ anti-macassar ” was origin

ally intended to protect couches

and chairs. Our Sub -agent, Mr.

Alfred Lea, however, after con

siderable inquiry, reports that , so

far as he can discover, Macassar,

which is the chief port in the

island of Celebes , neither produces

nor prepares any special quality of oil The inhabitants are called Bugis, or

whatever. Like most European settle- Buginese, and have a reputation for being

ments in the Far East , this place witnessed the fiercest and boldest of all Malayan

stirring times during the sixteenth and people , so swift to avenge what they

seventeenth centuries, when European consider an insult or injury that fights
adventurers strove for mastery in the and murders are not uncommon even in

great Malaysian archipelago. The names the streets of Macassar. The Bugis are

of Portuguese, Dutch, and English officers extremely able and daring seamen. A

may still be traced upon the tombstones fleet of their small boats annually sails to

in its old burial-grounds. To-day the Singapore with native manufactures and

Dutch maintain authority along the coast- produce, going and returning with the
line only, while the interior of South trade winds, the distance both ways being

Celebes is governed, or misgoverned, by over three thousand iniles.

native sultans and rajahs, who from their

mountain or forest fastnesses rule in

barbarous and despotic fashion, excluding Attempts to evangelize these people

as far as possible all European travel and began in 1853 , but have hitherto gained
enterprise. little permanent success. The Utrecht
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Abroad with the Bible

Singapore.

Missionary Society , however, has a station

at Pangkagene, sixty miles south of

Macassar. To the Netherlands' Bible

Society we are indebted for all the

Scriptures in the Macassar and Bugis

languages which we sell . The character

in which Bugis is printed is one of the

most curious in the world . But in Photo by G. R. Lambert & Co.,
THE BEACH, MACASSAR .

Macassar itself , as in most mercantile

centres in the Far East, thereare many Seed Bearing Fruit.

who understand and read Malay. Mr.

Lea writes : “ I arrived there from Our Sub -agent at Penang tells of a

Singapore last June by a steamer which Chinaman being converted through the

carried a large number of Moslem reading of a Gospel. He writes : "Three

pilgrims returning from Mecca, who spent weeks ago a missionary from Penang

their time alternately praying and playing paid a visit to one of his village stations,

cards, and resolutely refused to touch a about twenty miles distant. Whilst he

copy of the Scriptures. In the town of was there, a Chinaman came, and asked

Macassar, however, I was more successful, to be admitted into Church fellowship.

selling every weekday in the streets and * But,' said the missionary, you are an

the market-place till the end of the month, utter stranger to me; we cannot admit

when I sailed nearly a hundred miles along you until we have tested you. Besides,

the coast to Bonthain, returning the first what do you know of the Christian faith ? '

week in July. Altogether I disposed of 'Well ,' replied the man , ' I know a little.

nearly six hundred books, many of which Some months ago two Europeans (one of

were Malay Gospels in Arabic character." whom was our Sub-agent] came here

selling little books, and I

B

U

purchased two of them

Odavamina nidagnan a Gospel and the Book of

G

agar ansacs à maisonsans, a
Genesis. Since then , I have

I been reading them both ,

S
aicina

and I have come to the

おかあさ conclusion that this is the

true religion . Now try me
in

: ..
for twelve months, and if

I am unfaithful turn me out

JOHN III . 16 . of the Church .'»
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Selling the Bible in the Sudan.

From his station at Wad Medani, on

the Blue Nile , Colporteur Stephanos

journeys north and south , finding abundant

evidence that the Sudan of misrule and

widespread ruin has given place to a new

Sudan of order, freedom , and industry.

He encounters no opposition worthy of

mention, but in general meets with a

cordial and kindly welcome, from the

Sheikh downwards, as he proclaims that

he brings the Scriptures for sale . We

extract typical entry from his

diary :

“ On September 6th I hired a donkey

and went to the village of Khor el Pasha,

which is also called Serras. The village

is two hours distant from Halfa, and on

the bank of the river are a few palm-trees .

The people drink from a well in their own

village, and some know the Arabic and

some the Nubian language , but most know

Arabic . What shall I do with this ? ' said

one to whom I had offered a Gospel . ' It

is the Injil of our Lord Issa' (Jesus) , said I.

Thereat' he exclaimed, ' Peace be upon

Him ! ' and took me to the house of the

Sheikh . Then said he to the Sheikh,

a

' This man has the Injil. ' The Sheikh

bade me welcome. I thanked him and

sat down . Then he ordered a cup of

coffee for me, of which I drank. There

after I displayed a Bible to him, which he

took and kissed , saying, Peace upon

thee , O Great Book. Next he ordered

for me a portion of bread and brought me

another cup of coffee.of coffee. Then he inquired

of me the price of the Bible . Its cost,'

said I , ' is seven piastres ( = is . 6d. ) , but to

thee I give it freely .' ' Nay, nay,' he

replied, I will take it at its price , ' and

paid me seven piastres. Thereafter he

summoned all who were able to read , and

by this means I circulated twenty volumes;

so I thanked God and gave praise for the

spread of His Word. Then I desired to

depart, but the Sheikh suffered me not,

saying, ' It cannot be that thou shouldst

depart this day, ' and therewith he took an

oath that I should not leave him . So I

remained by him that day well content.

Also I presented him with an Arabic New

Testament, vowelled , the price of which I

paid myself. The book pleased him

greatly, and at his desire I read to him a

passage therefrom . The next day I took

my leave and departed ."

A COLPORTEUR SELLING THE SCRIPTURES

TO NATIVES ALONG THE BANKS OF THE NILE .
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Years of Dearth

By the Rev. J. H. Ritson, M.A.

Secretary of the Bible Society

' HE Committee of the Bible Society have

but in the present state of their funds they

have ground for anxiety . In the autumn

of each year a special sub-committee , con

sisting of business laymen, who are experts

in finance, devote much time and thought to

the complete overhauling of all the details of

income and expenditure at home and abroad .

The report of their outlook for 1905 is in one

way cheering. It reveals that every year the

machinery of the Society approaches perfec

tion , and that in consequence its operations

are carried on with increasing efficiency and

economy. But it also shows that there is no

prospect yet of a cessation of deficits, and

unless the Society receives increased annual

support it cannot continue to meet even the

existing demand for the Word of God .

The relation of the Society's income and

expenditure irresistibly turns our thoughts to

those dreams of Pharaoh , which so troubled

“ the magicians of Egypt , and all the wise men

thereof." Years of surplus and years of

deficit have occurred in cycles. Beginning

with 1880, there were six " years of plenty ,'

and they were followed by six “ years of

famine " (with one good year intervening).

In 1893 the Society again entered on six years

of plenty, and these have been followed by a

period covering six more years, which have

been years of dearth . In times of prosperity

the Committee , with the wisdom of Joseph ,

did not spend all they received for the sake of

spending it. With due regard to the urgency

of the world's needs at the time, they used all

they required for legitimate and profitable

work ; work of which , as stewards, they would

not be ashamed to give an account. Any sums

over and above were saved until the exigencies

of Bible-work demanded that they should be

used . Thus the Committec have been able to

tide over periods of depression during years

of adversity without cutting down the supplies

of Scriptures. The output of Bibles has not

been spasmodic, but has always met the needs

of the growing Kingdom of God .

Dearth may be due to one or both of two

causes — a falling off in the supply of food or

an increase in the number of people to be fed .

The Bible Society's shortage during recent

years has been due to the second of these

It is not that its income has been

" lean and ill-favoured," " withered , thin , and

blasted with the east wind.” The income has

continued to be normal, but God's family has

been and is still growing, and His children

are crying for the bread of life . We have

been watching for some time the consuming

of the surplus of the years of prosperity, and

we are becoming anxious by the threatened

approach of famine. Already £ 77,000 of the

THE REVERSING FALLS,

ST . JOHN, NEW BRUNSWICK ,

causes.

Showing the tide running up.
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Years of Dearth

Showing the tide running down.THE REVERSING FALLS,

ST . JOHN, NEW BRUNSWICK .

total surplus has been spent , and this figure minimum of capital , upon which no inroads

will be increased by March 31, 1905, and still can be made without peril.

more by March 31 , 1906. The prospect of its The finances of the Society have now

being entirely consumed stares us in the face. reached a point at which it is no longer safe 10

If this were to take place, the financial condi- continue even the present expenditure, much

tion of the Society would be critical, for it is less to admit of any increase ; and it must be

absolutelynecessary that sufficient money to noted, the demands for God's Word are in

carry on the work of the Society for at least creasing. Every developmentofmissions lays

six months should be retained as permanent financial burdens on the Bible Society, which

capital. It must be remembered that while undertakes to provide Scriptures for all

we are in the front rank of missionary societies, workers in the foreign field without any cost

we are also one of the greatest publishing to their Boards. The problem is, how to meet

firms in the world, and no business house can an increasing expenditure with a stationary

live " hand to mouth without any business income. If no solution is found , there are

capital. We can only succeed in our spiritual only two alternatives — debt, which the Com

work in and through faith in God , but when mittee decline to incur , or the refusal to supply

an edition of 400,000 Bibles is ordered the the Scriptures demanded . Surely the Bible

paper makers, printers, and binders want some Society should never be driven to adopt the

assurance of ability to pay - we cannot ask second alternative while scholars are ready to

them to put their trust in Christian charity translate and colporteurs are waiting to dis

until that charity takes the form of pounds, tribute , and our fellow -creatures are crying out

shillings, and pence. Further, the bulkof the for the Word of God in order that they,too,

Society's free income comes in during the last may find light and life .

three months of its financial year, but its Have the Churches realized that in expand

expenditure is spreadevenly over the whole of ing their missionary work without expanding

the twelve months. Every year, therefore, it is Bible work, they are increasing the soldiers

necessary to borrow fromthe bankers in order at the front without increasing the Service

to carry on the work until the income comes Corps at the base ; they are doubling and

in , butborrowers must be able to give assur- trebling their army in the field , but declining

ance of a credit which can assume concrete to enlarge the arsenal at home ?

form if need be. In a great business with a It is true we have, apart from the ordinary

Auctuating income and steady expenditure- income, £ 200,000 of the £ 262,500 asked for in
even though the business be spiritual in its the Centenary Appeal." If this sum were

inmost nature, there must be an irreducible devoted direct to the ordinary work of the
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Society, at the present rate of annual deficit it low tide the river falls down in a furious catar

would only postpone financial difficulty for a act into the Bay of Fundy, but at high tide

few short years. The Centenary Fund , how- the sea rises above the level of the river. The

ever, is for specific purposes already made cataract is reversed, and the waters of the

public ; and in good faith to those who have ocean , filling the river, flood it for miles. The

given , the Committee cannot divert it to Bible Society has been like this reversible

other purposes. Nor do they wish to divert waterfall . For a century it has been pouring

it , for the fund is needed to provide new out of its resources into the Church of Christ,

plant, to strengthen the foundations upon and from time to time the Church has re

which the ordinary work may be built up to plenished them again . During recent years,

meet the needs of the new century. What it has been pouring out its stream of Holy

is necded , and needed urgently, is a steady Writ in such volume, and the incoming tides

increase of free income from year to year have been so low, that its resources are almost

-an increase in annual subscribers and sub- drained . When will there be another flood

scriptions, and in congregational collections. tide ? It is for the Churches to say.

This needed increase will never be secured We, in our anxiety, find solace in prayer to

until the Churches as Churches cease to regard Almighty God, who has called us to our task

the Bible Society as “ an outside Society .” It and guarded the Society as the apple of the

is nothing of the kind. It is a necessary part eye. The silver and the gold are His. Let us

of the inner organization of every section of unite in asking Him to put it into the hearts

the Church of Christ , and every ecclesiastical and minds of those whom He has chosen to be

court ought to recognize it as such. His stewards to stand by this work , so great,

At St. John , New Brunswick, there is one of so good , so fraught with blessing for the
the most interesting sights in the world . At human race.

Common Prayer
“ He prays not at all , in whose prayers there is

no mention of the Kingdom of God."
A Saying of the Rabbis .

FI
OR many years it has been a rule for the whole staff of the Bible House in

London to assemble for prayer every Tuesday morning, and in many other

countries the servants and friends of the Society are accustomed to unite week

by week, for common intercession on its behalf. We entreat all who are like -minded

to join each Tuesday morning in this unison of praise and prayer with the Society's

agents , colporteurs, and Biblewomen throughout the world.

The following special topics for prayer are suggested to our fellow-workers :

For February.-Those who teach the Bible For March.-- The hindrances to the circula

in schools and colleges - Parents who explain tion of the Bible :-( 1 ) In Pagan countries :

theGospel to their children - All young readers that illiteracy and moral darkness may be dis

ofGod's Book, especially such as are perplexed pelled— (2) In closed countries: that the doors

with difficulties — Those who are growing up may be opened to our colporteurs in Abyssinia,

in ignorance of the Scriptures -Our District Nepal, and Tibet- (3) In Moslem countries :

Secretaries, and all who aid them in organizing that political and fanatical opposition may be

and addressing meetings - The permanent in- lessened in Persia , North Africa , and Turkey

crease of the Society's income. —(4) In Christian countries : that prejudice

Let us give thanks — That the payments to the Cen- may be removed in Austria, Greece, the

tenary Fund now exceed £ 200,000. Peninsula, and South America.

A Hopeful Outlook. By the Rev. Dr. Richard Glover

There is Hope of the richest sort investing the future. “ Now " is an accepted

time as truly as any period in the past. There are signs of returning vitality to the

Church of God . Though faith is harder now than of yore, it must not be forgotten
that unbelief is also harder. Once men thought they could reject Christ and yet

retain faith in God, His mercy, His providence, His heaven. But to -day men know

that if they give up Christ, they have nothing. The heart of man abhors such a

vacuum , and is turning back to the God of our fathers — Jesus, the Redeemer of

Calvary. With this awakening hunger afterGod is an awakening reverence for that

Bible which is the Incarnation of His Thought, the Robe of Light through which we

know Him. May the New Year be richer in blessings wrought by this great Society

than any that has gone before .
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Refugees

in our

Mukden

Depôt

O '

FR

UR latest news

from Mukden is

dated Septem

ber 23rd. The Rev. W.

H. Pullar, of the United

Free Church of Scot .

land Mission, who is

taking charge of our

work in the absence of

Mr. Turley tells of

great distress in the
THE FIRST REFUGEES WHO FOUND SHELTER IN

surrounding villages. OUR DEPÔT AT MUKDEN .

Yet despite this, our

colporteurs are all at

work, and the Scriptures are being actively and children. One missionary's house, com

circulated . All the villages round Mukden posed of three very small rooms,was accommo

are occupied by Russians, to whom we are dating sixty-two people at the time of writing.

selling Russian Scriptures in large numbers. The daughier of one of our Biblewomen,

Even at this date the city was full of refugees. Mrs. Li , who had formerly kept a native

Mr. Pullar gives a vivid account of the school in a village , is continuing her teaching

distress of the native Christians. Our Bible in the Depôt compound, in order to keep the

Depôt Compound is crowded with women forlorn crowd occupied and interested .

Mr. Pullar had

distributed four

hundred copies of

the Scriptures

among these poor

refugees.

Our illustrations

show the first

families to arrive

at the Depôt , and

include Colporteur

Li and his wife,

both of whom

suffered terrible

persecutions dur

ing the Boxer out

rages. Mr. Li was

cruelly tortured,

and narrowly es

caped a martyr's

death . Mrs. Li,

who has worked

for years as one of

our Biblewomen ,

sends to Mrs. Tur

ley a letter , of

U

which the follow

COLPORTEUR LI AND HIS WIFE AND These earnest Christians are wo ng among the
a literat

PAMILY AT OUR DEPÔT IN MUKDEN .
refugees. The daughter in white ( signifying

translation :
mourning) is teaching them to read the Scrip

tures given to them .

ing is
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“ To TURLEY THE LADY TEACHER, AND TO

TURLEY THE MR. TEACHER.

May your bodies bestrong. May you have

complete peace. When the lady teacher left

theFlowery Land to return to her honourable

native country , your humble disciple missed you

much , and since, constantly, constantly longs

for your return . And your humble disciple

hopes and prays that in all your plans and

doings you may be guided and blessed .

.“ Just at present our homein the village of

Pia-ta-pu (white pagoda village), we were

compelled to desert owing first to the intoler

able exactions of the robber bands, who held

the zone between the two armies. As the

Russians advanced they took possession of our

village and having no fuel to hand, burned all

the wood rafters, doors, & c . , of our homes and

buildings, and all our farm produce dis

appeared. We saved our clothes and portable
things, and are now living in the school which

the mistress used for the blind and others in

your own compound. We are most thankful

to have this quiet place to live in . The pastor,

Mr. Inglis, has been most kind, and has or

ganized, with the pastor Mr. Pullar, two
schools, the one referred to , in which my

widowed daughter continues with some of her

pupilsand others, her village school. The other

school in the College buildings in the south

suburb where our people are crowded in and

the missionaries are making them go to school .

“ We long for letters from you, and our

whole family, together with the family of

Mrs. Wang, bow our humble respects.

(Signed) “ LI, the womAN CHRISTIAN.”

Aswe go to press, newsreaches us that our faithful fellow -worker,Mrs. Li, has been

called Home. She never fully recovered strength after the terrors suffered at the hands

of the Boxers. And recently, the total destruction of her home, combined with the

horrors of the war, so told upon her shattered nervous system, that she succumbed in our

Depôt, shortly after sending the above letter.

What would the World be without the Bible ? By J. Bevan Braithwaite

It may assist us to realize the importance of the work of the Bible Society

if we dwell for a few moments upon the unique character of the Book , the

circulation of which is its one object. Let us ask the question , « « What would

the world be without the Bible ?

Deprived of the one perfectly trustworthy medium of communication with the

Divine mind , left to wander without its assistance amidst doubt and conjectures,

how greatly should we feel the loss and lament the absence of the glorious facts

and gracious assurances conveyed to us by the revelation which God hath given

us of Himself, and of the purposes of His love, in the Gospel, and in the person

of that blessed Redeemer who is Himself “ The Way, the Truth , and the Life.”

In Him is revealed, as God and Man, a Redeemer at once able to suffer and

Almighty to save . He is Himself the glorious exemplar of all righteousness ; not

only declaring it in words never to be reversed or superseded , but in unutterable

condescensionexhibiting it in all the details of everyday life, as our Elder Brother in

His walk amongst men, leaving us an example that we should follow in His steps.

Bible Sunday. By the Rev. H. A. Raynes

Universal Bible Sunday, March 6, 1904, was Sunday just before the annual meeting of

the world-embracing expansion of an idea the local Auxiliary. There remain, however,

which, in many places, is already firmly estab- very many congregations, both in the Church

lished. Sunday, March 5 , 1905, will be the of England and among the Free Churches,

Lord's Day nearest to our Society's 101st where nothing at present is done on behalf of

birthday : should it not also be a day when the Society , which renders indispensable

thanksgiving for the Bible is again a special service to them all alike , both at home and

feature in public worship , and thankofferings abroad . And we appeal to the clergymen and

are made to promote the translation and cir- ministers of such congregations as do not

culation of the Scriptures ? We do not forget observe Bible Sunday at any other set time,

that, as the Archbishops wrote last year , the to follow the example which was almost

second Sunday in Advent is the natural day universal last year , and to preach on Sunday,

for such an observance by the Church of March 5th , about the Bible and its work in the

England, and we rejoice that in many world, even though they may not be able to

churches it is so kept. We remember also arrangeon that date for an offertory on behalf

that not a few towns observe a general Bible of the Bible Society:
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In the Market at Hanoi

By C. Bonnet, Sub-Agent in Annam

I
ARRIVED at Tonking in the very books . The people thronged and hustled

worst part of the rainy season . All each other, everybody wanting to be

the country was submerged beneath one served first. I had even , at one time , to

immense sheet of water, in which you requisition one of the native police to

could only see certain islands formed by the maintain order, and to prevent a serious

villages. I was, therefore, compelled to uproar.

sell my books in the market of Hanoi . I About a quarter of an hour later the

arrived there before nine o'clock in the European overseer of the market came

morning and informed me that I was obstructing

Picture to yourself an immense hall, the traffic , and that the vendors were not

similar to the Paris markets, in which able to sell their goods. I was helpless,

there were three or four thousand chaffer- but I told him that I had hardly anything

ing Annamites, and you will have an idea of left to sell , and that I was leaving im

the chief market of Hanoi. Scarcely had mediately. As a result, by eleven o'clock

I set up my book-stall when it was sur- I had sold all my books—one thousand

rounded , and I needed a score of arms Gospels , two hundred Genesis, and sixty

to take the money and to give out the New Testaments.

A GROUP OF ANNAMITES

AT HANOI, FRENCH INDO-CHINA.
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Here and There

The first meeting of our Committee in the

new year, on January 2nd, was opened as

usualby a devotional service, attended by the

Bible House staff, when an inspiring address

was delivered by Dr. A. Rolland Rainy.

Mr. Parrott , our Agent in Japan , reports

that the distribution ofJapanese Scriptures to

the Mikado's troops, between January ist and

October 31st, 1904, amounted to 216,171

volumes, costing €345. He states that at the

time of writing there were 56,000 wounded

soldiers in Japan , and that the demand for the

Scriptures for these men showed no signs of

diminution. While distributing Gospels among

the prisoners in Himeji, a garrison town, Mr.

Parrott found , in addition to 732 Russians,

many Poles, Jews, Cossacks, Tartars , Georgians,

Germans, wi one Finn and one American .

The Right Hon. Sir Samuel J. Way presided

at the Adelaide Anniversary on October 27th ,
when it was announced that the South

Australian Auxiliary had raised £879 for the

Centenary Fund, besides remitting a Free

Contribution of £ 600 last year to London.

The Committee have appointed the Rev.

Samuel Jones, B.A., senior curate of St.

Mary's, Bury St. Edmunds, to the charge of

the new Eastern District, comprising Norfolk,

Suffolk, Cambridge, and Extra-metropolitan

Essex. Mr. Jones, who is a London graduate ,

studied at Wycliffe Hall, Oxford. For some

years he has served as honorary secretary

of the Bury St. Edmunds Auxiliary, and

showed great energy and skill in improving

the Society's organization. He has spent the

whole of his ministerial life since 1892 in East

Anglia, where we confidently bespeak for him

a hearty welcome and cordial support from

our friends. Mr. Jones will shortly remove to

Cambridge : meanwhile, his address is St.

Mary's Lodge, Bury St. Edmunds.At the recent anniversary of the Victoria

Auxiliaries' Union, in the Athenæum Hall,

Melbourne, His Excellency the Lieutenant

Governor of Victoria, Sir John Madden , pre

sided . The appointed speakers were Bishop

Ridley, the Rev. W. S. Rolland, and the Rev.

S. Pearce Carey.

At a united sale of work for religious objects,

held at Oatlands, Surrey, by the kindness of

the Rev. J. Townsend, on December ist,a net

sum of £16 from the proceeds of a “ Blouse

Stall,” organized and carried out by Mrs.

Lance Gray, was paid over to the Walton ,

Hersham, and Oatlands Auxiliary, of which

her husband is the Treasurer.

Among the oldest and most vigorous of our

colonial organizations stands the Miramichi
Ladies' Auxiliary , whose eighty - fourth Annual

Meeting was held at Chatham , New Bruns

wick , on November 3rd . In addition to gifts to

the Centenary Fund,the Auxiliary has remitted
through its valued secretary, Mrs. Aitken, a

Free Contribution of £30 for 1904.

At a drawing-room meeting and sale of

work, kindly arranged by Miss Taylor, of

Larkhall Rise, S.W. , £ 12 was contributed

for our Biblewomen after an address by Miss

Flora Klickmann .

The ten days' Missionary Exhibi

tion at Bolton in November included

an attractive Bible Society " Pavi

lion ," which had a unique position in

the centre of the large Drill Hall.

At the opening ceremony the Bishop

of Manchester made encouraging

reference to the Society's world-wide

work . Books and literature were

freely disposed of, and numerous

lantern lectures , addresses and talks

were given by the Rev. H. A. Raynes,

the Rev. J. W.Platt, the Rev. J. Percy

Treasure , Mr. R. F. Crosland , Mr. H.

Farmer (of the C.I.M.), the Rev. H. J.

Jauncey, one of the secretaries of the

Bolton Auxiliary, and other local

clergy. Our special thanks are due

to the stewards.

C.M.S. CHURCH, SARCEE INDIAN RESERVE,

CALGARY, NORTH-WEST TERRITORY .

A collection was

taken in this

church on Bible

Sunday.
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Here and There

The London Missionary Society has recently

issued a volume entitled Cross and Crown

(published at 25. 6d .). It contains another

contribution to the story of the heroism of the

Chinese Christians during the Boxer outbreak

We hardly expected the Centenary year to

close without some movement towards a memo

rial of Mary Jones. A committee to promote

this object has recently been formed at Towyn ,

and has sent an appeal for funds to every

Sunday School in Merionethshire.

It is estimated that if from £50 to

£ 100 can be raised , some permanent

memorial can be placed beside the

ruins of Mary Jones's cottage . The

owner of the land has expressed his

willingness to permit this, free of

charge, and to sign an agreement

making it permanently secure . It

is suggested also that a new and

more substantial tombstone may be

erected over Mary Jones's grave at

Bryncrug. Gifts from friends in

England as well as Wales will be

gladly acknowledged by the secre

taries of the movement, Miss Annie

Daniels and the Rev. Humphrey

Williams, both of Towyn.

COLPORTEUR KONOPLOFF AT

BOGODAL STATION , SIBERIA.

of 1900. Friends of the Bible Society will find

it ofdouble interest - on account of the narrative

itself and on account of the writer , Mrs. Bryson ,

of Tientsin , whose name is familiar in our

Reports and whose voice has been heard with

great effect on our platforms. Her book

affords fresh evidence of the solid foundation

upon which the native Christian Church rests

in China, and it cannot but stimulate its

readers in their own spiritual life .

The Haslemere Auxiliary is quite

a happy model in its way. It is

worked with energetic enthusiasm

and liberal originality. With a popu .

lation of only about two thousand it

has a subscription list of £50. It has a Juvenile

Association responsible for £23, among whose

efforts are found a Cake Sale, a Doll Show

and Sale, and three Coin -trees. It has its

own magazine with original contributions by

the pen and paint-brush. And , what is per

haps the most encouraging feature of all, in

the hands of its present energetic officers it
moves always in an upward direction . We

earnestly commend its features and figures

for imitation . Some of our Metropolitan

Auxiliaries, with fifty or sixty thousand people,

do not raise £ 100 a year.At a well-attended annual meeting in the

Cardiff Town Hall on December 13th , Mr.

Cornelius Lundy presided, and Mr. Richard

Cory reported that the Auxiliary had received

£ 163 during the year. A dramatic incident

occurred during the address of the Deputa.

tion , the Rev. I. F. Drysdale, who had just

said something about the “ utter darkness of

the Chinese," when the electric light went

out , and the meeting had to be continued

and concluded by the aid of candles.

The Lord - Lieutenant of Cambridgeshire,

President of the Isle of Ely Auxiliary, was

chairman at its annual meeting at Wisbechon
November 17th . The Dean of Ely, addressing

themeeting, said he was delighted to take part
with his fellow - Churchmen , whether Con

formist or Nonconformists, in supporting the

objects of the Bible Society . The collection
exceeded £50.

We have great pleasure in announcing that
THE BIBLE IN THE World for March will Sermons for the Society were preached in

contain a specially written article by the twenty -four churches and chapels in Cam

Bishop of Winchester, entitled “ The Study of bridge on Sunday , November 13th . Mr. C.

Holy Scripture."
Finch Forster presided at the Auxiliary's

annual meeting on the 14th . The ninety-third

report recorded very successful Centenary

Which book in the Bible is read least ? meetings, and over £ 379 remitted to the

Dr. Hastings, in the Expository Times, says, the Society , apart from contributions to the Cen.

Book of Ecckicl. tenary Fund, which then reached £ 2,000.
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Personalia

The Committee has arranged that in the

autumn of this year, the Rev. A. Taylor shall

leave England for a tour in the East, especially

to visit the Society's Auxiliaries and Agencies

in India, Burma, and Malaysia.

The Rev. Dr. H. U. Weitbrecht, of the

C.M.S. Mission, Lahore, writes in the Indian

Churchman : “ Two of my most valued Indian

colleagues, one a living priest in our own

Church, the other now a member of the

Church triumphant, were convinced of sin and

moved to seek Christ, merely by reading the

New Testament,which had been given in the

one case by a Muhammadan maulavi and in

the other by a Hindu guru .”

The Protestant Literary Association of

Hungary, in its desire to take part in our MR . FRED. G. BARLEY,

Centenary celebrations, issued early this year
Organizing Secretary and Agent, Victoria , Australia .

a pamphlet on the history of the Society, by

the Very Rev. Professor Francis Balogh, of

which no fewer than eight thousand copies very badly beaten by some fanatics in a village

have been sold . The proceeds thus realized, near Osnabrück. He was in hospital for a

with some private contributions, amounting week in consequence, and legal proceedings

altogether to £21 gs . iod ., have been remitted have been commenced against the persons

from Budapest to our friend Dr. Theodore concerned in this cowardly assault.
Duka for payment to the Centenary Fund.
“ Through its secretary, the Rev. Professor

Farkas Szots, the Literary Association begs “ I haven't any money,” said a listener at

to express its brotherly and devoted greetings one of Mr. F. G. Barley's lectures, up -country
to the British and Foreign Bible Society . " in Victoria, “ but there's an order for a box

of raisins." The order was on a Melbourne

Agent, and the box of raisins has been taken

The death on October 26th of Mr. Gcorge charge of by a lady friend, who has made up

Rutherford, C.M.G. , ex -Controller of Customs
its contentsinto pound parcels to be sold for

at Durban, has caused sincere grief among a the Society's benefit .

very wide circle of friends in the “Garden

Colony." For over forty years he served as

Treasurer of our Durban Auxiliary, where he The much-regretted death of Mr. E. R.

was an earnest advocate of the Society's claims. James, of Montgomery, has removed one of

the Society's most faithful and generous

supporters, who was President of the local

A Warwickshire Vicar, in remitting Auxiliary for thirty - two years.

£5 . 125. 6d ., the proceeds of his annual

collection for the Society, taken two months

ago, encloses an extra ios. as “ interest." Our Guernsey Auxiliary has sustained a

His example may perhaps stimulate local heavy loss by the much -lamented death of

treasurers who have not yet sent in the Mr. Peter F. Carey, who has acted as its

proceeds of collections. treasurer for over eighteen years. His metho

dical energy and painstaking devotion

rendered immense service to the Society,

With much regret we learn that Colporteur especially during its Centenary, and his place
Mausch in Westphalia has been set upon and will be indeed hard to fill.

A Greeting from Bishop King, of Madagascar

" A few lines to wish God-speed to your new monthly paper. If, as I suppose,

the one aim of that periodical is to lead men to know and value the Word of God as

they should do , it has a high claim to the support of Christians. I can assure you that

your Society's Bible in Malagasy is much valued by the members of the Church
Mission to Madagascar."

-

1
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The Mirror of God's Word

ex

as

N his golden fulfil the two cardinal functions of Holy

guide -book to Scripture - the revelation of self, and the

Christian revelation of Christ.

perience, The Wonderful it is how those human ele

Pilgrim's Pro- ments in the Bible, which some would

gress, Bunyan reckon as defects, become a vital factor in

narrates how its Divine and heart-searching power.

Mercy longed This Book is full of the histories of all

for and obtain- sorts and conditions of people. It shows

ed “ with joy: us their mistakes and miseries, how they

ful consent” suffered and how they sinned ; but it tells

a gift, us all this in such a way that as we read

the look- we feel ourselves arraigned and brought

ing - glass to judgment before an unseen tribunal.

which hung " The hands may be the hands of history,

up in the but the voice is the voice of God . ” Again
dining

and again some chapter in the ancient

room of
record pierces the soul with its whisper :

the palace Thou art the man . For there is a com

where Mr. munion of sinners as well as a communion

Greatheart of saints. And as his conscience is quick

and his com- ened by the Holy Ghost, each of us may

pany were so recognize in this mirror of God's Word

hospitably en- the lineaments of his personal selfishness
tertained by and read the history of his own wilful

theShepherds. choice of forbidden things. And herein

Now this glass lies one primary office of Holy Scripture.

was one of a In Jamaica a grey-headed negro related

thousand. “ It how when he was a slave he learnt to read

would present the Bible. “ I read it slow , and little and

man , one little at first ; but every day I read some,

way with his and it came easier and easier to me. I

Own features found truth in the Bible ; it tell me my

exactly : and, heart, and I saw myself a sinner against

turn it but an- God .”

other way, and Yet , again, this mirror discloses far more

it would show than each beholder's natural face . Bun

one the very yan enlarges on those aspects in which

face and similitude of the Prince of Scripture reveals nothing less than the
Pilgrims Himself." After such a descrip- Person of Christ Himself. “ Yea, I have

tion we scarce need the author's note in the talked with them that can tell, and they

margin to tell us, “ It was the Word of have said that they have seen the very

God. ” So aptly does this spiritual mirror crown of thorns upon His head, by looking

a

s
t
e
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The Mirror of God's Word

in that glass ; they have therein also seen religious movement it holds aloof from

the holes in His hands, in His feet , and customary methods and it seems innocent

His side. Yea, such an excellency is there of human organization. We may believe

in that glass, that it will show Him to one that some of its features - as, for instance,

where they have a mind to see Him : the marked predominance of singing over

whether living or dead ; whether in earth preaching - would not be possible among

or heaven ; whether in a state of humilia- a people less deeply schooled and versed

tion or in His exaltation ; whether coming in the Scriptures. But it is a most notable

to suffer, or coming to reign ." and cheering fact that, as the direct result

How much , indeed, do we really know of this revival, the demand from Wales

about our Redeemer, outside and apart for Bibles and Testaments has suddenly

from the contents of Scripture ? As become three or four times as great as it

there is none other Name given under was a year ago. No outward token could

heaven whereby we may be saved , so be more encouraging and reassuring than

there is practically none other record of this. To strengthen, stablish , and settle

Him among men except what is given these new disciples nothing else is half so

in this Book . But its pages and its necessary as the New Testament. By it

chapters bear their testimony to Him from they may test and correct whatever is

first to last . “ Just as it was said that all lacking either in their belief or their en

roads lead to Rome, so there is a road thusiasm . The preface to The Christian

from the remotest verse and corner of the Year begins by observing that “ next to

Bible to the Person of our Lord Jesus a sound rule of faith , there is nothing of

Christ." In all generations men have so much consequence as a sober standard

seen Him reflected and revealed in this of feeling in matters of practical religion."

mirror. And surely it is significant in the Our rule of faith and our standard of

highest degree that still when men grow feeling are given us together in the

anxious in spirit and begin in bitter earnest Bible , and Christians who ponder its

to seek for God, they turn instinctively to pages find both these needs of the soul

this Book, as the well-spring of our know- supplied, as the mirror of God's Word

ledge of redeeming Love. shows them day by day “ the very face

During these last months Christians and similitude of the Prince of Pilgrims

have been stirred by tidings of a great Himself.”

spiritual awakening in Wales. As a T. H. D.

About Ourselves

R
EPEATING their annual act of gene- at the Bible House. Adult friends in

rous kindness, the Court of Common charge of children will also be welcome.

Council of the City of London have again

granted the use of the Guildhall for the
Society's Juvenile Birthday Meeting on As noted above , the Society can bear

Saturday afternoon, March 4th, at 3 p.m. thankful witness to some practical results

The Right Hon . the Lord Mayor will pre- arising out of the present Revival in

side , accompanied by the Lady Mayoress Wales. During November, December,

and the Sheriffs, who will attend in state. and January the orders for Scriptures

An address to the young people will be received at the Bible House from Wales

given by the Rev. F. L. Wiseman, of the were between three and four times as large

Birmingham Wesleyan Mission . After as those for the corresponding months

the meeting, the Birthday Cake, this year of 1903 and 1904, and this demand shows

weighing 101 lbs. , will be distributed as
no signs of falling off. The following

usual. Juvenile Collectors within the extracts from letters which accompanied

Metropolitan area are entitled to tickets orders testify to the influence of the

of admission, for which they must make Revival. One bookseller writes : “ No

early application to their local Secretaries, trouble now to sell Bibles ; the trouble

or, failing these, to the Rev. Harry Scott , is to get them ." Another bookseller
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About Ourselves

TAROCIRTE BIBLIVE,

BRITANNIQVE

ETRANGERE

1804 · 1904

SES AMIS FRANCAIS

OSETEBRAS LUX

FACSIMILE OF THE CENTENARY MEDAL, DESIGNED BY M. PRUDHOMME, AND PRESENTED TO THE

SOCIETY BY A NUMBER OF ITS FRIENDS IN FRANCE .

writes : “ Please send these on at once . inset, which will be ready by May ist ,

Great demand for Bibles now the Revival and is intended for June magazines ?

is doing such havoc ( ! ) in our midst.”

A third bookseller writes : “ I find an

increased demand for Bibles and religious As successor to the Rev. J. F. Botha,

literature since the Revival -wave burst who had resigned his post as Agent in

over Cymru.” Yet another writes : “ The Cape Colony, the Committee have ap

greater part of the Bibles are ordered by pointed the Rev. G. P.van der Merwe,

Saturday . The demand is by Revivalist a minister of the Dutch Reformed Church,

people. Do your best , and let us help who brings high commendations from our

them ." venerable friend , the Rev. Dr. Andrew

Murray, President of the South Africa

Auxiliary. Mr. van der Merwe's special

The quarterly insets which are issued
work will probably lie among our Dutch

gratis by the Society for insertion in local speaking fellow -subjects, and hehasour

ized parochial and congregational maga
warmest wishes for his happiness and

zines have obtained immense popularity.
success in his new sphere of labour.

A quarter of a million copies were printed

of the last inset, entitled “ The Shadow of Those reports of last year's work which

the Sword ,” which described our Society's have as yet come to hand from our

distribution of Scriptures among Russian Agencies and Auxiliaries abroad show,

and Japanese soldiers during the present with hardly an exception , that the circu

war. This inset was ready for sending lation has againagain made encouraging

out from the Bible House on February advances on the high figures recorded

ist , so as to be in good time for inclusion for 1903. Thus, for example, there has

in any magazines which appear on March been an increase in France of 22,000

Ist. Many of our readers may be able to copies ; in Central Europe of 30,000

assist in this simple and effective way of copies ; in the Calcutta Auxiliary of 34,000

advertising the Society . Will they write copies ; in the North India Auxiliary of

to order specimen copies of the next 23,000 copies.
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The Study of Holy Scripture

By the Bishop of Winchester

T
'HERE are two duties of private re- Holy Scripture as a religious duty. In

the discharge of that dutywe are bound

have in common with our Lord when He definitely to seek from Holy Scripture

was upon earth . They are the duties of the teaching of the Divine Spirit. We

prayer and the study of Holy Scripture. may confidently expect from the practice

Our Lord gave us an example of private of that duty an enrichment of our spiritual

prayer : His language shows how deeply life ; we may believe that the strengthen

His mind was steeped in Holy Scripture. ing of our religious character will result

Save the duty of prayer, there is no from it . There is a blessing that can be

duty of private devotional life so impor- derived from a study which is capable of

tant andso precious as that of the study occupying, hallowing, and uplifting our

of Holy Scripture . Neither the spread of thoughts in the same sort of way in

education , nor the progress of learning, which , though on so infinitely higher a

absolves us from this plain duty as the plane, it occupied, permeated, and in all
servants andimitators, as the disciples and reverence be it spoken) uplifted the

followers of our Divine Master. The mind of our Divine Lord and Saviour.

spread of education and the progress of The spirit of such study must beprayer

learning do not diminish the importance ful and humble. It must be prayerful,

of the study of Holy Scripture ; they do because in the search for Divine Truth

not impair its supreme value. They may our souls should strive to be in conscious

make the duty a more difficult one for us communion with Him who alone is the

to perform , because they stimulate to Spirit of Truth and the source of all

deeper inquiry, and because they quicken wisdom and godliness among the sons of
the consciousness of intellectual freedom. men . It should be humble, because we

But the deeper inquiry into Holy Scrip- know that in every age of Christendom

ture is repaid with a rich reward ; and the saints of God have continually found

the atmosphere in which that rich reward in Holy Scripture fresh stores of teaching

is most abundantly forthcoming is one of and of guidance, and that, though we are

intellectual freedom . tempted to feel ourselves lonely in our

It is necessary to lay emphasis upon faith and destitute of clear direction , there

the word study. Our duty is to study must also be for our own age, if we are

Holy Scripture. It is not enough merely worthy of it , its own larger revelation to

to read its pages. Reading may be be made known through the patience and

thoughtless and hasty : reading may be a comfort of the study of Holy Scripture.

perfunctory task performed in The method of such study should be

chanical ,inattentive , unobservant , listless simple, regular, thorough,andpainstaking.

spirit. The reading of Holy Scripture, There will be no profits in our study

instead of becoming a study of absorbing without hard work ." In an age of intel

interest, may be degraded into a repulsive lectual activity like ours , the benefits of

formality and an irksome piece of routine ; the study of Holy Scripture will no more

advocated , indeed , in public , but aban- readily drop into the hands of indolent

doned in private ; defended, very possibly , onlookers than the benefits of any other

in theory, but discarded in practice ; while study. We are blest with privileges

shorter,easier, less healthy , less apostolic both of freedom and of learning which

exercises of devotion are substituted for our forefathers lacked . But privileges

this one in which the mind of the Lord will not bring blessings, unless there is

Jesus Himself was trained . moral effort and intellectual endeavour

The purpose of such study must be a in their exercise . Persistence of effort is

religious one . There are, of course, other the test of moral sincerity ; and regularity

objects for the study of Holy Scripture : of habit will alone ensure a blessing in

literary, historical, philosophical , and the the performance of our plain religious
like. But I am speaking of the study of duties.

a me
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The Study of Holy Scripture

The books of Holy Scripture were own day, makes the way clearer before

written at an age remote from modern our feet.

times in thought, in civilization, incus- The fruits of regular religious study are

toms, and in temperament. Their incontrovertible. The experience of the

contents reflect and interpret the Divine simplest student and the profoundest
guidance of a nation : and they embody scholar is one and the same. To both

the deepest spiritual experiences and alike the words of the Book become the

aspirations of its greatest minds. They words of God, bringing a message of
record the Gospel story of the Central help , instruction, and comfort to the soul .

Fact of the world's history, and the It is for this reason that every Christian
foundation of the Christian Church . manual of devotion is precious in pro

Their contents are varied in character portion as it is Scriptural. Regular study

and unequal in value . Both in structure alone enables us to appreciate the width

and design , both in form and expression, and variety of God's message to mankind.

both in language and thought, the books Nothing is common, nothing unclean,

exhibit wide differences. The Spirit ofThe Spirit of nothing useless. The Holy Scripture ,

God speaks to us through many voices like the simple food which the Saviour

and in different notes. When we have handled and blessed , shall in our age

said this, it is obvious that those who satisfy the starving multitudes. The time

neglect the perspective of historical will not come when the sons of men can

distance , those who deliberately disregard afford to dispense with that which their

the distinctive human conditions under Lord handled, blessed , and distributed in

which the books of Holy Scripture were His teaching. The study of Holy

prepared, will in some measure forfeit Scripture is the simple, private , religious

some of the most illuminating rays of duty by which we, like our Lord Himself,

Divine Truth . In an age of enlighten- may most surely feed our own spiritual

ment they refuse to recognize the Divine life, and by which we can also provide

source of the light which , coming in our for the spiritual sustenance of others.

WINCHESTER CATHEDRAL .
Photo by the Photochrom Co.
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How to Complete the Centenary Fund

£ 45,000 Needed

A
S regards enthusiasm and unanimity considering how to complete the fund .

the Centenary of the Bible Society They do not wish any promiscuous public

has been an extraordinary success the appeal to be issued, lest it should injure

whole world over. The celebration, how- the ordinary income of the Society, and

ever, has fallen in hard times , and the it is important that that income should

financial results, whilst affording great not only be maintained at its present

cause for thankfulness, have failed to reach figure but increased by half as much

the minimum sum which the Committee again. It is proposed to issue an appeal
hoped to raise. The Committee have only to individuals who are likely to help.

received in cash and promises about Some who have already contributed to

£ 210,000. They can see their way to the fund may be disposed to increase

about £ 7,500 more, as some amounts their contributions on learning that the

are still lying in the hands of local Society is in real financial need . Apart

Treasurers, and have not yet been remitted from these there are still very many who

to London . A sum of £ 45,000 still are in sympathy with the Society , but who

remains to be raised , if the amount aimed have not given to the Centenary Fund

at—a quarter of a million of guineas - is it may be-under the impression that

to be secured . the Society would have no difficulty in

In the allocation of the special fund raising it .

the Committee intend so to lay out the A member of the Committee, who gave

money that the results will not be spas- a thousand guineas last year, promisedat

modic , but permanent. It is only possible the end of January to restart the fund by

to suggest one or two of many methods a second gift of a thousand guineas on

in which this can be carried out . Sup- two conditions : ( 1 ) That four others shall

pose the Society pays £ 100 per annum each give an equal amount ; (2) That the

for the rent of a depôt , where rents are whole of the Centenary Fund shall be

rapidly rising, and it is increasingly completed before the end of 1905 . An

difficult to secure property of any kind, anonymous donor immediately accepted

or with certain tenure ; if in such a centre the challenge , and agreed to be one of

a depôt could be built out of the Cen- the four. A private appeal is now being

tenary Fund, the amount of money now issued for the remainder of the sum.

being paid for rent out of the ordinary The finances of the Society have for a

fund could, in future , be devoted to long time been a matter of earnest prayer

increased colportage. £ 100 per annum at the Bible House, and we ask all our

in China would enable us to place in the friends to unite with us in intercession .

field at least twelve colporteurs. Another Our prayers must be accompanied by our

illustration of the permanent good done own best efforts, and we trust that

by the Centenary Fund may be given. If AuxiliaryAuxiliary Committees will consider

new stereo plates for English Braille whether there are any who are likely

Scriptures are paid for from the fund, to add to donations already given , or

it will be possible for us to supply Scrip- who have not yet been approached for a

tures to the blind in future at less than Centenary gift. By united prayer and

half our present price. If the Society had united action the £ 45,000 needed ought

half a million guineas at its disposal the easily to be raised . We should rejoice

whole of the money could be profitably to announce such an achievement at the

spent on such lines as those already May meeting, and we look forward to

indicated . the holding of a special thanksgiving ser

The Committee have been anxiously vice as soon as the scheme is complete.
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A Visit to Moscow in 1835

From an Unpublished Report

By George Borrow

HE first foreign service in which George Borrow was employed by the Bible

Society was to visit St. Petersburg in August, 1833 , in order to edit and pass
through the press in that city the ManchuNew Testament. As soon as this task was

accomplished he returned to England in September, 1835, and shortly after his return

wrote a formal report to the Committee on his work in Russia. This holograph manu

script bears an endorsement in anotherhand, “ Report of Mr. George Borrow, London,

September 23, 1835.” The contents of the document are mostly of a fresh and

interesting character, as Borrow avoided repeating information he had already given

in previous letters. The first part of it is taken up by a criticism (which we omit) of

Puerot's MS. version of the Old Testament in Manchu, a transcription of which Borrow

had assisted the Rev. W. Swan, the L.M.S. missionary, to make at St. Petersburg.

The remainder of the report describes a visit which Borrow paid to Moscow on

the eve of his return to England. It gives particulars of his meeting with a number

of Russian Gypsies in the neighbourhood of that city. Part of this episode Borrow

afterwards included in his introduction to The Gypsies of Spain . But as he there

omitted some of the most striking touches in his present narrative, it deserves to be

printed here verbatim .

To THE MEMBERS OF THE COMMITTEE

OF THE BRITISH AND FOREIGN BIBLE

SOCIETY.

GENTLEMEN,

It is now about

two years since I

quitted England for

St. Petersburg in

consequence of the

duty which you had

been pleased to

confide to my

hands, namely, that

of editing at the

Russian Capital the

New Testament in

the Mandchou lan

guage, which had

been translated by

Mr. Lipoffzoff, at

present Councillor

of State and Chinese

Translator at that

place , but formerly

one of the members

of the Russian Mis

sion at Pekin . On

my arrival , before

entering this

highly important TYPICAL RUSSIA.

and difficult task, I , in obedience to your

command, assisted Mr. Swan , the Mission

ary from Selinginsk , to complete a trans

script, which he

had commenced

some time previous ,

of a manuscript

translation of the

principal part of the

Old Testament into

Mandchou execut

ed by Puerot who,

originally a Jesuit

emissary at Pekin,

passed the latter

years of his life in

the service of the

Russian Mission in

the capacity of phy

sician . The united

labours of Mr. Swan

and myself speedily

brought the task in

question to a con

clusion , so that the

transcript has for a

considerable time

been in the posses

sion of the Bible

Society. I will

on
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A Visit to Moscow in 1835

A VIEW OF THE KREMLIN , MOSCOW .
Photo by the Photochrom Co.

* * *

here take the liberty of offering a few true, I was in haste to accomplish, but in

remarks upon this translation . a manner not calculated to reflect dis

credit upon the Society and myself.

The transcript of the Mandchou Old After the termination of my editorial

Testament having been brought to a con- task , having little to employ myself upon

clusion and permission having been ob- whilst the two last volumes were under

tained to print the New at St. Petersburg going the process of binding, I determined

-the accomplishment of which last point upon a journey to Moscow, the ancient

was, as you are well aware, attended with capital of the Russian Empire, which

much difficulty- I set myself seriously to differs widely from St. Petersburg in

work upon the principal object of my appearance, structure, and in the manners,

mission . With the recapitulation of my habits, and opinions of its inhabitants . I

labours I wish not to trouble you , the arrived there after a journey of four days.

various particulars having been communi- Moscow is by far the most remarkable

cated to you in letters written at various city it has ever been my fortune to see,

times upon the subject. I will content but as it has been frequently described ,

myself with observing that within ten and with tolerable correctness, there is no

months from the commencement of print- necessity for me to enter into a particular

ing, the entire work, consisting of eight account of all that presented itself to my
volumes, had, with the blessing of the observation . I ascended the celebrated

Almighty, passed through the press, and I tower of Ivan Veliké, situated within the

believe with as few typographical errors as walls of the Kremlin, from the top of which

would have been the case had a much there is a glorious view of Moscow and

more considerable portion of time been of the surrounding country , and at the

devoted to the enterprise , which, it is foot of which, in a deep hole in the earth,

2
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is the gigantic Bell , which weighs twenty- visit to Moscow was to hold communica

seven thousand poods, or eight hundred tion with a particular part of its popula

and seventy thousand pounds. I likewise tion , which, from the accounts I had

visited the splendid Church of the Krem- received of it , had inspired me with the

lin , and had much conversation with the most vivid interest, I did not fail , shortly

priest , who is in the habit of showing its after my arrival , to seek an opportunity of

curiosities to strangers. He is a most accomplishing my wish , and believe that

intelligent and seemingly truly pious per what I have now to communicate will be

son , and well acquainted with English of some interest to the Christian and the

spiritual literature, especially with the philosopher. I allude to the people called

writings of Bishops Taylor and Tillotson , Zigani , or Gypsies, or, as they style them
whom he professed to hold in great ad- selves , Rommany, of which there are

miration ; though he asserted that both several thousands in and about Moscow,

these divines, great men as they un- and who obtain a livelihood by various

doubtedly were, were far inferior writers Those who have been accus

to his own celebrated countryman, Arch- tomed to consider these people as wander

bishop Teekon , and their productions less ing barbarians, incapable of civilization

replete with spiritual manna, against which and unable to appreciate the blessings of a

assertion I felt little inclinedto urge any quiet and settled life , will be surprised at

objection , having myself perused the works learning that many of those in Moscow

of the great Russian divine with much inhabit large and handsome houses, appear

comfort and satisfaction, and with which abroad in elegant equipages, and, if dis

I can only regret the devout part of the tinguishable from the genteel class of the

British public are up to the present Russians, only so by superior personal

moment utterly unacquainted . advantages and mental accomplishments.

As one of the principal motives of my Of this singular phenomenon at Moscow,

means.

Photo by the Photochrom Co.THE CHURCHES AND TOWER OF IVAN IN THE KREMLIN.
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A GROUP OF RUSSIAN PEASANTS.

A Visit to Moscow in 1835

lovely, talented , and domesticated wife of

Count Alexander Tolstoi is by birth a

Gypsy, and was formerly one of the orna

ments of a Rommany choir at Moscow, as

she is now one of the principal ornaments

of the marriage state and of illustrious life .

It is not, however, to be supposed that

all the female Gypsies in Moscow are of

this high , talented, and respectable order ;

amongst them are a great number of low,

vulgar and profligate females, who singin

taverns or at the various gardens in the

neighbourhood, and whose husbands and

male connections subsist by horse-jobbing

and such kinds of low traffic .

The principal place of resort of this

class is Marina Rotche, lying about two

versts from Moscow, and thither I drove

attended by a valet de place. Upon my

arriving there , the Gypsies swarmed out

from their tents, and from the little tracteer,

or tavern , and surrounded me. Standing

on the seat of the caleche, I addressed them

in a loud voice in the dialect of the English

Gypsies, with which I have some slight

the female Gypsies are the principal cause, acquaintance. A scream of wonder in

having from time immemorial cultivated stantly arose, and welcomes and greetings

their vocal powers to such an extent that, were poured forth in torrents of musical

although in the heart of a country in Rommany, amongst which , however, the

which the vocal art has arrived at greater most prominent cry was, " Ah kak mi toute

perfection than in any other part of the kariuma," or Oh, how we love you ” ;

world, the principal Gypsy choirs of for at first they supposed me to be one

Moscow are allowed by the general voice of their brothers, who, they said , were

of the public to be unrivalled, and to bear wandering about in Turkey, China, and

away the palm from all competitors. It is other parts , and that I had come over the

a fact notorious in Russia that the cele- great pawnee, or water, to visit them.

brated Catalani was so filled with admira- Their countenances exactly resembled

tion for the powers of voice displayed by those of their race in England and Spain,

one of the Gypsy songsters, who, after the brown , and for the most part beautiful,

former had sung before a splendid audi- their eyes fiery and wildly intelligent,

ence at Moscow , stepped forward, and their hair coal-black and somewhat coarse .

with an astonishing burst of melody I asked them numerous questions, especi

ravished every ear, that she tore from her ally as to their religion and original

own shoulders a shawl of immense value country. They said that they believed in

which had been presented to her by the " Devil," which, singular enough , in their

Pope, and embracing the Gypsy, com- language signifies God, and that they were

pelled her to accept it , saying that it afraid of the evil spirit, or “Bengel" ; that

had been originally intended for the their fathers came from Rommany land ,

matchless singer, which she now discovered but where that land lay they knew not .

was not herself. The sums obtained by They sang many songs, both in the

these performers are very large, enabling Russian and Rommany languages ; the

them to live in luxury of every description, former were modern popular pieces, which

and to maintain their husbands in a are in vogue on the stage, but the latter

princely way. Many of them are married were evidently very ancient, being com

to Russian gentlemen ; and every one who posed in a metre or cadence to which

has resided for any length of time in there is nothing analogous in Russian

Russia cannot but be aware that the prosody, and exhibiting an internal char
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acter which was anything but European generally supposed ; the second is seem

or modern. I visited this place several ingly the best adapted for so vast an

times during my sojourn at Moscow , and empire ; and the third, even the lowest

spoke to them upon their sinful manner of classes are, in general, kind , hospitable,

living, upon the advent and suffering of and benevolent. True it is that they have

Christ Jesus, and expressed upon my many vices, and their minds are over

taking a final leave of them a hope that shadowed by the gloomy clouds of

they would be in a short period furnished Grecian superstition ; but the efforts of

with the Word of eternal life in their many excellent and pious persons amongst

own language, which they seemed to the English at St. Petersburg are directed

value and esteem much higher than the to unveiling to them the cheering splen

Russian . They invariably listened with dour of the lamp of the Gospel ; and it is

much attention , and during the whole the sincere prayer of the humble individual

time I was amongst them exhibited little who now addresses you that the difficulties

in speech or conduct which was objection- which at present much obstruct their

able. efforts may be speedily removed, and that

I returned to Petersburg, and shortly from the boundless champains of Russia

afterwards the business which had brought may soon resound the jubilee hymn of

me to Russia being successfully termi- millions , who, having long groped their

nated, I quitted that country, and am way in the darkness of the shadow of

compelled to acknowledge , with regret. death , are at once blessed with light, and

I went thither prejudiced against the with joyful hearts acknowledge the im

country , the government, and the people . mensity of the blessing.

The first is much more agreeable than is George BORROW.

" Intercession is the mother tongue of the whole

family of Christ. " Dora Greenwell.

19Common Prayer

WE
E invite all our friends to join each Tuesday morning in a unison of praise

and prayer with the Society's agents , colporteurs, and Biblewomen through

out the world .

The following special topics for prayer are suggested to our fellow-workers :

For March . — The hindrances to the circula- For April.—( 1 ) An increase in the Society's

tion of the Bible :-( 1 ) In Pagan countries : normal income during the forthcoming finan

that illiteracy and moral darkness may be dis- cial year— (2) A speedy completion of our

pelled— (2) In closed countries : that the doors Centenary Fund— ( 3) Those workers who have

may
be opened in Abyssinia, Nepal, and Tibet recently returned to the Foreign Field after

- (3) In Moslem countries : that opposition a furlough at home, the Agents recently

may be lessened in Persia , North Africa, and appointed in South Africa, and our

Turkey— (4) In Christian countries : that pre- District Secretaries— (4) An especial blessing

judicemay be removed in Austria, Greece, the our Annual Meeting and Anniversary

Peninsula , and South America. Services.

Let us give thanks-For the great blessings vouchsafed during the Society's year just closed
For the increase in the circulation of the Scriptures in various Agencies — For the many

responses to the appeal to observe an Annual Bible Sunday in the Churches.

new

on

Be still and know that I am God.

“ God is the Governor- general, and I am only the

useless agent by whom He deigns to work His will."

C. G. GORDON, in the Sudan , 1877 .
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A Leper's Speech for the Bible Society

L
AST SeptemberMr. C. DouglasGreen , one of us, one pice (i.e. , 4d. ) or two, and

the acting Secretary of our Calcutta thus we have been able to collect again

Auxiliary, paid a visit, at Chota Nagpur, something to help on the good work of
to the Purulia Leper Asylum , which is your Society. Getting all we want for

under the management of the excellent body and soul, we feel constrained to
Mission to Lepers in India. Some six show our gratitude to our Lord and

hundred lepers, men and women , were Saviour ; and therefore we pray that you

gathered in their spacious church, where may accept our small gift towards the

Mr. Green had the privilege of addressing furtherance of the spread of His Gospel .

them on the work of the Society. No We pray to Him that you and your

spectacle can bemore affecting than that Society may be the means of giving the

of these poor sufferers who, notwithstand- Bible to many more people in the future,

ing their affliction, appear so happy and and that the Lord might fill yourself with

contented . After Mr. Green's address the grace and wisdom to carry on the work

following touching speech was delivered you are doing for the distribution of the

in the name of the rest by Nitanondo, the Scripture with ever-increasing blessings

Elder in the Asylum from God .

“ Sir, we are all poor and sorely " Sick people as we are , our life is most

afflicted people in this Asylum for uncertain . To-day we are here , but we

Lepers ; but through the mercy of God may not be here to-morrow. It is there

our Heavenly Father and our kind friends fore doubtful whether we shall meet again ,

we receive here everything needful , both but the Lord help you and us to meet

for our bodies and for our souls. Some again in that better land above . In con

time ago we expected you to come to clusion, I thank you in the name of all my

Purulia, but on account of heavy rains fellow -sufferers for having come and told

you were prevented from carrying out us the good story of the Bible Society."

your intention . We felt indeed much As a result of their self-denying gifts

disappointed, but nevertheless what little over Rs. 31 was contributed to the Society,

money we had been able to collect for while these same lepers had already col

that occasion to be given through you to lected out of their poverty last March

the Bible Society, we made over to our Rs. 35 for the Centenary Fund. Generosity

Superintendent, to be kept by him until such as this humbles us , when we compare

you might be able to come here . We are our own gifts with our opportunities and

glad to see you now face to face, and for resources , and yet again it fills our hearts

this occasion we again have given , each with praise and thanksgiving to God.

PU'RULIA LEPER ASYLUM,

CHOTA NAGPUR.

Six hundred Lepers assembled in the church for a

Bible Meeting, at which one of their numberspoke.

7
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A Gospel for

the Masai

By A. C. Hollis,

Secretary to the Administration , British East Africa

IM

A TYPICAL MASAI WOMAN .

N the highlands of East Africa, between Lake Vic

toria Nyanza and the Indian Ocean, and on either

side of the border line dividing the British and Ger

man possessions, dwell the Masai — a race of whom

little is known in the outside world. It is estimated

that about twenty-five thousand of these people live in

British territory, and that as many, or more, are to be

found on the German side of the boundary.

In olden days the Masai lived by raiding, and their

moral habits were disgusting ; but they are a very

adaptable people, and welcome missionaries in their

midst. Wherever they have settled down in villages,

and lived peaceful lives, they have prospered . Taveta

and Baringo (Enjamusi) are to some extent peopled

by Masai, who have given up a nomadic life, and

taken to agriculture. In both places they have formed

flourishing colonies. More recently the Government

has started similar settlements at Nairobi and else

where with satisfactory results.

The C.M.S. have two stations bordering on Masai
Land . In the parish of one of them , the Kikuyu

Mission , Mr. Leakey, the missionary in charge, estimates that there are five thousand

Masai . The African Inland Mission (United States) , whose headquarters are at Kijabe

on the Uganda railway, estimate that there are some ten thousand Masai in their

parish . Both these Societies are working in British territory. With perhaps the

exception of the Roman Catholics at Kalema, on Kilima Njaro , no missionary body

has worked among the

Masai in German terri

tory.

The myths and super

stitions of this people

are curious. They be

lieve in two gods, one

the black god — who does

good , and the other

the red god -- who does

evil . They believe , how

ever, in no life after

death . “ After death all

is over, as with the

cattle," is a favourite

saying. The bodies of

the old people are buried

in shallow trenches, and ,

according to their tradi

tion , turn into serpents.

Young people do not

MASAI WOMEN AND CHILDREN.
receive any burial . The
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can

are

bodies are merely thrown out to the Enoch Boi, the first Masai ever baptized .

hyenas . “ How then," they argue, His criticism was interesting. When the

a person continue to live after he has first page was read to him , he followed

been eaten ? " in the Swahili version of the Bible. After

The Masai frequently offer up prayers ; that , he closed the book and said he

women, in fact, generally pray twice preferred to listen . Formerly he had

daily, whilst men and children pray in been of the opinion that it was impossible

times of distress. There three to translate the Scriptures into his mother

separate prayers for rain , two addressed tongue, but when he found that this had

to God , and one to God and to the late been accomplished , he was unable to

Chief Medicine Man, Mbatyany ; there is contain his astonishment.

a prayer for offspring, addressed by the Hitherto the American missionaries of

women to God , the burden of which is, the African Inland Mission, who are

“ We pray to Thee daily ” ; there is a working among the Masai , have only

prayer addressed by the warriors to God been able to converse with them in

and to Lenana, the present Chief Medi- Swahili — a highly unsatisfactorymethod,

cine Man ; and there are prayers ad- as the two languages are as different as

dressed by the women to God, to the English and Russian.

sun , the moon, the stars, and to clouds The Government is endeavouring to

covering snow - capped mountains, asking better the condition of the Masai, but

for victory for the warriors, &c . The what is still more needed is the beneficial

word for “ God ”—Eng-Aï — is the same influence of Christian teaching. I do not

as the word for “ heaven " and " rain ." believe that a Christian Mission could

The translation of St. Mark's Gospel, anywhere meet with greater success

which the Bible Society is about to publish than amongst the Masai , and , if properly

will be the first book ever printed in the conducted, it should rival the achieve

Masai language. The version is, to a ments of the C.M.S. in Uganda. The

large extent, the work of a Masai convert, Masai, like the Baganda, are a highly

Justin Lemenye. This boy was the first intelligent race , and in a few years, at

of his race to write the Masai language, the latest, they should see the advantages

after being educated at Frere Town. to be gained by a knowledge of reading

Other boys have since learnt at Taveta , and writing, by peaceful home-life, and

under the able tuition of the Rev. A. R. by a beliefin God and the life to come.

Steggall, and my servants, who are all There can be little doubt that when once

Masai, are making good progress. Of the they have the Gospel in their own

other Masai who have assisted in the language , true good must follow in the

translation, mention should be made of condition of this people .

Note .—THE MASAI ST. MARK, WHICH IS NOW PASSING THROUGH THE PRESS, OWES

FAR MORE TO MR. HOLLIS HIMSELF THAN TO ANY OF THE HELPERS WHOM HE HAS

MENTIONED, AND HE HAS REVISED THE PROOFS FOR THE SOCIETY.-EDITOR.

A Letter from King Lewanika.

" LEALUI, NORTH-WESTERN RHODESIA, BAROTSELAND .

" To THE BRITISH AND FOREIGN BIBLE SOCIETY,—I have honour to write

you these a few words that I have arrived here in my country last year first
January, but after my arrival Į was very sick. All my people were anxious

that suppose I can't be well again , but this year am well and all my people

are joyful again , but we had sorrowful because our great friend Mr. Coillard

is dead. We are crying about him for we can't find any good man like him no
more. We are hoping you that you shall be so kind to be attention to this our

country which is in Dark . I have honour with my people to send our respectful

salutations.- I am, sir, your friend always,

“ LEWANIKA, King of Barotse Națion."
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Bible-selling in Luzon

By G. C. Bartter

Sub-agent in the Philippines

I months'touruptthe largest rider in

MR. BARTTER STARTING ON A

BIBLE-SELLING TOUR.

the Philippine Archipelago — the Rio

Grande de Cagayan . This river has its

source in the Caraballa Mountains in the

centre of Luzon , an island which is as big

as Scotland and Wales combined ; it flows

between two densely wooded, unexplored

mountain ranges for a distance of some

three hundred miles , traverses four pro

vinces and enters the China Sea on the

north coast.

In company with Teodoro, my native

colporteur, I visited forty towns and vil

lages , and disposed of some five thousand

copies of the Scriptures in six different

languages. This is the first enterprise

undertaken by either of the two Bible

Societies in this thickly populated river

valley. We had hitherto refrained from

any such attempt , as we had no Scriptures

in the principal dialect spoken there

Ibanag ; but our sales in the locano

dialect, and the Spanish and Chinese

languages, have fully justified the venture.

Along the banks of the numerous water- punted or sailed along the banks of the

ways, the people have been civilized and swiftly flowing river, where every succeed.

Romanized ; but a very short journey ing reach revealed new grandeur and

inland brings one amongst the wild beauty, with incidentally a sleek alligator

mountain tribes, where savage customs basking in the mud , or a flock of wild

and superstitions still prevail, and the fowl feeding in the shallows ; whilst the

battle-axe and bow and arrow are the monkeys would chatter at us from the

only forms of government. There is an overhanging trees as we slowly toiled

American Episcopal Mission working along the bank below.

amongst these tribes, and American

schools have been established in one or The Home of Tobacco .

two centres ; but except for a small Day after day we journeyed on up

vocabulary recently compiled , none of
stream , sometimes skirting an impene

their
many

dialects have been reduced to
trable virgin forest ; or again , as we neared

writing the town , the rich tobacco fields stretched

down to the banks of the life -giving
Tropical Scenery .

river-patches reclaimed from the sur
The trip has proveda most interesting rounding woods, and producing, according

one. Wehave travelled by ocean -steamer, to connoisseurs, the most fragrant tobacco
river - steamer, native ' boat, horseback, and

in the world . There everybody smokes :

carromatta . Sometimes for days werowed
men , women , and children . The women

along the network of canals connecting use cigars of crudely rolled leaves, fully a

with the Rio Grande, through endless foot long and as thick as one's wrist .
swamps of nipa palm ; or again, we One very small girl I saw trying to light

* One of these boats is shown in our illustration : a cigar which was longer than her little

they are sewn together entirely with strips of cane. arm ; but she could not possibly reach to
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the end of it , and so she appealed to waters , I will be with thee," and humbly

Teodoro to apply a light to one end confident to echo the assurance of the
whilst she did her best at the other ! great apostle : " Out of them all hath the

The valley is a perfect farmer's paradise . Lord delivered me, yea, and He will

They raise three crops a year : one crop deliver me and preserve me.”

of tobacco and two of Indian corn. I

had a vivid realization of the height and Not for the First Time.

density of a field of maize when my pony I have met with friendly assistance

broke loose on one occasion, whilst I was from the Padres of the new Filipino

resting at midday after a twenty -mile ride. Independent Church, which by its reform

It was like hunting for the proverbial ing zeal has now embraced nearly half
needle in a haystack, and I was only too the nominal Roman Catholics in the

thankful when we caught the beast after a archipelago. These Padres have enter

chase lasting three hours . tained me at their houses, and have also

helped in the circulation of the Scriptures .

Perils Afloat and Asbore. One of them whom I supplied with a

These journeys are

not without a spice of

danger. You may be

almost swept over the

rapids whilst swim .

ming your horse across

a river ; or you may

have your boat almost

overturned by an alli

gator, when you sur

prise him sleeping on

the bank as you are

passing below ;

again , you the

mangled body of a

native dragged from

the jaws of an alli

gator close to the

spot where you have

just taken your morn

ing dip. On another

occasion, when sail

ing before a strong

typhoon, mast

snapped off short,

and, with the sail and

tackle, went by the

board , almost swamp

ing our little craft ;

while the hair-breadth

escapes which we had

from being wrecked

while shooting the

rapids, were nothing

short of providential .

Such incidents make

us doubly thankful to

Him who has prom

ised , “ When thou

passest through the RIO CHICO, LUZON .

or

see

our

OUR AGENT AFLOAT ON THE

-
-
-

1

-
-
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ON THE RIO GRANDE, LUZON.

Bible-his first-has written me that he emancipation of the Filipinos from the

is always reading it casi todas las horas slavery and superstition of their old régime.

( " at all hours ' ') , and that he always keeps How much they need such emancipation

it close by him , porque lo amo mucho here in Manila is being terribly illustrated

( " because I love it very much " ' ) . at this present time. The Milagrosa Virgen

de Antipolo, which in England would be

called a pretty doll , has been brought into
Lantern Meetings.

Manila from the provinces with great
In many of the places which I have pomp ; the American Roman Catholic

visited in Luzon, the magic lantern which Archbishop joined in an adoring proces

I exhibited has been no small factor in sion , and the natives prostrated them

interesting the natives in the Book selves as the image passed them in the

which teaches of Him who alone can street. It is painful to witness such

satisfy the hearts of all mankind, brown superstition in people who consider them

or white . In some towns the Tribunál, selves devout Christians. Nevertheless,

i.e. , Court of Justice , was placed at my we trust that with American missionaries

disposal, the town band was sent round following quickly in our wake, and

to announce the meeting, the Presidente American schoolsgaining more and more

of the town acted as my Ibanag inter- power amongst the youth of the land,

preter, while almost the entire population we may look forward with confidence to

was present. the spiritual future of the Philippines,

Thus the Bible Society is , as we believe, knowing that our labour shall not have

taking some part in God's plan for the been in vain in the Lord ,
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Some Bibles

Old and New

The Fioti Bible. wonderful collection . In September, 1890, to

The British and Foreign Bible Society has commemorate the tercentenary of Karoli's

just added another complete Bible to its list
Bible, a bronze statue of the great translator

of versions. This is the Bible in Fioti, a
was erected at Göncz, in Upper Hungary.

language spoken on the Lower Congo and at
The modern revision of his version is being

Stanley Pool. But why have a whole Bible
carried out by a committee under the presi

in another language, when we have printed
dency of Bishop Szász, at the expense of

Mr. Bentley's version of the New Testament
the Bible Society

in Kongo, which is being extensively usedby

the Baptist Mission in the same region ? This
“ A Fourteenth Century

question was carefully considered by our
English Biblical Version . "

Editorial Committee : and the answer is that, This important volume, edited by Anna C.

though akin to Kongo , Fioti is a distinct Paues, and published by the Cambridge

language, and a distinct version is necessary University Press, gives one of the early Eng
for the tribes who speak it . This new Bible, lish Biblical Versions — other than that con

therefore, illustrates the polyglot nature of nected with the name of Wycliffe - which

the African field . It also bearswitness to the bridge the gulf between the Anglo -Saxon

growth of mission work. Beginning in 1881 , translations and those made by Tindale and

the Swedish Missionary Union now numbers Coverdale in the sixteenth century. The

seven mission stations, sixty - five out-stations, particular text here printed for the first time
twenty-five missionaries, sixty -one native is given by five MSS ., of which three are

Evangelists, and 1,573 church members. preserved at Cambridge, one at Oxford ,and
Indeed, their work has been so successful the fifth in a private library. These MSS.

that , whereas their first portion of Scripture, between them contain the greater part of the

St. Mark, in Fioti , was published at Mukim- Epistles, the Book of Acts , and the opening

bundu in 1889, they have chapters of St. Matthew's

issued the New Testament Gospel . Certain prefatory

twice over, and have now remarks in the form of a

found it necessary to ask dialogue show that the

for the whole Bible , of version was made by a

which the British and brother superior for

Foreign Bible Society has “ lewed and vnkunnynge'
just printed ten thousand brother and sister (that is ,

copies. a monk and a nun ), who

implored him , for the love

The Earliest Karoli Bible.
of Christ, to teach them

One of the rarest Bibles what was needful for the

in existence is the Hun. welfare of their souls .

garian, or Magyar Bible of Many works in the later

1590 — the first edition of Middle Ages were thus

Gaspar Karoli's famous translated into English at

Protestant version . Even the request, and for the

the British Museum does use , of women vowed to

not possess a copy, and
religion. The editor's

well-known London scholarly Introduction

bookseller recently asked deals at length with the

twenty guineas for a very MSS. , contents, and source

imperfect specimen. of the version , its raison

Through the generosity of d'être, language, and value .

Mr. J.Truman Mills, the The Preface promises the

Bible House Library has
publication of another

at length acquired from a of UBICE volume, which is likely to

continental dealer a fine contain information of the

copy of this Bible in ex greatest interest to stu

cellent preservation , which dents ofthe history of the

will rank among the chief English Bible and the Eng
treasures in the Society's TITLE-PAGE OF ST. MATTHEW IN BALTI. lish language.

یلوریتم
a

یفگنسایرهکنمتفرعم

لیجنایمیمیشا

طاباعد

a

عماوت
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The Bible in Abyssinia

By the Rev. A. A. Cooper M.A.

Agent of the Bible Society at Alexandria
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" RADITION says that the earliest evan. Christian realm . The

gelist of Abyssinia was that treasurer of secret was solved by

Queen Candace whom Philip accosted and a Portuguese expedi

baptized on “ the way thatgoeth down from tion, led by the noble

Jerusalem unto Gaza. " We are on surer Marquis de Covilha.

ground when we come to the historical work of In 1487 he stood face

Frumentius and Adesius, two wandering mis- to face with the Em. THE SEAL OF THE EMPEROR

sionaries from Egypt, who reached Abyssinia peror of the Ethio MENELIK II .

in 330 A.D. Within ten years of their arrival, pians, and obtained

remarkable and widespread results followed trading facilities for his nation . Presently, in

upon their preaching. The king himself had Portuguese ships arrived the first Jesuit mis

subinitted to baptism,two-thirds of the heathen sionaries. The Christians of Abyssinia differed

temples in his kingdom had been turned into from the Western Church in doctrine as well

Christian churches, and hundreds of cloisters as in practice . But their cardinal heresy lay in

and hermitages had been established. In 340 deferring rather to the Patriarch of Alexandria

A.D. that great Father of the Eastern Church , than to the Pope of Rome. The Jesuits did

St. Athanasius, then Patriarch of Alexandria, their utmost to win Abyssinia to the Papal

consecrated Frumentius as first Bishop of obedience. In 1603 a king succeeded to the

Abyssinia, and from this time forward the throne who professed the Roman faith . But

Abyssinian Church has always called its chief when the Jesuits at last essayed methods of

Bishop out of Egypt. persecution and coercion , the people rebelled ,

Thus it was not by force of arms, nor by and the king was compelled to abdicate in

treaty, but by conviction that the people of favour of his son ,who in 1633 banished Jesuits
Ethiopia came to adopt the Christian faith . and Portuguese alike from his dominions.

This explains their tenacious hold of Christi- Scarcely a trace now remains of the century

anity through so many centuries of darkness and a half of Jesuit rule in Abyssinia. Even

andsuperstition. At the present day Abyssinia, the fruits of their literary labours are not
perhaps the most ancient monarchy in the before the world . Their manuscripts lie

world , claims the unique distinction of being hidden away in the Vatican. In his great

the only Christian African kingdom. polyglot, Walton has rescued from oblivion a

From this early period we have one relic in Jesuit version of the New Testament in

the Ethiopic version of the entire Scriptures. Ethiopic.

Its origin is unknown ; but it cannot belong to For two hundred years longer only two

a later date than the fourth century, and it is Europeans are known to have penetrated into

mentioned by Chrysostom in his second homily the heart of the country. Bruce , the famous

on St. John . traveller , reached Gondar, the then capital, in

Three hundred years later a fresh power 1769, and his Travels still give an authoritative
appeared in the East, and swept over Arabia, account of the people and their customs. But
and Syria, and Egypt . In the seventh and with the nineteenth century scientific, political,

eighth centuries Muhammadanism surged or religious missions from Europe began to

round the Christian realm of Abyssinia, and reach Abyssinia , to survey or exploitthe land.
successive Caliphs made futile onslaughts upon The British and Foreign Bible Society, within

its territory. They utterly failed to penetrate a few years of its foundation, succeeded in
the recesses of Ethiopia proper, whose moun- getting intofriendly communication with the

tainfastnesses proved an asylum for aharassed Abyssinian Church ,and printed in Ethiopic, its
Christian people. For her seclusion , however, ecclesiastical and liturgicallanguage, first the

Abyssinia had to pay an inevitable penalty. Psalter in 1815, then the Four Gospels, and
Girt about by a cordon of Muhammadan in 1830 the New Testament.
powers, she was cut off from intercourse with Meanwhile the Church Missionary Society

the outside world , and thus, as Gibbon says, had designated two missionaries, Gobat and

"Encompassed by theenemies of their religion, Kugler, to Abyssinia, and had despatched
the Ethiopians slept for nearly a thousand them to Egypt to wait opportunity of travelling

years forgetful of the world by whom they to their destination . With them went several

were forgotten. " thousand copies of Ethiopic Scriptures, supplied

But no country once known could com- by the Bible Society. At Cairo, Gobat and his

pletely die out of recollection . In the latter companions cameacross an Abyssinian and his

half of the fifteenth century there was the servant slowly dying of sickness and neglect.

greatest curiosity to penetrate this mysterious In pity the missionaries took these men to
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ful

sinian envoy

fell

their own alike. " The

hu m b 1 e people

quarters, would insist

and nursed on making a

them back great man

to health . of me on

The Abys account of

sinian was the honour

an envoy paid me by

from his Ras Saba

chief, Ras Gadis, the

Saba Gadis, most power

to Muham among

mad Ali , the chiefs.

Pasha of After a

Egypt, and few months

was himself residence at

the governor Gondar, my

of a district . name was

Some time known by

before the every Abys

Pasha had sinian, and

received an people came

other Abys
from every

province to

and refused
see and hear

to see a sec me, many

ond . Fear with the

ingto return object of ob

with such taining, a

an answer,
copy of the

this rejected Gospel. :

envoy If I had had

into ill . some thou

health , and sands of

would have
New Testa

died in de
ments I

spair but for could have

timely distributed

help of the them
From the study from life painted by

to
MENELIK II. ,

missionaries.
Paul Buffet at Addis Abeba .

He immedi
EMPEROR OF ABYSSINIA.

ers. I know

ately wrote instances

to his chief, telling how he had been be. where persons have given all their property

friended . In reply came a cordial invitation in order to purchase a New Testament. One

to Messrs. Gobat and Kugler to visit Ras Saba man who had two oxen gave them for a copy

Gadis in his own country. Throughout their of the Gospels ; and another man gave four

journey from Massowah every attention and oxen in exchange for the same Book. ”

honour was paid them. An escort of soldiers Meanwhile the first complete version of the

was provided , with mules to ride and trans- Scriptures in the Amharic vernacular language

port for their baggage, which included several of Abyssinia was being prepared at Cairo.

camel-loads of Scriptures. On February 14, In 1809 the French Consul there was a scholar

1829, Gobat writes : “We found all our bag- and linguist, M. Asselin de Cherville, who

gage safely bestowed in the best house of the became interested in the languages of Abys.

place. The prince received us with open sinia, and conceived the design of translating
arms, and as long as he lived he was most some book into the colloquial dialect to make

kind to us." Years of laborious and tactful it known among the learned in Europe. He

work would not have gained for these two decided upon the Bible as the best book for
evangelists the welcome which an act of his purpose, and among the Abyssinian

mercy toa sick stranger procured them at the pilgrims their way to Jerusalem he

hands of his grateful prince . We have no discovered a sick old man, friendless and poor,

space to tell of Gobat's labours, of his journey who proved to be of the greatest possible
to Gondar on a tour of Scripture distribution , assistance in the task M. Asselin has set him

and of the extraordinary acceptance which he self. Abu Rumi (for that was his name),

gained among priests , and people , and princes had wandered as a merchant over Egypt,

the

eager read

on
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successor was

Armenia, Persia and India, he was a master

of his own vernacular as well as of other

languages. Out of gratitude Abu Rumi

engaged to do with M. de Cherville what no

pecuniary reward would have induced him to

undertake. Their enthusiasm and patient toil

for ten years accomplished the laborious task

of translating thewhole Bible into the Amharic

vernacular. The Bible Society in London,

hearing of the translation, agreed to purchase

it for £1,275 , and the manuscript of nearly

a thousand folio pages reached London in 1820.

In 1824 the Amharic Gospels were published .

The New Testament followed in 1829. In

1840 the Old Testament had been edited and

issued, and in 1842 the first complete Amharic

Bible was published by the Society.

In 1855 Prince Casai contrived to seat him.

self securely on the throne of Abyssinia, and

took the title of the Emperor Theodore II .

The promise of his youth was darkened by

habits of intoxication and cruelty, and a

crisis came when Theodore laid violent

hands on British consul and missionary

and envoy. After years of negotiations a

British force, under Sir Robert Napier, landed

and marched to Magdala, which was stormed

on Good Friday morning, 1868. The prisoners

had been released at the last moment, but

Theodore, refusing to surrender, died by his

own hand , perishing in the sombre splendour

of a fallen angel . With their priests at their

head_the Abyssinians streamed out to meet

the English , and sang in their old Ethiopic

dialect the triumph song of Moses, the man of

God , over the destruction of Pharaoh and his

hosts.

In 1872 , a second Prince Casai , who had

assisted the British, gained the throne and

took the title of the Emperor John . In 1889

he fell in conflict with the Dervishes. A

at hand . When in 1855

Theodore overran the kingdom of Shoa,

its dying king in the hour of defeat nomi

nated his little son Menelik as his successor.

Theodore took the youth to Gondar and

trained him in his own service . In 1865

Menelik fled to the Galia country and thence

to Shoa, where he became Negus. At length ,

after the Emperor John's death , Menelik pro

claimed himself " King of the kings of

Ethiopia ," and has reigned over Abyssinia

since that time with nosmall measure of en

lightenment, treating enemies with humanity

and strangers with dignity.

We have seen how promising and fruitful
were the labours of the first C.M.S. missionaries

to Abyssinia. Their successors continued the

work, and in 1855, by Theodore's invitation ,

Gobat , now Bishop of Jerusalem , sent a number

SYAN :29 : yo . 15:13

ነበረዓብስተ ኣዋልድ፡ክልኤቲ..

01:1000-12:13 .an H

ንቱ፡እንተ፡ኣርኣየ፡መንክረገብር

ኪሕግዝእትየ-ዘኢየአምር፡ተፃ

ባረ፡ውስተመቅደስኮቱንዲረ

1ህተአምሪሃ ለእግዝእትነ፡ቅደስ

ት፡ድንግል፡በደማርያም፡ወላዲተ፡

ዓረባውያን፡እዘ፡ምሉእማዊ

thHaimàu ,

A PAGE FROM A PRAYER-BOOK

WHICH BELONGED TO KING THEODORE

OF ABYSSINIA .

Found at Magdala, after the fort

was stormed in 1868
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of lay missionaries to circulate the Scriptures magnificent elephant tusks, which , with his

and teach the people to read . These were letter of thanks, are displayed in the hall of

numbered among Theodore's prisoners, and the Bible House, London . More recently the

since his fall in 1868 no Protestant missionary same sovereign, on receiving a specimen of

has been permitted to reside in the country. the Society's re -issue of the Ethiopic New

Within the last few months a member of the Testament, invited the present writer to

Swedish Mission stationed at Eritrea has send a large number of copies to Adis

obtained leave from Menelik to stay in Adis Abeba.

Abeba : time must show whether active What remains to be done by this Society

missionary effort will be allowed . for the now open kingdom of Abyssinia ?

Finally, what remains for the Bible Society Let us remember that British territory almost

to accomplish in Abyssinia ? It now provides completely compasses the realm of Menelik ;

Scriptures in all the principal native dialects- that British prestige is pre- eminent in his

in Galla, in Tigré, in Tigrinja, as well as the proximity ; that from Aden, from Khartum,

New Testament and Psalms in Ethiopic, and from Uganda and from the British East Africa

the Bible in Amharic. At the present time a Protectorate our influence convergesupon his

new edition of the diglot Testament (Amharic- dominions. Let us also recall the indisputable

Ethiopic ) is in preparation. Availing itself of claim of so ancient a Church upon the more

every opportunity, the Bible Society has been advanced Churches of Western Christendom .

able for many years to pour a steady This African people, true to national tradition,

stream of Scriptures into Abyssinia. Its holds by the faith and reverences the Book

publications filter in from Adenand Eritrea, which ourselves cherish . Yet while

while in Egypt and Palestine Abyssinian Ethiopia is now timidly in touch with

pilgrims and traders and exiles find the Book European civilization, it is at the same time

they revere in a language they understand . not far removed from savagery. Surely here

Whatever opposition may have been excited is a field for cautious, wise, and tactful work

by missionaries, Abyssinia has nothing but a field for a new race of Biblemen, content

welcome for the Bible. Theodore to read to the unlettered and teach them to

ceased to approve of its distribution ; John read for themselves, to distribute the Bible

hailed with frank approval the gift of verna- with care where it is understood and appre

cular Scripturesto hispeople :Menelik accepted ciated , and, above all , refraining from active

with gratitude the present of Amharic Scrip- interference with the worship and the usages

tures made to him on his accession , and of the people, to leave God's Book to accom

honoured the Society by presenting the two plish its own mission .

we

never

The GrandGrand Old Book

BRIN ithigh
RING forth the grand old Book — and bear

Written on seeing the first number

of " The Bible in the World ."

Bring forth the grand old Booklet home,

sweet home

On its rock-words be reared ,

And God , by all beneath that household dome,

Beloved and feared.

Through village, town , and glen ;

It taught our fathers how to live and die

It made them men.

Bring forth the grand old Book - and let its
voice ,

Wherein resounds the Lord's,

Strikedumb the babblement of earthly noise

With heavenly words.

Bring forth the grand old Book—and haste

the day

Forwhich Creation groans,

When Christ, returning in His Gospel sway ,

All things atones.

Bring forth the grand old Book-let kings

be sworn,

And nations, to obey

Those laws eternal, which , by time unworn ,

Know no decay .

Bring forth the grand old Book — as God hath
willed ;

Ring, till the King appears,

Ring in , all oracles at last fulfilled,

The golden years.

JAMES PATON, D.D.

New Year's Day, 1905.

-
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The Gospel in Tibet.

One of the official interpreters

attached to the British Expedi

tion to Lhassa, Mr. J. R. Mac hi ha

donald, had been previously a

valued member of the Tibetan

New Testament revision com

mittee , and is now engaged in 9.3

translating St. Luke's Gospel

into Lepcha. Since his return

from Tibet , Mr. Macdonald sends

us the interesting information

thatmany of the Society's Tibetan

Gospels have been distributed

both to monks and laymen at

Lhassa . He goes on to say that

on the day he left Lhassa on the

return march he sent three of

these Gospels to the present

Ruler of Tibet , with whom he

also obtained an interview, and

found that he was very anxious
to know about “ the white man's

religion .” Thereupon Mr. Mac

donald had the privilege of speak

ing to him about the one God

and His Son Christ Jesus . Al

though the time is not yet come

when missionaries can enter Tibet

to proclaim the Gospel, the Scrip

tures which the Society issues are

undoubtedly making their silent

but forceful way among Tibetans

in the border villages , and as far
Reproduced by kind permission of

" The Wide World Magazine."

even as the city of Lhassa itself.

Colportage in Uganda.
minded Christian , and has done much

useful service. He has visited nearly

The Bible Committee in Uganda has every little village in the two counties,

made a successful experiment in col- and has always met with very kind and

portage. A Bible-seller and a porter to appreciative gatherings. He travels from

accompany him obtained such satisfactory place to place , spending a day or two

sales in Kyadondo and Busiro, that a at the larger centres , and always sending

colporteur will be employed permanently word ahead to apprise the people of his

in these districts , while a second man is coming, that they may be prepared with

to be stationed in Bulemezi. Mr. C. J. their cowrie shells (the common coinage),

Phillips, our Agent in Uganda, writes : so that the sales may be as rapid as

" I see in this departure the beginning possible . About once a week he sends

of a large and fruitful work. Our present in his porter, also a native Christian, to

colporteur, Mika Sempa, is a spiritually. me with his receipts, and an order for

THE KING OF

UGANDA.
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À COLPORTEUR ON THE SUEZ CANAL ,

fresh supplies. I have found

a very capable man for the Bule

mezi county, himself a native

of the district, who therefore

knows it well . There are four

C.M.S. clergy, three of them

natives, stationed in that region.

Our new colporteur will pay

special attention to the smaller

villages off the beaten track , as

all the clergy have their own

local book sales. I look for

ward to the time when this

work may be extended gradu

ally to include the whole of

Uganda proper, in which there

are twenty counties, and ulti

mately extended to the outlying ad- Consul, and sold seven hundred copies

jacent kingdoms." of the Scriptures among the men , in one

day and one night.

Bibles for the Baltic Fleet. And later, when the second detachment

of the Russian Fleet passed through the
Port Said , at the entrance to the Suez

canal, the Society's boat-colporteurs were
Canal, is occupied by the Bible Society as a

again allowed on board , and they sold an
strategic position of peculiar importance.

Among the most recent information from
additional four hundred copies of the

Scriptures. Each of the admirals like

this port is thenews that while a portion

of the Baltic Fleet was passing through
wise accepted a Russian Bible.

the canal, the Society's colporteurs were In the Australian Bush .

allowed to board the warships at Port The Bishop of North Queensland, who

Said , through the courtesy of the Russian has been good enough to undertake some

distribution of Scriptures
L

for the Society in his imE

mense diocese, writes asP

follows from Townsville :
с

" I have just returned from
H

a huge district in the far

А
west of this colony, where

no clergyman had ever pre

viously been. The extent

of the district may be judged

from the fact that I travel

led 1,800 miles, over 1,000

JOHN III. 16. of which lay beyond the

63 € ) (¥ tj fil
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limit of the farthest railway line. I took which we have been so much benefited

with me thirty or forty New Testaments, by may be further blessed in its great

which I distributed to persons who were work, is ourmost earnest prayer.' ”

extremely grateful for the gift. The It is gratifying to learn that an Auxili

spiritual destitution of some of these ary has recently been formed at Towns

people may also be judged from the ville, with the Bishop as patron and

fact that I baptized mothers who during the Rev. J. S. King as president .

their whole lives had never before seen

" A New Religion ."
a clergyman and had never attended a

religious service . Even more pitiful, The following incident was related by

however, are the cases of the solitary Sir James Bourdillon , at Bangalore: " Some

dwellers in the bush . One man to whom twenty -five years ago there lived in the

I gave a Testament, told me that, as a Bhagalpur District of Bengal , a fakir who

rule , the only person he saw during had made a great name as a teacher of a

each week was the mailman , who stayed new religion ; his disciples increased until

with him for a few minutes as he passed he had a considerable following. At

in his weekly journey to and from tracted by his reputation, a missionary
Camooweal. My heart ached over and sought out the man and induced him to

over again for these lonely settlers. I explain his teaching. When he had done

shall continue to take copies of your so , the missionary exclaimed, 'Why, you

Bibles with me into the outlying parts of are teaching pure Christianity ! ' It then

my diocese . appeared that the fakir's teaching was

" I have also madea grant of fifty Bibles based upon a sacred book in his possession,

to the Selwyn Mission at Mackay, for dis- and after further pressing he produced

tribution among the Kanaka labourers in from its hiding place a tattered copy of

the sugar plantations. Mr. Sage, like the one of the Gospels in Hindi, which had

great Robert Raikes of Gloucester, is somehow come into his hands. Many of

working hard to teach these Kanakas to the fakir's followers, after further instruc

read the Bible. In his letter of thanks tion, were baptized into the Christian
for the books he writes, that the Society Church .”

A CAMP IN THE AUSTRALIAN BUSH.
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A Visit to Our Binders

IN

By J. J. Brown

Late Publishing Superintendent of the Bible Society

N olden days Camberwell was part of with here and there factories, timber

a densely wooded region bordering yards, railway depôts , and miles on miles
London to the south . We find in Domes- of shops along the lines of the main

day Book that the Lord of the Manor had thoroughfares, have taken the place of

the right of depasturing sixty swine upon the simple rural features of the past . Yet

the acorns and mast that fell from the there are still some features of the suburb

oaks and beeches in the forest there . to be noted here. For the most part the

Time went on , and the aspect of the streets are broad , and the houses not

country changed. So it came about that crowded together ; and there are still to be

a century or two ago Camberwell was found, although in decreasing number, old

looked upon by the London citizen as a fashioned houses with large gardens , in

pleasant place of resort for a which magnificent trees ofvenerable age

day's outing, where he might take his survive.

family to ramble through the fields and Leaving Walworth Road — where that

many shady groves, drinking milk at the very interesting tribute to the memory of

farmhouses or having a midday dinner at a great poet, the Browning Settlement ,

some wayside inn . stands (the Browning family were old -time

All that is now completely changed ; residents in Camberwell)—we pass down

numberless streets of working -class houses, Albany Road, a not very lively street of

summer

IN THE WOMEN'S FOLDING ROOM.
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sense of

roominess

about the

place - ex

tending from

the large

open space

in front of

the factory to

the arrange

ments of

every de

partment.

And withthis

we notice

how freely

the light,

that potent

microbe

killer , pene

trates every

where : there

are no lofty

buildings in

the neigh

bourhood to

intercept it ,

and nearly

all the rooms

CORNER OF THE BINDING DEPARTMENT. have a range

of large win

typical South London aspect, and after a dows on both sides, freely admitting

short walk arrive at the quiet side-street bright light and fresh air to every corner

in which the factory of Messrs. Watkins of the place.

and Co. , who for more than fifty years Certain secrets of the binding business

have been engaged in the business of must naturally be concealed from the

binding Bibles and Testaments for the expert visitor ; but Mr. Hancock , the

British and Foreign Bible Society, is proprietor, being assured that none of our

situated . party were practical bookbinders, most

It is probably the largest establishment obligingly actedas our guide and showed

exclusively devoted to Bible - binding in the us the long series of processes through

world. At the present time 360 work- which a book passes, from its first appear

people—126 men and 234 women — are ance in a bundle of sheets to its departure

employed there. in clothing of leather and gilt-edged smart

On those who have been accustomed to

associate the word “ factory ” with the Ascending a short flight of stairs , we

gaunt, many-storied edifices of the North find ourselves in a very large room ex

of England, the first impression is one tending the whole length of the building

of surprise.' The building is of only two in shape like two sides of a square, with

stories, and there is nothing here to re- lofty, open ceiling, and containing more

mind the visitor of a Lancashire or York- than thirty windows. Here about 170

shire factory, with its many rooms crowded women and girls are seated , most of them

with looms and machinery, its hot , acrid at long tables, busily engaged — first of all ,

air, and the deafening, continuous roar of with a deft turn of the hand folding the

hard -pressed labour . Messrs. Watkins printed sheets (which are of 16 , 32 , or 64

and Co.'s premises stand upon one-and -a- pages on each side , according to the size ),

half acres of land ; there is a pleasant and then , with a sharp stroke of an ivory

ness .
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A Visit to our Binders

sewn.

instrument resembling a large paper-knife " We now come to the second stage

pressing the leaves into theshape they are where the books are For this

to assume in book form. We see a long work machines have proved most ser

line of heads bent down over the work ; viceable. The sewing is done quite as

as we pass there is an unceasing rustle of well and strongly as, and many times

paper in every direction , and we wonder quicker than , it used to be by hand."

how the workers are able to keep up the The twelve machines are really marvels

same rapid , steady, unresting stroke hour of cleverness. A girl places each sheet

after hour. It is pleasant to notice how astride upon a little metal arm , which,

neatly dressed they are , and the cheerful, at the touch of her foot upon a treadle ,

contented look on the faces of all the moves rapidly upwards, carrying the

women and girls. There is evidently no sheet to its appointed place inside the

slave-driving here ! machine. There invisible needles not

“ Our work differs very much from that only seize and tightly sew it along the

of other kinds of bookbinding,” said our back at several points to the other sheets,

guide . " We have found that folding- but they also attach to it calico bands - in

machines, though of course turning out the case of the smaller books in two

quicker work, are not of much use here . places, of the larger in three or four,

You see how thin the paper is ?-it must with projecting ends, which afterwards

be so , or your Bible, with nearly 1,000 serve , as we shall see, a most important

pages, could never be made light and part in firmly attaching the book to the

small enough to be easily held in the hand boards of the case that is to hold it.

or carried in the pocket . In machines There are twenty -eight sheets in an

the paper is liable to be creased in the ordinary Bible , and with this machine

process of folding, and it is almost impos- five hundred books can be sewn in a day.

sible to fold with that perfect accuracy of We now proceed to the large room

" register. Simple as it looks, though , the downstairs, where men are principally

science of folding by hand is not to be employed. Here we see the books passed

learnt in a few hours. When a girl be- through various machines, most of them

comes expert in the work it is astonish- worked by steam . We watch the books

ing how many sheets she can fold in a first of all pressed by a machine, called

day -- from about 2,500 to 3,000. the “ Nipper," into solid shape, then the

now the folded sheets edges are cut by a “ Guillotine,” and the

gathered into books , and collated ,' as backs are rounded ; a special machine

it is called. Every sheet has a little black also being used for rounding off the

mark placed by the printer on the outside corners of certain books. The next pro

edge at the back, always in one particular cess is that of colouring or gilding the

spot for the one particular sheet. When edges, and many of the better-bound

a complete book has been folded and the books are red- gilt , i.e., the edges are

sheets are in proper order you see this first reddened and then gilt . It is an

' black line, ' showing a line at the back , interesting sight to watch this gilding

running from right to left , and a similar process . First of all the edges are pre

one on the upper border. If the sheets pared by a solution of white of egg being

have been arranged properly this line is smeared over them ; then the gold leaf

unbroken ; if any sheet is outof its proper which is very thin , and is kept between

place, a break in this line reveals the fault. the leaves of little books of tissue -paper

This work of examination is lighter than three or four inches square - having been

other work , and we are glad of it for some cut to the proper size , is carefully laid on

of the elderly women .” the edges ; these are then pressed and bur

" Some have been with you for many nished with an instrument of blood - stone

and agate until a smooth , uniform surface

“ Yes, we have a good many old hands, is gained . Foreign imitations of gold - leaf

and like to keep them as long as we can . are sometimes met with , and go by the

The old lady over there — our forewoman name of “ Dutch metal,” but they become

-has worked here for more than fifty tarnished and black within a few months.

years, and there are several others who We shall return to the subject in our

have been here nearly as long. next issue.

« You see

years ? ”
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With thethe Soldiers in Siberia

Here are a few more glimpses of the way in which the Society is giving, and

in some cases selling, the Scriptures along the Siberian Railway among Russian

regiments moving eastwards and to wounded soldiers brought back from the front .

O
UR latest reports from Cheljabinsk

say that the number of soldiers pass

ing through has increased to sometimes

eight thousand a day. The Russian Red

Cross Society has a booth near the mili

tary platform at the station , and Princess

Narishkine , who is its local superintendent,

has kindly undertaken to assist us , by

giving each soldier a copy of the Scrip

tureswith the warm clothing, & c.,which

the Red Cross Society supplies. By this

agency 2,246 of our books were dis .

tributed, mostly among wounded soldiers

returning fromthe front.

At Omsk our colporteurs are not less

busy among the troops, whose officers

publicly thank the Society for its gifts

their men . " Come along in here,' shouts

a soldier to the colporteur . " All right,

brother,' I answer, and he explains that

he had seen me on his journey eastward,

and had then promised that if he was

spared alive he would purchase a Bible .

Now ,' he said , handing me a rouble, ‘ I

have been three times in battle, and I am

able, through the providence of God, to

keep my word.' ” BISHOP MAKARI OF TOMSK .

In Chita , Depositary Saprikin delivered
On the back of this photoBishopMakari has written : "To

the Agent of the British and Foreigii Bible Society, Mr. Davidson,

217 copies , for the wounded , at the head in grateful remembrance of his co-operation in publishing the

office of the Red Cross Society , giving
Gospels in the Kirghiz language."

them over personally to Prince Soher- have the books, and very grateful for

batoff, who expressed his most hearty them. One soldier said : “ Thank the

thanks. He also gave away twenty copies Lord , thank the Lord ! May blessingsfollow

to the field hospital in Stretinsk. Col- those who give such good books to us

porteur Koratieff distributed copies among poor soldiers.” Another soldier said :

the wounded lying in the St. Petersburg “ And yet there are learned men who

Alexandrovski field hospital at Khaba- dispute about the existence of a God. If

rovsk. The soldiers gave him a sincere they would only go into the country and

Spassebo " _thanks ; and one of them live in a village, they would soon see how

explained to the rest who it was that was much we depend upon God for rain and

giving the books away. “ It is a grand for sunshine.” Another read aloud St.

work, to see how many poor fellows may Matthew xxiv. as far as verse 14 , “ This

reach the truth as laid down in this book, gospel of the kingdom shall be preached in

and seek to live lives worthy of the name all the world for a witness unto all nations,"

of Christian. " when he was interrupted : " I see this free

distribution of the Evangel is also happen

Colporteur Koratieff distributed Gospelsing under God's guidance." " May all be

and Psalms among a fresh batch of 257 richly blessed who partake in it, " was the

wounded soldiers just brought into Bla- wish of another soldier in the group that

goveschtschensk . They were eager to had gathered round.
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Here and There

The following letter, dated “ With the Jap- hearts and cause them to buy , ' and He has

anese Forces, Manchuria, December ist,” has blessed the efforts used above what I expected

been received at the Bible House from a or hoped. When you meet for prayer and

British officer attached to the Japanese Field thanksgiving at the Bible House, will you ask

Armies : “ An appeal for the British and God to bless the sending of these books which

Foreign Bible Society, together with an intro- tell of the work and success of the Book of

ductory letter from Lord Northampton, reached books ? I used to circulate seven magazines of

me last week . Being attached to the Japanese each kind amongst my subscribers, now I am

Field Armies in the midst of this arduous war- selling twenty of THE BIBLE IN THE WORLD ,

fare , I am unable to collect, but am enclosing a and thirteen of Gleanings. May the circulation

cheque of £2 as a subscription , with my best be doubled in every parish and town. I am

wishes for the success of the Society .” hoping to sell more copies several miles out,

but it is impossible to cycle at present over

One of the Society's English Biblewomen
such roads. I would like you to see the mud

who recently returned from the Far East,
I went through yesterday, when walking a few

relates that the Malay women
miles to reach two subscribers. I literally got

were often

afraid to let their Muhammadan husbands
stuck , but the thought came, “ What do not

know of the Christian instruction they re
our colporteurs go through and suffer ! '”

ceived. Copies of the Malay Gospels which

they purchased would be concealed, one
In southern China the Rev. W. E. H. Hip

favourite hiding- place for the Gospel being well , of the C.M.S., recently passed through a
behind the picture of Mecca, which hangs

on the wall in most of these Moslem homes.. rendezvousof numbers of people who gathered
village named Peh-ho, which he found was the

every year to worship Marco Polo , the famous

By the kindness of the Dean of Westminster, Venetian traveller. This mediæval Herodotus,

a special collection on behalf of the Society as he has been called , was in the service of the

was taken in Westminster Abbey on Sunday Chinese Government in the latter part of the

morning, December roth, the Second Sunday
thirteenth century.

in Advent.

At the annual meeting of the Wanganui,

The following delightful letter from a lady N.Z. , Auxiliary, held on November 23rd , there

friend of the was a fairly

Society, near good attend

Bath , illus ance and

trates the excellent

enthusiasm speeches.

with which The Rev. F.

our maga . H. Spencer

zines are gave an in

being circu teresting ré

lated : sumé of his

work in the

please send South Island ,

me , per re The Rev.

turn if pos Alex.Morton

sible , twelve has under

more copies taken the

of THE secretariat

BIBLE IN in place of

THE World, our friend

and six of our the Rev. P.

old friend M. Ryburn.

Gleanings ?

Whilst go

ing about
After con

among the siderable de

people dur lay , the con

ing the past tract for the

week
my

prayer con

“ Will you

new “ Cen

tenary Bible

tinually has House " at

been , Lord , JAPANESE CAVALRY ON THEIR Sydney has

touch their been signed.WAY TO THE FRONT.
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Here and There

The building with its commanding

site will cost very little short of

£ 12,000. The Committee of the

New South Wales Auxiliary have

decided to call their offices in the

building “ Northampton Chambers,”

in honour of the Society's noble

President. We hope shortly to pub

lish a sketch of this splendid Cen

tenary monument in Sydney.

our

The Rev. E. G. Marx, of the Mora

vian Mission in Kaffraria, writes from

Goshen viâ Cathcart, December 13th :

" I have much pleasure in forwarding

to you , although late , the proceeds

of a collection made on Bible Sun

day for the benefit of your much

esteemed Society, amounting to

$2 25. 7d. This money was collected

in our meetings on that Sunday by

Kaffir congregation and its

ministers. Please accept as a token

THE BIBLE DEPÔT AT In the doorway is Colporteur Michaelof

who has supervised the distribution of

of gratitude for the very valuable
CHELJABINSK , SIBERIA . the Scriptures among the Russian troops.

services rendered us by supply

ing us with our Kaffir Bible, which is much State, holding meetings and visiting and re

appreciated by our KaffirChristians. Certainly organizing scattered Branches. At Rock

it has done much good at present, but I think hampton he addressed six meetings in three

it has a much greater future before it , as the days, concluding with a lantern lecture to an

Kaffirs are only becoming a reading people , enthusiastic audience which crowded the

who are buying and using their own books." School of Art , the Mayor presiding. Mr.

Breeze is confident that he will shortly “ suc

ceed in establishing a Queensland Auxiliaries'

Mr. Ernest G. Breeze, organizing secretary Union, and that in the futureQueensland will
of our Queensland Auxiliary , has been travel- be able to forward annually a substantial

ling through the northern part of that great grant to the Parent Society .”

Our Birthday Band at Croydon.

The first of these “ Birthday Bands” was managed quite independently of the ordinary

started early in 1903 by the Rev. Watson workof the Auxiliary, and is, in fact, a

Stratton, of Haverigg, Millom , as the outcome prayer union for all friends of the Society,

of a suggestion made in the Monthly Reporter, with a nominal membership fee of one shil
and now includes over fifty members. The ling.

second Band, which was founded last August This Band has already sent its members a

in Croydon , already numbers one hundred and copy of the Croydon local report, together

fifty members, and is steadily growing. The with leaflets on the Society's work. In this
rules are beautifully simple. Young or old , of way a large number of friends interested in
either sex, may join. Each member contri- the Society can be drawn together, in addition

butes a shilling a year, on his or herbirthday, to the Auxiliary's subscribers. The main ob

to the funds of the British and Foreign Bible ject of the Band is prayer ; but it will be seen
Society, as a thank -offering for another year that every hundred members will also secure

of life. Each member endeavours to get one an extra income of £5 a year to the Society.

new member each year, and also undertakes One hundred thousand members would yield

to pray for God's blessing on our translators, £ 5,000 a year, and who can measure the

colporteurs, and Biblewomen , especially on spiritual results of 100,000 Christians praying
hisown birthday. A printed circular describ- for God's blessing on the Society's work !

ing the Band was prepared and sent out to all Imitation is the sincerest form of flattery,

secretaries of Gleaners' Unions and Christian and already we hear of several Auxiliaries who

Endeavour Societies in Croydon , who were are starting Birthday Bands of their own.

asked to distribute these among their members. The Hon . Secretary of the Croydon Band,
The objection that such a Band might interfere Mr. Stanley Swain , 1 , Moreton -road, South

with ordinary B.F.B.S. subscriptions has not Croydon, will gladly give any particulars as

been realized in Croydon, where the Band is to the practical details of its working .
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Personalia

The Nova Scotia Auxiliary has appointed Dr. Arthur E. Horn , one of the Government
the Rev. L. W. Parker as its travelling medical officers, who nursed Mr. Smith with

secretary . the utmost kindness and skill ,

and as soon as possible had

him removed to the hospital
The Honorary Secretary of

at Cape Coast Castle. There,

the Bangalore Auxiliary, the we rejoice to say, he has made
Rev. E. P. Rice, of the L.M.S., a partial recovery, though his

is resigning his post, as he condition was at one time

revisits England during the
extremely grave. It will be

present year. We are very remembered that his predeces

deeply indebted to Mr. Rice sor in the West African Agency,

for the services which he has the Rev. C. R. Johnson, suc

so generously rendered for cumbed to a sudden and brief

many years to the Society's attack of the same deadly

cause in Bangalore. disease at Cape Coast Castle in

1899. Mr. Broome P. Smith

has now gone to Las Palmas
Our honoured and veteran

to re -establish his strength , and
friend the Rev. H. H. Lawry,

we fear some months must

who is now living in retire
elapse before he can return to

ment at Auckland, N.Z. , re
the work to which he gives

ceived on December 2nd a
himself so devotedly.

deputation from the executive
of the Auckland Auxiliary,

whose spokesman , Mr. Ř .
On January 30th the Rev.

Hobbs, presented Mr. Lawry
I. F. Drysdale and Mrs. Drys

in the name of the parent
dale took leave of the Com

Society with a large-type Bible mittee, before sailing from
in four volumes, on India

Liverpool on February ist on
paper, bound in full turkey their return journey, via the
morocco, and enclosed in a United States, to Tientsin,
morocco case. An inscription

where Mr. Drysdale will re

in the first volume, and a MR. BROOME P. SMITH , sume his important work early
covering letter from the Lon

The Bible Society's Agent in West
in the summer. In the Tient

don Bible House, explained
Africa . sin Sub-agency no fewer than

that this gift was in recogni
234,000 copies of the Scriptures

tion of Mr. Lawry's devoted services as were sold during the year 1903.

Secretary of the Auckland Auxiliary, and in

commemoration of the fact that he had now

taken official part both in the Society's Jubilee The Rev. G. O. Heath, our Agent at King

in 1854 and in its recent Centenary in 1904. ston , Jamaica, has paid a recent visit to Haiti,

Mr. Lawry's reply showed that he was deeply where he found elaborate passport arrange

touched and gratified by the gift. ments necessary both for his entrance and

exit at Port-au -Prince. Among other anoma

lies of this remarkable island, the rate of

The Rev. H. C. Moor, M.A., who has served exchange at present stands at 550, with a

since 1899 as District Secretary for the Mid- tendency towards a rise. In other words,the
land District, has accepted the living of St. Haitian dollar is worth about ninepence, Mr.

Saviour's, Birmingham . While w keenly Heath arranged that our books should be sold

gret that we are losing one of the ablest according to Haitian currency : that is to say

and most energetic of the Society's staff, our our rod . Bible will for the present be charged

warm good wishes go with Mr. Moor into his at ad . , and other books in the same proportion .

new sphere of service for Christ. Mr. Heath left behind him in Haiti Scriptures

to the value of nearly £50, which will be put

into circulation with the help of our good
Shortly before Christmas we learnt , with friends the Rev. A. Turnbull and the Rev. J.

deepest regret, that Mr. Broome P. Smith, Picot.

our Agent in West Africa, was lying danger

ously ill at Salt Pond , Gold Coast Colony, with

a severe attack of black-water fever. He had Mr. J. Cecil Clay, Hon. County Secretary for

become greatly exhausted through travelling North Shropshire, has issued an admirable

under verv rough conditions, and had gone little booklet, which he calls Some Thoughts

there to recruit at the house of his friend about the British and Foreign Bible Society,
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N FEW WORDS

a

Jesus rate syllogisms : He spoke the naked truth

Christ was and had no need to support it with argu

crucified on ment. They were cisterns needing to be

the thres- filled from without : He was a perennial

hold of life , spring of living water. In the synagogue

and of the at Nazareth the eyes of all were fastened

brief years on Him as He spoke . Men wondered at

which He the gracious words which proceeded out

spent on of His mouth .

earth He de- The effect of Christ's words on all sub

voted only sequent generations has been even more

about three extraordinary. They have been found to

to public min- contain the whole philosophy of human
istry . His life in every phase ; they have overcome

words must every racial and linguistic barrier ; they

have been have been at home in every clime, and

few, and of lost none of their power in any of the

these only a tongues in which they have been repro
mere frac- duced ; they were not intended as

tion has been literature, but they have stimulated in a

preserved . If wondrous way learning and letters among

they be sifted the older civilizations, and have formed

from the nar- the actual basis of literature in many of the

ratives in ruder forms of speech ; they have become

which they the inspiration of all that is best in music,

are embed poetry, and painting ; they have been

ded , all His made the foundation of law and govern

words to . ment ; they have given birth to every

gether , says form of modern philanthropy ; they have

Dr. Stalker, changed the customs, purified the morals,

“ would not and raised the ideals of whole nations,

occupy more and by degrees as they permeate this

space in print world , its kingdoms are being united in

than half a one federation , one Kingdom character

dozen ordi ized by " righteousness, peace , and joy in

nary sermons." They would fill less than the Holy Ghost."

a quarter of the daily issue of The Times. It is in the sanctuary of the heart that

Among His contemporaries, those who the power of Christ's words is chiefly felt .

heard Him were amazed, and friend and They have brought pardon to the sinful,

foe alike agreed that “ never man spake comfort to the sorrowing, strength to the

like this Man.” “ He taught them as One weak, hope to the despairing, sight to the

having authority, and not as the scribes.” blind , health to the sick , life to the dying .

Other teachers needed a preface , “ Thus And now many believe, not because of the

saith the Lord ” : Christ spoke in His saying of others. They have heard Him
own name, * Verily I say unto you." themselves, and “ know that this is indeed

They defended their doctrine with elabo- the Christ, the Saviour of the world .”

1
4
9
.
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About Ourselves

9 )

among books.

The secret of the power hidden in the plete Bibles which it issues. But it is also

spoken words of our Lord lies in His our duty to go on and give men the rest

doctrine and His personality ; and the of the Scriptures. Christ's own message

two are inseparable , “ the doctrine being and the teaching of those who interpreted

the expression of the personality, andthe and applied it in the New Testament are

personality the embodiment of the doc- based on the Old Testament, and cannot

trine ." Éis doctrine was a Gospel—the be completely understood without it .

only Gospel - of redemption, and it was The Bible is one Book, in which one

couched in a form which the unlettered theme is gradually unfolded and one

could apprehend. He made the deepest Gospel gradually evolved. It stands alone

truths touching sin and salvation “ current It has no rival, nor can it

coin . " His personality was unique. He have any substitute . “ In its pages vibrate

was Himself the substance and the centre and throb the teachings of ineffable

of His teaching — the Bread of Life, the wisdom : outside only enlargements and

Light of the world , the Door of the fold , amplifications are found.” To encourage

the Shepherd of the sheep, the living the wider circulation of this Book of

Water, the Way, the Truth, the Life . books , enshrining and explaining the few

He was Man and He was God : “ I and words in which the Son of God revealed

My Father are one.” to sinful men the love of their Heavenly

În obedience to the Divine Command, Father, is a duty incumbent on every

“ Go ye and teach all nations,” Christians Christian man, woman, and child . If

of many Churches unite in the Bible Society we refuse our share of this responsibility

to givemen in their mother -tongue those that is laid on the Church, we shall have

words which are their heritage as well as to answer for our neglect at the last day

ours. We begin with the Gospels , for before the judgment-seat of God. There

these contain His sayings and His life . may be some excuse for doing nothing

These are the elementaryneed of Christian which we plead now. Is it an excuse

missionaries. Of these the Bible Society which we shall dare to offer then ?

sends out five copies for every two com J. H. R.

About Ourselves

HE Marquis of Northampton , our the conditions of modern commerce, and,

President, will take the chair at the we believe , will lead to an increased home

Society's annual meeting in Exeter Hall , and colonial circulation . Whilst revising

to be held as usual on the first Wednesday the prices of the better bound books, the

in May. The speakers will include Bishop cheap editions which the Society circu

Welldon, the Rev. Dr. Timothy Richard , lates as part of its home mission work

Mr. Cheng Ching-Yi , a Chinese Christian , will still be published under cost price .

and " Gipsy " Smith, the well-known evan

gelist .
The Committee have decided to make

considerable alterations in the internal

At the close of the present financial structure of the Bible House. The steady

year, the end of March, the Committee's increase in the Society's operations during
present catalogue of English and Welsh the last few years has necessitated a re

Scriptures will be superseded by an arrangement of the offices and the ware

entirely new list . The various editions house, with a view to securing a greater

have been re-arranged , and the styles of economy in space and the concentration

binding made as attractive as possible. of the work of each department . The

Many editions in thin paper have been General Committee - room will also be

added, and greater facilities have been enlarged so as to accommodate a greater

provided for the circulation of the Revised number than hitherto at meetings of a

Version. The Society's business will more public kind . These changes will

at the same time be thrown open to not interfere with any of those archi

the book -trade generally — a modification tectural features which impress every

which will bring the Society into line with visitor to the Bible House, but are simply
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About Ourselves

designed to increase the general efficiency thousand in Hungary. No portion of

and convenience of administration . the Bible in either of these languages

has hitherto been issued in Braille type.

The Society has undertaken to print

and publish two new Gospels in Braille The gathering of young people in the

type for the blind. St. Luke in Armenian Guildhall on Saturday afternoon , March

has been transliterated by Miss Mary 4th , to commemorate the Society's birth
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About Ourselves

Mr. Sheriff Woodman, who both bore Hardly any of our allies are bound to the

striking testimony to the value of the Bible Society by closer ties than the

Society's work . The singing was led London Missionary Society The office of

by the Boys' Band from Dr. Barnardo's its first Treasurer , Mr. Joseph Hardcastle,
Homes. Every boy or girl sent out to on Old Swan Stairs, was the sacred and

Canada by this and similar philanthropic memorable room " where the Bible Society
agencies carries a Bible presented by our was born . It furnishes the London Mis

Society . sionary Society with the Scriptures in

fifty different languages. Most ardently
do we wish our friends a double measure

We went to press too early last month of God's blessing in their new home,

to record the opening of the London which makes them such near neighbours

Mission House in New Bridge Street. to the Bible House .

To Complete the Centenary Fund.

The appeal which has now been issued

for £ 40,000 to complete the Centenary

Fund is one which we hope and believe

will meet with a generous response from

the Society's friends . Apart from the

regret which we should all feel at a

failure - after the splendid Centenary cele

brations—to secure the full amount aimed

at , it is a matter of urgent necessity to

strengthen the Society's financial position .

In fixing 250,000 guineas as a minimum ,

the Committee were underestimating

rather than overestimating the serious

ness of the need . For seven years past

the Society has only been able to meet

the calls made upon it by annual

withdrawals from its necessary working

capital . This process has now reached

a limit beyond which it would be unsafe

to venture, while the imperious claims

upon the Society multiply every year,

with the success of foreign missions and

the fresh doors which in so many lands

are opening to the Word of God. The

Centenary Fund is specially intended for

reorganization and aggressive work : the

money will be promptly utilized to relieve

our ordinary income of inany annual

charges, and will thus set free a consider

able sum for new colportage and fresh

versions. The Committee are anxious

that the Fund shall be completed as

speedily as possible , so that it may not

be carried over into another autumn, and

for this purpose every gift , small or large,

will be most welcome.

Common Prayer

Fº

“ He who faithfully prays at bome does as much for

Foreign Missions as the man in the field, for the

nearest way to the heart of a Hindu or Chinaman is

by way of the throne of God."

'OR many years it has been a rule for the whole staff of the Bible House in

London to assemble for prayer every Tuesday inorning, and in many other

countries the servants and friends of the Society are accustomed to unite week

by week, for common intercession on its behalf. We entreat all who are like -minded

to join each Tuesday morning in this unison of praise and prayer with the Society's

agents , colporteurs , and Biblewomen throughout the world .

The following special topics for prayer are suggested to our fellow-workers :

For April.- ( 1) An increase in the Society's For May.-For special blessing on the

normal income during the forthcoming finan- grants of Scripture made for definite purposes :

cial year— ( 2 ) A speedy completion of our (1) The Testaments and Gospels given to the

Centenary Fund— (3) Those workers who have Russian and Japanese troops—(2) The Bibles

recently returned to the foreign field after given to emigrants, hospitals, and orphanages

a furlough at home, the Agents recently – (3) The Scriptures presented to students

appointed in South Africa, and our competing for degrees in China and India, and

District Secretaries -— (4 ) An especial blessing to Chinese officials --- (4) The Scriptures pre

on our Annual Meeting and Anniversary sented to students in our theological colleges

Services. at home, and to Sunday Schools.

new
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The Prospects of the Bible

in China

By the Rev. Timothy Richard, Litt.D. ,

Of the Baptist Missionary Society

THE
HIS is the subject on which the Latin grammar by heart, whether we

Editor has invited me to write. understood it or not. This has been the

To prophesy in general is comparatively first step in the education of Confucianists

easy,
if you have a vivid imagination in China for at least a thousand years.

which will not descend so low as to touch Happily for them the whole of these

any particulars ; but to ask me to write a Sacred Books is only about the size of

prophecy on a specific subject like this is the New Testament.

setting a man to catch a will- o '-the -wisp. Next take the Sacred Books of the

Still , as few of my readers will be alive to Buddhists. Instead of serving the Chinese

verify my predictions fifty years hence, let with a single book of sacred lore , they

me try. have hundreds of them which are classed

We recognize uniformity in the laws of as the three great baskets or collections.

God . Gravity does not pull a man down The Buddhist writers often debate on the

to-day with a force of ten stones, and incalculable value of reciting these Sacred

to -morrow repel him with an equal force, Books a hundred times over, a thousand
making him rise times over, and even

faster than a bal ten thousand times

loon . Nor do these over and more . The

laws act differently mere mechanical

on different people , labour makes this a

or else we should sheer impossibility,

see men and women
with the two follow

rising and falling in ing results. First, a

the air like swallows. few of the choice

And pray , what books are selected

has this to do with from among the

the prospects of the hundreds, and some

Bible in China ? times choice extracts

Very much in from these again are

deed . printed as popular

Take the Sacred substitutes for the

Books of China, and encyclopædic lore.

see how these are To enable one to

used. To begin , we keep account of

have the Confucian these spiritual la

Sacred Books. They bours, rosaries were

are committed to
first invented with

memory from begin 108 beads on them ,

ning to end by every and big beads at

one who aspires to intervals to facilitate

get a Chinese B.A. smaller reckonings.

or an M.A. degree, so And later on the

the “five books and praying-wheels were

the five classics," as invented on which

these Sacred Books prayers are written,

are called , are first
and each time the

of all learnt by rote wheel

—as we, in our early
From a photo by the

prayer on it counts

days, had to learn DR. TIMOTHY RICHARD. Rev. W. 'A. Cornaby.
one repetition..

turns, the

as
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The Prospects of the Bible in China

SO

With wind,
before the art

water, or warm of printing was

air turning discovered in

them , they run Europe,though

up their spiri it had been

tual credit into invented five

millions pretty
hundred years

soon . This is earlier inChina .

mainly in Tibet In those days

and Mongolia,
when every

among
the volume of the

lamas. The Scriptures re

more sober quired an enor

Chinese recite
mous labour in

these choice copying, the

selections of early Christian

their Sacred missionaries in

Books as Europe had to

lemnly as any do the same as

Christian re
the Buddhist

cites his liturgy. missionaries in

The Taoist China and Ja

Sacred Books
pan and in all

are not so the Far East

numerous as that is, make

the Buddhist. selections for

But the Taoists practical pur

also believe in poses. Even

the value of for the use of

reading aloud the ordinary

or reciting a Photo lent by China Inland Mission . busy priests the

select collec Bible was con

tion , in bulk sidered too

about the size of the New Testament, bulky, with the result that they made a

but those in most current use would not selection of the Scriptures , which they

exceed in size our Four Gospels collec- called a Breviary, or a short book of

tively. These are read aloud in many Bible, with Prayers and devotional Read

places with the same regularity as Chris- ings, and it is the book most used by
tians have family worship. In the most Roman Catholic priests to this day.

devout families of Buddhists and Taoists Among the Protestants in Europe and

the elderly men , and occasionally the Americathe great mass of busy men find

women, have a room set apart in their the Bible too bulky to read from end to

house for worship alone. It is spotlessly end , though a few do it most conscienti

clean , and nothing but images, sacred ously. The majority, I believe , do not

books, and pious scrolls and incense -urns read all the Bible in public or before

adorn the place . However, they believe their families, but make what they con

more than the Buddhists — who brought sider judicious selections according to
much Hinduism as well as Buddhism to times and seasons. Some parts they hardly

China - in the value of magic writings, in ever read , while other parts they are never

magic placing of the fingers, and in the tired of reading again and again.

magic effect of the pronunciation of cer- Now if intelligent Christians thus exer

tain phrases in a foreign tongue - Sanskrit, cise common sense , and use the Bible as it

for instance. was meant to be used by the men of God

How will these facts help us to foretell who were inspired to deliver their mes

the future of the Bible in China ? Read sages in the first instance, how much more

on , and perhaps some light will dawn. important it is for us to use similar discre

Europe was converted to Christianity tion in those parts of the Bible which we

A CHINESE CROWD.

-
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The Prospects of the Bible in China

first of all present to the Chinese . Let understanding, might well become an

me make my meaning clearer. The Book instrument of a far mightier reformation

of Genesis contains the story of the origin than ever Luther wrought. In China

of the Amorites. It is a simple fact that alone to -day we have eight times the

the circulation of this amongst theheathen population of Europe then . And if this

has produced some of the worst persecu- inspired Word to the Hebrews were

tions which we have ever had in China, rightly , i.e., judiciously and systematically

They bring out the book before their utilized, what is there to hinder that grand

countrymen and say, “ See what abomina- prophecy from coming to pass speedily

tions these Christian books contain .” Of when a nation shall be born in a day ?

course such a gross perversion never The danger is lest, while the missionaries

enters the mind of men in Christendom , are trying to build up a modern Christian

for they know how Christianity regards Church with all the light which God has

such things. Not so with the non -Chris- given all mankind , the general circulation

tian Chinese -- and I am now writing of among heathen Chinese of the whole of

the Bible in China. There are several the Old Testament may appear to sanction

other parts in the Old Testament which moral standards which are thousands of

have been terribly misread by ihe un- years outgrown, and which will need ex

instructed Chinese . For example, the tensive commentaries to explain . They

destruction of the Canaanites was under- are Jewish and not Christian, ancient and

stood by the Taiping rebels as justifying not modern . Give that which finds re

the wholesale destruction of human life sponse in man's universal conscience and

in their own day. I have said enough to is of permanent inspiration for all ages .

make clear to an open -minded man how The inspired writers adapted their

the future of the Bible in China may be message to their hearers ; we are not their

hindered by the indiscriminate circulation followers if we do not adapt it in our day.

of all parts of it , because in the hands of God is the God of the living and not of

non -Christians it is capable of being abused the dead , and we must have a message of

so as to do the cause of Christian missions light , life, and love suited to those thinking

an immense amount of harm. Your best people who are living in China to - day. I

agents know these things well , and aim would not be surprised to see a body of

at the circulation of the New Testament well-selected passages from the Bible be

among the heathen rather than other parts. come not only a text-book in every school

On the other hand, what would be of and college , but also a book of devotion

incalculable value to Christian missions in in every home in the Empire, while the

China would be a wise selection -- a sum- complete Bible will be carefully studied

mary of the inspired Word of God to the by more advanced Chinese Christians, by

Jews. This handbook should not be native pastors and teachers , and by theolo

bigger, say , than the New Testament or gical experts.

the Upanishads of the Hindus. Such a Such, I believe , are some of the pros

book, instead of leaving room for mis- pects of the Bible in China.

It will be seen that Dr. Richard advocates what would be a departure from the policy

hitherto pursued by our Society in China. The judgment of so eminent and experienced a

missionary must command serious consideration, whether his counsel be carried out or no .

-EDITOR.

The payments and promises to the Centenary Fund now exceed £ 220,000.
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The Bible in Hungary

By Michael A. Morrison

The Bible Society's Agent at Berlin

I
N no European country is the work of of the Hungarians says, “ In the course of

the Bible Society more hopeful than a short space of twenty -five years, this

in Hungary ; in no country in the world people succeeds in creating commerce and

are the elements which make for godliness manufacture, a network of railways , a

and justice in a nation more full of life thorough system of public education , a

than in this great kingdom. Although national school of literature, science,

recent years have added greatly to our journalism , drama, painting, and music.'

knowledge of the immense territory known Next to the German Empire, Hungary

as Hungary, our acquaintance with its is the largest division of the Central

gifted people, their glorious history and European Agency. Our Bible depôt at

the noble ambitions they follow , is all too Budapest is situated in a convenient

scant . part of that magnificent city, and is

It is a country larger in area than probably one of the busiest depôts in

Austria, than Italy, than Great Britain . Europe. Every one in Budapest interested

It comprises all varieties of scenery , from in Bible - work knows where the Bible

the cold pine forests of the Carpathians in depôt is , and it is pleasant to hear that it

the north, to the vine and olive gardens of is patronized by all classes of the com

the south . Illimitable fields of wheat and munity, and almost regarded as an institu

maize, illimitable stretches of puszta , over tion in the land . The kingdoms of Servia

which millions of cattle roam , trackless and Rumania are also supplied from

woods, immense mineral riches, navigable Budapest, but I do not propose to touch

streams serving as great arteries of trade, our work in either of those countries for

are some of its natural advantages . The the present , and will confine my remarks

Hungarian himself, sometimes called the to Hungary .

" Englishman of the East," although not For our purposes we divide Hungary

free from national vices, is a chivalrous, into eleven subdivisions, in each of

high -minded man , patriotic almost to which we have one or more colporteurs

a fault, full of ideas, strong-willed, and in at work. Not the least importantof these

national and economic matters of con- is the capital, Budapest, with close on three

suming energy . A recent writer speaking quarters of a million inhabitants, a city

SHEEP ON THE FAMOUS HUNGARIAN

" PUSZTA ," OR PRAIRIE.

- -
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The Bible in Hungary

WATERING CATTLE ON THE PUSZTA." HUNGARY .

This is a primitive type of well, the water

being drawn up by a wooden lever.

rapidly growing grand and great , and ing, and the harvest of the past he is certain

threatening to attract to it the centre of is nothing to what the harvest of the

gravity of the entire monarchy. While future will be .

Vienna lies inert and torpid , Budapest is Southern Hungary contains, in addition

pushing ahead ruled by an enlightened to Hungarians, a large population of

municipality which has the suffrages of a Servians, Germans, Roumanians, Croats ,

free people. Colportage here is perfectly Slovaks, and Jews. We have three Bible

free. Our colporteur goes from door to men here , all of them successful workers .

door, from restaurant to coffee -house. He They work in the most fertile provinces

visits factories, markets, the Government of the kingdom among a population more

chanceries, everywhere where men con- than usually opulent. To labour with any

gregate, and no one seeks to hinder him . degree of success in Southern Hungary,

In the other capital of the monarchy were a colporteur must have a working know

he to do what he does in Budapest, it ledge of five languages. When I lived in

would be a crime. And so we may draw the Caucasus I used to feel proud of my

our moral from Vienna and Budapest. colporteurs speaking three languages, but

Here the rule of a free and enlightened what are they to our friends in South

people , there the domination of the priest Hungary ?

and the policeman . South - east Hungary offers a striking

In Western Hungary, with two and a contrast to the district just described.

half million inhabitants, we have two The Rumanians are here in the majority,

colporteurs at work. Two millions of numbering over half a million . Our work

these speak Hungarian, and about a quarter here is carried on most successfully , and

of a million German. The power of the numerous little bodies of believing Chris

priests is considerable here, and not in- tians have arisen whose only rule of faith

frequently of late these ministers of religion is the Bible. It is gratifying to be able to

have succeeded in burning a considerable add that the Rumanian priests in this

number of Bibles and New Testaments. district are usually men who recognize

In South -west Hungary there is a strong the truth of God's Word, and are glad

Protestant population of nearly 130,000 . when their flocks study its sacred pages.

Altogether it is a varied field , for in addi- One of the largest districts is Central

tion to the predominant Magyars , we find Hungary, with three million inhabitants, of

Germans, Croats, Servians , and Jews in whom one million are Protestants . Here,

considerable numbers. One of our colpor- as in other districts in Hungary, there are

teurs has been at work here for twenty- home associations at work for circulating

five years, and it is a pleasure to hear him the Scriptures, and it is a fact to be recog

speak of the work that has been done with- nized that among leading Protestant

in this period . It has not all been sow- Hungarians the desire has often been
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The Bible in Hungary

ORSOVA, ON THE DANUBE.

expressed to extend their work by the retain antiquated and restrictive regula

formation of an Hungarian Bible Society. tions about the book trade long since

Northern and North -eastern Hungary, repealed in Hungary proper . But even

with two million inhabitants, form a diffi- here the outlook is byno means gloomy,

cult field of work, partly owing to the im- and patience and tact have been able to

poverished condition of large sections of accomplish much . Among the two

the people. This refers in an especial million inhabitants of theseborderlands

degree to the Slovaks living among the there are numerous little gatherings of

southern foothills of the Carpathians. It inquiring brethren , diligent students of

sometimes happens that our colporteur the Bible . Our colporteurs happen on

among the Slovaks arrives in villages from these scattered disciples in unexpected

which all the men have emigrated, leaving places, and are cheered to know that their

only the women and children behind. labour has not been in vain .

Transylvania, with three and a half I close as
I began. The work in

million inhabitants, is one of the most Hungary is hopeful, more than hopeful.

interesting fields in Hungary. It is cer- This gifted race occupies a unique position

tainly the most beautiful, with its pictur- in the east of Europe. Their influence

esque castle-crested mountains and its spreads from the Carpathians to the

glorious forests and smiling valleys. Col- Adriatic, from near Vienna to the Euxine.

portage is hard work in most picturesque With the lessons of the Gospel animating

countries; moreover, in Transylvania , the and directing them at home and abroad

Rumanians, who form a large proportion their influence will broaden and deepen,

of the inhabitants, are poor and in far too and they will become once more what they

many cases wholly illiterate. have been already in their proud history,

Slavonia and Croatia together form an a bulwark of Christianity against the

exceedingly difficult field . These lands inroads of unbelief,
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At the Gates of the Bible House,

Calcutta

By the Rev. A. Willifer Young

Secretary of the Calcutta Auxiliary

THE
HE ideal of holiness as typified by peans and natives pass in a continuous

the Hindu saint and presented to stream in pursuit of their varying occupa

the world in the person of the Yogi or tions ; but our Sadhu is as oblivious to

Sunnyasi or Sadhu is not a beautiful one. beauty and wealth and the world's work

The Englishman involuntarily shudders as if he were in his forest retreat.

as his glance falls upon the travesty of At the very gates of the Bible House

a man which looks from under

heavy brows and coils of matted

and grease - clotted hair, or breathes

in a body emaciated and begrimed

with the ashes of dead fires. Yet

this is a saint who will command

respect from every orthodox fol

lower of Siva, and who has taken

upon himself the last vow which

Hinduism imposes on its devotees.

The resistless forces of civiliza

tion , education , and Christianity

roll on : but just as the flood -tides

of the mightiest streams fail to

carry with them all the flotsam

and jetsam which drift into their

backwaters and eddies, so in

India the types of a thousand

years ago stili persist untouched,

apparently, by the main current.

We meet them everywhere, not

only in temple compounds or

under sacred trees or in narrow

alleys , but not infrequently in the

fair highways of Calcutta.

Here comes one, tottering with

weakness and old age and leaning

heavily on his staff, the very

picture of senility and decay. On

his arm he carries the inevitable

leopard skin , in his hand the

trident of Siva. Accompanying

him walks his chela, or disciple,

as grey with sprinkled ashes as

his master ; the burden-bearer,

too , of the begging -bowl, which

holds the pice of the devout, he

looks round with weary eyes, in

which no boyish fun sparkles , as

though tired of this slow progress

through the city's streets.

Along the broad , tree -fringed

road roll the carriages of the

wealthy ; on the foot-path Euro
Photo by Johnston & Hoffmann,
Calcutta .

A HINDU SAINT.
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At the Gates of the Bible House , Calcutta

our aged pilgrim lets himself sink pain- pause . Right into our eager, practical,

fully to the ground. Seated there, he pushing present comes this relic of the

beckons with shaking hand, and a Babu immemorial past: and it still holds its own,

dissociates himself from the passers- by showing how lightly the touch of the

and pauses, deposits a small offering in West has affected the underlying affec

the bowl and bends reverently beneath the tions of the East , and showing us too that

old man's touch . Lightly it rests upon the our work is not ended but only just

bowed head, then it is lifted for a moment, begun .

the fingers point skywards while a mum- From this very gateway which wit

bled prayer issues from the thin , drawn nesses the Sadhu's subtle influence over

lips . Once more the hand rests upon the India's youth , there have gone forth , within

still bent head, and then the Babu rises and the past twelve months, a thousand Bibles ,

goes on his way , rejoicing in his cheaply five times as many Testaments, and more

bought blessing and firmly believing that than a hundred and twenty -five thousand

for days to come his walk in life will be Scripture Portions. Is it all in vain ?

marked by good fortune. And this man , Has this stream , which has been steadily

remember, is a product of present- day flowing in ever-increasing volume for a

education - a smart office clerk in all pro- century of years, no influence in staying

bability - yet still held , as so many are, in that other mighty tide of idolatry and

the thralldom of a superstition which it superstition and ignorance which bears so

will take generations to dissolve . many upon its bosom ? Are there no signs

Now another comes, a Sahib's house- that the Word of God is having free

servant this time, in the immaculateness course and being glorified ? Assuredly

of white clothing and snowy turban. He
there are . To-day more than a million

too prostrates himself for a blessing and Indian Christians bear witness and cry,

obtains it and passes on. Then follows a 6. The Lord is a great God, and a great

moment of respite , for the old man is des- King above all gods,” and bless the

perately weak ; but the fingers soon sign moment when this God was revealed to

again , and a third , desirous of coming into them in His Divine Son and through His

contact with so holy a man , prostrates written Word . And all who intelli

himself. And so it goes on ; step by step gently note the signs of the regeneration

the slow progress is made, painful to of India recognize the dawn of a new

body, painful to mind, painful to soul . Not to- day or to- morrow, but in

But this is the path which one phase of God's own time, the noon -tide splendour

Hinduism points out as the true and only shall food this immense country of so

path . And at the end of it lies what ?- many diverse faiths and peoples, even

an imagined redemption from the series as it has visited other lands with its

of rebirths in which the soul is held in light. Then hoary beliefs and deep

bondage, the loss of that personal con- rooted superstitions and the worship of

sciousness which involves the individual the creature and the created shall give

in suffering and sorrow, and the final place to an intelligent worship of the

merging of the individual soul in the great Father of the spirits of all men , and India's

soul of the Universe . For this is the only youth , instead of bending for the blessing

heaven hoped for by millions of our fellow- of the ash -begrimed devotee of Siva , shall

subjects in India . bow down before the Christ , the Son of

It is a sight to give the most thoughtless the living God .

era.

And our bodies washed with pure water.

" I am like the old Manchester woman who could

never kneel down comfortably to say her prayers, till

she had first swept the floor and white ned the hearth

and given herself a good wash . " — Mrs. CARLYLE.
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A JAPANESE TRANSPORT TRAIN PASSING THROUGH

THE COUNTRY CARRYING TROOPS FOR THE FRONT.

Reproduced from a native sketch on a

Japanese Picture Post -card .

How I gave away Gospels

among the Mikado's Troops

M

An Interview with Mr. Lawrence, one of

the Bible Society's Sub-agents in Japan

R. Alexander Lawrence has just in a hand- cart, as you see in the photo

returned to England on a well graph, with a long sign -board fixed to the

earned furlough. At all times a most cart, explaining the nature of our work.

energetic worker, Mr. Lawrence had an Calling at each house, we inquired how

exceptionally arduous task last year in many men were quartered there , and left

supervising the free distribution of Gospels a corresponding number of Gospels for

and Testaments among the Japanese them . "

troops on their way to the front. “ Did you speak to the men them

“ The work was hard,” Mr. Lawrence selves ? "

explained, “ but very interesting . The " Whenever I had an opportunity I did

greater part of the distribution was so , but this was not always possible, as

effected at Hiroshima, the military head- they were out at drill the greater part of

quarters , where most of the soldiers spent the day. To give an instance of the

a short time before embarking. They systematic training which Japanese sol

were quartered in the houses of the diers receive, they had almost daily to

people, and it was therefore compara- march eighteen miles, equipped with their

tively easy to reach them . Having full accoutrements, weighing 70 lbs. , over

obtained permission from the General some hills outside the town, which , with

commanding the garrison, we were always the eighteen mile back, formed a good

received with the utmost courtesy by the test of their powers of endurance. We

officers, and , in many cases, special had to work by day as well as in the

facilities were given us for speaking to evening, in order to get every regiment

the men. supplied as it passed in and out of the

“ Under ordinary circumstances town, and so we had frequently to leave

took the Gospels round the town, stacked the books for the men in their absence ;

we
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but when we found the to the front in order to

men in , and presented read them in their spare

the books personally, time. That the books

they were invariably re were sentthem by the

ceived with real plea two British Bible Soci

sure and gratitude. eties ' was in itself a

“ Here is an indica certain recommenda

tion that the books tion . Since the alliance

were valued . Shortly between England and

after we had distributed Japan , great interest is

the Scriptures to the taken in England and

troops in the Zentsuji matters connected with

garrison, one corps was the English people , and

ordered to fall into line this predisposed the

and turn out their kit authorities in favour of

for final inspection . As our work there. The

the officer passed along Japanese are at all times

the ranks, he noticed a most courteous race,

that every soldier had a but the attitude of many

small Gospel carefully of the officers went be

stowed away in his
yond this, and their

haversack. He asked friendliness and cordiA JAPANESE OFFICER.

several of the men ality often took the

what they intended doing with the books. form of practical assistance.

They replied that they were taking them • In this the N.B.S.S. and B.F.B.S. work unitedly.

MR . LAWRENCE NATIVE COLPORTEURS

WICH GOSPELS FOR THE JAPANESE TROOPS .
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Among the Mikado's Troops

“ While distributing a large number of hospitals recently volunteered the infor

copies at Zentsuji , an important garrison mation that there is a marked change in

town , I was assisted by the Rev. W. the attitude of the men generally towards

Buchanan, of the Presbyterian Mission, Christianity and the Scriptures. Many of

who has long been one of the Society's them treasure their little booksas some

most valued friends in Japan . In nearly thing of real value. One poor fellow who

every case the officers formed their men waswounded said that he had become

up into a square on the parade-ground, interested in Christianity through the

when we were asked to say a few words earnestness of a comrade who had fallen

to them from a small platform in the in the war. It appears that before they

centre , explaining the nature of the books went out this comrade had received from

we were giving them, and by whom they us a copy of St. Luke's Gospel . Reading

were sent. In this one town we were it carefully, he became so interested in

permitted to give short addresses to the that he would gather his friends around

soldiers on no less than twenty

two different occasions—a valu

able concession indeed, as the

books thus took on an additional

interest in the eyes of the soldiers.

" In this connection I must

mention a special experience

which is probably unique in the

annals of Christian work in Japan .

An officer had his men - about

five hundred — marshalled in a

Buddhist temple where , by per

mission of the authorities, not

only were the Gospels distributed

to the soldiers, but it was speci

ally asked that an address should

be given. “ Take your own time , '

said the commanding officer ; ' we

shall be pleased to hear you . '

And for nearly half an hour the

men listened to an address from

Buchanan concerning the

object of the distribution and the

nature of the book that was being

distributed. His speech was de

livered in front of the Buddhist

altar , the high priest being pre
Wounded Russian soldiers

and japanese surses.

sent, in addition to the other

priests connected with the temple . This him every spare moment he had , while

is probably the only occasion on which he read aloud from the little book and

a Christian has been specially asked to explained it as best he could . On the eve

address a heathen audience in a Buddhist of a great battle this man had a special

temple in Japan . talk on the subject of Christianity with

“ On the whole it is too early as yet to his comrade , who related the story to us.

speak of definite results , butsome instances They both belonged to one of the artillery

have come to our knowledge which have divisions, and next day were working side

proved that the work has not been in vain . by side by one of the big guns, when they

Mr. Buchanan writes me : Since the sick were struck by a Russian shell , and one

and wounded have been brought back, we was killed instantly, while the other was

find them very glad to see us. There are severely wounded. Neither of them had

over six thousand men in the hospitals at known anything of Christianity before the

Zentsuji and the neighbouring town of Gospel came into their hands. The

Marugame . The head of one of the wounded man told us that he was so

THE RED CROSS IN JAPAN.
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How I gave away Gospels

MONUMENT ERECTED ON THE PARADE

GROUND, HIROSHIMA , IN MEMORY OF

THE SOLDIERS WHO FEIL IN THE WAR

BETWEEN CHINA AND JAPAN .

of the Methodist Church in Hiroshima.

The sailors received the books gratefully,

and undertook to read them . Some time

afterwards one of the officers wrote to the

minister on behalf of the men, thanking

him for the gifts, and asking that he would

" pray for them '—a significant request

coming from these non -Christians !

“ Do you meet with much opposition

from the Buddhist priests ? "

" No ; on the contrary, I have sold many

Gospels and Testaments to the priests

themselves, and , what is more, I have

often erected my stand and displayed my

books in the grounds of a temple and

under its very walls, and no objection has

ever been raised by the authorities. The

most famous temple in Japan is the

Kwannon temple in Tokio, which is

dedicated to the Goddess of Mercy . One

continuous stream of people passes in and

out of this temple all day long and all the

year round. At the gates of this temple

I have sold as many as 250 volumes in two

or three hours.

How do I sell the books ? I set

them out on a light table which I always

impressed by the manifest sincerity of carry with me, and obtain permission to

his friend that he himself was anxious fix my long signboard or placard—which

to know more of the way of Eternal Life. is something like a kakimono — to some

" On another occasion an officer,who had convenient lamp-post or pillar, and while

received a Testamentfrom us at Hiroshima, we are making these preliminary prepara

was so much impressed by

its teaching that he induced

several of his brother officers

to read it , and the book circu

lated among them . Ten of

those who read it were so

interested that they were

eager to obtain copies for

themselves if possible . Ac

cordingly , the officer wrote to

Hiroshimaand asked if ten ad

ditional copies could be sent

to them at the front. The let

ter was duly received, and the
Testaments were promptly

despatched . The sale price of

these Testaments amounted

to Is. , but the postage to

Manchuria was over 6s.

“ Another cheering inci

dent which came to my notice

was the result of some Testa

ments which were supplied

to some men in the Japanese

Navy by one of the ininisters A CORNER OF THE BARRACKS, HIROSHIMĄ ,

FE

-
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Among the Mikado's Troops

tions a crowd begins to gather. This is the initiative ; and they are like a fock

what we desire . Even in large towns the of sheep — they will invariably follow the

foreigner - especially if he beEnglish-is exampleof the first purchaser. If we sell

an object of interest, while in the inland a set of four Gospels at the outset, there is

towns where tourists seldom penetrate he immediately a brisk demand for similar sets .

is positively a curiosity . The audience But if ourfirst sale be a single Gospel ,

having assembled, I hold up a Bible and we stand little chance of selling many

begin by telling them that I have in my Testaments or sets of Gospels afterwards.

hand the most wonderful book in the “ The fact that education is universal

world—the book which is being read in is a powerful influence in favour of our

every land on the face of the globe , which work, since practically everybody can read .

has been translated into all the chief lan- Moreover, the Japanese are a highly intelli

guages of the world ,and ofwhich millions gent and ' inquiring' race ; but that very

more copies have been sold than of any quality makes them more cautious in em

other book in existence, I tell them that it bracing a new religion till they have

A VIEW OF HIROSHIMA , THE MILITARY HEADQUARTERS.

is published by an English Society which thoroughly investigated it for them

had it translated into Japanese, and that selves.

it has been purchased and read all over “ But we know that God's message ,

Japan. Next I call their attention to its scattered throughout the land, cannot fail

cheapness—770 pages in a Testament, to do its own work. Adequate statistics

which we sell for 1d ., and about 100 as to results will never be forthcoming.

pages in a Gospel , which is sold for a They belong to that realm in spiritual

farthing. I explain that it is the book of work that the Lord of the Kingdom never

the Christian religion , and that there is a intended to have tabulated. It is enough

set of four little books which it is advisable for us to know that at present Japan

to buy together. We always try to sell a stands before us with a wide-opendoor,

set of the Gospels if possible. perfectly willing to receive the books we

“ The only difficulty is to effect the first bring. How long that door will remain

sale. The people in a Japanese crowd or to us we cannot say . It is for us to

are shy and cautious, and prefer to follow seize this wonderful opportunity with no

some one else's example rather than take question as to immediate results,"
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Extracts from the Letters

of our Colporteurs

With the Soldiers

in Siberia

W
RITING at the end of January , Mr. “ At present there are passing through

W.Davidson , our Agentin Siberia, Cheljabinsk each day over five thousand

estimates that nearly forty thousand copies soldiers for the East . I am busy up to

of the Scriptures have been given away nine or ten o'clock every evening. I am

to Russian soldiers passing through Siberia frightfully tired , and very often half

since the war began. Our colporteurs frozen , being on the platform or in the

and depositaries testify that these little open air all day long. It is hard to refuse

messengers have been gratefully received , the scores of handsstretched out for the

and are very highly esteemed by their Gospels. All the recipients are very

recipients. Mr. Davidson quotes a letter grateful, and their * thanks' takes every

signed " Ensign Snegrieff," in charge of form of expression. How are we to

the Echelon No. 859 b ,” a company thank you ? ' they often ask, and I in

which numbers from five hundred and variably reply, ' By reading the Book.' ”

fifty to six hundred men . The Ensign On Christmas morning Michailoff

writes : “ The great and holy gift of writes : “ I am to give away the books

copies of the Four Gospels and Psalms to to-day as well . I know you will not

the number of 160 I have accepted . object to it . I want the soldiers to have

Herewith I offer to the Bible Society our the books in their hands on a day like

deep - felt gratitude for its solicitude in this. It is no sin to do good , even to

enlightening and supporting the morality work at this grand missionon Christmas

of the Russian soldier.” Day. I feel happy in doing it ; my soul

The bulk of the work of distribution sings for joy, and the peace is in my

has fallen upon our Depositary Michailoff, heart."

who is stationed at Cheljabinsk, the first
“ With this Book in my Pocket. "

important railway junction east of the

Urals, which is a most convenient point On New Year's eve Michailoff was

for this special task. We quote from again busy until late . After getting home

some of his latest letters : he wrote as follows : " The soldiers were

delighted with

the gifts. The

officer in charge

gave me a special

message to for

ward his sincere

thanks to the

good people at

the head of

good a Society

which thought

about the sol

diers ' spiritual

welfare. One

soldier said to

his comrade :

‘ Dost know what

my wish is ?

Well, if it is my

fate to be killed

in battle, I wish

to be killed

with this Book

in my pocket.' ”

SO

A SIBERIAN FISH -MARKET.
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With the Soldiers in Siberia

HOW OUR SIBERIAN COLPORTEURS

TRAVEL IN THE URALS.

" Why do the English trouble ? " English get the money for such a great

“ Last week we had several echelons work ? ' "Why do the English trouble to

pass through , each containing as many as give Russian soldiers the Scriptures ? ' ”

nine hundred men . I was allowed to go Michailoff is very willing to explain that

through the trains, and found that some our Society knows no difference in race

soldiers had copies of small single or religion : all are the children of one

Gospels, given them , it seems, by the Father.

Moscow branch of the Holy Synod . The

officer in command said that the numbers From a Voluntary Worker.

given were like drops in the ocean , so I Mr. Peter Makushin , who has been

distributed fifteen copies of our Four called “ the W.H. Smith of Siberia,” was

Gospels and Acts to each wagon, which the pioneer of bookselling right across

held about forty men . On receiving a the continent. Our depôt at Tomsk is

Book a soldier will generally take off his kept in his book-shop, and he has in

cap and cross himself, saying aloud : 0 many ways materially assisted the Society's

Lord, give to the kind people good work.

health . ' Sometimes an officer is surprised Writing to Mr. Davidson on Dec. 31st ,

to the inscription " British and Mr. Makushin says : “ I have only been

Foreign ' and asks : Where do the able to distribute the Scriptures you

see
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With the Soldiers in Siberia

a

as

sent me among the soldiers in two of the • We want the men to have Gospels."

Tomsk hospitals. The gift from an Depositary Etimoff writes on Dec. 29th :

unknown Society deeply touched the " To -day the head doctor over all the

wounded men , most of whom at once put military hospitals in the city of Omsk,

their copies under their pillows, so as to called at our depôt to know if it were

be at hand when they wished to read. possible to make
free grant of

Those who were unable to read gave Scriptures for the wounded soldiers.

their copies to the nurses, with the ' We have received all sorts of gifts,' he

request to read even a little out of the said , ' including books and pamphlets

* Holy Booklets ' ( they used the diminu- of a religious character, but not a copy of

tive , as the editions given were the the Gospels . We want the men to have

Psalms and the Four Gospels , both in Gospels ; they are much needed, more

16mo) . I made a speech and explained to especially since we have arranged for the

them the origin of the British and Foreign priest to pay a visit twice a week to each

Bible Society, its noble aim and object. hospital, in order to hold discourses about

The men listened with every token of keen theWord of God , to instruct and explain

attention. When I had finished, they the Scriptures so to cheer and

one and all requested meto pass on their strengthen the wounded soldiers. The

hearty thanks for the gift to them from doctor remained a long time in our depôt,

such a kind Society ' which refused to and I was struck with his thorough

distinguish the difference between thine knowledge of the history and aims of

and mine ' -in Russ meaning literally the Bible Society. He seemed a deeply

' ours and the foreigners.'” Mr. Makushin religious man and said before leaving :

adds : “ Thank God that the founders of • Not only I , but a great many more in

the Society made it so ." He gave away Russia, will ever be deeply grateful for

in these hospitals 465 copies. A post- the work carried on by your Bible Society.

script to his letter says : " We expect We recognize the immense labour and

another contingent of over a thousand outlay demanded in order to achieve the

wounded men shortly after the new grand mission which it is carrying on in

year. I will see to the distribution of the wide world, supplying the millions

the Scriptures myself, as the necessity with the Word of God. »

arises. " Etimoff was permitted to make a free

grant of Scrip

tures to the

wounded, and in

his next letter

writes : “ I have

just returned

from a visit to

the military hos

pital No.3,where

I gave away one

hundred copies

of the Scriptures.

My pen cannot

describe to you

what my eyes

saw, the feelings

that rushed

through me, or

the sincerity of

the thanks

offered to me as

the representa

tive of the British

and Foreign

STATION, LAKE BAIKAL, SIBERIA . Bible Society

A WINTER SCENE AT THE RAILWAY
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With the Soldiers in Siberia

The medical staff, the sisters, the personally, in order to convey to you ,

wounded all joined in a pæan of thanks- who must pass it on to your chief Coin

giving mittee, the news that your gift of six

hundred copies of the Scriptures has
An Address from the Doctor.

reached the Far East, His Excellency
" The head doctor accompanied me

having received that news to -day from
through each ward and addressed the

those in command of the Fourth Corps

groups of wounded soldiers as they re of the Siberian Cossack Division . The

ceived the copies. His words were to men composing this latter desire, through

the point and very pithily put . After their commander, and through His Ex

explaining to the men the aims and cellency, to thankthe British and Foreign

objects of our Society he addressed them
Bible Society many times over for the

somewhat as follows:
gift of the Scriptures. Moreover , I am

Brothers, remember that this is not commanded in the name of His Excel

a Russian Society ; the chief offices of lency, the General Governor, personally

the Society are in England, where there
to tender you his heartfelt thanks for so

are, as you now see, kind-hearted people good a gift.' ' I will endeavour to con
whose sole aim in life is to distribute the

vey the same to the best of my ability . '
Word of God to all . I wish you, my (Hence this long -winded description . ) ”

brethren , each and all of you who have

received such a gift , the Gospels, from
As Christmas Gifts.

this Society , to treasure it as sacred ; it Then he continued : “ “ You are doubt

is your bounden duty to do so. Within less aware that there exists here in Omsk

its pages lies man's chief end in this and a Ladies' Committee of the Red Cross

the future life . If you will read with Society ? ' I replied that I knew of the

true sympathy and feeling - and believe same. ' Well, Vera Jakovlevna, wife of

me when I say it, that those who read in the General Governor, is president of this

this spirit will feel their loads of infirmity Society, and as they are at present busy

grow lighter, their health better, yea, you making up small parcels for the soldiers

will be able to return to your homes in who will pass through Omsk on their way

good health , with the never -to -be-for East on Christmas morning ( i.e., the

gotten souvenir to remind you what the Russian Christmas), she thought your

British and Foreign Bible Society did for Society might participate by putting a
you when it gave you the priceless Word small copy of the Gospels or Psalms in

of God !' " each of the little bags. We have already

got a large number of these little bags
Official Appreciation.

ready.'” Efimoff was at once authorized

In the same letter Efimoff gives another by telegram to supply nine hundred copies

life - like picture : " I have just had a visit for this purpose as a gift from the Society .

from the General Governor's Adjutant, The General Governor thanked Efimoff

who entered thedepôt and then took off personally on delivering these books, and

his military mantle before addressing me. thanked the Bible Society for the good

I think you are the depositary ? ' ' Yes .' ' I work it was carrying on among the

am the Adjutant attached to His Excel- soldiers. “ I felt sure , ' he said to me,

lency, the General Governor, from the when discussing the question in our

Palace .' ' I am very much honoured ; meeting last night, that the Bible Society

please be seated. After sitting down he would at once come forward. My words,

said : ' I am sent to you by His Excellency you see, have come true.' ”

Who can understand his errors ?

" Set thine eyes on what thou art, endeavouring to

know thyself, which is the most difficult lesson in the

world ." -Don Quixote.
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A Visit to Our Binders

IN

Part II. By J. J. Brown

Late Publishing Superintendent of the Bible Society

N our inspection of the establishment them go to tropical climates, where

in Camberwell, where the Society's insects will eat almost anything. They

Bibles are bound, we have so far been found out that paste was an agreeable

concerned only with the books in their article of food , and we soon received loud

paper form . We now come to the next complaints of the way in which the books

stage—that of preparing and fixing the were being devoured . For some time we

covers, to which the technical name of tried the plan of mixing a little medicine

" Forwarding " is given . For strong with the paste in the shape of a strong

covers, straw or mill -boards have to be solution of carbolic acid ; this certainly

cut into shape, and on these the outside seemed to discourage the insects, but

texture, cloth , sheep , or morocco , is glued did not entirely do away with the evil.

or pasted . The little projecting ends of We have now given up paste for these

calico already mentioned in the sewing books, and use only glue, and I have

stage are here brought into play. not so far heard of this being consumed

Thousands of books are used in schools as food .

every year , many of them meeting with “ In hot climates, also , ordinary cloth

very rough treatment indeed, so it is most bindings , such as use in England ,

important that the covers should be of would quickly spoil . There is so much

strong material, not easily to be torn off. moisture there, and the natives so often

In some cases two boards are used, called handle the books with damp, perspiring

“ split,” and the calico ends are glued fingers, that the colours of the cloth , if

between the two pieces ; in others they unprotected , would soon ' run ' and be

are glued on to the surface and strong come dirty . So we use either varnished

paper is pasted over them . If you pick cloth , or Pegamoid, or Pluviusin , all of

up a school Bible at any time, you can
which have an outside covering protecting

easily see where these ends are fastened them from the effects of moisture.

inside the covers. " For the Arctic regions special arrange

“ We used to have a great deal of ments for binding have also to be made.

trouble with the pasting of some of the When the Four Gospels in Eskimo

books, ” explains our guide. " Many of printed in curious square hieroglyphic

we

BINDING BIBLES.

-
-

- -
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A Visit to Our Binders

WOMEN BINDERS AT WORK.

looking cha

racters , were

prepared , the

translator was

very anxious

that the books

should be bound

as strongly as

possible. In the

long winter

months of dark

ness, the people

are gathered in

their huts, the

walls of which

are often drip

ping with mois

ture from the

melting of the

snow and ice

around , and they

have only the

most roughly

manufactured

candles to read

by. Unlessmade

of very strong material , the covers of abound in the binding trade , and when

books soon rot and fall off there . By we hear of French , Persian, Alsatian,

the Rev. E. J. Peck's instructions, we Syrian or other morocco, we may be

therefore made the covers of extra strong assured that these are derived , not from

boards covered with Pegamoid, the backs the genuine goat , but from her humbler

were sewn with stout string, and the relative the sheep , or other animal,—an

covers were then firmly tied on with artificial grain being given to make it

string of the same quality. A steamer resemble the authentic article .

from Europe only reaches the part where A curious example of the way in which

Mr. Peck is working once a year, and a change in public taste may produce

sometimes two years elapse before he effects in widely sundered directions is
has news from England . ' connected with these sheepskins. The

In this cover -making department there price of the material has been steadily

is a very great variety of labour, from rising for several years past , and it is now

the cutting of the material into its proper not an easy matter to obtain it in sufficient

shape , to stamping on it by means of a quantities and of good quality. This, it

brass block thedesign it is to bear. The is said , arises from the very large demand

examination of the sheepskins (called that has sprung up for boots and shoes

“ Skivers " ) was especially interesting. of glacé kid , especially in America, and

The skin of a sheep can be split hori- buyers are everywhere buying up for this

zontally in two ; first the top layer, after purpose the sheepskins that at one time

the rough covering has been removed, were mainly used by bookbinders,

is separated for what is called “ sheep Of genuine morocco, Turkey morocco

or " roan ," then the lower, remaining is the best , but it is not largely sold ,
layer can be used for parchment or nor is it easily to be obtained . The

vellum . A superior sheepskin , stronger best hard-grained morocco that we use
and more durable than the other, named comes from Swiss goats. English people

Basil, comes from Persia, and much travelling in Switzerland might be sur

of this is used as a sort of imitation prised if they were told that from the
calf.

agile creatures they see on the mountain

Imitations, we are frankly informed , sides come the bindings of the Bibles and
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A Visit to Our Binders

van

Prayer- books that have their place in our A story , first circulated inany years ago,

homes and churches ! to the effect that the Society" sweated

When the books have been fastened the poor girls of London, grinding them

within their covers the “ Finishing down, so that cheap Bibles might be sent

stage is reached . The gilt lettering of to the heathen, although often exposed,

the title is then stamped by hand on their is still occasionally repeated in print.

backs, and, after the better -bound class Messrs. Watkins and Co. showed us their

of books have been placed in paper account books , containing the figures of

wrappers, they are piled up, ready to be the wages paid by them every week , and

sent out the next morning to Queen a glance at these conclusively proved how

Victoria Street . As a rule , two utterly untrue and absurd such a charge

loads , containing the result of the is. The girls work by piecework, i.e. ,

previous day's labour, cross Blackfriars they are paid so much money for so

Bridge every working day . much work ; the amounts therefore vary

"Do you often bind éditions de luxe considerably, but the average weekly

for Kings and Princes, or other notable wage, as shown by the books that we

people ? ” we inquired, as we left the examined, strikingly testified both to the

workroom . workers ' diligence and to their employers'

“ Yes ; on many occasions we have fairminded treatment. We noticed several

prepared for the Bible Society Bibles cases of girls , quick and industrious in

bound in very elaborate fashion — with folding work, earning more than £ i per

the best hand - tooled workmanship and week. The women and girls are nearly

rich and tasteful designs. Dark blue or all unmarried -- only in a few special cases,

scarlet is generally the favourite colour. as of a husband being a hopeless invalid ,

Bibles have been presented to all the are married women employed ; and their

members of the Royal Family on the remuneration , when we consider that

occasion of their marriage. We also most of them live at home with their

prepared one for the late Emperor parents, or if not at home, live two or

Frederick of Germany, and a German three together in lodgings, is a perfectly

and an English one for the present Ger- fair " living wage.” A proof that they
man Emperor. And when foreign poten- are not discontented with their lot is

tates, either from Europe or from the Far afforded by the fact that, when recently

East, visit England, we are nearly always invited to join a Trade Union of Female

called upon to prepare a Bible in their Bookbinders , they unanimously refused.

own language, bound as beautifully as Those who know anything of the wages

possible , for presentation to them .” These paid to female workers in other large

gifts may often serve an important part establishments in South London , know

in reminding the rulers of other lands of that the wages paid here are much larger

the Society's aims, and inclining them than those generally obtainable elsewhere.

to regard with favour its operations The Committee of the Bible Society have

within their own borders. from time to time carefully investigated

At times, we were told , there has been the matter, and are satisfied that the

great pressure of work , but the binders story of unfairness never had any founda

have always been able to meet it . An tion .

instance of this was given in the case In closing this article, may I offer a

of 174,000 Jubilee Penny Testaments practical suggestion ? I would ask my

bound in 1887, the greater part of them readers, whenever they have an oppor

being required within the space of a few tunity, to pay a visit for themselves to

weeks. Some indication of the scale on Messrs. Watkins and Co.'s factory. They

which things are done is afforded by the will be heartily welcomed there. The

fact that during 1903 Messrs. Watkins address is Cowan Street , Albany Road ,

and Co. used 476,000 sheets of gold for Camberwell, and it is easy of access from

gilding the leaves and titles ; the con- Ludgate Hill or Blackfriars Road. There

sumption of straw and grey boards for are many sights of London, but few that

the backs was 64 tons in weight; and can compare , in the pleasant and lasting

nearly 60,000 skins were used for the memories that afford, with a visit to

binding
our Bible Binders .
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On board the

Disarmed

Russian War

ships

TH
HE Bible Society has been

supplying Scriptures for

the crews of the Russian battle

ship Czarevitch and two torpedo

boats, which have been disarmed

in the harbour of Tsingtau, in

the Shantung Province , China,

where the ships and men are in

charge of the German Govern

ment. Similar distributions have

been carried out amongst the

crews of Russian warships at

Chefoo, Shanghai, and Hong.

kong. Writing from Tsingtau,

the Rev. C. J. Voskamp says : " I

went through the battleship Czare

vitch accompanied by my two

sons and theGerman naval chap

lain , Herr Weicker. We took

with us the New Testaments that

the Bible Society had so kindly RUSSIAN WARSHIP ASKOLD ," BADLY DAMAGED, IN DOCK

granted for the crews. We were AT SHANGHAI , AFTER ESCAPING THE JAPANESE FLEET.

most cordially received by the

officers and by the Russian priest on that I was touched . I gave him , in the

board . The latter spoke only Russian, name of the Bible Society, one of the

but showed such friendliness and kindness New Testaments, which he kissed . When

had

been translated

to him by one

of the German

speaking officers,

he expressed his

joy and his

thanks to the

Bible Society.

First the Ger

man -speaking

men amongst the

sailors were call

These

are from the

Baltic Provinces,

and Pro

testants. Herr

Weicker and I

said some words

to them , and told

them that these

books were sent
RUSSIAN WARSHIP “ CZAREVITCH " AT TSINGTAU ,

AFTER AN ENCOUNTER WITH THE JAPANESE FLEET.
them from

my words

ed up.

are

to
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On board the Disarmed Russian Warships

English friends . The priest and some of addressed some words to the sailors, one

the officers then went with us through the of the officers translating. When our work

whole battleship. The priest spoke some was finished, the priest begged his men

words to the men, and invited my two to thank us and the Bible Society. After

little boys to place a Russ New Testament wards, when going through the different

or a Gospel in the hands of the men, who sailors ' messes, we found most of them

in return , tried to kiss our hands. We reading the little books."

The Jubilee of the American

Arcot Mission

HILE Arcot suggestsuggests warlike

W
The Jubilee commemoration services

memories of Clive and Tippoo and meetings at Arcot lasted from January

Sahib , the mention of the Arcot Mission 6th to January 1oth . These truly notable

recalls at once the famous Scudder family, gatherings were attended by missionary

so honourably and inseparably bound up and other representatives from all parts of

with the mission from its foundation down India . Dr. Cobb, Dr. Hutton , and a lady

to the present time. delegate were present from America. On

Dr. John Scudder, the first missionary Saturday, hundreds of native Christians

of the A.B.C.F.M. in South India, began and Hindus joined their American and

work at Madras in 1819. He had eight English friends in according a hearty

sons, and he earnestly desired and prayed welcome to the visitors. On the Sunday

that they might all become missionaries . morning, communion services were held

His prayer was answered in the case of in English and in Tamil, and in the

seven , and the eighth died at college evening a powerful sermon was preached

while preparing to join his brothers. by Dr. Hutton on the work of the Holy

Several of them received a medical edu- Spirit in the conversion of the world . On

cation. They formed a noble band of Monday morning Dr.Wyckoff read an inter

Christian workers, and they are held in esting paper on the history of the mission .

high honour for their linguistic ability, The reception of delegates and the

their integrity of character and their delivery of their addresses in the after

singular devotion to the missionary enter- noon were followed by the laying of the

prise . Of these brothers , Dr. Jared foundation -stone of new College buildings ,

Scudder alone survives , and he has re- and a garden party at the residence of Mr.

cently gone to America in enfeebled R. C. C. Carr , the Collector of the district .

health . The celebration closed on Tuesday, after

Happily the family is still represented aseries of able papers by American and

in the mission by six able and devoted native members of the mission.

members of the third generation. One The Rev. S. W. Organe, the Secretary

of them , Dr. Lewis Scudder, has charge of our Madras Auxiliary, attended the
of the medical work at Arcot , and Jubilee celebrations as a delegate, bearing

another, Miss Ida Scudder, M.D., super- the fraternal greetings of the Madras

intends the Women's Hospital at Vellore. Committee. He emphasized the intimate

In fifty years the mission has grown from relations between the Arcot Mission and

small beginnings to great and noble suc- the Bible Society, and the invaluable help
cess. In evangelistic, medical , educa- given by its distinguished members, Dr.

tional, and industrial work it takes a high Jared Scudder and Dr. Chamberlain, in
place among kindred societies . the revision of the Telugu Bible .
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The Power of the Book

I. “ In Quest of True Religion

The Reish Presbyterian Mis
' HE Rev. A. R. Crawford , of

the

sion at Kirin , is one of the most

devoted of the Bible Society's

voluntary helpers in Manchuria.

He supervises Bible -selling over a

district larger than Ireland, where

railways are unknown, and the

Chinese cart - the " hansomn " of

Manchuria , and the ordinary

vehicle of travel - has been known

to take twelve hours to cover

three miles ; this included a four

hours' halt when the cart got

stuck, as so frequently happens,

in the deep mire of the roads.

“ Our native evangelists all

undertake colportage, in addition

to their other duties, though only

two of them are supported by the

Bible Society," Mr. Crawford

recently explained, when relating

some of his experiences at the
Bible House , “ There is always

such a demand for the books that

a consignment is often sold out a

few days after it reaches us . The THE FOUR HEADS OF FAMILIES IN They seni Liu the man

books are usually on sale at our KUAN KAI , WHO DECIDED TO SEEK with the open book, who

preaching-room ,and native Chris
eventually heard

FOR A TRUE RELIGION .
Gospel iri Kirin .

tians eagerly purchase them as

soon as they arrive. In the larger proportion of cases we make it one of the conditions of

Church membership that all

candidates who cannot read

shall immediately learn to do

so . This tests their sincerity,

and guarantees

their being able ultimately to

study God's Word for them

selves.

“ I must tell you one in

stance of the earnestness of

these people, and the spiritual

progress they will make, with

the Bible as their chief source

of instruction .

ago in Kuan Kai , a tiny , iso

lated hamlet , about sixty

miles from Kirin , there were

three families living who had

belonged to a Chinese reli

gious society ; but being al .

together dissatisfied with the

Buddhist teaching, they had

determined to try and dis

cover if there was no ' true

religion'to be found . These

moreover

Some years

AR

people, you must remember,
Photo by Rev. A. R. Crawford .

IN A SOSTICK had never heard of Christi

CALLED CHINESE ROAD. anity, but such was their soul

A BAD
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hunger that they decided that one of their

number should go out into the world on this

definite quest, the others undertaking to

provide for his family in the meanwhile.

" In the course of his wanderings he came
across our mission -hall in Kirin , and read over

the door the signboard , Jesus Preaching

room . He entered , and there heard the glad
tidings for which he had been seeking. After

some further instruction he returned to his

native village , carrying God's Word with

him , and taught his own people the new
doctrine.

“ About once in three months he would set

out on the sixty miles' tramp into Kirin for

further teaching, sometimes accompanied by

others of his village. The colporteur -evan

gelist went out to them occasionally, but they

had no teacher in the place.

“ Eventually they sent and asked if I would

visit their village in order to baptize them . To

mysurprise I found a gathering of Christians of

really an advanced type. The Bible-knowledge

of the people was astonishing, and their
prayers as they offered them-girls and women

praying as well as men - were remarkable for

their depth of spirituality and beauty of

language. Yet these were only peasant-folk.

“ I baptized thirty-five on that first visit , and

these may be said to be largely the outcome of

the Spirit of God working through His written
Word.

On a recent visit we took with us a number

of Bible pictures. The majority of the people

had never seen a picture before , yet directly

the roll was exhibited they could tell the Bible

stories — The Sower,' " The Good Samaritan , '

or whatever it might be - in most cases narrat

ing it in the actual words of Scripture.

" The Bible Society's AnnualReport for 1903

relates an incident which happened in this

very place, where I found a family still using

the Testamentand hymn -books which they had

buried when they fled to the mountains during

the Boxer outrages. The father enjoined on all

the children to note carefully the spot where

the books were buried , so that if their parents

were killed (as they feared was probable ) , the

children would have this only chance of main

taining their knowledge of the true God . It

was then believed by the people that the

missionaries were being expelled for ever from

China, and that the Scriptures would never

again be procurable .

' This work has now stood the test of nine

years."

II. A Burman and his New Testament

An interesting account of the work effected preachers of the Jesus Christ religion say to

by a Burmese New Testament is given in ihem . Then farther down I read, The Word

a recent volume, entitled Among the Bur- took the state of man and lived among us. '

mans,' by H. P. Cochrane. The Testament " And as I read on , I found that the Word

fell into the hands of a Buddhist, who has that was with God and was God , and created

himself related the circumstances of his all things, and becameflesh and lived on earth ,

conversion. was the same Lord Jesus Christ that I had

" I kept my New Testament in my jacket been reading about in Matthew , Mark , and

pocket wherever I went . When resting from Luke !

my work I would take out my Testament and “ I went home and told my wife that I had

read a little , slowly going on through Matthew , become a Christian, and that as the preacher

Mark,and Luke-but I understood nothing of said that all who enter the Jesus Christ religion

what I read. I read about the birth of Jesus must receive the dipping ceremony, I am

Christ , His teaching, His wonderful miracles ; going to get baptism .'

but who Christ was I did not know. " Were you not afraid your heathen neigh

" Then I came to John . In the first chapter bours would make trouble ? " I asked him .

I read, 'In the beginning was the Word, and “ What trouble could they make, teacher ?

the Word was with God , and the Word was Nearly all of them were in debt to me. But

God. Then a little farther down I read , “ That when I told my heathen wife, she was very

Word everything created ; and without a angry, and said , Very well; if you want to be

Divine creating was not so much as one thing .' baptized, be baptized, but I will not be a Jesus

Is that so ? I said . Did that Word make me , Christ wife. I never, never will live with

and not only me, but everybody and every- you .'

thing in all this great world ? " Finding that she did not relent , I said , “ Do

“ And then I read that He was the Light, not go away. All this trouble is not because

and the Light shines in the darkness , and the of your changing, but because ofmychanging.

darkness would not receive it . Why, I said , If anybody is to suffer , I must be the one to

that is just the way it is here. These people suffer . There are the eleven buffaloes , and

are in the dark, and will not believe what the the six rice - fields, and the house, and the

banana garden ; take everything, only let me
* Published by the Fleming H. Revell Co. , 21 , have the thirty rupees in the box, and I will

Paternoster Square, E.C. go away . I will go to Toungoo. If they will
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THE GARDENS OF EX-KING THEEBAW'S PALACE , MANDALAY . Photo by Rev. A. H. Bestall.

not baptize me there , I will go to Henzada.

If they will not baptize me there, I will go to
Bassein . If they will not baptize me there , I

will go to Maulmein .' I had taken the Jesus

Christ religion with my whole mind, and I

was determined to be baptized."

This was no idle boast . He meant just what

he said , and . like Paul, was ready to suffer the

loss of everything that he " might gain Christ,

and be found in Him ." His example, so unlike

his former self, soon softened his wife's heart,

and she now said , “ Never mind ; do as you

like . We will live together." Not long after

wards, she too became a Christian .

For Theological Students

URING the last few months the Bible Society has made free grants of Testa

ments in Hebrew or Greek, or both , for the use of theological students at

the following Colleges :

D

St. John's College and Queens ' College, College ; Regent's Park Baptist College ;

Cambridge ; Jesus College, Oxford ; Univer- Midland Baptist College at Nottingham ;

sity College , Durham ; University College , North Wales Baptist College at Bangor ;

Cardiff ; King's College, London ; Wycliffe Mansfield College , Oxford , New College,

Hall , Oxford ; St. Chad's Hall, Durham ; Hampstead ; Hackney College ; United Col

Salisbury, Wells, Cuddesdon , and Lichfield lege, Bradford ; Congregational Institute, Not

Colleges ; C.M.S. College , Islington ; C.M.S. tingham ; Memorial College, Brecon ; Lanca

College , Blackheath ; St. Augustine's College , shire College , Manchester ; Carmarthen Presby

Canterbury ; St. Boniface College, Warmin- terian College ; Richmond Wesleyan College ;

ster ; Bishop's Hostel, Liverpool ; Queen's Headingly Wesleyan College , Leeds ; Pastor's

College, Birmingham ; St. Mary's R.C. College, College,Newington Butts ; Primitive Methodist

Oscott ; Spanish and Portuguese Church Aid College, Manchester; Bala Independent College,

Society for students at Lisbon ; Bristol Baptist Bangor ; Calvinistic Methodist College, Bala.
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Here and There

A lover of the Bible in Derby has cele

brated the Centenary by sending to the Bible

House a parcel containing, sixty-five crown

pieces—one for each of his birthdays. These

coins have been collected during the last

fifteen years as they chanced to come into

his hands, and he dedicates them now to our

Centenary Fund , for “ the spread of the ever

lasting Gospel."

The second volume of the Historical Cata

logue of Printed Editions of the Scriptures, which

Messrs. T. H. Darlow and H. F. Moule are

compiling for the Bible Society, was originally

announced to appear in 1904, but owing to the

unusually complicated nature of the subject,

it cannot be expected until next autumn.

The first volume, comprising the English

section, appeared at the close of 1903. This

second volume, which will include over four

hundred different languages, has necessarily

involved an immense amount of labour in

verification , and will probably constitute the

most polyglot catalogue ever published.

A CENTENARY GIFT OF

SIXTY-FIVE CROWNS.

his own language." The report shows that

Centenary collections and donations in Nor

wich and Norfolk realized £3,382 16s . , besides

£659 125. paid direct to London .

Thanks to two energetic officials, Mr. J. W.

Probyn , President , and the Rev. T. Longstaff,

Secretary, our Forest of Dean Auxiliary does

model work among its scattered villages. It

comprises ten different Branches, one of

which, the Cinderford Branch , includes three

separate Associations. The Auxiliary sent up

last year 652 in Free Contributions, besides

£39 8s. for the Centenary Fund. These

amounts are made up almost entirely of small

gifts from a great many friends of the Society.

It is specially encouraging to note that in

this past Centenary year the Free Contribu

tions from the Forest of Dean showed an

increase of £3 .

The Committee have granted four thousand

Nyoro New Testaments and two thousand

copies of the Four Gospels and Acts in the

same language for the C.M.S. Mission in Toro,

the region which lies round the great snow

mountains west of Uganda. The books are

to be sent out as required to the Uganda Bible

Committee, and are supplied, as usual, on

missionary terms,” which means that they

will cost nothing to the Mission .

The report of the special Centenary effort The Canadian Auxiliaries are making sub

of the Norfolk and Norwich Auxiliary contains stantial progress in carrying out the important

the following preface, signed by Archdeacon scheme of reorganization and federation
Pelham : “ In sending out this report, the agreed on at their conference in Toronto last

note that should sound loudest is the note of autumn .

thanksgiving The Secretaries were so keen :

the introductory letter of the Bishop was so

helpful : the attitude of the Christian Churches The Quebec Anniversary on January uth

was so encouraging : the donations were so was one of the most successful held for many

generous : the meetings were so interesting : years. Mr. T. H. Oliver , K.C. , the President,

the house -to -house collectors were so indus- occupied the chair, and special music was
trious — that we cannot do otherwise than look rendered by a united choir. An encouraging

up , and acknowledge gratefully and humbly report waspresented by the Secretary , the

that the good hand of our God was upon us. Rev. E. J.Stobo,and the Rev. E. P. H. King,
We trust the Centenary year of the Bible the Rev. W. C. Clark , the Rev. L. R. Dutaud,

Society will be in Norfolk , and throughout the Rev. W.H. Sparling, Mr. Robert Stanley,

England , the beginning of a new love and Mr. R. E. Lindsay and Mr. W. H. Wiggs

reverence for the Word of God, and a new addressed the meeting. It was resolved that

desire that every child of man on the face of the Quebec Bible Society should enter the new

God's earth may possess some portion of it in Federation of CanadianAuxiliaries.
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Archbishop Bond, the Primate of Canada,

presided at the anniversary of the Montreal

Auxiliary held on January 26th in St. Andrew's

Church , whose minister, the Rev. Dr. Edgar

Hill, took part in the meeting, and whose

congregation has contributed nearly a third

of the splendid Centenary gift of $ 10,000 sent

by the Auxiliary, in addition to £ 500 Free
Contribution last year. Bishop Carmichael ,

Professor Tory, the Rev. Dr. Gordon , and

Mr. James Ross also addressed the large and

enthusiastic audience.

cease at the end of 1905, and that our Com

mittee thought that many friends would begin

to pay for their magazines at once. Our

magazine secretary also makes a point of

attending every Bible meeting or Missionary

meeting held within the area of the Auxiliary,

taking with him specimen copies of our maga

zines with a view to booking new subscribers.

By the middle of February he had secured

eighty-two annual subscribers for The Bible

IN THE World and thirty - five subscribers for

Gleanings, besides selling twenty or thirty

copies at different meetings. We are greatly

encouraged by this result — as a beginning.

Every one who sees it is delighted with The

BIBLE IN THE WORLD."
“ In our Auxiliary it had been the custom to

give away a copy of the Reporter to each sub

scriber, and our gratuitous circulation was

about three hundred copies monthly. The

first thing we did last November when we

received the circular about the Society's new

magazine, was to appoint an energetic and

business -like magazine secretary, through

whom all arrangements are made. Before

the end of December he had prepared and

printed two circulars, one marked A and the

other B. Circular A was sent out to local

non-subscribers, whom we nevertheless be

lieved to be interested , enclosing a specimen

copy of The Bible In The World for Janu

ary,and offering to deliver it monthly at their

homes for a shilling a year. Circular B , which

was enclosed with each January magazine

given away to subscribers, stated that in our

Auxiliary this gratuitous circulation would

Early in January the Rev. T. S. Wynkoop,

the Secretary of the North India Auxiliary,

attended the annual meeting of the North

India Conference of the American Methodist

Episcopal Church held at Lucknow. This is

the largest mission at work in the United

Provinces, and always responds to the Bible

Society's appeal with genuine enthusiasm .

The Conference passed a unanimous resolu

tion adopting the first Sunday in March as an

annual Bible Sunday, with special services

and collections for the British and Foreign

Bible Society. The presiding Bishop declared

that “ The Bible Society is an essential part

in the work of this and every successful

mission ."

THE THREE SISTERS

IN THE ROCKIES.

Photo by the Rev. y. H. Ritson .
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Personalia

Dr. Griffith John , the distinguished Welsh

missionary , who was born in 1831 , went out

under the L.M.S. in 1855 to China, where he

has now completed fifty years of service .

When Hankow, with other ports, was opened

in 1861 Dr. John began pioneer mission work

in that city , where he still resides.
Our

warmest jubilee congratulations go out to this

venerable missionary, who has also done

eminent translation work . In 1901 he accepted

the post of Vice- President of the Bible Society.

Dr. John writes : “ I am very glad to see that

you are proposing to issue a new magazine.

I am very busy but I will try to send you

something for THE BIBLE IN THE WORLD

before the close of the year 1905."

REV. WALTER WALL.

Photo by Whitlock, Birmingham .We announced last month the acceptance

by the Rev. H. C. Moor of the incumbency

of St. Saviour's, Birmingham . To succeed

him as District Secretary in the Midlands, the

Committee have appointed the Rev. Walter

Wall, formerly minister of the Baptist Church ,

Bradninch , Devon, who has done successful
work as Mr. Moor's assistant since the summer

greater part of a week ; and in addition

entered most cordially into Mr. Buscarlet's

plans to further the Society's interests on the
Lake of Geneva. The deepest sympathy is

felt with Mr. Buscarlet in his great bereave

ment, not only by the members of the

Committee and officers of the Society, but

by whole troops of visitors to Switzerland.

of 1903

The Upper Canada Bible Society has lost

one of its valued Vice- Presidents by the death

of the Rev. Principal Caven, D.D., LL.D., a

devoted and powerful advocate of its work .

The death of the late Mr. John Young, who

was its Depositary at Toronto for overthirty

years, has also removed a beloved and highly

esteemed official, the measure of whose service

was beyond ordinary estimate.

The Jersey Auxiliary has sustained a heavy

loss by the death of Colonel P. D. Marett,

R.A. , who had served as one of its officials for

nearly thirty -two years. He filled the office of
Treasurer for twenty- six years, and afterwards

for six years held the post of Vice -President.

The Society had a very warm place in his

heart, and he was ready at all times to do his

utmost to further its world-wide work.

From a letter received in February : “ As

one of those who shared the hospitality of
We rejoice to learn that the Rev. A. A.

your Committee on the recent visit of the
Cooper has so greatly improved in health as

Young Christians' Missionary Union to the
to return to Egypt , where he will reside at

Cairo instead of Alexandria.
Bible House, I wish to markmy appreciation

of the noble work the Society is doing. I

enclose , therefore , a postal order for 3s. 6d .

This amount represents the difference in the The Bible Society has no warmer advocates

price of a second -class and a third -class season than experienced missionaries. The Rev. J.

ticket between the stations ' am accustomed Richardson, after serving for thirty-five years

to use. I mention this, as I believe the same with the L.M.S. in Madagascar, has recently

could be done by others if only it were brought settled in East London, Cape Colony, where,

to their notice." mainly through his exertions, local interest

has been re -kindled, and over £50 contributed

to the Centenary Fund .

By the death of Mrs. Buscarlet, wife of the

Rev. A. F. Buscarlet . of Lausanne, the Bible

Society loses a most valued friend . Her home The death on December 29th , at a ripe age,

at Pratolino was ever open to representatives of Mr. Vincent A. De Cunha removes a true

of this Society. Annually, almost without friend and faithful servant of the Society, who

exception , for many years past, she welcomed was for thirty-nine years Assistant Secretary

the Society's Deputation as her guest for the of the Bombay Auxiliary.
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HE WELL IS DEEP

weWhen nature unfolds the meaning of the great

first begin to classic writers , so our moral and spiritual

read the Bible, experience opens up to us the meaning
we are mov- and power of Scripture . When we read

ing about ir. the Bible at first, it seems only an ancient

worlds book, picturesque , it may be , and sublime,
uot rea but without much vital application .

lized . Perhaps, like Narcissus, we gaze at our

Andwe own face reflected on the surface of the

fared in the same water. But when we have lived longer

fashion when we and suffered awhile and undergone the

had to read the temptations and perplexities and bereave

old Greek and ments of which the Bible speaks, when

Latin authors, as we have been under the cloud and passed

boys at school. through the sea, then these very trials

We could not teach us to discern in Scripture depths

possibly perceive which we never saw before .

how much the In one sense, indeed, the Bible is the

classics contained . simplest of books, because it deals with

It is only in after elemental things like birth and death and

years, when a lad hunger and labour and love and pain and

has grown older parting, which go on in every village

and gained some every day. Such things seem common

experience and place , but they are the stuff out of which

learned what life human life is fashioned : and the aged

means and felt come back to brood over them and to feel

for himself what that in these things lie the real problems

Virgil calls " the after all . But the Bible is most profound ,

sense of tears in because it deals with the deep original

mortal things "- wound in human nature. It goes down

it is only then below the roots of man's misery and
that lines and pages learned by rote come degradation and remorse . It reveals the

back to him and pierce him with their abysses of mercy and judgment in which

sad reality. They speak the universal the foundations of man's redemption are

experience of mankind with a voice like laid. "Deep calleth unto deep ” in the

the voice of Nature herself ; they reveal Book of God. Its friends are exultations

the secret of that undying charm which and agonies, and those impassioned hours
modern literature can never rival . And which interpret to us the passion of the

just as experience of life and human Gospel. The sciolists who declare that

1 .
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the well is shallow are refuted by the redemption , what manner of person ought

common testimony of the men who have we to be ? There is no other basis for

drawn deepest from that unfathomable, ethics in the New Testament. The golden

inexhaustible fountain . No one else can precepts of conduct given there depend

claim to be a true expert in Holy Scripture. upon heavenly sanctions and succours ;

If the saints shall judge the world, then they are the rules for a redeemed life
surely it is the saints, and not the critics, which is surrendered to the will of God .

who shall judge the Bible . And this book And so throughout the Bible , its doctrines
is compassed about with a great cloud of and commands and promises open up

witnesses who cry with Augustine, Mira vistas into the infinite . Its mystery is

profunditas, mi Deus , inira profunditas. “ the darkness of the pure, unsearchable

Some one has said that everywhere in sea. "

the Bible, if we dig deep enough , we find We are familiar with the common

“ Do right ” at the bottom . Yet while this phrases by which people label different

is true , it is far from being the total truth . schools of Christian thought and various

For if we dig deeper still, we find each types of religious character. We hear

exhortation to right conduct based on the continually of the High Church and the

rock of the righteousness of God. While Low Church and the Broad Church. Mr.

St. Paul lays down in detail the plain R. H. Hutton wrote a memorable essay
practical duties of daily life , he constantly upon what he called the Hard Church .

grounds these duties on supernatural facts Now there is one type of experience

and enforces them by transcendent which ought to characterize Christians

inotives. For instance , in the Epistle to whose spiritual life is fed from the well

the Romans, when he had ended his spring of Holy Scripture . We may name

mighty argument concerning the sovereign it the Deep Church, because the hearts of

grace of God and uttered a doxology at its its disciples are enlarged to apprehend

climax , the Apostle begins to draw the the deep things of God. Those who muse

cords of Divine love closer round the con- and ponder over the profoundest thoughts

science of the individual man . “ I beseech of the Bible become more and more truly

you, therefore, brethren "—at the back of DeepDeep Churchmen, as they are made

that word therefore lies the whole weight partakers of the Divine nature and filled

of Christian theology. Considering the with the fulness of the Divine life .

wonder and glory of our election and T. H. D.

About Ourselves

During last year the Society sold more than a million copies of the Scriptures in China.

The actual circulation was 1,086,000, of May 3rd, when China will be represented

which about 35,000 were free grants , by Dr. Timothy Richard, who beyond

mainly to Chinese students. This wonder- any other European missionary has won

ful result far outstrips all previous records, the confidence of Chinese rulers. For

and forms a striking commentary on the the first time in the Society's history a

optimism of Dr. Griffith John, who, as he Chinese Christian scholar will speak at

completes his fiftieth year of missionary its Anniversary. Mr. Cheng Ching- Yi is

service in China, has written as follows : now engaged as assistant reviser of the

“ I never felt more sure of ultimate tri- Union version of the Mandarin Bible ,

umph than I do now. It is wonderful From his experience as Metropolitan of

how the country has been thrown open to India, Bishop Welldon can pronounce

Christian work of every kind. Every with high authority on the mission of the

door is open , and the hearts of the people Bible in that immense Empire, and now

are prepared to receive the message as that revival, as we thankfully confess, is

they never were before." in the air, it is specially fitting that our

platform should include an evangelist like

" Gipsy " Smith . The chair will be taken,

With all the keener interest we look as usual , by our popular and devoted

forward to Exeter Hall meeting on President .
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We rejoice to announce that the special the front . Our Agent, Mr. F. Parrott,

efforts to complete our Centenary Fund sends a forcible appealfor the expansion

have already borne fruit. In response to of the Society's work in Japan , whose

a private appeal issued by the Committee needs, he maintains, are greater than
among various influential friends, five those of any European country. The

sums of one thousand guineas each have Japanese, especially students, willingly

been subscribed , besides an anonymous buy the Bible. “ Eager eyes are turning

gift of £ 3,000, and many smaller amounts. to England to-day , and no less eager may

As a result the payments and promises to we be to give the Japanese of our best .

the Fund already exceed £ 230,000. We Sixty conversions which have taken place

hope very confidently that the outstand- in the military hospital at Kokura, have in

ing balance will be raised before mid- no small measure been the outcome of

summer. study of the books generously and oppor

tunely provided by our Society . Never in

the history of Japan has there been a

The Society's extraordinary circulation season more timely for reaching all classes

in China corresponds with the returns with the Bible. Among the thousands of

received from most of its other Foreign soldiers now returning to their homes

Agencies. Record circulations are an- crippled and wounded,manyhave received

nounced in the Russian Empire, in Central comfort in pain by the Gospel message.

Europe, in nearly every Indian Auxiliary, Many more have read the books for them

and in Burma. selves and are passing them on to their

comrades, while not a few have accepted

Christ. ... No one can estimate the

The two British Bible Societies in South influence which Japan is destined at no

Japan sold during 1904 altogether 102,896 distant day to exert in Korea, China,

copies of the Scriptures, besides giving and the islands of the Far East. Let us

away 233,000-mainly Testaments and see to it that this influence is moulded by

Gospels—to Japanese soldiers going to the Gospel.”

TYNYDDOL , THE RUINS OF THE

BIRTHPLACE OF MARY JONES.

From a copyright photo by

R. Morgans, Abergynolwyn .
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Bible-Selling in the Clouds

M

)

R. A. R. STARK , our Agent for the levelled to the ground by an earthquake in

Republics of the Andes, has under. 1868, nestles at the foot of Mount Misti , a

taken a long journey in someof the loftiest huge extinct volcano crowned with snow.

regions of Peru. He writes , November 7th : " Arequipa is the city of the Sacred

“In Pasco I spent a week with Colporteur Heart , ' and for centuries has been domi

Muñoz . Houses and markets , offices and nated by Romanism in its most super

streets were all visited , and the good seed stitious form . In spite of the hostility of

of the Kingdom sown in many homes and priests and monks, Colporteur Ramon

hearts. In the market-place in the morn- Espinoza has done good work. One

ing crowds gathered round us, and Testa- morning he and I sold two hundred copies

ment in hand we took turns in explaining of the Scriptures in the market plaza ."

and selling the Old , old Story . ' During One of the municipal officers tried to im

the week we disposed of some two hundred pose on Mr. Stark and his helper a tax of

Gospels, eighty Testaments, and several • £2 nos. But they at once appealed to the

Bibles. I continued my journey to Are- Mayor of Arequipa, who soon satisfied him

quipa over the mountain railway, which self that their work was moral and philan

adds the sensational to the extraordinary, thropic rather than commercial, and conse

as it rapidly climbs steep gradients, quently would not allow the tax to be levied .

and runs along

the edge of tre

mendous cliffs

and precipices.

Half-way to Are

quipa we crossed

twenty-five miles

of desert , with

crescent mounds

of white sand

making a daz

zling mirage. Be

yond it we came

on a vast range of

vision , presenting

a thousand views

of mountain con

trasts.

“ Here in Are

quipa, where I

arrived few

days ago, I am

still suffering

from arroche , a

kind of mountain

in al - de - iner ,

brought on by

the rarefied air

of these great al

titudes. Beauti

ful for situation

is this city with

its cloudless

skies, sierra ver

dure , and

rounding snow

peaks . The

a

sur

This city is the highest in theworld, being

city , which was

niearly three miles above the sca -level.

OF CERRO DE PASCO, IN THE ANDES.

BIBLE -SELLING AMONG THE SNOWS
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on

Roman Catholic and

Protestant Missions

Tan
"WO notable articles Protes- Missions than France for Roman Catholic

tant Foreign Missions appeared last Missions .

summer in Le Correspondant, which is the Turning, however, to the number of

leading French Review representing the missionaries in the field, he gives the

mind of the Roman Catholic Church . As following figures. Protestant Missions,

they failed to attract notice in this superior as they are in wealth , are

country, it will be profitable to draw distinctly inferior in the number of

attention to the facts and conclusions workers abroad . Protestant statistics

which they contain . The author, J. B. show that they maintain in the foreign

Piolet, has laboured himself as a Roman field 6,027 ordained missionaries, 3,478

Catholic missionary in Madagascar, and laymen, 4,262 married women , 3,496 un

is also the author of an important work, married women , 489 medical missionaries,

Les inissions catholiques françaises au XIX . besides 222 lady doctors - a total of about

siècle (6 vols. 8vo , A. Colin, Paris, 1900- 18,000. In addition to these, Protestant

1902) . Missions possess 78,350 native clergy,

Perhaps the most striking feature in teachers, Biblewomen ,&c.

M. Piolet's articles is the extraordinary Roman Catholic Missions, on the other

andaccurate knowledge which heshows hand, have in the foreign field 6,126

of Protestant Foreign Missions. He tells priests, besides 5,000 men and at least

us that he himself visited the head- 15,000 women belonging to one or other

quarters of our chief missionary societies of the monastic or missionary orders; that

in London, and he shows himself also is to say , altogether 26,000 workers in the

intimately at home in their history , and foreign field . In addition to these M.

has spared no pains to obtain a thorough Piolet estimates they have from 5,000 to

mastery of their operations and statistics 6,000 native priests, monks and nuns,

in all parts of the world . It goes without besides a number of native helpers very

saying that M. Piolet inevitably finds a difficult to estimate, but amounting to

good deal to criticize and often to censure certainly over 52,000. In comparing

in what he describes. Nevertheless we these totals M. Piolet pays a warm

heartily acknowledge that he has risen tribute to the value of medical mission

above vulgar ecclesiastical prejudice, and aries, and deplores that in his own

has tried to treat his subject in a broad Church this admirable institution hardly

and sympathetic spirit, and to do justice, exists .

as true Christians should , to the achieve- In a careful summary of statistics, M.

ments of Christ's evangelists who are Piolet tells us that Protestant Missions

outside his own communion. maintain 20,458 colleges and schools,

M. Piolet is struck , not only with the which instruct 1,150,000 pupils. He

number of separate Protestant Missionary believes that these results, at least as far

Societies — there are 558 as compared with as the number of pupils is concerned,

about 200 Roman Catholic Missionary are about equal to those obtained by

Societies ; he is still more impressed with Roman Catholic Missions .

the wealtî of the former as compared In endeavouring to estimate the number
with the latter. The total annual income of converts, M. Piolet deals with the

of Protestant Missionary Societies he " return of adherents," which , according

estimates at over 108,000,000 francs- to Dennis, in 1899 were 4,523,000 ,

more than £ 4,000,000 — eight or nine according to Harlan P. Beach in 1900,
times as much as the total income of 3,613,000, and according to the Missionary

Roman Catholic Missions. M. Piolet Almanac published by the American

comments with some severity on the Board in 1901 were 4,654,000. The

comparatively slender missionary con- serious discrepancy between these returns
tributions furnished by members of his leads him to conclude that “ adherent ”

own Church , pointing to the fact that is a much vaguer and a less satisfactory
Scotland aloneraises more for Protestant title than catechumen . He therefore falls
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Roman Catholic and Protestant Missions

a

back upon the statistics of native com- consideration . One obvious question

municants, which , according to the same forces itself upon us : what is a convert ?

three authorities, given in the same order, and how far does the average baptized

amount to 1,532,000 ; 1,317,000 ; and member of a Roman Catholic Mission

1,446,000. M. Piolet adds to this total compare spiritually with the average com

of communicants 25 per cent. to include municant member of a Protestant Mission ?

baptized children too young to be already In this place we will say nothing about

admitted to communion. He thus obtains the subsidiary question as to how far

a total of 2,000,000 native Christian Roman Missions intruding into fields like

converts by Protestant Foreign Missions. Madagascar and Uganda have reaped at

This he considers modest result , least multitudes of nominal converts as

especially if we compare it with results a result of what Protestant missionaries

obtained at a comparatively fractional had sown.

cost by Roman Catholic Missions. These M. Piolet concludes by wishing that

latter return a total of 4,765,000 baptized the Missions of his own Church would

converts, excluding catechumens. imitate Protestants by issuing full reports,

The apparent difference is sufficiently balance sheets, and missionary literature ;

striking, and M. Piolet goes on to deduce and that the French Government would

some morals on his own account-such as allow Missionary Societies in France the

the confused and conflicting theology, same rights to hold and inherit property

methods, and organization of Protestant which are enjoyed by similar Societies

Missions ; and the disadvantage , both in in England. We cannot refrain from

expense and devotion, of married mission expressing our gratitude to him for his

aries. It will occur to some of his articles, which deserve to be studied

readers, however , that if a numerical and pondered by all who are concerned

comparison of converts must be made, in the extension of God's Kingdom among

there are other factors to be taken into men .

NOTE . — The total number of Roman foreign missionaries, given by M. Piolet as 26,000,

stands in startling contrast with the statement of the Rev. R. Eubank in The East and

The West for January, 1905 : " At least 15,000 priests and monks, 5,000 teaching

brothers, and 45,000 sistersarein the inissionfield, notto speak of native workers” (p . 54 ).
In The East and The West for April, Mr. Eugene Stock declares that we are still

without trustworthy statistics of Roman missions in non -Christian lands” (p . 363) .

Memoranda

The first meeting of the General Board Sermon will bepreached in Westminster

of the new Canadian Bible Society, which Chapel by the Rev. G. Campbell Morgan,

is a union of our Auxiliaries from New- D.D., on May 17th , at 8 p.m. The Synod

foundland to Vancouver, was held on of the English Presbyterian Church has

April 26th , at the Bible House, Toronto, arranged for the Annual Sermon on behalf

when Mr. Michael A. Morrison, of Berlin, of the Society in Crouch Hill Church , on

our Agent for Central Europe, attended as Sunday, June 18th , at ii a.m .; preacher,

a representative of the Parent Society. the Rev. J. B. Meharry, D.D.

The Anniversary Sermon in St. Paul's The Society's new price list of its Bibles

Cathedral on Tuesday, May 2nd , at and Testaments in English and Welsh is

4 p.m., will be preached by the Bishop now ready . This contains a description

of Southampton. The Annual Sermon of 390 different English editions and 78

arranged by the Primitive Methodist Welsh editions , published at all prices ,

Conference was preached on April 11th , from £d . to 62. The public do not

in Caledonian Road Church , by the Rev. generally realize that the Society issues

Robert Harrison . The Annual Sermon in editions in fine type and binding , suit

City Road Chapel, arranged by the able for gifts . Our friends should ask

Wesleyan Methodist Conference, was their bookseller to show them a copy of

preached by the Rev. W. T. Davidson , the new price list , in order that they may
D.D. , on April 12th . An Anniversary be able to make a selection ,
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More News from Siberia

as

A SIBERIAN

COLPORTEUR .

HE Countess bags. Her admirable philanthropic work

Narishkine, a is known all over Russia, and the books

noble Russian lady , will certainly be made good use of .

with influence in high
的

places, as well

knowledge and ex
At Cheljabinsk , Colporteur Michailoff is

perience gained dur
still carrying on free distribution among

ing the Russo - Turkish
the Russian soldiers going East. Here

war, has been living, are some pictures of his work : “ It was
since the spring of about noon when I reached the military

1904, at Cheljabinsk, platform . The soldiers at once surrounded
the first great junction

me with every sign of pleasure when they
on the Siberian Rail

saw my knapsack. I gave away 150
way east of the Urals .

Psalters and Gospels. The throng round

Here she has been
me became so dense that I was forced to

able to organize a stop, as I had not even elbow room .

thoroughly practical
* Brothers, ' I said , ' I have distributed 150

system ofhelping sick copies among you, and still many of you

and wounded Russian have not received a book. Can it be that

soldiers as they return
some are taking two copies instead of

from the front. Up one ? ! We are. We are all orthodox ,' they

to the end of last
answered rather angrily ; 'why should we

February nearly nine
deceive you for the Gospels ?

teen thousand of these had benefitted
" After this I began again , and gave

by her care. In the autumn of 1904 she
away 150 copies more. I next visited the

founded a soldiers' home, the Siberian
barracks, where a accident nearly took

Railway Company granting her the use
place in the soldiers' dining-room . I had

of a large building, including light and
placed myself between two large tables ;

fuel, in which the soldiers are cared for.
the men , however, were so anxious to

Mr. Davidson, who recently paid a visit
receive my books that many of them

to this building, reports that it contains jumped up on to the tables in order to get
two large dining-rooms, with capital

near me. One of the tables collapsed,

kitchen, lavatories , and dormitories. The and the other began to sway in a very

food is of the best quality , and the insti threatening fashion with a broken leg.
tution appears exactly to meet the need

Thanks, however, to the soldiers behind I
for which it was founded . The Countess

was saved from any serious injury, and
is so well known that gifts for her work escaped with a few slight bruises. At the
flow in from all parts of Russia, even from Cheljabinsk military hospitalthe Sisters of

people who have never seen her. In this
Mercy were very grateful for the New

home invalid and wounded soldiers who
Testaments, as the sick and wounded men

have just been able to travel across
have little to read . One or two of the

Siberia, find a resting place beforethey patients had already asked for a copy of

start on their further long journey west- the Gospels.

ward to their homes .
“ It seems that before the Society's gift

The Countess has accepted from our the hospital was absolutely destitute of the

Society a number of Russian Testaments
Scriptures. ”

in good readable type for the use of the

soldiers in this home. She also provides

the soldiers with little bags containing Colporteur Petrenko has been busy at

envelopes, writing -paper, pencils , &c. , all the Omsk railway station. He writes on

of which are given away gratis. Seven February 5th : " When the train from

hundred Russian Gospels or Psalters have Russia came in , with troops going to the

also been presented to the Countess that front, the soldiers quickly crowded round

she may place a copy in each of these little me, anxious to know what books I was
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More News from Siberia

selling. I explained that I had only the serving in the transport battalion of the

Scriptures in different languages. When 8th division of the Russian troops in Man

they heard this many of them went off, churia . He writes as follows from Mukden

but a few remained, saying, “ The Scrip- early in the year : " I can truthfully say

tures are more important than any other that I have right often met with copies of

books , ' and began to select editions to suit the Scriptures which had been given to

their pockets or their eyes . One soldier the soldiers on their way to the East . My

chose a large -type edition , and his comrade brother soldiers treasure the precious gift

asked : 'Why buy so dear a copy ? You of the Word of God.

will be killed all the same ? ' The answer " Not long ago I chanced to be in one

was excellent : Well, of course , it is of the barracks where there was a soldier

what you call cear, only not in the sense sick , and I soon found out that the Gospels

you mean . It is a guide and text-book were his chief comfort . Going up to him

for us soldiers everywhere, to fight not only I asked, ' My brother ( this word is invari

the Japanese , but the enemy of souls, who ably used among Russian soldiers, whose

is very near at hand . Such a conflict is officers, as a rule , address their men as

called the Spiritual War, andas believers brothers), did any one make you a present
in Christ wemust be His soldiers . Then of that little book you are reading ?' ' Yes,

he turned and said to me : ' I have a big you are correct,' he replied ; ' a colporteur

Bible at home, too bulky to carry about. belonging to the British andForeign Bible

Give me that small rouble Testament.'” Society at Cheljabinsk station gave it to

Another letter from Omsk says : On me as I was on my way here. I thank

Saturday a train from the front passed him again and again for the little book. '

through westward filled with wounded "Where have you comefrom recently, and

soldiers. I noticed that many of them had where did you get ill ? ' I asked . “ From

copies of the Society's edition of the Four Liaoyang. It is two months now since I
Gospels, and some of the Psalters which have been out of doors, ' he answered ,

are given away at Cheljabinsk. * and you know the only comfort I have

got is this little book . When I read the

pages of the Gospels I am soothed , and

Nicolai Konopleff, who was formerly i fancy that I am in my own home once

one of our colporteurs in Siberia, is now more. '

66

TARANTASS - RUSSIAN TRAVELLING CARRIAGE . Photo by Scherer, Navholz & Co., Moscow .
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Selling Gospels for Barley,

Chickens, and Butter

Among the

Moors

THI

me a

HE Gharb is a large

province in the heart

of Northern Morocco. A

recent journey of our Sub

agent, Mr. H. Dermer, in

that region , extended over

twenty - five days, during

which time he was in no

little personal danger. The

following incidents are

given as nearly as possible

in his own words :

This expedition brought

me into unexpected peril

and trouble , and it seemed

so impossible to go on that

I was often on the point of

returning to El Kasar.

When thus depressed the

Lord touched my heart ,

and whispered, " Whom

shall I send, and who will TRAVELLING IN MOROCCO. Photo by Dr. Rudduck.

go for us ? ” This encou

raged me to venture forward for Christ's night , and insisted that I should put my
sake. The beginning of my journey mules into one of their hut-enclosures for

took through district where safety. The night passed without incident,

two tribes were fighting. Every day I and in the morning, while breakfasting

heard of the terrible atrocities they com- with a number of them , I had further

mitted on one another, and during the opportunity to tell them of God's love in

nights we were kept awake by frequent Jesus Christ. I sold three volumes — one

visits of armed horsemen, who hoped to was a new Testament, which I exchanged

plunder the villages and kidnap the women with one of these villagers for a feed of

and children . Later on I was at work barley.

among two other clans, who had “ powder
Dangerous Work .

between them .” Indeed, it seemed that
At Sook-el-Arba I took up a position in

the Gharb was infested with packs of
the heart of the market, where I pitched

robbers. The poor people have no re

dress, and they are firmly persuaded that
my tent and displayed my books. Several

their Kaids, or governors, are in league
were sold , including two copies of St. Luke

with the leaders of these gangs of lawless
in Magrebi. Soonthe purchaser of these

two books returned , saying angrily , “ Give

men. God protected me from harm , for

these robbers still have a wholesome fear
back my money ; this is the Nazarenes'

of the foreigner.
book, and we must not read it.” Before

returning the price I took the opportunity

A Testament for a Feed of Barley. of explaining the sacred character of the

I arrived at Anabsa, which is four and Gospel , but I had not finished speaking

a half hours from El Kasar, very tired when his brother, a very passionate man,

because of the intense heat. Most of the seized the books and torethem to pieces ,

people were absent, having gone to vener- shouting, “ Nazarene ! Infidel ! give back

ate the shrine of a neighbouring seyd , or themoney ! ” In face of thetorn Gospels

Moslem saint. On their return in the and the angry crowd, I lifted my heart to

evening they gathered round my tent and God for help. At that moment a Kaid

listened attentively to the story of Jesus. rode up to my tent, and learning what had

They warned me to be careful during the happened said to the offending Moors,
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Among the Moors

“ Collect the torn books

and begone !” When they

had left , the Kaid said to

me, quietly, " Hide your

books in the box , and do

not sell any more, for it is
dangerous. '

Three Eggs for

a Magrebi Gospel.

The fokeeh ( i.e., teacher)

of Zheir Boo Shoofan was

well disposed towards the

Gospel. He remonstrated

with a fanatic who said it

was a meritorious deed to

destroy the Christian's

books, saying : “ Nay ! it

would be a crime to do
HUTS IN CENTRAL MOROCCO.

Photo by Dr. Rudduck.

this ; for it is wicked to

destroy a book in which are written the a demand, and declined to satisfy his

names of God and Jesus Christ.” Later curiosity.curiosity. " Oh, Infidel ! Oh , Infidel ! I

on this same fokeeh was reading one of the will kill you ; and who will harm me if I

books in my tent, and said to the villagers kill an Infidel ? " He seized a stone water

who were round us : “ This is a wonder- bottle , and was about to break it on my

ful book ; I am reading it now , and I mean head when my muleteer, hearing the

to read it again ." Soon afterwards a poor noise, came in the nick of time and pinned

but intelligent man brought me three eggs his arms down . Then this man's brother

and begged me to give him a Magrebi came, and led him out of the tent, and by

Gospel in exchange. means of many words calmed his evil

When packing up to leave this village , spirit. Feeling that he would follow us to

where I had spent four days, an evil man do us harm on the lonely road , I thought

came up to me, whom I knew to be a bitter it well to hire a man as a safe-conduct to

enemy. In foul language he demanded to my next camping place.

see what was in myboxes, pretending that

they were full of money. I replied that it
A Lawless Region of Strife .

was not proper that he should make such At Jumaa I again found myself in

the region of robbery

and strife. Under my

eyes robbers plundered

the native wayfarers on

the road which passes

near the village , stealing

their animals and treating

the men brutally. On

every occasion

braided them for their

wickedness, but they only

laughed at me, and said

I did not understand . I

was able to sell ten books ,

including a New Testa

ment exchanged for a

feed of barley . Next

day the weekly market,

AN ARAB TENT,
Phyto by Dr. Rudduck. held near this village , was

MOROCCO. raided and robbed , which

I up
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Among the Moors

rendered thewhole countryside unsafe for question was : “ What has the Nazarene

travel. in his boxes ? ” I replied that the boxes

contained holy books which I wanted them
Light in the Darkness.

to buy . They asked , “ Is the prophet
Here I met an illiterate man who had a Muhammad's name in them ?" I replied ,

Magrebi Gospel in his possession . He told " No, but they contain the names of God,

me that the fokeeh of his village read it to and of His prophets , and they tell us how

him and his friends in the evenings. On to make the best of this world and of the

testing his knowledge, I found that he next." Their rejoinder was to the effect

knew of the birth of Jesus, of the woman that seeing the books did not contain

who was a sinner , and many of the Muhammad's name, the best thing was

parables. He loves his book, and its to heap fire upon them and me and to

teachings have deeply impressed him. burn us together. Another demanded,

When we parted I blessed him in the " Why did Abd-el -Aziz ( the Sultan of

name of the Lord .
Morocco) kill the Shareef ( i.e. , the des

cendant of Muhammed ) in Fez ? " (This
“ The better part of Valour."

question referred to the murder of Mr.

To Oolad Ali belonged the people Cooper, the missionary , who was executed

whom I had seen robbed by the villagers in Fez two years ago. ) “ The Sultan had

of Jumaa. When I arrived here, most of no right to kill a son of the Prophet for

themen had gone off to attack Jumaa in an infidel." Though this is a large village,

reprisal. At midnight they came back, I was unable to sell a single book , and

bringing the animals which had been
as I was afraid of rousing their fierce

stolen from them , with others besides, as passions, I did not press the books on

well as a young bride from Oolad Ali , who them too much.
had fallen into their hands. Next morn

ing they feasted and made merry, because
Curious Exchanges.

they had got the best of the encounter. At Beshashna, the headman , El Hashmi

In the afternoon we heard a rumour that by name, and his three brothers showed

the men of Jumaa were coming to re- me great kindness. They bought an Arabic

taliate for last night's foray , so I hurriedly Bible, for which they paid me one peseta

packed up and left for the village of ( = 70) . in money, a feed of barley ( = 9d .),

Khloot, outside the radius of this insane and six eggs ( = 4d .) , and they seemed
feud. very pleased to possess such a book . To

I found the people at Khloot so friendly the villagers I sold two books for money

that I forgot at times that I was among and butter .

Moors. They gave me full liberty to During this journey I visited twenty

talk to them and to sell the Scriptures . seven different villages and sold altogether

They purchased thirteen books in return seventy -nine copies of the Scriptures. In

for eggs , barley, and money. exchange for these books I received the

following : 11.40 pesetas (= 6s. 6d.) in
In Stony Places.

money, besides barley worth 3s . gd . , fifty

In the village of Oolad Mailoody the eight eggs, worth 35. 3fd . , two chickens

people were most unfriendly, and did their worth is., butter worth 5d ., straw worth

best to pick a quarrel with me. Their first itd . , and two loaves of bread worth 24d.

My God shall supply all your need.

" Think how different was the need of St. Augustine

and the need of St. Louis ; yet Christianity had where

with to supply both . " -J. R. GREEN.
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In North Celebes
By Alfred Lea

Sub-agent in Malaysia

HE land of Minahassa in North of bullock-wagons taking produce to or

Celebes is a goodly land of moun- from the port. They are heavily made,

tains and of valleys. As your ship lies clumsy vehicles without springs, whose

anchored in the open roadstead which rate of progress, drawn by two bullocks ,

serves as harbour, your gaze is arrestedby a is about two miles an hour, though a pair

beautiful peak which rises sharply defined of specially feet animals, treated to a

like the cone of a sugar loaf againstthe liberal supply of whip , have been known

sky. This is Goenoeng Klabat , an extinct to accomplish three miles.

volcano 7,000 feet high, and nestling near As the whole population are agricul

its base are two other cones , Dua Sudara, turists and often away from home during

i.e. , the “ Two Brothers.” Away to the the day , the best place for selling Scrip

south may be seen other volcanoes, and tures is in the village markets. Here the

from a vent in one of them rise occasional people usually begin to congregate at

puffs of steam which take fantastic forms daybreak, and business goes on until

in the air. Except the new Custom about ten o'clock. One morning last

House, no buildings are visible from the October I arrived at a village named

sea, but hidden away beneath the shade Kakas , 2,000 feet above sea -level, and

of cocoanut- and mango - trees which as my wagon lumbered into the market

fringe the shore

lies the little

sleepy town of

Menado, the

capital of Mina

hassa.

Stretching up

into the interior

are crooked , nar

row, but well

kept roads,which

wind and twist

round the moun

tain sides, often

skirting the most

tremendous pre

cipices, where a

false step would

bring destruc

tion . One hun

dred and eighty

thousand people

won to Christi

anity from bar

barous savagery,

nearly the whole

of whom can

read and write,

live in secluded

villages among

the mountains,

or upon the

plateau near the

summit of Go

enoeng Klabat.

Along the roads MARKET DAY, LANGOWAN,
Mr. Lea is seen in the background on the

right; he is selling Scriptures to the people.
you meet trains NORTH CELEBES,
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In North Celebes

A STREET IN LANGOWAN,

NORTH CELEBES.

place, keen curiosity was aroused when Gospels from the case and throwing

a white man was seen inside. My native their money into it . In a few minutes

helpers unharnessed the bullocks, and the 150 copies were gone, so my men

then lifted to the ground a case contain- lifted down another case . Its contents

ing 150 Gospels . " What has the gentle also were quickly sold , so that in less

man brought ? ” I heard many inquire. than half an hour I had disposed of 250

I opened my case, took out a few Gospels, Gospels and a number of New Testa

and began to hand them round . “ Ingil ! ments—as many as can sometimes be

Ingil ! " (Gospel ! Gospel ! ) they shouted as sold in a month .

soon as they understood what the books Bible -selling , of course, is not always

“ Tuan is here who was here ten so exciting, but incidents like this prove

years ago.” At this all the market came that even in a Christianized community a

running together, and scores of excited vast work yet remains for the Bible

men and women surged round me and Society . Upon that journey I travelled

snatched the books from my hands. As nearly a hundred miles by bullock

I could not serve them fast enough they wagon , and my bones still ache when

began to help themselves, taking the I recall the jolting which it entailed .

were.

As we go to press, the payments and promises to the

Centenary Fund exceed £ 230,000 .
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Una
To a Bible

By the Bishop of Derry and Raphoe

R
EST, in my reverent hand,

O Chart , whereby

Lost man may understand

His destiny :

What his appointed way,

And what the goal ,

And what the powers that slay

Or save the soul.

And yet again I stand

Where the seer stood ,

Gazing across the strand ,

Beyond the flood :

The gates of pearl afar,

The streets of gold ,

The Bright and Morning Star

Mine eyes behold .

Here many voices sing,

As in one choir,

The praises of the King

Of my desire :

Here , too , mine ears have heard,

And my heart owned ,

The words of the one WORD,

The Christ enthroned.

And my soul hears the songs

And shares the joys

Of those triumphant throngs,

Whose mightier voice

Drowns all earth's ecstasies,

And all her cries,

And roar of bellowing seas

And thundering skies.

Reading, methinks I bend

Before the Cross

Where died my King, my Friend.

The whole world's loss

For love of Him is gain ;

And shame is pride ;

For there my God knew pain

And the Life died .

But not that voice is drowned

Which rings through thee,

Most piercing and profound.

Eternity

Speaks in thy page with time ;

Speaks to the soul

Christ's kindly word sublime

Which makes it whole !
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1800 Miles in Mongolia

An Interview with Mr. F. A. Larson

By the Rev. G. H. Bondfield,

Agent of the Bible Society in China

“ A Bondfegeighteen

MR. LARSON ON THE ROAD BEYOND KALGAN.

BOUT eighteen

miles,

was Mr. Larson's reply

to my question how far

he had travelled in his

recent journey, and he

spoke as though a five

months' ride across Mon

golia was a matter about

which little more need

be said .

We were sitting round

the stove in Mr. Larson's

unpretentious little house

at Kalgan , and since he

is one of the men who

would rather ride a thou

sand miles than write a

thousand words, I thought that a few rain for three years, and there was no

questions might elicit some details of grass. Our camels and horses began to

interest . fail , and so wewere obliged to turn north

“ When did you start ? ” and make for Urga.”

" In May, and I returned in October. “ Did you lose any of your horses or

We first went north -east, towards Uli- camels ? "

assutai, and reached a point farther west “No, we managed to get them all

than I had got in any previous journey. through ; but when we reached Urga in

We tried to get through the desert, but July they were terribly done up and
could not manage it. There had been no required ten days' rest and good feeding

before we could start again.

“ Did you meet with any

adventures, or were you in

any danger ? "

“ Oh , no. I had no trouble

at all.”

“ Had you to pitch your

tent, sleep on the plains, and

live just like the Mongols ? ”

" Why , yes . There is

nothing else to be done ; but

sometimes I slept in the

camel-cart and sometimes in

a Mongol tent. In Urga we

tried to sell Scriptures, but

we met with no success in

the city , though in the sub

urbs and the surrounding

country we did manage to

THE SOCIETY'S CAMEL -CART, USED BY MR . LARSON
sell a few books. We then

worked our way back to

月食

ON HIS JOURNEYS IN MONGOLIA.
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1800 Miles in Mongolia

gether ? ”

Tabo-ol , about five hundred miles “ It is hard to say. I know that some

south .” of them have read the Gospels. They

“ Did you visit many places, or meet sometimes say the books are very good,

with many people ? " but not better than their own. They are

“ Yes ; we were on the Government strongly wedded to Buddhism . ” '

road for most of the time and there " Are they willing to discuss Christianity,

were many villages or settlements. We and do they show any interest in your

sold books at nearly all of them . At explanations of the Gospel ? "

Chör, where there is a lamasery with four " Not to any great extent . They will

thousand lamas, we spent four days." listen , but they are very slow to receive

“ How many Gospels did you sell alto- the truth , or to confess any need of it.”

" What is their condition religiously

" About two thousand three hundred , and morally ? "

and these were

bought mainly

by schoolboys.

“ Are there

schools, then , in

Mongolia ? ”

“ Not exactly

schools, but in

each village

or settlement

there is usually

one who

teaches the boys

set apart to be

lamas, to read.

" Do you think

the boys read

the books they

purchase ? "

" Without

question they

do ; and they

also read them

the other

members of the

household.”

man

to

" When you
MR. LARSON STARTING FROM KALGAN ON A

COLPORTAGE TOUR AMONG THE MONGOLS.

ܙܙ

speak of sell

ing, ' what do

you mean ? What do you get for your " Deplorable ; gross vices abound . The

books ? " chief lama at Urga is a drunken profligate.

" Well, I usually get a halag — that is, I saw him intoxicated in the street when

a small piece of coarse silk — for a single I was there . He has no personal influ

Gospel. For several books, a piece of ence , and the Southern Mongols have

cheese ; for a New Testament, some broken away from his authority , and have

leather thongs or strings for mending a head lama of their own."

harness." “ What missionaries are now working

" Do you sell these things again ? " among the Mongols ? "

" Sometimes, especially the hatags, “ Mr. Roberts, of the American Board

which I sell to the shops here in Kalgan . Mission, in Kalgan, and Mr. Weir, of the

The cheese I often eat, and the leather is Irish Presbyterian Mission , Chouyang

very useful on the way .' ( Mr. Gilmour's old station ), are both doing

" Do you think your work is making something for the Mongols ; but the only

any impression on the Mongols ? ” missionaries actually working in Mongolia
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the

land is open

and the people

friendly ?

" Yes, open

everywhere . And

I find the Mon

gols most hospit

able and warm

hearted. They

are certainly ac

cessible, and I

can't understand

why all

Churches forget

or neglect Mon

golia . Scores of

missionaries are

waiting to enter

Thibet, but not

one that I know

of is waiting to

enter Mongolia.
A GROUP OF MONGOLS, ON THE PLAINS, OUTSIDE THEIR TENT.

Yet Thibet is

are the Scandinavians, who are settled north closed , whilst the way into Mongolia is

of the Ordos desert. There are four Scan- wide open ."

dinavians on the field—two with a good “ Are there any Roman Catholic Mis

knowledge of the language and people, and sions ? "

two new arrivals. They are only just re- " I don't know of any out on the plains ;

suming the work interrupted by the Boxer but they have a chain of stations along the

outbreak. Their plan is to establish a border right from Manchuria to Thibet.”

kind of industrial mission settlement with " How long have you been working

schools. But it will take a long time to among these people ? "

get this started . " " About eleven and a half years."

“ So practically you are the only “ And you still have faith in the work ? ”

missionary who

travels among

the four millions

of Mongols who

live on those vast

plains ? ”

" That is so ."

" Are there

any Mongol

Christians ? "

" Yes, I think

there are two."

" Only two ! Is

that all ? Surely

there must be

more. "

“ It is sad , but

I have only

heard of four,

and two of these

have passed

away."
Thousands of these carts travel every year from Kui

A CHINESE OX-CART
Huia Cheng to kalgall, carrying wool and grain .

" And yet the ON THE PLAINS.

> )

AN
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1800 Miles in Mongolia

' Why, certainly. There may be many only actively aggressive agency in the
years of waiting, and it won't be easy whole of Mongolia .”

work ; but so little has been done that So we talked , and it was with a sad

you can't expect to see much fruit. The heart that I realized how little could be

Mongols will respond in time like other done by the Bible Society , and yet how

people. There must be more workers this immense country and most interest

and more continuous work. The Christian ing people seem to be forgotten by other

Churches of England surely cannot know missionary organizations. Is not this a

that the Bible Society is at present the reproach upon the whole Church ?

A New Hindu Sect

By George A. Grierson, D.Litt. , C.I.E.

"HE following extract from page 117 round him a number of disciples . He

THEof the Government Report on the died about 1895 , and after his demise his

Census taken in the Panjab in 1901 , re- daughter was installed as his successor.

garding a new Hindū sect which has He was burnt near the village of Bhūchok,

arisen, will be of interest to readers of The where fairs are held annually to com

BIBLE IN THE WORLD. In copying the memorate his memory .

extract , I have made a couple of verbal “ His Teachings . —Implicit confidence in

alterations so as to render it intelligible to Christ as the only God wasthe chief basis

English readers. of his teaching. A copy of the Bible was

ChĒr RĀMĪS.—This sect was founded to be worn by each of his disciples round

by one Chēt Rām some thirty -five years his neck . His disciples were also to carry

ago. a long rod with a cross at its head . The

" His Life . — Chēt Rām was born in or front portion of the horizontal part of the

about the year 1835 at Sharakpur in the rod bears the following inscription :

Lahore District . His father was a shop
" Help , O Jesus Christ, Holy Ghost,God !

keeper and moneylender of the Arõrā
Read the Bible and the Gospels for

caste. Chēt Rām was a man of little
salvation . — Chēt Rāmaini.'

education , and could read only the vernac
ular character used by people ofhis caste . “ His Followers. The followers of Chēt

When twenty -five years ofage he began his Rām belong mainly to the poorer classes .

present mission, and very soon gathered They are to be met with chiefly in the

9

Photo by F. Wilcox Edge.
A GROUP OF MUMMERS

OUTSIDE THE GOLDEN TEMPLE, AMRITSAR .
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A New Hindu Sect

AR

THE GOLDEN TEMPLE, AMRITSAR.
Photo by F. Wilcox Edge.

Ferozpur, Lahore, Amritsar, Gurdaspur, of view , and to us, believers in the Master,

and Montgomery Districts. Forty persons that this sect has sprung up and is “ in

are always to subsist on alms and preach creasing day by day ” is a circumstance

the teaching of Chēt Rām . These are to of the greatest importance. However

remain celibate all their lives . The number unorthodox its doctrines may be, it is

of his followers is increasing day by day, impossible not to recognize in them the

but Hindū converts do not mix with working of the Holy Spirit , or to acknow

Muhammadan converts, and caste pre- ledge that this working is proceeding

judices remain untouched .” spontaneously from within the Hindu

It is an extraordinary fact that at the community, and is not directly due to

preceding Census of 1891 these Chēt external missionary influence. No doubt

Rāmis were described as a set of people missionaries sowed the seed . It has fallen

that denied the existence of God ! That in good ground. May it bring forth fruit

is not the case, even from a Hindū point a thousandfold.

Common Prayer
“ We learned the Lord's Prayer in the plural , and

our daily spiritual experience only makes the plural

into a larger majority. " J. Rendel Harris .

F
OR many years it has been a rule for the whole staff of the Bible House in

London to assemble for prayer every Tuesday inorning, and in many other

countries the servants and friends of the Society are accustomed to unite week

by week, for common intercession on its behalf. We entreat all who are like-minded

to join each Tuesday morning in this unison of praise and prayer with the Society's
agents, colporteurs, and Biblewomen throughout the world .

The following special topics for prayer are suggested to our fellow -workers :

For May.-For special blessing on the For June.- ( 1) That the new Committee at

grants of Scripturemade for definite purposes : the Bible House may have God -given wisdom

(1) The Testaments and Gospels given to the to administer the Society's affairs— ( 2) That

Russian and Japanese troops— ( 2) The Bibles the Society's servants all over the world may

given to emigrants, hospitals, and orphanages have their faith strengthened and their zeal
—(3 ) The Scriptures presented to students kindled by last year's encouraging records

competing for degreesin China and India , and —(3 ) That the revival in the Colonies of

to Chinese officials— (4) The Scriptures pre- interest in the Society may lead to a wide

sented to students in our theological colleges extension of Bible-work throughout the British

at home, and to Sunday Schools. dominions— (4 ) That our Home Auxiliaries
Let us give thanks—For the wonderful increase may be quickened with new life , and become

in the circulation of the Scriptures in China, powerful factors in the world- wide diffusion

India, and Japan . of God's Word .
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The Colporteur in the Far East

By R. T. Turley

Assistant Agent in Manchuria

re

English Christians realize how is a real test ; for an Oriental of good

standing who will condescend to tramp

Bible Society employs in the Far East . the country with a load on his back must

As most of these are men of similar have the grace of God in his heart. He

character, who work under nearly the learns from his associate daily practical

same practical conditions, I will en- lessons in tact and patience — how to avoid

deavour to describe the rank and file giving needless offence and how to deal

of the Society's staff in Manchuria, as effectively alike with opponents and in

a type by which others may be judged. quirers. At the end of six months, if he

is approved , he joins the regular staff, and
The Colporteur's Selection. is then stationed at our headquarters or

Our colporteurs are all native Chris- at some mission -centre where he can

tians, recruited from the congregations attend classes. In Manchuria our

of mission Churches. Most of them are cruits generally begin their novitiate

fathers of families , often with fairly com- about the end of February, and so finish

fortable homes. As a rule, we discourage their term of probation at a time when

men who themselves apply for work as the summer rains commence and aggres

colporteurs, especially if they are in need sive work necessarily ceases. Then the

of a situation . The Society's custom is colporteurs assemble for special training.

to ask a missionary or a native Church The course of study laid down for them

council or session to recommend some will extend through several years, and

physically strong, middle -aged Christian they are required from time to time to

of experience, well known for his good pass examinations. A man's natural fit

character and his zeal in winning souls. ness for colportage, however, is always

We prefer, if possible, a man who has considered, and some who do faithful

had a business training and so obtained and excellent service are promoted even

practical acquaintance with the world though they cannot always obtain high

and human nature. A colporteur must marks. The need for this kind of train

travel widely, often apart from all direct ing is very manifest. A colporteur must

supervision ; but a native Christian session acquire regular methodical habits , and

will not recommend any one likely to learn to enter and send in a daily state

bring discredit upon the faith : indeed, ment of his work on regular forms sup

they are almost too ready to report any plied for this purpose. Furthermore,

seeming inconsistency which may be while Bible Society men are not preachers,

detected in a colporteur. Furthermore, and have not commission to debate

we endeavour to utilize the admirable matters concerning which English Chris

native custom of requiring sureties for tians differ, yet a general knowledge of

honesty. Every British merchant who Scripture is essential for every one who

does business with natives requires regu- sells the Bible . Hardly any Chinaman

lar bondsmen or sureties, and transactions will buy a book until he has asked a

of any importance between Chinese them colporteur several questions about it ,
selves are endorsed by similar guarantees. and gained a good idea of what it con

To ask a man to produce a surety does tains. Again , some acquaintance with

not imply distrust : it implies rather that the simple elements of science proves

you believe him to be respectably con- exceedingly useful to a colporteur. It
nected . helps him in his own humble fashion to

explain those natural phenomena around
The Colporteur's Training. which such curious native superstitions

The probationer goes first of all to have grown up . For example, he finds

assist some experienced colporteur to it much more effectual, and less offensive,

carry his pack of books. This in itself to explain how God sends rain to water
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ARCH

WATKINS /

st. Sketch

THE BIBLE SOCIETY'S HEADQUARTERS IN

MUKDEN-BEFORE THE WAR .

Drawn by A. Watkins, from

a sketch by Hans Döring.

the earth , than to attack openly the truth , the aged , the weak, the sad and

popular belief in the dragon demon. A suffering. The Muhammadan can be won ,

colporteur can in this way undermine
at least to friendship, by the Book of

false notions, and opening his pack can Genesis ; the Confucianist, by the laws

read verses from the Bible bearing on of Moses ; the serious or earnest Taoist

the world and the heavenly bodiesand or Buddhist , by the teachings of the

the one Author of them all . Thus his prophets, and better still by the words of

ignorant, simple -minded hearers, instead Jesus Himself. Furthermore, some know

of peopling mountains and plains with ledge of the Chinese classics and local

evil spirits, learn to see everywhere religions is almost necessary, at least in

around them the presence of a bene- those men whom we select to labour

volent Creator. where heterdox religious sects prevail.

The colporteur has first and foremost

to win his way, and to disarm hostility
The Colporteur's Opportunity.

and suspicion. Hence much must depend As a pioneer the colporteur proves in

on a man's natural aptitude. He must be valuable.. in front of the

born to his task, not manufactured . But regular evangelists, breaking up the fallow

training can call out and improve natural ground for them , planting carefully and

gifts and inbred qualifications for Bible- systematically the Gospels and Old Testa

work. The colporteur learns what selec- ment portions, noting any who show

tion of the Bible will best answer the interest, and in due time persuading them

needs of an ever-differing audience—the to purchase the complete New Testament.

agnostic, the sceptic, the seeker after In his wanderings he not only meets with

He goes
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heathen inquirers, but in these stormy appear in many books sold or converts

times often comes across scattered and directly made, but the leaven of the

lonely Christians, perhaps cold -hearted Gospel, under the Holy Spirit's influence,

and discouraged, whom he does his best gradually does its work on poor human
to cheer. nature. In the hospitals of the missions,

The Shua-shu -ti, or talking-box, is a or in the homes of illiterate seekers after

great institution throughout the whole of the truth , the “ Scripture-reading " col.

the Far East, where only a small minority porteur is ever in request.

of men and hardly any women are able The colporteur belongs to all who pro

to read . Yet one and all are keen to hear fess and call themselves Christians, and

any story or piece of news , and they while he gives much , he himself receives

throng round the story-teller , who will many a kindness, and is frequently en

recite some old legend or relate some couraged and helped . Amongst the older

item of sensational news, embellished by Christians he endeavours to instil the

his own imagination . Thus the colporteur duty and privilege of aiding the Society

steps in , and as a Scripture-reader gathers to provide the Scriptures for those who

many an audience, who listen intently to know them not. The sufferings and

parable and miracle , all of which , being hardships of the colporteur's life some

eastern, are readily understood and be- times prove too great , and our brave

lieved. Carefully selected portions of the fellows die in harness , or break down

Old Testament are always interesting ; and have to resign . Others remain for

the life and social customs of the patri- many years at their task , and no one is

archs and Jewish kings being easily under- worthier of the kingdom and the crown

stood . In this way a knowledge of the than a native colporteur who has grown

one true God permeates through and white haired in the service of the Bible

through the land . The results may not Society

As Others See Us

The following paragraphs occurred in the first of two articles entitled Des Missions

Étrangères Protestantes, which appeared in Le Correspondant, the leading French Roman Catholic

Review , for July 25 , 1904. The author, Père J. B. Piolet, formerly a missionary in Madagascar,

has recently published an important work, Les Missions Catholiques françaises au xixe siècle, and
his criticisms of many Protestant Missions make his commendation the more noteworthy. See

p. 133.

" Jamais je n'oublierai l'impression que aminer les affaires de la société , tout

j'éprouvai lorsque je visitai l'établissement ce que l'Eglise, le barreau , la magistra

central de la British and Foreign Bible ture , le commerce comptent de plus

Society, la Bible house ou Maison de la distingué.

Bible, énorme édifice au soubassement de

granit, s'étendant indéfiniment le long de “ C'est une véritable puissance que cette

Queen Victoria Street (110. 146) , dans le Société , en relations avec toutes les

centre de Londres, au vestibule gigantes- Eglises et toutes les sectes, prête à les

que supporté par de hautes colonnes de aider toutes , avec des sympathies cepend

pierre , aux escaliers grandioses, avec des ant pour l'Eglise anglicane, mais se lais

bureaux et des employés dans tous les sant incliner vers l'Eglise catholique par

coins, quelque chose comme un de nos ce large courant de liberalisme et de

ministères publics. tolérance générale que l'on retrouve dans

" Et c'est uneénorme institution, en effet, presque toutes les institutions anglaises.

que cette société de la Bible . Cette Nous donnons des Bibles à toutes les

année, elle aura un siècle d'existence. Eglises , ' me disait aimablement le secré

Elle se glorife d'avoir à sa tête comme taire qui me reçut , 'même aux catholiques ;

président, vice - présidents, gouverneurs hors d'Angleterre, nous donnons même

honoraires , administrateurs effectifs se des éditions catholiques, si on nous les

réunissant deux fois le mois pour ex- demande.' )
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The Power of the Book

The Testimony of “ Pastor Hsi "

HE following is an extract from a letter

o
17th : “ I have much pleasure in enclosing

cheque value £ 100 as adonation to the British

and Foreign Bible Society. The value of the

Society was brought very clearly before me

when reading the Life of Pastor Hsi ." :

In this connection it is interesting to quote

some passages from this remarkable book.

With the life -story of Pastor Hsi himself we

have not space to deal ; no fragmentary de

scription could do it the justice it deserves.

The keynote to his whole life, however, is
indicated in the following

" He had no guide but his Bible ; and living

at a distance from the city, no teacher most of

the time, except the Holy Spirit. But it is

wonderful how much a man may learn under

those circumstances, if he be willing and

obedient.

Pastor Hsi ; one of China's Christians , by Mrs.

Howard Taylor. Published by Morgan and Scott , and the

C.1.M. Price 3s. 6d .

“ Hsi's Bible knowledge, of course , was most

defective, and his ideas crude and incorrect in

many ways. But he had learned some things ;

amongst them , that the Book means just what

it says ; and he had not learned to doubt or

discount what it does say, by an unsatisfactory,

God -dishonouring experience.”

It is difficult to make a selection from a work

which is teeming with striking and inspiring

incidents, but special mention must be made

of a testimony which was given at a meeting

of native Christians, which Mr. Hudson Taylor

attended with Pastor Hsi , “ when , amongst

many others, Ch'ü, the beloved Greatheart'

of the Ta- ning Christians, told how he had

been won to faith in Christ.

“ In a Buddhist tempie, strange to say,

he had met with Jesus. His old friend

Chang, the priest, had returned to Ta-ning

after a brief absence, and with hearty welcome

Ch'ü called to see him . In a quiet room on

one of the temple courts they sat long in

friendly conversation . By and by the quick

道天堂

A MISSIONARY OF THE C.I.M. SELLING

THE SCRIPTURES IN SHAXSI.

THE CHINESE INSCRIPTION READS : “SPREAD

ABROAD THE HEAVENLY DOCTRINE. "

Photo by Marslıall Broomhall,
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eye of the scholar detected a book of unusual

appearance lying on a dusty shelf.

“ What have you therc, elder brother ? ' he

inquired , crossing the room to fetch it .

one else that he had ever heard of, could tell

him anything more , much as he longed to

know .

“ Jesus, the Nazarene, King of the Jews, Son

A GORGE IN BASUTOLAND .

“ Ah, that is a strange book I picked up on of God , Friend of publicans and sinners — who
my journey ; a foreign classic . You will not could this wonderful Teacher be ? What

think much of it . ' power, wisdom , love ! No wonder the people
“ But Ch'ü was interested. A student by cried, “ He hath done all things well.' But

nature as well as by training, he had early how strangely the thing ended . He died , in
mastered all the books in common use, and darkness ; and at the rising of the sun-lo !

after taking his degree still went on studying. He was risen . Could that be true ? And if

There was not much to read up there among true, when did it all happen ? Where is He
the mountains. They were off the beaten now ? What is the Gospel ? How can one

track , and intellectually the life of the little ' believe ' ? And those preachers—where can

city was somewhat stagnant. But here was they be found ?

something new ; nd he scanned the pages “ That was the trouble. None of them

with avidity . Old Chang smoked his pipe in seemed to have come to the western moun

peace , and went off to attend to the incense tains . Try as he might, he could hear of no

and candles he had to keep burning before one who could explain the little book. And

the idols ; but Ch'ü was lost to all else for the yet the book was there ! Who had brought

rest of the visit , absorbed for the first time in it ? Were there any others like it ? Did any

that wonderful Story. society exist for the practice and propagation

" It was a copy of St. Mark's Gospel . And of its teachings ? If so , he wanted to belong

as he read — that Life so simple and so sub- to it . But no clue could be found .

lime, laid hold upon his heart. Again and “ At length, after about a year, rumours

again he came to the temple to see his friend , reached him that a foreigner, an Englishman,

and study the little book, until its contents had come to the south of the province, and

from cover to cover were riveted in his was teaching in P'ing-yang a religion that he

mind . But not Chang the priest, nor any called ' the glad tidings about Jesus. ' His
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name was David Hill, and he was sellingbooks I am not in the way , and perhaps shall never

something like the little Ma -ko Chang had in be able to discover it.'

the temple . How Ch'ü longed to go and see “ Two more years passed slowly on , and at

him . But P'ing -yang was three days'journey last Ch'ü could stand it no longer. Leaving

away over the mountains, and busy with his everything, he made his way down to P'ing

farm and school, he could not possibly go yang, and inquired for the house of the

so far. foreigner. David Hill was gone, but Mr.

" Some months later one of his pupils had to Drake, seeing his visitor's exercise of mind ,

go down for a great examination, and on re- urged him to stay several days , and go into

turning from the city he brought with him two matters quietly. This Ch'ü gladly did ; and

more foreign books that he thought would during his visit who should come over from

interest his teacher. Ch'ü received them the Western Chang village but Hsi, the Chris

eagerly, and questioned the young man as tian scholar. His help and sympathy, added to

to all he had seen and heard . But he learned that of the missionary, soon made everything

nothing furtherabout the new religion, except clear . And what a revelation it was !

indeed the address at which the foreigners “ Time fails to tell how he hastened back

lived . then over the mountains, and sought out his

“ A year later the student went again , and old friend once more ; of the long talks in the

this time he brought back a whole New Testa- Buddhist temple, and how he led Chang, the

ment. priest, to the feet of the world's Saviour ; or of

" I was always reading it , ' said Ch'ü , the zeal and love with which together they set

' though I understood but little. One thing to work to make the Good Newswidely known.

that impressed me was that Jesus said the way They suffered much persecution ; but the fire

to eternal life is strait and the gate narrow, in their hearts only burned the more brightly,

and few there be that find it . ‘ Alas,' I thought, and others began to long for the blessing that

time is going on . The end is coming soon . had so changed their lives.”

The Book that Never Grows Old

The Rev. George Lowe , who has recently That was twenty years before, and for twenty

begun work as ourAgent in Johannesburg, and years he had been reading this Bible to his

was previously for twenty years a Methodist own people, and a number of them had already

missionary in South Africa, related at our renounced the evils of heathenism and had

last Exeter Hall anniversary the following accepted the truths of the Gospel. I shall

testimony given by a native Basuto to the never forget that interview as the old man ,

vitality and power of the Bible : “ Two men grey in the service of the Master, took his

came to me from a people living two hundred worn Bible out of the sheepskin case which he

iniles still further north . They had come to had made with his own hand ; how tenderly

ask whether I could give them a complete he stroked its worn covers, and how the

Bible in the Suto language. I said , “ How memory of the close companionship of twenty

came you to have the Bible there ? The years rang out in his voice as he said , “ This,

elder of them explained that they had gone missionary,is the Bible that the old missionary

to work twenty-five years before in one of the gave me. He is long since dead , but this book

coast towns of South Africa, where he had lives. It is getting old now ' ; and then he

been converted to God . The missionary had tried to correct himself : 'No,' he said , it is
taught him to read ; and when he went back getting worn ; but the Bible never gets old .'”

to his people the missionary gave him a Bible. ThankGod that the Bible never grows old .

He Read the Book for Twelve Years

At a servicecommemorating our Centenary, Christ is indeed the Saviour of all men . At

held in the Mission Church at Mahoba, North the end of those years the same missionary

India, a native Christian related his own ex- again came to his village, and asked him what

periences. He was formerly the Parohit of he thought about Jesus Christ. He replied :

his village , and when a mere lad he heard the ' He is the world's Redeemer," and at once

Gospel proclaimed the first time by an itinerant yielded himself to Christ's claim . Such was

missionary , from whom he received a copy of the spiritual result of a single Gospel , which

St. Matthew's Gospel . For twelve years he costs the Bible Society id . to print, and is

read that little book day by day, until its sold by the missionaries to the people for

message was borne in upon his soul that Jesus one pice (i.e. , d .).

66
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The Development of Bible

Work in South Africa

HE great changes commercial, Society under a lasting debt of gratitude

political and religious—which have by his services in organizing Auxiliaries

taken place in South Africa during recent and Branches in Cape Colony and the
years have rendered the re then neighbouring Dutch

organization of the work of Republics. The Cape

the Bible Society a neces Town depôt has been the

sity. In the reconstruction, chief centre of distribu

two Committees especially tion for Scriptures, stand

have co - operated — the ing out pre -eminently as

General Committee in the Bible House of South

London with its experi Africa. The enterprise,

ence of the principles however, became too great

of world-wide Bible-work, for the existing machinery,

and the localCommittee in Even the Cape Town

Cape Town with its more Committee, marked by

intimate knowledge of the Christian enthusiasm and

conditions of life in those business ability, and pre

regions where for eighty sided over by Dr. Andrew

five years the Society's Murray, whose missionary

South African Auxiliary spirit has inspired the

has rendered such effi whole of Protestant

cient and valuable service . Christendom , could not

As defined by the Bible Society, South with its one Secretary overtake the de

Africa covers the vast territory which lies mands made upon it. In Cape Colony

south of the Congo and the Zambezi . alone there were 160 Branches to be

Until quite lately the whole of this field , maintained, and in the Orange River

THE REV. GEORGE LOWE.

THE REV. R. O. WALKER, M.A.
THE REV. G. P. VAN DER MERWE.

with the exception of a portion of Natal Colony and Transvaal there were over

which was administered by the Auxiliary fifty Branches — in many cases shattered

in Durban , was worked, and worked with by the terrible war of 1900 and needing

great success, from Cape Town by the to be started de 110vo. The problems

Committee of the South African Auxiliary. presented by the immense distance of

In recent years the Rev. L. Nuttall put the the northern colonies from Cape Town,
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Bible Work in South Africa

now been ap

the multiplication of questions touching Committee in the important work of

versions in such languages as Tabele, organizing Auxiliaries in Natal.

Chuana, Shona, Kafir The Rev. George

and Suto, the necessity Lowe is the Society's

for personal oversight new Agent in Johannes

of colportage operations burg, where a strong

and of the depôts in Committee, representa

which Scriptures are tive of all the Churches,

sold , all made an in has been formed. His

crease of the Society's field will include the

staff urgent. Transvaal and the

After much thought Orange River Colony.

and prayer, and as a re Mr. Lowe has had mis

sult of prolonged corre sionary experience in

spondence, three Agents West Africa, and is

have well known and greatly

pointed . The Rev. honoured in his present

R. O. Walker, M.A. , field , where he has spent

is to be the chief Agent already twenty years

in Cape Colony. Mr. under the Wesleyan

Walker will act under Missionary Society.

the immediate direction For a year he acted as

of the Cape Town Com the Society's honorary

mittee, and while he Agent, and during his

will be able to render recent furlough he ad

effective service in the pulpit and on the vocated its claims in all parts of England.

platform , the experience he has gained Under his capable superintendence, and

during the last nine years as the Society's by the blessing of God we look for great

Agent in Spain and Portugal will be also progress in these new and developing

of the greatest value. Mr. Walker, who countries. The circulation of the Scrip

is a Presbyterian minister, was trained in tures will be by no means the least

New College , Edinburgh . His colleague important factor in the solution of the

will be the Rev. G. P. van der Merwe, difficulties and crises through which they

who has been eleven years the Pastor of are passing

the Dutch Reformed Church at Barry- Under the guidance of such Committees

dale , Cape Colony, and who was a as we have in Cape Town, Johannesburg

fellow -student with Mr. Walker in Edin- and Durban , and through the agency of

burgh. Mr. van der Merwe comes to Mr. Lowe, Mr. van der Merweand Mr.

the Society with the highest recom- Walker working in co -operation, we trust

mendations, and it is anticipated he that the Bible will find its way into every

will be able to render help among the home, and be blessed to the salvation of

numerous Dutch Churches in the Orange many souls bothamong native races, con

River Colony and Transvaal, by mutual fronted with what is worst as well as

arrangement with Mr. Lowe and the what is best in modern civilization, and

Committee at Johannesburg. Mr. Walker also among those who, in search of earthly

and Mr. van der Merwe will also be able treasure, have journeyed from distant

to strengthen the hands of the Durban lands to make South Africa their home.

REV. L. XUTTALL .

a

Ourselves your servants for Jesus ' sake.

" Let me be an errand - boy for Christ if I can

be nothing more . ” — THOMAS Scott.
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The Late

Mr. S. W. Silver

I
T is now almost twenty - five years since I

of the Committee which appointed me to a

secretaryship at the Bible House. The un

failing and great kindness which I have

experienced from him during this period

makes it a duty to pay an affectionate and

grateful tribute to his memory.

In 1880 Mr. Silver was sixty years of age ,

and had already served on the Bible Society's
Committee for fifteen years. He was an

elected member for ten years more. In 1890

he was made a Vice - President , and thus his

help in the Bible House was retained . The

supreme attraction of this Society for him

was, of course, its one great object, the trans

lation and diffusion of the Book he so in

tensely loved . But its intimate links with

distant lands, and its breadth of constitution ,

were also features that appealed to him . He

had wide interests abroad . He was for many

years at the head of the great establishment

in Cornhill which carried on a vast business

with the Australasian Colonies. In 1880 their

comprehensive Handbook for Australia and

New Zealand had reached its third edition .

Ainong the other numerous and varied

objects in which Mr. Silver took an active

interest were the Royal Societies which deal

with Geography and Botany. It was his

frequent delight to take his guests to enjoy

an address or lecture by some distinguished

explorer, or to stroll in the summer through

the marvellous Aoral displays in the gardens

in Regent's Park . His benevolent care for

the comfort and pleasure of others mani

fested itself in numberless ways. And all

was done so unostentatiously that few have

any conception of the large-hearted generosity

which has left so many indebted to Mr.

Silver in ways which he would not wish

disclosed .

To all those whose sympathies were with

him in the concerns of the soul , a visit to his

charming home at Letcomb Manor was the

crowning joy. In his magnificent library at

York Gate you could see the books on travel

or science from which their owner had

amassed his comprehensive knowledge of

facts and countries. In his home at Letcomb

you could see that remarkable Bible which

bears such special marks of constant study,

and that Prayer Book in which he was wont

to underline in pencil the expressions of prayer

or Scripture which touched his heart. One of

these came most naturally to our thoughts on

the evening of his funeral (March uth ) at Let

comb. It was Psalm xvi. II : ' Thou wilt

Photo by Elliott & Fry.
THE LATE MR. SILVER.

a

shew me the path of life : in Thy presence is

fulness of joy ; at Thy right hand there are

pleasures for evermore."

The following is an extract from the

Memorial Minute adopted by the General

Committee of the Bible Society :

“ He closely followed the Bible Society's

affairs, and gave frequent special attendances

at the Bible House to go into dry financial

matters which needed the skilled attention of

man of business, He was one of the

Society's principal Trustees. His money and

his influence were always at its service . When

Letcomb Manor, in Berkshire, became his

home, he introduced the Society to his neigh .

bours, rich and poor, by holding annual Lawn

Meetings in his grounds on its behalf. For

twenty -five years in succession these meetings

have been held , and many noted missionaries

and dignitaries of the Church have advocated

at Letcomb the work of the Bible Society in

different parts of the world . Mr. Silver's own

Christian earnestness and genial courtesy over

came indifference or prejudice , and gained
the cause new friends.

JOHX SHARP
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Here and There

our

A lady writes : “ I enclose a postal order for article on an idol factory in East 96th Street,

65 75., which please enter as ' God's Tenth . ' New York, where all the skill of designer,

I wish it to go particularly for colportage work moulder, and metal worker unite to copy and

abroad . I have always loved the Bible Society , reduplicate the idols of India, China,and Japan ,

and this year a little pamphlet, Wayfaring and to invent idols of visage terrifying enough

Biblemen, so appealed to my heart, that to satisfy the African taste. The largest part

although I am now poor, having lost my of the output of this factory is said to go to

money, I yet feel a constraint laid upon me to India, there to be devoutly worshipped. The

help on this glorious work . ” average shipment of idols to various countries

is from three hundred to nine hundred per

month .

One of our District Secretaries was holding

a Bible Meeting in a village hall . After the

meeting, his host said : “ Do you know how The Anniversary meeting in February of the

large our family is ? We are eight in number. British Guiana Auxiliary at Georgetown was

Now what do you think our doctor's bill came well attended . The Rev. G. 0. Heath,

to last year ? " The District Secretary made a Agent for the West Indies, was present and

guess . " No," replied the host, “ it was only so took the chair, supported by a representative

much "-mentioning a much smaller figure. platform . Mr. Heath also addressed a gather

“ Now my wife and I think we oughtto give a ing of the Ladies' Branch at Government

thankoffering for such good health ,and wehave House under the presidency of Lady Hodgson .

therefore decided to double our subscription to Four preliminary meetings had been held in

the Bible Society . ” And double it they did. the city, besides a gathering at Plaisance,

one of the largest neighbouring

villages, where the church was

One of our Spanish colporteurs filled to overflowing A hearty

was recently arrested , but released children's meeting in Trinity

in a day or two, " for devoting Wesleyan Church, Georgetown,

himself to the sale of books that attracted also a large number of

are contrary to morals and re adults. Mr. Heath next visited

ligion " In Portugalalso, another Berbice, preaching and addressing

colporteur, a prudent and capable a large Sunday-school gathering

worker, has lately been arrested, in the Town Hall , as well as the

all his seven hundred books seized, Anniversary meeting of the Ber
his money (£6 12s. ) taken from bice Auxiliary.

him, and he himself thrust for six

days into a dirty , verminous prison.

He carried nothing but Portuguese
The Rev. G. H. Bondfield writes

Scriptures in Figueiredo's version, from Shanghai that he has printed

the same as the Bible accepted
and sold nearly a quarter of a

from the Society by the King of
million copies of the Society's

Portugal.
Chinese Calendar for 1905.

#
J
U

U

1
0
#

Writing from Tananarivo, Mr.

Stowell Ashwell , of the L.M.S. ,

asks for five thousand

Malagasy Testaments as soon as

possible.

more

TODOOD

The existence of two rival ver

sions of the Telugu New Testa

ment came to a happy close last

year. The new Telugu revised

Bible, published before the end of

1904, is used by all the Protestant

missions at work in that impor .

tant field . This volume of 1,354

pages, royal octavo, forms a fitting

memorial of our Centenary. Each

copy costs the Society Rs. 5 (=

6s. 8d . ) to produce, and is being

sold at Rs. 2 (= 25. 8d .) . There

are twenty millions of our fellow

subjects in South India who speak

Telugu.

Archdeacon Woodward, of the

U.M.C.A. , writes from Tanga,

Dutch East Africa, to express his

thanks for the recent grant of St.

Luke's Gospel in Shambala, a

language of which he and his

colleagues are now making a

special study.

BRITISK FORCION BIBLE SOCITY

The New York Herald of Decem

ber uith contains an illustrated

THE FRONT ELEVATION

OF THE NEW BIBLE

HOUSE AT

SYDNEY The Bishop of Rangoon pre
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sided at the annual Rangoon Bible Meeting on

January 12th, when our Agent, the Rev. W.

Sherratt, reported that over fifty-eight thousand

in Pitt Street, opposite the School of Art. It

is estimated that a considerable income will be

derived from the letting of the offices in those

A SCENE IN CAPE COLONY.

copies of the Scriptures had been sold in Burma parts of the building not atpresent required

during 1904 — treble the circulation of 1902. An for the Society'suse. The offices attached are

impressive address was delivered by the Rev. to be styled “ Northampton Chambers," as a

W. H. Findlay, Secretary of the Wesleyan compliment to the President of the Parent

Missionary Society, and the Bishop concluded Society

his own speech as follows : “Because I desire

the world to know what God has done for the

world , what He has made known concerning At a special meeting of lady workers,

Himself and man before Christ and through which was held in the Bible House on

Christ , therefore I desire to see the British March 16th, a Ladies' Committee was formed ,

and Foreign Bible Society prosper." and a “ Women's Association organized

with Miss Flora Klickmann as Secretary.

This will work in affiliation with the

The foundation-stone of the new Centenary “ Helpers' Association ," but will seek ex

Bible House of the New South WalesAuxiliary clusively to develop the interests and efforts

was laid at Sydney on January 17th , by Sir of women on behalf of the Bible Society.

Harry Rawson , K.C.B. , the Governor of the This meeting was followed by a tea and a

Colony. A very large gathering, including general meeting of the Helpers' Association,

His Grace the Archbishop of Sydney (Presi- at which the Rev. Arthur Taylor presided in

dent of the Auxiliary) , the Moderator of the the absence of the President. The Rev.

Presbyterian Assembly of New South Wales, T. H. Darlow gave a graphic account of the

the President of the Baptist Union , the Presi- evolution of the Chinese Bible, with illus

dent of the Methodist Conference, and other trations from the Library. Mr. A. G. Rowlett,

eminent personages, witnessed the ceremony. the Hon. Secretary of the Association, gave

Mr. E.A. Rennie (ex -Auditor-General), one of a brief sketch of the lines upon which it is

the oldest members of the Society, presented proposed to work .

His Excellency with a mallet and trowel . The

Archbishop, on behalf of the Committee ,

presented His Excellency with a handsomely The Report of the Victoria Auxiliaries'

bound copy of the special Centenary edition Union for 1904 shows that altogether £ 1,901

of the Bible . The building is being erected has been raised for the Centenary Fund,
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while £451 was also remitted as a Free Con- for missionary distribution . A new consign

tribution to London , and £254 was expended ment of 1,500 copies of the New Testament in

on account of the Parent Society. Three new Ronga, for the use of the Swiss mission at

Auxiliaries, bringing up the number to twenty- Delagoa Bay, is now being prepared , the bulk

four, have been admitted into the Union , of which will be sent to Johannesburg,from

which owes its progress in no small degree which the Swiss missionaries are glad to draw

to the energy of the Organizing Secretary, their supplies.

Mr. F. G. Barley.

It will be remembered that THE BIBLE IN

The anniversary of the Southern Tasmanian the World for March contained a most in

Auxiliary was held at Hobart, on December teresting article entitled, “ A Gospel for the

13th , the Mayor presiding. Mr. H. Simmonds, Masai , ”by Mr. A. C. Hollis, Secretary to the

the Agent Colporteur, reported the sale of Administration, British East Africa, to whom

2,171 copies, some of them in remote districts the Society is mainly indebted for the Masai

to families who did not possess a Bible. He St. Mark which is now passing through the

had also held 177 Bible meetings, besides press. Our readers will note with interest

visiting most of the principal Sunday Schools, that the Oxford University Press has just

and conducting numerous services. The published an important volume by Mr. Hollis,

Auxiliary has raised £ 140 for the Centenary entitled , The Masai : their Language and Folk

Fund , and sent home as well £183 in free lore, with an introduction by Sir Charles Eliot.

contributions to the Parent Society. An article in the Contemporary Review for

February drew special attention to the striking

parallelisms between the earlychapters of the
Friends of the Society are admitted to inspect Book of Genesis, and the primitive legends

the Bible House — including the Library—on concerning the origin of things which have
any ordinary weekday between the hours of been handed downand preserved in this East

ten and five, and on Saturdays between ten African tribe.

and one. During the alterations now going

on in the Warehouse, that part of the premises

cannot be seen to advantage.
Dr. Monro Gibson , who is one of the

Society's honoured Vice-Presidents, has just

publishedan excellent little book on The De

Archdeacon Sharp, of the S.P.G. Mission at votional Use of the Holy Scriptures. There is

Sarawak , has made a request through our only one text-book of the Christian life , and

Agent at Singapore with regard to the mission personal religion waxes healthy and vigorous

work which he has recently begun in the town
as it draws nourishment from the Bible . How

of Kuching, where there are about thirty shall we use God's Book so that our souls may

thousand Chinese. The Committee have ac. grow thereby ? Dr. Gibson lays down some

ceded to his suggestion that the B.F.B.S. shall explicit practical directions, full of sanctified

pay the rent of a depôt for the Scriptures ; common-sense, which should prove of especial

while the S.P.G. will undertake the charge of value to young Christians. Many disciples

it , and will provide three catechists to carry miss their way in the Scriptures for lack of

round the books,and sell them at our Society's wise spiritual counsels like these.

prices. The Chinese in Kuching wish for a

room where they can be taught, and can also
read such books as the Mission supplies. In Messrs. Horace Marshall & Son have

and around Kuching there is a steady demand issued a “ Revised Edition " of " The Twentieth

for the Scriptures in Malay, and in the fol- Century New Testament.” So thorough has

lowing Chinese colloquial dialects : Hokien, the revision been, that the publishers assert

Taichau, Hakka, and Fuchau. it to be virtually a new translation . The

extraordinary success which attended the sale

of the first tentative edition, shows that a

Thedevelopment of Bible -work at Johannes- demand exists for a version of the New

burg is proceeding satisfactorily. A strong Testament in modern English. The chief

local Auxiliary Committee has been formed, value of the work , in our opinion, lies in

including several Dutch representatives, which the fact that it provides a handy commentary

is distinctly international as well as inter- for those who are unable to read the original

ecclesiastical . A Branch at Middelburg has Greek, and have neither time nor patience to

been recommenced with the help of the minister consult exegetical editions. Others, again ,

of the Dutch Reformed Church . At a recent may find it helpful occasionally to read the

conference on railway rates in South Africa, it Old Story in a new setting. But we cannot

was agreed to grant a reduction of about 33 believe that this or any similar translation

per cent. on the carriage of the Scriptures. is likelyto supplant the two standard versions

Johannesburg is becoming an important centre in the affection of the English people.
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Mr. Demetrius Kalopothakes, of Athens, has

succeeded his father as Assistant-agent in

Greece.

« We

An interesting addition was made to the

collections for the Society at Epsom this year.

On Sunday, January 29th , the Rev. Goodwin

Swift, chaplain, arranged for sermons and a

children's service in the chapel at the Union,

when the collection amounted to 13s. 8d . The

choir boys, who receive a few pence for their

services, requested Mr. Swift to add this to

the collection instead of paying them. Miss

Hislop, the local Secretary, writes :

esteem this the most valuable money our

Auxiliary has received."
MISS SHAW .

Photo by Sarony, Scarborough .

The Rev. F. E. Lawes , of Niué, writes : day, September 3 , 1903. As the result of this,

“ You will be glad to hear that the Niué
and other efforts, £36 16s . id . was remitted to

Scriptures were safely landed from the John the Fund. It is the greater pleasure to refer

Williams in October, and within four days Dr.

Davis took £40 cash in payment for those

to this record of long-continued and faithful

service to the Society , since Miss Shaw still

sold . We are thankful to find that the people able to maintain her activities unimpaired .
have not lost their desire for the Word of

She was made a Hon . Life Governor of the

God .” This refers to the first edition of the
Parent Society in 1896. May God long spare

complete Niué Bible, whichwas begun more her to continue her useful work .

than forty years ago by Dr. W. G. Lawes, and

last yearattainedits completion as the out

come of thirty -six years' labour by his brother,
the Rev. F. E. Lawes, of the L.M.S. The The Rev. J. Noble Mackenzie, of the New

Scriptures mentioned in this letter were sent
Hebrides Mission, now on a visit to England,

out by the Society on “ missionary terms."
is the translator of St. John's Gospel into the

language of Nogugu , spoken in the island

of Santo. This Gospel was printed for his

Mission by the Victoria Auxiliaries' Union,

Hearty congratulations are offered to Miss and the entire cost has now been refunded

Lucy Shaw on attaining her diamond jubilee from the proceeds of the sale of arrowroot

as a collector for the Society and Secretary of grown on that island and sold in London .

the village Association at Brant Broughton. Mr. Mackenzie is preparing translations of

In March, 1845 , Miss Shaw saw a notice in the two other Gospels and the Acts, which will

local paper that the Committee of the Auxili- also be published by the Bible Society.

ary of Newark-on-Trent, from which Brant

Broughton is eight miles distant , wanted to

extend the work to the surrounding villages, The Committee have decided that the

and wrote to the Committee offering her Central American Agency, which is without

services. From that time to the present she an Agent in consequence of the resignation

has been Secretary and collector in the village, of the Rev. F. de P. Castells, shall be placed

and for fifty -nine years in succession has under the direction of the Rev. G. O. Heath ,

arranged and attended the annual meeting of Kingston , Jamaica. The Republics of
without once missing. Since 1849, the depu- Central America will thus resume their former

tation has always been most hospitably enter position as a portion of our West Indian
tained at her house . The first to come was

Agency.
the Rev. P. Kent, who represented the Parent

Society in 1849 ; Mr. G. T. Edwards followed

in 1850, and Mr. Charles Stuart Dudley in We rejoice that in spite of hindrances from

1851. Miss Shaw has sold 1,572 Bibles and Government restrictions, and the prevalence

Testaments, beside 100 penny Testaments, of cholera, our circulation in Persia last

and has remitted £558 os. 2d . in Free Contri- year shows an increase. Mr. G. Mackertich ,

butions. On behalf of the Centenary Fund our Sub-agent at Julfa , Ispahan, completed

she organized a Sale of Work, which was held last August twenty -five faithful years in the

in the Rectory Grounds on her eightieth birth. Society's service.
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OUR ANNUAL MEETING

*

HE Society's hun meeting, which was wisely compressed

dred and first Anni- into two hours.

versary , which was

celebrated as usual

in Exeter Hall on The Marquis of Northampton presided ,

the first Wednes- and amongst those on the platform were

day morning in the Bishop of St. Albans, Bishop Welldon ,

May, proved the Bishop Cassels, Bishop Goe, Bishop

most successful Ingham , Rev. Dr. Timothy Richard, Canon

gathering of recent Marshall, Canon Leslie Melville , Canon B.

years. Indeed , to Baring-Gould , Canon Girdlestone, Pre

find a parallel to
bendary Fox, the Rev. R. B. de Wolf, Lord

the audience and Radstock, Sir T.Fowell Buxton ,G.C.M.G.,
the enthusiasm we Sir John H. Kennaway, M.P. , Sir Mark

must go back to Stewart, Sir AndrewWingate, General

the historic meet Robinson, Colonel Shortland, Colonel

ing.in 18go , when Skinner, Mr. Caleb Kemp (Chairman of

the speakers in- Committee), Mr. Robert Barclay (Trea

cluded Archbishop surer), Dr. R. N. Cust, Dr. Duka, the

Thompson, the Revs.GeorgeOwen (L.M.S.), Dennis Kemp

Rev. C. H. Spur- (W.M.S.), R. B. Ransford, C. Lea Wilson,

geon , and the Rev. C. E. White, Mr. J. Foster, Mr. T. Cheney

John McNeill . On Garfit, Mr. R. Hind, Mr. E. Rawlings,

the present occa Mr. George Spicer, Mr. Williamson Lam

sion balmy air and plough , Mr. G. A. King, Mr. P. F. Wood,

bright spring sun
Mr. William Canton , and most of the

shine helped to members of the Committee, the Staff, and

gather a great as
the District Secretaries .

semblage, which

included many of The meeting began on theregal note by

the Society's vete- singing, “ All hail thepower ofJesus' name.
ran friends. The

Then the Rev. J. H. Ritson read the

platform was par- Scriptures and offered prayer, and the

ticularly crowded Rev. A. Taylor gave a brief but masterly

with represen- summary of the main points of the

tative Christian Abstract of the Report, which was in the

leaders, supported hands of the audience.

by a goodly number of the junior clergy
and ministers. The hall was filled to the

back benches, and not a few found seats The noble President , who was warmly

in the gallery. It was noticeable that welcomed , declared that as a result of our

nearly the whole audience remained with Centenary effort there was added interest

unflagging interest to the end of the in the Society's work throughout the

* * *

* * *
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throughout the world there is an ever- growing

desire for their possession, and that the pros

pects for the future are full of en

couragement, calls upon all friends

of the Society , andespecially upon

the Churches for whom the Society

acts as steward in this branch of

missionary en

terprise, to

strengthen the

hands of the

Committee by

providing the

necessary

funds for the

maintenance

and extension

of the work ."

*

This resolution was moved by the

Bishop of St. Albans. In the kindest

British Em- manner hé had consented at very short

pire, and also notice to take the place ofMr. A. B.Lloyd,

among Bible of the C.M.S. Bunyoro Mission , Uganda,

readers and Bible Mr. Lloyd being unfortunately prevented

lovers a profounder by illness from fulfilling his engagement

faith in the power to speak at the Anniversary. The Bishop

of the Word of God. was heartily cheered when he confessed

Lord Northampton that he had spoken a good deal for the

related the instance Bible Society in the past, and proceeded

of a Japanese artilleryman who had been to deal with the deficit of £ 35,000

led to Christ by a copy ofSt. Luke's Gospel, announced on last year's working. The

and quoted John Ruskin's testimony to day before he had attended two great

Psalm cxix. He wished that some of the meetings of the C.M.S. where a still larger

“ Higher Critics ” wculd receive the Bible deficit of £ 45,000 had been faced without

more as little children. Instead of this, its a sign of depression. We had to thank

ambiguities were magnified by microscopic God for such wonderful results, which

treatment, mysteries too deep for the demand larger expenditure. The very

human mind were treated like problems success which He has vouchsafed to the

of Euclid, undue stress was laid upon Society is only a call for far greater energy

immaterial details, while the deepest and effort . The Committee were not,

truths were placed on one side . The strictly speaking, in debt; they had met

President added, amid cheers , that in their seven years of deficits out of an

spite of the errors of Christians and the accumulated working capital, and they

criticisms of clever men , the Word of God now said , as men of business, that it was

abideth for ever . Applause came again not safe to decrease this any further. At

when he referred to the “ grim energy the end of their seven lean years it was

of the Secretaries , and the " resolute time for the Society to have seven fat and
courage " of the Society's foreign workers, full years to fill its granaries again.

and appealed to the Christian public to

see the Society's enterprise was not cur- The Bishop then quoted from the

tailed . Abstract to show how wonderfully oppor

tunities were opening in the world, and

The first resolution ran as follows : concluded a very energetic andimpressive

“ That the Report be accepted , and issued

speech by referring to the President's

under the direction of the Committee ; that
remarks upon the Higher Criticism . We

this meeting, having learned with thankfulness must not believe for a single instant that

to God thatthe opportunities for circulating the
all the critics of the Old or the New Testa

Holy Scriptures have greatly increased, that ment either, were unbelieving critics.

*

* *

- - -
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They included men who were as devoted through whose preaching there have been

students of the Word of God, and as firm founded six native Churches around Ching

believers in our Lord Jesus Christ, as any Chin - fu . Dr. Richard mentioned the fact

single person in Exeter Hall that day. that the Emperor of China had a copy of

Let the real experts, the real believing the New Testament, which he read every

critics, face and answer the unbelieving day. He also described how the Gover

critics . The Bishop declared that he had nor of Shansi had privately asked for two

learned a very great deal about the Bible hundred New Testaments, which he might

which he did not know when he was first present to his subordinate officials in order

ordained . He looked upon it with an that they might understand Christianity

affection which increased year by year. better ; these books were at once granted

Every Christian must read that Book through Dr. Richard by the Bible Society.

every day of his life ; and he believed

that we could afford to be tranquil and Then Lord Northampton called upon

calm in the faith that God will vindicate Mr. Cheng Ching - Yi, and a tall , handsome

His own Word. young Chinaman rose from a seat at the

front of the platform , where he had at

The resolution was seconded by the tracted universal notice by his robes of

Rev. Dr. Timothy Richard , who has heliotrope silk worn with a small black

spent thirty - six years in the service of cap . Mr. Cheng is the eldest son of the

the Baptist Missionary Society in China, senior Chinese preacher connected with

and is known as one of the most the London Mission at Pe

trusted and influential counsel king. An accomplished

lors of the high Chinese officials Chinese scholar, he is stay

and governors, among whom ing at present in London,

he exercises an extraordinary in engaged for the Bible

Auence. Speaking with much Society as Assistant to the

deliberation, Dr. Richard nar Rev. George Owen in the

rated in a simple and moving revision of the Mandarin

fashion some practical examples Bible . It may be here said

from his own experience of the that this Bible appeals to

spiritual power of the Scrip perhaps two hundred mil

tures on heathen Chinamen.

In one case a blind man who

could not read was taught by a

native Christian to repeat Psalm

cxlv. “ A month after," con

tinued Dr. Richard , “ I visited

that village again , and the blind

man's face shone with the

glory which comes only from

heaven . I asked him if he had

committed to memory the

Psalm . He said “ Yes ; and

what is more, I have got my

eyesight.' What do you mean ?'

I said . He said , ' When I had Photo by Elliott & Fry.

my former eyes I could only

see this world . Now by the eyes of faith

I see heaven open , and I may enter in ple , a far

there . ' ' greater num

ber than any

Another Chinaman who came to other version

inquire the way of salvation, committed in the world .

to memory parts of St. Matthew and of Mr. Cheng

the Book of Revelation . As a result he spoke with

arnest Christian evangelist, out notes but
Photo by Elliott & Fry.

THE BISHOP OF ST. ALBANS,

lions of peo

BISHOP WELLDON,

ne an
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with remark- was religion . He described how , during

able fuency the Boxer outbreak at Tientsin , when he

and modest himself was within sound of the firing, he

self - posses- found comfort from the closing verses of

sion . To hear the eighth chapter of the Epistle to the

his address it Romans. He gave striking examples of

seemed hardly the difficulties which a Chinaman found

credible that in accepting some of our Lord's own

only eighteen sayings, and concluded a most interesting

monthsago he speech by pleading that everyone in

could not China who was willing should have a

chance to read God's Word.

G

* *
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The first resolution was then

put and carried heartily and

unanimously. After singing

the hymn , " Father of mercies,

in Thy Word ,” a collection was

taken, which realized £112 .

The President then called

upon Bishop Welldon, for

merly headmaster of Harrow

and Metropolitan of Calcutta ,

MR. CHENG CHING - YI. and now Canon of West

Photo by The Wykenham Studio . minster, to move the second

resolution , which ran as fol

speak English at all . He lows :

quoted with great effect
“ That the thanks of the meeting

the Chinese proverb
be accorded to the President,

which says, “ A painted Treasurer, and members of the

loaf cannot feed a hun Committee for their valuable ser

gry man .” The Chinese vices during the past year ; that

were hungry, looking for Robert Barclay, Esq., V.P. , be

food, but the food they
requested kindly to continue as

had was only, as it were ,
Treasurer of the Society ; and

that the following gentlemen be

painted on a picture .
GIPSY " SMITH.

the Committee or the ensuing

Theygazed on it , but their Photo by Bright's, Ltd.
year with power to fill vacancies :

hearts and souls had not F. F. Belsey, Esq. , A. Brauen,

been fed. “ Where is the real food ? Jesus Esq . , A. J. Crosfield , Esq . , G. T. Crosfield,

said , ' I am the Bread of Life. ' How are Esq . , A. T. Dence, Esq . , Col. D. F. Douglas

they to get this Bread of Life ? Jesus said
Jones, C. A. Flint, Esq . , A. R. Fordham ,

to His disciples, ' Give ye them to eat . ' '
Esq., S. H. Gladstone, Esq ., Sir William

Mr. Cheng believed that , apart from
Godsell, T. Morgan Harvey, Esq . , Harold

Knott, Esq., H. Koenigs, Esq., G. Mad
Christianity, there was no religion on dox, Esq., H. W. Maynard , Esq ., G. J.

earth better than Confucianism . It had
McCaul , Esq . , T. P. Newman, Esq., F. D.

taught the Chinese what they ought to Outram , Esq. , W. C. Parkinson, Esq . , Joseph

do and what they ought not to do . Pollard, Esq., A. Rolland Rainy, Esq ., M.B.,

“ But,” he continued, “ to free us from Leslie S. Robertson , Esq. , Major-Gen. C. G.

Robinson, Fr. Schaeffer, Esq . , W. H. Seagram ,
sin wewant something better than teach

ing. Confucius can only teach men, Christ
Esq., E. J. Sewell , Esq . , Col. D. V. Shortland,

alone can save them. ” The audience Walser, Esq., G. H. Wedekind, Esq., E. P.
Col. E. S. Skinner, J.E. Vanner, Esq., Emil

greatly appreciated and applauded this Weaver, Esq . , M.D., D. Wellby, Esq., I. P.

distinction, and “ Gipsy ” Smith , who was Werner, Esq., Sir Andrew Wingate, A. W.

sitting next to the speaker, patted his Young, Esq.”

shoulder in approval. Mr. Cheng de

scribed the party of reform in China, and Bishop Welldon began by declaring

emphasized that the basis of all progress with strong conviction that “ in that

* *
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patient and pathetic land of India, which doubt, represented a moral truth of human

I have known but for a short time , and nature. He had been occupied with

which I hope I may know yet again, ancient literature all his life, and he

(cheers)—there is no agency to which I assured them that the evidence for the

look with greater hopefulness than I do authenticity of the Fourth Gospel was

to this Society, which carries everywhere infinitely superior to any evidence which

the saving truth ." had been produced, or could be pro

Turning to the subject of the Higher duced, for books like the works of
Criticism , of which he took a somewhat Aristotle or Tacitus, which every classical

more serious view than the Bishop of St. scholar accepted. Dr. Welldon closed

Albans, Dr. Welldon spoke of the grave with a homely and humorous illustration
difficulty involved in carrying on a con- of the way in which advanced higher

troversy with Muhammadans, who always critics assured us that if we accept all
declare that the records of the their teaching, the Bible remains

Gospel are false . Would not
as valuable as before.

such Muhamınadans consider

their controversial attitude justi The last speaker was " Gipsy

fied by Christian teachers , when Smith, the well-known Evangelist ,

they read the Encyclopedia Biblica , who had a hearty reception. He

which Bishop Welldon, speaking won everybody's attention from

with immense emphasis and amid the outset by declaring that he
loud applause, characterized as was proud to have been born in

" that monument of learned a gipsy tent. " Anybody," he

folly." He could not refrain said , amid much laughter, " can

from expressing his surprise be born in a house .' He had

that devoted , honoured , and sober been brought to the Light before

minded Christian teachers should he was able to read the Bible .

not have taken the first oppor His father, who was a gipsy, had

tunity of formally dissociating been sent to prison for what

themselves from the teachings of some one else had done , and

that work.
while he was in prison he heard

the chaplain preach from the

With regard to the question of text : " Other sheep I have which

miracles, Bishop Welldon de are not of this fold .” And the

clared “ there can be no com text never left him till he was

promise whatever ," and the meet the Lord's free man . As a re

ing cheered vehemently . The sult there followed the conver

greatest of all miracles was the sion of all his children . The

Incarnation, and when that was speaker continued : “ The first

believed , no other miracle in the Bible that I had was given to

New Testament , or the Old , could me, and I used to get down under

be held to be entirely impossible. a hedge in a corner of a field ,

To whittle away those miraculous or under tree - anywhere

events which lie about the In kneeling there with my cap be

carnation , such as our Lord's side meand my Bible open , very

Virgin Birth and Resurrection , often the wrong way up ; but it

affords no real relief to faith, but was the Bible , and I believed it .

rather makes faith more arduous I prayed beside that Bible—a

and difficult. Turning to the little nomad, without school or

early chapters of the Old Testa any one to help me— Lord Jesus,

ment, Dr. Welldon pointed out I cannot read this Book, but I

that if similar stories of the Flood
want its spirit in my heart ' ; and

were found in the ancient tra that prayer was answered long

ditions of other nations, it seemed before I could read a letter."

all the more clear that the Flood

had been a fact ; while the story It is difficult to give an idea

of the Fall , he felt no sort of of the number of good things

* * *

2

*
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which occurred in this delightful speech . the Bible. “ When you and I , who pro

“ You know the Bible levels us . It brings fess the name, are brothers, there will be

us all together-a Marquis and a gipsy less criticism-far less. We shall have

boy, a Chinaman and a Bishop ” ; and the to live in heaven together. Let us learn

speaker pointed dramatically to each of how before we get there. I believe,

them in turn . He described how the first with all my heart, that one of the great

piece of Christian work he ever did as a hindrances to the masses outside our

gipsy boy was to get a collecting -box, and Churches is the fact that we Christians

then, as he went from door to door selling are so divided . What I want us to feel

clothes-pegs, he asked people to give him is , that the Bible lived will be the greatest

something for the Bible Society. answer to all the critics and to all the

unbelievers.”
* *

* *

Perhaps the most effective point in this Gipsy Smith sat down amid great cheer

telling utterance was the “ respectful sug- ing, and Bishop Welldon put to the meet

gestion of a way in which we can answer ing the second resolution ,which was duly

these unbelieving critics. It is for us all carried. The Doxology and the Benedic

to live our Bibles. Do not discuss them tion concluded one of the most impres

so much. Put a bit more in at theliving .” sive and encouraging Anniversaries which
We had too much to fight , for us to waste the Society has ever celebrated . We all

our time in fighting one another. We went away thanking God and taking

needed a little more of the catholicity of courage.

IT WILL BE OBSERVED THAT WE HAVE DEPARTED FROM OUR USUAL PRACTICE

OF PUBLISHING IN THESE PAGES A VERBATIM REPORT OF THE SPEECHES AT THE

EXETER HALL ANNIVERSARY. ANY OF OUR FRIENDS, HOWEVER, WHO DESIRE TO

READ THE SPEECHES AT LENGTH , CAN OBTAIN A COPY, FREE, ON APPLICATION TO THE

Bible House . IT MUST BE UNDERSTOOD THAT THE SOCIETY IS NOT RESPONSIBLE

FOR ALL THE OPINIONS OF ITS ADVOCATES.

Common Prayer
“ Prayer and Missions are as inseparable as faith

and works."
John R. Mott .

FO
OR many years it has been a rule for the whole staff of the Bible House in

London to assemble for prayer every Tuesday inorning, and in many other

countries the servants and friends of the Society are accustomed to unite week

by week, for common intercession on its behalf. We entreat all who are like -minded

to join each Tuesday morning in this unison of praise and prayer with the Society's

agents, colporteurs, and Biblewomen throughout the world .

The following special topics for prayer are suggested to our fellow-workers :

For June.- (1) That the new Committee at powerful factors in the world-wide diffusion

the Bible House may have God-given wisdom of God's Word .

to administer the Society's affairs— (2 ) That For July (1) For the European Colporteurs,

the Society's servants all over the world may contending with intolerance or indifference

have their faith strengthened and their zeal ( 2 ) For theColporteurs in Moslem and heathen

kindled by last year's encouraging records lands , facing hardships and actual danger- (3)

- ( 3) That the revival in the Colonies of For the Colporteurs in South America, beset

interest in the Society may lead to a wide with bigotry and violent opposition— (4) For

extension of Bible -work throughout the British the native Biblewomen in India and China,

dominions— (4 ) That our Home Auxiliaries who are striving to carry the Gospel Light into

may be quickened with new life, and become the dark homes of the East.
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TH

TOLDI

An Interview with the Editor

of the first Tibetan Newspaper

HE opening up of the

once inaccessible region

of Tibet adds further to the

language problems with which

the Bible Society has to deal .

It might appear to those un

acquainted with the diversities

of dialects spoken in India and

its neighbouring territories

that Scriptures in Tibetan

would suffice for Tibet . But

although this language actually

covers the whole of Tibet , it

is the classical language of

literature and writing - occu

pying somewhat the same

position as Latin in mediæval

Europe. Books in Tibetan

fail to reach the bulk of the

population and the many tribes

speaking dialects , which for

all practical purposes may be

regarded as distinct languages,

-since they are sometimes

mutually unintelligible .

With a view to discussing

with the Editorial Committee THE BAZAAR, LEH .

at the Bible House the im

portant question of providing Scriptures The first Moravian missionaries settled

for these people , the Rev. Hermann at Kyelang as a centre for work among

Francke, of the Moravian Mission at Leh, the Tibetans. But travelling showed them

Western Tibet , recently visited England, many varieties of Tibetan speech, such as

and gave some interesting information re- the dialect of the nomads in Rupshu and

garding the people among whom he works. Spiti , the West Tibetan dialect of Ladakh

Among the many duties which fall to the and the archaic dialect of Baltistan . They

lot of this able missionary, it may be men- eventually decided to translate the Scrip

tioned that he occupies the unique position tures into classical Tibetan, and not into

of Editor of the first Tibetan newspaper- one of the lesser dialects.

The Ladakh Times . This is printed at the Further investigation , however, proves

Mission Press at Leh , a town in Kashmir that other translations of portions of the

perched at an altitude of 11,200 feet above Bible are imperative, if ever the Word of
the sea -level . God is to reach the large numbers of

The unflagging zeal shown by the people to whom the Tibetan Bible re

Moravians in so difficult and inhospitable mains a closed Book.

a field as Western Tibet , has long been Of the many dialects spoken among

an impressive object-lesson to those who these Himalayan heights, mention has

would belittle the missionary and his been made of Balti , in which the Society

calling. To the Moravians the Bible has already published a Gospel-as stated

Society is indebted for the men who in our February number. Other impor

translated the Tibetan New Testament, tant languages are Dard , spoken in the

and the portion of the Old Testament Leh district ; Bunan , Ranglo, and Man

now going through the press. chat, spoken in the Kyelang district ;
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Kunawar, spoken by at least ten thousand evidently a relic of a religion related to

in the Kunawar valley ; Tibarskad, spoken the old Vedic faith—a worship of nature,

in the Sutlej valley, between Suknam and on which Hinduism was afterwards con

Chini ; and Tinam in a side valley in the structed . The Buddhists in the past

Kyelang district. There is , besides, the erected chortens-historic monuments of

probability that the opening up of Tibet distinctive shape—and to the present day

will bring further languages to light. build walls of stone, each stone inscribed

The Dards may be instanced as an ex- with the Buddhist formula :

ample of the distinctive peoples which are “ Om mani padme hum . ”

to be found living in comparative isolation (" Oh , the jewel in the lotus." )

among the mountains, showing no trace of Whereas the Dard in his primitive state

any common ancestry with neighbouring builds neither chortens nor sacred walls ,

tribes . Where they originally came from only chathos (altars to the gods) .
is not known , but evidence supports the " I have made some archæological

supposition that they are a detachment researches in this territory,” said Mr.

from the great Indo-Aryan immigration Francke, “ and found stones with rude
of past ages, who finally settled in these pictures evidently representing scenes in

mountain passes. their national life , and somewhat similar

The religion of the people, in those in character to those rock -pictures dis

districts which are almost untouched by covered among the Indians in North

the trader or the lama, bears no relation America. One of these rough pictures is

to Buddhism or Muhammadanism , but is clearly meant to represent agame of polo,

THE TOWN OF LEH .
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population , since

they annexed

that territory

about sixty years

ago.

" When the

peasants are un

able to pay their

taxes, they resort

to the monas

teries to borrow

money. Thus the

Buddhist lamas

have developed

into money

lenders , and this

fact gives them

a powerful hold

over the people ,

and the man who

proposes to join

the Christians is

required by the

KHALATZE, ORIGINALLY A CARD VILLAGE . monasteries first

to pay his debt,

agame which came originally from ancient with the accumulated interest on the loan .

Persia, where it dropped into disuse , to This is one of the greatest obstacles in

be discovered later among the hill -tribes our path . The knowledge that a pro

of North India ." fession of Christianity will involve their

The circulation of the Scriptures among whole families in ruin at the hands of the

the Tibetans is work which, at present, lamas deters many Tibetans from joining

may not show such striking results as

have been forthcoming in certain other “ Yet there are distinct encouragements .

countries. Nevertheless, when the sto- The Scriptures are increasingly valued and

lidity of the Tibetan temperament be studied by our converts. Moreover, we

taken into account , and the peculiarly have even sold copies to the lamas them

hard soil in which the seed is being sown, selves . Indeed , one of our most useful

there is already indication that the work native evangelists was originally a Tibetan

will ultimately yield a good harvest. lama named Khomfel, who first learned of

“ One of the greatest hindrances to the the true God through reading a Gospel ,

spread of the Gospel in these regions," which led him to seek for further instruc

Mr. Francke explained, " is the fact that tion from our missionaries. He is now

the larger proportion of the natives are in working with us in Kalatse, where he

debt to the priest, and their property, originally served Buddha. We have

small or large, is mortgaged to the recently baptized five Tibetans from

monasteries. Kalatse, through his preaching .'

“ At best the people are exceedingly

poor. The country in Western Tibet is

mere stony desert. There is little water, The population of Tibet is variously

and in consequence little vegetation. estimated at from 2,000,000 to 6,000,000.

Wood is scarce , and coal has not yet The Bible Society has printed the New

been discovered . The barest necessities Testament and part of the Old in Tibetan ,

of life are therefore expensive and hard publishing altogether 76,000 copies in this
to come by. But the people suffer still language, many of which have been cir

greater hardships in the matter of taxa- culated from South -west China . The

tion , the rulers of Kashmir having added New Testament has recently been revised

considerably to the burdens of the native at the Society's expense.

us.

* *
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Points from our Hundred and

First Report

1904-1905

Last Year's Issues.

The Society's total issues for the past year have been 5,857,645

copies. This total is 160,284 more than in 1903-4, but is 86,130

copies lower than the issues in 1902–3. These are the three

highest totals ever attained by the Society.

The issues from the Bible House in London for the year

ending March 31 , 1905 , were 1,870,802 copies — a decrease of

163,451 on the previous year.

The total issues of the Society since its foundation have been

192,537,746 copies of Holy Scripture, complete or in parts. Of

these more than seventy-seven millions have been in English.

Colportage.

To carry the Scriptures far and wide and to offer them from

door to door, the Society employed 930 colporteurs throughout

last year , at a cost of about £ 45,000 . If our eyes could trace

these humble Bible-sellers up and down the world amid the

many- coloured conditions of their service, we should see them

busy among Indian rice-fields and along Chinese waterways,

over Canadian prairies and through the Australian bush, and

beside the great African lakes. We should watch them

sheltering in native huts in the snowy defiles of the Andes,

and threading their path under trails of purple orchids through

the forests of Brazil. From South Malaysia one man writes :

I am now enjoying a semi-nomadic -aquatic existence, spending

half my time in a bullock-cart and half in a boat. I have not

seen an Englishman for the last three months, and probably

shall not see one for the next six ." Another writes : “ All the

time I was selling Scriptures in the market-place, showers

of fine cinders fell around me from a volcanic eruption .”

Last year these colporteurs sold over 2,250,000 copies of the

Scriptures — a total far above all previous records.

Biblewomen.

The Society has also maintained over 700 native Christian

Biblewomen employed in connection with about 40 different

missionary organizations in Eastern lands; it also helped to

support more or less directly nearly 100 European Biblewomen ,

the majority of whom labour in the poorest districts of London .

The cost of this department of our enterprise was nearly £ 6,000.

The War in the Far East.

About 350,000 copies of Russian and Japanese Scriptures

have been given away among the troops on both sides marching

to the front, to the sick and wounded soldiers in hospitals, and

to prisoners of war.

Translation and Revision .

The Society's List of Versions now includes names of 390

distinct forms of speech . This means, the complete Bible

in 100 different languages ; the New Testament in 94 more
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languages ; and at least one book of Scripture in 196

other languages. To print these languages, over fifty

different sets of characters are required.

TWELVE New NAMES have been added during the past

vear. Susieh , for South Morocco ; Colloquial Arabic, for

Algeria ; Se - Kalana, for Matabeleland ; Masai, for E.

Equatorial Africa ; Gang and Dinka, for the Upper Nile

Valley ; Mukāwa, for New Guinea ; Santo Bay and Tafasao ,

for the New Hebrides — the latter translated by the

venerable Dr. Paton ; Balti, for Kashmir ; Brahui, for

Baluchistan ; and Mosquito, spoken on the eastern coast

of Nicaragua.

Auxiliaries .

The Society's Auxiliaries and Branches in England and

Wales number 5,780 . Outside these islands, the Society

has nearly 2,000 Auxiliaries and Branches, mainly in the

British Colonies .

Finance.

The Society received (apart from the Centenary Fund)

last year, £ 218,589 ; while it spent £253,822 . This leaves

on the year's working a deficit of £ 35,233. During the

past seven years the Society's expenditure has exceeded

its revenue by over £ 112,000.

The Centenary Fund .

Up to Easter, 1903 , the payments and promises to this

£in the world. Canada and Newfoundland have raised the

munificent total of £10,551 . From South Africa £4,839

was received, including over £500 from the Transvaal.

From Central Europe, including Germany, Austria , Hun

gary and Switzerland , £3,837 was paid in . The Australian

Commonwealth contributed£ 3,276, and New Zealand has
remitted the liberal sum of £3,250. India and Ceylon

together sent £ 2,966 . From Italy came £ 804 ; from

Egypt, £719 ; and from Russia and Siberia , £ 717. The

West Indies contributed £564 , while South Malaysia

forwarded £551 from Singapore.

Some of themost remarkable and encouraging gifts have

been received from native Christian communities in the

Mission field , in eloquent gratitude for the benefits con

ferred on them by the Bible Society . Thus, for instance,

of £ 1,100 sent from China, more than half consists of

contributions from Chinese Christians. £ 441 has come to

hand from the coast of West Africa ; £ 60 from the New

Hebrides , and no less than £253 fromMadagascar. GOHENGE

FARING AS I NEED FARS

We plead very earnestly for the speedy completion of NONE IS THERE MOREWSE

the Centenary Fund. The Bible Society has asked for a MORE THAN HECHT TO SE

quarter of a million guineas in order that it may more NWELLBETRINKING

effectually publish the Gospel of peace. The nations of LEATRO HIS SPIRIT

modern Christendom are spending more than a thousand
GOOD OR OF EVIL

times that sum every year in their preparations for war.
His DEATH.DY

The ILLUSTRATIONS SHOW RELIEFS FROM THE MEMORIAL AT ROKER, SUNDERLAND, TO THE VENERABLE

BEDE, A PIONEER IN THE WORK OF GIVING THE ENGLISH PEOPLE THE GOSPEL IN THEIR OWN TONGUE .

.
0
2
1
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Sunday at a Chinese Inn

WE
ܙܙ

m e

a sore

my

By Alfred Copp

The Bible Society's Sub-agent in Chefoo

E call them " inns ” for want of fastened to was movable, gave a plunge,

a better name. One missionary and in less time than you can tell it , he

called them " prisons.” A miserable was out of the yard , the large manger
shanty of a place, entered by a pair of dangling at the end of his halter. The

big gates, or doors, inside of which there children that were in the way darted to

is a large yard or open space , surrounded the sides while he bolted through the

partly by stables, and partly by " rooms" large gateway to the street . In a few

where the guests may lodge. We arrived minutes he was back in the yard again ;

on Saturday night, and, as usual, the first but not so the manger, for this had gone

thing to be done was to get the “ room ” pretty well to splinters, and as I saw it

swept out, the walls swept down , and, in brought back , it was only fit for the fire.

this case, to get some paper put on the A bath in a basin of hot water is best

window, it being pretty cold ; besides, taken on the bedstead , as you are then up
one likes to get a little privacy at an inn , off the mud Hoor. And your breakfast is

if possible.
Sunday

morning

found

with

foot , for the

door of

room was off

its hinges ,

and came

crash on to

my foot the

night before

as I was shut

ting it . I

called to the

master, who

answers to

the title of

Chang-kwei- lih
Photo by the Rev. G. H. Bondfield .

(pronounced ENTERING A CHINESE INN YARD.

something

like John Gradey ), to warn him of the soon cooked in a small pot carried for the

danger of his door-a ponderous door, purpose . The breakfast being over , the

too-for travellers who might be stopping forenoon is spent in looking up and pre

at his inn . But the master was either paring a little address for the benefit of

“ not up,” or “ out,” or had “ gone to our colporteurs and any of the people

bed." of the inn , or travellers , or the people of

My carter, who drove a couple of mules the village who may careto come.
We

in his cart, had turned and driven out are not usually short of folk, who on such

of the yard the night before, on seeing occasions look in to see what is going on .

horses in the place, as horses are said My three assistant colporteurs who were

to fight with mules. One of these horses, with me were lodging just over the road ,

on seeing me stand in the yard with my as the inn where I was had no room for

helmet , or sun -hat, on , though at a good them . So we held our little meeting in

distance from the creature, stared at me their room . Plenty of people came in to

in great surprise with a snort and a start , see , or to hear, as we told them some

and finding that the manger he was thing about the Lord's Prayer. Probably
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Sunday at a Chinese Inn

never

A MIDDAY HALT AT A CHINESE INX.

to a couple of young fel .

lows about twenty years of

age , and I thought they

seemed interested ; but

when I began to ask one

of them a question or two

-perhaps it was his name

I asked him — he fled out

of the room . It must seem

very strange to them for

people to come and stop

in their village and tell

them such things as the

Bible contains, the like of

which they have

heard before in their lives .

Although we may see no

response to the truths we

set forth , nor even hear of

any afterwards, yet there

is blessed satisfaction at the

close of a day in knowing

that a day's work for Jesus

Christ has been accom

Photo by Rev. A. R. Crawford . plished . The inn may be

cheerless and devoid of all

most of those present had never heard the comfort, yet to know thatwe haveknocked

Gospel before, and it is worth coming all at the door of some hearts with the Word

the way to China to tell these people the of Life is ample repayment for any hard-.

Gospel in their own language for the first ships we may have to endure at these
time. They listened, too , with attention. inns along the way.

Towards evening we went out

into the street to have a little

open -air work, but did not have

to go far before we came upon

a group of people and a con
venient place to start street

preaching. People gathered round

us in numbers, and a small crowd

soon collected to see and hear

what was going on . Three or

four of us addressed them in

turn , and it is to be hoped that

they got some little idea of the

Gospel message we tried to im

part. One of our colporteurs, a

man with a long beard — a rare

thing for a Chinaman - got a very

good hearing. Before going to

bed we always hold our

meeting for prayer, when the

people at hand are invited to

come in and listen . This meeting

I take in turn with the native

colporteurs.

To -day, at one of our gather

ings at the inn , I was speaking A MARBLE ARCHWAY AT CHÜ YUNG, BUILT A.D. 1345.

Own
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Motives for Bible Diffusion

ΤT

Extracts from the Annual Sermon in St. Paul's Cathedral on May 2

By the Bishop of Southampton

Formerly Bishop of Bombay

HE history The forward policy can alone be

of the Bible entertained . I say this notwithstanding

Society is one of an ominous and startling paragraph in

unique develop this year's Report, to the effect that “ The

ment, of swift Committee will be compelled at once to

and solid pro- reduce their expenditure in important

g ress, of provinces of the Mission Field — at least,

permanent and until the yearly funds at their disposal

substantial show a substantial growth .” I know there

achievement will be many missionaries who will read

such as is , prob- these words with consternation . But no

a bly,without one can believe that the Bible Society can

parallel in the really go back . Temporary economies

religious annals may be exercised to balance temporary
of mankind. deficits. But I take it as certain that the

There never Society will be furnished with the neces

was an under
sary, means to pursue and develop its

taking which work. And what its friends have to do is
found its way to realize its mission more fully, to think

more quickly to out into clearness the grounds of its claim ,

men's hearts , to press its appeals in sucha way as may

which satisfied reach the consciences of Christian men,

a deeper sense and kindle the sense of obligation to

of want , which respond to them through the Christian

met world .

general sense of Our own constraining motive in the

fitness, which spread itself in more efforts we make to circulate the Scriptures

remarkable ways, or which underwent in all countries and among all races must

more unforeseen developments. The be the estimate we make of their value

growth of the Society, the expansion of towards promoting the highest good of

its work, the far-reaching fruits of its mankind,and our endeavour must be to

beneficent influence, seem to denote to communicate our own appreciation of

impartial observers a providential mission them to the minds and consciences of

to the world . others.

But notable as the results of past effort What is the claim that we make for the

have been, opportunities and claims have Bible ?

run ahead of them. The resources of the First, surely , that it is necessary to the

Society are inadequate to the obligations satisfaction of the deepest spiritual needs

which its own work , and the progress of which God has planted in the nature of

the world , have devolved upon it. Its man . I do not think any school of

friends have an anxious balance -sheet to Christian students or critics of the Bible

face this year . They must either sur- would be disposed to question this pro

render ideals of progress, or secure more position. It is probably the case that the

support to go forward . The former diligent literary study of the Bible which

course would involve the sacrifice of much has been so prominent a feature in the

that has been done , as well as the arrest intellectual activity of the last century has

of natural expansion. It would mean a to some extent modified theories of in

loss, not only to Christianity, but to spiration which were commonly held at

mankind , the extent of which is impos- an earlier period . It may now be gene

sible to calculate . rally recognized that the human element

a more
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Motives for Bible Diffusion

in the Scriptures is larger than was once tion to manual labour through His early

supposed. But I do not believe that manhood would be sufficient of itself, if

there ever was a fuller or morereverent fully grasped , to regenerate the life of
recognition that everywhere in the Bible India by sweeping away the prejudices

there is an element which is essentially of caste, which account for so much of

Divine. It is felt more than ever that the the industrial backwardness of the

Bible interprets to us the deep things of country. There is something more which
life . is unique in Christ, namely, the identifica

It deals with them in a way which tion that He made of Himself with sinners

finds a response in man's spirit, which in order that He might redeem them and

commends itself to his deepest intuitions, raise them up . And even more than that
and carries with it an impression of cer- tie truth which the Gospels declare that

tainty. On such subjects the Scriptures when Christ died it was not only that
speak infallibly . Theycontain a revelation He might consummate His witness to the

which comes from God, a revelation truth He had taught, nor only that He

which is consistent and continuous might exhibit, under the severest tests ,

throughout, and which proves the source the glories and supreme capabilities of
from which it comes by the response with all virtues, nor only that His memory

which it meets in the human spirit . might be worshipped for ever by all

Though the views that are generally lovers of goodness and truth, but that

taken now of the composition of the the life freely given in death might

Sacred Books may be somewhat different propagate itself in the lives of men , and

from what they were fifty or a hundred accomplish the salvation of the world.

years ago there is, I conceive, no danger

whatever that anyearnest Christian should

doubt their Divine voice or message. For these reasons I rejoice in the work

Under the new conditions of knowledge we which this Society does in circulating all

shall be more earnest, more zealous, more over the world in millions of copies the

confident in the work of circulating the Gospels which delineate the life of Christ.

Scriptures than ever before. We shall It is easy to criticise the free and unre

feel that the Divine element in thein has stricted diffusion of the Scriptures, and to

been disentangled from the human, and point to certain dangers which it may

its transcendent value brought into relief. involve. I do not say that you secure,

Again , we claim for the Bible that it by means of it , the imparting of a sound
alone contains the manifestation of a theology. For that you need the well

perfect human life in the world. It instructed missionary with the Scriptures

differs from all other sacred books in in his hand. But I believe in diffusing

exhibiting its moral and spiritual teaching the Scriptures even without the mis

in the concrete. We should make a sionary. I believe in the inherent efficacy

mistake if we were to assert that the of the record of God's dealings with man.

religious literature of Christian I believe in the voices of the prophets,

peoples is devoid of moral precepts with their high moral standards and their

which are true and valuable . ... But denunciations of sins which are common

I do not find in any Eastern religion in every country and in every age. I

the portraiture of a character which is believe in the inspiring, uplifting in

altogether lofty, or at all times consistent Auences of the Psalms. I believe, above
or attractive and inspiring. all , in the portraiture of the life of Jesus.

And I believe that where the missionary

is not there may be , and there will be ,
What I know of the life of India im- the Holy Ghost-the Divine Teacher

presses upon methe supreme importance bringing the truth home to men's minds

of pressing the life of Christ as the central

factor in the Christian message . It is the

salvation of an Indian if he can be made

to understand the simple story of Christ As one who has worked in India, and

as the ideal of the highest human life. who has struggled with the difficulties

The mere fact of Christ's absolute devo- of Christianity in that country , I appeal

non

* *

with power.

* * *
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earnestly to my brethren of every school zeal. Proofs , they say , are wanting that

of thought in the Church of England to there is in the heart of the Englishman a

unite in supporting the Bible Society. ... real and unselfish belief in his religion ,

The question I ask some of my brethren and a true desire from the highest motives

is this : " Is it right to use freely the grants to propagate it . The work of the Bible,

of a Society and yet to withhold support Society is surely some contribution to the

from its work ? ” . I feel most strongly, and proof required. It spends thousands of

I urge it as a duty of honour upon all pounds a year in the translation and
Church people, that, as we know and diffusion of the Scriptures in the many

recognizeour absolute dependence on the vernaculars of India. It is always at

Bible Society in the work of our Missions, work on revisions of translations, en

so we should endeavour to defray our in- deavouring to make them a better repro

debtedness by every means in our power. duction of the original. Scholars labour

incessantly . The Society incessantly

spends. There can scarcely be a question

One of the most formidable difficulties in the minds of the unprejudiced that this

with which Christianity has to fight in is unselfish work, affording true proof of

India is the impression in the minds of the value which Christians set on their

natives that Christians lack sincerity and Scriptures.

*

With the Bible in Hemp-land

A Trip in Southern Luzon

By G. C. Bartter

Sub-agent of the Bible Society in the Philippines

I
These are cut and carried to a crudeHAVE just returned from a short

tour with Teodoro, my native col- combing machine, where the hemp is

porteur, in the Bicol country in the south combed out into shreds and then placed

of the Island of Luzon. We were absent in the sun to dry . This simple process

from Manila only twenty -four days, five constitutes all the manufacturing which the

of which were spent on steamers ; but we hemp goes through before it is unloaded

disposed of 2,700 copies of the Scriptures a few months later at London docks, or at
in five different languages. one of the Pacific or Atlantic seaports of

We visited five different towns, all America. From the plantation it is taken

nestling round the foot of the great into the neighbouring town and sold ;

extinct volcano Isarog. I have noticed from there it is shipped to Manila , from

that volcanic soil makes good land for whence it goes on its mission of useful

hemp, and the lower slopes of Isarog, ness all over the world .
watered as they are bynumberless streams To return to our mission in Hemp

flowing down from the immense crater land .” We met with much opposition as

and sheltered by the giant trees of the well as much encouragement. In one town

partially cleared forest, support large the native Roman priest advised the people

plantations of the wonderful hemp plant. to bring the Scriptures to the convento so

It may not be widely known that the that they might make a public bonfire. I

hemp plant is simply a species of banana ; failed to discover if he was successful in

its leaves look somewhat moresturdy than his design. In another town a Spanish

those of the ordinary banana , but there is friar told the people that it was his painful

no other outward difference. To procure duty to warn them against both me and my

the hemp, the trunk is cut down, the books. When he began to enlarge upon

outer bark taken off, and the inner layers the sin of reading the Bible, many persons

(which lie folded like the inner layers of left the church as a protest. As they

an onion ) form the valuable abacá. were leaving he pointed them out , ex
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With the Bible in Hemp-land

a

claiming dramatic

ally, There
go

the Protestantes ! ”

Ignorance and fan

aticism die hard in

the Philippines.

In another town

I found a priest of

the new Iglesia In

dependiente, or the

Reformed Church,

which includes

many thousands of

Filipinos who were

formerly Roman

Catholics. I called

on him and ex

plained my mission .

I found him very

downcast over

recent decision of

the provincial court ,

to the effect that he

must give up to

Rome the church

and convent where

he has officiated so

many years . I did

my
best to

courage him to per

severe in the thorny

path of reformation .

It was refreshing to

find he had quite a

clean record, unlike

the majority of the

Roman priests out

here. This last sen

tence is based upon

positive knowledge, A WATERFALL IN A HEMP -PLANTATION

acquired in all parts ON THE ISLAND OF CAMIGUN, PHILIPPINES.

of the islands.

In that town we met with great success. In the difficult task of finding accommo

On four nights we showed our lantern dation on our many journeys, I always

in a hall on the market-place to large have a great sense of the foresight and
and appreciative audiences. On the oversight of God. We are now busy at

following days they were all clamouring work on the translation of the three re

for the Gospel with the story of the hijo maining Gospels into Bicol , and hope

prodigo (i.e., prodigal son), a parable before long to place in the hands of the
which appeals to the heart of universal people a further portion of the wonderful
mankind . words of life.

My hosts in these various towns included

a rich young Scotchman , an opium -smok- Note.-St. Luke was translated into

ing presidente, an enterprising American Bicol by a native, and afterwards care.

teacher, and a rich Tagalog hemp- grower. fully revised by Mr. Bartter.

en
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About

Ourselves

The Committee

have received with

very great regret the

resignation of the

following : Mr. John

Chown, Mr. P.' W.

Pocock, Mr. Maberly

Phillips, and Mr. H.

Ernest Wood. Sir George

Livesey is also unable to

continue his membership on

grounds of health , and Mr. R. Morton

Middleton has taken up mission work

in South America.

The Committee have appointed Mr. officer on behalf of his fellow -prisoners at

William Summers, Agent for North Africa, Fukuchiyama, Japan : " KIND SIR, - I beg

to succeed the Rev. R. O. Walker as Agent to notify you that we prisoners of war

for Spain and Portugal. Mr. Summers thank youfrom the depths of our hearts,

will make his headquarters at Madrid, and we all of us will remember you as

but will probably still retain control of long as we live, for the 1,099 books which

the Society's work in North Africa. have created such surprise and happiness

among the prisoners. Every minute is

Since the beginning of the present year spent in reading them. Kindly accept

10,000 Malagasy Bibles , 5,000 New Testa
our sincere thanks ; we shall always re

ments, and 10,000 copies of St. Luke's member you for your kindness. — YAKOFF

Gospel have been granted by the Com KOUZUETSOFF, Sergeant-Major."

mittee to Missions in Madagascar.

Mr. R. T. Turley, Assistant-Agent in

During the first three months of 1905 , Manchuria, has left England with Mrs.

our Agent at Kobe distributed 18,000 Turley on his way back to Mukden, where

Gospels and 500 New Testaments, as free we believe the door is now open for him

gifts from the Society to sick and wounded to recommence work.

soldiers in the military hospitals in Japan.

Special consignmentsof Russian, German, A cable from Seoul brings word that

and other Scriptures have been forwarded Mr. A. Kenmure, the Society's Agent in

for the thousands of prisoners of war, Korea, is compelled to return to England

who have arrived and are still arriving owingto a nervous breakdown.

in Japan from Mukden ; these include

many Jews, Poles, Finns , and Germans.

Mr. Parrottwrites : “ I sent forty German
Contributions to the Centenary Fund

Bibles to a lady missionary of the C.M.S. , are still being received . Since April ist a

who has a Bible-class of three hundred generous gift of 1,000 guineas has come

German - speaking prisoners. She says that to hand from the Welsh Auxiliary in

as these "Bibles will not go round, the Liverpool, and a donation of £1,027 from

soldiers cast lots for the use of the Montreal ; £ 1,000 has come from Wis

books." bech, £ 300 from Bradford, £158 from

Newcastle-under-Lyme, £183 from West

Ontario, and £100 from Vancouver. Our

The following is a translation of a letter Agent at Madras announces contributions

received by our Agent from a Russian from the Syrian Church in Malabar.
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Leaves from the Journals of our

French Colporteurs

L
AST year the Society employed in France fifty - three colporteurs — including

women — who were at work continuously , and sold 124,254 copies of the

Scriptures. The following extracts from their journals give some glimpses of the

effective service they rendered during 1904.

The one Religon . " Christ Died for Criminals. "

In a miserable cottage colporteur Lebel “ I have that book," said a man to

found an old man in bed ,laid up with colporteur Rendu, “ and I can tell you that

influenza. He said , Many years ago through the simple reading of it I have

you sold me the Gospels. Í know them found peace , though I have been one of

almost by heart. I keep saying to my the greatest sinners . I hardly dare con

neighbours, Never mind about all your fess it - I have been a murderer. In a

religious forms. Read the Gospel , and drunken frenzy I killed a man .

put it into practice. It is the one religion, sentenced to ten years' penal servitude.

and it is mine to -day. ” While in prison I got hold of a Bible . I

The Colporteur as Cow-herd. was the most miserable of beings, but I

understood that Christ died for criminals

A woman out herding cattle, near
like me. I know He has forgiven me.”

Rennes, was eager to buy a New Testa
This man is now doing all he can to

ment and to get her friends to do the
make the Gospel known among his neigh

same, but she had no money with her

and lived half a mile off. What was to
bours.

be done ? At her suggestion she and

colporteur Desbiot exchanged duties.

He handed over to her a few books , and

took her whip. While he was looking

after the cows the woman went home,

persuaded a neighbour to buy a copy,

and came back half hour later.

* Excuse me," she said , “ that I have been

so long, but I wanted to convince my

neighbour.” Both bought Testaments

“ If any Man Thirst. "

“ I offered the Four Gospels to a man

who was breaking stones by the roadside.

' I would much rather have a gallon of good

wine, ' he said , ' for I am very thirsty .'

As he turned the leaves of the book his

eye fell on John vii . 37 , which he began

to read aloud : “ If any man thirst, let
him come unto Me and drink .' This

invitation to drink surprised him , and he

went on reading the whole chapter, and

the next , and the next, stopping every

now and then to say, ' It is beautiful . I

never saw so beautiful a book .' I said ,

' God orders all things. He knew you
were thirsty. This is the drink He offers

you . Read the fourth chapter of the

same Gospel . ' These passages had a

deeper effect on him than any words of

mine. I have often found that it is better

to let people read for themselves in the

Gospel to decide them to buy." COLPORTEUR CHARVET, OF MARSEILLES.

an
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From the Journals of our French Colporteurs

16

At the Hand - loom .

In a poor cottage filled with

the noise of a loom colporteur

Roche offered his books to an

old couple. At once a strange

joy lit up their wrinkled faces.

They had bought a Testament

twenty years before , but recently

a child had destroyed it . “ We

never took our evening meal,"

said the old woman , " without

reading from that book .” They

were eager to buy another, but

they had not a sou in the house .

What could they do ? Well,'

said the man, go and borrow

a few sous. We will make the

money by our loom " ; and while

he and the colporteur were talk

ing , the old woman actually

walked two and a half iniles to

borrow the money. “ Now ," she

said , “ it is the 50 centimes book

that I want. ”

Magnificat Anima Mea.

Colporteur Saix , in Alais ,

met a woman in the train who

reminded him of a Gospel which

she had bought from him some
time before. " I bought it simply THE HOUSE IN WHICH CALVIN WAS BORN, NOYON, OISE .

to get rid of you ," she said , " and

I had firmly decided to burn it as soon as other listened with profound emotion and
you were gone . I threw the book into the amazement , and kept exclaiming, “ But I

fire, but as the pages opened and curled did not know , I did not know .” It was

under the influence of the heat my eyes like a burden falling from her shoulders.

fell on the Magnificat. I seized itsharply They knelt together,andMadame Lhermet

just to see. The fire had scorched the felt convinced that the poor woman

leaves yellow , but they were not burnt. accepted salvation then and there, by

Protestants, I thought, don't believe in faith in Christ alone.

the Virgin . The curé must have made a

mistake . I began to read out of curiosity.
The Happiest of Men.

I read on and on . The book captivated

me, and I read it all.” She bought a New
“ In a little hamlet I found an old man

Testament, and two other passengers in sitting before his door ; his expression

the compartment did the same. was noble and peaceful. You are
colporteur,' he said . You circulate the

The Burden fell at the Sight of the Cross. Book which is my joy in my long, lonely

Passing by a sinall church Madame hours. God keeps me company through

Lhermet met the old woman acting as His Word . Though I am poor and

concièrge, explained her errand, and offered infirm , I am never weary :
I am the

her books. The old woman invited her happiest of men .' We for a long time

to her house, and soon spoke of all her talked and read and prayed together, and

efforts by alms and good works to obtain as I was leaving he drew a franc from a

salvation. She was a truly religious soul . cloth bag, where it lay carefully wrapped

Madame Lhermet showed her the free uip . “ I give it to you joyfully to help you

way to salvation through Christ. The in your good work.'”

ܙܙ

a
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Abroad with the Bible

The Training of a Translator. new word, phrase , or turn of expression,

At Livingstonia, Lake Nyassa , the Rev.
On one occasion, as he quaintly puts it ,

D. Crawford , of the U.F. Church of
he parted with his last two yards of

Scotland Mission, has completed his
calico in exchange for a verb !

It is curious to find that in this language
translation of the New Testament in

the noun “ word ” means literally con

Luba, and the book is being printed by

the National Bible Society of Scotland.
queror." The Lubans say that a king

Mr. Crawford states that the language is
has no need to wield a weapon of war ;

the most archaic in Central Africa, being
he speaks the word only, and his will is

done.

the only tongue " that produces the long,
And so the phrase " Word of

God ” in Luban means “ Conqueror of
primitive Bantu nouns on which the

God," and the etymology of these bar
whole trans-African concord of nouns is

barous folk utters an omen of the victory
built , whilst its verb boasts not only all

of the Gospel.
the nine ' possible ' tenses , but several

groups of auxiliaries." To reduce this

language to writing,Mr. Crawford spent Reading the Gospel Aloud.

fifteen years of happy work, trudging all Through the typhoon and subsequent

over the land in my kilt , with eager ears floods in Annam last autumn, the town

and ubiquitous note-book, if perchance of Hue was almost destroyed , and three

Christ might subjugate to Himself one thousand people were drowned or killed

more language of the world's Babel.” by the downfall of their houses. During

During these years he has spared no the wet season in this country rain

pains to qualify himself for making an descends in torrents. M. Charles Bonnet,

eminently idiomatic version , enduring our Sub -agent, describes how on such

hardships patiently in native huts, scorn- occasions he is obliged to take shelter,

ing delights and living laborious days, sometimes in a house where the in

if by any means he might pick up some habitants of a native village are accus

It

虎

A VILLAGE IN ANNAM .
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Abroad with the Bible

AN OPEN-AIR FEAST, UGANDA. Photo lent by C.M.S.

tomed to meet . He continues : “ It is country. The Baganda show it in their

an excellent way of enlisting the sympathy conversation and in their letters ; they

of the unlettered by reading them some are being literally steeped in God's Word.

of the most beautiful passages of the The great ambition of each and every

Gospel. Recently in a large house, at Baganda who can read is to be the happy

Ha-qué, we found a number of people, possessor of this, the ' one ' Book. God's

and I asked Phue, the native colporteur Word is having free course and is being

who is with me on trial , to read from the glorified.”

Chinese New Testament how our Lord

cured the man who was born blind .
All the Society can do it has Done.

This passage greatly interested the head- Writing in the West China Missionary

man of the village, who put on his News Mr. Walter C. Taylor, of the C.I.M.,

spectacles and desired to read it for describes how nearly nine thousand copies

himself. In order to show that he of the Scriptures were circulated last year

thoroughly understood it, he explained from our Sub-depôt at Wanhsien , which he

the miracle, going through the gestures of most kindly supervises. He adds : " Every

making clay ' and putting it on his own facility is offered by the B.F.B.S. to

eyes." missionaries in East Szechuan. . . . The

Scriptures are sent you , coolie hire and
With the Baganda.

packing paid, by the Society, and for

Writing from Uganda on January 24th , colportage help they also make special
the Rev. W.B. Gill , of the C.M.S. says : grants. It seems that all they can do

“ Here the Bible is a mighty force ; it is they have done. It only remains for the

the foundation of all the teaching in this missionary to say what he is wanting . "

6
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At the Sign of the Bible

claim on the attention of our readers. In the

Naefewtravellerswhobisie Aptete dana first place the work has been promoted by

have wondered how the hostelry came by so Mr. Samuel Lloyd , of Birmingham , a Life

curious a sign. The earliest record that can Governor of the Bible Society , whose cause

be traced of its origin goes back to Jacob he has zealously supported for over fifty years,

Liesvelt, the famous Dutch printer, who, early and it is published by him as his memorial

in the sixteenth century, had a printing estab . of the Society's Centenary. And , secondly, it

lishment on the site of the present hotel. He gives for the first time a translation based on

adopted the Reformed faith, and was forced Dr. Nestle's Resultant Greek Testament, which

to flee from Amsterdam , escaping through one the Society has adopted and now publishes

of the back windows of his house, and finding concurrently with the “ Textus Receptus.”

refuge in Antwerp. It was in this latter city Few will be found to disagree with the

that Liesvelt printed, in 1526, the earliest opinion expressed by the Bishop of Durham

edition of the complete Bible in Dutch . in his commendatory preface, that the Revised

Several other editions issued from his press Version of the New Testament, “ while it is

before 1545 , when he was put to death as beyond all praise as an aid to study," " seriously

a heretic , the charge being mainly based on a lacks that English felicity .. which should

statement in one of his footnotes that “ the entitle it to take the place of the Authorized

salvation of mankind proceeds from Christ
Version in our national heart." The aim of

alone." Mr. Lloyd and the band of scholars who have

The execution of Liesvelt spread terror in assistedhim has been “ to providea rendering

his family ; so much so that his widow and expressed in simple idiomatic English, and

son , though continuing to publish Bibles, dealt preserving the textual accuracy of a close

only with those officially approved by the translation . ” With this object in view they

Roman Church. Other printers republished have adopted as their basis the Authorized

the text of his Dutch Bible after his death , but Version , altering it in those cases where the

copies bearing his imprint were interdicted . diction appeared to be obscure or otherwise

An interesting example of this may be seen in faulty , or where modern textual criticism

a copy,dated 1534, in the Bible House Library. seemed to demand a corrected translation.

When the book was put on the shelves it bore The General Editor acknowledges the special

apparently the imprint and design of Thomas assistance in the execution of the work

Mürner of Basel, but a careful examination rendered by the Rev. Canon Girdlestone ( for

revealed the fact that Mürner's imprint and many years Editorial Superintendent of the

design had been very cleverly pasted over Bible Society ), Mr. G. Washington Moon, and

those of Liesvelt , in order to shield the volume Dr. J. Rendel Harris. The final revision was

from the authorities of the Roman Church . carried out by the. Rev. E. E. Cunnington and

After the days of Jacob Liesvelt , his Mr. W. H. Garbutt. The arrangement of the

premises at Amsterdam passed into the text resembles that of the editions of the

possession of a Scotch family, bearing the Revised Version of 1881 , and the typography,

name of Cattermole, the first of whom con- as was to be expected of the Ballantyne Press,

verted the building into a tavern. With some is wholly admirable.

natural shrewdness, and with a view to com- To appraise adequately the qualities of such
memorate the former use of the building, he a translation as this would require a long and

took for his sign The Bible, and applied it to detailed study , with comparison of the older

his own trade, by painting upon the sign versions and the original Greek. A cursory

1 Timothy v. 23 : examination of the book suggests that the

transposition of words and phrases is need
“ Drink no longer water, but take a little wine ." lessly frequent. Some readers , we think, will

It is interesting to note that the same old
regret the substitution of will for shall, of who

sign , carved in wood , put up by the first
for which and that , the use of the verbal end

Cattermole, still does duty, and remains over
ing " s " side by side with the " th " form ( e.g.,

the portal of the present hotel . A fine copy of
has and hath ), and similar changes ; while

the Dutch Bible, printed by Liesvelt in 1542, is
others will criticize the employment of capital

still preserved in the hotel, and forms a valu
letters for pronouns referring to the Divine

able specimen of carly printing.
Being. But whatever its defects may be, this

edition should prove of value to lovers and

students of the Bible. To some their very

The Corrected English New Testament.
familiarity with the diction of the Authorized

HOUGH the Bible Society is not in any Version is at times a stumbling- block ; too

official way connected with the “ Corrected often the well-known rhythmic phrases con

English New Testament” (Bagster, 6s. net ). vey little mcaning to the mind . These may

yet the appearance of this book has a twofold find that the occasional reading of a new

THE
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translation will bring home to them the sacred

message with fresh and penetrating force.

Others, who are unable to construe the

original Greek, will be glad to possess a

translation which presents the latest results of

textual criticism . All will give a welcome to a

book whose aim it is “ to carry to English

readers a reverently amended presentation of

that sacred Greek which gives us, in the

noble phrase of Gregory the Great, Cor Dei in
verbis Dei : ' God's heart in God's words.' ”

H. F. Moule.

The Lord's Prayer

in Five Hundred Languages.

Some years ago Messrs.Gilbertand Riving
ton published specimens of the Lord's

Prayer in some three hundred languages, under

the editorship of the late Dr. Reinhold Rost,

the famous Orientalist , and Librarian of the

India Office. The growth of Bible translation,

however, has nowmade it possible for the

publishers to increase the number of speci.

mens to five hundred, and a new and enlarged

edition has been brought out mainly underthe

editorship of Mr. George E. Hay, to whom a

tribute of praise mustbe given for the able

way in which he has accomplished his difficult

task . The work is, of course, intended in the

first place to demonstrate the extent of the

resources of the publishers' printing office,

and it fulfils this end in a striking manner.

The types are good , and, so far as we have

been able to examine, the respective versions

are well and accurately reproduced . But the

book is much more than an advertisement ; it

forms a distinct contribution to philology,

enabling the scientific worker easily to com

pare dialect with dialect and language with

language . In this respect, however, its utility

might have been greatly increased by a more

thorough groupingof languages anddialects.

For instance , we find an entry, Epi,Api, or Baki

(q.v.). Now Epi is a polyglot island, and

Baki is one of the dialects there spoken ; two

other Epi dialects, Bierean and Tasiko, find a

place in the book, but there is no hint of their

connection. In the way Calabrian

should have been connected with Albanian,

Curação with Spanish , Pegon with Javanese,

and Greenlandish ” with Eskimo. Again ,

instead of giving the reference Ashanti, see

Otshi, it would have been wiser to give both

Otshi and Fanti as sub-headings of Ashanti,

thus facilitating comparison. Again , the book's

utility would have been increased if the location

of languages had been a little more exact. To

tell us that Bandelkhandi and Bhagalkhandi

are spoken in “ Hindostan," and that Dogri is

used in " Northern India ," is not very illuzzin

ating; while to give “ Brahmanic books" as the

location of Sanskrit yields the unlearned very

little help .

We notice also a few misprints, such as

Guna for Gunu , and Aula for Aulua. But

more serious is the exhibition of the Mongolian

specimen in Manchurian character. ' It is

evidently taken from the first edition of Swan

and Stallybrass's Mongolian New Testament,

which was printed in London from Manchurian

type at theexpense of the British and Foreign

Bible Society, no Mongolian type being at

that time available. But since then the Bible

Society has issued a revised edition in proper

Mongolian type, and the publishers would

have done well to bring each version up to

date. A similar defect appears in other

specimens, e.g., Nepalese, which exhibits the

old 1821 text , whereas for years we have cir

culated the Gospels in a revised , or rather

new , version.

That the area covered by this book does not

coincide with that of Bible translation is

shown by the inclusion of specimens in

Akkadian, Assyrian, Babylonian, Egyptian, and
Phænician. Is it necessary to say that no

version of the Bible ever has been or will be

made in these extinct tongues ?

The publishers announcethat final revision

and completion will be undertaken in another

edition . O , blessed expectation ! Revision

there may and should be, but finality must be

looked for in vain , at any rate in this generation.

We shall anticipate the revised edition with

interest, and in all probability in ten years'

time the Bible Society will be able to supply

Messrs. Gilbert and Rivington with yet another

hundred specimens of new languages in which

men have learned to say Abba , Father.

Crayden Edmunds.

same

The University Library at Cambridge pos

sesses the MS. of a Hebrew version of the New

Testament which has a curious history. It came

originally from South India, where it wasmade

by a learned Jew of Travancore. He translated

the Testamentfor the purpose of confuting it ,

and answering the arguments of his neighbours

the Syrian (i.e., Nestorian) Christians, who then

as now lived in considerable numbers along

the Malabar coast. In the event, however,

his translation proved the means of his con

version to the faith which he had opposed , and

he lived and died a Christian.

In payments and promises the Centenary Fund now amounts to £239,000.

Allowing for interest and outstanding amounts still in the hands of Auxiliaries, this leaves

only about £17,000 to complete the quarter of a million guineas which was asked for .
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In Proud Seville

A

com

By the Rev. R. O. Walker, M.A.

Agent of the Bible Society in Spain

Perez. We had profitable conversations, and

the Societytook me recently from Madrid imparted to each other mutual stimulus while

to Seville and thence to Lisbon. My depar- talking over the difficulties and encourage

ture from Madrid was delayed by a phenomenal ments of our work. Spanish intolerance and

snowstorm - a blizzard such as seldom visits fanaticism are hard to fight, but Spanish in

this royal city. Between a November sunset credulity, libre pensamiento and atheism are

and sunrise , winter had come. The Madrileños more powerful enemies still . The former will

woke up to find everything - streets, roofs, not have the Bible because its reading is

trees, balconies, telegraph wires --covered with practically prohibited or discountenanced by

a heavy pall of snow . The braver portion of the clergy, who prefer their breviaries and

mankind sallied out to see, and snapshot the books of devotion . The latter want none of

strange sight : Madrid dressed in white, the your religion or the Book which speaks of it ,

public gardens a fantastic fairyland of trees, because, say they, it is religion which has

with branches broken down by their snowy ruined Spain. To take the Gospel to the

load . The more timid folk stayed shivering in- extremists in both camps-to the clerical and

doors, huddled together round their braseros, or to the anti-clerical— is the colporteur's diffi

braziers - pans of glowing charcoal, which cult but daily task .

made poor substitutes for a ruddy English Señor Marcial , who is a graduate of Seville

fireside. I thought many a time of our poor University and a man of superior station , has

colporteurs, sacrificing their home been in the Society's service for about fifteen

forts to take the Scriptures to their

fellow -countrymen ; and I pictured

them in many a province snowed

up in Spanish posadas, breaking the

bread of life in their own simple,

homely way round inn fires to

hungry souls.

One evening in early December

saw us steaming out of the Madrid

South railway station . By seven

next morning we were nearing the

junction for Linares, where colpor

tage is frequently carried on among

the workmen engaged in extracting

lead and silver from the mines. At

I a.m. the train was steaming into

Cordova, and the air was now balmy

and Andalusian. Here stands the

celebrated Mezquita, second in size

alone to the Kaaba of Mecca among

all the Mosques of Islam , and now a

Roman Catholic Cathedral. I had no

leisure to visit that splendid shrine,

where on entering a perfect forest

of pillars meets the gaze ; there are

850 of these marble columns of dif

ferent hues. In Cordova, once the

bustling capital of a Moorish Empire,

our Society has two servants : col

porteur Manjón and his faithful burro

or donkey. I would gladly have

saluted them both , for they carry

the Scriptures to all parts of the

province.

At four the same afternoon I

alighted from the train at Seville,

where I stayed a couple of days, con

ferring with two employés of the
Society, Señor Marcial and colporteur THE GIRALDA, SEVILLE CATHEDRAL.

PLUSSI
DE
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years. Now that our depôt in Seville is closed, is to say 7,400 days' indulgence for each time

he travels with each of our Andalusian col- a believer piously repeats this ejaculatory

porteurs in turn. Going out two by two in a quatrain .

country where the work is steadily up- hill , Years ago, when I first visited Seville, the

proves as advantageous as it is certainly Cathedral was filled to the roof with scaffold

Scriptural. ing. Now the restoration is complete , and the

At odd moments I wandered about the vast interior can be seen in all its majestic

streets of Seville , as I have often done before. beauty. Here on Palm Sunday, 1493 , Colum

By the wharves, sea -going vessels anchored off bus was proudly welcomed on his return from

the Tower of Gold in the Guadalquivir — which his first voyage of discovery ; and here, a little

is not so shining a river as the poet depicts- to the right of the high altar , the ashes of the

were loading lead, iron,and orangesfor Eng. great navigator now rest. Four great bronze

lish markets. Within the immense Cathedral , allegorical figures, in marching attitude and

octava to the Immaculate Conception was being with trailing robes, hold aloft a draped sarco

celebrated . This is one of the occasions when phagus which rests on their shoulders. The

the solemn dance of the “ Seises,” or choir-boys, relics of Columbus have made strange pilgrim

before the high altar in honour of the Virgin ages. From 1500 till 1540 they rested in the

is still performed . Seis is the Spanish word for Cartuja, or Carthusian Convent, in Triana, a

six : the dancers now number ten. They are suburb of Seville , whither they had been

dressed in blue and gold silk tunics with white brought from Valladolid . In accordance with

sleeves, white breeches and stockings, and the dead man's own wishes they were then re

plumed hats . Five boys are on each side, and moved to Santo Domingo in Haiti. After the

the dance proceeds in a series of figures some- French acquired that part of the island, the

thing like a minuet. As they dance they remains were transferred , in 1796 , to the Cathe.

sing,and during the last figure they play their dral of Havanna, whence they were finally

castanets. The whole dance lasts about a brought to Sevilleat theend of 1898.

quarter of an hour. The origin of this curious I walked out of the Cathedral and up the

and unique piece of ritual is lost in obscurity. narrow street called Mateos Gago. A simple

A few days before I reached Seville , tablet on one of the houses records that

splendid jewelled crowns, worth some £ 15,000, Cardinal Wiseman , Archbishop of Westminster,

had been placed on the image of " Our Lady was born there in 1802. Seville also boasts

of the Kings,” and on the head of the Infant proudly of being the birthplace of the two
in her arms. On the Cathedral walls hung greatest Spanish painters, Velasquez and

various notices of Indulgences and spiritual Murillo. From this street there is a pecu

favours to be obtained on terms strange indeed liarly charming view of the Giralda, or

to those whose Christian faith has been great tower of the Cathedral, which origin

learned from the Bible . One notice, for ally formed the minaret of the principal

example, is placed behind the high altar, Moorish Mosque in Seville. In 1568 the upper

facing the Royal Chapel, which contains the part of the tower was made into a belfry, above

tombs of Alfonso the Learned and his mother, which runs the inscription, Nomen Domini

Beatrice of Swabia. In this notice, an Arch- Fortissima Turris— " The name of the Lord is

bishop concedes not only one hundred days' a very strong tower.” Upon the dome which

indulgence for each act, ejaculatory prayer or surmounts the tower, 308 feet above the

meditation , done or said with devotion before ground , stands a colossal bronze figure of

“ Our Lady of Repose " ; but, what is more Faith-La Fé. This figure, often styled the

remarkable still , one hundred days likewise for Giraldillo, gives the tower its name, from the

each one of the letters of the alphabet of which Spanish verb girar (to turn round), as it is

the following verse is composed : poised on an axis, on which it readily rotates.

Nora bueno lo paristeis, Many a deafening peal has been rung out from

Virgen y Madre de Dios. that ancient tower where once themuezzin's

Nora buena lo paristeis, voice called men to prayer. If only the Gospel

Para remedio de Nos. in its simple purity sounded from these grand

old Spanish cathedrals, a new and happy day

There are in all seventy -four letters, that would dawn for Christianity in the Peninsula .

Note.-We warmly congratulate Mr. Walker that his final report shows an

increase of 25,000 volumes in the sales achieved by the Society in Spain last year.

Few European kingdoms present such difficulties to the colporteur. But of the

total circulation - 113,000 copies — 44,000 were sold by twenty colporteurs at work

during 1904.
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A Chinese Herbalist

By the Rev. G. A. Clayton ,

Of the Wesleyan Mission , Wusueh
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Ihade establisheditself in varioustowns
on the Yang Tzi River, George Miles, of

the W.M.S., hired a small native sailing

boat, and as he

passed up and

down the river

he preached the

Gospel in the

towns and vil.

lages upon the

river bank, and

sold tracts and

copies of the

printed Word.

A shopkeeper

in Hwang Shih

Kang purchased

a Gospel, but

left thebook un

read the

counter, where

it was seen by

one of his cus

tomers, a scho

larly herbalist

from a neigh

bouring village.

His name

Chia K'un Shan,

and he was a

man of strange

spiritual history.

For some reason

his grandfather's

faith in idols had

been shaken , and

then destroyed .

His father grew

up Chinese

agnostic, and he,

in turn, followed

suit. He has

since told

that his heart so

hungered for an

object of wor

ship till at length

he decided to

worship the sun ,

that being the

highest and

grandest object

he could choose.

So each morning

he stood-as

have seen other Chinese stand - in the door

of his house worshipping the great orb of

dayas it rose above the hills. Such was the

spiritual state of Mr. Chia when he entered
the shop.

While waiting

for the goods

after giving his

order,he picked

up the Gospel

from the coun .

ter . He read

the title , “ Ma Ko

Fu Yin " (" Gos

pel according to

Mark ”),and said

to the shopman,

“ What book is

this ? I never

met with it be.

fore."

“ Oh ! ” was

the answer,

missionary pas
sed the shop

selling books ,

and I bought

one . It is of no

interest to me ;

I begyou to take

it with you."

“ Profound

thanks,” said the

herbalist, and

placed the book

in his pocket .

That same even

ing he

menced to read

" the beginning

of the Gospel of

Jesus Christ , the

Son of God."

UU Ere he had read

half the book

Chia said to

himself, “ This is

what I want - a

Gospel which

tells of the for

giveness of sins. "

He finished the

volume , and for

the first time in

his life heard of
Specially drawnfor the Bible Society
by a Chinese artist. Calvary.

was

com

a

me

Too

1000
A CHINESE SCHOOL.
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He returned to the town in search of the his daily life for twelve years, during which

missionary, but found that he had journeyed time he lived down persecution ; he lived out

on. He left word that he was to be summoned the Christ-life. In many a village around his

when Mr. Miles next came, and the shop- home he won men to believe in the Saviour,

keeper in due course fulfilled his promise. So Near his home a chapel was built and paid for

inquirer and missionary met on the boat, and entirely by the converts. He gave two sons

the latter was amazed to find how Chia had and a grandson to the work of the Methodist

grasped the facts of our Saviour's life . The Church, and they are still engaged in that

single Gospel was supplemented by the gift of glorious task. But his crowning joy was that

a complete Testament, and the inquirer was in his own village, the scene of his persecu

taught how to pray. Thus equipped with tions, sixty men , women , and children had , ere

spiritual weapons, he went to his home to he died, accepted the Son of God as their

announce that he intended to follow Christ the Saviour, thus fulfilling the prophecy concern

King. ing the seed that falls into good ground.

Persecution commenced immediately. His When the old man found that the end of

brother and his second son reminded him that life was drawing near, he asked one of his

there was no Christian in that county, and sons to read to him. The youngman questioned

declared that he should not be the first. They his father what he should read, and the reply

watched and annoyed him , so that he could was, Why, of course, the fourteenth and

get no quiet for prayer andreading. Butthe fifteenth chapters of John's Gospel.” The

freedom with which Christ makes men free reading ended, the young man prayed with

was his deliverance. When the heathen had his father. The family gatherell round the

closed their doors at dark, and would not bed , and , as he noticed them ,the dying saint

venture out for fear on the one hand of evil whispered, “ I cannot talk , but I am meditating

spirits and on the other of wild animals, he about my Saviour . ”

went forth into a thicket of trees on the hill- He presently roused a little to ask that the

top to read and pray. Knowing that no evil Testament which Mr. Miles gave to him on

spirits would molest him , and that God could the boatmight be placed in his hands in his

close the mouths of the beasts, he would light coffin . He remained silent for so long after

a candle and read his daily portion, and then , this that his near ones thought that he had

blowing out the candle, hold communion with passed beyond the veil , but he suddenly spoke

his Lord . his last word—“ My sinsare heavy enough to

Persecution soon took a more active form, send me to hell , but Jesus saves ; and thus

and reached its climax when the heathen the words , “ Jesus saves,” were his final testi

reported to the civil official, under whom mony to the truth of the Gospel he had

Chia held a small post, that he had become believed .

a Christian. The official promptly took away There is no reason why each Gospel sold in

the appointment, and thus Chia sacrificed China should not bear as ample fruit as did the

(and never regained ) one half of his income one which Mr. Chia picked up by chance .

for the sake of his faith . Let us then so pray, so sympathize, so con

Holding steadfastly on his way, the herbalist secrate our wealth that the Bible Society may

was baptized in June, 1891. Limits of space be able to scatter the seed of the Kingdom

forbid more details concerning the afflictions yet more widely than it has done in the

which befel him ; suffice it that he witnessed gloriously successful days that have already

for Jesus not only by his words, but also by passed.

Nor any other creature.

" Death and life, height and depth , are conceived

by the Apostle, and creation thrown in like a trinket,

and only that they may lend emphasis to the denial

which is the soul of his purpose. "

Prof. WALTER RALEIGH .

1
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Personalia

Multitudes of the Society's friends up and

down the country will share the regret of the

Committee when they learn that the Rev. E. S.

Prout intends to retire in the autumn from

his post of District Secretary. Mr. Prout may

be said to have been brought up in a mission

ary atmosphere. He is the son of the late

Rev. Ebenezer Prout, F.G.S., who was for

about twenty years one of the secretaries of

the London Missionary Society. His maternal

uncle, after whom he was named , was the

Rev. Edward Stallybrass, one of the mission

aries of the London Missionary Society to the

Buriat Mongolians, who, in conjunction with

the Rev. William Swan, translated the Old

Testament into their language, and revised

the New Testament. Another link with the

mission -field was that Mr. Prout was baptized

by the Rev. John Williams, the martyr of

Eromanga, whose memoirs his father wrote.

He was educated for the Congregational

ministry at New College , Hampstead, and

graduated at London University, B.A., with

honours in science in 1855, and M.A. in

classics and history, 1858. He has held pastor

ates at Norwich, Doncaster , and Bridgwater.

He was appointed District Secretary in May ,

1885 , andhas thus completed twenty years of

devoted and successful service. He was in

charge of the Northern district for more than

twelve years, and has supervised the East

Midland district for more than seven . No

member of the Society's staff has won deeper

respect and regard from all who know him.

THE REV. E. S. PROUT, M.A.

you know , has just printed another edition of

the Swahili New Testament for us when such

an edition was very urgently needed . It fell

to my lot to see that edition through the press,

and I wish to testify to the promptness and

the kindness of those with whom I was brought

into contact.

" It is a very great advantage to those

engaged in translation and revision of the

sacred Scriptures to know that they have a

friend in the Society, and that the Society is

ready to print even a temporary and tentative

edition of the New Testament in a foreign

tongue to supply a need until such time as a

final edition can be published. We are very

grateful to the Society for the large-hearted

and generous way in which it has helped us in

an emergency ."

The Rev. Ernest J. B. Salter has been

appointed District Secretary of the Society's

Branch at Winnipeg, and has already ad

dressed a number of congregations, which

have responded by contributions amounting

altogether to $ 1,400.

The Committee have presented a specially

bound Bible to Mr. W.Bellerby in commemo

ration of his valuable , long-continued services

to the Selby Auxiliary. Mr. Bellerby writes :

" Seventy years ago this month , in 1835 , as a

Sunday scholar, I began to subscribe for one

of the Society's small pica octavo Bibles. ”

In view of the Centenary celebration of the

Hibernian Bible Society , which takes place in

May next year, its Comiittee have appointed

as their organizer for the Centenary our friend

the Rev. F. D. Thompson, M.A. , who, until his

recent retirement, was the senior of our District

Secretaries. Mr. Thompson is arranging for

an important series of Centenary pamphlets,

which especially bear upon the work of the

Bible in Ireland .

Archdeacon Pendavis, who has given valu.

able service for sixteen years as Secretary of

the Mauritius Auxiliary, is leaving the Colony

on furlough , and his post has been filled by the
appointment of the Rev. F. Anderson .

The Rev. Godfrey Dale, of the Universities' Writing from Hobart, February 20th , the

Mission to Central Africa, who is now in Eng- Rev. Robert M. Fraser encloses £22 as a Free

land , writes : “ I much regret that a previous Contribution from the New Hebrides Auxili

engagement at Norwich prevents me from ary for 1904. We regret that Mr. Fraser has

accepting the invitation to speak at the annual been compelled to retire from the mission

meeting of the British and Foreign Bible field on account of ill -health . The Rev. Dr.

Society. The Universities' Mission to Central Mackenzie, of Hog Harbour, Santo, has kindly

Africa is deeply indebted to the Society for its consented to act as Secretary of the New

generous and valuable help. The Society, as Hebrides Auxiliary.
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The Committee of the South Australian Often, however, the Society receives a mere

Auxiliary are presenting a copy of the Bible fraction of what it expends. Bibles had been

to every operator, line repairer, or other supplied last year to a Mission in Africa, which

employe on the Northern Overland Telegraph cost over £102 for paper and printing, apart

Service . Not a few of these are stationed from freight, &c. , from England . A letter from

hundreds of miles from any place of worship, the Mission, received the same week in March

and in some cases are far from neighbours of referred to above, brought a remittance of

any kind except the aborigines. Of the latter £26 58. 4d.for the Bible Society, the remaining
a good many are connected with the Tele- proceeds of the sale of these books having been

graph Department, and will receive Bibles in absorbed in expenses and other losses.

one or other of the translations prepared for
native tribes of Australia.

Most of our friends will remember the

From St. John, New Brunswick , His Honour “ Biscuit- tin Story ” which sprang up in 1896,

Judge Forbes and the Rev. Mr. Burnett drove to explain the appearance of the first complete

twenty-one miles to Barnsville to the annual Ganda Bible . The greater part of this Bible

meeting of that Branch of the St. John Aux had already been set up in type for printing

iliary . The thermometer registered twenty- Off different portions as they were ready. In

four degrees below zero, yet the church was order not to delay publication, these were

packed to the doors, and the contributions bound together to form one volume, which was

of that Branch for 1904 reached ncarly £ 50. consequently very thick in proportion to the

size of its pages. A legend arose, which went

the round of many newspapers and was often

By a single post one morning in March, the repeated on Bible Society platforms, that the

Bible House received £ 500 from Fiji and £ 100 book had been printed in this extraordinary

from Tahiti, both sums remitted by missionaries shape in order that it might fit into a two-pound

on “ purchase account " for Bibles and Testa- biscuit-tin, as books in Uganda were liable to

ments which had been sent out by the Society. be destroyed by insects. We understand that

The price charged by missionaries to their the latestform ofthis myth is the following :

converts for such Scriptures does no more “ Mischievous Rats.—În Uganda rats are

than defray the original cost of paper, printing, some of the worst opponents to their work

and binding. All other charges, including which missionaries have to contend against.

carriage, are defrayed by the Bible Society. The Bibles sent out to the Church Missionary

But two such remittances in one day bear Society are promptly eaten by the Uganda

eloquent testimony to the way in which God's rats, which overrun the country in enormous

Book is spreading in the farthest isles of the swarms, and devour any book they come

Southern ocean . Bibles going to Uganda are
bound in tin ,which preserves

them from being destroyed

by vermin .”

across . now

BIBLE

The Bombay Auxiliary is.

sues a leaflet-supplement to

THE BIBLE IN THE WORLD,

containing local news, which

is sent out monthly to the

Society's friends in Bombay

and the Mofussil . The first

number reports the Auxili

ary's very successful annual

meeting, held jointly with

the Bombay Tr and Book

Society , on Feb. 27th . The

Hon. Mr. Justice Aston pre

sided , and the Rev. R. B.

Douglas, of the U.F.C. Mis

sion, Jalna, gave telling il
lustrations from his own

practical experience of the

way in which the truths of

the Bible are laying hold

upon the great populations

of Western India.
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VODE

FROM THE SOCIETY'S NEW CATALOGUE.
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Many of our Colonial Auxiliaries in

remote places show a refreshing zeal

and generosity, worthy of imitation

nearer home. From Gympie, Queens.

land , for example, £42 was sent last

year to the Centenary Fund, besides

£10 as a Free Contribution . From

Waimea West, Nelson, N.Z. , the

Secretary of the Brightwater Branch

writes (Feb, 27th ) : " We held a united

meeting here on Sunday afternoon ,

and collected f12 5s. Id . for the Bible

Society.”
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y
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FROM THE SOCIETY'S NEW CATALOGUE .

The Rev. S. Allnutt, secretary of the S.P.G. the work of the Society from the very

and Cambridge Mission, Delhi , writes : “ I beginning to the present day, dealing with

have much pleasure in handing you herewith its power in the world , the rise and progress

£8 155. 2d ., being proceeds of a collection of ihe various Agencies, the universality of

made for the Centenary Fund from the con- its Centenary, the output of the Centenary

gregation of St. Stephen's Church , Delhi. year, and the sum expended. In addition

Please consider it as a gift from my people, and to this most comprehensive survey of the

some proof of the gratitude they oweto the Society's work the story of Mary Jones is

Society. I also send Rs. 25 for the same Fund told at length . In the news section of the

from our Church offertory account.” same paper appear the statistics of the China

游
Agency for 1904. This Chinese weekly cir

culates among the high provincial dignitaries

Many gifts to the Centenary Fund are in China, including viceroys, governors, trea.

anonymous. The followingletter, dated April surers, judges, & c., and also a large number of

12th , is representative : " Please accept the Chinese scholars, for whom it especially seeks

small donation of £r to your Centenary Fund. to cater.

An old widow sends it who loves her Bible,

and sincerely regrets that she cannot send

more. Her earnest prayer is that the richest
The Annual Meeting of the Newfoundland

blessings may rest on all who are connected
Auxiliary at St. John , on March 23rd, was one

with the Society, and helping to carry on its
of the most successful ever held. The chair

noble work . " was taken by His Excellency the Governor,

Sir William Macgregor, K.C.M.G., who deli

vered an address full of knowledge and enthu
Professor Currie Martin has studied the siasm.

history of Protestant Missions from more than

one standpoint, and he himself is deeply bap
tized with the spirit of the Church's propa The Rev. A. W. Young , Secretary of the

ganda. But his little book on ForeignMissions,
Calcutta Auxiliary, has made a recent tour in

written for the Free Church Council, has been Assam, where he held meetings and conducted

sadly cramped by its narrow limits. Prof.
services at some of the chief stations of the

Warneck himself” could write no adequate Welsh Calvinistic Mission , which has no fewer

sketch of such a subject on such a scale. And
than 275 native Churches among the Khasia

the fact that the book deals almost exclusively Hills, all of which the Society supplies with

with the Missions of British Free Churches the Khassi Scriptures they need. Mr. Young

necessarily produces a picture out of focus.
was absent for sixteen days, during which he

Prof. Martin's best chapters are on women's
spoke or preached fifteen times and travelled

work and on medical work. There are over
by rail 738 miles, by river steamer 320 , by

four hundred hospitals attached to Christian
tonga 63 , by pony 35, by cart 1o , in a basket.

missions in heathen lands. Did it ever occur
chair on a man's back 17 , on a bicycle 27 , and

tonon-Christian people that they might estab
in a country boat 20, a total of 1,230 miles.

lish a hospital in a Christian land ?

We record with deep regret the death of

A lengthy Chinese article on the work of Mr. W. Hitchcock, of King's Lynn, who was

the Bible Society appears in a recent issue for many years an indefatigable Secretary of

of the Ta l'ung Pao (The Chinese Weekly), our local Auxiliary, and up to his death one of

from the pen of its able editor, the Rev. its most generous supporters. The present

W. A. Cornaby. The main facts have been position of the Bible Society in King's Lynn

gathered from our last Popular Report, After is largely due to luis deep and loyal interest in
a Hundred Years and the article traces its work .
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SO

Of the Society's six Indian Auxiliaries, an

increased distribution is reported from Calcutta ,

from North India , and from Bangalore, while

the returns from Madras, Bombay, and the

Panjab show some falling off. The total circu

lation, however, last year reached 660,000

copies, only about 6,000 below the record

figures for 1903. It is especially satisfactory

to note that the sales effected by colportage

have risen to over 200,000 copies, the largest

total hitherto achieved by the Society. More

than 7,000 volumes were accepted by graduate

Work) from the Journal of the Rev. C. Posnett,

of the W.M.S. Mission at Medak, Hyderabad,

South India :

“ We have finished our collections for the

Bible Centenary. Karim Nagar total was

75 rupees ; Trimulgherry 20 rupees, an

on. It fills my heart with gratitude to think

that our Medak Christians alone gave 300

rupees — out of the 504 rupees which were

taken up from all of us. In Ramyanpett one

old widow brought her little grandson, and
they carried eight chickens each. The total

Epla

A STREET IN ISLAMABAD, K. Photo by Rev. C. E. Tyndale-Biscoe, C.M.S.

and undergraduate students at the various was 191 chickens for Medak and Ramyanpett,

Indian Universities. Amid so many ancient and heaps upon heaps of grain .

beliefs which have decayed and waxed old “ How was it done ? Very simply. For

and are ready to vanish away, we rejoice that eight weeks we were getting ready. Chickens

the people oi India in ever -increasing numbers were reared , and so were sheep. It was

are turning towards those things which cannot nearly all in kind. The teachers , students , and

be shaken and remain . children had saved and fasted and somehow

done their utmost , and so we had what out

here is a splendid collection . Surely the story

The following sentences explain themselves. of Jesus is doing something in the hearts of

They are an extract (published in Woman's our people when these are the results !"
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the World

July, 1905

The Spirit and

the Word

A
MONGST the Sacred Books of the East

the only volume which can compare

with the Old and New Testament Scriptures

in popular influence is that which contains

the teaching of Confucius and his disciples.

The Chinese Classics season the speech of the

illiterate field - labourer and the boatman . The

noble Sanscrit hymns of the Aryan dawn are

the possession of a priestly caste , and though

translated into the languages of Europe, have not

yet been given to the low -caste races of India .

Buddhism , as became a huge democratic religion,

vernacularized its Classics in the lands where it

gained a foothold , but amongst dense populations

nominally Buddhist its literature is unknown.
But the Confucian Analects are taught in every

elementary school of China, and bandied about

in remote village markets and households. The

prestige of this comparatively small body of writ

ings is more or less of a puzzle to the Western

mind. The sayings are not without their charm

of form , for they have been rounded into smooth

and perfect rhythm by the declamation of centuries,

Photo by E. Seymour. but in substance they are the truisms of every

system of high - class morality and civilization . The

secret of their power is that they idealize elementary sentiments and affections , and

come close to the best life and experience of the home. This early literature, with

its twenty -two centuries of prestige and unabating influence, sets about building

society upon simple and yet sacred principles in human nature and so guarantees

political stability. It builds soundly although not high, and builds upon experi

mental truths always vital to the well-being of the family and the State.

And is not the Bible , wherever it is disseminated, accepted as final within its own

special province because it is true to the facts of spiritual life , as the wisdom literature

of the Chinese sages is true to the irreducible facts of the natural life ? Up to the

furthest point to which our religious experiences carry us, the Sacred Scriptures

have proved veracious, and men more richly spiritualized than ourselves assure us

that their witness is equally and absolutely veracious beyond the limits of our halting

experience and meagre spiritual history. The Bible lays down the principles upon

which the new home of the human spirit is founded, where man abides under the

shadow of the Eternal Father and comes into communion with that larger family

of which He is the Head. The Bible is essential experience, it grew up out of
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The Spirit and the Word

religious experience, and is used by the over its order. We have improved upon

Spirit to create and vitalize ever new such defective ideas. The living God is

experience, so bringing into a common in the innermost heart-fibres of the world ,

fellowship the men of all generations. and not for a single hour do His activities

In describing the Christian panoply the pause. And in the same way the Spirit

Apostle speaks of " the Word of God inspheres Himself within the Word He

under the metaphor of a sword ; and imparted, and in the work of converting

perhaps the writer of the epistle to the men and purifying the Church into com

Hebrews has the same figure in view munion with Himself, not for a single

when he describes the dissective power hour do His activities cease. The sword

of the Word, a power vital alike to judg- which drives back the mysterious forces

ment and salvation, as sharper than any of evil and guards human souls against

two-edged sword." In the apostolic days, final desecration is not only shaped and

when no attempt had been made to tempered by the Spirit but wielded by

formulate New Testament Canon, His unseen hand.

“ the Word of God ” was a term of wide- Superhuman evil must be turned back

spread use and specific meaning. Of by forces of superhuman virtue. The

course it could not then be coextensive military equipment described by the

with the gospels of the evangelists and the Apostle in his letter to the Ephesians is

epistles of the apostles. But it was used made ready to meet the strain of a por

to describe the law and the prophets, as tentous spiritual conflict. “ We wrestle

well as the sayings of Jesus current amongst not against flesh and blood but against

the disciples, together with those exalted principalities and powers. " A weapon

and self -demonstrating utterances of the from the spheres of the unseen is indis
first messengers of the Gospel which had pensable if we are to meet the unseen

impressed themselves indelibly upon the foes whose hosts beset us. And equally

infant Churches. Indeed, these sayings needful is an unseen arm to ply this aggres

became a nucleus around which the New sive spiritual implement. In this desperate

Testament writings subsequently arranged and age-long controversy an arm of flesh ,
themselves by a law of inherent attraction. however trusty the weapon it wields,

Our exegetes tell us the Divine Word is cannot achieve much. Perhaps our Lord's

described as “ the sword of the Spirit ” use of Scripture in the hour of His tempta

because the Spirit inspires and furnishes tion may have recurred to the mind of

its message. The Word was given through the Apostle when he described the Word

His ministry to prophets and apostles. But as “ the sword ” by which " the Spirit ”

may we not carry the interpretation of wages a holy war in us and in the world .

the term somewhat further ? The Divine Certain it is that in the crises of our

Word is the weapon of the Spirit not only religious history this is the instrument

because He fashioned it , but also because which determines the issue. Rude and

He abides in it , making it effectual for superstitious Christians perhaps use the

the enlightenment and conversion of the letter of Holy Writ in methods that

world and the building up of an elect repel us and seek directing messages after

people. The Spirit is pre -eminently im- a fashion scarcely distinguishable from

manent in the messages of the Bible , as the lot . But beneath such uninstructed

the history of all religious experience piety there lies the unmistakable fact that

tends to show . Commentators sometimes the words of Scripture have an efficacy lack

treat the Spirit's relation to the Scriptures ing in all other words, and produce effects

in some such way as the clockwork school unrivalled by the highest feats of reason ,

of theologians conceived of God's relation eloquence, andpoetry. Conversion ought

to the world He had fashioned. The to be too sacred a theme to be systematized

necessity of distinguishing between God into statistics for the psychologist , but

and His workmanship led them to put familiarity with the inner religious history

the Creator outside the visible machine. of people belonging to various communities

When He had adjusted its parts and will sustain the statement that in nine

touched its mainspring into movement He cases out of ten the words of Scripture

left it to do the best it could , or at least are vital factors in the spiritual changes

constituted Himself an external providence which are brought to pass. Memorable
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promises are the gateways through which at the beginning. The literary forms of

the soul passes into safety from the onset the Bible may not vary in anything which

of temptation. The spiritual shadows can be expressed by the rules of rhythm

which sometimes fall thick round a be- and prosody from the forms presented by

liever's death -bed are drivenback by the other compositions. Morphologically a

light shining from the Word. The sentence in Isaiah may offer no marked

power of Scripture texts, however we may points of divergence from a sentence in

explain it , is incontestable. If a politician Plato or Marcus Aurelius; but the one is

who holds lightly to religious creeds, or charged with quivering, soul-quickening

has perhaps formally disavowed them , energies lacking to the other. In the

wants to make his message tender , im- words which come from God the stamp

pressive, triumphant , he alights upon Bible of origin is unmistakable, and there is a

words. The agnostic writer weaves into living and organic affiliation with the

his phraseology forms of speech which Eternal centre .

have the highest sacredness, and shapes It is sometimes said the words of the

his periods upon the model Bible accumulate power and

of the prophets and of the peculiar impressiveness from
Lord Himself. The words of the mere association of ideas.

the Bible have a force and an Bible language represents an

efficacy lacking in otherwords, early tradition of authority in

our enemies themselves being our training, the effect of

the judges. which scarcely ever ceases

Without laying ourselves
with the after years. But is

open to the reproach of Bib . it so in every case ? The

liolatry, are we not all sensible language of Holy Writ speaks

of a mystic impressiveness in with a mysterious secret of

the words of Scripture which persuasion to men with whom

is simply indefinable ? The authority counts for very little ,

Spirit who abides in the Word and who have perhaps sur

gathers up into Himself the rendered their early faith in

experiences of all who have the documents held sacred by

been sanctified in the truths the Churches. Again it may

it has brought, and gives them be urged, the words whose

back to the successive genera spell men cannot escape were

tions of men in luminous and taught in a childhood that,

undiminished radiations. We looked at from afar, is like a

may compare the Scriptures dim and enchanted dream

to a mesh -work of highly de land, and a certain glamour

veloped and sensitive nerve. still clings to the half-forgotten

The physiologist cannot ex lessons, mingled as those les

plain in chemical or biological sons were with parental ten

terms the difference between derness and solemnity. But

the nerve - processes of an the words have the same force

Australian black man and a for many a new convert from

Rubinstein . Morphologically heathenism who had no early

they are the The training in the wonderful and

dissecting-room presents no picturesque ethic of the Bible

demonstration of the organic as he knelt in the purple

change. The laboratory has twilight of the summer or

no light to shed upon the by the gleam of the winter

problem . But the one set of hearth - fire. It is said again

nerves has gathered up into Music has invested the words

itself the susceptibilities and we account inspired with an

the rare responsiveness of æsthetic atmosphere, and they

centuries of ancestral taste, come to us in vague memories

and the other having failed of anthems, oratorios, and

to do so remains what it was simple hymns, not to speak

same.
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of the magic of Sacred Art . But the ex- have a conspicuous place in creating

planation stops short, for we are reminded spiritual life . True, but when the hymn

that these words have the same charm is the channel of renewing and reviving

and spiritual values for entirely unmusical grace , it reiterates a Bible metaphor

and inartistic races and individuals. The which is almost sacramental in its signifi

Bible , it is again argued , borrows much cance , or prolongs the Divine Word in the

of the force we are ready to believe melodies of a sevenfold Amen . The

spiritual from skilled translations like that hymns which have helped us most are

of Luther, or of the Authorized Version . responses to the Divine Word itself. The

True , we owe much to such versions, but mystic power of the Word cannot be

this is not the entire secret , for uncouth, explained by “ The Psychology of the

blundering, tentative translations which Crowd,” for the Word has the same

affront the literary ear of the Oriental message for the solitary thinker as for the

have much of the same undefined force devout multitude. The high enthusiasms

that our best European versions possess. kindled by Christian fellowship some

Halting paraphrases of the Psalms and times amaze us, but there are no mystic

prophets, at which the critic scoffs, have enthusiasms of which the Spirit in the

a strange spiritual charın for people who Word is not the uniting bond and the secret

can appreciate the best in secular litera- enkindling flame.

ture. Christian hymns, it may be urged, T. G. SELBY.

THE HIGH -TIDE OF THE YEAR.
Photo by C. Reid , Wishaw .
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About Ourselves
As we go to press the payments and promises

to the Centenary Fund amount to £ 240,000.

At the first meeting of the newly elected

Committee on May 15th , Mr. Caleb R.

Kemp was re -elected Chairman, Mr.

Henry Morris Vice -Chairman, and Mr.

Williamson Lamplough Deputy -Chairman.

amount to over £2,952 and are not in all

cases up to date . It is probable that our

Indian Auxiliaries will eventually succeed

in unitedly raising their Centenary offering

to the splendid total of £ 3,000.

as

Our venerable friend, Mr. J. Bevan
The Rev. G. H. Bondfield reports that

Braithwaite , has resigned the office of
several thousands of wounded Russian

Chairman of the Editorial Sub-Committee,
soldiers are passing through Shanghai on

whose members have recorded their high
their way home from Port Arthur. Our

appreciation of his valuable services in Agents have sold a number of Bibles and

this important post for nearly twenty
Testaments among them , and to each

years. They still hope to have his pre
ship conveying them home the Society

sence and counsel
has made a free grant of twenty-five oroccasion may

permit.
thirty Russian Testaments.

R

The Committee have arranged that the
The free distribution of the Scriptures

Rev. Arthur Taylor, one of the Secre
in Siberia in connection with the war

taries , shall make a tour of inspection
has included 4,500 copies , granted to

among some of the Society's principal different branches of the Red Cross

Agencies and Auxiliaries in the East. Society for them to give away to the

Mr. Taylor proposes to leave England on
wounded. Our Agent , Mr. Davidson, has

August 5th , travelling viâ New York and received several official letters of thanks

San Francisco to Hong Kong. His itine
from these organizations, and we subjoin a

rary , as far as it has been at present translated specimen : " I have the honour

mapped out , takes him from Hong Kong to inform you that I have received the

to Singapore, thence to Madras, Bombay,
2,246 copies of the Gospels and Psalms,

Lahore, Allahabad, and Calcutta, where
with much gratitude, for distribution

a conference of the Secretaries of our among the troops going to the war ;

Indian Auxiliaries will be held early in
receipt enclosed. - A . NARISHKINE."

January. From Calcutta Mr. Taylor will

visit Rangoon and Colombo, stopping in A special sermon was preached on

Egypt on his way home. He hopes to behalf of the Society in Westminster

reach the Bible House about the end of Chapel on Wednesdayevening, May 17th ,

April , 1906. We anticipate the happiest by the minister, the Rev. G. Campbell

results from a tour which will thus bring Morgan, D.D. , who delivered an impres

some of the Society's greatest fields of sive discourse to a large congregation

labour into closer touch with the Com- from Isaiali lv. 10-11 . In this, as in other

mittee in London . respects , Dr. Campbell Morgan is follow

ing the traditions of his predecessors , the

The Centenary Fund donations re
Rev. Samuel Martin and the Rev. Henry

ported by the Society's six Indian Auxi
Simon .

liaries are as follows : Calcutta has raised
S

nearly £400 ; Bombay reports £478 ; The Committee have invited the Rev.

Madras has up to the present sent R. E. Welsh, M.A. , to become their re

£ 850. The Rev. S. W. Organe writes : presentative in Canada, and to take the

One of the most encouraging features in oversight of the work of the newly fede

our collections has been the ready and, rated Canadian Bible Society throughout

according to their means, the generous the Dominion. This responsible position

response from native Christians. I do not offers a wide field of service, for which

know a single congregation which has Mr. Welsh has qualifications. He gained

said ' nay.'” Bangalore has sent £ 125 ; knowledge of the foreign mission field

North India has raised £554 ; and the by experience in Japan and South Africa ;

Panjab has received £ 545. TheseThese sums while eight years ago he edited the
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Society's publications for some months, Saskatchewan, Keewatin , and Athabaska.

and was then invited to become its ( 5) British Columbia, Alberta , and the

Literary Superintendent. As a minister Yukon . The constitution adopted leaves

of the Presbyterian Church of England , to each Auxiliary full liberty of action

Mr. Welsh did excellent service at Harro- within its own boundaries.

gate , where a new church was built under

his ministry ; and at Brondesbury, where a

new church was also built and a strong
The following officers have been

congregation gathered, which after seven- elected : President, Dr. Hoyles, K.C. ,

teen years ministry he left in 1904 for Toronto ; Vice - Presidents, Rev. Dr.

Hove, Brighton. As Convener of the Shaw , Montreal ; Thomas Ryan , Winni

Synod's Hymn-book Committee Mr. peg ; Treasurer, Elias Rogers, Toronto ;

Welsh has had under his special charge Recording Secretary, Rev. J. Gibson,

both thebusinessand the literary sides of Toronto ; Executive Committee, Judge

the new Hymn -books of the Presbyterian Forbes, St. John, N.B.; G. E. Armstrong,

Church of England . In Canada he has Perth , Ontario ; Very Rev. Dean Davis,

travelled and preached widely, and both London, Ontario ; Frank Cockshutt,

there and in Great Britain he is well Brantford ; J. R. Inch, LL.D. , Frederic

known as an author, one of his books,
ton, N.B. ; Rev. W. C. Clark, Quebec ;

" In Relief of Doubt," having had a circu- Rev. Dr. Chambers, Toronto. Rev. G. M.

lation of over 50,000 copies . Mr. Welsh Campbell, of St. John, N.B. , was ap

is expected to take up his new duties in pointed District Secretary pro tem . for

September
New Brunswick, Nova Scotia, Prince

Edward Island , and Newfoundland.

The first meeting of the General Board

of the newly federated Canadian Bible

Society , which was largely attended at His Higliness the Khedive of Egypt

Toronto on April 26th , was unanimous, has accepted a splendidly bound copy of

enthusiastic , and in all respects successful.
the Arabic Bible in three volumes from

The Parent Society was effectively repre the British and Foreign Bible Society,

sented by its Agent for Central Europe, Mr. as a memerto of its Centenary. The pre

M. A. Morrison, of Berlin . All the four
sentation was made at a private audience,

teen Auxiliaries in British North America, in which the Rev. A. A. Cooper, our

with one exception, have already agreed Agent at Alexandria, was received most

to join the Federa
cordially by His Highness, who, in accept

tion . For con ing the Bible, expressed a hope

venience of work that the Society met with every

ing, the Board de facility for its work in his country,

cided provisionally
and emphasized his appreciation of

on the following the good being effected through its

division of terri agency. His Highness has

tory into districts : since forwarded alarge auto

( 1 ) New Bruns graphed

wick , Nova Scotia , portrait of

Prince Edward himself to

Island, and Newfoundland. the Bible

(2 ) The territory now included
House in

in the Auxiliaries of Quebec, London .

Montreal, and Ottawa , when (as

is earnestly hoped) the latter

enters the federation. ( 3) The

territory now included in the

Auxiliaries of Perth , Western

Ontario, and Upper Canada

as far west as Port Arthur.

(4) Ontario west from Port

Arthur, Manitoba, Assiniboia,

DE OBRA

THE ARABIC BIBLE PRESENTED TO THE KIEDIVE OF EGYPT.
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How we Sell the Scriptures

in the Sudan

An Interview with the Rev. A. A. Cooper, M.A.

The Bible Sociely's Agent in Egypt

O section of the Bible Society's work position. The Government does not allow

is more picturesque or more poly- any aggressive mission work as yet among

glot than that carried on in the the Moslem population in the

Egyptian Agency, which in Eastern Sudan, though the

cludes Palestine, Syria, rule has been relaxed to

Cyprus, Malta , Egypt,
some extent in the

Abyssinia, the Sudan, Southern Sudan ,

and British and Ger which is largely

man East Africa . peopled by pagan

Here the Book tribes. But the

is indeed on his Bible Society's

toric ground . servants are

We find a na permitted un

tive of Naza hindered to

reth selling sell the Scrip

the Scrip
tures in any

tures in Alex part of the

andria ; a country ,

native of since this in

Nineveh cir no way par

culatesGod's takes of the

Wordin Om nature of a

durman and propaganda.

Khartum ; in " So soon

Jerusalem
as the Sudan

Gospels are
was thrown

distributed open to trade,

among the Rus I went up by

sians who make
the first train to

their Easter pil Omdurman ," Mr.

grimage to the Cooper said ,

Holy City ; while the " where I consulted

Society's Biblewomen the Government offi

carry the Gospel message cials as to our being

into the homes in the towns allowed to open Bible

and villages for everassoci depôts in Omdurman and

ated with our Lord's life Khartum , and asked

on earth .
From an autographed photo recently presented whether our native col

Much of the success of by His Highness to the Bible Society. porteurs might offer the

our work in these lands is Scriptures for sale . Con

due to the untiring zeal and admirable sent was given without any hesitation .

organizing ability of our Agent, the “ They have as much right to sell Bibles,

Rev. A. A. Cooper, whose health recently said one official, ' as the traders have to sell

broke down under the immense strain their merchandise , since their work is not

of the pressure which the Centenary to proselytize. And from that day to

entailed. After a furlough in England, this we have gone steadily forward,

Mr. Cooper has now resumed his duties. sending books as far afield as it is

Before leaving he related some interesting
advisable for our men to travel ; and

details concerning work in the Sudan, what is equally important, keeping a

where the Bible Society occupies a unique constant supply on the spot for the

THE KHEDIVE OF EGYPT.
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The Scriptures in the Sudan

while throughout the

Egyptian Agency we

sold them in no less

than fifty -eight dif

ferent languages. Our

other colporteur in

the Sudan , Ste

phanos Maqar

Copt - is chiefly en

gaged itinerating up
and down the banks

of the Blue and the

White Nile. He has

penetrated as far as

Metammeh , on the

borders of Abyssinia ,

where, in 1869, the

Society had a depôt,

at the time when the

German Pilgrim Mis

sion had one of their

stations in this place.

Such journeys are
Ur BB most fatiguing and

hazardous, even to

A GROUP OF ASSOUAN ARABS.
Photo by Neville Edwards. nativeswho are some

what inured to the

stream of people who pass in and out hardships of the desert . For these ex

of Omdurman . tended tours, Stephanos hires a camel and

“ It must be remembered that Omdur- frequently attaches himself to some cara

man is a central market, to which traders van , travelling by the same route, whereby

flock from the interior. A large amount a certain amount of additional safety is

of business is transacted here , not only in secured . Lack of water is one of the great

grain, but also in cattle and other forms obstacles to journeys into the interior ,

of produce. Traders from all points of while lions and such - like wild animals are

the compass, therefore, congregate in this still threatening dangers in the less fre

market, and will often purchase books, quented parts of the country. Stephanos'

in this way carrying the Scriptures back experiences have been exceedingly en

with them into villages in the far interior, couraging, and with very few exceptions

untouched as yet by our own workers. he has been favourably received by the

" To meet the need of this district we people.

have a depôt at Omdurman and another " In this region it may be said that an

at Khartum — about five iniles higher up important part of our work consists in

the river. One man supervizes both — a seeking for readers. A large number of the

native of Nineveh . A picture of this col- natives are illiterate, but, on the other

porteur appeared in the February issue hand, there are invariably some in every

of our magazine, showing him in the act community who can read, and a book in

of selling Scriptures to some natives while the hands of one such a person fulfils a

on his way from one depôt to the other. wide mission . It is read and re -read to a

He visits Khartum two or three times a circle of hearers, who will gather around

week, does good work visiting the grain the reader and sit listening to him for

market, the cattle market, and the bazaars , hours . Knowing this, Stephanos makes

and offering his books to the interesting it his business to discover those who can

variety of races which are to be found in read in each village he visits . "

this place. The following extract from his diary is

“ Last year we sold Scriptures in ten typical of his methods : “ In one village,"

different languages in the Sudan alone, he writes, “ I offered a man a Gospel, who
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The Scriptures in the Sudan

straightway replied, ' I know not how Koran , which is sufficient for their needs .

to read . ' Said I , Perchance thy son Then Stephanos points out to them that

knoweth how to read ? ' ' I have no son ,' the Koran advocates the study of the

said he . “ Then ,' said I, it may be that Taurat (the Law) and the Injil (the Gos

thou hast a brother and he knoweth how pel), whereupon they will often buy

to read ? ' ' Yea, I have a brother,' he the Scriptures without further hesitation .

replied, “ but I am in anger with him .' Our work in the Sudan is an instance of

Then ,' said I , take this Book and it will the advantages resulting from the employ

make peace between thee and him .' The ment of native Bible-sellers. In the first

man paid me its price." place , it is scarcely probable that the

“ Stephanos invariably, when he reaches Government would have allowed an

a hamlet, presents himself to the head Englishman to engage in systematic col

Sheikh and explains his business to him . portage, or to be in charge of the depôts

In all probability the Sheikh will invite in Omdurman and Khartum , while the

him to enter and have coffee placed people were in so unsettled a condition ;

before him , while the colporteur tells and, in any case , it is quite certain that no

more about the Book he carries. When one could make such headway with the

the people learn that it is God's Word, Arabs theinselves as one of their own

they will kiss the Book and raise it to nationality .

their foreheads in token of respect. And “ In the Egyptian Agencywe have been

it must be remembered that, unlike the singularly fortunate in the majority of our

colporteurs in other parts of Egypt, native staff, who are zealous, and at the

Stephanos works primarily among Mos- same time tactful, workers.

lems remote from the rest of the world , “ To meet the polyglot demands of the

who have heard little, or nothing, of country, our men are of various nationali

Christianity, and are singularly free from ties . It was a Russian - speaking Servian

fanaticism . The Koran is their one and colporteur who was permitted by the

only book. When they hear that the Russian Consul to board the two detach

Testament or Gospel offered them by the ments of the Baltic fleet on their way

colporteur deals with religion , they will through the Suez Canal, when probably

sometimes reply that they have the no other foreigner would have been

AR

Photo by Neville Eduards.
HOW THE SCRIPTURES ARE CARRIED

IN THE SUDAN.
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The Scriptures in the Sudan

allowed board the Russian in our tents . These Abyssinians told me

ships. that they need a number of portions of

" Our men have gained a wide reputa- the Holy Scriptures in Amharic and Ethi

tion for reliability and integrity. Lord opic. Unfortunately, I had only the one

Kitchener himself offered an excellent Bible which I carry with me for my own

position under the Government to a young use, but I was constrained to offer it to

Abyssinian in our office. This man acted them , and they accepted it with much

as an interpreter to the Commission en- gratitude. One of them said , “ While we

gaged on the delimitation of the Abyssinia travel together we can share this Bible ,

and Sudan frontier. And as showing both in reading it and hearing it read ;

that he still endeavours to spread a know- but when we arrive in Abyssinia and

ledge of the Bible, though no longer in separate from each other to go to our

the employ of the Society, the following different homes, what shall we do then ?”
extract from a letter which he wrote me Another said , “ We had better cast lots

from Khartum is worth quoting : ' I am for this Book, and he who is fortunate

glad to say that I had a good opportunity shall have it." This they did , and the

of reading my Amharic Bible with the officer to whose lot it fell was very elated ,

Abyssinian representatives when we rested whilst the others were very sorrowful.' ”

What the Hausa Boy Said

By “ Mallam ja Wur" ,

( The very red scribe)

ANU sanu ! Kana lafia ? Ka fada I am not a slave—except the slave of

maganna Hausa ? You sabe God . Yes, I am a free man, but also the

Hausa ? Mallam ja wur — he write my slave of God , and I am the servant of

thinks. You no speak Hausa ! Muhammed, the prophet of God.

I am a Ba -Hausa . I can read and Why don't you Ba -tures make slaves ?

write . But no—it is useless for me to You are strong. Yes, and we are strong

try to tell what is inside me. You white too . Is there any city in the world so

boys are so different from me.
You are strong as Kano ?

as different inside as you are outside. My In our country men who are strong can

skin is black and you are white . My do what they please . They go through
heart is black and yours is white . Why ? the land catching and killing men .

I do not know . Perhaps it is because no If weak men fight they kill them . If

one has ever come to tell us how to get a they lie down before them the strong

white heart. men put iron on their hands and make

I sit down [i.e. , live] in the largest city them slaves. I shall do the same one

in the world — the city of Kano. It is day.

big - bigger than Zaria or Kastsina or My father is a strong man. He has

even Sokoto, where the Sarikin Sudan slaves. One of them is a boy like me.

[ King of the Sudan ] sits down. You His name is Abubekr. He tells me tales.

should come and see Kano . It is big. I wish you could hear them . He used to

You Ba -tures (white men ]—you have no sit down in Yalua before God gave him to

cities. People say you have no houses

because you have no slaves to build them . Oh, how I laugh when Abubekr tells me

We have slaves dubu dubu ( thousands the story ! It was night — no moon , no

and thousands ]. We beat them . Oh, stars ; they hid . A mighty yell like a

what fun it is to see them wriggle and thousand hyænas awoke Abubekr. It

writhe when we hit them ! You do not was the Kano men. Abubekr stood still .

know how funny they look and what His mother stood still . His father fought

queer faces they make. Oh, how we with bow and arrows. An arrow struck

laugh ! him in the eye. Wasn't it fun ? Iwish I

The name by which the Rot'. A.E. Richardson,
could have heard him cry out. Oh ! how

of the C.M.S. , is known to the natives in Hausaland. I wish I had been there , for my father

my father.

1
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What the Hausa Boy Said

seen a

It's just

ran up and pushed his

spear right through Abu

bekr's mother.

But still we have great

fun in Kano, for sometimes

the king makes a man's

head to be cut off. We

all go to see that. Have

you ever man's

head cut off ?

splendid !

I am very glad I'm not a

girl . Of course girls have

no souls. They cannot go

to Paradise. I shall go ,

for I am a true follower of

Muhammed, the Sent One.

Oh no ! girls are

good . They don't go to

school. I can read and

write . Girls cannot read

and write. Well, they have

not time to go to school.

They must work.

How shall we men get

enough to eat if womendo

not work ? Work is good HOW MERCHANDISE IS TRANSPORTED

—for girls.
IN HAUSALAND .

no

Photo lent by the C.V.S.

They can fetch the

water and chop the wood,

grind the corn and pound

the millet. They can do

nothing else except talk .

The strength of a woman

is in her tongue.

I am glad I'm not a

girl.

One boy is better than

ten girls. But God is

good in making some

girls , for slaves and wo

men must work, and if

there were no girls and

women what a lot more

slaves we should need !

Yes , God is good. The

prophet Muhammed is

good ! Madallah ! (Praise

be to God ! )

II

White boy ! May I

come under your sha

dow ? May I add words ?

Photo lent by the C.M.S. I told you before that

your inside is very dif

HAUSA PORTERS' LOADS STACKED

FOR THE NIGHT.
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What the Hausa Boy Said

my

one

path

HAUSA CATTLE OUTSIDE A NATIVE HUT.

ferent from It tells us

my inside : of Jesus

your heart Christ, the

from True Pro

heart. phet . Things

Did I pain we once

you ? Did loved we

my words now know to

make you be wrong

feel ill ? How
and a re

could I ashamed of

know ? No them. Will

ever you blot out

came to tell of your heads

me which the things I

was the right told you ?

and Why did you

which was

Photo lent by the C.M.S.
not send the

the wrong Book be

It is our fore ? Will

nature to love cruelty. It is our nature you bring us more Books ? It is a won
to do the things that are wrong. Our derful Book.

hearts are black like our skins . III

But now I have seen the white man. To-day I had such joy. I walked to see

The praying- man came : the fighting -man the white man's cloth house [ tent). He

came. was kneeling inside, talking, and I listened .

And now all is so different. There are Then I peeped in and saw a boy - one of

no men waiting to be sold as slaves in us - kneeling too . He said quite loud, “ O

the market-place. No longer do they cut Lord Jesus, I was once a slave -boy and

off men's heads and hands. The strong now I am free . But O Lord Jesus, my

men must behave as the weak men , and little sister is still in slavery, I know not

the rich man must obey law like the poor where. Lead me to her . O God , help

man . But strangest of all , the Ba -ture me to find her. ” I looked inside again ,

has brought a wonderful Book written in but I could not see Jesus to whom he

our own language and printed on stone . spoke, so I knelt down quietly outside
[The Hausa calls printing " writing on and cried softly, “ O God, help me to find

stone." ] the Jesus of the Book . "

Common Prayer

" Away in foreign lands , they wondered how

Their simple word had power :

At home, the gleaners, two or three , had met

To pray an hour."

E invite all our friends to join each Tuesday morning in a unison of praise

and prayer with the Society's agents, colporteurs, and Biblewomen through

out the world .

The following special topics for prayer are suggested to our fellow -workers :

For July (1) For the European Colpor- For August.—( 1 ) For those of the Society's

teurs, contending with intolerance or indiffer- servants who are sick or in trouble—(2 ) For

ence— (2 ) For the Colporteurs in Moslem and isolated Colporteurs who have little in their

heathen lands, facing hardships and actual environment to encourage them— (3 ) For those

danger- (3) For the Colporteurs in South workers who are tempted to despond from

America, beset with bigotry and violent oppo- lack of visible results—(4) For those who are

sition— (4) For the native Biblewomen in called upon to endure persecution for the sake

India and China, who are striving to carry of the Word—(5 ) For depôt-keepers, ware

the Gospel Light into the dark homes of the housemen , packers, and others who handle
East. the Society's books .
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The Father's Business

By the Rev. J. H. Ritson, M.A.

Secretary of the Society

A
T the Annual Meeting in Exeter Hall time still further reduce their editions, but

attention was called to the financial this expedient for saving is only tem

outlook of the Society -- an outlook suffi- porary. In the long run the supply must

ciently serious to cause grave concern be regulated by the demand, and it will be

even among men of faith . We do not lamentable if the former has to be so cut

forget that the work of the Bible Society down that the latter cannot be met.

is pre-eminently God's work, and the hope
of the Psalmist is ours: I will lift upmine THE second head of expenditure covers

eyes into the hills, from whence cometh my
the cost of the Society's missionary

help. But faith is manifest in works, and
operations. These have been reviewed

and re - reviewed by the Committee,

we recognize that the duty is incumbent

of doing all that is in our power to keep especially in recent years. The details

our finances on a business - like basis
of expenditure in every Agency have

the more so because ours is the “ Father's been carefully examined, and methods

business.”
which have been unremunerative from

For seven years in succession the
the point of view of Scripture circulation

Society's expenditure has exceeded its
have been abandoned . If there is to be

income. The average deficit for each of
any saving, it cannot be effected by a

these years has been £ 16,048, andthe change of method, but only by a reduc

aggregate deficit for the whole period
tion of staff ; and that reduction will in

£ 112,339. This is not a satisfactory state volve a loss of efficiency, for the staff is

of things, especially in view of the fact already small for the strain put upon it.

that there are now no special funds avail
If either or both of the alternatives

able from which continued deficits can be publishing fewer Scriptures or reducing

met. Further, it would not be good finance
the staff—be adopted, it means that the

to allow the expenditure gradually to
progress of God's kingdom is deliberately

grow, and to trust that its excesses over
checked. Retrenchment is hateful, but if

a stationary income may be met out of the Committee are to carry on their work

special funds, raised by spasmodic efforts
on those principles of integrity upon which

or depending on intermittent gifts. Special the Kingdom itself is based, they are

funds which may flourish—and may not-
driven to retrenchment by sheer force of

ought to be dealt with on special lines. circumstances.

The problem of the Committee is to

bring about some sortof balancebetween HowHºw can we increase our income ?

ordinary expenditure and ordinary income.
This is a question upon which we

For the solution of this problem they are
prefer to dwell , and in this direction we

wish our friends to turn their energies.
asking two questions, “ How can the ex

We are convinced that the income can be

penditure be reduced ? ” and “ How can

the income be increased ? "
increased , and that if there be a spirit of

earnest effort and faithful prayer, it will

HOW can we reduce our expenditure ? be increased . Like the expenditure, the

Roughly speaking, we spend our income may be divided under two heads

money in meeting our trade liabilities as -receipts by sales and voluntary gifts.

a great publishing firm , and in conduct- The former may be swelled if wecharge

ing missionary operations throughout the more for the Scriptures we sell. In all

world. Under the former head it would countries it is justifiable to make people pay

be difficult to economize. Long experience in full for luxury in paper, printing, and

has enabled the Society to bring down the binding. In a few countries the time has

cost of production almost to a minimum . come when the prices of even the cheaper

If there is to be any saving, it must be in editions may be raised so as to reduce the

the number of books published. The “ losses on sales," and the Committee are

Committee are careful not to lock up acting accordingly. In the great majority

more capital in than is consistent of countries, however, the losses must of

with economy. They might for a short necessity be great. The Bible is not a
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The Father's Business

commodity in which booksellers have a Free Contr . Issues of

Report. from Aux.
monopolyto trade for profit . It is God's Scriptures.

message to man , and without its teaching 1901 (12,00 Llegacy.)£74,346 4.914,359

man cannot enter into fulness of life . Every
1902 67,304 5,067,421

human being has a right to the Bible, 3, 1903
70,325 5,943,775

1904
and it ought to be within the reach of all.

63,619 5,697,361

If this fundamental principle be ob
( 1905 64,963 5,857,645

served , the Society's selling prices must If we clivide these figures into three

continue to be fixed by the ability of the groups of five years each, we find that

poor to pay. We cannot, for instance, the average circulation in the second

hope to get back more than one-eighth of group is ii per cent. , and in the third

the cost price of the Gospels we issue group 41 percent. greater than in the

among our fellow -subjects in India. first. The free contributions in the second

The Churches at home can help the group are actually less than in the first ,

Society by refusing to take Scriptures and though those in the third are 8 per

from it at a loss ; as a rule they can afford cent. more than those in the first, the

to pay in full. Appeals for grants are increase is largely due to the influence of

frequently made on the ground that new a large legacy left to an Auxiliary. These

schools are being erected , new organs facts explain the Society's deficits.

built, summer treats organized , funds

raised for this object and that . ' Ought THE Committee appeal to the Auxiliaries

not the bill for Bibles to be paid first and to consider the outlook , and especially

paid in full ? to that great body of voluntary helpers,
whose sole reward — and there is none

THE next and most important point sweeter — is the joy of service for Christ,
to consider, is how to secure more Is there not need of a revival of moribund

voluntary gifts to the Society's funds. committees by an infusion of new blood ?
The two chief items of free income are Above all , is there not need for the Spirit

legacies and contributions from Auxiliaries . of God to give life to the dry bones which

The legacies are an uncertain source of represent the Society in so many places ?
income— they vary widely from year to A small portion of the water of the
year , and no sort of control can be exer- Niagara River is diverted from the rapids

cised . Further, every legacy involves the above the Falls, and by means of turbine

loss of a living friend. The contributions and electric engines its pent up energies

from Auxiliaries ought to be the founda- are transmuted into electricity. The cur

tion of the Society's finance. And yet rent is conveyed through cables to many

during the last fifteen years, out of a total towns milesaway, and its power is con

expenditure of £ 3,416,514, they have only suined in the driving of multitudes of
contributed 6965,930 - that is, about mills, and the lighting of countless streets
28 per cent. of the whole. and buildings. And yet the amount of

The following figures show that the water diverted is so small relatively to

foundation in the Auxiliaries - has not the volume of Niagara that no eye can

been strengthened with the growth of detect the diminution in the Falls.

the superstructure A small amount of this world's wealth

--so small as to be almost inappreciable
Free Contr. Issues of

Report. from Aux . Scriptures. is diverted into the service of God's

( 1891 £62,010 3,926,525 kingdom , and the good results are great

1892 60,76 3,989,215 out of all proportion. Moral force is

14 1893 65,092 4,019,756 being given to the nations, and light is

1894 64,699 3,664,456 being kindled in hearts longovershadowed.

1895 3,837,222 Oh , that more of that part of the wealth ,

which is now running to waste, might

( 1896 60,641 3.970,439 be diverted into spiritual channels ! To

1897 67,114 3,776,133 this end let us toil on and pray on , and

24 1898 60,098 4,387,152 some day the Society's report will be ,

| 1899 63,677 4,479,439 " Hallelujah, the Lord God omnipotent

( 1900 63,250 5,047,792 reigneth ! ”

61,313
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Portraits in Passing

IT
T will be remembered that in the

autumn of last year His Excellency

Chou Fu, then Governor of Shantung,

after a conference with Dr. Timothy

Richard , asked the Bible Society to

provide him with a number of New

Testaments, in order that he might for

ward a copy to every mandarin in the

province, from the status of a county court

magistrate upwards. “ For," said the

Governor, "by studying the Book which

missionaries hold sacred , a better under

standing will prevail, and peace and

harmony result . ” Two hundred New

Testaments in the classical style were at

once granted by the Bible Society for the

purpose . Chou Fu having been promoted

to the Viceroyalty in Nanking before the

books could be dispatched , they were

sent to Nanking instead of to Shantung.

The Rev. F. E. Meigs was good enough

H.E. CHOU FU ,

GOVERNOR OF NANKING .

To whom ihe Sociery recently

sent two hundred Chinese

Testaments.

to deliver the cases in person. The

following letter was received by the

Rev. G. H. Bondfield, our Agent in

Shanghai, from His Excellency in acknow

ledgment :

" I beg to say in reply to yours, that on

the 6th day of the ist moon of the new

year, I received your letter of the 26th

day of the 12th moon of last year, and I

have carefully noted all its points. The

Rev. Mr. Meigs, of Nanking, has brought

the books which you, Honourable Pastor,

had the goodness to send me. I intend

immediately to present them to the

district magistrates and officials, in order

that they may know that great principles

are alike in China and foreign lands.

These books ought to be paid for. I

therefore beg that at your convenience

you will send me the account. Do not

allow politeness to deter you from doing

this. I again herewith express my thanks.

If these meet with your acceptance I

shall be grateful. I also take advantage

of this opportunity to wish you daily

Whohas sent a striking testi- happiness.”
wilony to the Bible Sociely.

Our second illustration has an interest

MR. FONG TEK -HENG ,

OF HINGHOA .
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ing history . It is a portrait of Mr. Fong precious and honourable. It is a means

Tek -heng, of Hinghoa, a man whose of bringing men into the heavenly way.

career has been somewhat remarkable . I remember the great grace I received

Mr. Fong started life as a poor boy . At from God through the Bible distributers.

fifteen he collected fuel, earning 17 cash By their books and preaching they bring

( = id . ) per day . Later he sold sweet- men into the way of salvation . In the

meats and made 50 cash a day . year 1866 three of them came to our

Then he bought a young goat for 800 village to sell Scriptures and spread abroad

cash, which he subsequently sold for five the Gospel. I was moved through them ,

dollars (9s . 6d . ) . With this sum he bought and purchased fifty -two parts of Scriptures

some material for dyeing, and in this busi- to give to the villagers. From that small

ness he prospered greatly. He obtained beginning great results have come. Over

the reputation of being very reliable ,and a thousand persons have been helped

thus, although he had no capital of his God-wards . Seventeen Churches have

own, people lent him money, and his been established . Eleven persons have

fortune increased . His kindness to the become evangelists . Christian students

poor and to strangers is known by all have been gathered by the hundred .

men, and his piety was so exceptional We consider that the value of one soul is

that it was proposed to erect a memorial more than a world . What then is the

arch in his honour. The following value of all these souls gathered by Bible

testimony from Mr. Fong was forwarded distribution ! Let the Agent consider all

by the Rev. J. Sadler, of the L.M.S. :- this, and not restrict his operation . I

I have heard that the Agent of the send this to show I was saved from death

Bible Society has asked for news to prove (through Bible distribution ) , and to salute

that there is good in Bible distribution. the Agent.

Therefore I write to say that this work “ I am his younger brother,

of Bible distribution is surprisingly “ FoNG TEK- HENG, of Hinghoa.”

Among Wounded Soldiers at Osaka

By F. Parrott

OS

The Bible Society's Agent in Japan

SAKA is the premier business city Many of the patients were convalescent,

of Japan, and is situated at the head and able to be out of the wards on

of a bayextending some twenty miles in crutches, or in bandages. It was these

length at the eastern entrance to the men who were so eager for the books we
Inland Sea. The city has a population of had with us. With polite persistence

nearly a million souls. Two years ago it we were surrounded by a sea of eager

was the home of a huge Industrial Exhibi- hands, and a hundred books disappeared
tion at which the Bible Society's agent in avery short space of time. When our

sold over fourteen thousand copies of the stock was exhausted , we were interested

Scriptures. It is on the site of the build- to watch all the men at once sit down and

ings of the Exhibition which gave so begin to devour the contents of the books.

much pleasure and entertainment to Frequently five or six men would be

thousands of sightseers from all quarters gathered round the happy possessor of a

of the Empire , that to -day are erected, copy, as there were not enough for each
with no attempt at adornment, eighty- soldier to have a copy of his own.

eight pavilions for extensive military The wards, however, held the men we
hospitals, capable of accommodating over most wished to meet. These men had

eight thousand patients. I visited these suffered on the field , or in the awful

in orderto look to the work of distributing carnage during the attacks on Port Arthur.

Scriptures to the wounded and weary Many were still in pain , and the message
sufferers who had not counted their lives of Divine Lovewas needed here. A little

dear unto them recently in Manchuria . singing and a few words, and we passed

-
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Among Wounded Soldiers at Osaka

蘇慧啟 遺 紫 羲

竟 爽 影卷三

ONE OF THE ELEVEN HUNDRED

BRIDGES IN OSAKA ,

on to other wards, all similarly mono- is the news of forgiveness and eternal life

tonous and depressing to those who have which those little Gospels convey !

to spend days and nights in them , and to There are many in the wards who must

whom a visit means so much . Into hands still undergo severe amputations and

wasted with fever we gave our books ; operations, and suffer for many months
and I am sure your subscription to the to come. To such this season of reflec

work would be doubled if you could have tion may mean the dawning of a new

witnessed, as we did , the gratitude these day in the soul.

brave men showed. Some were hope- Christian workers have free access to

lessly crippled . Some had their organs of this hospital, and much quiet individual

speech paralysed by bullet-wounds in the work is being accomplished . Ofcourse

brain. Some had partially or wholly lost the patients come and go frequently, and

their eyesight. Some were dying. Lying must often be lost sight of Yet the

here, apart from home and family, some workers tell of here one and there

isolated even from comrades, solemnized another who have given themselves to

by the appalling destruction of human Jesus Christ during their stay in the

life they had just witnessed, not many hospital. None will forget the unosten

days ' distant from the scenes of battle tatious kindness and sympathy shown

and sudden death , how welcome to them them during their dark hours.
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Colportage on Elephants

A Bible Tour in Perak

By B. Purdy

Sub-agent of the Bible Society in Malaysia

A
CCOMPANIED by Dr. Luering, of we sold one Gospel for every Chinaman
the Methodist Episcopal Church , I in the town. Then the bullock - cart went

nade a trip last summer into the new ahead again , and we started in the shan

territory of Perak , hoping to reach as far drydan for Kuala Kenering, but the road

as Kota Bharu Kelantan . We sent off a proved so heavy that we had to walk most

bullock -cart with most of our luggage and of the eighteen miles,talking to the Malays

three thousand copies of the Scriptures and Chinese we met and selling a few

in Malay, Siamese, Tamil, Sindhi (Gur- Scriptures. That night weheld an open

mukhi), and English , and arranged for air Lantern -meeting, which was partly

elephants to meet us further ahead. The spoilt by rain . Here we spent Monday,

first day's journey was in a hackney. and had a long , interesting conversation

carriage, or shandrydan, with a poor horse with a number of Malays, who were very

which looked utterly unfit to travel the superstitious, having great faith in

thirty miles we had before us. Under hantus (i.e., spectres and evil spirits) .

these circumstances we did a fair amount One old man warned us that on the way

of walking, and managed to sell on the to Kota Bharu we must pass for three

road a number of books in Chinese and days and three nights through a district

Malay. infested with hantus. One place in par

Reaching Lenggong, we stayed two ticular, famous for its lovely fruit, always

days at the Rest House, and disposed of a in season , was called Kebun To Nek (the

good many books, indeed I should think Garden of Grandfather and Grandmother),

感

AS ELEPHANT STACKING TIMBER
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Colportage on Elephants

THE RAFT ON WHICH THE RIVER

JOURNEY WAS MADE .

but no one dare

pluck the fruit

without first ask

ing permission

of the ancestor

spirits. In doing

so , it was custom

ary to put down

a little offering

of whatever food

one had ; and

this old man de

clared that he

had himself wit

nessed how the

rice dwindled

and the betel

nut disappeared

by invisible

agency. He told

us also that the

spirits could take

whatever shape

they liked, and

related the fol

lowing : “ I was

driving cattle

quite close to

where we are sitting now , when I heard still . So finally we dismounted and walked

the grunting of an elephant by the road- the last eight miles into Grit, over very

side. Though I tried hard I could see lonely, broken paths, constantly rising and

nothing, so I knew it was the voice of a falling and intersected by water -courses

hantus. Then I said , "Good evening, and pools of mud . However, we reached

Grandfather ,' for we must always be Grit nearly three hours before the

polite to hants. Then I grunted like an elephants, and arranged to start at sun

elephant, and the sound was immediately rise the next day, to visit a place called
repeated ; then I lowed like a cow, and Krunai across the frontier of Siam .

the spirit did the same ; then I bellowed But it seems impossible to start early

like a buffalo and growled like a tiger , all with elephants. One of them , Meh Long,

of which the spirit did also ; so I doubted had slipped her foot-ring and roamed

no longer, but knew it was a spirit. ” at large : even when she was caught she

Animals, they told us , could see spirits gave a great deal of trouble, trying

better than men ; cattle would often ap- several times to escape again. We were

parently fight their way with their horns told that Krunai lay only seven miles

when there is nothing visible in the road . away. But after three hours in the jungle

Dr. Luering reminded them of the without meeting a soul to direct us, we

Moslem formula, “ I take refuge in Allah grew hopeless of ever getting there, as

from Satan the accursed .” They answered our men confessed that they doubted

that only perfect faith could do this, and whether they could find the place. So

then Dr. Luering spoke to them of the we were forced to return to Grit, feeling

perfect faith of a Christian. as if we had had enough of elephant

Our two elephants were ready to take travelling. In the cool of the evening we

us on the next morning, but when we got took our books round the little town .

into the rough jungle paths we discovered Dr. Luering sold Chinese Scriptures to all

that elephant travelling in the jungle is but one of the ten Chinese shopkeepers,

very slow : two miles an hour is reckoned and I also sold a number of Malay

a fair speed, and sometimes we went slower and Tamil Gospels.
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ELEPHANTS TAKING THEIR MORNING BATI .

Next morning we gave up the idea of The voyage is very exciting and rather

reaching Kota Bharu, and paid off our dangerous, as there are so many rapids to

elephants. It was just as well : for the shoot. All the more dangerous of these are

other elephant, Meh La, took her turn in believed to be presided over by idols or

running away, and for four hours eluded haunted by demons, to which the rafts

every attempt to catch her. She would men make offerings for a safe passage .

let her keeper approach till he almost We spent three days and nights on our

touched her with his steel hook, and raft , and sold a number of books at one

then in an instant she was off again. very large Malay village, Kuala Temelong,

At last, Meh Long, her elder sister, had to on the river bank, finally reaching home

be requisitioned, and Meh La was finally in safety . We had been very disappointed

captured and brought back. We visited to find the new territory of Perak so

one or two villages in the neighbourhood , sparsely populated : still we left behind

but could sell only a few Chinese Gospels . us, I should think, one Chinese Gospel

Next morning we started on our return for every Chinaman in the district, besides

journey, by raft down the Perak River. a number of the Scriptures in Malay.

THE PERAK RIVER AT KUALA KANGSC ,

THE HEADQUARTERS OF THE SULTAN OF PERAK .
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Behind the Closed Doors of Nepal

By Evangelist Birsingh

Translated from Hindustani by the

Rev. G. F. Grundy , of Chowpatta

NE of the few countries which still remain

impregnable to European missionaries is Ne

pal, an independent kingdom in the Himalayas,

bounded on the north by Tibet, and on the south

and west by British India . The area of Nepal is

slightly less than that of England and Wales. Its

population is almost equivalent to that of Ireland.

No Christian missionary is able to work in this

country, the only foreigner allowed to live there

being the British Resident , though he does not inter

fere with the internal affairs of the State. In view

of these facts the following account of a journey

into Nepal made by one of our colporteurs and

Evangelist Birsingh , a converted Nepalese (and the

writer of this article) , is of unique interest. This is

possibly the first time that any Christian worker has

penetrated into this land.

* * *

66

OF THE NORTH INDIA AUXILIARY .

Colporteur Binwa, of the North Indian Bible
COLPORTEUR BINWA ,

Society, Yuhan Das, and I decided to start out from

Chow

patta to preach the Gospel to the people

of Nepal. We met at Chowpatta to pray

for God's blessing on the tour, and then

set out with an accordion, a supply of

Gospels in Naipali and Hindi, and a

quantity of illustrated Scripture text- cards

in Naipali.

“ We had recently attended a series of

special meetings at Chowpatta, and so

blessed had we been in our own souls

that we started forth feeling that God

was with us in power. As we went

along Yuhan played the accordion and

we sang hymns and spoke to the people

we met on the road about Jesus and

salvation .

" On the evening of the third day after

leaving Chowpatta, we arrived at Jhula

ghât, on theNepalese frontier. The Káli

Ganga (Black River) flows swift and deep

between precipitous slopes on either side ,

and divides Nepal from British India .

This river is crossed by a light suspension

bridge, and on the Nepalese side a guard

of ten soldiers is placed, and no European

is allowed to pass into the country. Find

ing many Nepalese families on the other

EVANGELIST BIRSINGH AND HIS WIFE. side, we began to play our instruments
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Behind the Closed Doors of Nepal

and sing, when a crowd quickly gathered again the people were very much opposed
round us. This was our first meeting in to us, and would not listen to our message.

Nepal, and we knelt down and prayed ; A large crowd gathered together, and they
and God gave us courage so that we drove us out of the place.

preached Christ fearlessly to the people, “ So we journeyed on to another military

telling them that He alone could save the outpost , with a Nepalese colonel and a

sinner and fit him for heaven. The people hundred soldiers. Here there was no shop

listened eagerly, and at the close of the to buy food , but a man gave us dhal, ghi

meeting a number purchased Gospels ( clarified butter), wood, and vessels for
from us. cooking, and a house to stay in . He is

“ At dawn the following day we started considered a wealthy man in these parts,

forth again , and travelled until night,when for he owns some three hundred head of

we reached Gari,where there is a military cattle. Here we spent two nights and

outpost, consisting of a colonel and a three days, holding meetings, and singing

hundred Gurkhas. The latter crowded

around us, and after praying we sang a

hymn, then we opened our Naipali Gos

pels and read and explained to the people.

Then we distributed the Scripture text

cards in Naipali among them , and they

seemed very pleased to have them .

“ Next day we reached Demano, where

there is a police station . There we held

a meeting and sold a few Gospels. But

on arriving at the village of Patan the

people were unfriendly, and would not

lend us vessels in which to cook our food .

We were very hungry, as it was past

2 p.m., and we had eaten nothing that

day. The heat also was very great , but

we rejoiced at this opportunity of being

privileged to suffer for Christ, and we

betook ourselves to singing hymns and

talking about Jesus to the people who

came to gaze at us . In the evening a

man brought us vessels for cooking, with

some wood, oil , and dhal (pulse ), all of

which he supplied us free of charge.
MENA , AND HER DAUGHTER , BAPTIZED DEC .,

The man seemed much influenced by 1904 .

what we had said, and assembled his
family to hear us . We knelt down and

prayed with him , asking God to save him and reading and talking about Jesus

for Christ's sake. We spent the night on Christ.

the verandah of this man's house, praising " Proceeding inland,weencamped under

God because He had inclined his heart a very large pipal- tree , amid crowds of

to help us in this manner. buzzing flies . The heat was intense, and

" The next morning we started to ascend we could not eat our food for the flies ,

Ghanghosiya, our way for twelve miles which fell into the pot in swarms every

being steadily uphill and through a dense time it was opened. They were so thick

forest inhabited by tigers, leopards, and that when you waved your hand you

bears. We were still in the forest when actually pushed them . I have never seen

night came on , and we halted at a rest- such a plague of flies before.

house. There were no people here, “ Journeying along the banks of the Seti

nothing but the bare hut with the forest (or White River) wevisited any village we

on all sides, andwe spent the night in came across . The waters of this river

prayer, starting off again at daylight , and appear quite white, owing to the white clay

travelling till we came to Shilanga. Here soil of the river -bed. We had presently to

AR

LED TO A KNOWLEDGE OF CHRIST BY

ONE OF OUR INDIAN COLPORTEURS.
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cross this river, but as there was him he seemed much impressed , and he

bridge we used a canoe , called by the invited us into his house .

people a dunga. This was simply a “ It is the custom in Nepal , as in many

trunk of a tree hollowed out, and in it other places , to sprinkle water for the

a man paddled us all three across the purpose of purification, over the floor,

river. If either of us moved in the after any one who is not a Hindu has

slightest the dunga wobbled from side entered ; but the subedar would not allow

to side, and we expected every moment this to be done in our case , as he said he

it would capsize and precipitate us all regarded us as men of God. And when
into the stream. the people who gathered around asked us

" Shilgari was the farthest point we why we had ceased to worship idols, the

reached on this journey. It is about a subedar boldly stood up and spoke in our

hundred miles inland from the frontier defence , and finally bought a number of

station at Jhulâghât, and is the Govern- Gospels from us , to distribute among his

ment headquarters for this part of Nepal. friends. He also gave us food, such as

There is a Nepalese colonel or military rice , dried fishi , &c . , and before leaving

magistrate , who has four hundred soldiers we prayed with him, asking God to save

under him . Here also are the police- his soul .

station and the gaol . At the time we “ On the fourth day, after prayer we

were there about one hundred and fifty started out from Shilgari on our home

prisoners were undergoing various terms ward journey, and all along the route at

of imprisonment, fifty of whom were each halting-place we talked with the

women. The chief crimes, we were in- people about Jesus. Night overtook us

the results of quarrels again while we were passing through the

caused by jealousy, which often resulted dense forest , and we had no shelter

in murder. We remained here three excepting the trees. The rain began to

days, singing hymns and talking with pour down, so we opened our umbrellas,

the people, who came in large numbers and, crouching beneath the shelter of a

to hear Many of them bought wild raspberry bush , we spent the night

Gospels from us. in prayer - for we could not sleep-

" Mr. Grundy, of Chowpatta, had sent a pleading for the salvation of Nepal. In

small present byour hands for the governor, spite of the bodily discomfort we were

consisting of cocoanuts, rice, cardamoms, experiencing, our hearts were full of joy ,

tea, and sugar. We found the governor for we felt that Christ's Presence was with

absent on a shooting expedition , but his us in the lonely forest , and we were not

son received us very courteously, and we afraid. Though we had taken no food

had some conversation with him. since the early morning, nor was any

“ During our stay we saw the soldiers obtainable , and we were very wet and

go through their drill , including a sham very hungry, yet we were happy.

fight. They appeared to have no proper " When day broke we again started off,

uniform . All were bare-footed, and were and towards evening emerged from the

armed with muzzle-loading rifles, or khukris forest. We finally reached Jhulâghât,

(the large , heavy, carved Nepalese field where we crossed again over into British

rifle), while the subedars (officers), who were territory.

more smartly attired , wore long curved “ The tour occupied three weeks, during

swords. Two guns on a carriage dragged which time we had travelled a hundred

by soldiers were also brought on to the miles inland, sold a number of Naipali and

field to be used in the sham fight . One of Hindi Gospels, distributed many Scripture

the subedars was especially interested in text-cards , and preached the Gospel and

He asked how it was that we had talked to the people about salvation in

become Christians, and why it was that some fifty Nepalese villages, where most

I , in particular, being a Nepalese , had of them had never before heard of the

changed my religion . As we talked to name of Jesus Christ."

us .

us .
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Rivers in the Desert

By Rev. S. M. Zwemer, D.D.,

THER

Of the Arabian Mission of the Reformed (Dutch) Church in America

'HE virgin spring in Bahrein Island , teen extended tours were made by mission

in Eastern Arabia, is a beautiful aries and colporteurs on camels or donkeys,

parable of what the Bible does for the or in the picturesque river-boats of Meso

lands of the East. Welling up from potamia. These journeys occupied in all

subterranean channels, the fresh water 380 days , and extended over 6,310 miles.

bursts forth and waters a wide region of Localities in Oman were reached which

palm gardens and plantations, making the had never been visited before by mis

desert blossom like the rose . Even so the sionary or colporteur. The number of

living Word of God, by its power over Scripture portions sold on these tours was

hearts and lives and by its silent influence 2,160 ; in addition, 1,635 copies were sold

over social ideas, is bringing blessing to at the Bible depôts, 200 by missionaries,

the spiritual deserts of Islam. and 18 given away, a total of 4,013 copies

As early as 1878 the British and Foreign in seventeen languages. Of these 3,523,

Bible Society sent Anton Gibrail from or nearly 88 per cent., passed into the

Bombay to Bagdad on a colportage hands of Moslems. All these Scriptures

journey, and about the same time Mr. came from the British and Foreign Bible

James Watt, the Society's Agent in South Society , as well as a liberal grant in aid

Russia, visited Persia and Bagdad, and for the Busrah station . The work at

pressed the needs of this field on the Bahrein and Muscat receives aid from the

Committee. In December, 1880 , a Bible American Bible Society , since in Arabia as
depôt was opened at Bagdad, and in 1886 in other fields the sister societies co

another depôt was opened at Aden , with operate in their efforts. The chief languages
the expressed hope " that it would lead to in which the Scriptures circulate along the

the circulation of the Holy Bible on a coast of the Gulf are Arabic , Persian,

larger scale and in a variety of languages ." Hebrew, and Turkish ; but there is also

of the work thus begun in the far north need for Scriptures in Gujarati for the
of Arabia and in the south -west, which has Banian traders, in Portuguese for the

expanded and deepened in the past years, Goanese servants, and in the languages
I do not now write. In 1891 the Ameri- of the Levant for the Armenians and the

can missionaries

came to the Per

sian Gulf and

began Bible dis

tribution for the

Society at Busrah.

Year by year , as

the mission force

grew stronger,

this part of their

work developed,

until there are

now six centres

of distribution

from Nasarayiah

(which many

identify with Ur

of the Chaldees,

the early home

of Abraham) to

Muscat, the capi

tal of Oman . THE BOAT USED BY THE COLPORTEURS

Last year seven ON THE EUPHRATES.
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Rivers in the Desert

THE HARBOUR, BAHREIN .

caravan

Greeks . The Rev. John Van Ess, of our Bible . There, too , we have seen the power

mission , has recently made an extended of its message on Moslem hearts, convinc

tour through the villages of Mesopotamia, ing of sin and leading not only to re

selling the Word, meeting little bands of pentance but to open confession . We

inquirers , and engaging in discussion with have had patients from the interior as far

Jews and Moslems, pointing them to as Riadh and Hayel , as well as wandering

Christ. Everywhere he found evidence dervishes from Mecca and Yemen .

that the printed Word does not remain On a Thursday morning, which is the

without effect even in the absence of the public market-day for the sixty -six vil
missionary .

lages round Bahrein , you may see our

Last December I made a tour into colporteur Ameen , himself a converted

the large province of Hassa, in Eastern Muhammadan, standing under the shadow

Arabia , travelling inland from the Bah- of the mosque, and selling the Word of

rein coast with a of more God to the crowds that gather for barter

than two thousand camels. At Hof- and trade .

hoof, the capital of the large oasis, my With the steady progress of British

companion, our colporteur; and I were prestige in the Persian Gulf and the con

entertained most hospitably by a Kurdish sequent increase of peace and liberty

army officer, and we sold Bibles in Arabic along the Arabian littoral, the door for

and Turkish in the barracks and in the Bible distribution is ever opening wider.

dingy, filthy military hospital . What was During the past ten years the circulation

our surprise and delight to learn from the of the Scriptures has increased fivefold

lips of an inquirer there, that he began to in our mission - field , and by the help of

follow Christ six years ago after reading the Bible Societies we look forward to

an Arabic New Testament, given him the day when our colporteurs will tour as

during the Armenian persecutions ! freely in Nejd as they now do in Oman ,

In the Mason Memorial Hospital at and when all the eight millions of neg .

Bahrein our colporteurs sell Scriptures to lected Arabia will have the Bible at their

the thousands of out-patients, and in the doors and in their homes, please God also

wards there is only one text-book — the in their hearts.
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Bible-Selling beyond the Great Wall

By R. J. Gould,

The Bible Society's Sub-agent in Tientsin

IN

A VIEW OF THE GREAT WALL.

N company with the

Rev. J. Hedley,of the

English Methodist Mis

sion , I recently made a

tour of twenty - six days

in the district known as

Inner Mongolia, which

lies to the eastern ex

tremity of the Great Wall

on the Gulf of Chili. We

divided the journey into

three stages . First we

went 113 miles by train

from Tientsin to Yung

p'ingfu . From here we

made a journey of some

three hundred miles on

horseback, while a further

two hundred miles was

made by boat down the

Lan River, winding up

with a train journey of

113 miles back again to

Tientsin .

The purpose of our tour

was to take the Word of God into out- pioneer work which is so essentially a

lying towns and villages, untouched for distinctive feature of our Society . This

the most part by Christian workers , journey was of absorbing interest. Beyond

the Great Wall we were ford

ing river -beds, climbing hills,

and crossing mountain ranges.

Sometimesour road lead us

to a height of two thousand

feet ; then would follow a

descent on the other side of

almost the same distance .

For at least twenty out of

the twenty - six days we were

never away from the shadow

of the mighty mountain ram

parts.

One prominent feature of

the landscape was the Great

Wall itself, which we saw for

days, as it skirted the lofty

ridges of the mountains upon

which it is built, sometimes

taking a sudden dip , then

mounting up an almost per

pendicular hillside, but always

standing out clearly against
Photo by the

the background or skyline

AR

G

TRAVELLIXG BY ROAD IN MONGOLIA .
Rev. G. H. Bondfield .
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soon

along its snake - like length. Built some own . The Mongolian women are allowed

two thousand years ago as a bulwark far greater freedom than is the case with

against the northern barbarians, and run- Chinese women , who never travel far

ning the length of about 1,500 miles, it without an attendant. Even among the

stands, a crumbling relic , of China's former poorer classes in China a woman will be

greatness. accompanied by a relative, whereas we

The district in which we were itinerating frequently saw Mongolian women riding

was of especial interest from the fact that alone on horseback, and they expressed

it was occupied by Mongolians, Manchus, not the slightest fear at meeting us, but

and Chinese. It must be remembered would answer our questions if we spoke

that beyond the Great Wall the

land originally belonged to the

Mongolians, but it was “ bor

rowed ," as the Manchu Dynasty

(now the ruling power in China)

put it , to meet the needs of the

people whose own land has been

devastated by the constant inun

dation of the Yellow River. With

the steady influx of Chinese, the

nomadic Mongols were

forced to retreat further inland,

though traces of their former

occupation are found in the

names of the villages which lie

all along the route we traversed ,

while Lama temples and priests

with little settlements of Mongols

are scattered about the district.

The characteristics which dis

tinguish the Mongols from both

the Manchus and Chinese are

very marked in some directions.

The Mongol men in these parts

now dress as do the Chinese and

conform as a rule to Chinese cus

toms, speaking Chinese like the

natives, but they still speak Mon

golian among themselves, and

always use their own language

when addressing one another.

We were able to converse with
Photo by the Rev. GH. Bondfield .

them in Chinese. The features

of the Mongols are also different

from the Chinese in small details. The face to them , instead of rushing away at our

is more square , and the eyes are not so approach , and hiding behind some con

" almond.” But a more marked difference venient object, as Chinese women would

is noticeable between the women of these have done under similar circumstances.

respective nations. Mongolian women do The journey afforded us grand oppor

not practise the pernicious system of foot- tunities for work. We made it our

binding. Their feet are natural, and they business to visit in the towns and villages

walk with a bold , firm step, holding them- in order to scatter the Good Seed as

selves very erect , so unlike their poor, effectively and widely as possible. We

hobbling Chinese sisters . They dress in preached in the market-places, and, visit

a very long gown, frequently blue in ing the temples, we sought to bring before

colour, which extends to the feet. Their the attendant priests, and the people who

hair is also done in a style peculiarly the followed us out of curiosity , the Way of

MONGOL WOMEN.
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Bible -Selling beyond the Great Wall

Life , telling them that the Book we sold found that they knew nothing of the

was the book of rules, and the explanation principles of their religion . This place

of the doctrine we preached. This is so would make a fine centre for Christian

different from the Buddhist religion, where workers, and we hope it may be occupied

even the priests do not understand the in the near future, as missionaries are

prayers they read or the chants they working in Pakow , only some sixty miles
utter, since these are only transcripts from distant .

the Sanscrit, and quite unintelligible to Our journey by water occupied four

the priests and the people. days , travelling from daylight to dark in

Everywhere we found it easy to obtain an open boat . The sail stretched across

a good hearing, and during our journey the boat to form a rude tent was all the

we sold 1,600 Scripture Portions and 1,000 protection we had by night from frost

Scripture Calendars. and wind. We awoke in the morning

We visited the city of Jehöl, with its with the frost lying heavily upon us, but

famous Lama temples, one of which is fortunately did not take cold .

said to be a facsimile of the Temple at It is not for us to count up the results

Lhassa, only on a smaller scale. Most of our work. We shall probably never
of the buildings were tiled with gold- see the fruits of our sowing, but we thank
plated brass tiles . About eight hundred God that we have been enabled to scatter

Lama priests live and officiate here , many abroad these copies of His Word, and
of them being mere boys of from ten to we have faith to leave the results in His

thirteen years of age. On inquiry we hands.

MR. R. J. GOULD, COLPORTEUR CHEN AND HIS WIFE WITII

A COVERED STALL, SELLING SCRIPTURES IN TIENTSIN.

Notice the indispensable

tea -things on the stall.
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The Ottawa Auxiliary

The Ottawa Auxiliary celebrated its

Jubilee by an enthusiastic gathering in

the Dominion Church on May 17th , when

addresses were delivered by the Rev.

J. Osborne Troop, of Montreal , the Rev.

J. Talman Pitcher, and the Rev. W. A.

Mcllroy. At a preliminary meeting Mr.

George Hay was nominated as President

of the Auxiliary for the fortieth year in

succession . Such an event bas probably

no parallel in the history of the Bible

Society, and to express their congratula

tions the Committee are sending from

London a specially bound Bible for Mr.

Hay's acceptance. We have the greatest

possible pleasure in presenting our readers

with Mr. Hay's portrait, which certainly

gives no room for supposing that he is

eighty years of age .

The report of the Ottawa Auxiliary for
MR . GEORGE HAY,

the past year shows that $2,000 have been
Who has been President of Ottawa Auxiliary for forty years.

remitted as a Free Contribution to the

ordinary funds of the Society , besides reported . Both Free Contributions and

$ 500 for the Centenary Fund. This latter sales at Branch depôts have increased,

donation raises the gifts from Ottawa to while the sales by the depositary have

the Society's Centenary Fund to a total more than doubled , and the distributing

of $3,500 . The report shows a good Branches have grown in number from

year's work, in many respects the best yet 93 to 105 .

The late Rev. J. Hudson Taylor

At their meeting on June 5th , the Committee had news of the death of this

noble missionary veteran , and adopted the following memorial minute :

" The Committee hear with sorrow of the death in China of the Rev J. Hudson

Taylor . In expressing their sympathy with the bereaved, they place on record

their thankfulness for what has been accomplished by him and through him .

Mr. Hudson Taylor laid the foundation and directed the superstructure of the

China Inland Mission, and this will remain as the memorial of the life's -work of

this servant of God. His influence extended far beyond the sphere of the Mission

with which he was most closely identified , for his example has quickened the

spiritual life and inspired with missionary zeal Christians of all communions. It

has been demonstrated once again how much the Kingdom of God can be advanced

by one man full of faith and of the Holy Ghost. The British and Foreign Bible

Society always had awarm friend in Mr. Hudson Taylor, and when his name was

added to the list of Vice - Presidents in 1901 , the Society was honoured in conferring

the honour. The Committee feel the greatness of their own loss, and, therefore,
can mourn with those who have even greater cause to mourn . They invoke the

Divine blessing on the China Inland Mission, and pray for the bereaved family that

they may rest in the assurance that their loved one is with Him in whose presence

is fulness of joy , and in whose right hand are pleasures for evermore . ”
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Here and There

In connection with the present revival of the

Erse language, a significant column entitled

" In the Old Tongue : Wanted, an Irish Bible,"

by T. B. Cronin , has appeared on May 5th in

the Irish Independent, which is probably the

leading Roman Catholic journal published in

Ireland. Mr. Cronin sets aside the “ Protestant"

versions by Bishop Bedell and Archbishop

King, in the former of which , more than

100,000 Bibles and Testaments, both in Erse

and in Latin characters, have been printed

and issued by the British and Foreign Bible

Society . Mr. Cronin, however, pleads for a

“ Catholic version " of the Bible in the ancient

Irish language, andexpresses the earnest hope

that this task may be undertaken by some of

the able and erudite Irish scholars in the

Roman Church . We desire nothing better for

Ireland than that all her sons and daughters

should study the Bible in their own mother

tongue.

Our Agent at Bombay has forwarded to the

Bible House four pieces of lace , made as a

gift to the Bible Society by native Christian

women connected with the Irish Presbyterian

Mission at Borsad, Gujarat, and sent with

a most cordial letter by the Rev. Richard

Henderson . The lace will be sold in England

for the benefit of the Society.

RUSSIAN MEN - OF -WAR AT SHANGHAI.

In connection with the circulation of The

BIBLE IN THE WORLD in the Birmingham

Auxiliary, it is worthy of note that in the

district of Smethwick Mr. James Pope has in

six months sold over five hundred copies of the

magazine and that he now holds a list of 110

monthly subscribers for the periodical . When

one contributor for any reason falls out, he

quickly finds another. This splendid effort

probably establishes a record in the history of

the new enterprise. As a result of this and

other similar valuable help, together with the

increased activity of the Juvenile Branches in

Smethwick, the Free income rose during the

last year from £25 to £50.

The Rev. H. C. Withey,

superintendent of the An

gola Mission Press of the

Methodist Episcopal

Church , writes from Pungo

Andongo, West Africa, en

closing a sovereign, “ which

represents the amount of an

offering made by our native

Christians at this station

for the work of the Bible

Society. It is not much,

for they are few and poor,

and have just been passing

through famine, but they

have a real interest in and

appreciation of the Bible

Society's work for them . I

am pleased to learn that the

Committee have agreed to

make us a grant on Mission

ary Terms of Portuguese

Bibles and Testaments.”

THE RUSSIAN IVARSIP ASKOLD " AT SHANGHAI,

AFTER ESCAPING THE JAPANESE FLEET.
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Here and There

Discussing the question of a more correct the Hitchin Auxiliary. This sum is mainly

edition of the Society's Ethiopic New Testa- composed of small contributions ranging from

ment, Professor R. H. Charles writes pointing is. to 5s. , and a few sums of ios . to a guinea

out that to correct the Ethiopic text is a most complete the list .

tedious and laborious process. The work must The senior member of the Committee has

be carried out letter by letter, and in Ethiopic recently been compelled to resign . Having

every letter has at least seven forms, while completed her eighty- fifth year she is no

some letters have as many as eleven . Con- longer equal to the duty of visiting and cir

sonants, for example , undergo modification culating the magazines as heretofore. The

according to the particular vowel which may Committee of the British and Foreign Bible

follow them . Society have requested Mrs. Moulden to

accept a large type Testament in two

volumes, bound in morocco, in recognition
A Country Branch .

of her long and faithful work for the Society .

The town of Stevenage, in Hertfordshire, The gift was presented on behalf of the

was formerly important in consequence of its Committee by the Hon . County Secretary,
position on the

great North Road ,

the number of

coaches passing

constantly

through it , by

night and by day,

being very con

siderable . At the

present time it has

a population of

about four thou

sand . With the

exception of a

meeting held oc

casionally by the

friendlyassistance

of the rector, noth

ing systematic
had been done for

the British and

Foreign Bible

Society , and ten

years ago no or

ganization existed
for maintaining

an interest in the

work of the So. RUSSIANS FROM PORT ARTHUR JUST LANDED AT SHANGHAI .

ciety. In the au .

tumn of 1895 the Rev. James Thomas, on the nth April, and was most gratefully

District Secretary, visited Hertfordshire, and accepted. The recipient expressed her great

attended the annual meeting of the Hitchin regret that she was no longer able to render

Auxiliary. His address on that occasion so the active service which had been such a

forcibly impressed Mr. H. Warren , of pleasure to her . She found her love for the

Stevenage, one of the audience , that he ex- Society and its world-wide work increase as

pressed his desire that a meeting should be life advanced .

held at Stevenage with the object of forming J. Pollard.

a Branch. Themeeting was duly held and a

Branch formed . Mr. Warren became the

Secretary, Mrs. Disney the Treasurer, and a

In sending a Free Contribution of £76

Committee of ladies was appointed. The town
155. iod . from our friends at Haslemere, Mrs.

was divided into districts, each member of the
Newman “ is glad to say that the magazines

Committee taking one , and the excellent plan
promise to dobetter than before now they

of house- to -house visitation, as far as prac
are being subscribed for . They are exceed

ticable, was adopted . The work has been so
ingly interesting and well done.'

ably carried on that for nine years the average

sum of £ 27 5s . per annum has been forwarded The Society's agents in China have distri.

by the Treasurer to the Bible House as “ Free buted Russian Testaments and Gospels among

Contributions" from the Stevenage Branch of the crews of Russian warships in Chinese ports .
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Personalia

The Rev. Dr. G. F. Herrick, who has spent

nearly fifty years as a missionary of the

A.B.C.F.M. in Turkey, was welcomed at the

meeting of the General Committee on May

15th, and expressed his pleasure at being able

to attend. Dr. Herrick has taken a leading

part for many years in unifying the three

versions of the Turkish Bible which are

printed respectively in Arabic, in Armenian ,
and in Greek characters. He has also aided

this Society by reading the proofs of theGræco

Turkish edition . He was made an Honorary

Foreign Member in 1902 .

Sir Algernon Coote well recollects the in

cident referred to by “ Gipsy " Smith in his

speech at our Exeter Hall Anniversary. Sir

Algernon writes : " The house on Parker's REV . A. A. COOPER , M.A.,

Piece, Cambridge, where ' Gipsy ' Smith The Bible Sociely's Agent in Egypt.

called and got his Bible -box, was my house.

I rememberthe box being asked for by the At the Bible meeting at Chelmsford the

maids. I was then, of course, District Secretary Scripture was read by our veteran friend, Mr.
for the Society at Cambridge."

A. S. Corder , who is now in his ninety -second

year, and who, on this occasion , was attending

his eighty-fourth Bible Society Annual Meet

Mr. C. E. Bowen, District Secretary of the ing. Mr. Corder's activity is in no way im

New South Wales Auxiliary , has been making paired , despite his great age, and he was able

a highly successful tour through the Northern to read without anyglasses.

districts of the colony, visiting twenty -three

different centres between the beginning of
68

March and the end of May, holding large The Principal of a girls' school at Westgate
meetings , and delivering lantern lectures on

on -Sea writes : “ As a thankoffering to God
the Society's work .

for the blessing of health in my household

during the past Easter term, I wish to send a

contribution to your valuable Society to help
Mr. C. E. G. Tisdall, our Agent in Persia, in completing the Centenary Fund. I enclose

who was born at Auckland, N.Z., is now on
my cheque for £ 3."

furlough in his native country, where he has

roused much interest in the Bible Society by

delivering lectures on " Through Persia with A friend of the Society writes : “ I enclose
Bible and Camera." Mr. Tisdall expects to

a cheque for £ 10 ios, as my subscription for
return to his field early in the autumn. 1905, and trust that others may also double

their subscriptions this year as a means of

helping to reduce the deficits and so preventing

The Bishop of Brisbane presided at a most any cutting down of the work which would be

representative anniversary meeting of the so disastrous to the Society.”

Ipswich (Queensland) Branch on March 22nd ,

when a Free Contribution was announced of

£60 to the Parent Society, besides a gift of
The Secretary of the Castletown Auxiliary,

£50 to the Centenary Fund. Isle of Man , writes : “ Perhaps our most inter

esting feature is Mr. Lomas's work among

the elementary school children here ; he has

The anniversary of the West Australian received 1,194 coins from 1,020 children in this

Auxiliary at Perth , on April 3rd, had Bishop Auxiliary, to the value of £5 8s. 6d . ”

Riley as chairman , with the Chief Justice as

one of the speakers. The depositary reported

2,562 copies issued last year, while a Free Con- Bishop Westphal , of the Moravian Church ,

tribution of £50 has been sent to the Parent has become President of the Auxiliary at

Society . Manchester, Jamaica.
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The Bible in

the World

August, 1905

ake Time for the Bible

In these days everlasting peace . Is there not something

people are humiliating about the scramble and bustle
fond of com- of what we call civilization ? A Western

plainingrather immigrant once complained to an old
helplessly Indian chief that he had so little time :

about the pace “ Well,” said the redskin , grimly, “ I

and pres. suppose you have all there is. ”

sure of From the very nature of the case

modern nothing great or enduring can ever be

life . The done in a hurry. People rush to be rich

spirit of and gamble for the fortune which they

the age is will not wait to earn . But even they are

rushing hardly absurd enough to rush to be wise.

faster every They understand that education, if it de
year. Busi serves its name, must needs be a deliberate

ness was and gradual thing. Nature herself rebukes

never so ex- our human feverishness with the example

acting, nor of her inexpressible patience . When we

pleasure SO consider the lilies , how they grow , we

ela borate . realize that in making them fair and

We work fragrant she has taken millenniums to

and play un- accomplish her task. And the children of

der conditions of nature who love her, and the students of
mental and phy nature who explore her secrets, catch

sical tension . some measure of this same patient spirit.

Often we sigh for The greatest naturalist of our time de

some antidote to voted eight whole years almost entirely to

the hurry that is a monograph on barnacles, and summed

in the world . up a course of observations which had

For, after all , any gone on through more than thirty years

society must in his book upon earthworms. The like

stand condemn- temper is characteristic of the artist.

ed which has lost Genius cannot afford to be driven .

its leisure. The And this principle, which is justified in
Eastern anchor- education and science and art, holds good

ite musing in his even more absolutely in religion. We

cell is incompar- need to remember it to -day when Chris

ably more ration- tian work has grown so multifarious in its
Photo by H. Irving

al than the Chic- activities and so fatiguing in its demands,

ago speculator shouting on his exchange. and the spirit of strain and hurry and

Surely to compete in perpetual fever must competition creeps into our devotion and

be a far deadlier error than to dream of infects our very worship of God. And in

H
I
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Take Time for the Bible

particular we must take time for the Bible. traught. He moved like a king in his

It is true , indeed , that a hasty glance at a own realm , master of the pageant that

single verse can bring grace to the soul . stays for his pleasure . So Christ passed

Often to a jaded Christian in themidst of deliberately on to His appointed and
his busiest labour, the word is fulfilled : accepted end . And so also His ever

“ He shall drink of the brook by the way, lasting Gospel has no fellowship with

therefore shall he lift up the head .” But hurry . It cannot even be understood,

how many modern Christians are there , except by those who will take time to

who systematically give as much time to understand it . The Bible unfolds its

the Bible in a week as they give to novels secrets only to the disciples who brood

and newspapers ? They open it at odd over its pages. Not until we study, it

moments, they read it in fragments and book by book do we grasp the Divine

snippets, or in some cases they hurry inner unity which lies hidden beneath its

mechanically through an allotted number manifold outward diversities, We can

of verses. But do they steadily and never fathom the profound meaning of

habitually steep their spirits in the spirit redemption until we have possessed our

of Holy Scripture ? own minds with the thoughts of the New

Yet the Bible itself is a Book of tran- Testament. And then, as we take time

quillity . The peace of God rests upon its for the Bible, we rise above the spirit of

pages like sunshine on the summer hills. hurry. The peace of Holy Scripture de

The record of our Lord's life is full of livers us from the weariness, the fever

strange , serene leisure . His Father's and the fret which spoil so much of

business was done for thirty patient years modern religion . The heart which be

at Nazareth . And afterwards when He lieves becomes the heart at leisure , and

became the vortex of eddying multitudes, the saints obtain at last their share in

through all those crowded days of healing God's timeless beatitude, wherein one day

and controversy He never knew what it is as a thousand years, and a thousand

to be feverish or furried or dis- years as one day.

T. H. D.

was

A

To a Bible Specially Contributed by the

Bishop of Derry and Raphoe

Sa lamp from his battlements gleam . And the wise may ponder the weaving

ing Of the pages wherein we read

On a wanderer lost in the dark ; Of joyance for hearts that are grieving,
Or a well in a wilderness streaming ; And staunching of wounds that bleed,

Or the song, e'er the dawn, of a lark ; Suffice it for us that thy guerdon

Or the blossoms that tell the returning Is tested and proved and bless'd :

Of the spring to a region unbless'd , Enough, that thou bringest us pardon,

Art thou to the soul in us, yearning Pardon and freedom and rest.

For pardon and freedom and rest .

Then leave , my soul, to the sages

Pardon , for sin that is lawless ; Their subtle guesses , and fine,

And freedom, from sin with a chain ; At the manifold methods and ages !

And rest , from the stormful and aweless That wrought us the Book divine :

Passions that brook not a rein But ours, but ours be the learning

These have we found in thy pages, Whereby the spirit is bless'd ;

We who believe and are bless'd , The gifts, for which all are yearning,

With the saints of the bygone ages Pardon, liberty , rest.

Pardoned , released, and at rest . · Heb. i. 1 .
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About Ourselves
As we go to press the payments and promises

to the Centenary Fund amount to £ 243,000 .

As announced in our last number, the stepmother of Mr. Robert Barclay, the

Rev. A. Taylor will leave England early Society's present Treasurer. A life -long

this month to visit the Society's Agencies member of the Society of Friends, she

and Auxiliaries in the East. He sails was devoted to the cause of the Bible

from Liverpool on August 5th, by the Scciety, and will long be remembered

S.S. Minnetonka to New York. From that for her large -hearted generosity and her

city he will travel overland to San Fran- gracious hospitality.

cisco, where he expects to embark on the

S.S. Mongolian , sailing on August 26th for

Hongkong, and reaching China about It will be remembered that the Society

September 27th .
printed and published last year the first

complete Bible in Fioti , a language spoken

in the field of the Swedish Missionary

A special place on the diptychs of the Society on the Lower Kongo. This is also

Bible Society belongs to the name of Mrs. the only complete Bible hitherto issued in

Barclay, of Herne Close , Cromer, who has any of thelanguages of the Kongo district.

just passed away at the age of seventy- Of these Bibles 10,250 were printed, and

five. She was the widow of Mr. Joseph a consignment of 1,100 copies was dis

Gurney Barclay, formerly Treasurer of patched early in the spring. The Rev.

the Society, and for fifty years the beloved Martin Westling writes as follows on

S
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Rev. C. W. Lembke. Rev. M. Westling. Miss Anderson . Rev. C. W. Grahn .

SWEDISH MISSIONARIES AT MATADI, W. AFRICA, UNPACKING THE FIRST CONSIGNMENT OF FIOTI BIBLES.

Photo by Rev. H. R. Phillips, Baptist Missionary Society.
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About Ourselves

RUINS OF PERSEPOLIS. FORTY

MILES N.E. OF SHIRAZ, PERSIA.

These ruins are of dark grey marble, the

stones being laid withoutmortar. Tradi

tion connects them with Cyrus.

May 30th from Matadi, Kongo Free American Republics and British Honduras,

State : “ It was indeed with great joy having his centre at Salvador. The work in
that we saw the first Bibles in the Fioti Panama, which is only two days' distance

language, and we felt thankful to God from Jamaica, will be controlled direct by

that it is now possible for us to give the Mr. Heath from Kingston.

people of the Lower Kongo the complete

Bible. We have been holding thanks

giving meetings at which the natives The Committee have received with deep

thanked and praised God for His Word regret the resignation of Mr. C. Douglas

given unto them . Yes, God is to be Green, Secretary of the Bombay Auxiliary.
thanked for all His grace and mercy. who, since he went out to India in May,

“ But we also feel very thankful to the 1895, has done such admirable service for

Bible Society for its great work in the Society both at Bombay, and, during

publishing this Bible, and we understand the year 1904, at Calcutta, where he was

inore than ever before what a magnificent in temporary charge until the arrival of

work it has been doing during a whole the Rev. A. W. Young. Mr. Green has

century in giving so many heathen nations accepted the post of Deputation Secretary

the sacred Scriptures. In the name of in connectionwith the Mission to Lepers

the missionaries of our Society and the in India and the East . He will con

people of the Lower Kongo we therefore tinue his duties for the Bible Society at

ask you to accept our heartiest thanks. Bombay until the close of 1905.

We have already sold 500 copies. I

enclose a photograph taken when the

first case of Bibles was opened .”
Prince Salar-ed -Dowleh , the third son

of the Shah of Persia and Governor of

Kurdistan , has forwarded to the Bible

The Central American Agency has been Society , by Mr. Norollah, an autograph

placed under the superintendence of the letter and signed portrait of himself,

Rev. G. O. Heath, Agent for the West together with a unique silk carpet of Per

Indies . In future Mr. Keech will be the sian workmanship, as a token of his good

Society's Sub-agent for the five Central will and esteem towards the Bible Society.

-
-

-
-
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In the Land of the Lion and Sun

THI
'HE Society has few more romantic fields of labour than that which the Persian

Agency covers. To follow the steps of our Biblemen in the Land of the Lion

and Sun takes us in fancy across its barren wastes streaked with green oases, and

through its cool and fertile valleys. We thread the narrow city streets , and hear

behind latticed windows the shrill voices of pupils reciting the Koran ; we mix with

the motley crowd, which fills the bazaars with movement and colour ; and we

pass away between high -walled gardens of

roses and jessamine , where Omar, the tent

maker, once listened to the nightingales and

watched the rising and setting stars. Or, we

journey with our colporteurs across those

wide river - plains of Mesopotamia, the cradle

of the human race, where, as has been finely

said , “ the nomad Arab pitches his transient

tent among the hoary ruins and débris of for

gotten empires." Few people realize, how

ever, that there are 80,000 Jews in Persiara

fact which has added to the responsibilities of

the Bible Society. These subjects of the

Shah speak and understand the Persian

language, but they do not read the Persian

Scriptures, hence the Society found it neces

sary to issue the Scriptures in Judæo- Persian ,

i.e. , Persian printed in Hebrew character.

For some years the Pentateuch , Psalms, and

four Gospels have been available in this form ,

and the Society has now in course of prepara

tion the remainder of the Bible on the same

lines. This is being transliterated from the

Persian into the Hebrew character by Mr. M.

Norollah , himself a Per

sian Jew, and a Missionary

of the London Jews'

Society. He has been

set apart by his own

Society for this special

task, and has been sum

moned to London , and

his time placed at the

disposal of the Bible

Society, who make them

selves responsible for his

expenses while he is see

ing this work through

the press.

As stated in another

part of this magazine,

Mr. Norollah was the

bearer of a handsome

carpet from Prince Salar

ed-Dowleh , the third son

of the Shah of Persia ,

who desired to express
H.H. PRINCE SALAR - ED -DOWLEH .

his appreciation of the
The inscription reads : "To the Committee of the British and Foreign Bible Society

this portrait is sent as a souvenir . Dated Muharram , 1323 A.H."

Society's work . With

اولا

کیایئوکروانایبہیما نااک
اکمرحم

Cou
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In thethe Land of the Lion and Sun

men .

When making the presentation at the

Bible House on behalf of His Highness,

Mr. Norollah gave some interesting details

of Bible work among his fellow -country

He said : “ I myself first came to a

knowledge of Jesus Christ through reading

a Judæo-Persian Gospel which I purchased

from a colporteur in Teheran. That was

in the year 1878. I became deeply

interested in the contents of the little

book, and after reading it sought out a

missionary for further instruction, and

finally was baptized in 1880. Since that

time my life has been spent in the Master's

service. I have worked primarily among

the Jews in Persia, but I have also

preached to the Jews in London and

in Morocco .

" As you know the Scriptures are largely

circulated by the Bible Society's col

porteurs, who journey to distant parts of

the country, on long Bible -selling tours .

When I was at Ispahan a few years ago I

saw much of your Superintendent-col

porteur, Benjamin Badal. He used to be

away from home for about nine months

out of the year, travelling through most

dangerous parts of the country, selling his

A LEARNED DERVISI

OF TEHERAN.

his autographed portrait, the

prince sent a letter of which

the following is a translation :

TO THE COMMITTEE OF THE

BRITISH AND FOREIGN BIBLE

SOCIETY.

GENTLEMEN ,-Six years ago,

when I was Governor of Khamseh,

you were good enough to send

me, through Mr. M. Norollah, a

copy of the Sacred Scriptures,

which I duly accepted.

Now that Mr. Norollah is

starting for London, I take this

opportunity of sending through

him a Persian rug, anda copy of

my own photograph, which I

hope you will kindly (Persian

" in a friendly manner”) accept

as a token of my good-will and

esteem towards your honourable

Society

Dated 26th day of Muharram ,

1323 A.H.

(Signed) ABOUL FATH MIRZA

SALAR -ED - DowLEH .
PERSIAN PEDLARS, TEHERAN .
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In the Land of the Lion and Sun

books, and con

versing with

Moslems and

Jews . When

banished from

an inhospitable

city he would

persevere in an

other. He has

been persecut

ed and thrown

into prison on

the most ab

surd charges.

He was even

accused of

murdering a

Moslem at Is

pahan , and I

saw him being

brought to

Teheran under

guard and with

heavy chains

around his

neck . After

being kept

some time in

prison his case was investigated, when

he was proved innocent and released.

“ During mymissionary journeys I have

found the Scriptures in the houses of

Governors, Church dignitaries and mer

chants, and on

inquiring how

the books had

been obtained ,

I learnt that

they had been

purchased from

Benjamin

“ In 1893 I

was making a

missionary tour

in Senneh (Kur

distan ), when I

called on the

chief priest, or

Mujtahed, with

whom I had

some conversa

tion . I found

him to be a

learned man

and ' not far

from the King

dom of God. '

I had a New

Testament

my pocket, but

was wanting to

refer to a complete Bible . The Mujtahed

immediately brought one from his library.

I noticed, on looking through it , that it

had been well studied by him . He had

made numerous comments on the pages ;

in
TOMB OF THE POET

HAFIZ AT SHIRAZ.

KA

PERSIAN MAIL CARRIERS.
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ultimately by the help of God, he became

convinced of his need of the Saviour. He

told me that the Bible could be found in

three out of ten houses in that place. The

people evidently read it , many coming to

me for explanation. These books were

also the outcome of the colporteurs '

work.

" In Persia the Scriptures are also cir

culated by missionaries when they are

itinerating. At Hamadan , where the

Word ofGod was some years ago taken

Church . Some of the converts suffered

persecution and were put into prison and

bastinadoed , but they have remained firm

to their profession . I have met them

myself and found them worthily witness

ing for the Master.

In 1893, while on a missionary tour, I
arrived at a village named Gorbeh, where

I found one Jewish family. I called on

the head of the household and told him

the object of my mission , asking him if

he had ever read the New Testament.

VIEW ON THE ROAD BETWEEN RASHT AND TEHERAN .

to the people by the workers in connec- He replied, I am very glad to see you

tion with the London Jews ' Society, here , for you are my brother in the Lord .

wonderful results have followed . Many I have read not only the Old Testament,

learned and religious Jews became con- but the New Testament also ; the latter

vinced that Jesus Christ was the true blessed Book was given to me many years

Messiah and desired to have missionaries ago by a learned European who knew

in their midst that they might learn more. Hebrew well . I have studied this book

The leading Jews sent a petition asking ever since and have read it to my father,

the London Jews' Society's aid . A my wife , and my children , and we believe

missionary was dispatched to them , with that our dear Messiah, whom our brethren

the result that many of them have been expect to come, has appeared already and

baptized and received into the Christian that Jesus is the true Messiah and my
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Saviour . ' I spent the whole day with this but also the way in which it has been

man , and when I left he bought some blessed . We circulate the Scriptures in

New Testaments from me in order that many languages, chiefly Persian, Arabic,

he might give them to any Jews passing Hebrew, Turkish, Armenian, Chaldean ,

through that village. English , and French, but neither of these

" At another village, named Damawand, supplies the need that has existed for

the son of one of the rabbis obtained a some time among the Jews , and which

New Testament. After reading it he will now be met by the publication of the

became convinced that Jesus was the Bible in Judæo -Persian. I myself have

Son of God. He went to Teheran and circulated as many as eight hundred

received religious instruction from me, copies of the Four Gospels in Judæo

after which he was publicly baptized by Persian, and when the entire Bible is

the Rev. W. A. Rice , of the C.M.S. ready I anticipate a very large demand

" These instances are sufficient to show for it among the Jews of Persia , who are

not only the need for the Word of God , eager to have it."

A PERSIAN FRUITERER .
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The Many-sidedness of Holy Scripture

By Bishop Awdry,

Of South Tokyo, Japan

"NOTHING can be really great and are the place to which they turn instinc

true and permanent which does not tively for the refreshing of the hidden

giveroomforgreat variety in those whom roots of their spiritual life .

it affects . ” Surely it is this adaptation To others, again , St. John's writings are

to the vast variety of mankind in regard the very soul of the Bible—the well of

to race and circumstance, to intelligence, living water freshly overflowing into their

civilization, age, condition, health , rank, bucket whenever they come to draw. The
mental bias, taste, and constitution, which mystery of God, the inmost heart and

stands more prominently than almost any- meaning of Christ, veiled yet with a veil
thing else as an evidence that the Mind transparent to those whose eyes are

which has given us the Bible is the Mind enlightened to see—this draws them con

which conceived and created man, and tinually back to look and live.

foresaw and foreordained his destiny. If Nor must we forget the Psalms

St. Paul became all things to all men that though given to us through the men of the

he might gain the more, he therein only older covenant, who only. “ desired to see

exhibited something more of the Mind of those things which we see," and yet were

God the Creator , and God the Inspirer, so ravished with their distant and im

than most of us exhibit . perfect sight that no hymn, except the

Look at his two definitions of " the Te Deum , written by those who have

Gospel ” which he preached — one stating entered into possession of what the Psalm

its vital facts in human history, the other ists hoped for, rises for devotional use to

its source in God and its influence on the highest level of the Book of Psalms.

man . “ The Gospel which I delivered ... The great number of different Psalms

which ye received . . . and by which ye whichhave been the prime favourites for

are saved if ye keep it in memory,” is one or another of God's people affords an

that Christ died for our sins, was buried, illustration of my meaning. I have known

rose again , and all according to the pre- or read of those who would select Psalm

determined purpose of God, as indicated viii . , xv. , xix. , xxiii. , xxxii. , li . , lxxiii. , lxxxiv. ,

in the Scriptures of the older Covenant. xc. , xcvi . , ciii . , civ. , cxviii . , cxxi . , cxxxix .,

Yet elsewhere “ the Gospel is “ the at one time or another, as their first

power of God unto salvation to every one choice. Others might easily be added.

that believeth ." “ Christ ” and “ salva- No two of these Psalms are alike, though,

tion " are the only words common to both of course, manyhave features in common ;

descriptions. To these two we may add and it would seem that only Hewho made

“ Faith ,” since to receive the Gospel in one man , and, therefore, " knew what was in

passage means the same as to believe it in man ," and in whose perfect manhood

the other. How some seize on the every good feature that can be found in

“ historical Christ," the simple record of our little, narrow, separate human selves

His Person and life , shown especially in was united , could have so filled with His

the first three Gospels as the very life of own Spirit and brought into one little

their life , while the theory and manner of book such a storehouse of devotion for all

its application to themselves seems to mankind.

them secondary, following as a matter of It is not difficult to give practical illus

course upon the great fact of the revela- trations of this many -sidedness of Holy

tion of the Son of God Incarnate. To Scripture from
Scripture from the Mission field . А

others, meanwhile, the Power of God in Japanese officer someyears ago took the
Christ working in them by the Holy Gospel by St. John with him to China.

Spirit, and applying to them the Redemp Till then disinclined to Christianity, which
tion wrought by Christ, is the very heart he probably thought of as childish and

of the Gospel, and St. Paul's writings, shallow in its doctrine, he found in it a

especially in his Epistle to the Romans, philosophy of God and man deeper an
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truer than that of Buddhism. To con- on the Mount would seem to be what will

templative men among the Easterns it is
most quickly draw a response from hearts

the depths, not the surface of things, as yet untouched ; but how different in

that have a strong attraction ; and though character are all these passages ! In one

most Japanese seem to us to play upon we have forgiving love, in another the

the surface very much , yet a good deal of leadings through natural religion to

the mysticism of the East underlies their Christ, in another the need of a new

thoughts when they really think . A wave birth by the Spirit through the sovereign

of shallow materialism has been sweeping grace of God, in another the moral value

over them , thanks to their first contact of the teaching of Christ .

with the rapid thinking and the practical One day I was talking with an eminent

PATHI

TEMPLE OF HACHIMAN, JAPAN .

as

energy of the West ; but at the bottom Japanese pastor in a railway carriage. He

they will not rest till things are reasoned is not, I fear,very much to be trusted in

out down to their axioms, and it is not regard to orthodoxy, but after discussing

miracles under conditions which might the authenticity of St. John's Gospel,

justify their occurrence, so much he ended by saying that given St. John

teaching based on bad logic or inadequate and the Psalms he hardly saw what
thought, that is likely to throw them back more could be needed for the devotional

in disgust from Christian doctrine. life .

If we may judge from the passages Last summer a very intelligent young

most frequently chosen by the Japanese blind man , who is interested in Christianity

themselves for reading at evangelistic but not yet a Christian, showed clearly

meetings to those who know little or that it was the thought of God's love for

nothing ofthe Bible—the Prodigal Son , St. men, and His Sacrifice made for them,

Paul's address at Athens, the first half of which were for him the attractive force in

St. John iii . , and some parts of the Sermon Christianity. He composed and gave me a
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tiny Japanese poem , of which the gist was past. There are those who maintain that

this : “ If God had not come down to die for what are regarded as the advanced

for man, how could man have known His nations of the world some parts of the

love ? ” and he begged for a scroll in Sacred Volume have almost discharged the

English to put upon the wall of his room , functions for which the Providence of God

though of course he could never see it placed them there. It is pretty certain

himself, of which the words were to be , that some whole books will very rarely

" The God of heaven loves me." No other be heard in the public reading of the

religion meets the heart of man with this Church . But the great truth remains

particular message as a word of power- that as Holy Scripture is for all mankind,

not Hinduism , with its pantheistic abstrac- so it is rich enough in variety to meet the

tion from thisworld ; not Buddhism , with needs of all times and peoples, and that

its philosophical negations and repudia- one who neglects and thus practically

tion of emotions ; not Muhammadanism , strikes out a part of the Bible because for

with its intensely personal, but unsympa. him , and those like him, it seems to have

thetic and solitary God. no message, may be robbing some others

The coming age may see the attention of exactly that which God , who " knows

of Christian people more concentrated on what is in man ,” for “ He made and loveth

special parts of the Bible, to the neglect of all, " had placed within its pages precisely

other parts , than has been the casein the to meet their case .

CBE

W

“ SIC SEDEBAT." The Rev. F. Sharp in his room

at the Bible House.
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A Silver Anniversary

ON

near, will

AN EDITORIAL RELAXATION .

N July 5 , 1880, the Rev. John

Sharp was formally appointed

one of the principal Secretaries of the

Bible Society. At the end of twenty

five years a few members of the Com

mittee and staff still remain who were

present on that occasion . But multi

tudes of friends , far and

unite to offer him their warmest con

gratulations on his " silver wedding ”

with the Society, to which he has

rendered such eminent and unsparing

service, and which he loves with such

whole -hearted devotion.

Mr. Sharp's ancestral tree had its

roots in Yorkshire , where the Sharps

of Horton for centuries held a dis

tinguished place among the old

Bradford families. To the branch

from which our friend is descended

belonged John Sharp, Archbishop of

York , 1691-1713, whose grandson,

Granville Sharp the philanthropist, Rev. J. Sharp .

presided at the memorable meeting

on March 7, 1804 , when the Bible

Society was formed. On his mother's

side , Mr. Sharp is a great-grandson of Thomas Scott , the famous Commentator

on the Bible and the first Secretary

of the Church Missionary Society .

The subject of this brief noticewas

born at Bradford in 1837, eldest son of

the late William Sharp , M.D., F.R.S. ,

who afterwards settled at Rugby,

where for half a century he was a

well- known medical practitioner , and

became the first “ Reader in Natural

Philosophy ” in Rugby School. At

this famous school his son was edu

cated , under Dr. Tait and Dr. Goul

burn as headmasters. Bishop Cotton,

Dean Bradley, and Archbishop Benson

were also among his teachers . He

proceeded to Queen's College , Oxford ,

where he graduated in honours, and

after being ordained in St. Paul's

Cathedral by Bishop Tait , he went out

to South India in 1861 to a mastership

in the C.M.S. College at Masulipatam ,

supported by the Rugby Fox Memorial

Fund. Mr. Sharp became Principal

of the College in 1865 , but in 1878

impaired health brought him back to

England. The University of Cam
Rev. J. Sharp. Rev. J. H. Ritson.

Rev. A. Taylor. bridge appointed him its first Lecturer
AN AFTERNOON ON THE RIVER. in Telugu and Tamil , until, in 1880,

A
N
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PS

A COMMITTEE MEETING OF THE EDITORIAL SUB -COMMITTEE IN THE LIBRARY AT THE BIBLE HOUSE.

his long and happy association with the a token of the Committee's esteem and

Bible House began. As Secretary of the affection . Other speeches full of con

Society, Mr. Sharp gave himself up to gratulation and reminiscence were made

his responsible duties with tireless energy by Mr. Henry Morris, Mr. A. McArthur

and devotion . After the death of the one of our veteran Vice- Presidents who

Rev. J. Gordon Watt in 1900 , Mr. Sharp is ninety-two, and who described Mr.

accepted the proposal of the Committee Sharp as “ a comparatively young man,”.

that he should undertake the duties of --the Secretaries and Superintendents of

Editorial Superintendent, maintaining at the Society , and Dr. Kean of St. Peters

the same time the office and title of burg, representing the Foreign Agents.

Consulting Secretary. Probably no one Mr. Ritson pointed out that instead of

living has such intimate and varied know- presenting Mr. Sharp with a dressing

ledge of the Bible Society's work. And gown and easy chair, as suggesting his

it is safe to say that the exacting and retirement, the Committee hadgiven him

highly important duties of the Editorial an inkstand and candlesticks, that he

Department were never more efficiently might still go on writing, as is his wont,

performed than by its present Super far into the night . In a reply full of

intendent. It will always be remembered grateful and tender memories, Mr. Sharp

that Mr. Sharp took a leading share in referred with evident emotion to his father

the negotiations which led the Society to and mother, and described how his friend

publish the English Revised Version , and and fellow -missionary, the Rev. W. J.

also to issue Dr. Nestle's Greek Testa- Edmonds, now Canon and Chancellor

ment ;-two great steps in advance, which of Exeter, first brought him and the

of themselves suffice to make the Cen- Committee together. The meeting, at

tenary period memorable, and indicate which Mrs. and Miss Sharp were present,

the progressive temperament of our friend was so full of friendship and thankfulness

who refuses to grow old . that it was good to be there.

At the meeting of the General Com- In the afternoon of the same day Mr.

mittee on July 3rd , the Chairman, Mr. Sharp's colleagues at the Bible House

Caleb R. Kemp, presented Mr. Sharp in presented him with a combined travelling
their name with a massive silver inkstand clock and barometer in a leather case ,

and candlesticks , together with specially wishing him most warmly many more

bound copies of the English Revised years of fruitful service for the cause

Version and Nestle's Greek Testament as which lies nearest to his heart.
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The Unbuilding of Babel

The Editorial Committee at Work

on the Problem of Languages

TH
'HE heart of all mission work is Bible filled with sorrow because Mr. Creagh,

work, whether translation or circu- who did so much to get the Bible done,

lation . The heart of Bible work is trans- is dead, but it was God's will .
We are

lation , and hence the most vital function sending you a little gift , 447 fs., as a sign

of the Bible Society is the fostering and of how we appreciate all you have done
controlling of translations. With this in love for us. We shall greatly rejoice

branch the Editorial Sub-committee is when the Bibles arrive . We are going to

concerned , and , to deal with it, meets set apart a day of thanksgiving. Will

once a month throughout the year. As you please send this message from us

an instance of the varied character of its to the great Society which is printing

deliberations we append brief notes of our Bibles, and say how large is our

the Committee which met on June 7th . gratitude ? " The letter is signed by

twenty natives.

An interesting letter was read from the

natives of Maré, or Nengone, one of the
Mr. Tilden Eldridge, one of our Sub

Loyalty Islands, for whom the Bible agents in Malaysia , was interviewed by

Society has published the complete Bible
the Committee on the subject of the

in Maré, with references . The letter was
proposed re - translation of the Malay Old

sent to 's. Creagh , whose husband was Testament, and respecting the

one of the translators. Government system of transliterating

“ The Church members of Nengone
Malay into roman character.

give thanks to you and Mr. Creagh for the

work you have finished about the Bibles. The question of a Lithuanian Bible in

It has been done sooner than we ex- roman typewas discussed. Lithuanians

pected , for God helped you. We were are emigrating in large numbers from

* * *

* * *

new

* *

PARAGUAYANS AT HOME. For whom the Bible Society is publishing

St. Luke's Gospel in Guarani with Spanish.
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The Indian

versions which

came before the

Committee were

the new Ben

gali version of

the New Testa

ment, the re

vision of the

Urdu New Test

ament and of the

Telugu Bible.

©

are

Dr. Brown. Sen. E. Pereira.

Dr. Smith .

Sen. Varzia . Mr. H. G. Tucker.

* *

*

Africa was re

presented by the

İbo translations,

which in

course of pro

gress for the na

tives of Nigeria .

Another import

THE REVISERS OF THE PORTUGUESE BIBLE FOR BRAZIL .
ant Ibo linguistic

Rev. F. Uttley.

conference is toDr. Kyle Sen. Trajano.

be held at Onit

Russia to Canada and the United States . sha in August, Bishop Tugwell presiding.

The only complete Bible available for

them at present is in Gothic characters,
The following European versionscame

which are not used by the larger pro
under consideration : the new Welsh

portion of the emigrants.
reference Bible , the revision of the Bul

garian Bible , the Spanish pocket reference
The revision of the Portuguese Bible

Bible , the Ruman New Testament, the
for Brazil — which one of the leading Sloven , Slovak , and Servian versions , the

scholars in Brazil has designated " the Ruthen Bible , the latest revision of Oster

most important work that has been
vald's French New Testament.

undertaken in the country ”-occupied

an important place on the afternoon's

agenda. A second and revised tentative
The other languages touched on at this

edition of St. Matthew has been printed .
Committee were Namau in New Guinea ,

If the reception of this is generally
Lonwolwol (Fanting) and Nogugu, both

in the New Hebrides.
favourable , the other three Gospels and

Acts will be successively revised along the

same lines and issued . The providing of Scriptures for the

blind, both in English and Oriental

Another version for South America Braille, which is forming an important

which came before the Editorial Com
part of the Society's work, was a further

item for discussion .
mittee on this occasion was St. Luke's

Gospel in Guarani and Spanish , the two

languages being printed onopposite pages. From the above it will be seen that

This is for the people of Paraguay. questions relating to the Scriptures in

no less than twenty-two languages came

It was reported that progress is being before this Committee at one sitting.

made in preparing for the press St.

John's Gospel in Bri- Bri. It was trans- These, however, represent only about

lated by the Rev. F. de P. Castells , one-sixth of the total dealt with annually.

formerly our Agent in Central America, Thus are the discords of Babel being
for the Talamanca Indians of Costa Rica . resolved into the harmonies of Pentecost.

*

*

*

*

*
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Abroad with the Bible

In the Philippines.
the Philippines. It is written by the

Rev. Erik Lund, of the American Baptist

Until the American conquest in 1898 , the Missionary Union, who has translated first

Philippine Archipelago was entirely barred the Four Gospels, and then the complete

against the Bible and the Bible Society. New Testament into the dialect known as

Werejoice the more to record with what Bisayan of Iloilo , which is spoken by two

readiness the people are now receiving million people in the Philippines.

God's Word and studying it for themselves. Writing from Iloilo , Mr. Lund says :

In addition to American Protestant Mis- “ I have just returned from Manila , where

sions, an indigenous religious movement is I gave a series of six lectures in the

also creating a great demand for the Scrip- different theatres of the city, and the

tures. Archbishop Aglipay, formerly a enthusiasm evoked at each of them was

Roman Catholic prelate, has been the chief most extraordinary, for in every lecture I

agent in forming the new " Independent was stopped five or six times byprolonged

Church of the Philippines," which has cheers. All the expenses of these lectures

gained many thousands of adherents. It were paid by Archbishop Aglipay. Just

rejects union with Rome and is intolerant now I am in negotiations for selling 50,000

of foreign friars and priests, while it pro- Bisaya - Iloilo Gospels to the Independent

poses to give and teach the Bible to the Catholic Church of the Philippines, these

people . The Archbishop's ideal , as ex- to be delivered at once . On reaching

plained by himself , is that by introducing Manila, the Agent of the British and

gradual reforms into the Roman system , Foreign Bible Society informed me that

the Iglesia Independente de las Filipinas shall the whole editions of the Gospels (17,000

come to resemble the Church of England. copies) and of the complete NewTestament
The following letter throws considerable (3,000 copies) had been exhausted. I am,

light on the present religious situation in therefore, again revising the translation

A CARABAO SLED IN THE PHILIPPINES.
Photo by Squire and Bingham.
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a

exaggeration,

lately said in

answer to a

question, that

he believed

there were more

than score

who wished to

follow Christ.

It is only the

last step that

remains to be

taken only to

esteem Christ

as the One

above all price,

for whom all

else can be

given up ."

ON LAKE LUGANO .

holds sway.

In the Italian

Army.

On more than

one occasion

last year our

that I may go to Japan and put another colporteurs in Italy experienced excep

edition through the press over there." tionally courteous treatment at the hands

of officers in the Italian Army. Colpor

"And then you will see ! "
teur Cupertino writes :

" At Terlizzo , in the barracks, a lieu

No countries offer more stubborn resis- tenant took up a 25 centime (= 2 d .)

tance to the acceptation of the Gospel Testament, and holding it up offered to

than those in which Muhammadanism make a present of it to the first soldier

Yet we have continual who would have it . For a time nobody

evidence that the Seed is not being sown answered ; then one man said , " Give it

in vain . to me, ' and he got it at once, the officer

Arabia has always been a most difficult paying for the book. Then other soldiers

field ; but the Rev. James Cantine, of the wanted a copy . But the lieutenant said ,

" Arabian Mission ," writes of Muscat , Now you must pay for it yourselves,'

after an absence of eighteen months : and several did so most willingly. Take

“ Almost all the new impressions I have the greatest care of the book,' continued

gained have been encouraging, but the the lieutenant, ‘ for it is a good book. '

best feature of all that which is newly How I wish we had many like -minded

spread before my eyes , is the realization officers in the Italian Army ! ”

that the Word is taking root. Our col- Colporteur Eduardo de Turris and his

porteur,Ibrahim , was lately told by a group brother Egidio were remarkably success

of men in a neighbouring village, Do not ful at Capua during the artillery man

think that all your efforts have been in Quvres last autumn. It is absolutely

vain — that the Gospel is having no entrance forbidden to sell books to troops in the

into our hearts. It is not so . We know barracks and on the drilling grounds ;

what the truth is, and where it is , but what but the officers made an exception in

can we do ? Can we lose our families, favour of our two men , so that they were

our children , our position, our property ? free to go in and out amongst the soldiers.

Guarantee us freedom from persecution Some officers even encouraged the soldiers

and then you will see ! ' This colporteur, to buy, saying that they themselves had

whom I had never thought given to the Bible, and were reading it.
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A Gospel for the Gang

By the Rev. A. L. Kitching, C.M.S.

The Bible Society is now printing

Mr. Kitching's translation of St.

Mark's Gospel into Gang .

NE of the earliest of the tribes in the which inhabit the Nile valley from Khar

tum to the Victoria Nile, where it forms

the Gospel in their own language is the the northern boundary of Bunyoro.

Gang, or, as they are called on some maps, It is now ten months since we com

the Acholi or Shuli. As the proposed menced work at this new C.M.S. station ,

new C.M.S. Mission to the tribes of the Patigo , and by this time the people have

Sudan has been occupying public atten- got to know us, and have confidence in

tion lately, some account of the opening our honesty of purpose in coming amongst

among these tribes may be of interest ; for them. But they are not in any hurry to

although in territorial division the Gang adopt other customs than their own, being

are entirely separated from the Shil. quite satisfied in most respects with their

luks , Dinkas, and others to whom the pro- position, so that the work of instruction

jected Sudan Mission will minister, yet has been slow. Translation work has also

the natural division is not that adoptedby been slow , for the reason that there is no

the English Administration . We here in one available who has an accurate know

Patigo are under the Uganda Protectorate, ledge of the Gang language, and also of

while from Gondokoro northwards the any other language which we know our

country is under the Sudan . Yet in point selves and can a medium of

of natural characteristics, the Gang have interpretation . The one individual who

no affinity at all with the Baganda, but has really proved a useful assistant

are the southernmost of the pagan tribes translator is the figure seen on the right

use as

THE ASSISTANT TRANSLATOR OF THE GANG GOSPEL,

AND THE FIRST NATIVE WHO LEARNT TO READ IT .
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A Gospel for the Gang

in the photograph . His name is Sira figure in the photograph is the first
Dongo, and while a Madi by birth , he has of the Gang people able to read the

been living in Bunyoro for some years, Gospel in his own language. He has

and there has acquired a good knowledge been provided with type-written sheets ,

of both Luganda and Nyoro. He was and now reads them intelligently, though

instructed and baptized in Bunyoro, slowly. He has been admitted as

and so is well acquainted with the catechumen, has put away all but one of

Gospel narrative and Christian terms. his wives , and if he perseveres in follow

But it is only since he has been in this ing the course he has chosen , will , we

country that he has learnt the Gang lan- trust and pray, be the first -fruits of the

guage properly : his own language and harvest to be reaped for Christ among the

Copi , as spoken to the South of the Nile, Gang tribe . He has been tested lately in

though cognate dialects, were neither of the absence of any human help or in

them understood fully by the Gang, so Sira struction , there being no native teacher

had to set to work himself and assimilate available at present to send to his village .

the new forms and idioms before he So far he has stood firm . He asked me, at

could be a safe guide in translation work . the time the photograph was taken , when

The work of rendering a Gospel into the the books would come.

new and unwritten tongue was therefore a Will all lovers of the Bible who read

slow and difficult task, and one can but this pray earnestly that the Gospels, when

feel that the version of St. Mark recently issued, may be much blessed to these

forwarded to the Bible Society is very people , to their belief and salvation in

imperfect and tentative. Yet it seemed Christ Jesus; and specially for this young

important to give the people the Word of man that he may not only be saved him

Life as soon as they were able to read it self by the power of God, but be led

for themselves, so this version has been to teach and lead others ; also that God

sent to the printer in order that it may be will guide and illumine those who are

ready by the time a band of converts is engaged in translating the other Gospels
beginning to be gathered out. The second into Gang ?

Common Prayer
“ Though we may do nothing without prayer, yet we

must do many things besides praying. " William Burkett.

OR many years it has been the rule for the whole staff of the Bible House in

London to assemble for prayer every Tuesday morning, and in many other

countries the servants and friends of the Society are accustomed to unite week

by week, for common intercession on its behalf. We entreat all who are like-minded

to join each Tuesday morning in this unison of praise and prayer with the Society's

agents, colporteurs, and Biblewomen throughout the world .

The following special topics for prayer are suggested to our fellow-workers :

For August.—( 1 ) For those of the Society's engaged on eleven great Indian revisions ; for

servants who are sick or in trouble— ( 2) For the revision of the Portuguese N.T. for Brazil,

isolated Colporteurs who have little in their and of the Kabyli N.T. for the Berbers of

environment to encourage them—(3) For those Algeria . ( 2 ) For the Portions of Scriptures

workers who are tempted to despond from now being prepared forissue in Dinka (Sudan),

lack of visible results—(4 ) For those who are Ibo (West Africa ), Bribri (Central America ),

called upon to endure persecution for the sake Gang (Sudan ) , Guarani ( Paraguay), and Kar
of the Word—(5 ) For depôt-keepers, ware- anga for Western Matabeleland. (3) For the

housemen, packers , and others who handle following books that have lately left the press;
the Society's books. St. Luke in Lepcha (India ), and the completed

For September. - For God's blessing on each New Testament in Nyoro (Eq. E. Africa) . (4)

copy of His Book sent out by the Society, and For the Portions now being translated into

especially ( 1 ) For the revisers at present Santali ( India) and into Daui (New Guinea).
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The Country of Pagodas

A

By the Rev. W. Sherratt

The Society's Agent at Rangoon

LTHOUGH the Burma Agency of of the great and growing city of Rangoon,

the Bible Society has now been the metropolis and principal seaport of

re-established for several years very little Burma and the head -quarters of the

news has been given concerning it in the Burma Agency. It is not a Burmese town

Society's periodicals. This is not because at all , for there is no city in the East

the work has been unsuccessful ; for our with a more heterogeneous population.

circulation has risen year by year. Though even for the Burman it has

Neither is it because it has been lacking one supreme attraction - on the classic

in interest ; it is doubtful whether there " Thin gottara ” hill does there not

exists in the whole sphere of missionary stand, dominating the landscape for

operations a field better adapted for the many miles round, the famous Shwe

Bible Society's special work or one more Dagon Pagoda, which according to the

full of interest than this Country of sacred books has no rival in “ all this

Pagodas. First there is the fact that, great world ,” nor, with one possible

as Eastern lands go, it is " a land flowing exception , in the world of spirits ? On

with milk and honey," and the pice or two that hill, innumerable athinches' ago, relics

required to buy a Bible Society's Gospel of three former Buddhas were

is, as a rule, not grudged. Then com
buried . And there also, after

paratively few of the male population are having been miraculously re

illiterate. In everytown and village, how covered from a covetous king and

ever small , a Buddhist monastery is to a greedy dragon, the eight sacred

be found , and at least one yellow - robed hairs from the head of Gautama

Buddhist monk, whose duty it is to initiate Buddha, presented to devoutmer

the boys ( the gentler sex being at all times chants from Burma on his attain

rigidly excluded from the monastery) of ing Buddhahood, were reverently

the village into the mysteries of the enshrined.

“ Great basket of learning,” i.e. , the Bur Apart from myth and legend

mese alphabet. And those of us who the Pagoda is full of interest and

believe in the efficacy of the appeal of well worth more than the casual

the written Word to the human heart visit paid to it by the ordinary resi

see in this a marvellous prep dent in Rangoon . Taper

aration for the reception of ing upwards to a height

the precious seed of Christ's of about 4ooft., covered

Evangel. with gold leaf from base

But no series of articles on to summit, gleaming and

work in Burma can well be glittering in the brilliant

given without some description sunlight and surrounded

MIN

SHWE DAGON PAGODA .
Photo by Watts & Skeen , Rangoon .

An “ athinche " is a period of years expressed by a unit with a hundred and forty million ciphers

after it.
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The Country of Pagodas

Photo by Klier, Rangoon .
A CORNER OF THE SHWE DAGON PAGODA ,

SHOWING THE ELABORATION OF DETAIL.

by a multitude of shrines, all containing in India, Rangoon and its vicinity have

images, in alabaster, brass or gold , of for generations been a veritable - Eldo

the " Great enlightened One," it is indeed rado." All through the cold season ship

a striking emblem of a people's faith . One after ship entering the harbour of Ran

need not be a Buddhist to realize the goon comes with its decks crowded with

immense infuence that a temple such as coolie passengers from Chittagong, from

this has on the religious life of the people, Bengal, from Madras and other South

or to understand how, to the mind of every Indian ports, all with certain prospect of

follower of Gautama, a pilgrimage to the employment in the paddy-fields, in the

Shwe Dagon Pagoda is as merit -gaining rice-mills, or in municipal and public

an act as was, say, a visit to the shrine of works . In a single month during the

St. Thomas of Canterbury to most English- last shipping season , 60,000 coolies are

men in the fourteenth century . said to have arrived in Rangoon from

The other nationalities represented in various ports of India. Burma has room

Rangoon-forming, as already hinted , a for these and more ; for, though the

great majority of the population-are Burman does not love these men of a

attracted by very different considerations. swarthier hue, yet he loves hard work

To natives of the poverty-stricken districts even less, and his pleasure-loving heart is
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The Country of Pagodas

glad that some one will relieve him of the “ Yes ! ” The questions will come more

irksome toil of sowing and reaping the and more quickly from the various number

great paddy plains of the Irrawaddy delta. of the crowd, until sometimes a colporteur

Yet for some years past Rangoon itself has difficulty in keeping up with the

has been approaching a dangerously over- demands of his customers. It is a never

crowded condition, and parts of the failing interest to watch the increasing

broadest thoroughfares are now little astonishment depicted on the faces of the

more than a succession of coolie barracks people, as book after book in a dozen

teeming with specimens of humanity, different languages is handed out ; and

semi-nude and innocent of the most when at last the poor Oriya or Coringhee

elementary principles of hygiene. It is coolie comes forward and humbly asks if

hardly a matter for surprise that the there is a book for him in a tone that sug

plague which has for years devastated gests the utter hopelessness of such a

different regions of India , is now in our request, and he, also, receives an answer in

midst. the affirmative, the astonishment becomes

Such a city , with its crowded streets too deep for words. Often this has a great

and varied population, affords the Bible effect on the Burmese themselves. At

Society magnificent opportunities for its

special work. To begin with, many of

these folk are entirely neglected from a

missionary stand -point. The last census

reveals that out of the 240,000 inhabitants

of Rangoon, 130,000 are natives of India,

and to these may be added 15,000 Chinese

and other Eastern races. Yet for this

great non -Burmese community of, roughly

speaking, 145,000 souls and increasing

year by year,there is only one European

or American missionary. Several native

Christian pastors from South India are

doing noble and devoted work among

their own people in Rangoon . And,

though efforts have also been made in the

past to commence definite Mission-work

among the North Indian races and the

Chinese, the overwhelming demands of

the indigenous people of Burma on the

time and strength of the various Missions,

have always prevented anything like an

attack in force.

The Bible Society colporteur, however,

has no difficulty in reaching these differ

ent peoples. He himself may be able to

speak only one language, at most three or

four, but in his knapsack he has a whole

assortment of books—one for each man

" in his own tongue wherein he was

born." Take a crowd in any of the

numerous bazaars in Rangoon. This man

has come from Bombay, that from

Calcutta, and another from Faizabad,

others from Madras or Bangalore , and

yet again others from Shanghai or Amoy.

6. What books have you ? ” asks one man

probably in Hindustani, the Lingua franca

of the East. “ Have you Hindi ? " " Yes ! ”
Photo by Klier,

“ And Bengali ? " " Yes !” “ And Telugu ?"
BURMESE GIRLS.
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The Country of Pagodas

in this way.

first they willcome as

may hold a revelation

aloof from direct from
the colpor Heaven

teur and bringing

the crowd light in the

surround midst of

inghim ; but darkness,

by and by and hope to

their in the valley

terest is of despair.
roused, and It is , of

at the close course, im

of a morn possible for

ing's work us to follow

he often up the work

finds that

the number But when

of Burmese
we hear, as

books sold have

exceeds heard dur

those in all ing the last

other lan few months

guages put for exam

together. ple, that

Photo by Watts and Skeen . six bap

tisms have

the work is not finished when the books taken place in one branch of a small Mis

are sold and the crowd has dispersed. sion alone, as the direct result of Bible

Last year out of the 60,000 books sold in work, and when a colporteur in another

Burma, 13,000 were in the various dialects sphere sends in the names and addresses

of India and China ; but to estimate the of thirty - six people who are waiting anxi

influence of our work itwould be necessary ously to be received into the Church ,

to follow up each of those 13,000 books dimly and faintly we begin to realize that

into the homes of the various purchasers. the results of this work can neither be

To very many, the clear Gospel message measured nor numbered.

We

And now,

to sum up,

ALABASTER FIGURE OF GAUTAMA.

Memoranda.

We muchregret to announce that Mr. where he has rendered very valuable

Alexander Kenmure, the Society's Agent service , not only in conducting its chief

in Korea , has been compelled to returnto affairs, but also by the counsel which he

this country in consequence of a serious has given from time to time as to the

nervous breakdown, which will probably translation and revision of the Korean

render it impossible for him to go back to Scriptures.

Seoul.
It is hoped, however, that by The Committee have under considera

taking a complete rest for the next six tion the reorganization of their work in

months his health may be established . Korea, and, pending negotiations with the

Mr. Kenmure first joined the Society's American and Scotch Societies, with
Staff in 1885 , when he was appointed whom we are associated in that kingdom ,

agent for South China. Ten years later Mr. Hugh Miller will supervise the opera

he was transferred to the Korean Agency, tions of the Agency.
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The Power of the Book

The Conversion of two Buriat Nobles

LA
AKE BAIKAL has recently become a difficult task , as the Calmucks have a new

household word . We have thought of improved and much more distinct manner of

the railway, the steamer, and the troop-trains, writing ; whereas the other Mongol tribes have

carrying the Russian armies to Manchuria. retained the ancient characters, which have

Have we thought of the quarter of a million also been the original of the Mandshurish

Buriats who live round the lake ? They are letters.

a Mongolian race, and the following account “ The commission to decipher the Gospel

of the conversion of two Saisangs (Buriat was now given to two Saisangs of the Chori

nobles or princes) , named Nomtu and Badma, nian Buriats, who so diligently applied them

illustrates the power of the Word in a striking selves to the work that they were soon enabled

manner . It is extracted from a letter sent by generally to explain its contents to their

Isaac Jacob Schmidt,of the Moravian Mission , superiors. This excited so much curiosity that

and Treasurer of the Bible Society at St. the Head Lama of the Mongols, Bandida

Petersburg, to the headquarters of the Mission Chambo Dansang Tuki Dschamzu, and the

in London . It is dated March 7, 1818 :- prince of the Chorinian Buriats, Galsang

“ Having finished printing the firstedition of Marday, each among his own people, of their

the Gospel according to St. Matthew in the own accord, made a collection, amounting to

Calmuck language (which had been translated upwards of 11,000 roubles (£550) , which they

by Schmidt], copies of it were sent to Siberia, placed at the disposal of our Bible Society on

to the civil Governor of Irkutsk, which he most condition that the Gospel of St. Matthew, and ,

judiciously directed to be distributed among if possible, other books of the New Testament,

the Selenginskish Mongols and the Chorinian might be translated into their language and

Buriats. printed in their characters.

“ As the above -mentioned Governor, on dis- “ This gave occasion to several conferences

tributing the translated Gospel, had required to consider how their wish might be complied

an opinion of the princes of these people with , and at length , the matter being referred

respecting it , they took all possible pains to to a sub -committee, of which I was appointed

understand its contents, which proved a very a member, I proposed to send for one or two
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The Power of the Book

THE CITY OF IRKUTSK AND A BRIDGE

ACROSS THE RIVER ANGARA.

learned Mongols or Buriats to undertake the “ Here appeared the work of the Spirit of

work, which , being unanimously approved, God by the power of the Gospel. " They

Prince Gallitzen sent a requisition to this effect listened with silent attention ; their counte.

to the civil Governor at Irkutsk . nances became serious ; they gave no particular

“ The choice of the chiefs of the horde fell signs of approbation, but said in a solemn

upon the two Saisangs who had been already tone, full of gentle emotion, that they now

employed . understood it . They visited me twice or thrice

“ The two Saisangs soon set out from the a week, always bringingtheir work with them,

Chinese frontiers for St. Petersburg, and and at each visit I perceived their progress, not

arrived here in the beginning of December, only in the knowledge, but also in the personal

1817. Passing through Moscow , they had the application of the Gospel. The work of the

honour to be presented to the Emperor, who Spirit of God in the hearts ofthesemenhaving

encouraged them in the most condescending originated altogether with Himself, I left the

terms to proceed in the work. Here the Bible whole entirely to Him, without intermeddling

Society furnished them with a suitable lodg- in the least. I noticed with delight their

ing, and the care of them was committed to growth in the grace and knowledge of Jesus

me. They likewise brought recommendatory Christ, contenting myself with explaining such

letters from the upper chiefs to me, expressing passages of Scripture as they could not under

the great and anxious concern they felt for the stand,and giving my advice only when it was

welfare of the two Saisangs, declaring that asked for. They were more especially pleased

they were the best and most sensible men with those passages in which our Saviour

among their people . declares His readiness to receive sinners,

“ Having regulated their affairs in their new inviting the weary and heavy -laden to come

situation, they commenced their labours with to Him, and promising to give them rest.

unbounded zeal. Before they began their They were also forcibly struck by His

translation they formed extracts of such parts parables. The promise of Jesus that before

of different chapters, the meaning and spirit the end of the world the Gospel shall be

of which they could not understand . These preached for a testimony unto all nations

they brought to me, and begged for an inter- made a deep impression upon them . Some

pretation, which I gave them in the best time ago they related, without any suggestion

possible manner I was able to do. on my part, that whenever they prayed to the

-
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us ? ' "

gods, as they have been accustomed to do,

they felt very great uneasiness, as if they were

committing sin . Another time theyspoke as
follows : We have been zealous followers of

the doctrines of Shakdshamuni, and have

studied the books containing them attentively ;

but the more we studied, the more obscure

they appeared to us, and our hearts remained

empty. But in perusing thedoctrines of Jesus

weobserve the reverse, for the more we medi.

tate on His words the more intelligible they

become, and at length it appears as if Jesus

Himself were talking with us .'

“ I had frequently remarked that there

seemed to be something upon their minds

which they were on thepoint of disclosing,

but that they always suddenly checked them

selves , and entered upon other subjects. A

short time ago they brought me their transla.

tion of the 21st, 22nd , and 23rd chapters of

St. Matthew. After we had completed the

revision and correction of these chapters, they

were, contrary to custom , quite silent ; for in

general they had various questions to propose,

and required many explanations. At length I

broke silence by saying, “ Well, my friends,

what have you to say to me to -day ?' Upon

this the elder of the two, after an evident con

Aict with himself,expressed himself thus : “ We

have lived in ignorance, and have been led by

blind guides ; we followed the precepts of

Shakdshamuni without finding rest. By God's

mercy we have been chosen to translate the

Gospel of His Son into our language, and for

this end have been brought into connection

with you. You have illustrated the things

unintelligible to our darkened minds in a

direct and satisfactory manner. We acknow

ledge Christ Jesus to be our God and Saviour,

and are determined to know none other. We

have therefore made a resolution to leave

our former superstitions, and to adopt the

Christian faith . What advice would you give

Mr. Schmidt placed before them the many

things that would be involved in a change of

religion, and showed them that they must be

prepared to give up all for the sake of Christ if

need arose, and that they must not hope for

earthly gain, but rather for reproach if they

became His followers. They replied “ That

they had well considered these things, and

that the words of Jesus Himself on this

subject had caused them no small anxiety

and struggle," but they declared that “ it was

their firm determination to be followers of

Christ, and to share in His reproach if that

were their lot, though they, at the same time,

did not deny their wish that such trials might

not befall them too soon , on account of their

weakness in the faith ."

They wrote a confession of their faith in

Christ ' to the head of their tribe, Dingbil

Galsang, who had succeeded his father,

Galsang Marday, and concluded as follows :

“ We are thoroughly and firmly resolved to

adopt the doctrine of the Saviour and true

God Jesus Christ, and when we return home

after receiving such convictions of the truth of

the Word of God , we can be satisfied no

longer, but must remain true to the doctrine. "

These two Saisangs seem to have been the first

of their race to become Christians.

Ultimately the New Testament was printed

off at St. Petersburg in 1827 ; but it lay in the

office of the Holy Synod, who refused to allow

the British and Foreign Bible Society to

purchase copies on the ground that they might
require them for their own use. At the

present time the Bible Society circulates the

Khalka Mongolian Portions in Mongolia, this

being understood by almost all Mongols.

TYPICAL RUSSIAN CARRIAGE.
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The Bible Society's

New Secretary for Canada

TH new

man

HE Rev. Robert E. vener of the Hymn -book

Welsh , the Committee of the English

Secretary of the Canada Presbyterian Synod,and

Bible Society, is a Scots is now engaged in carry

with Covenanter
ing their new hymnals to

blood in his veins. He completion.

comes of a missionary Asauthor and journalist

family , and was born at Mr. Welsh has gained for

NewCumnock, Ayrshire himself a distinguished

—the county where the position. He is a well

graves of the martyrs lie known contributor to

scattered over the " wine many religious periodi

red moors.” Mr. Welsh cals , and has edited a

had his schooling at series of Christian Study

Ayr Academy, andthen Manuals.” In 1897 he

studied and graduated edited for some months

at Glasgow University , the magazines of the
afterwards taking his Bible Society, and was
course in Theology at invited to become its

Edinburgh. He was or Literary Superintendent.

dained in 1880 to the Mr. Welsh's published

ministry of the United works have attained great

Presbyterian Church of popularity . One of his

Scotland , and went out as earliest books, In Relief

one of its missionaries to of Doubt, issued in 1895,

Japan . Here serious ill was reprinted in 1897
THE REV. R. E. WELSH , M.A.

ness in his family com with a cordial introduc
Who sails from Liverpool, August 17th.

pelled him to return after tion byby the present

a short period of service. He then settled Bishop of London, and over 50,000 copies
as minister of the English Presbyterian of a cheap edition of this work have been

congregation at Harrogate, where he built sold during the past twelve months. Mr.

a new church, leaving it practically free of Welsh's other publications include : The

debt when he accepted a call to Brondes- People and the Priest, God's Gentlemen, The

bury, a rising suburb in the North-West Romance of Psalter and Hymnal, and The

of London. Here Mr. Welsh began to Challenge to Christian Missions. His new

gather what was a new congregation, and book, entitled, Man to Man, and addressed

during his seventeen years' ministry at to young men , is in the press and will

St. George's Church, a handsome and appear this autumn.

spacious edifice was built and paid for , a Mr. Welsh has the wide horizon of the

district mission established with two Christian traveller. A long visit to South

salaried agents, and a mission hall also Africa gave him insight into mission work

erected. Since last year Mr. Welsh has throughout Kaffraria, Natal, and the Trans

been in charge of the Presbyterian Church vaal . He has travelled all over Canada

at Hove, the western suburb of Brighton . -to the Pacific Coast and Vancouver

During his twenty -three years' service and his gifts as preacher, lecturer, and

in the Presbyterian ministry Mr. Welsh platform speaker have already won for

has taken an important share in the him some reputation in the Dominion .

ecclesiastical business of his own The Committee of the Canadian Bible

munion . For instance, as Convener of Society, at their meeting in Toronto on

the Missions Committee of the London June 28th , approved of the appointment

Presbyteries, he has organized their great of Mr. Welsh , and look forward to a

and successful annual meetings for Home period of successful work with him as the

and Foreign Missions in Queen's Hall and living link between themselves and the

Exeter Hall. He has also acted as Con- Parent Committee in London.

com
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are

Mr. F. Parrott, our Agent at Kobe, reports

further grants of thousands of copies of Scrip

tures tosick and wounded soldiers in Japan.

These books have been distributed , mainly by

missionaries, at Hiroshima, the military head

quarters, at Kochi,a garrison town in Shikoku,

in the hospital at Osaka, and at Dalny, which

has been made a centre of the work of the

Japanese Y.M.C.A.

forget, for although many of the colpor

teurs are unlearned men, they are doing

a noble work, and among them there are

many unnoticed heroes, whose names

never seen in print, toiling on , knowing that

God who gives them the desire also provides

the grace . And I often think that these men

put us enlightened Englishmen to shame by

their lives of faith and self -denial.”

our

The general conference of the Moravian Mr. A. R. Stark reports from Callao that the

Mission on the Mosquito coast, Nicaragua, Society's circulation last year in the Republics

held in May, desire " to express their hearty of theAndes amounted to about ten thousand

thanks for the most noble and welcome help copies.

which the British and Foreign Bible Society
第

has rendered unto Mission Province

towards the printing of the New Testament The Worcester Auxiliary recently received

in the mother tongue of the Moskito Indians. a contribution of £2 with the accompanying

This is again a great step forward in the note from a missionary now in England: “ I

advancement of the Chris have recently returned from

tian Church , inasmuch as China, and remember con

now the whole New Testa stantly what God is doing

ment can be put into the through the British and

hands of our people, Foreign Bible Society.

and they themselves Please accept, with my

are nowable to draw prayers and praises, the en

day by day the living closed cheque."

water from the never

failing source."
The Rev. Dr. Andrew

Murray, the venerable Presi

The colportage dent of our South African

sales by the South Auxiliary, delivered an im

African Auxiliary pressive address at its annual

during 1904 realized meeting in Capetown. He

£ 1,184, mainly in
said there were few earnest

Cape Colony.
Christians who did not feel

that the longer they lived,

the more they were de

The Rev. George pendent upon that blessed

Lowe , our Agent in Word, and the more they

Johannesburg, re wished that every human
cently addressed a being should come into pos

meeting in Pretoria, session of it . They had met

when the Mayor pre.. to testify that God's Word

sided , and the collection was the only nourishment

amounted to £8 5S. and strength and happiness

for their souls. He trusted

that many of them were

The following interesting
reading the Society's new

testimony to the work done magazine. There was no

by the colporteurs occurs
Society which so systemati

in a letter received by the cally carried the Word of

Secretaries from a sailor in
God throughout the world .

the navy : " One of the best

eight hours' work I have

spent in my life , was going The Rev. Howard

out witha certain colpor Williams, of the L.M.S. Mis

teur in Greece to sell the
sion, Shoshong, writes under

Scriptures. The blessing date April 20th : " I was ab

I received I shall never OFF THE COAST OF SOUTH AMERICA. sent from my station during
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2

MR . C. A. DE LAUTOUR .

200 Maori Bibles,

besides a large

number of Centen

ary New Testa.

ments in English.

The Union and

Northern Steam

ship Companies

and the local coach

proprietors have

generously carried

books and parcels

of Bibles free.

$

A grant of fifty

Bibles and Testa

ments has been

made to the inhabi

tants of Tristan da

Cunha, a tiny

group of islands

lying in the At

lantic, midway be

tween the Cape and

South America.

The population is

made up mainly of

the families of ship

wrecked sailors and
REV. F. W. CHATTERTON . MR . R. KOHERE, B.A.

Principal, Theological College. President, Gisborne Auxiliary. Assistant Tutor : A Maori. wives from St.

REV. A. F. WILLIAMS. BISHOP OF WAIAPU. VEN. ARCHDEACON S. WILLIAMS. Helena, to the

President of the Hawke's Bay Auxiliary . number of about

SOME FRIENDS OF OUR WORK IN NEW ZEALAND. seventy - five per

sons. Peter Green ,

the inonth of February, assisting the Rev. A. J. the former “ chief man " of the island , died in

Wookey at Vryburg in the work of revising 1902, and the books will be sent out to his

the Sechuana Bible. Before leaving, I was successor, A. Ripello , at the first opportunity .

careful to note that all the boxes of books were A ship visits the island about once a year.

safely deposited on large stones, and some three

or four inches from the wall . On my return I

found that the white ants had made their usual
At the Annual Business Meeting of the

tubular bridge, and working up the side of the Birmingham Auxiliary it was reported that its

boxes gained access to the books. Out of some
Frec Contributions had increased by £ 100,and

350 copies of the Scriptures no fewer than 229
that the year's totai , including subscriptions

were totally destroyed. Fortunately these
from the local Welsh Auxiliary, amounted to

were is . Bibles , the cheapest edition which we
nearly £ 1,000. The new Rector of Bir

sell . At the top of these boxes was another
mingham , Canon J. Denton Thompson, who is

full of 3s. Bibles, but these had not been a warm supporter of the Society , delivered a

attacked . All the boxes of Scriptures have very earnest and telling address on " The seed

now been removed to the church, which has
is the Word ” ; “ The field is the World . "

a cement Hoor, and although they take up
Why should we do our best for this Society ?

room, this is the only safe place to keep
he asked : because it is the greal instrumentto

them ." accomplish the purposeof sowing the seed in

the world . The Rev. H. C. Moor has kindly

consented to become one of the Hon . Secre.

At the annual meeting of the Gisborne taries of the Auxiliary in succession to Arch

(NewZealand ) Auxiliary, Mr. C. A. De Lautour deacon Diggle, now Bishop of Carlisle .

presided , and the report was presented by the

Secretary, Mr. G. Peckover. The report only

covers nine months, as the date of the annual In the July number of the Messager des

meeting has been altered , nevertheless it Messagers, Pastor Lortsch appeals for help

records £ 103 Ios. remitted to the Centenary from French Christians to supply all light

Fund, besides £25 sent as a Free Contribution house keepers round the coast of France with

to London . The Auxiliary has distributed a copy of the New Testament and Psalms.
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The Rev. Ernest J. B. Salter, District puted that fifteen thousand adults and seven

Secretary of the Canadian Bible Society at thousand children visited the Exhibition .

Winnipeg, writes from Regina, Assiniboia, Descriptive talks were given from time to

reporting that he has been well received in time at the Bible Stall , and for kind help

that region, and has held many encouraging in giving these we are indebted to the

meetings in country school-houses. following : Miss Gill (North India ), Revs.

J. Brockway (Madagascar ), J. Dugdale, F.

Hibbert, J. P. Wilson, T. Cole, J. Hodgkinson,

Writing from Barbados on April 22nd , the A. W. Newbolt ( India ), and J. G. Hodson, in

Rev. W.Herbert Mayers says : “ On behalf of addition to our own District Secretaries, the

those who are moving in the interest of the Rev. J. W. Plant, who worked hard for the

Blind here, I offer your Society our deep success attained , and the Rev. J. Alston,

thanks foryour promptand generous gift of within whose district Blackburn now lies.

embossed Scriptures. The six volumesarrived The courtesy of the Rev. A. M. Gardner,

in splendid condition and the contents were the organizing Secretary of the Exhibition ,

put to immediate use . Your gift forms the did much to make the work as pleasant as it

nucleus of a ‘ Barbados Braille Library for the was useful. We are confident that much may

Blind,' and I should say that any Library be done for the

which had so beautiful a beginning must, in Bible Society

God's wisdom , develop along right lines, amongthe great

since the inception is right.” thriving Lan

cashire towns,

where it has so

A most successful Missionary Exhibition , many staunch
promoted by the London Missionary Society, friends already

was held recently inBlackburn, at which the

Bible Society had a Stall , showing specimens

of versions and other exhibits and including

samples of the “ payment

in kind ” received for the

Scriptures in different parts

of the world . It is com

MR. J. PECKOVER. MR . C. A. DE LAUTOUR .

Sec ., Gisborne Aux. President, Gisborne Aur.

TE RAU KAHIKATEA THEOLOGICAL COLLEGE, N.Z. , FOR TRAINING MAORI MINISTERS.

A friend, who wishes to remain anonymous, offers for sale (the proceeds to be given to the Bible

Society) a collection of wild European plants, carefully dried, pressed, and mounted. The collection

represents the work of many years , and the flowers are mostly from Switzerland, Italy, and the

Pyrenees, though some specimens from other European countries are included . There are upwards

of 1,900 specimens separately mounted on cartridge paper 15 in . by 10 in . They are properly

classified and named. In doubtful cases the names have been verified at Kew. The sole condition

made by the donor is that the specimens shall not be placed in a public museum .
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a

At a joint Meeting of the have felt that it would

Committees of the Notting be desirable in future to

ham Auxiliary on June 8th ,
have one member of the

the Rev. W. R. Bowman Staff residing in the city of

was presented with a hand Oxford . That, therefore,

some silver salver bearing will be the place of resi

the following inscription : dence of Mr. Gaskell, and

“ Presented to the Rev. he too will enter upon his

W. R. Bowman, B.A., on duties on September ist

the occasion of his leaving next.

Nottingham , June, 1905, by

members of the Committees The recently consecrated

and other friends, in grate
Bishop of Nagpur has ac

ful remembrance of his zeal cepted the office of Vice

and devotion during eight President of the North

years co -operation on behalf
India Auxiliary.

of the British and Foreign

Bible Society .” The Rev. Dr. Edkins, of

the L.M.S. , who recently

The Committee at their passed away at Shanghai at

meeting on June 12th ap ihe ripe age of eighty -one,

pointed to the charge of the had spent more than fifty
Yorkshire District, in suc six years in China, during

cession to the Rev. F. D. the whole of which he had

Thompson, the Rev. Walter been identified with Bible

FallowsHodge,M.A. , Rector Society work. Though for

of Muckton , Lincolnshire. the last twenty-four years

Mr. Hodge is the son of a connected with the Chinese

clergyman whowas a warm REV . JOHN SHARP, M.A. Imperial Customs, he re

supporter of the Bible Editorial Superintendent and Consulting mained most regular

Society in Lincolnshire, and Secretary,who has just completed twenty-five preacher and helper of the
years in the service of the Bible Society.

so from his earliest days London Mission , and his

has been acquainted with valued scholarship and un

its work. Hehimself has proved his interest in tiring activity will be greatly missed on the

the Society by having already rendered most High Wenli translation Committee.

efficient service, both in speaking and organiz 第

ing, in his own neighbourhood. Mr. Hodge will

reside in Leeds, and begin his official work in
With deep regret we record the death, after

the District on September ist next.
much suffering, at the age of 78, of the Rev.

R. T. Hills, who was for twenty years the

minister of the West Maitland Congregational
Mr. R. F. Crosland will continue to act as

Church , N.S.W. , and then for a similar period
District Secretary's Assistant in Yorkshire. District Secretary of our New South Wales

Our best thanks are due to him for the

efficient way in which he has carried on the
Auxiliary. Last Easter Day he was numbered

affairs of the District during the vacancy

among the children of theresurrection. The

Society had no more loyal servant or devoted

caused by Mr. Thompson's retirement. friend, and it retained to the last his interest

and his prayers. One of his latest letters con

The Committee at their meeting on June cluded with this testimony : “ As weakness

19th appointed to the charge of the South and weariness press heavily while I wait my

Midland District (to consist in the future of the marching orders, I find thc Word able to do

counties of Berks, Bucks, Gloucester , and all I used to say it could do. Because it is

Oxford ), in succession to the Rev. E. S. Prout, true, life has been worth living."

whose retirement on September 30th next has

already been announced, the Rev. Arthur

Hammond Gaskell , M.A. , Camb. , B.D. , Dublin . Our friend Mr. C. S. Hay, of Bedford , has

Mr. Gaskell , who took Second Class Honours issued an interesting pamphlet entitled Bible

in both the History Tripos and the Theological Society Work in Italy : 1819–1904 , in which

Tripos at Cambridge, has served most of his he summarizes from the Society'sReports the

ministerial career in the North of England, his remarkable story of how , by this Agency

last appointment having been that of assistant alone , 3,690,000 copies of the Scriptures have

curate at Horwich , Lancs. The Committee been circulated in Italy.
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About Ourselves

Mr. Robert Davies, of Bangor, who is one of

the Society's Vice -Presidents, has sent a munificent

donation of £ 10,009 towards completing the Cen
tenary Fund . " This splendid gift leaves only £7,000

now to be raised in order to complete the quarter of

a million guineas which was originally asked for.

The Earl of Selborne, High Commissioner for

British South Africa ,has accepted the Presidency

of the Bible Society's Auxiliary at Johannesburg.

After most careful and prolonged considera

tion by the Estimates Sub-Committee, and

reports from the Finance Sub -Committee, the

General Committee of the Society has decided

that since it is absolutely necessary to diminish

foreign expenditure, the cost of the Society's work in

France, Germany, and Russia shall be gradually but

substantially reduced. This reduction will be effected

partly by abstaining from filling up vacancies among

the colporteurs when these occur, partly by closing

some of the depôts, and transferring others into less

expensive premises, and partly by a revision of the

prices of the books in more expensive bindings. It

is with the utmost regret that the Committee are

compelled to embark upon this policy of practical

retrenchment, but they are firm in their resolution

that they will not run into debt, nor entrench further

upon the resources of the Society's working capital .

The terror of plague lies heavy across the people

of Northern India. We hear from Allahabad that

one of our colporteurs has been severely beaten and
Photo by H. Irving.

much injured in a village , owing to the fear of the

people that he was poisoning the wells to spread the plague. In many districts of

that region the village Christians have suffered greatly, as they are imagined to be

the agents of the Government in introducing this dire disease .

The following appeared in the June issue of Central Africa, the organ of the

Universities' Mission to Central Africa : “ The British and Foreign Bible Society

have generously printed and granted the Mission 1,000 copies of the revised Swahili

New Testament.”
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Akekalikir

Writing from Mombasa, June 16th , the

Rev. A. R. Steggall , of the C.M.S. , acknow

ledges two cases containing the Society's

new edition of

the revised Swa

hili New Testa

ment. “ The cry

for these books

from various

Mission stations

has been persist

ent for several

months, and the

whole of the 500

copies sent can

be disposed of within a few days of their

reaching our hands. When the news of

publication reaches up -country stations

many more will be ordered. I may say,

therefore, that most Protestant mission

aries out here will be grateful if you will

send a further supply of say 1,000 copies

at the earliest possible opportunity.”

I would especially ask all you who are

real Christians at heart to pray for us, that

true religion may increase in our midst
and in the sur

rounding coun

tries : we too

pray for our

land, so that we

may be united

under one shep

herd Jesus Christ

our Saviour.

“ Well, I have

nothing to add,

except to say

how pleased I am to have so many

friends in England. I must now close

lest I weary you.

May the grace of our Lord keep you

in all things.

" I remain , your faithful servant who

loves you,

(Signed ) A. K. G. KATIKIRO."

FACSIMILE OF THE AUTOGRAPH OF

THE KATIKIRO OF UGANDA,

more

It will be remembered that in the spring

of this year the Katikiro of Uganda was
The Archbishop of the West Indies

appointed a Honorary Foreign Member of was present at the meeting of the Com

the Society. The following is a translation mittee on July 17th , and spoke in warm

of his autograph letter of acknowledg- appreciation of the Society's work, in

ment and acceptance S which he has for many years manifested

his deep interest. He was glad to state

" Mengo, June 15 , 1905. that all the clergy of the Anglican Church

" TO MY DEAR FRIENDS OF THE COMMITTEE
inJamaica are now like-minded with him

self in this respect . The Archbishop
WHICH TRANSLATES THE HOLY BOOK

continued : “ I cannot think of any part
OF THE BIBLE INTO MANY LANGUAGES.

of the world where the efforts of this

“ DEAR FRIENDS, — I trust that you are Society in circulating the Holy Scriptures,

all well . Very many thanks for your by the various means that you ordinarily

letter , which I received on June 6th . I was use in countries other than English , are

very pleased to hear that you had chosen necessary than they are in the

me and had written my name down as Spanish and French -speaking countries of

one of your Committee, and shall be very Central America and the West Indies. I

pleased to accept your appointment. am thankful to know that in various

" God who rules everything be praised quarters, British and American — a good

for so inclining the hearts of those Chris- deal is being done to promote the religious

tians who were present on the day on life of these countries, but I can assure

which you chose me, and as you have you that the state of things there is de

chosen me I shall strive to remember in plorable in the extreme. In the English

prayer all those who are engaged in this speaking and English - governed countries
work . I was much gratified at being like Jamaica, I think there is little need for

thanked for helping those who are en- expansion on the part of this Society in

gaged in the work of your Society, and circulating the Scriptures otherwise than

was very much pleased at being chosen by the ordinary channels of trade ; but in

a fellow-worker with you . all the other countries there is need for

" I will continually pray to God that He special colportage arrangements, and for
may increase His work in all lands : and renewed and special efforts and gifts."
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We learn from the Secretary of the Mr. Chatelain , "are thieves and dangerous

Colombo Auxiliary that a good many ships fellows," and indeed his life appears to be

are now touching at Colombo, with large often in danger from them .

numbers of wounded

Russians on board . Our

friends are seizing the

opportunity to supply

these men with the Scrip

tures, Two steamers

have already been visited ,

and about 300 Russian

Gospels sold on each

boat. The poor fellows

are most delighted to get

the books, and every

Russian copy in

depôt at Colombo has

been disposed of .

response to a cable , the

Committee have sent out

5,000 more Russian Gos

pels to Ceylon .

to
present
plats

our

七十
七

起
雲
图

to the

In

好
循

TA

South of the Kongo

Free State and north

of German South-west

Africa are the Portu

guese Settlements in

West Africa . From

Benguela, a district of

these latter, comes news

of Bible-work from the

Rev. Héli Chatelain,

founder and director of

La Mission Philafricaine.

“ In this wilderness," as

Mr. Chatelain calls his

station , he is able to

make known the good

news of a Saviour's love

to from distant

places. Kuanyama and

Ndonga are languages

spoken far to the south

of Mr. Chatelain in the

north of German South

west Africa. But he

is visited by travellers

speaking those lan

guages, among whom

he has been able to

distribute Gospels and

New Testaments sent

to him by the Bible

Society. of

these travellers,” says

men

" Some
A COLPORTEUR SELLING HIS

BOOKS OUTSIDE A SHOP IN

A CHINESE STREET.

Specially drawn for our magazine

by a native Christian artist.
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Among the Maoris

An Interview with the Rev. F. H. Spencer

The Bible Society's Agent in New Zealand

HE Bible Society's work in

New Zealand has for some

time been under the capable super

vision of the Rev. F. H. Spencer,

who was born in that far- off colony,

the son of a C.M.S. missionary. " I

believe I could speak Maori be

fore I could speak English ," Mr.

Spencer said to the writer of this

article , when asked if he had had

much to do with the natives in the

course of his work. “ All my life I

have been in touch with them , and

now I constantly visit their villages

and call at the houses, where I

invariably find a number of the

people already supplied with the

Scriptures in their own tongue.”

"Are many of the people still

heathen ? "

" There is not a single Maori

who is not to some extent acquaint

ed with the plan of salvation ,"

Mr. Spencer explained ; " they

have all heard of Jesus Christ and

they know what was His mission

here on earth . Their original wor

ship was not idolatry as we under

stand it , but a belief in spirits

which were supposed to inhabit

space around them . Everything

that had to do with religion was

termed Tapu (sacred) , and this

word, to a great extent, sums up MAORI GIRL AND NATIVE CARVINGS.

the whole of their religious life .

In former days the priests , who were often sidered to have some occult significance .

the chiefs, always sat and ate by them- If when he were passing along, and his

selves. No one would come near them. shadow fell across a basket of potatoes ,

In many places food has been set for me we will say, no one would afterwards dare

apart from the people, but one of their to touch them , or if his garment brushed

own sacred men would eat with me. Not against any article of food , no one would
only my office as a minister led them to eat it .

suppose I was sacred , but the fact that I “ A great deal of ceremony surrounded
was a white man and different from them

the daily life of the people , the most im

selves , doubtless led them to imagine me portant of these being the rites of purifi

a superior being. cation . When a house was built, it was

" The priesthood is in no way an never occupied until it was ' purified ' by

organized affair. Sometimes a man would the priest. In the same way if a canoe

set himself up as a priest, and announce was hewn, it had to receive the same

that he had , by some special dispensation blessing. When a man set out on a jour

from the spirits, become a sacred person . ney the last person with whom he came

Then even his very shadow was con- into contact would be the priest, who
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men

would takehim apart from the rest of the pret for them. We went, among other

people and consecrate him, and would places, to the Tower, where they saw the

then weave some thread into the upper axe formerly used for executions. When

part of the man's cloak. This was sup- its history was explained to them they

posed to be a charm that would preserve showed the greatest horror and would

the wearer from harm. So sacred was not go near it , so strongly did they wish

this thread considered, that a man would to dissociate themselves from the barbaric

carefully turn back the garment while he practices of their heathen ancestors."

ate his food lest anything should touch it. " Are the people as a whole literate or

Sometimes in order to shield this sacred illiterate ? "

thread from harm , the wearer would be " They are making considerable pro

carefully fed, so that nothing should touch gress now from an educational point of

it , as contact with any material substance view. For many years past the Govern

was supposed to annul its power. On his ment have been establishing schools

return from the journey, the traveller among the Maoris. Those who had been

would not be approached by his family or embittered by the war resisted this , but

friends, neither would he eat anything, the opposition is being rapidly overcome

until the priest had taken him apart again in all directions. The schools are at the

for purification to the place where these disposal of the masters and mistresses for
ceremonials were carried out. Here the any religious instruction out of school

thread would be removed , and he was hours, when the Scriptures are often

once more free to enter into the ordinary taught in the schools by the teachers.
routine of life , and to mix with his fellow- " There are the Church Schools at Te

creatures.” Aute, Waerengahika, and St. Stephen's

" Are the Maoris difficult to win to Chris- for boys, and atHukarere and Victoria

tianity, or is there much opposition ? " College, and the Pres School at Turakina

“ Not having any stereotyped religion , for girls, where Scripture is regularly

these people offer less resistance than the taught. Some of the Maoris possess great
Hindus, for instance, who have so much intelligence . Many native and

formality attached to their worship . Very women have become qualified to teach

often it happens

that the most

barbaric and

cannibalistic

races the

easiest to con

vert , though in

these days it is

considered a

great insult to

suggest that the

Maori has de

scended from

cannibals. A

few years ago

when King Taw

kiao came to

London, accom

panied by several

other influential

Maoris, I was in

England at the

time and accom

panied them in

much of their

sight-seeing in

order to inter- THE MAORI SALUTATION,

are
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HAULING KAURI LOGS.

in these schools. I know of four men the Europeans at Petane in 1868. The

who have singularly distinguished them- result was that he and his people were

selves . Three of them are fully qualified bitter enemies of the whites and actively

doctors, and one is a lawyer who has given opposed to their religion. I asked Bishop

up his time to work among his own Stuart, Who is looking after that village ?

people. He said , “ They have no one to look after
" At the time of the Centenary, I issued them . All our efforts to reach them have

special letters and drew up statements in been repulsed. I determined to see if

Maori , which I sent far and wide among anything could be done, and accordingly
the native ministers. In many instances I paid them a visit .

they made these the subject of sermons, " I arrived there in the evening, and was

and in some places the people contributed, soon given to understand that my room

and interest in our work is steadily in- would be preferable to my company ; but

creasing I had anticipated this, so I pitched my

“ At one time the sole idea the Maoris tent and looked after my horse, without

of New Zealand had of the Bible Society any aid from the natives.

was that it was an institution to enable « That evening I went into their big

them to obtain the Scriptures at a cheap house where they were assembled for

rate . Consequently they thought there worship , and I sat down. When they had

was no need to support the Bible Society finished the service, the chief got up and

any further when they themselves were said : We have a Paheka (white man )

well supplied. It was then necessary to among us ; perhaps he has something to

explain to them that though they them- tell us ? ' I rose to my feet , but before

selves might have the Book , there were I had said half a dozen words my voice

many who had no Bibles, and these also was drowned with cries of Amine (Amen )

should be helped. and Kati (enough) and the people went

" It is rarely nowadays that one meets out of the building.

with direct opposition among the Maoris, “ Next morning (they have morning and

but even then I have found it possible evening worship) the chief again said :

to overcome this. There was a certain * We inay as well give this white man a

village, Te Haroto , Hawke's Bay, where a chance of saying something. I managed

chief resided, whose father with thirty-five to speak for about a couple of minutes,
of his tribe had been killed in a fight with when I was again interrupted with Amine
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moreand Kati, and the people once come on a Sunday, I will take care that

dispersed . I had noticed who were the you shall have a Sunday service. ' The

loudest interrupters , so I quietly went to following year I sent him word that I

them and had a little general conversation would be there on a certain Sunday. I

with them. Then I had a chat with the reached the place on Saturday and found

chief, and continued my journey. that the chief had come from some dis

" The following year I visited the place tance to be there to receive me. He sent

again, and found them improved and dis- his young mento look after my horse and

tinctly less hostile. Again at their evening pitch my tent for me -- a marked contrast
meeting I was asked to speak , and I to the time when I first arrived among

managed to get in about five minutes' talk them .

before I was interrupted as before ; and " At their meeting that evening he said :
then I observed that the interruption came " We have had a minister come among us in

from a fresh source ; those men to whom I the past, andwe have been unable to get

had spoken before did not interrupt me rid of him . He evidently intends to stick

again . There was also another improve- to us, and the best thingwe can do is to

ment in the attitude of the people. This stick to him . You will do me a pleasure

time some food was brought to me, and if you will all come to -morrow to the

a few gathered round my tent. Next services which he will hold for us. He

morning I had a good ten minutes' then asked me to say a few words, and I

address, and when I parted from the was able to speak for a little while without

chief he said : You always come on a any interruption.

week -day ; when you come again , come " Next morning the chief aroused me

on a Sunday.' I replied, “ With pleasure, before sunrise and asked if I were ready

if you will allow me to carry on Sunday to give an address. Hurriedly getting into

worship .' ' Oh yes , ' he said, “ if you will some clothes, I went into the large house

66

AMONG THE NEW ZEALAND ALPS. "

AT THE TOP OF COPLAND PASS.
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and found every one present . They listened seemed most profitable and the people

attentively while I spoke to them. Again were completely won over. Subsequent

at ten o'clock and at three o'clock and at visits to the same place have proved that

eight o'clock I was able to address them, these efforts were not in vain , and on the

touching especially on Christ and His last occasion I sold a considerable number

work on our behalf.
The whole day of Maori Testaments and Bibles.”

The number of Maoris in the North Island is estimated at 41,000 , of whom some

17,700 belong to the Church of England, as the fruits of the C.M.S. Mission. There

are about 9,500 connected with other Missions, 2,500 Mormons, and the remaining

11,000 are practically heathen , though nearly half of them profess to worship the true
God.

An Unpublished Letter

of Sir John Franklin

TH
HIS famous Arctic explorer was a The letter is addressed to Stephen

midshipman in the Navy when the Peacock, 18 , Salisbury Square, Fleet

Bible Society was founded , and served at Street, London, and is dated Port

Trafalgar inthe following year. Early in Franklin, Great Bear Lake , November

his career he proved his interest in the 6, 1825. It bears the London postmark,

Society's work. We find, for instance ,We find, for instance, September 29 , 1826 .

that at the close of his first expedition to " Little did I think when I parted from

Rupert's Land, which explored the Sas- you in Devonshire Street , that I should

katchewan and the Coppermine Rivers, have to thank you in my first letter for

he returned to York Factory, the station your kindness in attending the remains

of the Hudson's Bay Company in 1822 . of my deeply lamented wife to the

There, on August 25th, the Hudson's Bay grave . : . . Daily perusal of the Scrip

Auxiliary of the Society celebrated its first ture, frequent meditation on its holy

anniversary. " The meeting was attended doctrines and precepts, with fervent

by Captain Franklin and the officers of prayer and praise, will bring comfort to

the Northern Land Expedition , who our minds which this world neither can

kindly bore a part in its proceedings.”: give nor take away. Let us then earnestly

This Auxiliary remitted to London seek these pleasures through faith in the

its second contribution, amounting to blood of Jesus—in the full assurance of

£ 96 9s . 6d. hope that through His redeeming love

Franklin returned to London that same we shall find peace and happiness beyond

year , and in 1823 married Eleanor, the the grave .”

youngest daughter of Mr. Porden . In It is also interesting to note that Sir

the spring of 1825 he set out in command John Franklin was equally zealous in

of a second expedition to the same Arctic advocating the claims of the Book of

region, his wife dying in England shortly books when later he became Governor

after his departure. We are privileged of Van Diemen's Land. In the Society's

to present our readers with the following Report for 1837, the following entry

extract from an unpublished autograph appears among the grants of Scripture

letter preserved in the York Place made to individuals : “ Fifty Bibles and

Library. It bears pathetic testimony to two hundred Testaments to Sir John

the comfort which, in his loneliness and Franklin, proceeding as Governor toVan

bereavement, he drew from the Bible. Diemen's Land, for the use of convicts

· The Society's Nineteenth Report, p . lxxii . proceeding in the Fairlie."
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By the Wayside in Sumatra

R
E

By the Rev. W. H. Williams

The Bible Society's Sub-agent in Malaysia

Lesman German Steamer,":"reached
thing fresh to attract my attention and

interest me. As the train glides slowly

Belawan, in Sumatra, early next morning. on its journey , troops of monkeys gaze

As we entered the river, the prospect inquiringly from the neighbouring trees ,
was by no means pleasing, low

mangrove swamps line either side

of the stream , and a chilly mist

enveloped river and land with a

damp, fever-generating mantle.

But by the time we touched the

wharf where we were to disem

bark, the sun , rising as it does in

the tropics with great rapidity, had

dispelled to a large extent the

mists, and given a much brighter
appearance to the river and the

surrounding country,

Belawan is considered one of

the most unhealthy places in the

East , so much so that it is almöst

impossible to stay a single night

there without having a bad attack

of fever next day. Vessels put to

sea every evening and return early

next morning, or else the European

part of the crew go up country

each night, to escape the dread

malaria .

Though only a little village, a

vast amount of business is carried

on here , for it is the port of Deli ,

one of the largest tobacco -pro

ducing districts in the world .

After struggling with a mass of

Chinese, Malays ,and Tamils, all

anxious to have their goods passed

by the Customs officers, my boxes

were seized by strong Chinese

coolies, and we rushed to the

railway station, anxious to catch

the first train to Medán . The

Dutch have shown great enter

prise in building this railway, the

difficulties entailed being simply

enormous . For at least twenty

miles it passes through a pestilent

swamp, and it is said that the

making of this line cost as many

European and native lives as there

are sleepers to the line.

I have often passed through this
district, but each time I see some- NATIVES FISHING, SUMATRA .
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By the Wayside in Sumatra

we

But at length the

swamp is left behind,

and now pass

through plantations of

tobacco , cocoanuts ,

tapioca and other

tropical produce . The

Chinese coolie ,

stripped to the waist ,

is busy attending to

his crops , or cutting

down jungle in pre

paration for the plant

ing of various seeds ;

whilst in contrast, the

indolent Malay, clad

in clothes of many

colours, may be seen

sitting on the gates at

the level crossings,

puffing away at the

everlasting cigarette,
and looking as if

workwereanunknown

quantity in his life .

The whole scene is

a never-ending pano

rama, and one which

very forcibly im

presses the stranger

from other lands.

After a journey of

about forty miles the

train reaches Medán ,

which is the chief

town of Northern Su

matra, and the centre

A GROUP OF MALAYS, IN
The houses are built off the of the tobacco trade.

ground on wooden posts.
A VILLAGE , SUMATRA.

I invariably make this

place my head

whilst crocodiles and other reptiles bask- quarters , starting out in the early morning

ing on the mud -banks, as they were dis- for distant villages and returning late at

turbed by the noise of the engine, dropped night, weary in body and sometimes

into the water with a loud splash . Lovely oppressed in spirit, for although I have

kingfishers and other brightly coloured made some splendid sales in this district ,

birds fit from tree to tree, or alight on yet there have been days when the

the telegraph wires until the approaching Malays especially have refused to buy

train puts them to flight . and have shown unmistakable signs of

The sight of two little stone pillars hatred to the Word of God. There are

erected in the mud, probably covered at days when you go from house to house

high tide, which marks the lonely grave and meet with nothing but rebuffs and

of a Malay, came as a reminder that not surly looks, the people refusing even to

only this man , but thousands of others glance at the books , and telling you that if

of his race , have died without a know- you gave them away they would not have

ledge of Christ , since in this part of the them .

land there is not a single missionary whose Nevertheless there is a brighter side to

whole time is devoted to the Malays. the work , and it is a real pleasure to visit
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By the Wayside in Sumatra

Chinese or Malay villages when every and then the rest of the crowd seem like

one is buying Scriptures, and inviting you a flock of sheep , for though they may

into their houses to drink tea , anxious to have previously refused to buy, when once

make inquiries concerning the books which the ice is broken they are all anxious to

are being sold . purchase a copy.

My plan of action is to occupy a spot After breakfast I systematically visit the

in the market-place during the early morn- houses , both shops and private dwellings,

ing, and there meet the natives as they and in this manner I have offered Scrip

come to make their day's purchases. It is tures for sale in nearly every house in

quite a curiosity to them to see a white Medán and the other towns and villages

man selling goods in the market- place , and within a hundred miles of that centre.

a crowd speedily gathers, who inspect my During the past fortnight I have sold nearly

literature, at the same time asking innu- 2,000 Bibles and Portions in this district

merable questions concerning the books alone ; out of this number over 200 Malay
and ofttimes of a more personal nature Arabic Portions have been dispos of to

such as the amount of my salary ? am I Muhammadans, some of whom had previ

married ? how many children have I ? ously bought from me and were anxious

Finally, after bombarding me in this to possess other parts of the Bible. One

fashion, a man will suddenly buy a book , Malay school-teacher came to my lodgings,

AR

JUNGLE SCENERY BESIDE THE RAILWAY, SUMATRA.
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By the Wayside in Sumatra

desirous of purchasing a number of but , strangely enough, were anxious for

books to use in his school. He stayed their son to be a Christian .

with me for some considerable time read- Mission work is greatly hindered by

ing and asking questions, and finally went the awful example , constantly before the

away with twenty New Testament natives , of many Europeans, who seem to

Portions. This, I might mention , is a have regard neither for God nor man, but

most unusual case, but this man seemed who live simply for self - gratification .

to be broader -minded than the average When the Church of God awakens to its

Malay. responsibilities and opportunities there
Last Sunday I addressed a congregation will be a great future for mission work in

of educated Chinamen , when one fine Sumatra, but at present, except on the

young fellow, who had been under my West Coast where the Rhenish missionaries

teaching for some considerable period , are working most successfully, this island is

was baptized. Both hisparents are heathen, enveloped in “ darkness which may be felt. ”

A RIVER IX SUMATRA .

-

!
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Beneath the Pagoda at Wuhu

By Hans Döring

Sub-agent of the Bible Society in China

HY did they fire a gun under

our windows during the

night ? ” I thus asked Dr. Glover,

the missionary in charge of the

American " Alliance Mission " in

Wuhu, after the first night I spent

in their hospitable Mission home.

He explained that some members

of a secret Society had been at work

in Wuhu, placards had been found

here and there on the houses and

temples and street corners , appealing

to the people in fanatical language to

kill the foreign devils as in 1900.

Therefore theGovernor had ordered

the police force strictly to guard the

foreigners' houses, and to fire guns

during the night at intervals, to let

everyone know that the servants

of the great Celestial Government

were even awake at night, and ready

to shoot everybody who should dare

to attack the foreigners. The mis

sionaries in Wuhu were particularly

delighted with this arrangement,

though the utmost they could do

was to wish those gun -firing celestial

guardian angels, who robbed them

of their sleep, some other less ob

trusive employment.

We had come to Wuhu on a colportage have a marvellous capacity for hiding

trip . When we landed from the steamer their bitter feelings behind aa polite

the day before we did not observe any smile .

anti -foreign sentiments in the behaviour Such is the soil into which the mission

of the people. On the contrary , they ary and colporteur are scattering the

seemed to be much more polite in their precious seed of Gospel truth ; much of

dealing with the foreigner than the folk it seems to get washed away by the

in many other places which we visited . treacherous flood of lies and deceit which

The blocks of foreign -built houses, used are mightier than the floods of the

by the natives, proved that Wuhu had Yangtze. But the glory of God and the

adopted foreign methods to a greater power of His Gospel are shown forth the
extent than other ports on the Yangtze. more in the fact that even from such

We did not hear the cry " Foreign devil," new shoot has sprung up

nor did we meet any in the streets whose unto eternal life .

looks were stinging with hatred as we To reach the Fu -yin -lang ? " Joyful

were accustomed to meet up North . sound -hall ” —of the Mission we had to

But we had heard enough, and had some cross a creek , on the banks of which

experience ourselves , of the unreliability stands an ancient pagoda — a landmark for

of these people in the Yangtze ports, miles around . Thousands of jackdaws

and we did not, therefore , attach too
The Gospel Hall of the Alliance Mission is

much importance to their outward signs called thus ; while that of the China Inland

of peace and goodwill. These people Mission is called Jesus Hali (Je-su - Lang) .

THE PAGODA AT WUHU

ON THE YANGTZE RIVER.

soil many a
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Beneath the Pagoda at Wuhu

and other birds have built their nests " I give you five cash for your book ,

in the loopholes and windows, and in foreign teacher ,” he said , with a roguish
all probability they carried up the seed look.

which has grown into a tree on the “ Do you know that the cost price of

top of the pagoda. The priests of the this is more than fifty cash , and its real

temple near by say that this tree is value worth more than all the silver and

the result of a miracle, performed by gold of the whole earth , my friend ? "
the god to whom the pagoda was dedi- I said in return .

cated, and that the tree was made to “ Yes, teacher, I know ," the little fellow

sprout out of the solid stone . But the smiled , subdued ; " but you are doing good

jackdaws know better . deeds. I am only a poor boy ; you could

The little Wuhu street boy , who has give me that book for a present.” One

a stand near the pagoda, where he sells felt very much tempted to do so, but

oranges and peanuts, does not believe nevertheless remained firm .

those fables. He learned to read and “ The Shang-Shu-Kung -Hsi ( Holy- Book

to write in a Mission school, and there Society) has fixed a rule that the books

he also learned that there is but one must not be given away ; if you want to

God , and that all the other gods the buy it you can have it for not

priests talk about are false ones. He cash less than seven - and good big ones,'

is a bright-looking lad , and when he was I added, observing that the little rogue

offered one of our seven -cash Gospels was getting some small cash from his

he did not show the empty, frightened string. Seeing that he could not move
expression that one sees on the faces the bookseller to sell the book for

of boys who have been influenced by six cash , he gave in at last, and pre

anti-foreign parents and teachers . He sented seven good cash for the coveted

was cheerfully ready for a bargain . copy.

one

A Dry River in a Thirsty Land

By Mrs. Frederick Parrott, M.A. , M.D., of Kobe

IT
T was the eighteenth of March , and my degree of hilarity, no uproar, no drunken

husband and I decided to spend a ness connected with it.

couple of hours in the hills . The long On our way up the street we stopped

drought was broken by a very rainy day at a temple I have often wished to see .

this week. Not only was our comfort There was a meeting of worshippers. It

increased by the cleanness of the atmo- was such an unusual thing that we quietly

sphere, but the absence of dust allowed us withdrew .

to keep our eyes open as we walked . Past men and women with their swing

Just now the streets are gay with flags ing burdens, past children with babies on

and paper lanterns. It is a long time their backs , past little folks at play , past

since anything like a general display of boys flying kites, past the ubiquitous dog

flags has been made. The fall of Port attending to everybody's business, past
Arthur brought out many ; but even more shops with wares displayed and those

seem to be in evidence now . On Tues- where all are kept from view , past houses

day, March 21st, the fall of Mukden is to with and without gardens, on and on ,

be celebrated . The present decorations up and up, at last we reached the

are an earnest of what will then be seen . mountains.

No unusual number of people were Most of our course lay over bare , steep

on the highways, and no excitement was peaks covered by dry grass. The paths
to be seen . It is surprising that so little were narrow and not pleasant to one who

demonstration accompanies the progress dislikes walking on the edge of places.

of the war. A few lanterns, a few orderly We went up “ Cremation Valley,” across

processions, fags Aying—that is about several small peaks to the " Ordnance

the extent . There is no bravado, no Survey Station." This is the highest
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A Dry River in a Thirsty Land

point in that district . A square stone for away was one beautifully wooded point.

the surveyor's instruments is sunk in the A slight curl of smoke floating heaven

ground. Above it rises a wooden frame- wardmarked the location of a temple.

SUWAYAMA HILL , KOBE.

work shaped like a pyramid. From this We concluded to cross two more hills.

a flag may be flown. We had visited this spot about a year ago.

We sat for a few moments to look out Then , far below , lay a lake full of clear

upon the Inland Sea far away to the right . green water. It was fed by a noisy

In front , so much below that men looked inountain stream that rushed over the

like mice , lay Kobe , with its yellow sandy stones in its haste to give up its burden .
streets and its great extent of dark grey The abundance ran out to form a wild

tiled roofs . It filled the space between and lovely cataract — the Nunobiki Water
sea and hills. On our left , we saw the fall . This is the water supply for the

place where it is rapidly stretching out its city of Kobe.

length toward Osaka , and as rapidly To-day, what did we see ? No water

growing out of all remembrance of the to spare . Down in the very bottom of

dayswhen Marquis Ito was Governor of the reservoir was a little turbid yellow
the Prefecture. As we turned to view water stirred up by the recent rain . A

what was behind us , the scene changed weary but willing little stream was bring
completely. It was indeed the " back " ing in a quiet way what it could ; but

of things. There were no houses, no sea, it had no volume. Still, it made a green

only bare grassy mountains — not one or pool between itself and the muddy col
two or half a dozen ; but eight ranges lection beyond . I looked and looked .

broken and packed in together until the Is it possible that this is all that Kobe's

single peaks were so many as to dis- three hundred thousand have at their

courage counting. What an upheaval service ?

must it have been that broke up the face With a taste as of snow in the clear air

of the earth after this fashion ! Farthest we did not remain long. Our descent
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was by a deep valley . The mountains Away in Manchuria a dozen soldiers are

were partially wooded and most pictur- accoutred ready for battle. In a few

esque. The bed of a stream we used to moments they are to face death . They

know was parched and dry. Its waters have come to the man who explains those

had fed many terraced fields below . I tiny penny Gospels you sent them . They

recalled the watchful care with whichi ask him to pray for them that they may be

it was turned from one to another. What brave for Jesus and the Emperor. Rising

would they do with warm weather soon from their knees, they take their Gospels

coming and no supply for irrigation ? with them to read between engage

We walked silently, for we had to ments. So our friends at the front tell

attend to our feet lest they should slip . us in their letters.

The power of the environment grew upon The men who are passing through Kobe

me. Another vision rose in overmaster- for the front , at the rate of three thousand

ing strength. It was not Kobe-but a day just now , are two inches shorter than

beautiful Japan with its many myriads those of a year ago. Twice has the limit

thirsting for the Water of Life ; not of height been reduced . It is now under

Nunobiki and the large and small supply- five feet. These men are in as much

pipes leading from the reservoir to the need of the little books as were their

city , but the Agency Depôt in Kobe, brothers who went earlier. Shall they

its workers, and , going out from there go thirsty to battle, perhaps lie smitten

by rail or boat, the cases of God's Word with fever and ready to die and not

and the colporteurs to give them to know what Life and Hope are as we know

individuals. their meaning ? Are our friends, the

Our fields are in sore need of the Stream readers of this magazine and the sup

which flows from the Bible House, in porters of the Bible Societies, willing for

need of the visits of Biblewomen and these brave men to suffer thus ? Wefear

colporteurs. We used the Water with that further retrenchment will be neces

careful hand last year. Now the number of sary unless funds are forthcoming to

famished ones has suddenly increased by retrieve the deficit already existing. The

thousands on account of the war. Were attempt to meet the need of this tired and

you ever wounded and thirsty ? Pitifully thirsty world has helped to cause the

true is it of many now begging to be deficit. And now, what of the particu

supplied. In one hospital the soldiers lar needs of Japan ? Must they go

cast lots as the Bibles were so few. unsatisfied ?

The Late Sir William Muir.

The death of Sir William Muir, K.C.S.I. , cause of Christian Missions. He was

has removed from the list of the Society's Chairman of the Committee which organ

Vice -Presidents a distinguished name en- ized the Missionary Conference in London

rolled on it twenty -four yearsago. Enter- in 1878 . In the Bible Societies of Great

ing the Bengal civil service in 1837 , Mr. Britain his interest was equally warm ,

Muir rose to posts of the highest respon- and his advice and advocacywere always

sibility and influence, becoming in succes- at their disposal . The news of his death

sion Lieutenant-Governor of the North- recalls a message which he sent in con

west Provinces, Financial Minister, and nection with the Society's Centenary :

Member of the Council for India . On his “ Sir William Muir prays that a rich

return to this country he became Principal blessing may abide and daily grow on the

and Vice -Chancellor of the University of labours of the great and noble British and

Edinburgh, and was recognized as one of Foreign Bible Society, whose work has

the first authorities on the history of been so wonderfully blest by God, and

Islam , his best -known work being The that it may in the future from this Cen

Life of Mahomet. tenary onwards continue its splendid

Throughout his life Sir William Muir record , and may grow in usefulness and

took a deep and active interest in the blessedness."
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How the Bible Speaks for Itself

Some Letters from Chinese Postal Clerks

R

were

one

EADERS of our maga will not only deliver men froin

zines will remember The new Catalogue
perdition, but will give them

that last year, at the request
of Scriptures in everlasting life. I will pray

of the International Postal
Chinese , which has to God. But how can a

been issued this year
Telegraph and Telephone

foolish man like me ingratiate

Clerks' Christian Association,
from the Bible House himself into God's favour ?

which met half the cost , the
at Shanghai , is a re

Kindly let me know all neces

Bible Society's Agent in
markable document.

sary formality and decorum

Shanghai distributed over one
Its price list enumer

for worshipping Him . ”
ates 385 distinct

thousand Testaments among Another writes : “ I received
forms of Bibles , Tes

the postal clerks in China. at the beginning of this moon
taments and separate

Many letters of thanks have a Bible. I have read it, and

been received , showing that
Scripture Portions ,

find that it is

all varying in type,

very instructive

the books not only and stimulating. I must keep

in
paper, binding , etc. ,

readily accepted , but it and value it as a most pre
and all in the lan

numerous instances were cious thing."

studied with appreciation .

guage and dialects

From Hwainganfu
of China. They

These letters, moreover, writes : “ I have been living
range in price from

supply an answer to the ques in darkness for over ten years,
d . to LI .

tion whether a non -Chris and I know not what is right.

tian Chinaman of ordinary I am reading a few chapters

intelligence can understand the Scriptures daily, and have only now got to know
without notes or verbal explanation. about the Crucifixion of Christ. I under

The following are translated extracts stand now that Jesus is the Lamb of God

from the first thirty letters received :- who comes to save the whole world , who

“ The obtaining of your Bible is as clears out all the devils , and leads us to

much admired as the acquirement of an walk in the true path of God .

invaluable pearl. I suppose the God of “ The reading of the Bible reveals that

your honourable country is like our God Jesus can save our souls, which is not like

of the dead, who is in charge of all affairs our doctrine of Confucius — that can save

in Hades. Alas ! the Chinese have a only our bodies. The saving of the soul

desire to obtain happiness, but know not is more important than the saving of the

the way . body, as the former is eternal and invalu

“ When I was a boy I heard my father able, while the latter is transient and

and brothers speaking about the Cruci- destructible. Your generosity and kind

fixion of Christ. I have been aspiring to ness in distributing Bibles and thus en

know the particulars of the story formore abling the foolish people to knowthe love

than ten years, but had no chance, and of Jesus will be deeply engraved in our

now , in obtaining this Bible, I have a hearts ."

treasure that satisfies my longing. A letter from Chili says : “ Your kind

“ I understand now that God is omnipo- ness in desiring people to obtain spiritual

tent and august. I have been reading the life and to come out from darkness is

Bible with such joy that I forget eating commendable. I have heard of the good

and sleeping. I think this is because ness of Christianity before, but I did not

God, after inspecting the reality of my know it thoroughly. When I received your

desire , grants me His Divine assistance." Bible I began to realize its importance."

One writes from Hunan : “ The perusal From a small town near Canton a clerk

of the Holy Book is really exhilarating, as writes : “ When I read the Bible I find it

it excites the emotion of the reader. as useful as a light in darkness. I am

Whenever I read it in the morning I feel living in a retired place,having no know

joyful. The reading of the Book shows ledge of anything outside the small place

that its teaching is comprised in these where I dwell. I am very fortunate to

words : “ That Jesus is the Saviour who obtain a Bible. ”
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One in Hoyang says : " I heard the whether foreign or Chinese. I am now

name of Jesus long ago, but I did not sixty years of age , and though I am a

know anything about it ; but when I read great reader I have never heard of this

the Book I realize the importance of my doctrine before. I am greatly interested

soul and the kindness of Jesus.” in knowing that besides the Chinese books

From Szechuen one writes : " I am ex- there is such a good Book as the Bible . I
ceedingly glad to have the chance of will endeavour to disseminate the doc

obtaining a Bible . The Book seems to trine, and for this purpose will make

contain unstinted blessing for anybody excerpts from the Bible for circulation."
who reads it . I have heard of its value “ As I live in a retired place I am

before , but never had any chance to see unable to hear this doctrine.... I have

it . I have been reading the Bible very read the Bible carefully, and have found

often, and I am now feeling as if the Holy that there are many places worthy of

Spirit is working in my heart.” notice, such as that God so loved the

Writing from Hupeh one says : world that He sent His only Son to the

the receipt and perusal of the Bible I have world .”

been as glad as if I had received some Yesterday I received your letter, and

precious stone. I perceive that for all the gracious gift of a Holy Book. Your

my past years I have been in the dark. doctrine is full of joy. An inch of merit

By reading the Bible, both in the I have not, nor have I any.face ’; because

morning and evening, I have come to of this I constantly listen to the admoni

better understanding. My regret is heavy tions of the Scriptures.... I constantly

for past blindness , therefore it is my have a desire to know this doctrine.

earnest desire to clear up this unsettled Thank you for giving me this Book . I

state of mind so that I may reach heaven's must certainly, after my duties are over,

gate, and show that I will not forget God's study it, and not offend God, who is

great kindness nor your own good wishes.” compassionate and virtuous."

One in Honan writes : “ I read with Many similar extracts could be quoted .

esteem of your sublime instruction and Making every allowance for Chinese

benevolent intention in wishing to save politeness," such replies indicate not

the people. I am thirsty after the doc- only that the books have been read , but

trine, and I shall be grateful if you will also that , in Luther's phrase, the " kernel"

kindly point out to me the most important has been got at . Several of our Sub

part of the Bible .” agents are now making a systematic

“ When I read the Holy Book I visitation of the post-offices in some of

Jesus is the Saviour who saves all men, the provinces of China.

e that

.
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The Gospel in

Guaraní

Ti
HE evangelization of the

Indians of Paraguay was

begun in 1579 by the Jesuits,

one of the most devoted of

whom was the priest Ruiz de

Montoya, who gave himself to

the study of Guaraní, which is

the language of the Indians of

Paraguay, and reduced it to

writing. Though the Jesuits

made no translation of the Scrip

tures, yet quotations from ser

mons in the shape of Scripture

texts and expositions of the
same are still found in the old

Jesuit dictionary, all in the

Guaraní language ; whilst even

amongst uncivilized Indians their

influence is seen in the common

use of Christian terms.

But a Guaraní version is a

necessity ; for though Spanish is

spoken in the larger towns, yet

in the interior Guaraní is still

the language of the people, just

as Welsh is the language of

Welshmen . Up to 1905 no

more than the Sermon on the

Mount had been printed in this

language, but during this year

St. Luke in Guarani and Spanish

has been published. Dr. J. W.

Lindsay , the translator, has de

scribed the way in which the A GIANT CACTUS, SOUTH AMERICA .

translation was made :

" From the beginning of our missionary the Sermon on the Mount into Guaraní.

work my fellow -workers and I found we The Paraguayan said this had been given

were obliged to acquire the language in him some years before, and he had taken

order to reach the Paraguayans of the care of it and read it . The translation

interior. While one of the workers was was unknown to me, but after a time I

visiting in the interior he passed the night managed to get a copy for myself.

with a fairly intelligent Paraguayan. After “ Soon an opportunity arose for begin

the missionary had read the Gospel ning the translation of a complete Gospel .

aloud in Spanish , his host said : ' I have A middle-aged native , named Don Nicolas

a piece of a book here in a language I do Gomez, came from a village fifty miles

not understand,' and from the bottom of away to consult me about an affection of

a box he fetched out and carefully un I operated upon it , and on

packed an advertisement page from an recovery he said that as he was poor

American magazine. This didnot exhaust he could not pay very much for his

his library, however, for he next produced treatment, but he would willingly give

something which was new to the mission- himself to any work we might set him .

ary , a copy of the B.F.B.S. translation of While in the hospital he had become

his ear.
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The Gospel in Guaraní

interested in the Gospel, and was continu- ordinary services in the house , groups of
ally reading the Spanish New Testament. natives would wait about gazing through

I therefore suggested that the greatest the window and listening to our English

service he could renderwould be to help hymns. One fine young fellow used to
in translating a Gospel into Guaraní. listen very attentively . One night he

“ St. Luke was selected for a beginning waited until all the others had gone.

All day long Don Nicolas sat in his Standing by the window grasping the

lodging poring over the chapter for the iron bars (there is no glass), he said :

day, until the hour arrived that had been ' Señor Doctor, why don't you take some

set apart for translation work. interest in me ? I come to listen to your

was not rapid at first-only a few verses music, and although you give booksand

a day , but afterwards we were able to get papers to the other people, you have

through as much as half a chapter or never givenme any. ' My dear fellow , '

more . When chapter xi . was reached, I replied , “ I'm so sorry. I never thought

Don Nicolas had to return home, but I you could read Spanish , or I should have

managed to get another patient , Don given you all I have. ' But you have

Antonio Jimenez, to help me to bring Guaraní books, haven't you , that I could

the whole translation to completion. understand ? ' I gave him a Gospel in

“ Some months later Don Nicolas re- Spanish and some tracts, adding how

turned, and we revised the whole of the sorry
I
was that we had not yet the

version together. Since then I have trans- Gospel in Guaraní, but expressing the

lated the other three Gospels and have hopethat we shouldbe able to give it to

sent them back to Paraguay to be revised all the people. ThenI suppose,' he

with the help of natives. I hope before replied , ' I shall just have to wait until

long to receive the MS. of these Gospels. it comes . He bade us . Good-night , ' and

" On many a Sunday night , in our went away sorrowful."

6

ENCAMPING ON THE PAMPAS. Photo by Neville Edwards.
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Abroad with the Bible

THE CHOTA NAGPUR PUSH -PU'SH .

Colportage in

Chota Nagpur.

Our Calcutta Secretary,

the Rev. A. W. Young,

has recently visited many

of the Mission Stations in

Chota Nagpur, a large

district in Western Ben

gal . There are no rail

ways in the district and

the only means of loco

motion is the Push

push," the motive power

being supplied by five

or six coolies, some of

whom pull in the shafts

in front while others push

behind , where there is a

rail for them to catch

hold of . These are

changed aboutevery nine

miles, the retiring team

notifying their approach to the next relay Society , being supported by the Govern
by a succession of yells as they draw near ment, and by the voluntary subscriptions

the " post.” The speed of these vehicles of individuals. During the revolution of

cannot be called excessive the maxi- 1903 , which created such chaos and

mum being four miles an hour — and they poverty in the island, this Society ap

have been known to take nine hours doing pealed to the B.F.B.S. for help and

five miles on a bad road. Mr. Young received a consignment of Scriptures to
received a cordial welcome from all the the value of £ 12, with special arrange

missionaries and native congregations. ments regarding the prices at which they

In a private letter he says : " The tour were to be sold. This Society is anxious

was profitable in more ways than one, to retain its own independence, although

and I was astonished at the generosity it works in perfect harmony with the

of the people's gifts. The country was B.F.B.S. in Haiti .

looking very beautiful and the different Our friend and correspondent, the Rev.

types of aborigines interested me very A. P. Turnbull , of Bird College , Port au

much . The Hos easily carry off the Prince , has done excellent service in

palm . - a fact of which they are quite promoting the work of the B.F.B.S.
conscious , the bearing of the women is in the island. He has established a

especially fine." small depôt at the following coast towns :

The language of the Hos is Mondari, Petit Goâne, Grand Goâne, Les Cayes,

in which the Bible Society has published Cape Haiti and Jeremie , in each of

the New Testament, Genesis, Exodus and which a reliable Christian worker has

Psalms, and is making arrangements for charge of the stock of Bibles and Testa

the completion of the Old Testament . ments for sale, with portions of the

Scriptures for distribution . A suitable

In the Land of Revolutions.
colporteur was engaged in the spring

Formany years past there has existed of 1905 , who will make expeditions

a Haitian Biblical and Religious Book into the interior of the island . The

Society, which does good work in the B.F.B.S. is responsible for his salary .

capital, Port au Prince. It is entirely The astonishing rate of exchange now

separate and independent from any other current - at which it takes seven
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onedollars Haitian to obtain dollar Readers of the brief article by Dr.

American gold — immensely diminishes Grierson on "A New Hindu Sect,” which

the value of the payments received for appeared in THE BIBLE IN THE WORLD

Scriptures sold . for May, will turn with keen interest to a

longer account of this remarkable move
Colportage in Burma.

ment, written from full information by

The Rev. W. Sherratt writes from the Rev. D. H. D. Griswold, of the

Rangoon : " We have been having very American Presbyterian Mission . It is

hot weather during April and May, the entitled , “ A Christian Fakir,” and is

greater part of which months I have published in the July number of The East

spent at colportage work in the jungle and the West, the admirable Quarterly

villages. As we have visited a large Review for the study of Missions which is

number of small and out - of - the - way issued by the S.P.G., and which continu

hamlets, the sales effected have been ally increases in value and interest.

fewer than on previous occasions when

I have gone out with the colporteurs to

larger places . But everywhere there

seems to be a considerable amount of We warmly congratulate the National

readiness on the part of the people to Bible Society of Scotland, whose issues

purchase our books and attend to the for 1904 have reached the record total

message of the Gospel . I hope to spend of 1,526,468 copies. The new Report of

the next four months in colportage in the American Bible Society shows that

different parts of Upper and Lower during 1904 our friends and allies issued

Burma.” 1,831,096 copies of the Scriptures.

BURMESE PRIESTS.
Photo by Kliet , Rangoon .
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PORT SAID AND THE SUEZ CANAL. Photo by 7. l'anner Early.

are

A Month on the Suez Canal

N July and August, 1904 , a very natives labouring on the Canal banks .

I to Such forms an outline of what was done

the Suez Canal by Mr. Alexander Hope each day of the journey, except when I

in an open sailing boat manned by two remained for a few days at Kantara ,

native boatmen, and accompanied by Ismailia, and Suez .

Ahmed, our depôt servant, who rendered “ On the left bank, opposite one of the

valuable assistance by his knowledge of stations, lies the village of Kantara, the

most of the Continental languages. first place of any size. From this village

In his report to the Agent, Mr. Hope travellers by the desert route from Egypt

describes his experiences as follows : start on a five days' journey to Palestine.

" I left Port Said on the nth July, 1904, The inhabitants almost entirely

with a good supply of Scriptures, in a fair Moslems, and as there are no schools the

sized native sailing boat, manned by two majority cannot read. I visited all the

Moslem boatmen . The dwellers at the shops and public offices such as the post

twelve Canal stations, which average office, the custom -house, and the police

twenty persons cach, and the ever busy headquarters. A few purchased Portions.
workers the twelve thirteen Most of those able to read were preju

dredgers, with an average of thirty men diced , and one young man , after pur

on board, are chiefly of French , Greek, chasing a Gospel , fanatically set fire to it,

Italian and Austrian nationality. Most of though I took it from him before it was

the stations and dredgers are not within destroyed. However, I had long, and, I

easy reach of towns on the Canal where trust, profitable conversation with the

places of worship are found, so that the head of the customs, the chief of the

inhabitants and workmen are practically police, and others, on the claims of Jesus

desolate of any spiritual ministration, save Christ.

what some of them may be able to derive " Leaving Kantara the next place of

from the Bible. The majority of them importance is Ismailia , the half-way house

belong to the Roman or Greek Orthodox of the Canal. From ships holding by the

Church. usual course the town cannot be seen , as

“ On the first day I touched at two it lies hidden by numerous trees . It is

stations, one or two dredgers , a number divided into two parts, native and

of houseboats, besides meeting several European, as is very common in Egypt

on or
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A Month on the Suez Canal

Photo by J. Vanner Early.
A CAMEL CARAVANSERAI

ON THE DESERT BORDERING THE SUEZ CANAL.

for towns of any size . The Arab part house in the European quarter, where the

does not show any improvement on a people were invariably pleasant and many

purely native town, but the European of them made purchases of Gospels , New

quarter, in which the French element is Testaments or Bibles. The remainder of

strongly in evidence, is beautifully laid out the time was spent in visiting the shops,

in broad, long avenues, with good, clean cafés , schools and offices in the native

roads. At Ismailia I remained four days . quarter. Here as I walked along the

The first two days I visited from house to street , cries of Kufr (i.e. infidel ) were at

SIGNAL STATION

ON THE SUEZ CANAL.

Photo by F. Vanner Early.
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A Month on the Suez Canal

times heard , but in spite of such oppo- but at the time of my journey there was

sition, which sometimes produced un- no colporteur to go amongst the people.

pleasant results, a good number of Schools, offices, and shops were visited

Moslems bought Scriptures. and a good number of Scriptures were

"“ Between Ismailia and Suez — which is sold , chiefly to Arabs and Greeks.

the next place of importance - numerous “ In the streets I met with opposition on

Arab labourers were employed in several occasions. One young sheikh

moving sand from the Canal banks as a who had attended the Azhar gave a sullen

preparation for widening the Canal in response to a request to examine our

certain parts. Most of them were quite books and also prejudiced the minds of

illiterate, and it was exceedingly difficult others against purchasing . Efforts to

to sell . Before those who could not read get young Effendis to purchase a New

re

W..CL

Photo by F. Vanner Early.
COALING A LINER

AT PORT SAID.

would purchase , they took the books to one Testament in English or French , if not in

of their number who was able to read, and Arabic , were at times successful.

it all depended upon his verdict as to “ At the end of the five days I began my

whether they purchased or not. If he said return journey by way of the Fresh Water

that the book was only for the Nusranae Canal as far as Ismailia , so that I might

( i.e. Christians) , it was only after much argu- reach the scattered farm -houses and coast

ment and persuasion that they would some- guard stations situated near its banks.

times retain the volume. One or two after This proved an exceedingly arduous three

purchasing Gospels returned them , as they days' journey for the boatmen. The sails

considered they contained “ infidel speech. could only be used for a few hours during
" In Suez, where the European and Arab the whole time as the wind was ever

quarters are together, I remained for five against us. In the intense heat , slow

days. A depôt connected with the Egypt progress was made by hauling the boat
General Mission stands in a good part of with a rope attached to the mast; but the

the town ; Scriptures can be obtained, path along the bank was covered with
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tall , strong thorns, and alm trees stand- that this part of the journey was finished ,

ing close by the deep water added to the and the boat once more entered the main

laborious character of the work. The waterway at Ismailia. On the way back

people on the banks were very few, and I visited the village of Kantara, and was

we covered miles without sighting a single enabled to dispose of several Gospels

hut. One evening as the boat lay moored where before I had failed .

between two stations on the edge of the “ The whole journey took exactly a

wilderness, with the Mokattam Mountains month , and during that time six hundred

about three miles distant, a number of and forty - five copies of the Scriptures

jackals , probably attracted by the light of were disposed of in the following lan

the fire weused for cooking, approached guages : Arabic, Croatian, English , French,
to within twelve yards of us, remaining Greek, Italian , Persian and Servian . Half

from 11.30 p.m. to 3 a.m., when the of thenumber were Arabic books.

approaching dawn caused them to de- “ The attitude towards the Scriptures

camp. At a coastguard station I was assumed by the different races to be found

closely questioned about my past and on the Canal banks is
very varied. The

future movements. Having satisfied the Greeks, French and Italians care but little

officer in charge , he brought tea for the for them , whilst the Croatians, like the

boatmen and myself, and recommended Russians, received them gladly . The

the men under him to buy the Scriptures. Arabs in their attitude are somewhat like

This they all did , although they were their koran-very contradictory. Many

Moslems from the Sudan . accept them with the sense of doing you a

" At another station I met two men ill favour, or out of curiosity ; others again

with fever to whom I gave some medicine , refuse with indifference ; but the great

which little act brought its reward by majority reject with bigotry, believing

several of them purchasing Gospels . It in their ignorance that the Koran contains

was somewhat with a feeling of relief all that is revealed in the Bible."

Common Prayer
" We cannot believe in Christ for ourselves without

believing in Him for the world. " Philips Brooks.

OR many years it has been the rule for the whole staff of the Bible House in

London to assemble for prayer every Tuesday morning, and in many other

countries the servants and friends of the Society are accustomed to unite week

by week, for common intercession on its behalf. We entreat all who are like-minded

to join each Tuesday morning in this unison of praise and prayer with the Society's

agents , colporteurs, and Biblewomen throughout the world .

The following special topics for prayer are suggested to our fellow -workers :

For September. - For God's blessing on each St. Luke in Lepcha ( India), and the completed

copy of His Book sent out by the Society, and New Testament in Nyoro (Eq. E. Africa ). (4)

especially ( 1 ) For the revisers at present For the Portions now being translated into

engaged on eleven great Indian revisions ; for Santali ( India) and into Daui (New Guinea ).

the revision of the Portuguese N.T. for Brazil , For October.- ( 1 ) For the Rev. A. Taylor

and of the Kabyli N.T. for the Berbers of visiting the Far East . ( 2 ) For the Rev. R. E.

Algeria. (2) For the Portions of Scriptures Welsh , our new Secretary for Canada. . (3) For

now being prepared for issue in Dinka ( Sudan ), our newly appointed District Secretaries (4)

Ibo (West Africa) , Bribri (Central America ), For Mr. Alexander Kenmure invalided home

Gang (Sudan ), Guaraní (Paraguay ), and Kar- from Korea. (5 ) For Mr. Lawrence returning

anga for Western Matabeleland. (3) For the to Japan , and Mr. Day returning to China, to

following books that have lately left the press : resume their work this autumn .
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The Power of the Book

Sofa

won

Told by Missionaries

OME were becoming anxious about their soul's

of our salvation . This widow possessed a Bible

most val- sold by the colporteur who passed through

ued help this section of Brazil. I know of five

ers are other people who have Bibles bought

mission
more than thirty years ago . These Books

aries who are being read , and three of their owners

undertake are earnest Christians." Mr. Jackson con

colpor- cludes his letter by saying : “ I am very

tagewhile ambitious to place the Scriptures in every

itinerat. home in these parts, that their saving Truth

ing in out- may become known to every creature.”

lying por

tions of A Gospel in a Chinese Inn.
their dis

tricts. And Another missionary who has also

it fre- rendered the Society much valuable ser

quently vice is the Rev. W. J. Doherty , of the

happens China Inland Mission, Hsinchang. He

that they writes : “ Several instances of fruit reaped
will dis- from colportage have come under my

Cover notice of late. An itinerant doctor, visit

souls who ing fairs in order to dispose of his

have been medicines, found himself one day weather

for bound in an inn. While looking around

Christ by the place , his eye fell on a copy of

Som e St. Luke's Gospel , and picking it up he

askedthe inn-keeper whence it came.

the Scrip- " From the foreign devil' was the

tures left reply of the man , who tried to dissuade

by one of the doctor from reading the book, though

our col- this only made him the more eager to

NEAR PETROPOLIS, BRAZIL. porteurs, peruse it . The wonderful cures effected

instantaneously and without medicine by

have passed that way years before . the Great Physician had a fascination for

Mr. Jackson , a Baptist missionary who him, and he studied with interest the

is doing pioneer work in the interior of whole of Christ's teachings. His first

Brazil , recently made a two- months ' trip feeling was surprise that so few believed

in the valleys of the Rio Grande and the on Him , but this was followed by indig

Rio Preto. In one town he found a nation that a disciple should betray such

Christian who had been converted through a Master. And then, to quote his own

reading one of the first Bibles sold in that words, I was angry to think of this

part of the country. In another town Good Man being nailed to the Cross, and

Mr. Jackson came across a family prepared I was disgusted at the wicked crucifiers.

to hear the Gospel as the result of another " At the very earliest opportunity I
Bible purchased at the same time. He visited a missionary and remonstrated,

writes : “ In the city of Bara we were only to learn that it was for the sins of

delighted to find a poor widow who had men like myself that the Saviour suffered . '

confessed Christ as her Saviour a few From that day he abandoned idolatry and

months before. She had been so active became a consistent Christian. He has

and earnest in her work that three other been instrumental in leading a number to

women had yielded to Christ, while many accept Christ.”

copy of

AR

who may
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exhorted her to

kneel, and we

prayed the Lord

to spare the child .

He heard and

answered . That

day salvation

came into our

house ."

A BEGGAR OUTSIDE A BRAZILIAN HOMESTEAD.

Thirty

Years Ago."

" On another

occasion , Mr.

Doherty writes ,

“ I had been on

one of those

dreary trudges

that often fall to

the lot of a mis

sionary on pio

neer journeys. I

had met with

nothing but in

ertia and indif

The Message of Life Everlasting. ference everywhere. Towards evening,

In a wine -shop and gambling den sat

a business man who had become so

depraved and vicious as to be a terror

to all who knew him. Having vented his

anger at his gambling losses by severely

beating his wife , and driving her with her

infant to the hills, he came across a native

colporteur and began slandering the

Gospel.

“ Has not China enough doctrine with

out these red-bristled barbarians bringing

another ? ” he asked .

The colporteur replied : " The teaching

of Confucius may serve for this life , but

what of the next ? ” and he handed the

man who was sick of life the Message of

Life Everlasting

He read the book and agreed with it in

the main , but those words " One God and

one Mediator ” were difficult to grasp .

" Finally ," he said , " I decided to reject

the false and return to the True. But

what think you ? The wife whom I had

welcomed back became enraged at my

change of religion, and began to chant

prayers to Buddha. I used to read and

pray aloud that she and the little ones

might hear, but all to no purpose, till our

eldest boy was taken seriously ill . I
A FIJIAN OF TO-DAY.

- - -

-
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however , from a village amongst the hills, now ascertained that more than two

a man came hastening to me with beam- thirds of our two hundred catechists, lay

ing face , and a kindly invitation to visit preachers, and schoolmasters have been

his home. “ Thirty years ago,' he said , aroused to a sense of their danger whilst

" I first heard of the Gospel through a living in sin , and have afterwards obtained

colporteur, and eight years ago I met a peace solely through reading their Testa

missionary. During these thirty years, ments , without having received any

though far removed from all Christians, counsel, admonition , or spiritual instruc

I have worshipped God, and told others
tion from any one.

of Him. I am very happy to meet you. ' “ As these are representative men from

And so was the weary worker, who all parts of the Windward group of the

.thanked God and took courage . ' ' Fiji Islands , I think we may safely con

clude that the majority of those of our

“ The Only Means. "
members who have passed from ' death

unto life ' owe all their good to the

It would be difficult to find a more study of God's Word ; and when it is

complete vindication of the simple remembered that we have 4,260 members

object of our Society than the following in society with us in this circuit alone,

striking testimony which was borne by and 432 upon trial , what a blessed fact

the Rev. J. F. Horsley, Wesleyan minister is here brought out to the glory of God !

in Fiji , as to the converting power of “ Of the great number of texts which

divine truth when applied to the heart have been applied by the Spirit of God,

and conscience by the Holy Spirit . ' The wages of sin is death is the

Writing to the Society in 1866 he said : one most frequently mentioned as having

" In April, 1865, it fell to my lot to been used to bring them to repentance ;

examine twenty -eight young men, who whilst our Saviour's invitation , Come

were recommended by our native unto Me,' has conveyed peace to scores

ministers as candidates for the office of of troubled souls .

local preachers. While listening to the “ Sermons preached by missionaries,

accounts of their conversion to God, I and Bible Classes ; sermons by native

was struck with the oft-repeated mention ministers and lay preachers ; our love

of the New Testament as having been feasts and class meetings ; sickness and

the only means used by the Holy Spirit extreme danger ; words of warning and
to convince them of their danger and the consistent conduct of persecuted

to point them to the Lamb of God, Christians, have all been means used by
which taketh away the sin of the world . ' the Spirit; but class these varied agencies

Since that time I have carefully noted together, and still the Word of Life ,

such cases whilst engaged in my mission- without any comment or auxiliary what

ary labours. From conversations, exam- ever, has been more effectual in leading

inations, and written documents , I have souls to the Saviour.”

The Late Dr. Ebenezer Jenkins.

Another venerable Vice- President of the Society passed awaywhen, on the day

of the opening session of the Wesleyan Methodist Conference, the Rev. Dr. Ebenezer

E. Jenkins, the oldest member of the Legal Hundred, entered into his rest. For

nineteen years a missionary in South India , he returned to ministerial work in

England, where from pulpit and platform he ardently advocated the extension of

Christ's kingdom abroad. In 1877 he was appointed one of the Foreign Secretaries

of the Wesleyan Missionary Society, and thus came into still closer touch with the

Bible Society, frequently appearing upon its platform and bearing eloquent and

enthusiastic testimony to its work. We join Dr. Jenkins's multitudinous friends in his

own Church in giving thanks for the worth and dignity, the self-denying zeal and

confident hopefulnessof this aged servant of God , whose labours his Master so highly

honoured and his brethren so warmly esteemed.
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The Secretary of the Foreign Missions

Committee of the Presbyterian Church

of England writes, that at a recent

meeting of the Synod it was agreed to
record their thanks to the British and

Foreign Bible Society for its generous

help rendered to the Synod's mission

work in China and Formosa, by putting

under the superintendence of their mis

sionaries colporteurs whose salaries and

expenses are met by the Bible Society.

Through the good offices of His

Honour Judge Forbes, St. John, N.B.,

free grants of the Society's Hebrew and

Greek Testaments have been distributed

to the students at the following Theo

logical Colleges in Nova Scotia : King's

College (Episcopalian ), Windsor ; Pres

byterian College, Halifax ; Mount Alison THE GATEWAY,

(Wesleyan ) College and Acadea College HIGH DOWN HOUSE.

( Baptist ) , Wolfville .

exists. In Tudor times the Docwras were an

influential family in Hertfordshire, and Sir

Messrs. Christie's book sale on July 5th Thomas's name frequently appears in State

included one volume of exceptional rarity, documents during the reigns of Henry VII .

which Mr. Quaritch secured for £940. This and Henry VIII.The house is a small, com

was a perfect copy of Tindale's Pentateuch pact mansion with mullioned windows and

(1530) , which belonged to the late Mr. John substantial walls , and appears likely to endure

Quicke, of Newton St. Cyres, Devon. It is much longer than many more recently erected
considerably taller than the Grenville copy in edifices. It stands at an elevation of 427 feet

the British Museum , which has hitherto been above the sea, and commands particularly fine

regarded as the only perfect specimen in and extensive views.

existence. The single example of this edition In 1866 a small association in aid of the

which has occurredin the saleroom in recent Bible Society was formed at High Down, and

years was Lord Crawford's, which brought the inaugural meeting was held in a newly

£225 in 1887; but that was “ made up," and erected spacious brick and slate barn, belonging

wanted the title and prologue to Genesis. The to the farm buildings. This meeting was the

Bible House Library is rich in possessing two earliest purpose for which the barn was ever

copies of Tindale's Pentateuch. used , and since that date it has been employed

for the same good object regularly each year,

except on the rare occasions when the weather

High Down House, the beautiful home of has permitted the gathering to be held under

Mr. Joseph Pollard , is situated near Hitchin, the shade of the trees in the garden . On June

in the north -west part of the county of 29th , the thirty -ninth of these successiveannual

Hertford . takes its name from its position meetings was held at High Down. Our friend

on the range of chalk downs which traverses Mr. Pollard, as usual , presided , and the address

the country from Hampshire to Flamborough was given by the Rev. J. H. Ritson, one of the

Head. The house was built in 1504 by Sir Secretaries of the Society. The financial

Thomas Docwra, the Prior of the Knights of result to the Society formed a record . Boxes

St. John of Jerusalem, as his private residence. realised £ 18 IOS. ro { d. ; Subscriptions, £2 25 .;

A stone heraldic panel, containing his name Collection, $ 5 IS. 7 } d.; and Donations,

and shield , with the date, is found upon the £3 8s . 3d . , making a total from this generous

walls of High Down House, and a similar village of £29 125. 9d.

panel bearing the same date may still be seen An interesting feature was the presentation

over the gateway of St. John's, Clerkenwell, to Mr. Pollard of an address signed by the

the only portion of the monastery which still vicar and all the workers of the parish church ,
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congratulating him on the attainment that result will be an increase of interest and

same week of his eightieth birthday . Mr. subscriptions."

Pollard , who is a hale, old English gentleman, 条

celebrated his golden wedding on Aug. 31,

1904 : He is the author of a charming
A French soldier at Saigon put into quaint

book of Egyptian travel , entitled The Land of
terms his gratitude for a gift from the French

the Monuments, and illustrated by his daughter,
Bible Society : “ J'ai toujours, la Sainte- Bible

Mrs. Robertson Nicoll . He has served on the
que vous m'avez donnée ; je la lis un peu

Committee of the Bible Society since 1890, and
presque tous les jours, et je crois bien finir

as one of its Honorary County Secretaries for
par m'éclairer à force de la lire . C'est beau

North-west Hertfordshire, has taken the
ce livre, c'est chic ! ( sic ). Je ne comprends pas

warmest interest in advocating its claims
que depuis le temps qu'il existe, on ne l'ait pas

outside his own parish .
publié davantage...

The Committee

and staff of the Society join most cordially

with his family and his troops of friends in The late Rev. R. Lovett in 1886 revised for

wishing him many happy returns of his

birthday.
the R.T.S., of which Society he was a Secre

tary, the standard Life of William Tindale,

by R. Demaus. In connection with his

Writing from Sydney, N.S.W. , June 5th ,
researches, Mr. Lovett gathered together a

Mr. C. E. Bowen , District Secretaryof the
very fine collection of early -printed Bibles and

New South Wales Auxiliary, says : “ We are
other books, designed chiefly to illustrate the

life and work of “ The Father of the English
doing all we can topush the new magazine,

Bible. " A new edition of Demaus' book,
and some of our Branches are responding

well . One Branch that was receiving fifteen
invaluable to those who study the history of

Reporters per month has ordered fifty copies
the English Bible and of the Reformation,has

of The BIBLE IN THE WORLD. When I tell
recently appeared .

you that we issued the Reporter gratis, and

that we charge id . for the new paper, you will A grant of 79 English Bibles, Testaments,

see it is appreciated. I urged the Branches to and Gospels and 15 Hindi Testaments and

appoint a lady to canvass for subscribers, and Gospels hasbeen made to the Rev. W.L.

take charge of the distribution, and wherever Broadbent, Wesleyan minister in St Vincent,

this lias been done it has proved successful. British West Indies, to be distributed among

I must congratulate you on the continued those who are still suffering from the effects
excellence of the magazine, and am sure, produced in that island by the volcanic

though you must be issuing it at a loss, the eruption .

HI

HIGH DOWN HOUSE, NEAR HITCHIN. The residence of Mr. Fosephi Pollard, where

Bible Society Meetings have been held for
thirty -nine successive years.
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The Rev. B. G. O'Rorke, one of the

Chaplains to the Forces in South Africa, has

forwarded acheque for £3 9s. 6d. tothe nds

of the Society, being money collected at

voluntary services for soldiers at the Tem

porary Camp, Bloemfontein .

The Committee have granted copies of St.

John's Gospel in Arabic Braille for the blind

to Miss N. J. Lovell, of Jerusalem , who is

devoting herself to those who sit in darkness

in the Holy City.

There is no warmer friend of the Bible

Society in Australia than the Rev. J. B. Gason ,

Vicar of St. John's, East Malvern, Melbourne. REV. J. B. GASON .

Mr. Gason has acted as one of the Secretaries

of the Victoria Auxiliaries' Union since its
Hon . Minute Secretary of the l'ictoria Auxiliaries' Union .

formation, and temporarily as Corresponding pure fame of a passionate belief. There is
Secretary of the Union with the Bible House

nothing quite like it in the world , and from it
in London . He has rendered very great assist

have come the great miracles of action in
ance by speaking and preaching on behalf of

history.”

the Society in different parts of Victoria, and

he loses no opportunity of urging its claims

and of improving its organization in the State With the consent of the Wesleyan Confer

of Victoria. Amongst the latest services he ence, the Committee have appointed the Rev.

has rendered, he has forwarded to England J. Addison Ingle, M.A., a well-known Wesleyan

photographs, taken by himself and other Methodist minister, to be the Society's District

members of a Photographic Club, which will
Secretary for the South -western District, com

prove useful in illustrating theSociety'smaga prising Devon and Cornwall. Mr. Ingle isa

zines. His warm attachmentand long services Cambridge graduate ,who studied theology at

were recognized by the Committee when Didsbury College, Manchester, and was or

they made him , in 1904 , an Honorary Life
dained in 1887. Forthe last three years he

Governor. has been stationed at Birmingham . Mr. Ingle

will reside at Plymouth , entering upon his

new duties on Sept. ist .
We understand that the authorized life of

Mr. Hudson Taylor has been undertaken by

Dr. and Mrs. Howard Taylor. Meanwhile the The Bible Society has had many most

China Inland Mission has issued a small “ In devoted and successful servants. Only one of

Memoriam " volume which contains the its agents, however, has taken permanent rank

addresses delivered at the memorial service among English men of letters. Interest in

held on June 13th in the Mildmay Conference George Borrow and his books seems to increase.

Hall, London, including the tribute by the Mr. John Murray has recently begun to issue

Rev. J. Sharp, who spokefor the Bible Society. a most delightful reprint of Borrow's works.

The little volume also reprints various obituary The Bible in Spain , which naturally comes

notices, resolutions, & c., including the remark- first in the series, though it runs to over

able article which appeared in the Guardian 800 pages, makes, by the aid of thin paper,

for June 7th , written , we understand, by a one beautiful and convenient little pocket

Bishop of the English Church, from which we volume , which is sold for 25. net. It is not

quote one or two significant sentences :- generally known that in writing this book

“ The power inherent in a simple faith which first madehim famous, Borrow obtained

without any accessories or system remains as from the Bible Society the loan of his own

an awe-inspiring and tremendous fact; and, correspondence from the Peninsula with its

further, the first step is common to all Chris. Secretaries, andnaturally utilized this material.

tianity - namely, the actual apprehension of Thus the opening pages of the first chapter

God in Christ by a simple act of faith by the of The Bible in Spain , including the vivid

individual soul by whatever means attained. episode of the sailor's dream, are reproduced

... We can be thankful for the one deep almost verbatim from the very first letter

lesson taught to his generation by the founder which Borrow wrote to the Bible House

of the China Inland Mission , the power of the describing his arrival at Lisbon .

The British and Foreign Bible Society, 146, Queen Victoria Street, London, E.C.

-
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The Bible in

the World

October, 1905

"" A Sound of Abundance

of Rain "

THE thoughts That this is no manufactured emotion

of Christian alism is the more evident since some of

people have the most striking examples are to be

for some time found , not in towns where notices of

past centred revival meetings have been profusely

on the Revival, placarded , but far from the main centres

which , starting of civilization , at the farthest outposts

in Wales, Christian effort.

spread far be A few instances will make this clear.

yond the limits A missionary writes from Burma : " There

of the Princi- is a wonderful movement along our Siam

pality, till we border ; a tribe called the Musos are

find in the coming into the Kingdom by hundreds."

most unex- The American Baptist Mission at

pected parts of Kentung, North Burma, announces that

the mission in five months the baptisms have

field a deep- amounted to 1,396 .

ening in the The Khasia Hills in Assam , where the

spiritual lives Welsh Calvinistic Methodists are at work,

oftheworkers , have caught the revival echoes from the

and an in- hills at home. We are told that “ town

gathering of after town has been stirred to repentance
souls that can and new consecration . Many have joined

be accounted the Church , and a marvellous movement

for by no mere has begun among the children in the

human agency, schools,and everywhere the chapels are
while long. filled with inquirers."

closed doors The Indian mails bring cheering news

are opening to from various parts of revival meetings

the Gospel. being held by native Christians in Madras

And it is not and whole villages won for Christ in

so much that Hyderabad.

vast numbers
The China Inland Mission reports that

of converts are being added to any one in 1904, 2,387 people were baptized ,

particular Church ; the Spirit of God while in 1903 the number was 1,729.

would seem to be permeating the whole San Salvador, a stronghold of Romanism

and being manifested among all sorts and in its most corrupt form , is not the most

conditions of people — we believe as the promising soil , one might think, for a

answer to the definite prayers of God's spiritual awakening ; yet from this place

children. comes word of a remarkable movement
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“ A Sound of Abundance of Rain "

for Church reform , originated by a Roman educated people . In this he advocates

priest who obtained his first Bible from the introduction of the Bible into the

one of our agents four years ago. His public schools, and he inserted gratis the

evangelical teaching led to his being ex- paragraph announcing the Bible Society's

communicated as a heretic. But he is books, while his attitude towards our

very popular at the capital, where he workers is very friendly .

edits a paper under the title “ Albor As we stated in our last number, there

Christiano ” (Christian(Christian Dawn) , which is also on foot in the Philippines a move

meets with great appreciation among ment ofa similar character, which makes

the Bible the basis of its teaching and

promotes its circulation among the people.

This has necessitated a new edition of

the New Testament in Bisaya - Iloilo .

Coming nearer home, we learn that in

France there are already marked results

among the Evangelical Churches following

the visit of the Protestant ministers to the

meetings in Wales. And we could go on

multiplying such instances.

NEVERTHELESS it is obvious that,
at most , a revival can be but a tem

porary wave sweeping over the com

munity ; its worth is tested by the

permanent effect wrought on the lives

of those whom it reaches. It is too

soon as yet to attempt to assess the

value of the present religious revival,

but there is one marked feature in con

nection with it for which we thank God

and take courage. No revival can be

of lasting gain to the

souls of men unless

it be based on the

Revelation of God

and His Son Jesus

Christ , as given us in

the Holy Scriptures ;

and soul-development

is impossible unless

the spiritual life of

the convert be nou

rished by that same

word of God .

Now it is not with

out significance, that

simultaneously with

the indications of a

great spiritual awaken

ing,
an un

precedented demand

for the Scriptures

from all quarters of

the globe.

In the Bible Society's

Annual Report, which

is just issued , it will

comes
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" A Sound of Abundance of Rain

be seen that the output last year in many been touched . If all the copies of the

of its Agencies attained record diinensions, Scriptures issued from all sources during

and the demand shows no signs of dimi- the past century were now in existence,

nution. Look at the following examples. there would remain 1,200,000,000 people

In Japan , in spite of war and straitened with no knowledge of the Word of the

finance , and irrespective of the 350,000 Living God , still crying, “ Who will show

copies issued gratis to the troops, our us any good ? ”

sales of Scriptures last year amounted to If the Revival is to be a universal

20,000 more copies than in 1903. In awakening to the things of God , it can

China over one million copies were sold only be effected through the individual

by our own Society last year. efforts of Christ's people.

Two years ago, we received tidings The very tokens of success may prove a

of a marked revival springing up in snare if we are tempted to slacken our

Madagascar. Last year the total sales in hand, and to lose sight of our personal

that island were 26,000 copies-against responsibility in the matter, content to

15,000 in the previous year ; and during watch the progress of the Revival from
the first six months of 1905 the Society afar.

granted a further supply of 10,000 The souls saved must to some extent be

Malagasy Bibles , 5,000 Testaments, and commensurate to the souls who strive on

10,000 Gospels in response to urgent their behalf. But there is a danger in the

requests from the missions in Madagascar. present day lest the individual overlook

In Burma 58,000 copies were circulated this, relying on the comfortable assurance

against 33,000 the year before . In Spain , that the onus of the matter is with the

despite the adverse conditions attending various Societies engaged in mission and

all Protestant work , 113,000 copies were kindred aims , and forgetting that these

circulated, against 88,000 the year before. very Societies can only be sustained by the

In Greece, although the New Testament prayers and consecrated gifts of those

in modern Greek is prohibited , the output units who make up the Church . And in

of Scriptures last year was nearly 13,000, so far as any of these units fall short , the

against the previous total of 12,500. Cen- progress of the Revival is being hindered .

tral South Africa circulated nearly 32,000

copies — mostly Bibles and Testaments , " LET us advance upon our knees,” said
against 24,000 in 1903 . In Korea the Neesima, the great Japanese Evange

circulation was 52,000 against 28,800 in list who founded the Doshisha Christian

1903. North Malaysia reports an increase College at Kyoto ; and this must be the

of 12,000 , while the circulation in South watchword ofevery soldier of the Cross,
Malaysia increased by 19,000 copies . In whether it be in the East or in the West.

Annam , where only a few years ago our For it must not be forgotten that as yet

workers were expelled from the country, there is but the sound of abundance of

the sales last year were more than double rain — merely the earnest of wondrous

those of 1903. Among other lands , France, things to come. Before the great rain

Belgium , Hungary, Russia, Siberia, Egypt, falls which will revive the whole of the

Turkey, India , Brazil,the Republics of the parched earth , God's people must-like

Andes, and the West Indies all show an His prophet of old-prostrate themselves

increase in the circulation of Scriptures. before Him in continual prayer, absorbed

in the one desire to see the coming of His

CONFRONTED with facts such as these, Kingdom .
and remembering the promise that And when the clouds arise out of the

God's Word must accomplish His purpose, sea, and descend in life -giving showers

we believe that this Book which is being even to earth's remotest shores, may the

sent forth in many tongues to many peoples Hand of the Lord be upon us, that we too

must even now be making for the regene- may far outstrip the powers of darkness
ration of the human race. as we run to do His bidding.

And yet, but the fringe of the work has F. K.
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About Ourselves

It is fully expected that the Centenary words, Anglican and Congregationalist,

Fund will be completed by the end of Wesleyan and Baptist, Presbyterian and

October, and the Committee in London Primitive Methodist, joined together in

desire to express publicly their gratitude that sublime song of praise which is also

to Almighty God, for the providence a great Christian confession . It was one

which has been over the Society in its of the great surprises of life ." A wish

Centenary celebration. While we are has been widely expressed that the Te

thankful for the money subscribed , we do Deum should be repeated on Nov. 7th .

not overlook the fact that it is only one

practical outcome of the Centenary, which

has been a world -wide demonstration of
In order to facilitate the work at head .

the undying power of the Word of God, quarters, all applications for tickets must

and of the underlying unity of mankind
be made in writing to the Bible House,

however divided by ecclesiastical and
146 , Queen Victoria Street, E.C. , and

these will be dealt with in rotation .
political and even racial considerations.

For these blessings a great Thanks
Numbered reserved seats 28. 6d . and is.

giving Meeting is to be held in the Royal
each .

Albert Hall, South Kensington, on Tues

day, Nov. 7th . Such a gathering will Two million people in Russia speak

form a fitting close to the special efforts Lithuanian : a new Government order,

of the last three years , and will encourage confirmed by the Tsar in April last year,

to greater devotion in carrying on the now for the first time permits the Society

ordinary work of the Society at the open- to supply them with the Lithuanian Scrip

ing of the new century: tures in a character which they will

Though the Committee are still con- accept. On page 314 we give more

cerned about their ordinary income , and details of this version .

are praying and looking for its expansion ,

yet they do not purpose to make their

Thanksgiving Meeting the opportunity for
The sales in the Japan Agencies for the

financial appeal.
quarter ending June 30th reached a total

of 57,742 copies, being 100 per cent. more

than in the corresponding quarter last

Our President, the Marquis of North- year. The free grants to Japanese and

ampton , will preside, and a unique plat- Russian troops, including the sick and

form of speakers is being arranged, wounded and the prisoners, numbered

representative of some of the great races 36,105 copies for the same quarter.

of mankind, no less than of the various

sections of the Christian Church . Par

ticulars of the speakers will be found
The generous concessions which are

elsewhere.
made to the Bible Society by the Govern

ment and private railways in Russia can

show no equal in any other country. The
The meeting will begin at 7.30, but the

Bible Centenary Choir, which rendered Society's disposal in the Empire of the
number of railway miles put at the

such valiant service at our Centenary Czar, without charge for travelling or

Meetings last year, will again occupy the
freight, amounts to not less than a quarter

orchestra and render a selection of sacred

music while the audience is assembling,
of a million a year. As an instance of

Bible traffic in Russia , on August 14th
and the solos will again be sung by a boy consignments of Scripture were despatched
from the London College of Choristers.

from the Bible Society's Depôt in St.

Petersburg to be carried 1,500 miles,

Undoubtedly one of the most impressive while the week before the consignments

items in last year's programme was the despatched were to be carried 5,200 miles ;

singing of Jackson's Te Deum by the vast and this represents the output from St.

assembly. Only last month the Sunday at Petersburg alone, without taking into
Home referred to this occasion , when consideration the Society's other depôts

" without books or any form of printed in various parts of Russia and Siberia .
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A New Version for

the Solomon Islands

An Interview with the

Rev. W. G. Ivens

Of the Melanesian Mission , who is

translating the New Testameni into Saa

nesian to the root . For instance, they

A Mission,the Bible Society isissuing always putthe possessive pronoun after
theFour Gospels and Acts in Saa , a the noun , and instead of saying 'my

language spoken by some thousands of hand , ' or its equivalent in their language,

people in Mwala (often called Malata) , in they say 'hand my,' the possessive pronoun

the British Solomon Islands. The story being added on as a suffix .”

of the translation of “ How do
you

this version is an account for ihe

interesting one,and large number of

serves well to illus different languages

trate the difficulties spoken in the South

that confront the Seas by people who,

missionary when he after all , are living

seeks to give bar comparatively near

baric nations God's together ? "

Message in their * It is easily ex

own tongue.
plained by the fact

The greater part that until the people

of the work has become Christians

been done by the the various neigh

Rev. W. G. Ívens , bouring tribes live

who is home on at deadly enmity,

furlough at present , holding no inter

and seeing the course with each

books through the other, apart from

press. The follow their cannibalistic

ing details, which raids. For instance,

Mr. Ivens related among the scholars

at the Bible House at Norfolk Island,

recently, throw light where our Mission

on these people for has its head train

whom the Bible ing school for

Society is preparing teachers, twenty

the Scriptures. five different lan

“ Mwala is guages are now

island 120 miles spoken, and prob

long , with a popula ably these have

tion of about thirty been distinct lan

thousand people . guages for three

Four languages , thousand years.

which are mutu « Saa is the name

ally unintelligible, of a large village at

and quite distinct the south -east end

from one another, of Mwala, and gives

are spoken on this the name to the lan

island . There arepe guage which is

culiarities common spoken by the ma

to them all , how jority of the people

ever, which prove TWO CHRISTIAN TEACHERS Photo by Beattie, Hobart. in that part of the

that they are Mela AND A HEATHEN CHIEF, MWALA . island . In this

an
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A New Version for the Solomon Islands

THE REV J. WATE, OUTSIDE

THE SCHOOL-HOUSE, SAA.

language g, f, v, and b are unknown ; landed among these people and endea

while one of the other languages spoken voured to learn their speech. I found the

on the island will probably have these best way
was to listen to the children . It is

consonants, but drop others in lieu of easier to distinguish the sounds they are

them .” making while their voices are young and

" How do you manage in translating clear ; the rough, hard voices of the older

when there is no word in the language of people are much more difficult to follow .

the people which corresponds to the word Moreover the children soon lose their shy

in the Bible ? " ness, and chatter away with nothing of the
“ In such a case I often use the English constraint that marks their elders. I

word, explaining to them as well as I can therefore made it a rule to listen atten

what that word means. Many of the
tively to what the children were saying,

people have never seen bread , but I have and then I tried to reproduce the sounds .

told them that it is a certain form of food , Under such circumstances, a good ear

and they understand what it means. Then and a retentive memory are, I consider,

again , they do not know what sheep are the two essentials when learning a lan

like . We have no animals on the island guage.

excepting pigs, but I show them pictures " Presently I managed to pick up a few

of sheep and tell them that they are simple expressions , such as Come here.'

animals something like pigs , but they are Then after a while I tried to think out

not pigs, and in this way they get to sentences, forming them first in my mind

understand what the word implies. as a mental picture , and then endeavouring

“ But there are many distinctive pecu- to make the sounds. In this way I pro

liarities in the Saa language , and it was all gressed as fast as I could, but it was four

very puzzling indeed to me when first I years before I attempted to translate any

—
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A New Version for the Solomon Islands

portion of the Bible. I experimented on or ghost , as the natives all paddle facing

part of the prayer-book first of all , but I the bows. However, on Patteson asking

felt that I must be very sure of my ground for a boy , Wate's father sent Joseph with

before I attempted a Gospel , as one can- him , and he was taken to school in Nor

not afford to make a mistake in translating folk Island, where he learnt to speak Mota.

the Scriptures. He eventually became a Christian , and

pathetic interest attaches

to the fact that, years

later, he rowed in the

boat that went ashore at

Nukapu to rescue the

body of Bishop Patteson ,

after he was murdered

by the natives of that

place .

" Wate's intelligence was

remarkable, and he was

undoubtedly a born lin

guist . His knowledge of

Mota was excellent, and

he spoke it idiomatically
as he had learned it from

his teachers ; and he

knew his own language,

Saa , so well that his

people always quoted his

authority as final. It was

his knowledge of Mota

as well as of Saa that

made him so invaluable

as a helper in the work

of translating the Gospels.
St. Matthew was almost

entirely his work . He

translated this into Saa

from Mota . I merely

revised his work, having

occasionally to refer to

the original Greek be

cause idioms differ in

different places."

“ But the remaining

Gospels and the Acts, I

believe, are your work ? ”

" Yes, though I read

NORFOLK ISLAND, SHOWING Photo by Beatlie, Hobart. some of the translation

through with Wate before

his death , which took

" I had a valuable helper in Joseph place about two and a half years ago.

Wate, the first native convert in Mwala, We printed a small edition of St.

whose career was a very remarkable one. Matthew on our own press in Norfolk

He was born about 1854, and was about Island, and the book is much loved by

twelve years oldwhen Bishop Patteson first our Christians. I have now about 1,400

landed at Mwala. He has told how when children under Christian influence in the

he saw the boat approaching the shore, neighbourhood of Saa, in fourteen diffe

the rowers sitting with their backs to their rent schools . "

destination , he thought it was some Akalo " Do the people pay for the books ? "

SOME OF THE FAMOUS PINES,
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A New Version for the Solomon Islands

Photo by Beattie, Hobart.À BOYS' CAMP, MELANESIAN

MISSION , NORFOLK ISLAND . i

“ Notasyou would understand payment . The people on the whole are poor ; their

The currency of the island consists of employment is chiefly agriculture. The

strings of shells , dogs ' teeth , and porpoise great work of the year is to get the

teeth , and armlets made of shells, but we ground ready for planting yams. In

use our own discretion in circulating the Mwala there are no real villages,butmerely

books, and we give them where the people groups of houses, and the people in each
cannot afford to pay for them , but where group will be related to one another. The

we know they will be read and valued . reason for this arrangement is that they

PORT ADAM, MWALA,

SOLOMON ISLANDS.

Showing the Melanesian Mission
Boat, “The Southern Cross," in

the distance,
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A New Version for the Solomon Islands

move.

move their houses year by year in order tion is enormous owing to the tremendous

to cultivate fresh pieces of ground, which rainfall , and the ground is very wet.

is less trouble to them than working the Moreover the island is very hilly, and the

same piece year after year. For one thing, hills rise in most cases abruptly from the

they have to fence in their land with sea, with very little beach . We do not

stakes cut from the trees, or the pigs , travel much on shore , but go from place

which are everywhere - would soon make to place by boat."

havoc of their crops . These fences usually " Do you meet with persecution ? "

last about a year, and they prefer to go “ Not in the present day. The people

further afield and put up fresh fences originally were exceedingly fierce and

and till fresh ground, rather than remain warlike cannibals, but now they are getting

in the one spot. In this way, you see, used to the Christian religion , and they

the population is continually on the think that the power of evil spirits is on

the wane. Many who have not yet

' Our chief difficulty with the work at openly embraced Christianity have aban
Mwala is that the people are scattered . doned all their heathen customs. A

The country is verywooded, the vegeta- heathen man said last year : · The spirits

have quite lost their power

since Christianity came into

the island . '

“ Can these people be de

scribed as a readingpeople ?”

“ As yet it is primarily the

children and young people

who do the reading. The

older generation have had

less chance of learning. More

over their eyes are often weak ,

and they find it difficult to

apply themselves to study ;

but they frequently desire to

read , and have asked for

spectacles in order that they

may follow the words for

themselves. When they get

the New Testament they will

probably sit down and read

it straight through.

would be in

terested to see how they

value the books . They carry

them about with them every .

where. Their memories also

are very often remarkable.

They have had St. Matthew

some years, and
many

of

them now know it by heart.

" The outlook for the

future is very hopeful in this

island . One realizes after all

that heathenism is only a veil ,

and if it can be removed and

the Spirit of God shed abroad

in the hearts of the people,

then one sees what an interest

A NATIVE SCHOOL-HOUSE, ing and lovable and promising

nation they are ."

And you

BANKS ISLANDS,
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The Renaissance in China

notes,

ary and imperfect, have been compiled ing English being numbered by the

from the best and most

recent authorities, and

will throw light on the

wonderful new facilities

for Bible -work in the

most populous mission

field in the world :

活

I
K

Education .

At last China realizes

her paramount need of

Western education, the

extension of which,

though very often crude

and imperfect, is already

remarkable. In fifteen

provincial capitals pro

vincial colleges have been

founded, while primary

and secondary schools,

mechanical schools, agri

cultural colleges, and po

lice and military schools

are springing up all over

the Empire . The most

noteworthy are the col

leges and schools in the

Metropolitan province

organized by Dr. Tenney,

an American, under the

direction of the Viceroy,

and the high -class work

done at Shansi Uni

versity , under the Rev.

Moir Duncan, an Eng

lishman , while the edu

cation system in Shan

tung and other provinces

is worthy of praise. A

capital provincial college

has been established near

Kweilin , the capital of

Kwangsi. Excellent

work is being done in

missionary schools and

colleges throughout the

Empire, while the ser

vices rendered by the

medical missionaries

have at last won Imperial

recognition. There has

been a notable spread of

II . res
A NATIVE BIBLEWOMAN READING TO

HOSPITAL OUT-PATIENTS IN CHINA.
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thousand, while a knowledge of Japanese 6,000 Chinese are at present studying in

is fast increasing. During the war there that country. Large numbers of Chinese

have been continuous departures of officers are being trained in Japan . In

Chinese students for Japan, and some many provinces the police schools are

being conducted by

Japanese, or are under

students trained in Japan.

Their success during the

war has given the Japanese

a powerful position both

in Peking and in the pro

vinces. A Japanese ad

viser has virtually directed

the Board of Commerce

throughout the year.

Everyportion of the Em

pire, from Urga to the

Yunnan frontier, from

Kashgaria to the Yellow

River, has been recently

visited by Japanese. In

1904 a Japanese traveller

completed a study, ex

tending over two years, of

the Central Asian trade

routes. The Japanese resi

dents in China number

several thousands, and

their influence has been

almost wholly beneficial,

especially in the distri

bution throughout the

Empire of educational

books and appliances.

Last year the Japanese

installed telephone ser

vices in Canton and Pe

king, and the system is

about to be extended to

other native cities.

Railways.

Although railway com

munication in China is

only in its infancy , a be

ginning has been made

full of immense promise.

The main line from

Peking to Hankow is

completed. The Canton

Hankow Railway has not

yet been begun , but was

surveyed long ago. The

German railway in Shan

tung and the Northern

Chinese railways have

A CHINESE COLPORTEUR SELLING

THE SCRIPTURES ON THE BOATS.
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now

been completed , and are thriving exceed- Other encouraging signs are the in

ingly. The British and Chinese Corpora- creased power and authority of the native

tion began the construction last year of Press. Where a few years ago there were

the Shanghai-Nanking Railway, perhaps only seven newspapers, there are now 157

the most promising line in China. Other daily, weekly, and monthly journals, dis

great trunk lines are planned or in cussing public questions with increasing

preparation. " Already journeys which knowledge and marked courage and inde

took three months against the stream pendence. Japan, Russia, Germany, and

can now be performed in three weeks, France are recognizing the growing influ

and those which took twelve days be- ence of the native Press , which they now

fore can be performed in twelve hours subsidize.

now .” Anti -Footbinding.

The Post Office .
While all Christian Missions more or

There has been a great extension in the less discouraged footbinding, it was not

work of the Chinese Post Office. The
till Mrs. Archibald Little took the matter

numberof articles with whichthe postal up,abouta dozen years ago, that much
authorities dealt has increased from progress was made. She travelled exten

49,350,000 in 1903 to 72,150,000 in sively throughout China, north to Chefoo,

1904. Couriers are travelling unmolested Tientsin , Peking, and Manchuria ; south to

throughout the Empire, except in two
Amoy and Canton ; and west to Szechuen ,

districts on the borders of Kwang-si and
Yunnan , and Kweichow , and held meet

Kwei-chau provinces, and 1,192 postings of Christians and non -Christians and

offices are
formed numerous societies over all the

open . The masterly

introduction and extension of the postal
land . She induced viceroys and governors

service is a lasting tribute to the ability
to issue proclamations and pamphlets

of its founder, Sir Robert Hart, and a
against the cruel custom , and even per

great help to education generally .
suaded the Empress Dowager to issue an

edict against it . This has encouraged

Literature. more viceroys and governors and other

The Society for the Diffusion of mandarins to join in the chorus. In the

Christian Literature in China reports summer of 1904 the Governor of Shantung

that there are now in the Chinese market prepared a proclamation against it ; and
over 2,360 different works on subjects the Prefect of Chingchowfu, in the same

wholly foreign to the teaching of the province, also issued his proclamation ex
Chinese sages ; such , for instance , as horting his people to give up the bad
Biblical and theological subjects, philo- habit ; while Mrs. Little during her visit

sophy, modern medicine, astronomy, to Yunnan has prevailed on the Viceroy

geography, history, natural history, of Yunnan and Kweichow to issue similar

mathematics, law, government, foreign proclamations. This has encouraged the
languages, war, and travel. Of these rest of the mandarins and gentry and

works 299 are issued by the Roman also the Muhammadan mullahs to come

Catholics, 564 by the Religious Tract forward and join in the crusade. When

Societies of China, 185 by the Educa- the women of China are delivered from

tional Association , 263 by the Diffusion this awful bondage of ages , their deliver

Society, and 1,050 by private Chinese ance will be largely due to the wise, heroic,

firms , as publishing houses independent and untiring energy of Mrs. Archibald
of Christian motives . Little .

Note. - A special interest attaches to the illustrations accompanying this article .

They are from a set of sketches drawn for the Bible Society by a native convert, and

forwarded by Archdeacon Moule, of the C.M.S. , Mid - China. In the first the Bible

woman is seen reading and talking to the out-patients in the Women's Reception Hall

in a Chinese hospital. On the wall hangs a picture of the Parable of the Good

Samaritan , which was drawn by the same native artist . On a scroll beside the window

is written the text : “ They that be whole need not a physician, but they that are sick .”

The second illustration shows how the colporteur boards the boats moored to the

riverside, selling the Scriptures to the passengers and boatmen .
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How the Kongo New Testament

was Welcomed at Wathen

By the Rev. John Bell

I

Of the B.M.S. Kongo Mission

WISH that all those who are inter- Christians had been saving money in

ested in foreign missionary work , order to buya copy, and manyof our

and especially in the work of the British boys andboys and girls had been collecting
and Foreign Bible Society , could have bundles of firewood, carrying water, and

been at Wathen when we received the doing other work to earn a copy (we

new edition of the Kongo New Testa- do not believe in giving them away for

ment, translated by Dr. Holman Bentley, nothing ). On that day the news

and published by the Bible Society. spread that the New Testaments had

Could they have seen what we arrived , and those who lived near by

privileged to see, their interest would came, and what excitement ! what re

have been greatly intensified , and they joicing ! as one after another got their

would have thanked God withglad copies and off they rushed to show their

hearts for the hold which His Word treasures to others. During the next

has on the love and affection of our few days the people came from far and

Kongo Christians. On the day on which near. Some, fortunately for them, had

our share of the boxes containing New deposited their money weeks before, and

Testaments came up, there was great so their copies were put on

soon

one side .

excitement , for we had not had a copy But alas ! many had to go away without

for months. During those months many being able to obtain a copy, and our

were

MISSIONARIES TRAVELLING

ON THE KONGO.

Photo by Mr. Whiteside,

of the Kongo Balolo Mission,
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The Kongo Testament at Wathen

A KONGO VILLAGE.

Photo by Mr. Whiteside,

of the Kongo Balolo Mission .

not open

only hope was that at other stations they our eyes in sympathy, but ours were also

had not disposed of their supply so tears of joy and gladness that there was

quickly , otherwise we should have to such a thirst for God's Word amongst the

wait at least six months before we could people. One could not help thinking how

get any more. It was extremely pathetic many there are in the homeland whohave

to see some of our young people go away Bibles enough and to spare — which some

empty -handed , sobbing as they went, of them , alas ! may
for six

sobbing as though their hearts would months or longer at a time. Surely if

break . They had put their hearts and they could have seen these Christians

their hopes into getting a copy of God's weeping because they possibly would

Word at that time , and now they might not get a copy for six months, they
have to wait" six long, weary months would prize their own Bibles more, and

before they could get a copy, it seemed thank God for the possession of the

too much to bear. The tears rushed to Living Word .

If ye be without chastisement.

Lives there whom pain hath evermore passed by

And Sorrow shunned with an averted eye ?

Him do thou pity, him above the rest ,

Him of all hapless morta's most unblessed."

WILLIAM WATSON.

- -
-
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The Sisterhood

of Phæbe

Last year the Bible Society maintained about

700 native Christian Biblewomen in the East ;

and helped to support 100 European Biblewomen ,

most of whom work in London.

IN
N many of the most populous countries whom labour in the poorest districts of

of the East, immemorial customs and London .

prejudices ordain that women shall pass The work is difficult, and requires much

their lives shut away from the public gaze. patience and tact on the part of the

Hence the message of the Gospel will workers .workers. “ All sorts of motives,” says one

only reach them if it is carried by women, missionary in Korea, " are ascribed to us

who can visit and teach their secluded in our efforts to reach the women . Some

sisters. The success of the various Zenana say that we are trying to obtain merit, and

Missionary Societies has encouraged the take back good works. Others insist that

Bible Society to supplement their efforts for every one that receives the Doctrine,

by employing native Christian Bible- we receive an increase in salary.”

women , who carry and read the Scriptures

behind the closed curtains where men Yet, despite the hindrances and diffi

may not pass. Last year the Society culties, success has attended the work of

maintained about seven hundred of these these women, as the following instances,

native Biblewomen, who were selected culled from the reports of the Superin

and supervized in connection with about tending Missionaries, show.

forty different missionary organizations in The Rev. K. T. Koshi, C.M.S. , Tallawadi ,

Eastern lands ; it also helped to support writes : " As an actual result of the

more or less directly nearly one hundred Biblewoman's work last year , eleven

European Biblewomen , the majority of heathen adults have been baptized

and admitted into the

Church .”

* * *

“ We have come to hear

about Him ."

Mangalo, who works

under Miss Greenfield , of

the Biblewomen and

Nurses Mission , Sudhi

ama, Punjab, tells of four

women from a village a

few miles away, who

came to the dispensary

and said : “ We have not

come for medicine, we

are all widows, cur hus

bands having died in the

plague, and we do not

know if God will take us

away too . We have come

to hear about Him ."

*

The Rev. Kishri Pusad

Shindi, S.P.G. , Rahuri,

Bombay, writes : “ For

many years our Mission

had done little to reach

the women , but this great

want in our district has

been met to a certainPARSEE WOMEX OF TEHERAN ,
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eagerly attending to our

teaching Many who

were once bitter against

us and against our

teaching, and drove us

away from their houses

have now sent for us

and shown us kindness.

In some places I have

often seen women waiting

for us to hear about the

message of salvation . One

woman told me that in

her Vedas, almsgiving

and pilgrimages to sacred

water places are said to

be sufficient for the salva

tion of the soul, but I

asked : 'Supposing a man

commits murder and there

was a judge who is to

sentence him to death ,

though he would give

alms and bathe in the

sacred rivers, would the

judge acquithim ? ' ' No,

certainly not.' I told her

that the soul of every

sinner is condemned to

death , but that Christ

came into the world to

free the sinner from this

death . As I was speaking

to her of the love of

WOMEN RETURNING FROM
Photo by Neville Edwards. Christ, tears came into

THE CEMETERY, ALGIERS.
her eyes, and she said , ' I

want to become a Chris

extent by your Biblewomen . I find that tian, and to hear that good Word, and to

they have been well received by the worship this good God.' ”

heathen, and I assure you that we are

very grateful to your Committee for Mrs. Guilford, C.M.S. , Tarn Taran,

having so kindly come to our assistance Lahore, writes : We have never known

in this way."
the town so friendly as this year, and

the Biblewoman's work among the better
“ That good Word."

class families has been a great help

Mrs. Moses, S.P.G. , Trichinopoly, to me. It has become quite usual for

writes : " I am glad to report another high caste purdah ladies to come down and

year's work done by the Biblewomen visit me, which has given me a great oppor

under me. More than three hundred tunity with many of them ,such as I could

people, young girls, married women, and not have had if I hadgone to their homes.

widows, are taught every month . Not I attribute much of this to the Bible

onlyhave many rich women become our woman's work and influence among them ."

pupils, but also poor ones who are

engaged in hard work every day find time
• How shall I find that Saviour ? "

to come to us for the purpose of learning . Miss Ewing, Baptist Zenana Mission ,
It is very encouraging to see women Calcutta, writes : “ The Biblewomen who

whose relatives are opposed to Christianity went to the festival at Mala, Serampore,

*
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sible to reduce to statistics

the good she has wrought.

Considerable blessing has

attended the

work among the

women , and no

doubt much of

this is due to the

Bible woman .

Not only by read

ing and teaching

the Scriptures,

but by actually

living with the

patients, she

exerts much in

fluence for good,

and not a few of

those who have

passed through

the women's

wards are now

A NATIVE CHRISTIAN LADY READING HER

BIBLE IN AN INDIAN ZENANA .

Photo by the Rev. B. Pratt.

came back very encouraged at the earnest

listeners they had found. A Brahmin who

had heard them attentively said : “ How

shall I find that Saviour ? ' When a Hindu

inusician tried to divert his attention , he

said : “Why are you disturbing me ? This

name sounds sweet to me. I will give

my address to them that they may go to

my place at Sakhi Sarwar and tell the

people there.' Before leaving, this man

bought two Gospels."
را

*

а

In China, these native workers have

proved equally useful .

Miss Montgomery, of the American

Presbyterian Mission, Hainan , writes :

“ The Biblewomen are untiring in their

labours and have done faithful work.

About eighteen miles from here in one

village where they recently spent

month they report four entire families

converted to Christianity. I am deeply

grateful for these women, and thank the

B.F.B.S.most earnestly for their support.”

Dr. Maxwell, of the Presbyterian Mis

sion , Formosa, says : “ The Biblewoman

who is employed in connection with the

hospital has taught seventy -two women

to read the Scriptures . It is quite impos
Photo by Rev. C. E. Tyndale-Biscoe.

A BRAHMIN WOMAN.
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)
A ZENANA CART IN

HYDERABAD CITY .

Photo by the Rev. B. Pratt, W.M.S.

Women trarel in these

carts, with the curtains

let down on all sides.

regular attendants at the Christian magic lantern entertainment to the soldiers

Churches in the various villages from and their officers quartered in the vicinity,

which they have come.” which was the means of securing interest

in the Gospel.

Among the Sick and
Miss Bowles, of the Friends' Foreign

Wounded in Japan .

Mission , and her Biblewoman have also

In Japan the Biblewomen have found visited the wounded in a branch Red

manifold opportunities for work among Cross hospital, where there are usually

the women, so many of whom have lost from one to two thousand patients, besides

husband or son in the war. Sorrow has the hospital officials. Each man is given

the more readily unlocked the doors of a Scripture Portion, and the Gospel is

some hearts to the comforting messages preached in every ward. There is always

contained in God's Book. Some of the the closest attention, and the men are

Biblewomen have also worked among the reverent and thoughtful. Miss Bowles

sick and wounded in the military hospitals. writes : " It is beautiful to see how Mrs.

In the early days of the war, when the Suzuki, the Biblewoman , touches their

troops were being massed at Hiroshima, hearts with the Message of Life Ever

Miss Bosanquet, of the C.M.S. , and her lasting. She is quite an elderly woman ,

Biblewoman were untiring in their efforts , and many are drawn to her. As there are

and rendered marked assistance during men in the hospital from every part of the

the Bible Society's great distribution of Empire, there could not be a better way

Scriptures to the soldiers. They gave a to make the Gospel known in every land . ”

- -
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On the Mosquito Coast

By the Rev. G. O. Heath

TH

a

The Society's Agent in the West Indies

'HE Mosquito Coast is the Atlantic themselves somewhat of a mixture, and

seaboard of the Republic of Nicar- among them several languages are in use,

agua . Its shore is but a long series of for instance, Sumu, but Mosquito is de

mangrove swamps, fringed by a sandy cidedly the dominant speech .

beach . Behind these appear lagoons and This Mosquito language affords an

savannahs ; and further inland pitch -pine interesting study for the linguistically

forests, which are succeeded by vast curious. It seems to have no connection

tropical woodlands. From the shore with any other tongue, except that it has

may be seen on the eastern horizon small received additions of English words. The

coral islands. Many trees come floating only books which these people possess in

down the rivers in times of heavy rain , Mosquito are those translated or written

and are washed up by the ocean on to by the missionaries. One of these is the

the beach , often making this, the one Dawan Bila , that is , “ God's Word.” It con

highway, almost impassable. Perhaps it tains the FourGospels and the Acts. Turn

was by such accumulations of driftwood ing over the first few pages one observes

and mud as a foundation that the present at once a number of English words for

coast was origi which there are

nally formed ; no equivalents

and bythe same in Mosquito.

means it may
These are very

be extended, suggestive as

since the sea additions to

between the language. Ob

shore and the serve some of

islets is shallow, them - God ,

flowing over king, priest,

beds of coral . prophet, gold ,

The inhabi frankincense,

tants of the myrrh, angel,

Mosquito Coast heaven, holy,

num ber be devil, married.

tween 10,000 The Epistles

and 15,000. In and Revelation

the chief town , have now been

Bluefields, may added to this

be found 4,000 Bila , and the

or more . These
complete New

are a very mixed
Testament is

race , more West just published

Indian than at the joint ex

any other, and pense of the

speak English . British and

Some of the Foreign Bible

Indians in the Society and the

country also Moravian Mis

understand sion . In an

English, but other book ,

Spanish is the
which is

official lan
titled Blasi

guage. The
Il'inna Baibel

Indians are
MOSQUITO INDIANS. Storka Nani,

en
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INDIAN SCHOOL-CHILDREN.

2

the people possess one hundred stories The Indian race is not blest with a

from the Old Testament. This title , forgiving spirit, nevertheless the phrase

literally translated, means, " From the representing the verb " to forgive " is a

Beginning Bible Stories.” Nani marks the speaking one indeed. In literal English

plural number, and stands after its noun. it means, “ To take a man's fault out of

The Mosquito -Indian conception of the your heart." Another expression for this

Supreme Being is not what one would same grace of forgiveness is found in the

expect to meet with . They look on Him words, “ Leaving it alone to destroy it."

as a good -natured old man , living above God's mercy has taken this form in Mos

“ the Blue Rock ." And although His quito- Indian, “ The law of God's white

voice is Thunder they have little respect heart."

for Him, as He does no harm . Indeed, I believe Christianity may be credited

veneration for earthly parents is also with the birth of these combinations,

seriously lacking among them , and aboy The language being notably poor, and ,

is not considered a man until he can beat as a necessary accompaniment, the ideas

his mother. Christian teaching has modi- of the people being very circumscribed ,

fied such ideas even among the lowest of some of our words could not be given to

these folk , and many are now wholly free them except in a cast of their own words

from them , while some Christian converts specially made for the purpose. The

excel in grace even in the midst of every Mosquito method of counting shows this

adverse surrounding. Originally the paucity of expression , though at the same

Indians had no word for sin. This idea time it gives evidence of some native in

is at present expressed by their own word genuity. The first three numerals have

saura, which signifies bad in anything, names of their own : one, kumi ; two ,

e.g. , bad to eat . Another word sometimes wol ; three, yumpa . After these come

used for sin is wattaui, which means combinations : four is " two-two," wol

" out-of-the-way ," a truly significant ex- wol ; five is inatasip, which means " full

pression when used in this connection . hand " ; six is expressed by a word mean
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ing “ laying the hand on the head ( i.e. , primitive . Thatch is the roof covering,

thumb) of the other hand " ; seven is and sometimes also forms the sides of the

matlalkabi pura kumi, i.e. , " one above building; but oftener the sides are of wattle

six ” ; eight and nine have names which or boards . Some are content with mud

mean two above six ” and “ three above floors, and others have boarded floors

six ." Ten is " two- full-hands." Twenty at an elevation of from two to four feet

is " our-all, ” i.e. , two full hands and feet. from the ground. Among the Sumus I

This method speedily becomes very saw a house occupied by several families.

cumbersome as one advances in the use Each family had a corner, or space, which

of it ; thus seventeen is a lengthy com- was sitting-room , bedroom , and kitchen

bination of ten and six and one, and combined . There was a lack of par

thirty- seven has twenty added to this titions. In other dwellings the bedroom

seventeen . A Mosquito -Indian school- consists of a few boards across the rafters

boy would have some justification for -rather a precarious position for restless

quoting the old rhyme : sleepers.

In this house among the Sumus I

"Multiplication is vexation,

Division is as bad ,
found that feathered friends, dogs , and

The Rule of Three it puzzles me,
pigs were much in evidence. Quite a

And Practice drives me mad ." supply of eggs was presented to me as

the visitor : it is the custom to give a

In the native hymn-book , which contains
visitor something. Cassava and fish were

250 hymns translated or composed by the

missionaries, English numerals are used.

also brought. It was just as well that no

one thought of offering a dog, for of all

Doubtless these will come into general the lean, ugly specimens of the canine

use in time, and very probably the English race these dogs were about the worst.

language also . They looked hungry all the time , and

The liver seems to have a great in so occupied with their own thoughts of

fluence on Mosquito Coast life , tojudge forage as to be quite unable to notice
from certain significant sayings. To say, the foreigner. Six or more dogs seemed

“ I shall remember it,” one must use the attached to some of the families. Oc

Mosquito for “ I shall take it to my liver.” casionally a spirited but very brief
Forgetfulness has often been a result of altercation arises between the black,

the liver complaint. Perhaps hence comes long-legged pigs and these guardians of

the expression , " My liver lost it , " which the premises. Of the pigs quite a number

stands for " I have forgotten it.” Good roam in and out in search of scraps. The

temper also depends on the liver, there Indians are very much interested in a
fore, naturally, “ Liver to be open is

correct Indian for “ to be happy."

new comer ; they make lengthy and

formal calls at his lodging, and are im

be clever ” is “ to have liver fruit," for mensely pleased at his efforts in their

doubtless the wise man will regulate his language. Naksa means “ How do you
liver. do ? ” and Ai sabe “ Goodbye." The

Medicines are vividly suggested when vowels are pronounced as in German.

we read such phrases . For the medicines But the day is not many generations

which Englishmen use , the people in the distant when the Indian and his language

country parts are dependent on the mis will be absorbed in the don nant races

sionaries, several of whom are skilful around him . Indians declare some words

administrators. But many Indians under to be their own which are obviously

stand the virtues of herbs. Some have English , or derived from that language.

a knowledge of special compounds, and The inflexions of some of these deriva

keep this knowledge as a family secret , tives are interesting. For example, the

not to be purchased for much money, glass bottle was an unknown article to

as it conveys the power to inflict injury the Indian , so when he saw the bottle

or death by poison. and heard its name he called it batil, but

The native houses are still somewhat in defining whose bottle he uses now his

! We are reminded of Mr. Punch's fainous

own pronouns and arbitrary alterations ;

riddle : “ Is life worth living ? ” That depends
thus My bottle ” is yang-baitil , “ Your

upon the liver .” bottle ” is man bamtil, and “ His bottle "

" To
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is witin batilka. The English word witin pakitka. The uninitiated wonder at

“ pocket” has also suffered mutilation these changes, and think that perhaps

in the following fashion : “ Pocket " is it had been better for such tribes had

pakit, " My pocket ” is yang-paikit, “ Your they been taught English straight away

pocket,” man pamkit, and “ His pocket,” from the first advent of the missionary.

Note.

The Mosquito Coast has been evangelized mainly by the Moravian missionaries.

According to their report for 1904 the United Brethren have in this field

32 foreign missionaries (men and women) with 10 native workers and 93 native

assistants. There are 5.850 baptized Christians , besides 6,120 scholars and

adherents. Since the " Mosquito Reserve " passed from direct British protection

and was incorporated into the Republic of Nicaragua, the Mission has experienced

considerable hindrances from that Government, but we learn that there is a prospect
of improvement.

A Remarkable Demand for Welsh Scriptures

A most interesting Bible -selling tour has recently been made in North Wales by

Mr. Charles Clements, the colporteur employed by the Manchester Auxiliary. Night

after night in the various towns hundreds ofpeople collected round the “ Bible Van , '

including many of the new converts. Impromptu Evangelistic meetings were held ,

and many Welsh Revival hymns were sung with great enthusiasm . The demand for

the Scriptures was remarkable. In Denbigh alone Mr. Clements sold 1,635 copies, the

bulk of which were in Welsh . This is described as a phenomenal sale for so small a

place. On every hand the colporteur met with the most cordial reception , and at

Holywell Market, where he was charged 5s . toll for his van -standing, the Market

Committee afterwards returned the money to him , at the same time thanking him for

his visit to the town.

Common Prayer

No prayer did ever speed aright ,

But forth it steals anon ,

And hangs in heaven a little light,

To lead its brothers on.

Frederick Langbridge .

OR many years it has been the rule for the whole staff of the Bible House in

London to assemble for prayer every Tuesday morning, and in many other

countries the servants and friends of the Society are accustomed to unite week

by week , for common intercession on its behalf. We entreat all who are like-minded

to join each Tuesday morning in this unison of praise and prayer with the Society's

agents, colporteurs, and Biblewomen throughout the world .

FOR

The following special topics for prayer are suggested to our fellow-workers :

For October.- (1) For the Rev. A. Taylor great Thanksgiving Meeting in the RoyalAlbert

visiting the Far East. ( 2 ) For the Rev. R. E. Hall , London, and on all meetings being held

Welsh , our new Secretary for Canada, and the in other parts of the country on or near

Rev. R. O. Walker, our new Agent for South November 7th. (2 ) That the new develop

Africa . ( 3 ) Forour newly appointed District ments to which the Centenary Fund is being

Secretaries,the Revs. J. A. Ingle , W.F. Hodge, devoted may be richly blessed of God for the

and A. H. Gaskell. (4) For Mr. Alexander salvation of souls . ( 3) That the Society's

Kenmure invalided home from Korea. (5) normal income may increase to meet the

For Mr. Lawrence returning to Japan , and growing needs of the work . (4) That Chris

Mr. Day returning to China, to resume their tian people throughout the Churches may

work this autumn .
recognize their duty and privilege in regard

For November.- ( 1) For a blessing on the to this work.
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In the Realm of Buddha

How we Sold Four Hundred

Gospels in a Day
By Agnes Vickers

Of the Wesleyan Mission , Mandalay

J

of any

ULY 15 , 1905, planations of the

was the full Gospel are all

moon of the that , as a rule,

Burmese month can be attempted

Wahse, which by the mission

marked the be ary, but the num

ginning of the ber of people

Buddhist season reached is far in

of Lent . A11 excess

weddings, feasts, ordinary congre

and othermerry gation, as also

makings are then, the number of

as a rule , put books disposed

aside for three of exceeds by

months, and de some hundreds

vout Buddhists the sales of the

give their atten Bible women

tion to the laws during any ordi

and observances nary day.

of Lord Gautama We were sell

with greater zeal ing a revised

than is customary translation of

during the re the Gospels in

mainder of the Burmese . St.

year. Mark was first

The pagodas published in

are thronged April , 1902 ,

with worship Photo by: the with an edition
IN THE IDOL-MAKERS'

pers, and from QUARTER, MANDALAY.
Rev. A. H. Bes

W.M.S., Burma.
of 5,000, and

nine o'clock in has since

the morning until late in the afternoon the through three more editions, making a

scene on this first day is one of surpassing total of 45,000 copies . This Gospel we

interest . sell at one farthing a copy, the other

As an opportunity for Bible distribu- Gospels at two farthings each . We

tion it is unique. With the tolerance decided , however, to sell all the Gospels

characteristic of Buddhism, one may at one farthing each, for this one day, in

pass up and down the precincts of order to get the books out : however

the most sacred temples, and may even small the coin paid it bespeaks for the

climb up behind the sacred ' figure Gospel a degree of care which is wanting
itself- even though one is known to when the Book is a free gift .

be a follower of the scorned religion We have hitherto limited our efforts to

and a worshipper of the Lord Jesus the Paya Gyi (Great Pagoda ), but this

Christ . year we were able to branch out, and

In Mandalay we make themost of the make a second centre at another of the

opportunity thus offered, and during the sacred places of the town. Accordingly,

past two years have made the Great a little band, consisting of Miss Butt, my

Pagoda the centre for Bible distribution . colleague in missionary work, the Bible

This year we met with even greater woman who is a fearless preacher, MaTa

success than in previous years. Sok (her daughter and the head teacher

On such a day preaching is practically in our Girls' Boarding School) , and the

out of the question. Two-minute ex- former Biblewoman who is up here on a

run
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In the Realm of Buddha

visit, made their way to the Paya Gyi, another opposite, we began our work.

while I took a group of four schoolgirls We had about 160 Burmese Gospels,

to the Eindauyah Pagoda. besides scores of books in other Indian

At first the work at Paya Gyi was very languages.

stiff ; people had not assembled in their Our plan of action was that two girls

hundreds as they did later on in the day, should stay with me at the base (i.e. , the

and the few who werethere were too shy basket), while the others went out scouting.

to buy. The stall-holders could hardly They went over the whole courtyard and

be persuaded to take copies of the Scrip- into some of the entries to the pagoda.

tures, although the price was only one When this tour had been made two or

farthing ! Still, the workers made the three times , our stock of books was almost

most of their time, and were rewarded exhausted . We therefore sent off two

at one moment by hearing two women girls to the depôt to bring a further supply.

say that they were “ thinking about" the By the time they returned with one hun
Christian religion ! At another time a dred new books we were reduced to an

seller of silks came up to them, bought a odd half-dozen , and with their timely

Book, and tried to persuade others to arrival the demand again assumed its

do the same ! Still , in spite of some previous proportions. After another spell

encouragements, Miss Butt described it of work we found that we had reduced

as being “ the hardest piece of Bible- our new stockto forty copies.

work I have done in the country !" Yet At about this time our sales began to

they managed to make some impression flag, and it was suggested that we should

upon the fast-gathering company of wor- go on to the Paya Gyi . It was then about

12.30, and the

girls were as

eager as possible

to continue the

work. We had

had an impro

vized breakfast

during the morn

ing, and they de

clared that they

were not tired , so

we packed up

our basket , car

ried it across to

the deserted

Bazaar and away

up to the tram

lines.

Again we had

to send for books,

much to the as

tonishment of

the Bible Depot

A BRIDGE BUILT BY KING THEEBAW
Photo by the Rev. A. H. Bestall. manager, and

this time the
OVER THE MOAT, MANDALAY PALACE

girls brought 130

shippers , and when we went there , later copies.copies . Arrived at the Paya Gyi we

in the day, their doings were reported to found the place packed , and it reminded

us with much interest . me of an English railway station on a

At the Eindauyah , on the other hand , Bank Holiday The worshipping was

we met with a most refreshing amount almost ended , and the people were giving

of success . Placing our book-basket the latter part of the day to pleasure.

at the entrance to the Court, with a We sold out our stockof Gospels before

Buddhist preaching-place behind us and the fresh supply arrived, and then , with
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In the Realm of Buddha

130 books.

HELPERS IN THE LEPER

our backs against

a wall , we five set

to work at the new

How

the girls persuaded

the hesitating

passers - by to pur

chase ! and how

they explained the

contents of the

book ! It did one

good to be with

them. We all were

conscious of much

of God's Holy

Spirit in our work.

Grace was given

to us, and favour

from above .

At the Leper

Home on the pre

vious evening. I

had spoken of our
Photo by Rev. A. H. Bestall.

intentions to the HOME, MANDALAY.

Leper Bible .

woman, and she had promised to support books, he meant) . Then he went a step

us by prayer through the day, and well further and threw a stone , which struck

did she fulfil her word . At the end of one of the girls in the back. She had

the day's work (2.30 p.m.) we had only been baptized only a few weeks before .

three books left, and when we totalled up She certainly had a wonderful degree of

our sales we found that they came to success in her work.

about 400 copies. Our money -takings I saw one sign of hostility of a more

were about nine shillings. We were pro pronounced nature than any I have met

portionately exultant, and I am especially with during five and a half years' work in
thankful for this measure of success, as it the country. A Burman bought a book,

was the first attempt of the kind that and moved away ; a few seconds later I

some of the workers had made. saw the same copy torn across from cover

On the whole we met with little open to cover ; the next moment he had lighted

opposition . Of course, we heard re- a match and was watching the pages being

peatedly the scornful remark, " Oh ! Jesus slowly consumed ! I do not remember

Christ book ! I don't want it ! ” and at one morethan three cases of wanton ill-treat

point some of the boys at the edge of the ment of newly bought books , and none

crowd began to annoy one of the girls. was quite so blatant as this !

She came to me , saying, “ Mama, they are In the evening Miss Butt took two of

pokingme! ” and looked rather sullen ; but the schoolgirls and went out again , and

one of the other girls whispered to her, was rewarded with further sales . In this,

" Be patient," and the matter was soon perhaps more than in any other branch of

set right . Christian work, is it evident that we do

Those who went for the books were not know which shall prosper. The seed

somewhat molested by a small child who is scattered , we can water it , but it is only

shouted after them , “ Aren't you ashamed ? God who can give the increase. May He

aren't you ashamed ? ” (to be carrying give it in rich measure on this day's work.
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Abroad with the Bible

The Roaming Children all sat spell-bound. When the chapter

of the Steppe
ended there was a warm discussion on the

merits of the Book ; the greater part were

In Siberia, Colporteur Platon Petrenko highly pleased, and it was not long ere

has been working at Omsk, where he is they collected enough money amongthem

very active and successful. In December, to purchase two Kirghiz New Testaments,

1904, he writes : " Last Monday the train besides a copy of the Four Gospels in

from the west was eleven hours late. I Russ characters." And so the Gospel

went into the sheds where the fourth- message is carried into the tents of these

class passengers were waiting. On the roaming children of the steppe.

floor squatted about thirty Kirghiz Tatars; For the Lithuanians.

their feet tucked under them in Turkish

fashion. Approaching the group , I asked The name Lithuanian has not hitherto

if any one was able to read well aloud , as appeared in the circulation lists of the

I wished them to know the contents of Russian Agency, although it includes a

the Book I was selling. A young Kirghiz population of two million Lithuanians.

got up , and after testing his ability to To circulate books in this language was

read the Arabic character, I opened the forbidden , unless they were printed in

New Testament at St. Matthewxxvii. and Russian characters ; and to print Lithu

told him to read it aloud. As the narra- anian books in Russian characters was a

tive passed on to the sufferings of our Lord vain task, as the people clung tenaciously,

and His dying on the Cross, the Kirghiz through the influence of their ecclesiasti

اددجم

A GROUP OF KIRGHIZ ON THE

PLAINS OF CENTRAL ASIA.
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Abroad withwith the Bible

我?

SHOWING HOW THE KIRGHIZ

BUILD THEIR TEXTS.

wares,

cal connection, part ofthem to Latin and The Witness of the Bible Society
part of them to Gothic characters. But

at Port Said.

now another day has dawned . A pro

posal of the Minister of Internal Affairs, A missionary returning from India by

followed by a resolution of the Council of the Austrian- Lloyd s.s. Imperatrix writes

Ministers , that , in abrogation of all restric- to say how greatly he was impressed by the

tive regulations referring to the Lithuanian quiet, earnest work of Colporteur Brown

and Zhmudian written languages, it be at Port Said . “ Our ship arrived at seven

permitted in works written in these lan- o'clock in the morning, and no sooner

guages to employ Latin characters or any were the gangways lowered than the

others, as well as Russian, was confirmed hawkers of curios and sweetmeats crowded

by the Emperor in April, 1904. The one another to find a place to expose their

result is twofold : it is open to the One of them was a Syrian from

censorship to grant us a permit to print Bethlehem , who said that he was formerly

Lithuanian Scriptures in Russia ; and the in the employ of a mission ; there were

Lithuanian Scriptures printed elsewhere Greeks and Italians, Egyptians and Arabs.

by the Society can be imported into But the man who attracted our attention

Russia without let or hindrance. Our was the colporteur of the Bible Society

circulation in Gothic characters numbered with his heavy, well -stocked valise and his

1,167 copies, of which 516 were Bibles. amiable , business-like way of going to

The constituency to which Gothic char- work. We were gratified to learn that

acters appeal is very small , comprising the moral atmosphere of Port Said is

only a few thousands that belong to the improving, and that the marvellous oppor
Lutheran and Reformed Churches . For tunities of scattering the Word of God on

the bulk of the Lithuanian people Latin this great highway of the nations are not

characters must be used , and we hope neglected.
that the coming year will bring within " Mr. Brown spoke of his interesting

sight the solution of this important work that day on a German steamer, and

problem . how even sailors were using the stock
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Abroad with the Bible

arguments of rationalistic critics to dis- of capital and skill Sumatra would soon

parage the Bible . Selling the Scriptures take its share in supplying the world's

requires grit and grace ; and it gives me markets. It is beginning to move after

pleasure to write that your colporteur at long ages of inactivity. The work of

Port Said evidently has both. The oppor- destruction and construction proceed

tunities for all manner of temptation to together.

evil are still in evidence, but so is the " In Gayuland, Jambi,and Korinchi small

Word of God . The very presence of a wars have been successfully prosecuted

colporteur should restrain the sailor and by the Dutch ; unfortunately, many Gayu

the wayfarer from making light of the women and children were sacrificed ;

commandments of God, although away and this seems to have led the natives

from the restraints of home and Christian to retaliate by raiding the settlements on

lands. Pray for the work at Port Said ; the coast . A heavy deficit for the past

may it prove a blessing to many. . . year has stirred up the Government to

take action ; and it is proposed to intro

An Island with a Future.
duce a system of taxation by which the

Malays, who by agreement have been

On the west coast of Sumatra Mr. F. J. hitherto exempt, will be made to bear a

Chapman has been working the whole part in the up-keep of the country. This

twelvemonth , his sales having been in all may causesome trouble with the natives ,

3,720 volumes , of which 3,057 were Malay who most likely will resent the attempt to

Arabic . His own record of his work runs curtail their liberties and privileges, but

as follows : no doubt the result will largely depend

“ Sumatra - shut off to a great extent upon the manner in which the people are

from the world at large , with its chronic approached . At any rate it seems only

war in the north , its wild and beautiful just that they should be made to con

highlands, and its almost unknown south- tribute a share to the improvement of the

ern territories — is one of the most inter- country, instead of giving their money for

esting possessions of Netherlands India. other purposes that may prove eventually

Rich in precious metals, oil , coal , spices , a danger to the state.

and jungle produce, with the introduction “With regard to Christian effort, the

-

AR

WORKERS IN A TOBACCO PLANTATION,

SUMATRA .

This group includes Chinese, Favanese, Malays,

Bengalis, and Dutch, amongst whom our Sub

agents work.
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Abroad with the Bible

outlook is very hopeful. The last few the headquarters of Bible -work east of

years have been marked by marvellous Suez were Calcutta and its neighbourhood.

progress , and the wealth of the Heavenly At Serampore the famous triumvirate of

kingdom has been greatly increased by Baptist missionaries — Carey, Marshman,
many souls won forGod. Rough some and Ward - were producingversionsin the

of them at first sight may appear, yet languages of India, and in Calcutta itself,
there are not a few who have been cut through the agency of David Brown and
and fashioned by persecution and trial the Calcutta Corresponding Committee,

till they shine as gems of the finest water. the British and Foreign Bible Society was

In no other parts of Malaysia are there doing its utmost , not only to forward the

to be seen such great results achieved in Serampore enterprise by liberal and re

so short a time as in Battaland and the peated subsidies, but also to send consign

island of Nias . The missionaries here are ments of Scriptures to all the missionaries

warm friends of the Bible Society, from already at work in the East. But even

whom I have received a kind welcome there , at the centre of Bible -work, it was

and ready help in all the places that I not until April, 1810 , that a room was
have visited. Four or five colporteurs are opened at which a stock of Scriptures

required to work in conjunction with the was kept for sale. This room went by

missionaries." the high- sounding title of Bibliotheca

The Earliest Bible Depôt
Biblia, and in the old minute -book of the

Calcutta Corresponding Committee we find
in the East.

its earliest price-list. It seems worth while

Nowadays a traveller to India and to reprint this list verbatim , for the sake

the Far East finds a Bible Depôt prac- of the curious reflections which it will

tically at every point where his vessel suggest, and the devout thankfulness

touches. At the beginning of the last which, if only by force of contrast, it

century it was far otherwise . Up till 1812 must inspire.

Bibles for Sale at the Bibliotheca Biblia, Calcutta, April, 1810.

Sicca

Rupees.

English

> )

:
:
:
:

200

200

)

2

Portuguese ...

Arabic

Persian

200

50 Bibles 8vo
Stereotype ... Cambridge

450 » Nonpareil cf.

550 New Tests.'shp.

Long Primer shp.

Pica

15 Bibles, Nonpareil Oxford

32

13 Duodecimo

50 New Tests. London

6 and Ten Commandments

800 Gospels of Matt. and Mark, by N. Sabat Serampore

of Matt., by Lt.-Col. Colebrooke Calcutta

200 by Mirza Fitret

6 Psalter, by Benj . Schultz Halle

100 Gospels Serampore
New Tests.

100 Gospels

New Tests.

100 Hagiographa

IOO Pentateuch

Historical Books

100 Hagiographa

100 Prophets

New Tests.

100 Gospel of Matthew

4

3

I

1.8

3

2

1.8

2

1.8

16

8

4

8

8

4

12

Hindoostance

1804

1806

1804

1804

1804

1807

1807

1808

1809

1727

1809

1805

1805

1737

1809

1808

1810

1808

1809

1803

1809

1807

1808

1807

1810

...

200Shanscrit

Mahratta

Orissa IOO
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o
a
n
a
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n

c
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o
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.
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Bengalee

100
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:
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:
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200

Chinese

:
:

:
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Here and There

We learn from the Civilta Catolica that the Alady has forwarded a cheque for £20 " for

Roman Church maintains Missions in China the Bible Society's work in Japan, after reading

under the direction of ten different Orders. the August number of THE BIBLE IN THE

These include 38 Bishops and Vicars Apo- World, lent by a friend . "

stolic, 2 Apostolic Prefects, and 1,622 priests

(of whom 1,141 are European and 481 Chinese ) .

Ìt is stated that the number of baptized con The Rev. J. W. Leary has forwarded the

verts, without counting catechumens, exceeds
sum of 12s. 3d. as a contribution to our Cen

783,000.
tenary Fund from native Christians at St.

Aiden's Mission, Bulawayo.

re

The Bible Society has received a donation

of ios, from a poor blind man who wishes to
One of our Bagdad colporteurs was

remain anonymous. He writes that he “ has cently attacked by armed highwayrnen while

saved this sum, andsends it as a thankoffering travellingin Persia, and only narrowly escaped
with his life .

to God for His goodness to him . ” He desires

that it should be devoted to providing Scrip

tures for the Jews in Palestine, and asks The Committee have asked our Auxiliary at

that if there be a blind person to whom Capetown to supply such Scriptures as are

a Book would be helpful, one may be given needed for a number of Kafirs who are

to this one. detained as lepers on Robben Island, South

Africa. The Moravian missionaries began

work among the native lepers in Cape Colony

Especial interest attaches to the accompany- as early as 1819, and their settlement was

ing photograph showing a class of veteran removed to Robben Island in 1846. Mr. La

Bible students in the Calvinistic Methodist Trobe has described the touching sceneswhich

Sunday School at Talybont, a village in North were often witnessed there . One observer

Cardigan. The teacher, Mr. William Evans, wrote : “ Go into the wards of the hospital :

who was born in 1810, has recently passed on one couch lies a leper whose hands are

away. The other members, however, are gone, and before him an open Bible. He has

living Mrs. Ann Williams is 93 years old, reached the bottom of the page but cannot

Mrs. Morgan 92, Mrs. Evans 85, Mrs. Jones turn it over ; and one who can walk, but is

82 , and Mrs. Rebecca Jones 80 . The com- also without hands, takes another who has lost

bined ages of the whole class make a total his feet, on his back, and carries him to the

of 527 years. first to turn over the leaf.”

-܀

AP

A CLASS OF VETERAN BIBLE STUDENTS IN

TALYBONT SUNDAY SCHOOL, CARDIGANSHIRE.

Photo by F. Meurig Edwards,

Bow Street, Cardigan .
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Here andand There

Mr. C. Douglas Green , Secretary of the “ Unam bibliam in iv .magnis voluminibus ...

Bombay Auxiliary, made a tour in July, on aliam bibliam in duobus voluminibus." (See

behalf of the Bible Society, visiting the chief Becker's Catalogi Bibliothecarum antiqui, page

mission stations on the Nagpur line. Some 256. )

interesting meetings were held . At Amraoti

and Nagpur the public meetings for European

residents were largely attended, thanks to the Among the recent grants made by the Com

excellent arrangements made by Lieut . -Col .
mittee were 4,320 Gospels and 480 Proverbs,

and Mrs. Prideaux and the Archdeacon of to various missions working among the hop

Nagpur. In addition to the collections taken pickers . Five hundred Bibles were also

at these meetings, fourteen new members were granted for the boys and girls leaving Dr.

added to the list of regular subscribers to The Barnardo's Homes for Canada.

BIBLE IN THE WORLD.

A correspondent writes us from Leith that

“ A Widow " writes from Gloucestershire :

“ I enclose 2s . 6d . for the Centenary Fund for
he has placed a copy of The Gospel in Many

Tongues on his shop counter, which he shows

the circulation of the Scriptures. My mite , I to his many foreign customers, particularly
realize, is small indeed, but I pray God that

sailors, who arrive at this port. These seem
those to whom He has entrusted much may be

very interested to read John iii . 16 in their
inclined to give of their abundance .”

own language. A Japanese sailor who recently

picked up the book, seemed much impressed

with the passage, and he repeated it again

In the Expository Times our friend Dr. Nestle
aloud .

has laid emphasis on the curious fact that

nobody yet knows how the word “ Bible "

found its way into European languages. He
Mrs. Wynkoop has been visiting nearly

declares that Biblia is never used for the Bible twenty schools at Mussoorie in the interest's

by the Fathers, the passages usually quoted
of the Children's Branch of the North India

from pseudo -Clement and Chrysostom being Auxiliary .

quite unreliable. Throughout the Middle Ages

the name commonly used was Bibliotheca ,

which was technically employed by mediæval At the recent annual Conference of the

writers to designate a complete manuscript of
Waldensian Churches in South America, our

the Old and New Testaments. Dr. Nestle Agent at Buenos Ayres, Signor B. A. Pons,

correctsan error in the new Oxford Dictionary gave a survey of the Society's work in Argen
(s.v. “ Bible," vol . i . , 1888) , and shows that the tina, and the chairman of the Conference

earliest appearance in an English catalogue of requested him to convey to our colporteurs
the word Biblia in its modern sense is in the the expression of the Conference's sympathy,

Catalogue of the Church of Durham, A.D. 1266 : esteem , and interest.

The late Rev. Henry Reginald Moule.

By the lamented death of the Rev. Henry Reginald Moule, Vicar of Bozeat with

Strixton, Northamptonshire,the B.F.B.S. has lost a devoted friend. He was the elder son of the
late Mr. H.J. Moule, curator of the Dorchester Museum ,and a nephew of the Bishop of Durham

and of Bishop Moule and Archdeacon Moule of the C.M.S. in Mid-China.

His first official connection with our Society was when he was curate of Hexham , where he

became Secretary of that Auxiliary. Subsequently, after three years' service at St. James's, Nine

Elms, he removed to Bozeat, where he took a still more active part in our work, as the Honorary

County Secretary of part of Northamptonshire, and in this capacity did notspare himself in his

efforts to win friends for the Society, and to promote its interest in the palpit or on the platform ,

as he had opportunity .

The tragic circumstances attending his death add to the decp regret which will be felt by

many for the loss of this devoted servant of Christ, who always tried to co -operate with his fellow

Christians of all Churches. Mr. and Mrs. Moule had been spending their holidays at

Attleborough, Norfolk . On Friday, July 21st, he started to cycle home, intending to spend the

night at Cambridge. The next morning Mrs. Moule , who was to return home by train ,received

a card posted by him at Ely, stating that he was hoping to have a swim , and then to attend the

Cathedral Service before proceeding to Cambridge. Later on in the day his bicycle and

clothes werefound on the river-bank, but at the time of going to press his body has not been

recovered. Profound sympathy is tendered to Mrs. Moule, and to the other members of the

family so highly esteemed in the Church of God .
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Personalia

Our readers will be interested in the accom- British and Foreign Bible Society have so

panying photo of a trio of famous missionary frequentlyasked me to come forward and pre

veterans. One of the three , the Rev. j. side at their meeting, that I have felt ashamed

Hudson Taylor, has since been called Home. in sending excuses. I must say that inquiries

Dr. Griffith John, as is well known, recently I enteredinto some time back in consequence

celebrated his fifty years of work in China. of the perusal of Canon Beecher's pamphlet in

Dr. Martin is now the lecturer on International 1882 , led me to doubt whether I ought not to

Law in the Viceroy's College at Wuchang. make some sacrifice of feeling in order to

Strictly speaking he has not been a missionary express my value for the great work of the

for some years, but he was for a long time the Society, and I believe that I ought no longer

head of a college established for the Chinese to decline to accept the position offered me

Governors under the auspices of Sir Robert by the Committee. Yours faithfully, LEWIS

Hart , of Peking. He is a distinguished sinalogue HENSLEY .” From that time forward Canon

and an author of considerable repute. Hensley took the warmest interest in the work

of the Bible Society.

The Rev. R. (). Walker, our newly appointed

Agent for South Africa, sailed from England
At the meeting of the General Committee

for the Cape on August 19th and will enter
on August 21st, a memorial minute was re

upon his new duties on his arrival. corded referring to the death of the Rev. J. T.

McGaw , D.D., a Vice-President of our Society,

and Secretary of the Presbyterian Church of

England.
Mr. Summers, our Agent for North Africa,

has now settled in Madrid, and is assuming

the control of our work in Spain and Portugal On August 29th , Mr. Alexander Lawrence ,

in place of the Rev. R. O. Walker who has been home on furlough, sailed for

Japan , where he will be resuming his work
*

immediately.

With deep regret we record the death of

the Rev. Canon Lewis Hensley, M.A. , Vicar The Society haslost a warm friend through

of Hitchin , and a member of the Committee the death of the Rev. R. Snowdon Smith, of

of the Hitchin Auxiliary of the Bible Society. Brighton, who was the father of the present

Canon Hensley's death occurred under pathetic Archbishop of Sydney.
circumstances. On Au

gust ist he was travelling

to Ryburgh, where he

was hoping to spend a

holiday , but the exertion

of hurrying to catch a

train resulted in heart

failure, and he did not

survive the journey.

Canon Hensley, who

was born in 1824 , was

a man of broad sym

pathies and ripe scholar

ship. Educated at King's

College, he proceeded to

Trinity College, Cam

bridge, and graduated in

1846 as Senior Wrangler ,

and Smith's Prizeman,

being afterwards elected

a Fellow of his college.

He was instituted Vicar

of Hitchin in 1856. His

connection with the

Bible Society dates from

1885 , when he wrote to

Mr. Pollard as follows :

“ The Committee of the THE LATE REV . J. HUDSON TAYLOR. DR . GRIFFITH JOHN.

Hitchin Auxiliary of the Taken in Hanikow , May 24 , 1905.

DR. MARTIN,
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A Great Thanksgiving

By Sir Andrew Wingate, K.C.I.E.

T

able to entrench peace behind the im

pregnable rampart of a united purpose ,

that the spirit of aggression shall be

bound, and so to crown the young brows

of this century with an olive spray plucked

from where stood the feet of the Prince

of Peace . The only thorough cure for

war, however, is to make spoliation hateful

to the aggressor by providing him with

new ideals ; and this can only be effected

by the world -wide circulation of the

Bible.

The call , therefore, to the great Thanks

giving Commemoration in the Albert Hall

on November 7th must be falling on hearts

more or less prepared . But only those

can sing the song of Moses who take

pains to remember the night of anxiety

and are conscious of a signal deliverance.

HANKSGIVING is the predominant Only those can make the Lord their song

sentiment of the moment. Rulers who realize that by the strength of God

and people everywhere are thankful for the Bible Society is passing through the

the peace brought about between Russia waters which threatened to delay its

and Japan. There is a universal feeling progress , and is now almost free to pursue

of relief that the nations of Europe seem its course through another century .

likely to be able to settle their present For the completion of the Centenary

differences without bloodshed. Above Fund is a great deliverance. Had the

all, men are praising God because King Fund failed to reach even two hundred

Edward VII . and President Roosevelt are thousand pounds , what would have been

each being acclaimed by their enthusiastic the position ? The failure could hardly be

subjects "The Peacemaker.” A new title ! explained by the inability of the public to

Has the day already dawned when Gib- give so large a sum , because a few indivi

bon's famous taunt is no longer true ?– duals could subscribe that amount ; nor by

“ As long as mankind shall continue to blaming the Committee for appealing for

bestow more liberal applause on their a definite sum , because that is to assert

destroyers than on their benefactors , the that the Committee leaned on its own

thirst of military glory will ever be the wisdom. Faith , after earnest prayer, pre

vice of the most exalted characters." vailed over all objections to ask for

Multitudes are now crying, “ Blessed are 250,000 guineas. Failure to reach this

the peacemakers ! ” Theworld seems to total must have savoured of defeat.

expect that these two great men will be Coupled with the deficits in ordinary
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income of the last seven years, would not Bible — that they cannot do — but to de .

the lament have been raised , “ If the Lord prive us of belief in it. They suggest

be with us,why then is all this befallen falsehood, and leave mistrust to do its

us ? ” The generousand timely response deadly work in hearts taught by that very
to the appeal has vitalized the faith of this Bible to hate even the appearance of a

generation , and all down the coming lie . The rising generation might have
years the memory of it will always re- been shorn of its faith . That the world

energize “ faith in God.” has been saved from this peril, was shown

All must be full of praise that the in dramatic fashion by the rally to the

generation to which we belong and to Bible during the Centenary yearall round

which the Centenary has been entrusted the globe. The power of the Bible has

has not failed in its duty. “ As thy servant been exhibited, alike in the pre -eminence

was busy here and there, he was gone !” and beneficent influence of the Protes

Yes. The Centenary might have slipped tant nations and in the uplifting of the

away unnoticed by many. One day the most degenerate races . God has loved

rich man issued from his mansion and the the world , and has never despaired of

beggar's place was empty. Of what use mankind.

was the beggar ? Of what use was the

Centenary ? The beggar was the rich But there is still another duty to fufil .

man's opportunity, and he and it are gone At this time especially the signal which

for ever. Can we ever be thankful enough floated out from Nelson's ship one hun

that we have been permitted to share in dred years ago is present to every heart.

the Centenary of a Society which has The ordinary income of the Bible Society

issued 50 million complete Bibles and is about £ 20,000 below the expenditure,

nearly 150 million Testaments and Por- and the Committee has been obliged

tions to the world — that we participated , to direct reduction . Just as eyes are

by the good hand of God upon us, in the straining to see the Society's annual

triumphant emergence from one hundred issues top the long-desired ' 6,000,000

years of victorious conflict with the powers copies in 400 languages, this goal seems

that have trampled on humanity ? The to recede. The completion of the Cen

battle is not ended, but many important tenary Fund is the earnest that the

positions have been captured , and the hearts of the supporters of the Bible

pressure will never be relaxed till the Society , and particularly of those who

Bible has free course in every country contribute through the Auxiliaries, will be

on earth . so moved by compassion for the increas

ing number of those who hunger for the

The Word of God cannot be bound, Book, that no one will be content to

nor can the nation that holds the Scrip- begin the Society's new century by merely

tures perish . The secret of England's continuing the subscription which sufficed
great strength is the Bible in the hands for the old . Each subscriber will have

of the people. But it must be a Bible in responded to the signal when , animated

which they believe . Separated from the by the past, full of hope for the future , he

continent of Europe by its growing or she adds something to the present

determination to cling to the vernacular annual subscription as a thankoffering

Bible , Britain waxed strong. “ The Ar- for the wonderful testimony which the

mada is upon thee ! ” triumphed the Centenary celebrations have furnished of

enemy, but England arose and shook the place which the Bible occupies in the

off the might of Spain. Again this affections of our Empire. When the text

country was to be subjugated by the is recalled which revealed the Lord , or

united power of France and Spain , but which brought comfort in sorrow or suc

their bands were broken at Trafalgar. cour in temptation , we shall feel that we

And now, while England slept , unbelieving have not denied to the beggar a share of

critics have toiled , not to take away the the riches which we so highly prize.
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Thanksgiving Meeting

Royal Albert Hall

November 7th .

The arrangements are practically com- sive effect at the Albert Hall Centenary

plete for our great Thanksgiving Meeting meeting last year . The doors will be

in the Royal Albert Hall on Tuesday, open at 6.30, and a selection of sacred

November 7th . The Marquis of North- music from various Oratorios will be

ampton, the Society's President, will take given from 6.50 to 7:30. The meeting

the chair at 7.30, and the principal speakers may be expected to conclude at 9.45 .

will include the Bishop of Manchester,

Count Bernstorff, General Booth, the Rev.

Dr. Forsyth , and the Bishop of Carlisle. His Majesty the King and H.R.H. the

The following are also expected to take Prince of Wales have graciously granted

part in the meeting : the Earl of Stamford, the Society the use of their State Boxes,

the Bishop of

Wakefield ,

Bishop Mitch

inson , Rev.

Marshall Hart

ley , Rev. J. G.

Greenhough ,

Mr. Cheng

Ching Yi (Re

viser of the

M a n d a rin

Bible) , and Mr.

Rubusana (Re

viser of the

Kaffir Bible) .

EN ROUTE TO VANCOUVER.

us use

Among the

numerous Vice

Presidents of

the Society who

have expressed

their intention

of attending HECTOR, IN THE ROCKIES,
Photo by the Rev. J. H. Ritson .

are Sir Henry

Fowler, M.P.,

Bishop Welldon , Sir George HayterSir George Hayter and numerous proprietors have already
Chubb, the Dean of Windsor, Lord followed the royal example by allowing

Radstock, Rev. F. W. Macdonald, Canon the of their boxes for that

Girdlestone , Sir George Livesey, Mr. evening.

Edward Rawlings, Bishop Goe, the Dean

of Norwich, Sir J. Trueman Mills, Mr.

T. A. Denny, Mr. Martin J. Sutton , Mr.
Admission will be by ticket only. These

Albert Spicer, Mr. G. W. Macalpine, Sir
are to be obtained at the Bible House on

Charles Elliott , Rev. W. L. Watkinson, written application addressed to The

Sir T. Fowell Buxton, Bishop Royston,
Home Superintendent, Ticket Office, 146 ,

Bishop Ingham , Rev. Dr. ' McẾwan, Queen Victoria Street , London, E.c ?

Archdeacon Sinclair , and Lord Kinnaird.
Numbered reserved seats in the Arena and

Stalls will be charged 23. 6d . and (a few)

is . each , according to position . Boxes, to

The Centenary Choir of 1,500 voices hold from five to twenty persons , 25. 6d .

is busily engaged in rehearsals. The per seat, but a whole box must in each

music will include Jackson's Te Deum, case be taken . Reinittances must accom

and Handel's Hallelujah Chorus, which pany applications. Tickets to other parts

was sung with such moving and impres- of the building, free.
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The railway companies have agreed to him by a Committee of the Society of

issue special return tickets to London , Friends for distribution to Boer families

available from November 6th to 8th in- whose homes have been ruined by the

clusive , at a fare and a quarter. Signed war, have been disposed of through the

vouchers for obtaining these return tickets ministers of the Dutch Reformed Church.

will be sent with tickets for seats on ap- Mr. Lowe is confident that this timely and

plication to the Ticket Office, 146 , Queen sympathetic gift has produced no small

Victoria Street , E.C. , as above. effect upon the religious life of the country,

and has created a better feeling between

the Dutch and British Christians both in the
There will be no collection .

Transvaal and in the Orange River Colony.

The Rev. A. Taylor writes describing
On hearing of the terrible earthquake

his safe and successful journey, viâ New which has desolated more than one pro

York and San Francisco, to Japan. He
vince in the South of Italy, the Committee

arrived at Kobe on September 17th , and
promptly arranged that two of our colpor

has proceeded viâ Shanghai to Singapore. teurs should visit the ravaged districts in

order to make a free distribution of Italian

The Rev. R. E. Welsh has received a Scriptures among the suffering people .

warm welcome in Canada, where his

books have found a wide circulation Mr. R. T. Turley , our Assistant-agent

among all Christian communions. He
in Manchuria, reports his safe arrival with

has already preached and spoken for the Mrs. Turley at Mukden . He speakswith

Society at Ottawa, Quebec, Montreal, astonishment of the organizing ability

Toronto, London (Ontario ), and Hamil- shown by the Japanese. “ Every detail

ton . He was also able to attend the goes like clockwork." Southern Manchuria

General Synod of the Church of England is fast recovering from the ravages of the

in Canada, which met at Quebec early in recent campaign. The city of Mukden

September, and thus obtained introduc- escaped wonderfully. One large shell fell

tions to many clergy and ecclesiastics close to the wall of the British and Foreign

from all parts of the Dominion. Mr.
Bible Society's compound, but did not

Welsh started on October 9th to visit explode. No serious damagewas done to

Winnipeg and a number of towns along our premises ; a few tiles were broken or

the route to Vancouver, which he expected displaced by bullets, and some of the walls

to reach at the beginning of November. appear shaken and cracked .

The first annual meeting of our Johan .
Thanks to the kind offices of Sir Arthur

nesburg Auxiliary was held on August 9th . Hardinge,we hear from Julfa, Persia, that

The Earl of Selborne , who presided and after certain delays a number of cases of

made a brief but hearty speech , was sup our Scriptures in the Persian language

ported by representatives of nearly all the have at last been allowed to pass the

local Churches. The Bishop of Pretoria , Customs Department, and are now on

who was unable to attend, sent a hearty their way up country. Our Sub -agent,

letter anda donation. As a sequel to the
Mr. W. H. Allinson, writes : "The

meeting. Lord Selborne has forwarded a Bible Society's representatives
at Julfa

cheque for£10, and a gentleman interested and all the missionaries have greatly

in China has undertaken to support a rejoiced, and thank God for this removal

colporteur in that country. During the of difficulties , and are earnestly praying

present year our depôt at Johannesburg has that the Word of God may enter the

sold the Scriptures in forty-three different country with perfect freedom .”

languages.

We hear from Bagdad that the authori.

The Rev. George Lowe, our Agent in ties in four different towns molested our

Johannesburg, reports that the whole of colporteurs by seizing their books , beating

the 876 Dutch Family Bibles entrusted to them , or putting them into prison.
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We learn from Mauritius that an annual and Wesleyan Churches united to extend

Bible Sunday, with collections for the most cordial greetings to the Society's

Society, is to be observed by all Protes- representatives. The whole gathering

tant congregations in the island . formed an excellent omen for the success

ful extension of our work in South Africa .

An Auxiliary has been for the first time 第

organized at ' Algiers. The Rev. C. H.

Muriel, chaplainof the English Church,
Mr. James E. Vanner, the well -known

has consented to act as President and
Wesleyan Methodist layman , who has

Secretary for the time being. The Com now returned to our Committee after a

mittee includes the Rev. B. R. Mein , of
long absence, first joined its ranks as long

the Scotch Church, and Pastor Bégou ago as 1867 , but after a year's service

Bonnefon, of the French Reformed other engagements compelled him to

Church . Mr. Hay- Newton, the British retire. It is needless to say that he has

Consul, has presided at a public meeting received a very warm welcome, though

on behalf of the Society, and the Auxiliary very few of his original colleagues are

has already remitted fr. 431*80 as a Free still serving in the Committee -room .

Contribution to London. We wish Mr.

May, who has charge of our work in

Algeria, great success in building up this It is judged unwise by medical opinion

new band of helpers . that Mr. Broome P. Smith, who was in

valided home from West Africa in the

spring, should return to the deadly climate

A largely attended meeting was held in of that field where he laboured so energe

the Oak Hall of the Young Men's Chris- tically for the Society. His health , how

tian Association , Capetown, on September ever, is quite re -established ; and the

12th , to give a hearty welcome to the Rev. Committee have appointed him as one of

R. O. Walker and the Rev. G. P. van der their Sub-agents in Japan. Mr. and Mrs.

Merwe, the Society's two new Secretaries Broome Smith leave England on October

in Cape Colony. Mr. E. J. Earp presided, 31st, sailing on the N.D. Lloyd ss. Prinz

and representative clergymen and minis Eitel Friedrich for Nagasaki . Mr. Broome

ters of the Presbyterian, Episcopalian, Smith's future sphere of work will be the

Dutch Reformed, Baptist , Congregational island of Kiushiu .

ON THE MOORS.
Photo by C. Reid , Wishaw .
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With the Bible in Western China

By Montagu Beauchamp

Of the China Inland Mission

TH

new

Mr. Beauchainp was one of the “ Cambridge Seven” who volunteered together for foreign

mission service in 1885, and became the instruinents of a notable revival of missionary zeal

in this country. He has spent inore than twenty years in connection with the China Inland

Mission , and his recolleclions are full of ripe experience as well as ardent devotion .

HE Old Book is ever rew . It proves were happy years of sowing beside all

itself sufficient to meet our most waters with the certainty of reaping, even

modern needs, and adapts itself to every though I should not be among the reapers.

nation under heaven . Never were the During all those journeys far and near, and
prospects greater than they are to -day in over those thousands of miles which I

China. As the Word Incarnate was put tramped in loneliness, I always carried a

to death but rose again, so the Bible , 'supply of Chinese Scripture portions.
which in 1900 the Boxers sought to an- At length Mr. Fergusson, the Bible

nihilate with all its disciples, has since Society's Sub-agent, wassentinto Szechuan.
that time of death entered upon a As he passed through the little city of

life . After carefully thinking over the Kwang-yuan, he deposited for a time ten

facts which I have witnessed in China, I mule-loads of Scriptures in our Hall.

can confidently affirm that no book ismore These made such an impression on the

popular in that land to -day than the Bible . Chinese that it was widely reported that

Not that it is necessarily understood or these great boxes contained weapons of

even yet read in many quarters, but millions war. About the same time a disastrous

of Gospels have been circulated , and I have food had left a number of people desti

recently come from

a district in West

China where the de

mand is still greater

than the supply.
$ 02

It is a great joy

to the China Inland

Mission to be so

closely allied with the

work of the Bible

Society ; indeed , one

Society could hardly

exist without the

other .

When in 1886 I

crossed for the first

time into the vast pro

vince of the Szechuan ,

which alone contains

sixty - eight million

people , I found but a

handful of native

Christians. Even the

Bible Societyhad then

no resident Agent in

the province. I spent

years itinerating

among its towns and

cities , seeing little ap
Photo lent by CI.M.

MR. MONTAGU BEAUCHAMP AND HIS

parent fruit , yet they coolIE , STARTING ON A JOURNEY.

K
a
l
e
v
e
r
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especially bound

copies. Our man

darin thus became

possessed of a copy

of the Imperial New

Testament - the

edition published

for presentation to

the Dowager Em

press. A Christian

lad , Chiao , who was

up to that time the

only converted

member of his

family, received

Mrs. Beauchamp's

bound Chinese

Bible. In my hasty

talks with my

friends on the eve

of our escape I

laid stress on the

extreme value of

their Bibles— " they

will increase in

FISHING WITH A BIG NET, worth — hundreds
ON THE YANGTZE RIVER.

will want them after

we are gone ; even

tute , and we started a Dorcas Society to if we die the Word will live and grow for

clothe them . The garments thus made ever.” Thus we took fight , as did hun

were said to be the uniforms for the dreds of missionaries from different parts

soldiers whom we were about to equip. of the Empire, driven out by Chinese

About that period I remember two hostility, or ordered away by the British
happy , busy days spent with Mr. Fergusson authorities. But the seed remained .

in market towns in the neighbourhood, “ Except a grain of wheat fall into the

where we had great crowds of attentive earth and die, it abideth alone, but if it

and bewildered listeners but no great sales. die it bringeth forth much fruit . ''

In those days most Chinamen turned from

us after a single glance at a Gospel- During the months of our enforced

indeed , hardly a glance, for the nose was absence, what numbers both of men and of

the critic rather than the eye , and there Bibles did fall into the ground and die ! But

followed the invariable remark, P'ang our lad Chiao became God's instrument

ch'ou ( " It stinks " ), i.e. , It is full of medi- for the conversion of his whole family,

cine whereby the foreigner hopes to catch beginning with his wife , from whom in

earlier days he had sought a divorce, so

Let me go back to those mule -loads of hopeless had been the gulf between them .

Scriptures in Kwang-yuan. As I felt sure Now both his parents and his three

that a change was approaching, I in- brothers are all Christians. The Bible

vested in two of these loads. When the had been so well studied during these dark

great Boxer trouble burst upon us in 1900, months of loneliness and trial , that to- day

how we cried to God to protect this the Word dwells in him richly , and his

precious and incorruptible seed , far more prayers are full of its language. Chiao is

valuable than any of our own personal now my right-hand man in the new district

effects. As I foresaw the probability that into which I have removed, some hundreds

our premises would be sacked soon after of miles away from his old home at
our departure, I gave away most of our Kwang-yuan . He came with me

complete Chinese Bibles and Testaments, volunteer, and his example led many others

*

us.

as a
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to offer themselves as workers for me on conference and the Bible School were

the same footing. held in the C.I.M. Mission Stations. The

The work in what I have called this inquirers came from far and near, paying
new district is largely of a new kind . It their own travelling expenses. Some

is carried on in the south -east corner of actually tramped 120 miles, crossing snow

Szechuan , with Kweifu as a centre. This topped mountains in order to attend .

region during the last two years has been They carried with them their bulky

the scene of an extraordinary religious Chinese Bibles slung in a bundle over

movement. I have no longer to go out as their shoulders. They would stay a week

formerly into the towns andmarkets selling or tendays, and number from seventy to

the Scriptures . The Chinese come to me one hundred and fifty. The centre of the

for the express purpose of buying the teaching and instruction was the Word of

Scriptures, or being instructed in their God.

meaning. The work of colportage has In my early days as pioneer missionary

been carried on by volunteers, though I devoted a good deal of time to fixing up

these are , of course, under careful super- posters which consisted of Chinese Gospel

vision, as real difficulties arise if they texts in large type. I also carried a banner

go out unauthorized by the missionary. inscribed with * Repent , for the Kingdom

Two Chinese gentlemen of some posi- of Heaven is at hand .” This was fixed to

tion bought of their own accord a coolie- a light bamboo pole which stuck into my

load of Scriptures from the native agent, umbrella case as it was slung over my

and spent some weeks selling them in a shoulder. Thus the text towered high

difficult district . Their motives may have above my head wherever I walked, and

been much mistaken, but nevertheless the never failed to attract attention . I have

seed was the Word of God
also found brief passages selected from the

Another country gentleman bought as Scriptures, chiefly from the parables and

many Scripture portions as he could miracles of our Lord, very useful when

conveniently carry home with him for copied out in a very large bold hand so

distribution. He lived a hundred miles as to be legible at ten or fifteen yards

from my headquarters, and many times distant . These are arranged in rolls, and

invited me to visit him and instruct his prove of great use when preaching to

friends. His invitations were most press the audiences which gather in our city

ing, and each time he sent a chair with chapels.

bearers or a mule for my choice of swift In conclusion , let me mention the great

conveyance. Yet it was over eightmonths revolution which is taking place in the

before I could go to him in response to Government examinations in China. Ques

his fourth deputation. At his country tions are beginning to be set in “ Western

house I found between one and two learning," which is consequently in great

hundred people assembled who could demand. I believe that suitable men

hardly be dismissed in the evening, so ought to be set apart to go round with

eager were they to be taught. Several the great Provincial Examiners, in order to

of them learned the Lord's Prayer, the preach and lecture to the scholars and
Commandments, the Beatitudes, &c . , and students. For these students are the

one man went so far as to memorise the cream of China, and from them will be

whole of the Gospel of St. Matthew . chosen the mandarins of the future.

In former years interested purchasers Looking over this vast field I am more

of the Bible were few and could easily be than ever impressed with the need for

kept sight of, but now their numbers God's Book and for living teachers to

outrun this possibility. In place of Bible interpret its message.

itinerations the missionary must now The responsibility of the Church is in

devote himself to Bible teaching, gather- creasing as the field of work and harvest

ing people together for conference and is so much more accessible than formerly .

instruction. During my last brief stay in And a great joy is in store for those who,

China I had no greater joy than these like Philip, are ready to meet the Ethiopian

assemblages for Bible study. The larger coming along the way.

-
-

- -

1
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In the Empire of the Tsar

T
in

one

An Interview with Dr. Kean

The Bible Society's Agent in Russia

O realize the porteur's opportunity in Russia . Then he

value of the tinds all the people at home with nothing

Bible Society's to do, and glad of anything to break the

work monotony of existence. This is the time

Russia , to sell .

needs to un- " We will suppose that he is travelling

derstand the to Archangel from St. Petersburg . His

conditions of method would be somewhat as follows .

life in that He will travel by train , where he is

country of granted a free ticket, carrying with him
large dis- about a dozen cases of books. And here I

tances, where should state how valuable are the con

eight out of cessions made to us by the Russian

nine of the Government and the railroad and steamer

people live in companies. Our men can travel free in

villages and where small hamlets are any part of the country, and our books

often isolated by wide stretches of un- are exempt from various taxes and duties,

inhabited country and the villagers see and are carried for the most part free of

little of any life beyond their own. charge, so long as they are on Russian

It would be difficult to name a country lines.

where our colporteurs are doing better " The colporteur will often break the

or more useful work than in the vast journey to go by sledge to villages that

empire of the Tsar. are off the railway line, or to travel by

“ But in England people do not realize

what colportage is," said Dr. Kean, our

Agent in St. Petersburg, when recently at

the Bible House in London .

" The larger proportion of our Russian

colporteurs are themselves peasants , like

the people among whom they work. As

they travel from place to place , they live

on the food of the working classes - black

bread chiefly, with sour milk, and perhaps

a bowl of cabbage-soup once a day.

" It should be remembered that farm

houses are not, dotted all about Russia , as

is the case in England. The Russians

have a system of Agricultural Unions .

All who are within a radius of ten to

twenty iniles will live in one village,

travelling anything up to twenty miles a

day to work in the fields. Moreover,

when a colporteur arrives at a village in

harvest-time, he finds it practically de

serted by all but the old men and women,

every one else being away in the fields,

where they live and sleep during the

hottest months. They work as long as

daylight continues in order to makethe

most of the short three months which is

all the summer they know.

“ The winter, therefore, is the col- IN THEIR SUNDAY CLOTHES.

RUSSIAN PEASANTS
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service that the colporteur, from whom they can

obtain the Scriptures , is in the village . Very often

the priest himself will purchase, and will earnestly
encourage the people to do the same. Some

times the colporteur stays with the priest while

he is in the village, and sometimes he puts up at

an inn . In every Russian village there is accom

modation for a stranger, though it may be but a

shed where he can puthis horses, and a small inn

where food can be got.”.

" In what languages do you make your largest

sales ? "

" Undoubtedly Russian, which is the language

of the people. Slavonic comes next. This is the

ecclesiastical language, and is more intelligible to
Russians than Latin to Roman Catholics. In the

schools Slavonic is taught along with Russian,

and that is the reason why one of the most popular

books we sell is the Four Gospels in Russian and

Slavonic. The Russian which is the language of

the people is known, strictly speaking, as Great

Russian . But there is Little Russian, a dialect

which is spoken in the west and south , the same

language which we call Ruthenian in connection

with the Austrian Empire. Polish is another im

portant language, which may be called a Roman

Catholic language. Finnish is the language of a

large portion of the Russian Empire. Lettish is

spoken in the Baltic Provinces, where we also

AR

A RUSSIAN PANCAKE SELLER WEAR

ING A SHEEPSKIN COAT.

Photo by Scherer, Natholz & Co.

boat tosome of the smaller places.

He sells the Scriptures as he goes

along. Supposing he intends to

touch some branch place on the

line, he may send the greater part

of his cargo of books direct to

Archangel, or he will leave various

cases at the towns en route where

he stops , taking into the villages

only what he thinks he will need.

" The first thing he does on

entering a village is to find out

the priest , whose trea ent of the

colporteur will much depend on

the man himself. Sometimes he

is kind and gracious, at other times

he may be less cordial , but on the

whole the priest is true to the

general attitude of his Church ,

and the colporteur has only to

tell him who he is , and what is

his object in visiting the village ,

to obtain a hearty welcome. In

all probability the priest will an

nounce in the church at the next

RUSSIAN PEASANT WITH

A TATAR WIFE .

Photo by Scherer,

Nathola & Co., Moscow .
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find Esthonian. These last three are

Protestant languages.

“ Few people out of Russia realize how

curious is the language problem of that

Provinces . The Esthonian and Finnish

languages are first cousins. Others in this

same migration penetrated into Hungary,

and are known as the Magyars.

A WINTER SCENE IN A RUSSIAN VILLAGE .

empire , or how it comes about that there “ We have translated portions of the

are so many different forms of speech in Scriptures into Chuvash, one of the lan

a country which might be supposed to be guages of the Volga valley, and into

inhabited by the same race. It is probably several Tatar dialects. About forty years

to be accounted for in this way. In past ago the Bible Society proposed to have

ages, the date of which is quite uncertain Scriptures in the language of each of these

there were movements of tribes from Cen- tribes , but it is so difficult to know which

tral Asia westward . When these peoples languages will remain and which will be

reached the mountains dividing what we come ultimately extinct. The demand for

now know as Europe and Asia , they left the Scriptures in Chuvash has been great.

fragments of themselves in the mountain " In the present day, one tribe in the

passes --- fragments which exist to this day. Caucasus hardly understands another's

Thus , in the Urals we find tribes undoubt- language. There are no less than forty

edly of Finnish stock, speaking languages different tongues there, but only a small

akin to Finnish . In this connection it is handful of people speaking each .

curious to note the resemblance of the “ We have translated portions into

Finns to the Malays. They have the same Georgian , this being the chief language

shaped faces and eyes. It is not improb- in that district . One or two other experi

able that the ancestors of the present ments have been made, but it is probable

Finns came from the same portion of Asia that Georgian will ultimately become the

as the Malays. language of the Caucasians. Further south

“ When these tribes were entering in Transcaucasia we have Armenian . "

Europe they divided , some going north “ What is the attitude of the people

into Finland, some west into the Baltic towards the Scriptures ? ”
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they must not

hold meetings,

they must not

preach . But

thanks to the

attitude of

those in high

places, they

have permis

sion to sell

practicallyany

where and

everywhere.

They go from

one end to the

other of the

trains and the

steamers , sell

ing to passen

A CITY SLEDGE .

A RUSSIAN FRUIT-SELLER.

" The Church

man's attitude is

one of supersti

tious reverence .

He reverences

the Gospels, but

is apt to regard

them as he re

gards a book of

the lives of the

saints , and it

must be remem

bered that in the

Russian language

a book of bio

graphies of the

saints would be

called Holy Scrip

ture, though in

England the term is applied to the Bible gers. They sell at the fairs, they sell in

alone. the monasteries, and from first to last they

" The Russian temperament is a religious have seldom experienced any opposition

temperament, but the priests do not or unfriendliness either from the priests,

preach or teach as do the clergy in our the police , or the people."

own land . We therefore can only put “ Has the war affected your sales ? ”

God's Word into the hands of the people, “ Yes, we have sold as many books as

and leave it with them to do its own work. ever, but they have been cheaper editions,

For the colporteurs are not missionaries ; because of the scarcity of money. War,

they are not at liberty to hold meetings disastrous as it is, willusually result in an

even if the Society would allow them to increased sale of Scriptures, as the people,

do so ; they can only sell the books, and brought face to face with the stern

this is all we desire them to do . They realities of life and death , are more in

may, of course, read aloud out of the book clined for serious things, and willthe more

by way of recommending it,they may talk readily read for themselves the Word of
to people , and persuade them to buy, but God. '

-
-
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A Cycle of Cathay

WE

6

E are indebted to the Rev. T. hanging from the handle-bars, and on the

Howard Smith , of the London other side of which it is slung to preserve

Mission, Peking, for the following par- an even balance .

ticulars of our colporteur Cheng Kuing I , " When Mr. Cheng arrives at a village

who works under his superintendence. or market town, he and his cycle at once

" This colporteur, who stands in the become the centre of attraction, people

centre of the picture, holding some Chi- all gathering round to see this wonderful

nese Gospels in his hands, was formerly self-going machine,' as they call it . Thus

in a more prosperous position, as far as the bicycle may be considered a splendid

this world's goods are concerned, and advertisement as well as a valuable steed

has owned a bicycle for several years which enables him to get over more

past . From the time when we engaged ground and do far more work than he

as a colporteur right on to the begin- could ever hope to do without it .

ning of 1903, he used his cycle in the “ A considerable number of military

Society's work, covering far more ground camps are pitched in the large park
and selling far more books than any other situated some few miles to the south of

two colporteurs whom I have super- Peking , and known as the Nanhaitzu, in

intended. His own cycle, alas ! has now which there many thousands of

got beyond the repairing stage , and he soldiers. Situated near the centre of

cannot afford to replace it ; the cycle in these there is quite a community of small
the picture is only a borrowed machine. tradesmen who cater for the needs of the

Our illustration , however, shows how he men . Here the soldiers congregate in

carried his books . The Gospels spread very large numbers on the days when

out in the foreground are done up into a they receive their pay . I was pleasantly

bundle similar to that which appears surprised to find that colporteur Cheng had

are

画画

TAS

COLPORTEUR CHENG KUING I

SELLING THE SCRIPTURES IN PEKING.
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| 室 書 學 廣 會 書 室

Growe

The Rev. T. Aouard Smith

stands this side.THE LONDON MISSION COMPOUND IN PEKING, SHOWING

THE BIBLE SOCIETY'S DEPÔT ON THE RIGHT.

found among them numerous purchasers these mostly, if not entirely, to soldiers.

for his books and most willing hearers of Unless, however, he is able to replace his

his explanations. On many of his visits cycle I fear he will be forced to discon

tea was provided for him , and on one tinue this interesting work on account of

very hot day some of the soldiers fixed the distance of the camps from Peking.”

up a large umbrella to screen him from We venture to believe that there are

the sun , a table on which to place his friends of the Society able and willing

books, and two forms for himself and to secure another bicycle for this colpor

his companions to sit on . Mr. Cheng teur. A new up -to-date bicycle is less neces

was told later that there was scarcely a sary than a strong, serviceable machine

room in the camps in which one or more which would carry his load and help him

copies of the Gospels might not be to economize his time. In some respects

found , and that many of the officers had a cycle with cushion tyres would even be

copies. preferable, as this would not be liable to

His sales make a record amongst my the punctures which are far too common

colporteurs, as on several occasions he an experience near Peking, on account of

has sold between 100 and 200 books in the number of thorns scattered about the

one day, and on one occasion over 200, and roads.

The world to come whereof we speak .

" The great purpose of life is a purpose to which this

life hardly more than introduces us . " - R . H. HUTTON .

-
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The Bible Story of

Norway and Sweden
By William Canton

I
N the present political condition of

Norway and Sweden it may be inter

esting to recall the long connection of

the Bible Society with the peoples of the

Scandinavian Peninsula . For those who

are familiar with the details of that story,

it has not been difficult to recognize at

least the dominant influence which has so

tempered and balanced the character of

both nations, that the most vital of all

constitutional changes has been practic

able without the horrors of revolution or

an appeal to the sword.

With Norway and Sweden , as in so

many other instances, the first contact

with the Society seems little less than

providential. Messrs. Paterson and Hen

derson were on their way as missionaries

to India when a Divine hand interposed,

and they became the first continental

agents of the Society . Paterson

printing the Icelandic Bible at Copen

was

Photo by W. Klickmann .
A CHURCH AT BALHOLM ,

SOGNEFJORD, NORWAY

hagen when the British fleet bombarded

the Danish capital in 1807. His work

was suspended, and he passed over into

Sweden . As early as May, 1804, the

Committee had been informed by the

Society Pro Fide et Christianismo that

" owing to the gracious and paternal care

of the Government " there was no dearth

of the Scriptures in Sweden or Lapland,

and in 1807 a similar statement had been

made with regard to Norway. Personal

inquiry soon disproved those comfort

able assurances . It was ascertained that

among the whole Swedish population

there was not one family in ten - among

the peasantry not one in twenty-that
possessed either Bible or Testament.

Paterson brought the matter home so

convincingly to those in high places in

Stockholm , that in February, 1808, the

Swedish Evangelical Society was founded

with the sanction of the King, Gusta

vus IV. , a few weeks before his dethrone

ment, and the Committee aided its funds
RUINS OF ST. CATHERINE'S CHURCH ,

WISBY, ISLAND OF GOTHLAND.

Photo by

W. Klickmann .
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our souls were perishing, and they sent us

the Bible . No , we cannot pray against

our best friends ! ”

Several Swedish Auxiliaries were formed,

and started on their work with a hand

some gift from the Committee ; and in

July, 1814 , the Swedish Evangelical,

which had previously had a separate

department for trade and religious pub

lications, was reconstituted as the Swedish

Bible Society . In full Council of State
Charles XIII. became its patron , and the

Crown Prince (Napoleon'sfamous general,

Bernadotte) accepted the position of its

first honorary member. Thenceforth a

gracious and unfailing interest was taken

by the royal house in the spread of the

Scriptures throughout the peninsula -- ſor

Norway and Sweden had now been some

time united under one Crown - and many

an anniversary meeting was honoured by

the presence of the King and princes of

the blood. In 1825 the Swedish Bible

Society was supported by nearly a dozen

Auxiliaries, and 204,645 Bibles and Testa

ments had up to that date been distri

buted at a price which brought them

within reach of the poorest.

Photo by W. Klickmann .
TYPICAL NORWEGIAN

CORXMILL IN SOGX .

with a gift of £300. In the summer

Paterson and Henderson set out on a tour

of 2,300 miles through the north . They

traversed a considerable portion of the

ancient province of Dalecarlea, where the

poor made bread of fir- tree bark, and the

people of each parish dressed alike and

every parish wore its own particular

colour. At Hernosand they learned some

thing about the Laplanders from Bishop

Nordin . There were 10,000 Swedish

Lapps ; they spoke no tongue but their

own ; the only edition of the Lapp New

Testament ( printed in 1755 ) was nearly

exhausted , but a new edition was then

passing through the Bishop's press.

Arrangements were afterwards made by

the Committee for 5,000 copies , at a cost

of £ 250, and in 1811 the books were dis

tributed by inland carriers at the expense

of the Government.

It is pleasant to know the effect which

these measures had on the warm heart of

the Scandinavians. When Sweden was

compelled to declare war against England

in 1810 the Swedes and Finns remcm

bered how the English had helped in the

years of bloodshed, famine, and pesti

lence, and the order for the war - prayer

met with indignant remonstrance among

the Dalecarlians : " War with the English !

We were starving, and they sent us food ;

HEM

Photo by W. Klickmann ,
TVINDE FOS, NEAR

STALHEIM, NORWAY.
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was

The Norwegian Bible Society was Apocrypha, while consenting to supply

formed in 1816. The foundation was the canonical Scriptures to those who

provided by a munificent gift of 6,600 rix- asked for them . In a few years, however,

dollars from the Crown Prince (Berna- the cessation of pecuniary assistance, the

dotte ), who hoped the " joyful day ” was restriction of grants almost entirely to

approaching “ when the Word of God the New Testament, and the rarity of

should be found in the smallest cottage of personal intercourse, so narrowed " the

the North .” It was not until 1820, how- operations of the Committee in

ever, that it was reorganized on the strict countries where their operations were

lines of the British and Foreign Bible needed, that it was decided to make an

Society , and received the promised grant experiment with the agency system .

of £500 from our Committee. A year or
two later information reached the Bible

House that the Norwegian Lapps - Kwains,

or Quans, as they were called - in the

Arctic regions between the Varanger and

Alten Fjords numbered several thousands,

and used a different language from that of

the eastern tribes. They were Christians,

and most of them were readers, but

religious books were so scarce that they

thought little of going twenty or thirty

miles to hear a good book read and to

sing hymns, No Kwain version

known , but the devoted Stockfleth took

up his abode among this strange race for

the purpose of translating the New Testa

ment. In 1828 arrangements were made

for its publication at the cost of the

Committee, but years went by, and it was

only in 1870 that the volume was finished

and printed, under the supervision of the

Norwegian Bible Society .

But these years — 1828 and 1870-belong

to a period when all the conditions of

Bible -work on the Continent had been

revolutionized by the Apocrypha contro

versy . In Norway and Sweden the

decision of the Committee was not so
NAERO FJORD, NORWAY,

Photo by W. Klickmann .

bitterly resented as it was in Germany

and Denmark, as an arbitrary overruling One small incident about this time

of ancient ecclesiastical custom . The
speaks volumes as to the effect which had

Primate of Sweden , Archbishop Rosen- been produced, even in Norway, by the

stein, frankly declared that he had “ never sympathetic efforts of the British and

considered the apocryphal books as Foreign Bible Society. While travelling

forming any part of his Bible," and among in 1831 , the second Lord Teignmouth

other friendly prelates was the Bishop of arrived at the house of an aged minister

Mexiö , Esaias Tegnér , " the first among in a wild , sequestered nook of the Bergen

Swedish poets, living or dead ,” whose district . He presented a letter of intro

Children of the Lord's Supper has long been duction , and the venerable pastor, after

familiar in the liquid translation by Long- reading it , silently beckoned him to

fellow .' Anxiety as to popular suscepti- follow ,and at once led him up to a portrait

bilities decided both the Swedish and the of his father, the first President of the

Norwegian Societies to adhere to the Society . The good minister's hospitality

1 Scc the earlier editions of the poem for Long- corresponded with his curiously expres

fellow's charming picture of Dalecarlian village
sive welcome.

life at this date. In 1832 Dr. Paterson visited both

M
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countries to introduce the new method of

operation , and was everywhere received

with open arms. With the hearty con

currence of the Swedish Bible Society,

which maintained its independent posi

tion , he formed an agency committee at

Stockholm, and authority was given for

the printing of editions as they were

required. In Norway, where all the

Auxiliaries of the Norwegian Society had

fallen extinct, an agencywas established

at Christiania, with similar powers as to

printing and distribution , and branch

SELJESTAD, BRATLAUSDAL ,

NORWAY .

Photo by

W. Klickmann .

AT MUNDAL, SOGNE FJORD .
Photo by W. Klickınamı .

village schoolmasters were secured for

their own districts, and afterwards a num

ber of exceptionally qualified Biblemen

were employed from the various centres.

At the Jubilee the Swedish Bible Society

had circulated 676,922 copies of Scripture,

and the Stockholm Agency 583,162-a

total of over a million and a quarter

among the people who had been repre

sented as fairly supplied with the Word

of God . The aggregate of the Norwegian

Bible Society stood at 53,500 copies ; that

of the Christiania Agency and its branches

at 88,315 — in all 141,815 .

The figures of many worthy friends had

meanwhile passed from the stage, though

among them only two can be noted here .

The venerable Count Rosenblad, who had

served under five kings and presided over

the Swedish Bible Society for thirty -three

years, died in 1847, in his ninetieth year.

In 1853 , Mr. Keyser, who had been secre

tary to the Stockholm Agency from its

start in 1832 , succumbed to a long illness .

The Rev. Johannes Rohtlieb, minister of

committees at Christiansand, Stavanger ,

Bergen and Trondhjem were supplied

from the capital. In 1839 colportage was

tried in Sweden on a small scale, but

with some remarkable results . In Norway,

with its intricate fjords, its Jötunheim of

mountains, where the old shaggy giants of

frost and tempest were still alive among

the clouded rocks, its wild tracks in which

a house was not seen for leagues, the

problem of distribution presented greater

difficulties . The good offices of the
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the German Church at Stockholm , suc- Sunday Schools and schools for the poor,

ceeded , and filled the post for six and the building of churches and chapels, the

twenty years . To his enthusiastic energy, founding of homes for the destitute, hospi

under the Divine blessing , Sweden owed tals for the sick, associations for the sup

the distinction of being the first European port of home and foreign missions—all

country from which the British and Foreign evidences of the quickening power of the
Bible Society was enabled to withdraw its Word of Life .

ministrations. Those touching episodes Early in 1880 Dr. Rohtlieb resigned his

and remarkable providenceswhich so often charge; in April in the following year his

give an irresistible tenderness and beauty coffin, covered with the choicest flowers

to the records of the Society are curiously " so costly in Stockholm " -was followed

rare in the story of Scandinavia . People to the grave by fifty carriages and sorrow

were too shy and reserved to speak of ing crowds . The Rev. R. H. Weakley,

their personal experiences.But the efficacy better known for many years afterwards

of the Divine Book was perhaps even more as the Agent for Egypt, took up the work,

clearly manifested by the change which which was now drawing to a close . In

became observable in the life of the na- 1881 a new Swedish-Lapp version of the

tion . Persons of every class and condition Gospel of St. Matthew was printed, and

were interested in the distribution of the consignments were dispatched for the

Scriptures- poor cottagers, tradesmen , reindeer to convey across the snowy

public functionaries, military officers, wastes to far-away Arjeplog on the Horn

country ladies, persons of rank. Lake, Jockwock , and Gellivara under the

Mission organizations appeared, and they shadow of its iron mountain . A New

too had their Bible sellers ; while the old Testament, Swedish and English , was put

diocesan societies and local associations to press in 1882 for the benefit of the

revived under the impulse of grace. The Swedish emigrants who passed in thou

great massof the people had learned to sands from Gothenburg on their way to

love their Bible ; and though there was America ; and this was the last under

still much ignorance, and the seeds of taking of the Committee on behalf of

doubt and infidelity had been sown by the Sweden . In July, 1883, the final arrange

writings of Strauss and Schenkel, Renan ments were made for the withdrawal of

and Colenso , a likeness was noticed between the British and Foreign Bible Society . By

the peasantry on the Swedish hillsides many the event was felt to be almost a

and the devout people of the Waldensian national calamity,” but the course of the

valleys. Committee was fully justified in the sequel.

The Jubilee of the Swedish Bible Society The position of the Society , the urgent

was celebrated in the capital on May 3, needs of other lands, the work accom

1865. Charles XV. and his brother, Prince plished for their own country were simply

Oscar, were present, and in that august explained, and the Christian people of

gathering a voice was raised “ in warmest Sweden readily assumed the responsi

thanks to that noble people away beyond bilities which rightly belonged to them .

the sea, whose labours for the increase of Mr. Henry Tottie took charge while affairs

God's kingdom on earth had brought such were being wound up , andhis name was

great blessings to Sweden." added to the list of Honorary Life Gover

There was probably no country on the nors, where it stood until his death in

Continent in which the provision of the 1901 .

Scriptures approximated so closely to the In 1884 the population of Norway was

number of the inhabitants as in Sweden at a little over 4,600,000. The Swedish

the beginning of 1875 Since 1832 the Bible Society had distributed 931,220

agency had dispersed some 2,200,000 copies ; the total circulation of agency

volumes, and the aggregate of the Swe- from 1832 to the closing of the doors in

dish Society had reached 875,000. The the autumn of 1885 was 2,943,899 copies :

combined issues — considerably over three an aggregate of 3.875,000. At that time ,

million copies - was numerically equal to however, the total Swedish issues of the

seventy - five per cent. of the actual popula- British and Foreign Bible Society stood

tion . In this brief outline no more than at 3,236,868 copies, so that 292,969 had

a reference can be made to the growth of been used for Swedes abroad.
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No complete financial statement is expenses, &c . , at Stockholm are merged
available. Up to the time of the Apoc- in those of other foreign agencies.

rypha trouble £9,658 was paid in grants Between 1844 and 1886 the expendi

to the Swedish Society and its Auxiliaries. ture in Sweden was £161,135 , and the

From that point to 1844 the printing receipts from sales came to £ 106,417.

Common Prayer

“ This is that which most of all hindereth Heavenly

consolation, that thou art too slow in turning thyself

to Prayer . " — Thomas à Kempis .

FOR
OR many years it has been the rule for the whole staff of the Bible House in

London to assemble for prayer every Tuesday morning, and in many other

countries the servants and friends of the Society are accustomed to unite week

by week , for common intercession on its behalf. We entreat all who are like -minded

to join each Tuesday morning in this unison of praise and prayer with the Society's

agents, colporteurs, and Biblewomen throughout the world .

or near

The following special topics for prayer are suggested to our fellow -workers : --

For November.-( 1) For a blessing on the with the Bible Society. We ask for special

great Thanksgiving Meeting in the Royal Albert prayers during the coming weeks on behalf

Hall, London, and on all meetings being held of these partners in our work.

in other parts of the country on ( 1 ) For missionaries who are at present

November 7th . ( 2 ) For wisdom in administer- engaged in mastering barbarous languages, in

ing the Centenary Fund . (3 ) That the Society's order to be able to give God's messageto the

normal income may increase to meet the grow- heathen . (2) For missionaries who are trans

ing needs of the work. (4) That Christian lating or revising foreign versions. (3 ) For

people throughout the Churches may recognize missionaries who personally engage in dis

their duty and privilege in regard to this work. tributing and circulating the Scriptures. (4)

For December. - Between ®forty and fifty For missionaries who superintend native col

Missionary Societies are working in alliance porteurs and Biblewomen .

From Native Christians in

North Nyassaland

A letter has been received from the Rev. Th. Meyer, Superintendent of the Nyassa

Mission , conveying the thanks of the native Christians for the Gospel of St. Matthew in

Nyassa -Nyika. It is the spontaneous production of a Christian at the Moravian Mission

station at Utengule. The English translation is added to the original , with the

signatures. It is worded thus:

“ DEAR FRIENDS,—Very very many thanks do we send you . We, the people of

Utengule, Nyassaland, ask you to accept our truly grateful thanks , because you have

agreed to print (literally , " write ") the booksfor us. ( The Gospel of St. Matthew in

Nyassa-Nyika.) Our special thanks are due to you because in your kindness you have

worked out these books for us in our mother-tongue . This is why we people of Uten

gule — all of us - rejoice very much and send youour thanks.

“ Now , great teachers, we have done. Your love to us is really great , and we have

learnt that you love the people of all lands. Your benevolence is great ; it spreads

over all the countries. Ngulavi (God) increase you more and more in His grace !

We, who have no wisdom , we of Utengule—all of us - greet you .” Then follow th

names.
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Among the Mines and

Compounds on the Rand

soon.

THE
'HE following has been received from mised them their own These

Mr. James Irving, a colporteur who is Blantyre boys seem smarter and more

labouring among the mixed nationalities at interesting than most . At one place ,

work in the South African mines. It where we had been a short time pre

bears eloquent testimony to the need for viously , as the waggon pulled up , three
the Society's work in such neglected them came running, one holding out a

portions of the field, more especially as shilling ; previously they had obtained a

there is no other book extant which is Zulu Bible from us, and we had let them

available in all these tongues , and certainly have it for a shilling less than its price as

no book which is able to supply the needs they had not yet received their wages.
of such varied races.

Now they were glad to be able to pay the

“ We have recently had a successful debt. They appeared true Christians, and

time, visiting witi , the Bible carriage the very bright. A good many of them are

mines and compounds in the districts of waiting for Testaments or Bibles in their

Florida , Roodepoort , Krugersdorp , and own tongues , as also are the Hereros of

Randfontein, and also in working the Namaqualand and people from Portuguese

suburbs of Johannesburg. territory. I tell then we expect the

“ We find the same earnest desire for the books soon .

Scriptures manifested amongst the natives “ We gained, as a rule, free access to all

in these places as in the eastern districts the compounds. In the west we found

of the Rand, and many who could not the Chinese to be mostly indifferent, but

read were most anxious to learn . The there were exceptions. In one of the

native Mission Schools along the Reef are largest compounds we were welcomed

doing good work , but they are all too few with evident pleasure, and in almost every

for the needs of the large number of room we sold , at least, one Testament.

natives, who so far are unable to read the In one part a little crowd , who were

Bible for themselves. evidently most of them Christians, sur

“ We often come across the fruits of the rounded me, some of them singing in

missionaries' labours in far -off parts, as Chinese, ' Oh ! depth of mercy, can it be

well as those nearer home. At one com- that Jesus bled and died for me ? ' the

pound we were surrounded by boys from joy shown on their faces indicating that

Livingstonia, many of whom had only they knew something of the love of Jesus

latelyarrived, who, when they could not in their hearts. They wished us to come

get their own Bible (Chi-Nyanja ),bought back again when they had received their

us almost out of English copies. We pro- wages.

Photo by N. Edwards.
GROUP OF KAFIR MINE BOYS,

TRANSVAAL.
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" In another compound the Chinese had whom seem interested . One bright young

just arrived and seemed delighted to see Hebrew, whom we met in a store, tried to

their Scriptures. In one room , when I reason that he could do without a middle

entered , theywere all gathered round one man , that he could go himself direct to God.

who was reading a Testament he had just We sought to point out to him that the

received from us . They fastened the Jews of old could not do so when they

door and made me sit down while they had sinned, but that they required both a

tried to make me understand how glad sacrifice and a priest to offer it ; that since

theywere to get the Book , one clasping it they had rejected and crucified Christ ,

to his breast and pointing up , saying at they have no other sacrifice , while we in
the same time , ‘ Shanga, Shanga . We Him have both our Sacrifice and our

meet a few in every compound who Priest , who has entered into heaven itself

profess Christianity, some having their for us. On our homeward journey we

Testaments with them from China, but called on him again . He held out his

few or no hymn -books, which they are hand to welcome us , and bought an

also anxious to have . They, as well as the English Bible .

natives, have a good deal of time to read, “ We sold many Erylish and Dutch

and many of them who are not Christians Bibles and Testaments, as well as a few in

buy Testaments, not having any other most of the European languages. Syrians,

book within their reach , but the Lord , by Indians, and Afghans, some of whom were

the Holy Spirit, can bless it to them . Muhammadans, also bought from us.

“ We have been enabled also to sell some Most of the Indians here, however, speak

Hebrew Bibles and Testaments to the Gujarati, and we are waiting for Testa
many Jews along the Reef , some of ments in this language."

In Memoriam

The Society has lost another valued Vice- President by the death of the Rev.

Dr. S. G. Green, who was President of Rawdon College, Yorkshire, and then

Editor, and for many years Secretary, of the Religious Tract Society. In his

prominent official post the Bible Society always enjoyed Dr. Green's hearty

sympathy and personal counsel and help. His well-known works on the Greek

and Hebrew Testaments represent only a small part of the literary activity of this

veteran scholar, whose publications fill more than two columns of the British

Museum Catalogue. Writing on September 13th in reply to an invitation to attend

our Albert Hall Thanksgiving Meeting, Dr. Green said it would be very pleasant

to him to meet the friends of the Society on so interesting and so unique an

occasion , and he would not renounce all hope of doing so, though his limited

powers now debarred him from many delightful associations. Only two days later

he was called to join the Thanksgiving above.

Another devoted friend of the Bible Society, who became a Vice- President in

1897 , passed away at the death of the Rev. J. Morlais Jones, a most gifted and

distinguished preacher, who wasfor over thirty years minister of Lewisham

Congregational Church , and filled the post of the Chairman of the Congregational

Union of England and Wales.

The Committee passed special resolutions of regret and sympathy in regard to

both these Vice -Presidents. They also adopted a memorial minute on the death of

Sir Frederick Cleeve, K.C.B. This distinguished naval officer was an active and

valued member of the Committee from 1876 till 1890, when he removed from

London into the country and accepted the post of Honorary Life Governor .
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Taught by his Child's Lesson . a number of prisoners were set at liberty ,

In a Spanish village , colporteur Alarcos
but in a short time he committed another

sold a large-type Gospel to a woman who burglary, and again found himself in

took it home so that her husband might
prison . This time his sentence was for

teach their little daughter to read from it .
six years , and he was sent to Sakai .

Here he heard from another prisoner
The father was a sceptic, but he began to

that books on religion could be purchased
give the child lessons from her new text
book. Soon the little lass became quite by the prisoners ; the Government offered

interested in what she read, and often
every encouragement for them to reform

worried her father to teach her “ from the
their ways. He bought a New Testament

story of Jesus." In this way the father
and two days later an Old Testament, but

has read the Gospel through , and his ideas
as he was unable to read them , he at once

have undergone such a change that he
began to study the Japanese Kana — the

boughta New Testament when the colpor- vered until he was able to read a little.
equivalent of our alphabet - and perse

teuragain visited that pueblo.
At the end of one year's study he had

slowly and with great difficulty read St.
A Bible in a Japanese Prison .

Matthew's Gospel. “ Then," he told Mr.

In the current issue of the C.M.S. Japan Rawlings , " by the power of the Holy

Quarterly, the Rev. G. W. Rawlings, C.M.S. Ghost I obtained wisdom and faith ; I was

missionary at Osaka, records the remark- not led by any one ; I was not taught by

able conversion of a Japanese who has any one, but in three years by my own

spent twenty out of the forty-three years study I had read through the whole of
of his life in prison, and who was baptized the Bible.”

at Jonan Church, Osaka, on Whit-Sunday When he was released from prison he

last. This man was born in Osaka, and went to Osaka, and inquired among the

his parents being poor he received no merchants for a Christian teacher. He

education . His childhood was spent was ultimately sent to the Jonan Church .

amongst evil surroundings, and when only “ From that time , nearly a year ago,"

eight years old he had learned to gamble Mr. Rawlings adds, " he has been earning

and steal. At

of age

he was a pro

ficient pick

pocket . By the

time he was fif

teen years old ,

he had been in

prison five or six

tines, and it was

then his ambition

to be a clever

burglar. He stole

a large sum of

money and for a

time lived in lux

ury,but was after

wardscaught and

sentenced to

thirteen years'

imprisonment.

On the death of

the Dowager
IN SAN SEBASTIAN HARBOUR.

Skin bottles of water

Empress he and
are lying on the beach ,

Photo by E. G. Barber.

nine years
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19

a

for the drunk

ards.' I knelt

down and prayed

earnestly to God

to help me to

climb out of the

pit . All that day

I read the New

Testament ; it

had opened my

eyes . And from

that day to this I

have not touched

the cursed drink.

Now I try and

advise every one

of my friends to

buy acopy of the
Graut

New Testament;

CHINESE AND KOREAN COOLIES in it is the way

IN VLADIVOSTOCK .
to eternal life .

a living as a jinricksha man , and almost Thanks to you , colporteur, and the people

every Sunday morning is to be found in who sent you up to the Amur."

the front row of our little church , follow

ing the service with the greatest possible " I Took it and Read it."

earnestness. He knows his Bible thor
" Were born

you
oughly, and when , after months of testing,

Christian ? " I

asked .

I baptized him last Whit-Sunday, the

clearness and firmness with which he
“ No, Sahib ," he replied ; " when I was

made his baptismal vows left no doubt in
a young man I used to hate the very

name of Christian, and in the bazaars,
my mind as to the sincerity of his resolu

when any missionary got up to speak , I
tion to renounce the devil and all his

used to throw stones and mud, for I was
works, and obediently to keep God's holy

Commandments."
a Sikh , and we hated the Christians up

here near the Frontier, but the Pathans

" It had opened my eyes.
hated them worse than we did , and we

hated the Patháns. It is all hatred up

In the far east of Siberia , colporteur here.

Korataeff works on the river Amur, and “ One day I was much worse than

reaches Vladivostock. In Blagovyesh- usual ; it was as if Satan had got pos

chensk he met a man who greeted him in session of me, and I tried to make

a friendly manner, and spoke as follows:- the missionary angry, but he answered

" I bought from you in 1902 a copy of nothing back. He seemed to be praying

the New Testament. Now , thank God, I when he could not make himself heard,

delight in reading His Word. Then it and I was afraid. I thought , ' He is

was not so : I was so addicted to drink calling on his God to curse me. After

that I could do nothing without it ; in the crowd had gone he came up to me

fact, I was a drunkard. After I had and said , 'Why do you treat me so badly ? '

purchased the Book I thought to myself, I thought he would be very angry with

What a pity I spent that money; I could me and said , “ Why are you not angry

have had a good drink instead .' When with me ? ' He said , ' Because in our

Sunday came round, thinks I to myself, Injil (Gospel ) it is written, " Bless them

* I'll have a look at my purchase; I'll read that curse you." I said , Sahib , they

a little ; every one says there is a charm in tell me that the Injil is an evil book, and

reading the Word of God. I opened my that Christians are evil people, but that

Testament at i Cor. vi . I read the whole word, “ Bless them that curse you ,” is a

chapter ; then , thinks I , ' It will be bad good word.'good word.' Read the Injil yourself ,'

>

- - -
-

-
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he said , ' do not trust what other people depôt and gave him a Hindi New Testa

say . ' I took it and I read it, and, you ment, which he was delighted to receive. "

know, Padre Sahib, what effect the Injil

has. I soon became a Christian." -The A Rajput Evangelist.

Mission Field , August, 1905 .
The Rev. Dr. Dease, of the Theological

"We all believe on Jesus Christ."
School in Bareilly, North India, has com

municated the following experience :

Nowhere does the seed of God's King- "Some years ago I was itinerating in

dom show greater vitality than in India, the Terai, and wassurprised to find many

where last year the Bible Society circu- of the villagers familiar with parts of the

lated the record total of 660,000 copies of Scriptures. No missionary had been in

the Scriptures. The Rev. W. V. K. those parts before , and I was at loss to

Treanor, Secretary of our Branch at Agra, account for such familiarity. Later I

gives the following fresh instance of the learned that a Rajput trader whose busi

silent missionary power of the Word of ness took him to those villages , was in the

God in places where often the human habit in the evenings of reading from a

interpreter does not find his way : book he carried with him, to whoever

" In a certain village, after preaching cared to listen , and in this way the people
for a time about the need of worshipping came to know many of the Bible stories.

the one true God and no other, I was I sent one of my helpers to find the man ,
explaining how Christ is the Saviour of as I was anxious to meet him .

men, when one of the villagers spoke : “ After some days the helper returned

' Sir, ' he said , ' you need not go on with and informed me that he met the Rajput

this explanation ; none of us worship idols , and had seen the Bible out of which he

we only believe in the one true God, and read to the villagers. It appeared that in

in Jesus Christ . ' I asked if he spoke for another part of the district he had bought

himself only , or for all the village. The the book from a colporteur, andon reading

men who were sitting by exclaimed with it had concluded that its teachings were

one voice, “ We all believe on Jesus Christ.' true, and had accepted them for himself,

“ On inquiring how this had come and had ever since then sought to teach

about, I found that one man who could them to others. The helper told the

read Urdu had been given a New Testa- Rajput he ought to accept baptism . He

ment in that languagesome years before, said he would do so later on , and asked

and that he had taught all the village to me to meet him .

believe on Christ . He said that he had “ A couple of months after I went to his

never received any teaching, butthat from village , which was in the hills, but was

reading the Gospels alone he had come informed that he had died of cholera.

to believe. He also said he was quite Asking for his Bible, I was told that the

ready to do anything wewished that he villagers had destroyed it for fear that
might become an open Christian, and he some one else should become a Christian

asked for a Hindi New Testament that he by reading it .

might instruct some in the village who " This trader bore a very good character

read Hindi only how to read it for them- in all the villages I visited . He was said

selves. He told my

“ We had with us at the time only single helper he had never met a missionary or

Gospels in Hindi, but he promised when preacher, and whatever he knew about

he came into Agra to call and see me. Christianity he had obtained from the

He did so, and I brought him to the Bible , which was his constant companion .”

to be honest and truthful.
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With the Pygmies

Meng

MR. A. B , LLOYD .

more

By A. B. Lloyd

of the C.M.S. , Uganda

ANY in but a tiny grass hut, and when he is far

away in a strange land how he pines for

land to - day his native clime. Quite recently I met

will have quite some persons who told me that they had

recently been been taken to Egypt when they were

to see the young, and were now on their way back

strange little to the land of their birth , a distance of

people called nearly two thousand miles, and they were

the Pygmies, eagerly looking forward to revisiting the

who havebeen old home, with all its past associations.

brought from And I believe it is true that the Pygmy

their forest will never live away from his beloved

home to be forest home.

gazed upon by Nearly six years ago , on my way from

thousands of Uganda to the Kongo, I travelled through

enlightened that great forest, and visited these little

English men people in their own haunts. Far in the

and women . inner recesses of that awful forest , right

The majority away from other tribes, I saw their tiny

who have seen huts ; built, as they were, of twigs and
them will no leaves, they were not meant to last , for

doubt have the Pygmy is nomadic, and does not

gone away remain long in one place.

with the idea At first their fear was great, but when

that they are they saw that no harm to them was in

“ monkey ” than man,”.? and that tended they became quite friendly , and

amongst them at least there

can be no knowledge of God

or of a higher life . Some will

have pitied them from their

hearts, others again will have

merely looked upon them as

curios from an unknown land,

and their welfare will have

been forgotten in a night. It

is to those whose hearts are

sufficiently tender to feel real

sorrow for these poor dark

souls that I would write .

The Pygmies represent a

tribe which is fast dying out,

and yet a people who have

existed in the centre of Africa

since the earliest recorded

times. Civilization will soon

make life impossible for these

little people. Take them out

of their forest and away from

their strange surroundings, and

you put the first nail in their

coffins.

Those who have lived for

any length of time in Africa

know quite well how the native FOUR PYGMIES AT KABAROLE.

Reproduced from " On the Borders

longs for his home, even if it be
of Pygniy -land ," published by

Marshall Bros., Paternoster Row .
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I again assert that even the Pygmy, in been made, and although but a drop in

all his blindness and darkness , is feeling the bucket as comparedwith the tremen
after God. His tiny charm and his spirit dous need, with the blessing of God it

hut tell of his desire to please and to will grow . From Uganda the Light

approach and to appease a greater power
bearers have been sent, and already - as

than man's, and however imperfect his recorded in THE BIBLE IN THE WORLD

knowledge may be , it seems to me like for August - the Gospel of St. Mark has

the feeble cry of the little one in distress been translated into the Gang, or Acholi,

to the Father who can help. tongue , and the first of the Upper Nilotic

tribes will soon have the Word of God in

Opportunities in Central Africa . their hands.

What grand opportunities are now Alas ! it is not so easy to reach the

open before us in Central Africa ! On Pygmies, whose home is in the great

the upper waters of the Nile , from the forest which Stanley first disclosed to

Sobat River to the German East African the modern world . This territory is

border in the south, including a vast dis- under the control of the Kongo Free

trict to the east and west of the Nile , the State, whose restrictions upon Christian

country lies open to the spread of the work and whose utterly inhuman ex

Gospel and to the reception of God's cesses of administration bar the way to

Holy Word . The efforts of the past will the minister of the Gospel in those

not suffice ; there must be a renewed plan benighted regions. But even here, in

of campaign . the dense Kongo forest , the Glad Tidings

The tribes living between the Uganda are penetrating , slowly but surely, and

Protectorate and the Sobat River are we have lately heard of several of the

hitherto almost untouched by the efforts Pygmies who have been reached from

put forth elsewhere for the extension of the Toro Mission of the C.M.S. in

Christ's Kingdom , and this vast region- Uganda, and of some who have even

as is well known by this time-has been been baptized.

appointed to the C.M.S. by the Sirdar of Nothing is too hard for the Lord , and

Egypt as a field for new work. the very difficulties we encounter in the

" What is being done ?” is the question spread of the Gospel of Jesus Christ only
we ask , and , alas ! the answer at present drive us more andmore to prayer and to

is , “ Very little indeed !” The men are unceasing effort in sending His Word

wanted, and with all the gold of the broadcast through the land , and it is not

south ; if men are not forthcoming for too much to expect for Central Africa that

this glorious work the natives of the within very few years the Holy Name of

Upper Nile must still wait on in their our blessed Lord shall be heard from

darkness. But, thank God ! a start has north to south and from east to west .

ܙܙ

Bearing Precious Seed

The sower goes out to sow, alone, in the morning — the early October morning

so beautiful, so calm .

The flanks of the clods are creeping with thin vapour , and the little copse alongside

the field is full of white trailing veils of it ;

While now , like a flood, the rising yellow sunlight pours in among the brambles

and under the square oak boughs, andsplashes through its great streaks of light over

the ploughed land.

Beautiful is the morning. Alone over the field , to and fro , with ample alternate

hand -sweep, he goes. At every step, right and left, the grain broadcast Alies in a

glittering shower .

With the Sun and the Earth for companions, with browned arms and face and

dazzle-lidded eyes , thick -booted , untiring , all day the sower goes sowing

What in due time shall become daily bread in the inouthsof thousands.

Edward Carpenter : " Towards Democracy."
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War Notes from Japan

L

By Frederick Parrott

The Bible Society's Agent at Kobe

AST year Hiroshima

was the scene of the

British Bible Societies' great

distribution of Scriptures to

the troops en route to the

front. This year thousands

of Gospels have been sent

there—but for the wounded

in the hospitals.

I recently visited one of

the Military Hospitals with

an assortment of Gospels.

The equipment is maintained

at the same high standard of

efficiency that was so notice

able twelve months ago.

The wooden structures show

some signs of wear ; but the

same scrupulous cleanliness

was conspicuous as in the

early days. The floors are at

a good level, quite two feet

from the ground, giving

ample space beneath them for

light as well as a continual

and unimpeded air current .

But how can one write

of the utter weariness de

picted on the faces of men

interned for five, six , and

more months, and with the

prospect of facing the world

as helpless cripples !

Our readers will remember

the valued services rendered

our workers in the distri

bution at Hiroshima by Miss

A.C. Bosanquet of the C.M.S.

Her labours, and those of our

Biblewoman, who is under her super- zawa man on his way to the front came

vision , have been unremitting on behalf three time to Miss Bosanquet's house.

of the soldiers. Our Society has furnished He was longing to hear all he could in

many portions of Scripture for her use , those last precious hours, and, though he

and it is interesting to hear how the men hardly knew anything when he first

appreciated these Books. came, he went off quite joyfully saying

The wife of a Government official, that now he feared nothing. He came

speaking of hospital visiting, said to Miss safely through the siege at Port Arthur,

Bosanquet one day : “ You have some- and is now farther north . He writes

thing to say ! You can comfort them ! very often , and invariably says , " I do

We can't ! " not forget Jesus Christ," or something to

The days just before embarkation have that effect.

been turning points for some. A Kana- On the point of their departure from

A GROUP OF JAPANESE OFFICERS.
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Japan two soldiers received baptism . rising, it is beyond the power of words

One was a member of Miss Bosanquet's to tell.' He has read the Book of Psalms

Sunday afternoon Bible Study Class. In twice through since he went out in

speaking of him she says : " He had to February .

start the Friday after he was baptized. “ A Hiroshima Christian sergeant-major

I shall not soon forget his last evening, wrote that his only two pleasures were

which he spent with me by special letters from home and reading the Bible ,

permission, unexpectedly granted , and which he was going steadily through .

his happiness and eager appreciation of “ One man whom I met in hospital

the different Psalms and Bible passages recovering from typhoid, a Christian in

which I suggested to him for future study heart though not yet baptized , spoke

alone. He sends long letters, sometimes enthusiastically of what the New Testa

in English , sometimes in Japanese, and ment had been to him when he read it

clever sketches. In one letter (Japanese ), by the bright autumn moonlight, a little

he says : ' When the camp is quiet at apart from the other men, on the wide

night, and I turn to the lamp and read plains of Manchuria. • The Bible has

the Bible , love and heaven , everlasting, been my comfort through my illness

unbounded , seem to rise before iny eyes, here in hospital , ' he said , but it was best

and my heart becomes peaceful. " How of all there.'

can it help being at rest when I read : Every wounded soldier in Japan — and

Come unto Me, all ye that labour and there are many thousands of them

are heavy -laden, and I will give you wears upon the front of his cap and upon

rest ” ; or " Though I walk through the the left sleeve, a red cross sewnon the

valley of the shadow of death , I will fear white material of the garment. Will not

no evil, for Thou art with me” ? And then , our readers pray that it may become the

when I pray : " Our Father," how strong symbol of the Love of the Saviour in

become my spirit's hopes heavenward- their hearts ?

AMONG THE VOUSDED .
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Men are led to the New Testament along

strange roads. Our colporteur in the south

west of Bohemia reports that he has frequently

met with Jews who inquire for the Sermon on

the Mount. In each case the reason was the

same : they had one and all been reading the

works of Tolstoi.

Auxiliary has decided to supply a copy to cach

Mechanics' Institute and Public Library in
Victoria. Mr. F. G. Barley, the Secretary,

writes : “ A lady to whom a copy was sent

called at my office and said : ' I had no idea

that the Bible Society was doing such good

work before I read that magazine. I should

like to help the Society. Please send me six

copies a month that I may give them away,

and accept this £ 10 towards the funds.'"
Three hundred additional copies of the

revised Swahili New Testament have been

granted to the Universities' Mission , for

Chancellor Weston's Senior Boys' School at

Zanzibar, and 100 copies to the Friends' Indus

trial Mission at Pemba . Fifty copies of the

revised New Testament, and 12 copies of

the Old Testament in Swahili have also been

granted to the Roman Catholic Mission at

Dar -es -Salaam , German East Africa.

Our Auxiliary at Adelaide is taking active

steps to promote the formation of Juvenile

Associations in aid of the Society throughout

South Australia.

We learn with interest that extracts from

THE BIBLE IN THE WORLD, as well as from

occasional pamphlets issued by our Society,

are translated into Dutch and appear from

time to time in the pages of the Kerkbode and

the Koningsbode— which are respectively the

official and the missionary organ of the Dutch

Reformed Church in South Africa. In this

way our Society is brought before the notice

of many of our warmest and most generous

friends in South Africa.

S

The Society's newly issued Reports have

received many favourable notices in both the

secular and the religious press. The Daily Mail

calls the Annual Report " a fascinating story."

The Spectator says : “ It is well worth while to

go through the reports of the work of the

colporteurs and other methods of the circula

tion of the Scriptures.” The Daily Chronicle

says : “ An extraordinary record of world -wide

work , well done."

The Victoria Auxiliaries' Union have ordered

an additional 1,000 copies of THE BIBLE

IN THE World monthly. The Melbourne

Concerning SEED CORN FOR THE WORLD,

the Methodist Recorder writes : “ An attractive

yet economical Report . ... The illustrations

are exquisite and representative of many lands

Whilst this Report is popular, as the sub

title says, its literary execution will appeal to

the fastidious.” The Eastern Daily Press says :

" It is got up in the beautiful style that we

have learned to associate with the work of

this Society ; the photogravures, as usual, are

remarkably fine, and range through all kinds

of subjects all over the world ."

In a friendly review of SEED CORN FOR THE

World the Fewish Chronicle writes : “ The

Jews of England must never forget their deep

obligations to the Society for their supply of

Hebrew Bibles.

A NATIVE SAILING BOAT

OFF ZANZIBAR

A grant of 480 Gospels has been made this

autumn for distribution among the hop-pickers
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in Herefordshire. Writing

from King's Pyon , Miss Rose

Moore says : “ We have

meetings among thousands

of people in the course of a

year, including some who

are very low down in the

social scale, and even in

many country villages it is

astonishing to find the appal

ling ignorance of the Scrip

tures which exists . We hold

meetings everywhere and

anywhere that God gives

opportunities of witnessing

for Him - in Mission -rooms

and school-rooms, in rick

yards and cow-sheds and

barns, by the roadside, by

gipsy encampments, and by

This week my

experiences have varied from

a crowded meeting in aman- A MISSION HOUSE AT LAMU ,

sion lent for a Gospel service,

to a gathering of hop-pickers

in a fold-yard , where many of the audience brought up without any religion . One day

sat down after their day of toil on the sides they startled their parents by bursting into the

of the manger. Acceptmy heartfelt gratitude room and saying : “ Oh ! we have found the

for the Gospels ; they will, I trust, by the grace most lovely book - full of the most ripping

of God be used by the recipients, and entering stories . It is called the Holy Bible. ” — Church

into their minds and hearts, reveal to them the Quarlerly Review .

wonders of His marvellous love."

caravans .

BRITISH EAST AFRICA.

On Saturday, September 9th , twenty-three
At the suggestion of the Rev. W. Bridie , of members of the staff of the Bible House,

Padibam , Chinese Testaments were sent to
including the Rev. J. H. Ritson and Mr. Cray

five sick Chinamen in one of the wards of the
den Edmunds, visited Chobham at the invita

Royal Southern Hospital, Liverpool. Sister
tion of the Vicar, the Rev. H. S. Ackworth .

Nightingale writes : “ You would have been
As in years past , reserved carriages to Woking

pleased to see how delighted they were. were generously provided , and brakes from

They began to read them at once, and con thence to Chobham . After dinner, Mr. Ack.

tinued reading through all yesterday, and
worth made a brief speech of welcome, and

when I came on duty this morning two of the
the Rev. J. H. Ritson replied in suitable terms

men were reading their Testaments with every for the members of the staff. Unfortunately

sign of interest."
rain came down incessantly, and the outdoor

exercises which formed so pleasing a feature

of previous visits could not on this occasion be
The Government of India has lately decided enjoyed. Indoor amusements were substituted ,

to add one company of native Christians to however, and several songs were capitally

each of the twelve Madras regiments. This rendered . Notwithstanding thedreary weather,

new departure is a recognition of thenumerical the outing was a very pleasant one, and for Mr.
importance of Christians in South India .

Ackworth's kindly and generous interest in
them the staff conceive a most sincere debt

of gratitude.
The following letter was recently received

at the Bible House : “ I enclose the sum of

five shillings as a thankoffering to God for a

family Bible recently purchased, for which I At the Anniversary meetings of the Liverpool

paid two shillings. The first book purchased Welsh Branch of the Society, the Rev. Dr.

to take into a new home. Thanks to your Hugh Jones presided over a gathering inMount

Society for such good and cheap Bibles.” Zion Church, Prince's Avenue, on Sept. 26th,

when Mr. R. Saunders Jones reporteda Free
Contri on of £ 300 for the past year, besides

We know two clever children - a boy and a the splendid donation of 1,016 guineas to the

girl of eleven and twelve-who were carefully Centenary Fund .
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Personalia

The new Bishop of Southwell, Dr.

Hoskyns, has succeeded the late

Bishop Ridding as Patron of the

Nottingham Auxiliary.

At a meeting of the American

Tract Society in Washington , Presi

dent Roosevelt stated that his favour

ite text is, “ Be ye doers of the word

and not hearers only ,” and that it

was this text which his lips touched

when he opened the Bible to take

the oath on his election as President

of the United States.

Mr. C. E. G. Tisdall , our Agent in

Persia, who is spending his furlough

in Australasia, has been lecturing on

the Society's behalf throughoutthe

State of Victoria, and reports a series

of crowded and enthusiastic meet.

ings, the total collections at which

exceeded £110. Mr. Tisdall will re

turn to Persia next spring.

REV. ELLIS ROBERTS . MR . YAKOB, MR. R. A. HICKLENG.

MR . KARI BASOPPA SHASTRE . REV. W. H. THORP.

REV . J. HERMELINK . REV . E. P. RICE. REV. H. RISCH . REV. D. A , REES .

Some exception having been taken

at one lecture to the Bible Society's

Agent carrying arms in Persia, Nr.

Tisdall pointed out that on some of
KANARESE NEW TESTAMENT REVISION COMMITTEE .

his long journeys, when it is impossi

ble to buy meai, he has to rely on his

gun or rifle for food . He considers

that the fact that he is a sportsman Chief Rev ser.

and a rider has been of great service to him Our illustration shows the revisers of the

in making friends with Persians of the better Kanarese version, who met again last month

class. For to-day, as in the days of Cyrus, for six weeks' work, on hill at Tumkur,

Persians of high rank are devoted to riding, near Bangalore, South India.

shooting, and hawking , and spend much of

their time in pursuit of game. They consider
A pleasing function took place on Sept. 26th

Europeans who cannot ride or shoot effeminate,
in connection with the settlement of the

and unworthy of attention . Mr. Tisdall gets
Rev. J. Addeson Ingle, M.A. , as the represen

a hearing from such men when he has shown

that he can excel them at their own exercises.
tative of the Bible Society in Devon and

Cornwall. The genial treasurer of the Devon

port Auxiliary , Mr. J. J. E. Venning, invited

A special presentation Bible on India paper,
a large number of the friends of the Auxiliary

suitably bound and inscribed , hasbeen pre
At Home " to meet Mr. Ingle, and in

conference with him to consider how interest in
sented by the Committee to Miss Trotman as

a token of their gratitude for her devoted
the Society might be maintained and increased .

services to the Ipswich Auxiliary , Queensland,
Mr. Ingle met with a very hearty reception,

where she has been a collector for over thirty
and it was the general impression that not

years , about three -quarters of the total con.
only was Mr. Ingle a man eminently suited to

tributions sent from Ipswich passing through
the post to which he had been appointed, but

her hands . The Rev. Peter Robertson, Secre
also that the Society had done wisely in fixing

his residence in one of the Three Towns. The
tary of the Auxiliary, in remitting a Free

Contribution of £ 30 , writes : “ Our new de
gathering was thoroughly representative, and

parture by seeking to increase the circulation
great hope is entertained of a revived interest

of THE BIBLE IN THE World is already
in the Society's work .

bearing fruit . One lady at our last Committee

meeting was able to report twenty-six fresh The Right Rev. Dr. Gibson , the new Bishop

subscribers who had previously done nothing of Gloucester, will preside at the anniversary

for the Society ." of our Gloucester Auxiliary on November 13th.

to an
64
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The Bible in

the World

December, 1905

The Bible and the Child

s

deep

ry. All

The raised up a noble monument of philan

news thropy and of public usefulness ." Nearly

th a t forty years ago, while still a medical

Dr. Bar- student, he was pierced to the heart by

nardo the wretchedness of some street-arabs in

W a Stepney , and thenceforward devoted his

de a d life to save forlorn children . He took

evoked fifty thousand of Christ's little ones liter

on e ally out of the gutter, fed them , clothed

them , taught them , and made an honest,

unani. happy life possible for them all, and

mous
actual for the vast majority. Through

tribute mean streets thronged with poor men

to his and women this friend of the friendless

mission was carried to his burial — not at West

and his minster, but in a grave among the Village

memo- Homes, which he had built for the home

less and outcast.

sorts And on Dr. Barnardo's coffin there lay

and an open Bible .

condi- That open Bible was at once the sym

tions bol and the secret of the faith which

of Englishmen joined in thechorus of created such a career . We may perhaps
admiration and regret. The Times wrote best characterize Dr. Barnardo's creed by

of him as a chief figure of the common- saying that he was literally a Bible Chris

wealth : “ It is impossible to take a tian . If most ecclesiastical institutions

general view of Dr. Barnardo's life's had little hold on his mind, his inward

work, without being astonished alike by life nevertheless rooted and nourished it

its magnitude and its diversity ,and by self in the Scriptures. Some pages of the
the enormous amount of otherwise- New Testament he read with larger, other

hopeless misery against which he has eves than ours. With strange, fresh

contended single -handed with success. vividness he realized that every neglected

He may be justly ranked among the street-arab is a burning reproach on the

greatest public benefactors whom Eng name of Christ. And if the street-arabs,

land has in recent times numbered whom Dickens depicted, are now a

among her citizens. With no adventi- dwindling and almost vanishing race in

tious aid from fortune or from connec- our great cities, this has come about

tion, with no aim but to relieve misery, mainly because Dr. Barnardo believed so

and to prevent sin and suffering, he has implicitly that it is not the will of our
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The Bible and thethe Child

Father that one of these little ones should belongs the Kingdom of God, that we

perish . must become as children before we can

In his ears the Bible itself seemed always enter it , that each man must receive it

to be whispering, “ Suffer thelittle children even as a little child, that the deadliest

to come unto Me." And he desired pas- doom is reserved for those who cause the

sionately that the children whom he little ones to stumble, and that the Father

rescued should learn their religion from who is Lord of heaven and earth hides His

the Bible. He did not believe that they secrets from the wise and prudent and

couid be really rescued apart from the reveals them unto babes .
Bible . It has been the happy privi- It is hardly too much to say that our Lord

lege of our Society to assist Dr. Barnardo made childhood into a sacrament , the

in this province of his great enterprise. outward and visible sign of inward and

Besides supplying his Homes and Orphan- spiritual grace . He took our homeliest

ages at nominal charges with the Scrip . bodily acts, the act of washing and
tures which they required, our Committee the act ofact of eating, andeating, and consecrated

for many years have been accustomed to them into pledges and tokens of His

present a Bible to every boy and girl mercy. And He took the youngest and

emigrant whom he sent out to Canada. simplest and most helpless human crea

The chief of the Canadian Emigration tures, and set children to be the mystic

Department has testified that out of more representatives of Himself-the examples

than seventeen thousand young people of His Spirit , the parables of His Gospel

thus sent out, fully ninety -eight per cent . in the world . And amid all the dimness

have done well and proved a credit to and discouragement of these latter days,

their new country . we can at least praise God because the

Surely that open Bible on Dr. Barnardo's modern Church has entered , as Christians

coffin spoke with silent eloquence con- never did before , into this sacrament of

cerning the place which childhood holds childhood . We may miss the Real Pre

in the New Testament. A certain human sence in some symbols wherein He was

tenderness for the young appears to be once discerned : but we find Him as

instinctive and natural among all nations, really as ever when we gather His lambs

savage as well as civilized , and was con- in our arms and carry them in our bosoms.

spicuous among the Hebrew people. Yet Thank God , the children we have always

the Word that makes all things new has with us. Through the dubious and con

given us a new revelation in regard to ficting voices of controversy each disciple

childhood. The advent of Christmas can hear the command of the Eternal

brings home to us afresh the wonder Shepherd : “ Feed My lambs.” That

and glory of that Gospel which tells how command at least stands unrevoked, that

once for all God took a Child and set Him duty remains indefeasible , evenunto the

in our midst. Christ Himself lavished His end of the world . And those Christians

affection upon children and found peculiar who fulfil it prove in their experience that

delight in their society. He lost no He is faithful who has promised, saying :

opportunity of declaring that these little “ Inasmuch as ye do it unto one of the

ones are sacred beings, that to them least of these, ye do it unto Me.”

T. H. D.

But I will hope continually and will yet praise

Thee more and more.

" I refuse to be disappointed ; I will only praise."

BISHOP HANNINGTON.

-
-
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About Ourselves

a

TWEEN S. AMERICA AND S. AFRICA . for the inhabitants.

The following

details as to the

chief sources

from which our

Centenary Fund

came, throw

curious sidelight

on the attitude

of various coun

tries towards the

Society and its

work. Thus, for

instance , £ 12,000

was sent by

British North

America, £ 6,000

came from Con

tinental Europe,

£4,000 from THE INHABITANTS OF TRISTAN DA A man -of-war annually visits this lonely

fragment of our Empire. The Bible

India, £5,500 CUNHA, AN ISLAND MIDWAY BE Society has been asked to send out Bibles

from South

Africa, £3,500

from NewZealand, £ 3,600 from Australia, upon as almost wasted . I have lived to

£ 740 from Egypt, £ 720 from Russia, £6 hear of a whole body of people in Korea

from Japan, and £ 1,100 from China . Christianized by the Gospel of St. Mark

The great bulk of the Fund , as much as alone in their own language. I have

£ 220,000, came from England and Wales. reason to think that the conversion of a

Among the more striking contributions to whole people may follow the distribution

the Fund have been one gift of £10,000, of a bagful of the Four Gospels translated

one anonymous gift of £ 3,000, one gift of into their own language. Such is the

2,500 guineas, one of £ 2,500, tive of answer of fact to the speculations of later

2,000 guineas (one of which was anony- criticism ."

mous), one anonymous gift of £ 2,000,

thirteen gifts of 1,000 guineas (two anony

mous) , and ten of £ 1,000 (four anonymous).
The Comınittee have decided to divide

By far the greater part of the Fund, the former field of the West African

however, has been raised by compara- Agency into three parts—the first em

tively small gifts , often from poor people. bracing Sierra Leone, the second the Gold

The smallest separate contribution ac- Coast and Ashanti , and the third Lagus

knowledged at the Bible House was 14d . and the countries south . Our Auxiliaries

from a domestic servant . in these districts will in future be visited

by deputations appointed by the London

Committee, these deputations being

Writing in reply to an invitation to Anglican and Nonconformist alternately.

attend our Albert Hall Thanksgiving ' After the Society's sad experience of what
Meeting, the venerable Archbishop of the climate of the West Coast meant to

Armagh says : “ I should indeed rejoice the late Rev. C. R. Johnson and to Mr.

in being present with you in your beauti- Broome P. Smith , it is felt to be inadvis

ful celebration on Tuesday, November 7th , able to send out another permanent Agent.

but I am eighty-one and it cannot be.

The dayswere once for me when I thought

that the Bible without the living voice of Dr. G. F. Popham -Blyth , Anglican

a missionary in the case of heathens, or Bishop in Jerusalem , writes from Oxford

of an existing interpreting Church in the on October 7th : " I do take a very great

case of Christian lands, might be looked interest in the British and Foreign Bible
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Society. It is probably themost powerful mind to cripple the activity of the

missionary in the Bible Lands ; and I Society. In reply to the latest repre

should have accepted your invitation had sentations of the Embassy, the Porte has

I been in England, but I leave for Jeru- acknowledged that the colportage of the

salem about the 30th of October.” Scriptures ought to be freely permitted,

but claims the right to refuse to allow it

in towns and districts where the circum

Under the heading of “ The Bible stances are exceptional, and insists that

Society in Turkey, ' the Times for October every colporteur shall find a resident in

24th published the foilowing special the locality to go bail for his good

article , dated Constantinople , October behaviour. ' The Bible Society objects to

16th , From Correspondent : these restrictions, especially to the last ;

“ For many months past the British and for it exercises great care in the selection

Foreign Bible Society has had to com- of its agents , and does not think any
plain of the hindrances which are placed further guarantee than its own to be

our Ow11

A DEVASTATED VILLAGE IN CALABRIA.
Photo by G. Nicotra.

in the way of its work by local officials in necessary . The kindred American Society

various parts of Turkey. Its colporteurs is subjected to the same annoyances, and
have been prevented from going about protests similar to those of the British

their work in Monastir, Mosul, Bagdad, Embassy have been made by the United
and many other places. The worst cases States Legation ."

have occurred at Castamuni and Scutari,

in Albania , where the colporteurs have

been kept waiting six months and more At the meeting of the Committee on

for the renewal of their licences, without October 16th , the Rev. A. Burnet, Superin

which they cannot travel . The British tendent of the Wesleyan missions in the

Embassy has made frequent representa- Transvaal and Swaziland, gave a cheering
tions on this subject ; but as soon as one

account of the development and prospects

difficulty has been settled another has of Bible-work in the Transvaal, where

arisen , until it would seem as if the every branch of the Christian Church was

Turkish Government had made up its deeply grateful for our new Agency.
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After the Earthquake in Calabria

FE

AT PANNACONI .

EW persons have re

alized the havoc and

ruin which were wrought by

the recent terrible earthquake

in Calabria on September

8th . In less than half a

minute three of the southern

provinces of Italy-Reggio ,

Catanzaro , and Cosenza-

were laid waste , numbers

of small towns and villages

were destroyed, six hundred

people were killed as they

lay asleep in their beds, and

about three thousand others

were more or less severely

injured . Since that time most

of the population has been

living in the fields , under

tents or in huts and shelters

hastily improvised, which

formed very poor protection

against the fearful storms

which followed the earth

Photo by G. Nicotra , Messina .

quake . During the last two

months the sufferings of multitudes have been intense , and have evoked throughout

Italy a great outburst of sympathy

and help, in which the Royal

House has taken a conspicuous

part .

As already announced in our

columns, the Committee of the

Bible Society authorized our

Agent in Italy to send special

colporteurs at once into Calabria

to distribute Italian Gospels

freely among the suffering people .

The two men selected are nor

mally at work in Sicily , where

Greco travels round Messina, and

our veteran worker Deodato is

stationed at Palermo. Early in

October these colporteurs crossed

the Straits into Calabria, where,

however, they found it necessary

to use considerable caution . That

region is , perhaps, the most

ignorant and fanatical in all

Italy, and one result of the earth

quake had been to arouse all the

latent superstition of the peasants.

Our colporteurs' reports give a

melancholy picture of the devas

tation wrought by the earthquake.

A SCENE AT TRIPARHI .

Photo by G. Nicotra . In some towns they found in
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After the Earthquake in Calabria

every street houses although several other

propped up with beams, churches in the town

while other dwellings were still standing in

were so unsafe that they good condition .

had to be demolished From Palmi they pro

by soldiers. The Go ceeded to Pizzo and

vernment officials were Monteleone, one of the

all overworked, owing
centres which had suf

to the throngs of people fered most severely.

eager to invoke aid in At Parghelia they found

repairing their homes that the village had

or erecting huts. Our practically been blotted

colporteurs, however, out. Here the Govern

have met with an un ment had sent railway

expected amount of carriages for the vil

welcome and success . lagers to take refuge

They are able to go in . The railway station

from place to place, to itself is almost a total

speak to the people, to wreck, and our colpor

read and distribute the teurs had to take refuge

Gospels, and even to from a great storm in

pray with the sufferers a half -ruined outhouse,

without any hindrance where they were able

whatever. In one hut, to cheer and comfort

erected by the Red several of the village

Cross Society, they folk who had been

were welcomed by a driven to the same

large family. Many shelter.

neighbours came in to On the way to Tropea

listen , and every one another storm had

present was glad to ac drenched them to the

cept a Gospel , promis skin , when a poor wo

ing to read it. man invited them into

Deodato writes in his her wooden hut . She

picturesque way : “ We described how her

are treated with white house had been com

gloves even by those Photo by pletely ruined, while

who do not want our
STEFANACONI.

she, her sister, and her

books, and many are child had barely es

glad to receive them ." caped with their lives.

In a trattoria (restaurant) they conversed Her husband, like thousands of other

with several gentlemen, explaining their Calabrians , is in America. Leaving her

mission ; one listener invited them hos- a copy of St. Luke's Gospel, our men

pitably to his house. Everywhere they went on their way, until rain again drove

have had free admission to the field them to find shelter in a cabin belonging

hospitals of the Red Cross Society , and to railway officials, and there, too , they

have distributed many Gospels among the found opportunity to distribute their

wounded and sick who are being nursed books .

there. As so often happens after such Tropea is a little town which has suf

seismic disturbances, the weather was fered less than its neighbours, owing, so

bad for some weeks , and shocks of the people say, to the protection of a

earthquake were still frequently felt . certain local Madonna. Here the colpor

At Palmi our colporteurs found that teurs sold two Bibles to coastguards, and

one of the churches had been completely then went through the streets which were

ruined by the earthquake. Its congrega . most badly damaged, telling the people

tion were not satisfied until a wooden hut of the love of God in Christ, inquiring

had been erected for them to worship in , about their experiences in the earthquake,

THE CHURCH AT G. Nicotra .
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After the Earthquake in Calabria

and offering them Gospels . Their pockets carried on with success, and adds : " God

were soon emptied of books, and they had evidently paves the way for His servants .
to promise to return with another supply. In all our visits we never fail to make

Our Agent writes that, in spite of many known Jesus Christ, the only Saviour

difficulties, this work in Calabria is being to whom we give thanks for His help .”

G. Nicotra .
HOUSELESS FOLK ENCAMPED ON THE SEASHORE AT PIZZO .

Common Prayer

The prayers I make will then be sweet indeed ,

If Thou the spirit give by which I pray :

My unassisted heart is barren clay,

That of its native self can nothing feed . "

Michael Angelo .

E invite all our friends to join each Tuesday morning in a unison of praise

and prayer with the Society's agents, colporteurs , and Biblewomen through

out the world .

W!

The following special topics for prayer are suggested to our fellow-workers :

For December.-Between forty and fifty For January.- (1) For native preachers and

Missionary Societies are working in alliance catechists who are circulating God's Word

with the Bible Society. We ask for special among their own people. (2 ) For native

prayers during the coming weeks on behalf assistants who are aiding translators and re

of these partners in our work . visers of the Scriptures in various parts of the

( 1 ) For missionaries who are at present world . (3) For native converts living far

engaged in mastering barbarous languages, in from any missionary, who have no outward

order to be able to give God's messageto the help for their spiritual life apart from God's

heathen. (2) For missionaries who are trans- Book. (4 ) For native colporteurs who are

lating or revising foreign versions. ( 3 ) For called upon to endure persecution. (5 ) For

missionaries who personally engage in dis- those natives who are engaged in printing and

tributing and circulating the Scriptures. (4) binding the Scriptures in India, Malaysia,

For missionaries who superintend native col- China, Korea, and Japan, that their work may

porteurs and Biblewomen .
bring blessing to their own souls.
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The Text of the Hebrew Bible

By the Rev. Canon R. B. Girdlestone

HE Scriptures of the Old Testament inserted in the old Greek translation called

THwere freely and confidently referred the Septuagint (LXX.) , are not in the Heb

to by Christ , both before and after His rew Bible , though of course they are mainly

death and resurrection, as a final authority Jewish and pre -Christian writings. An

on all questions relating to the nature of examination of Josephus, Philo, and other

God, the history of Israel, and the Mes- Jewish authorities confirms us in the con

sianic programmewhich He Himself came clusion which we naturally arrive at from

to carry out . These Scriptures were of a study of the New Testament — that the

different dates, the earliest having come Jewish Old Testament accepted by Christ

into existence at least a thousand years and His apostles was substantially the

before the latest. They had been con- same as that which we now possess .

served , together with the people who I have just used the word “ substan

possessed them , when most other litera- tially ” ; but may I substitute for it the

ture had perished , because though written word " absolutely " ? Ormust we make

by the hand of men they were inspired by due allowance for mistakes in copying ,

the Spirit of God. They are a gift to the such as we are familiar with in the case

Jew first and also to the Gentile ; they of the New Testament ? It is generally
have a mes supposed

sage
for that the

every age Jews are

and race ; exceedingly

and they are accurate in

immortal till copying

their work is their Scrip

done . tures and

The books that they

of the Old never alter a

Testament single letter,

as we receive so that each

them are

identical cxact tran

with those script of its

received by predecessor,

the Jewish and that we

community

R9020
may fairly

They are accept

arranged in present edi

a different tions as re

order, but presenting

the contents the originals

of the old
which were

Testament written or

accepted by dictated by

Christians
the holymen

are the very TeSnillos

copy is an

HOO Our

of old . But

same as
this is not

those which the case . It

make up the is undoubt.

Jewish edly true

Bible . The that Jewish

apocryphal

FRAGMENT FROM THE SEPTUAGINT PSALTER, PSALMS xi . 7 to xv. 4.
copyists are

writings, The earliest manuscript of any portion of the Bible at present known to be in

which were
Written on papyrus, in uncialcharacters, in the third century. Found in

but after all
Egypt in 1892. Now in the British Museum .

very careful ,
eristence
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The Text of the Hebrew Bible

גניריָדישָעְו
לחאלסוע

יתשןכשמח

"תעיריחָרש

If we go

sense .

they are human, and

for reasons which I

shall show later on

not only do existing

printed copies vary,

but also the manu

scripts vary from the

exemplars or stan

dards ofthe sixth cen.

tury A.D.

further back, for ex

ample, to our Lord's

time, we find judg

ing from the Greek

Testament — that con

siderable differences PORTION OF MANUSCRIPT IN SQUARE HEBREW.
The carliest dated Hebrew MS.

in the British Museum .
exist between our TWELFTH CENTURY.

Hebrew Bibles and

the text which was in the hands of the first from ancient days ; and the accents, which
Christians. Can we go further back still ? mark the intonation and thus give the

Alas ! the Hebrew MSS. of the most ancient sense by showing what words are to be

times have (so far as we know) perished ; connected by the voice in reading and
and none that survive are so old as the where special emphasis is to be laid .

oldest Greek MSS . of theNew Testament . Jews read their Bible in a style something
Yet we have materials in the Hebrew Bible like chanting or sing-song, being taught

itself, as it stands, which show that copyists how to read — at any rate the Penta

wrote things differently from one another teuch - long before they understand the
in the pre -Christian ages. I ought to add,

however, that the variations in question Our present-day Hebrew Bibles thus

were few compared with those which preserve on their pages the pronunciation

exist in the numerous MSS. of the New and intonation which have been handed

Testament, and that they seldom affect down from father to son for more than a
the sense materially . thousand years. There has been a good

About a thousand years ago there were deal of discussion as to the exact period

two classes of MSS. proceeding from the when these points and accents were added

Jewish centres of learning at Babylon and to the text, some saying that they were

at Tiberias under Jacob ben Naphtali and " framed in Paradise," others affirming

Aaron ben Asher, and the latter class is that the various meanings of the text can

considered the best authority for the best be discovered without them. Pro

sacred text. The differences between bably they grew up gradually. Certainly

these schools seem very slight , according they are of great practical utility, as is also

to Walton, the editor of the London the fashion of putting a space or dot

Polyglot. Ordinary printed Hebrew between one word and another, and the

Bibles follow the text as printed by Van sub - division of the whole into chapters

der Hooght a hundred years ago. There and verses . It can be readily understood ,

are much older Hebrew Bibles, the first however , that in spite of the well-known

complete Hebrew Old Testament having retentiveness of the Jewish memory, and

been printed at Soncino, in North Italy, in spite of the care and accuracy of the

A.D. 1488. The edition printed by Bom- scribes, variations in these things would

berg in 1525 is considered the most creep into the text and that they would

accurate of all, and is accepted as fairly occasionally affect the sense.

giving the Massorelic, i.e. , the Traditional On further examination of Hebrew

text. Bibles , we find that most of them have a

Most of the Hebrew editions give not few words printed in small type at the

only the letters, but also the vowel points foot of the page . These “ notes are not

over and under them, which show the of the nature of comments, but are rather

exact pronunciation received by tradition instructions for the copyist, printer, or
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some

are

reader. They are very old, and have further thought makes us thankful that

awakened a good deal of interest and respectful conservatism has prevailed, for

discussion . Thus we are told in these many things have been retained thereby

notes that certain words are to be “ read which are of real value as indicating

but not written .” There are eight of peculiarities in the text, or doubts which

these words, or, according to have existed concerning it as far back as

authorities, thirteen . Others are to be the early centuries after Christ . We

“ written but not read ” ; these should lose much if the grammar and

reckoned at five, or at most eight . Some- the spelling of words were reduced to

times a final letter is to be written in the uniformity. It would be a great mis

middle of a word , as in Isa. ix. 6 ( first word) ; fortune if editors were to doaway with

and sometimes a letter in its ordinary certain forms peculiar to the Pentateuch :

form is to be written at the end of a for example, the spelling of the feminine

word ; e.g., in Neh . ii . 13 and Job xxxviii . 1 . third person, and of the word translated

Sometimes a small letter is to be inserted " damsel,” or if they were to abolish the

amid larger type , as in Gen. xxiii. 2 (in earlier and later ways of spelling David ,

the word translated " weep ” ). Again the Damascus, almug, &c .

letter n is sometimes to hang or stand The origin of many of the variations

above the level of the rest of the type as and peculiarities thus conserved is trace

in Judg. xviii . 30. This is a passage of able to someextent. Similarity of sound

great weight as bearing on the candour has a good deal to answer for, as in the

and accuracy of the Jewish scribe . ByBy familiar passage Isa. ix. 3, where the

omitting the n the name Manasseh be- Hebrew word lo is spelt so as to mean

comes Moses, as we find it in the Latin “ not” in the text, and “ to it ” in the

Vulgate ; by inserting the n the honour margin . Then there is similarity of form ,

of Moses' family is saved . Who shall as in the case of the resemblance between

decide which was the original reading ? the letters i and v in the square Hebrew ;

At any rate the scribes, to their credit, again , words may sometimes have been

have left the matter open. Further, in joined together which ought to have been

certain passages letters are marked as to read apart ; numbers may sometimes have

be omitted by the scribes , and in others been spelt wrongly, as in the case of

corrections are to be made by the scribes 40,000 and 4,000 (1 Kings iv. 26 and

as in Gen. xxviii . 22 , where we are to 2 Chron . ix . 25 ) , or 700 and 7,000 ( 2 Sam.

read “ Abraham stood before the Lord ,” x . 18 and 1 Chron . xix . 18) ; old words

instead of “ the Lord stood before which were provincialisms may have been

Abraham .” Here and there additional regarded as doubtful, and more ordinary

points or marks are put on certain words words may have been occasionally

or letters which are considered of doubt- though rarely - substituted for them . We

ful authority, as in Num. xxi. 30 (where must not forget, moreover, that the square

the last letter of the word translated Hebrew character in which the Bible is

" which " is so marked ). Occasionally now printed is not the original form of

one word is to be substituted for another Hebrew. There is considerable doubt as

for special reasons. to when the change was made. It must

As one contemplates these notes as a have been gradual; and the sacred books

whole , perhaps one is inclined at first to would be the last to be affected by it.

wonder why editors have not been At any rate the process of transcribing

courageous enough to get rid of all these from one character to another must have

peculiarities and to give the text as nearly been attended with considerable risks, to

as possible as it ought to be written ; but say the least .

( To be concluded next month . )

Miss Klickmann's new musical setting of Bishop Heber's hymn, “ From Green

land's Icy Mountains," which was specially written for our Thanksgiving Meeting at

the Albert Hall, has been published asa four-page leaflet with both notations on the

same page, price one penny, or post free 9d. per dozen, to be obtained from the

Bible House, 146 , Queen Victoria Street, E.C.

-
-
-
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Abroad with the Bible

NUAC

The Examination Hall

How a Native

Chinese

Church Dis

tributed

Gospels.

A short while

ago a free grant

of Gospels was

made to Rev.

W. S. Horne, of

the China Inland

Mission, Kan

chowfu. These

served a double

purpose . The

literati attending

the State Exami- C.I.M. MISSION HOUSE ,
is close to this building.

nation had the KANCHOW , KIANGSI.

Gospel in its

written form placed in their hands, and the arrival of the Tagalog Old Testament,

the local Church was stirred to a fine which has been translated by the Rev.

enthusiasm . H. F. Miller with the help of a Tagalog

Mr. Horne writes : " Some time previous named Sofronio Calderon, and published

to the great examination in our city for by the B.F.B.S. “ The volume is attrac
the Chinese first degree (“ Siu -tsai ' tive in shape and binding, and sells at the

budding genius) , preparations were made astonishingly low price of thirty - five cents

for distributing portions of Scripture. Conant. . . . By thetime this is read , the
2,500 packets were neatly done up and first shipment of a thousand copies will
bound by a red paper wrapper, with the all be sold. Two or three times that

characters ‘May you be successful in all number could have been sold in Manila

your examinations' printed on each . alone within a week of their arrival , and

The officials kindly lent us every help, the provinceswould still remain untouched.
allowing our native brethren inside the At our Book Room the demand has been

large gate, and the students, with very far beyond the supply. Some wanted five,
few exceptions, received the books with some ten , and several wanted a hundred

pleasure and courtesy. The native Chris- copies , and were insistent in their requests.

tians were so delighted with the reception In order to distribute them as widely as

that the books and themselves met with, possible among our members, we refused
that they distributed 1,000 more packets at to sell more than five copies to any one

their own charges . Many of these students person . It will take many thousands of

came afterwards to us for some explana- copies before this centuries-old thirst for
tion of the books. " the Word of God may be even partially

Often and often the scholars of China quenched . To those who have always

have heaped scorn and reproach upon the had an open Bible and have seen the

native Christians. Here the members of Bible treated with indifference by so

a Chinese Church , composed probably of many, the sight of these people, feverishly

small shopkeepers, farmers, and labourers, eager to secure these first copies of the

deny themselves to purchase and present Old Testament in their mother-tongue, is

additional Gospels to proud men of letters. truly pathetic . "

Eager for the Bible. Gospels used as “ Readers.'

The Philippine Christian Advocate, the In Luzon, at a village school in charge

organ of the Methodist Episcopal Church of a native Filipino woman, it was found

at Manila , announces in its August issue that the " Readers " adopted for advanced
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pupils were the Gospels of St. Luke and with the Roman Church) and his commu

St. John, because the children were too nity at Kerkook, colporteur Gemanos

poor to buy others ! teaches at their school for an hour every

other day without payment. The Chal
Distances in Russia.

dean Christians there now use one of our

In rearranging the Society's operations Turkish Bibles on the desk in their church

in Russia , with a view to greater efficiency for reading lessons. They have addressed

and economy, the question has arisen two separate letters of gratitude to the

whether, without restricting the Society's Committee of the Society in London.

opportunities for Bible work, our depôt at

Kharkoff can be dispensed with and the
A Russian Priest's Testimony.

cost of it saved . There is no doubt that Gladescheff, one of our Siberian colpor

our depôts are costly ; but we have also teurs beyond Lake Baikal , writes from

to consider the great distances that sepa- Jablonovaya, a station forty -seven miles

rate them and the vastness of the territory west of Chita : “ While I wasbusy in one of

which each of them serves. Kharkoff is the trains going west , a priest came out of

fifty hours by ordinary train froin St. Peters- the carriage. Your Society is helping us, '

burg , and from Moscow thirty hours. From he said , turning to the other passengers ,

Kharkoff itself to Vladikavkaz, at the who had by this time collected , ' to carry

edge of the Caucasus, where dwells the a heavy burden .' Taking a copy of the

most distant colporteur under its superin- people's edition of the New Testament,

tendence, is forty hours' journey . Under which we sell for 6d . , he held it up to the

such circumstances, we may well shrink passengers, saying, ' See ! look at the price

from increasing the distance between a stamped on this book ! These books are

depôt and the colporteurs attached to it . good, they are cheap ; every one here

ought to possess a copy.' Setting an

Among Chaldean Christians .
example, the priest himself purchased two

In Mesopotamia, at the request of the copies, others followed, and I sold about

Chaldean Bishop (who is in communion 138. worth before the train left the station .”

Photo by Neville EdwardsCARRYING A PIG TO MARKET

IN THE PHILIPPINES.
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THall pre

a

' HE Albert and gallery of

From King Edward VII . the vast Hall

sented amemor- " I am commanded by His Majesty to congratulate seemed to over

able and inspir- the Committee of the British and Foreigo Bible flow with enthu

ing sight on Society on their success in having collected a sum of siastic friends

Tuesday even- over a quarter of a million guineas, the amount they and supporters ,

ing, November required for the extension of their work. The King including nume

7th , when the wishes the Society all prosperity in the future, and rous influential

Bible Society's trusts that their efforts may year by year assist , delegates from

Centenary cele- gradually perhaps , but surely , in promoting the Auxiliaries in all

brations were growth of Christianity throughout the world ." parts of the

brought to Kollys. country, many

close, and a of whom had

magnificent as travelled long

semblage of 8,000 persons met to praise distances in order to be present . "

God for the completion of the Centenary A preliminary programme of sacred

Fund . Seldom , if ever, has so represent- music was splendidly rendered by the

ative a platform been brought together. voluntary Choir, solos from Mendelssohn
Thirteen bishops of the English Church and Spohr being beautifully sung_by

sat among the leaders of Nonconformity Master T. Sampson, of the London Col
and members of the great Reformed com- lege for Choristers. A new musical setting

munions of the Continent . Representatives to the hymn “ From Greenland's Icy

of at least five-and -twenty religious and Mountains," specially written by Miss

missionary societies were present. A Klickmann, was much applauded . Then
Chinaman in robes the audience joined

of red and dark in that noble chant

blue silk made a " The Strain Up

picturesque con
raise." The Earl

trast with the ven of Stamford read

erable figure of Psalm cl . The Rev.

General Booth with J. G. Greenhough,

his flowing white ex - President of the

locks and his scarlet Baptist Union ,

jersey showing offered thanks to

vividly under the God for the com

long, dark Salvation pletion of the Cen

Army uniform . The tenary Fund .

Archimandrite of Bishop Mitchinson,

the Greek Church senior Vice

in London would President, Master

have attended but of Pembroke Col

for ill - health . lege , Oxford , prayed

On one side of for unity and con

the President sat cord among the

the American Am whole congregation

bassador, and on the of Christ's flock .

other Count A. von The Rev. Marshall

Bernstorff, wearing Hartley, ex -Presi

a foreign order. The dent of the Wes

Society's Vice-Pre leyan Conference,
sidents and Com asked for God's

mitteewere strongly guidance in admini

in evidence on the
stering the Fund ;

platform, while afterwhich the great

area, stalls, balcony, Photo by Russell & Co.
audience united in

Our
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plant and organization more efficient. He

appealed earnestly for an increased in

come, so that the Society's work abroad

might go on unhampered.

The Bishop of Manchester won the ear

of the meeting by asking who would

dream of translating Shakespeare for the

African PigmiesPigmies or Goethe for the

Eskimos, or even Homer for the Pata

gonians. But the Bible is God'smessage

to the whole world , written indeed bymen ,

but its voice is the voice of God Himself.

We might send it out to any nation under

heaven ,and it came back to us with added

proofs of its divinity. The wide world as

it never waited before is waiting to -day for

t
o

AR

Photo by Voigt.

THE GERMAN EMPEROR.

PRESIDENT ROOSEVELT.

the Lord's Prayer, which came from so

many thousands of lips with an effect like

the breaking of waves on the sea-shore.

Our President, the Marquis of North

ampton, whose clear voice rang across

the Hall , gave a brief but vigorous and

inspiring address from the chair. He re

joiced that the Centenary Fund included

so many widows' mites, and announced

that the quarter of a million guineas had God's message . Are we going to curtail

now been completely raised, without the circulation and withdraw our efforts to

reckoning anything which accrued from spread abroad the Bible ?

interest or dividend . We are able to state The interest of the audience grew tense

that this happy result was brought about as the chairman proceeded to read in

by the gift of over £ 8,000, contributed succession messages of congratulation ,

jointly and which we here

anonymously by reproduce, from

a few friends.
From the President of the United States .

King Edward

Lord North VII . , from the

ampton also ex- “ May I send my hearty congratulations to the German Em

plained that the British and Foreign Bible Society at the Centenary peror, from the

Centenary Fund
Thanksgiving Meeting ? I trust that their gathering

King of Den

would be de
will stimulate world-wide interest in the translation

mark, and from

voted to special
and circulation of the Bible , and I am certain that all

the King of

extensions of
who have the good of mankind closely at heart will

Sweden. The

the Society's
feel for their effort the sincerest sympathy and

Secretary of the

work, and also
goodwill. "

Netherlands
Theodore Roosevelt.

to making its Bible Society
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After pay.

а

re

with inany

read in

From the King of Sweden .
Dutch , ing a tri

From the Queen of Holland

• His Majesty King Oscar

and her Consort .
and Lord bute to the

II . , having been informed Northamp- late Sir • Filled with feelings of

that the British and Foreigo ton after- George warm sy.npathy with the sub

Bible Society is holding a wards gave Williams, lime purpose which the Brit

Thanksgiving Meeting on the transla- Lord Nor- ish and Foreign Bible Society

occasion of the completion of tion of, a thampton has pursued for more than

the Centenary celebrations, message a d d ed : a century and remembering

has satisfaction in partici- from the " Now let with thankfulness the help

pating. His Majesty, Queen of us turn which it so willingly gave to

garding with the deepest Holland our minds the Netherlands Bible Soci.

interest the blessed work of and her again to ety we beg you on the occa

the British and Foreign Bible Consort, the King of sion of the Thanksgiving

Society all the world over, Prince kings , and Meeting to bear witness to

rejoices together with his
Henry of let us sing,

our sincere interest in all

Swedish people in the de the Neth- Crown Hiin work and effort directed

velopment of what has been
erlands.

towards the dissemination

done for the further promo- These suc
crowns. ”

of the Gospel."

tion of this grand work ."
cessive Next , Wilhelmina, Heinrich.

communi- Count A.

cations from the Protestant rulers of the von Bernstorff, who spoke in excellent and

world evoked immense enthusiasm , fluent English , described how the circula

which culminated when the American tion of the Bible on the Continent had pre

Ambassador, the Hon . Whitelaw Reid , pared the way for religious liberty , and the

rose to deliver a message from the Presi- audience responded to his words welcom

dentofthe United States. Speaking with ing the adventof religious liberty in Russia.

special heartiness and felicity , His Excel- He confessed that all the German Bible

lency declared that though his country Societies owed their existence to the

made less public profession of religion impulse of our own, and quoted Mr.

than most other nations, it was not less Spurgeon's saying : “ The Bible is a young

profoundly religious, and cited as wit- lion ; only set him free , and he will defend

nesses the examples of Washington , himself."

Lincoln , and McKinley, whose names were The ovation of the evening was reserved

greeted with loud cheers. for General Booth , who

He concluded by reading gave a characteristic ad

the letter which President dress on “ The Bible and

Roosevelt had sent concern the Masses." He insisted

ing “ the momentous and on the preciousness of Holy

auspicious occasion which Scripture to the poor . " It

we celebrate.” brings God into the life of

In gracious and courtly the poor, lone toiler : it

phrases Lord Northampton makes the working man

acknowledged these royal good.” The audience

messages , and also laughed and cheered when

nounced congratulatory tele the General declared that

grams from the National “ God is going to do a

Bible Society of Scotland , great work among
the

the Hibernian Bible Society , masses, and then the masses

the South Australian Auxi will rise up and mend the

liary at Adelaide, and also classes. ” The truths of the

from a Bible Meeting at Bible prove their divinity by

Colombo, sent by the Rev. the changes they are making

A. Taylor, the Secretary among the masses of our

now absent on the Society's own people .. They are

business in the East, whose making men not only good

name was warmly cheered. GENERAL BOOTH . but making them useful,

an

$

ANO

AR
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66

was

we

of

“ turning men and listened intently
From the German Emperor .

women who were when he described

curses , blasts, and " Accept my best congratulations on the how to the pioneer

mildews wherever splendid success of the Centenary Collec- missionary in lonely

they came, into tion and my heartiest wishes for a further places, cut off from

ministering angels, prosperous development of the noble work
outward contact

the saviours of man of the British and Foreign Bible Society ." with the Church,

kind." Among William I.R. the Bible became

other stories, he his great sacra

told of a child who ment, administered

asked her mother, Did you not say by Christ Himself. The more we realized

that book God's Book ? ” “ Yes, the power of the Bible penetrating and

dear," said the mother. Then said the subduing the dark places in our own
child , Do you not think we had better hearts, the alien parts of our own expe

send it home, as never read it ? ” rience, the regions of our own life which

To get the Bible read , we must get men were foreign and intractable to God—the

and women who live its teaching right more we should be moved to believe in

out before the gaze of men . The criticism the destiny of the Bible to be a blessing

of the masses is notconcerned with books : for the dark and distant and unsubjugated

it is practical criticism of the lives of those parts of the world .

who profess to believe the The last speaker, the

Bible. General Booth Bishop of Carlisle, capti

concluded amid another vated his audience at once,

great demonstration and with genial humour

applause. The whole as well as spiritual wisdom

meeting then rose and drew out four lessons from

sang the Te Deum , to the meeting itself. First,

Jackson's well-known set " the Church Catholic, the

ting, with overwhelming Church of every Scriptural

effect. denomination and com

Three more prayers fol
munion in the world ,”

lowed : the Rev. W. B. needs abundantly

Rubusana, assistant reviser the presence and power

of the Katir version , offered and counsel and work of

thanks for the Bible in godly laymen. Secondly,
Africa ; Professor A. Mac. the Bible knows no dis

alister, of Cambridge, tinction between the

prayed with great tender classes and the masses .

ness for the influence of The Bishop here repeated

the Bible in our homes ; a statement of General

and Mr. Cheng Ching - Yi, Booth's, which he declared

assistant reviser of the was not borrowed , as it had

Mandarin version, thanked been written down before .

God with touching simpli hand in his own notes .

city for the gift of the At this the General rose

Bible to the great nations and bowed dramatically ,

of the East . to the great amusement

The next speech , by of the meeting. The third

Principal Forsyth , Chair lesson was the unity under

man of the Congregational lying the diversity of

Union, dealt with " The Christian denominations.

Bible and Foreign Mis “ Here we are," cried the

sions . " The audience
Bishop, " upon this plat

cheered when he declared form of many communions,

that this Book was a better differing in details of ad

means of spreading civi. MR. CHENG CHING-YI . ministration , but at one

lization than the rifle, and Assistant Reviser of the Mandarin Bible. upon the fundamentals of

more
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as

21

revelation . As far I and peoples and tongues

understand it , in our differ as there would be elsewhere

ences there is no wrong, at last.

as long as the differences The concluding hymn,

are not tainted with un “ Praise, O praise our God

charity. We are not and King," was sung with

menagerie, a lot of lions and uplifted hearts and voices.

tigers and leopards that The Bishop of Wakefield

have to be caged off from pronounced the benedic

one another. We have our tion , and the jubilant thun

differences, as all thinking ders of the “ Hallelujah

men have their differences, Chorus " fitly closed a

but we are bound together Thanksgiving Meeting which

with one embrace of the will never fade from the

Bible. There memories of those who were

who like to tind their unity privileged to be there.

in the Councils of the Pressure on our space pre

Church ; I prefer to find vents us from publishing in

my unity in the Bible — a these pages a verbatim

unity of the spirit whose report of the proceedings at

bonds are not stagnation the Albert Hall . Any of

but peace .” Finally, the our friends , however, who

Bishop confessed that he desire to read the speeches

knew no Church or Society at length may obtain a

so truly catholic as theBritish and Foreign copy by sending one penny stamp to the

Bible Society . On that platform there Secretaries, 146, Queen Victoria Street,
were men of many tribes and races E.C.

are some

THE BISHOP OF MANCHESTER .

Photo by Elliott & Fry.

From the King of Denmark

• My best wishes for the prosperity of

your work and God's blessing to Society

and its leaders. "

Christian R.

PR

PROFESSOR MACALISTER.

of Cambridge.

THE REV. PRINCIPAL FORSYTH.

Photo by Elliott & Fry

THE REV W. B. RUBUSANA .

Assistant Reviser of the Kafir Bible.
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THE EARL OF STAMFORD COUNT A. VON BERNSTORFF .THE BISHOP OF CARLISLE.

Photo by Elliott & Fry.Photo by Elliott & Fry,

In Memoriam : Bishop Ellicott

The death of Bishop Ellicottin his eighty -seventh year removes the senior name

from the list of the Society's Vice-Presidents, which was enrolled there when he

became Bishop of Gloucester and Bristol in 1863. In his speech at our Exeter Hall

Anniversary in 1871 , he frankly confessed that his experience of co -operating with

other Christian scholars in the revision of the English Bible had taught him that God's

Word was a blessed bond of union, and made him whole-hearted in the cause of the

Bible Society. No English prelate was a more frequent or a more welcome visitor at

the Bible House. During the last thirty -three years the Bishop only five times missed

attending the May meeting of the Committee. While the revision of the New

Testament was going on he usually gave some account of its progress and its

difficulties. Since its completion his annual addresses generally took the form of a

summary of the alleged fresh results of Biblical criticism, and all that had come to

light in support of older views. Bishop Ellicott was one of the Society's most trusted

counsellors. He approved of the policy of cautious patience which delayed for some

years to place the English revised Bible among the Society's editions. Recently he

gave his warm support to the publication of Dr. Nestle's Greek Testament. Ať his

last visit to the Committee in 1903 , Dr. Ellicott discussed with eager interest plans for

celebrating the Centenary. On Bible Sunday he preached the Centenary sermon in

his own Cathedral at Gloucester from the text , “ The leaves of the tree were for the

healing of the nations." The Committee have adopted a special memorial minute

recording their deep regard and regret and expressing their heartfelt sympathy with

the Bishop's family .

Bound volumes of our magazines for 1905 may be obtained from the Bible House

as follows :

The BIBLE IN THE WORLD, price 2s . post free . Gleanings, price is. 4d. post free .

In response to various inquiries we have arranged also to supply cases for

binding our magazines for 1905. These can be had, price 9d . each , post free.
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The Bible Story of

Norway and Sweden
By William Canton

Photos by W. Klickmann

SECOND AND CONCLUDING PAPER

W

W
I
N
G
A

A PILOT BOAT OUTSIDE

GOTHENBURG.

E now
many families were separated from a

return church by ten or twelve leagues of sea.

to Norway , And here the Bibleman , wandering in
to the Chris- the summer, when no more than a brief

tiania Agency twilight separates the evening from the

and its four morning, or toiling over ice and snow on

Sub -agencies. skates or snow -shoes, was made welcome,

A fifth was entreated to stay, and gladly aided in his

started in enterprise. It was the Bible which pre

1858 for the served the mass of the people from the

Tromsö dio- inroads of Popery and Mormonism in the

cese,
which

fifties and sixties, and the revival of

had hitherto religion which occurred in many parts

been visited of the country was ascribed to the in

by colpor- fuence of the Biblemen. As in Sweden ,
teurs from the fruits of these efforts were seen in

Stavanger. A the development of missions - missions

wild and diffi- to the heathen , to the Jews, home mis

cult region of sions, issions to seamen ; new churches

some hun- and schools were built ; evangelists and

dred and Biblewomen were enıployed ; the Luther

thirty thou- Society for the dissemination of the Scrip

sand inhabi- tures and religious literature and the

tants ,

many of

the m

isolated in lonely places along the

coast or in green nooks in the

windings of the fjords ! A year or

two earlier the Bishop had dis

covered that 9,203 families were

destitute of the Bible, and nearly

6,000 had not even the New Testa

ment ; but in 1857 a breath of the

Divine Spirit had passed over the

islet-town of Tromsö, “ the little

Paris of the North ," and the people

had given up balls and theatricals

for meetings at each other's houses,

where the Scriptures were read with

prayer and praise.

Of all countries Norway was the
one in which the labours of the col

porteur seemed to be indispensable.

As lale as 1870 there was but one

pastor to every 3,272 immortal souls .

ine average cure covered seventy

square miles, but some of the

parishes extended over twice and

thrice that area ; the minister could NEAR THE PASS, BETWEEN

visit his flock only once a year, and SELJESTAD AND ROLDAL, NORWAY .
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in a little while

the Bible -work

of Norway

might be safely

left to the zeal

and piety of

their own peo

ple.

The close

came in 1894,

when arrange

ments were

completed for

withdrawal at

the end of that

year. The Nor

wegian Bible

Society under

took to publish
WISBY, ISLAND OF GOTHLAND,

IN THE BALTIC .

The ancient capital of

the Hanseatic League.

was

Young Men's Chris

tian Association

were formed , and

the Sunday School

became one of the

recognized institu

tions of the country.

Between the Jubi

lee and 1871 the Nor

wegian Agencies and

the Norwegian Bible

Society circulated

378,770 copies. In

1885 , when the popu

lation of Norway

estimated at

1,950,000 , the aggre

gate Norwegian dis

tribution from the

beginning stood at

1,155,112 ; but it

still appeared that These barrels of tar are

some time must pass
awaiting export.

STOCKHOLM , SWEDEN.

before Com

mittee could with

prudence take the course which had been and sell the Holy Scriptures without the

adopted with respect to Sweden . In 1889 Apocryphal books, to keep stocks at the

the “ Genesis " of a new version in Kwain, British Society's old centres, to employ its

or Norwegian Lapp, was issued by the colporteurs, and to invite the co -operation

Christiania Agency ; ' in 1890 the Nor- of its friends and supporters. When effect

wegian Society was preparing an edition was given to these cordial negotiations,

of the Bible without the Apocryphal the Agency had spread abroad 850,017

books, and in 1891 there were signs that Bibles and Testaments , and the distribu

tion of the Norwegian Society amounted

' The whole Bible was printed at Christiania,

by the Norwegian Bible Socictv, in 1895. after
to 593,211-a total of 1,443,228 copies.

the British and Foreign Bible Sociсty had with
As in the case of Sweden , only an indica

drawn , tion of the expenditure can be given.

18 !

DRYING SAILS AT

the
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Including thedonation of £ 500 to the Nor- post in Norway was taken by Consul

wegian Society, the Committee's outlay on General Thomas Mitchell, who at the

Norway between 1844 and the termina- close of the Society's connection with

tion of its work stood at £ 71,405, and the Norway, was presented with a special
receipts for that period came to£30,758 . copy of the Holy Scriptures. He died

A word must be said of the Bible in 1899.

worthies of the Agency in Norway. In The Agency lost in 1890 a steadfast

1877 died suddenly, at an advanced age, friend in Anders Gröndahl , printer and

Sir John Rice Crowe, K.C.B. , Consul- bookseller , who had been associated with

General for Norway, who became practi- its work from its inauguration by Dr.
cally the representative of the Society in Paterson in 1832 . During fifty - eight

1844. Almost the whole of the printing years he carried through the press and

and binding of the Norwegian Scrip- dispatched to the centres of distri
tures passed under his

supervision , and for over

thirty years he freely

gave hisservices. He was

appointed an Honorary

Life Governor in 1853 ,

and a Vice - President in

1875. Both as repre

sentative and consul he

was succeeded by Capt .

Henry Michael Jones,

who had won the Victoria

Cross in the storming

of the quarries before
Sebastopol. On his ap

pointment to Philippo

polis in 1880, he was

" gazetted " an Hon .Life

Governor, and afterwards

became Minister - Resi

dent at Bangkok in 1889.

at Lima in 1894, and

at Quito in 1995. His
BRATLAMSDAL VALLEY, NORWAY.

CARRIAGE ROAD IN THE

bution by far the

greater part of the

1,082,366 volumes

of Norwegian

Scriptures circu .

lated at the cost

of the British and

Foreign Bible

Society.

Out of the past

four brave colpor

teurs appeal for re

membrance. An

ders Holbæk, of

Christiansand,

shouldered his pack

in 1861 and served

till 1880. His son

Anders followed in

his steps for eight

BUER BRAE GLACIER ,

AT ODDE, NORWAY.
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66

ness

NORWAY

years. In 1888 he was tion from Bergen had

laid aside by consump risen to 94,327 copies.

tion , but he looked back His life -work closed with

with tears of thankful the Sub-agency's Bible

to God, to the story ; on February 6,

Agency, and to the British 1895 , he passed away in

and Foreign Bible So his ninety -thirdyear. He

ciety," upon the days had been an Hon. Life

of his privilege . His Governor since 1870, and

younger brother August the Committee were on

took up the task, and the point of enrolling him

laboured until 1892 , when among the Vice -Presi

he also was called away. dents.

AtTrondhjem Hans Olsen The list of Hon . For

served from 1861 to 1886. eign Members for 1895

Worn out with the in contains a recognition of

firmities of age , the skil the most prominent of

ful old stocking-weaver the Society's friends in

and his wife were then Norway-the Rev. Gustav

looking forward to a Jensen and the Rev. K.

peaceful refuge in the Eckhoff of Christiania,

Hospital of the ancient the Rev. L. Dahle of
SULDALSPORTEN ,

Norse capital. Stavanger, the Rev. J.

One man waspermitted Killengreen of Tromsö,

to survey the entire work of the Agency Mr. C. J. Dreyer, treasurer of the Tromsö

with the appreciation of a contemporary. Sub-agency from 1858 , and Karl Gröndahl,

In the quaint, picturesque, showery town the son of Anders, the worthy printer and

of Bergen , lying with its orchards and bookseller. The names of Tobias Siqve

white wooden houses between the high land of Christiansand and P. Ulstad of

fells and the sea, Christian Joachim Mohn Trondhjem appeared on the roll of Hon.

became hon . treasurer of the Bergen Sub- Life Governors as far back as 1870 .

agency in 1832. He was then Paterson's In Norway, as in the sister country, the

excellent young man " ; long afterwards withdrawal of the B.F.B.S. was justified

by events,
known and in the

“ Bible
years

M ohn
which fol

( Bibel .
lowed

Mohn ). He common

lived in the
interest

reigns of preserved

eight kings a cordial

ofNorway, intercourse

and for between

over sixty the Scandic

years it navian Bi

was his de ble Socie

light to re ties and

cord the their En

progress of glish pa

his Sub
rent. Since

agency. At its with

the time drawal, the
the Society

B. F. B. S.

withdrew,
has issued

the total CHURCH AT ROLDAL, 1 66,613

distribu copies of

66

he Was

as

a

NORWAY

/
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the Swedish and 16,078 copies of the blessings that had been bestowed upon

Norwegian versions ; or a total from the them in the national gift of the Bible.

beginning of 3,403,481 vols . in Swedish King Oscar set his seal on that affectionate

and 1,237,723 in Norwegian . The Cen- acknowledgment, and Queen Sophie bore

tenary was celebrated in both testimony to her faith in , and appreciation

tries. The Archbishop of Upsala and of, the sacred volume. Who can doubt

the Bishop of Christiania expressed the that its quickening pages have been to

warmth of feeling with which Swedes their people “ a well-spring of wisdom

and Norwegians looked back on the and an inheritance of peace ” ?

Coun

After 200 Years

'HIS month marks the end of the rest of the New Testament were pub

second modern Pro

testant missions. On November 29, 1705 , lation of the New Testament into any

Bartholomew Ziegenbalg and Henrik Indian language.

Plütschau sailed from Denmark for the From the Missionary Review of the World

Danish settlement at Tranquebar, as we learn that this bi-centenary is to be

pioneer missionaries to India of the celebrated in Germany, Denmark, and

Danish Lutheran Church. India , while Pastor Raeder, of Riga, has

In spite of ridicule and opposition from been requested to write the complete

their own countrymen they persevered history of the Danish - Halle Mission .

in the work. Their most formidable England and America ought also to re

obstacle was their ignorance of the lan- member the commemoration, for it was

guage, which prevented direct preaching the influence of this mission which opened

to the heathen . They had no grammar, the way into India for Carey, who, when

dictionary, or reading book, and their his own countrymen forbade him entrance ,

only course was to put themselves to found an open door in the Danish Colony

school with a native schoolmaster, and to of Serampur. The man who received

sit down day by day with the children, Carey and made his activity possible was

learning the Tamil alphabet by writing the Danish governor, Brie, a disciple of

the letters with their fingers on the sand . the great missionary, Frederick Schwartz ,

Ziegenbalg's progress was so rapid that of Tanjore. The Leipzig Society, which

within eight months he was able to in 1847 took over the Danish- Halle Mis

preach his first Tamil sermon . In 1708 sion , purposes to set on foot the collection

he began the translation of the New of a jubilee fund, as soon as its own large

Testament, and was able to chronicle its deficit has been paid.

completion in March, 1711 . The past two hundred years have

Being provided with a printing press witnessed remarkable progress among

and paper by the S.P.C.K. , and with the Tamil-speaking people, and at the

Tamil type by German friends of the core of this progress we find the influence

mission at Halle, he was able to face the of the Tamil Bible , which , under the

task of publication . The S.P.C.K. had fostering care of the British and Foreign

sent out, with the press, a printer named Bible Society, has been brought by suc

Fincke, who, however, died on the voy- cessive revisions into a highly satisfactory

age . Fortunately , Ziegenbalg obtained condition . We have no doubt that the

the services of one of the soldiers of the coming years will see still more and more

East India Company who understood perfect fruit from the labours of those

printing , and with his help in 1714 the who have followed in the steps of Ziegen

four Gospels and Acts, and in 1715 the balg and Plütschau.
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Personalia

The Bishop of St. Asaph presided

at the annual meeting of the St.

Asaph's Auxiliary, and asserted that

all men could apply to the truths of

the Bible the tests which our Lord

enjoined . If any man be willing to

do His will, he shall know of the

doctrine. That will was revealed for

him in God's Word , and the Society

laboured to give the knowledge of

that Word to all the kingdoms of the

earth .

At their meeting on October 16th

the Committee took leave of Mr. and

Mrs. Broome P. Smith , who sailed

for Japan on October 31st.

MR . RICHARD LLOYD , Who was presciti at the

Annual Bible Meeting
OF DOUGLAS HILL,

for 84 consecutive years.

The Committee also took leave of BETHESDA, NORTH WALES.

Mr. Norollah, of the London Jews'

Society, who is returning to Persia after having succeed the Rev. J. Percy Treasure in the

spent some months in London engaged in oversight of the North Midland District , which

transliterating the Persian Old Testament into comprises the counties of Derby, Lincoln , and

Hebrew characters. This will be published Nottingham . Mr. Cooper spent the early

shortly by our Society for the benefit of Jews years of his life in business in this country,

in Persia who speak Persian and cannot read and in 1889 was ordained in the Diocese of

the Persian alphabet. Bathurst, New South Wales. He has had long

experience of work in the Colonies, both in

the back -blocks, and also in more settled dis

tricts . He returned to England early in 1904.
The Committee also took leave of the Rev.

We bespeak a warın welcome for Mr. Cooper
W. E. H. Organe, B.A. , B.D. , who , as we

in his new duty as District Secretary of the
announced last month , has been appointed for

Society. His presentaddress is : 22 , Freeman
a year to assist his father, the Rev. S. W.

Grove, New Bridgford, Nottingham .

Organe, the Secretary of the Madras Auxiliary.

At the end of this time Mr. Organe will succeed

to his father's post.
In St. Bride's Church , Fleet Street, at the

midday services for business men on the

three Wednesdays in Advent, from 1.15 to

After addressing the Anniversary Meeting

held at Mynydd Llandegai, near Bethesda, on
1.55, a special series of addresses will be given

bythe Rev. R. Catterall , vicar of St. Augustine's,

September 19th, the Rev. 1. C. Edwards, our

District Secretary for North Wales, made a
Highbury, upon the following subjects : Dec.

6th, “ The Bible and the Individual" ; Dec.

call on Mr. Richard Lloyd , of Douglas Hill ,
13th, “ The Bible and the Nation " ; Dec. 2oth ,

Bethesda, who is well known in Carnarvon
" The Romance of the Bible Society ." Collec

shire as a veteran friend of the Society.
tions will be taken on behalf of our Society.

Mr. Lloyd is now ninety -two years of age, and

though he had been unable to attend the

Anniversary, he informed Mr. Edwards that

this was the first Annual Meeting at which he At the meeting of the Committee on Oct.

had failed to be present since the year 1822 . 30th , Mr. W. Davidson, our Agent in Siberia,

Is there a parallel to this in the records of the gave some most interesting details of the work

Society ? which he has directed in that country for the

past ten years. In spite of the immense pres

sure.created by the war , the Siberian railways

At their meeting on Oct. 16th the Committee last year conveyed no less than seventy-one

appointed the Rev. J. A. Cooper, curate-in- tons of Bibles, free of charge, for our Society.

charge of the Lady Bay Mission Church in We shall publish an illustrated interview with

the parish of West Bridgford, Nottingham , to Mr. Davidson next month .

The British and Foreign Bible Society, 146, Queen Victoria Street, London, E.C.
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